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Abstract 
 Peri-urban regions world-wide are experiencing transition from agricultural use to 
multifunctional uses; predominantly residential development.  In Australia, the peri-urban 
regions happen to occupy some of the continent’s most fertile and well-watered land. 
 Victorian planning policy ostensibly recognises the value of agriculture, and 
preservation of farmland is an objective of the State Planning Policy Framework.  However, 
planning practice belies policy.  Amenity consumption of land is enabled within a 
discretionary, performance-based land use allocation model consistent with market-driven 
neoliberal doctrine. 
 This thesis synthesizes empirical findings with existing theory to explain the 
mechanisms of the peri-urban land market assemblage.  Quantitative and qualitative methods 
are employed to reveal the tension between the value of land arising from market activity to 
produce its highest and best use, the value of land as an input factor for agricultural 
production, as a rural social and cultural domain, and as an important environmental resource.  
 A case methodology is employed to examine the outer peri-urban local government 
areas (LGAs) of Baw Baw, Yarra Ranges and Macedon Ranges.  Quantitative investigation 
discovers the spatial distribution of land parcel sizes, zoning, dwelling permit activity, and 
agricultural production, and a ‘price-earnings ratio’ derived from land value and agricultural 
production is determined.  The quantitative findings characterize the commercial domain in 
the case LGAs to enable evaluation of the efficacy of state and local planning policies and 
their capacity to respond to ‘objectives’ in the State Planning Policy Framework. 
 Qualitative investigation comprises semi-structured intensive interviews of the land 
market and planning assemblage participants, review of planning documents and a critical 
examination of ‘actually existing’ planning, referencing contentious planning episodes in each 
of the case LGAs. 
The thesis finds that planning policy and its discretionary mode of implementation is a 
causal contributor to land use transition in the peri-urban regions investigated.  It also 
concludes that the planning complex is purposefully crafted to permit land use transition away 
from agriculture to conform to the neoliberal resource allocation model determined by market 
activity and highest and best economic use.  Additional land use transition ‘influences’ are 
discovered and ranked. 
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A healthy farm culture can be based only upon familiarity 
and can grow only among a people soundly established 
upon the land; it nourishes and safeguards a human 
intelligence of the earth that no amount of technology can 
satisfactorily replace.  We now have only the sad remnants 
of those communities.  If we allow another generation to 
pass without doing what is necessary to enhance and 
embolden the possibility now perishing with them, we will 
lose it altogether.  And then we will not only invoke 
calamity – we will deserve it. 
 
Wendell Berry  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Chapter 1:  Introduction 
 
1.1  Background to the Research 
 
The impetus for this thesis is amenity consumption of the rural landscape and the 
consequential loss of peri-urban agriculture.  In Australia, urban expansion consumes some 
11,000 hectares of peri-urban farmland annually (Edwards and Mercer, 2010).  The rapid 
fragmentation of land and proliferation of dwellings in the peri-urban region, and the 
predicted functional demise of agriculture by 2040 (Buxton et al., 2011) is a transformation 
with serious environmental, economic and social consequences.  
 
‘Land value and the value of land’ recognises the distinction between economic and 
non-economic value of land, and the complex multiplicity of other attributes that make up a 
broader concept of ‘value’.  ‘Value’ as a cultural, historical, aesthetic, environmental and 
spiritual concept is independent of ‘market’ value.  However, value attributes can be 
determinants of market value.  Value comprises myriad individual and autonomous 
expressions, not necessarily contingent upon ‘possession’ of land.  ‘Market value’ is the price 
at which land will exchange, assuming willing but not anxious counterparties and information 
efficiency, on a given date.  Value as a non-economic concept is not fixed in time, and its 
multiple, autonomous expressions (in aggregate, its identity) are mutable, as social 
perspectives and understandings evolve. 
 
Non-economic value is ambiguous and perhaps unknowable with precision, as it is 
both many discrete personal values and the collective majority value of those personal values, 
that is, social value.  Collective values are, or should be expressed through the democratic 
process, and the political system should measure, regard and reflect dominant social values 
through policy and policy governance.  Clear policy, administered with competence, should 
articulate social value of land.   
 
Land use transition is occurring in the peri-urban region, and the speed, extent and 
consequences of this transition are important and worthy of research.  The thesis investigates 
the ‘determinants’ of land use transition.  ‘Determinant’ is investigated in both its normative 
form, and within its more technical economic meaning: specifically, in the modes of 
‘determinant of supply’ and ‘determinant of demand’.  Determinants can be positive, for 
example, demand for rural land is derived from demand for agricultural products, or passive 
when supply is ‘controlled’ through planning policy and administration.  Land value 
expresses demand and supply determinants, which include a range of attributes of both 
varying importance to individuals and consistently common importance to individuals.  
Investigation of these value perspectives within social, ethical, and legal institutional 
frameworks, and the history of land tenure as a source of personal livelihood and public 
amenity, reveals land use as a currency of power and unresolved exigencies, summarized as 
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conflict between the public good and private property rights.  If the public good or impacted 
individuals are not compensated for externalities arising from the exercise of property rights, 
that power constitutes market failure. 
 
 Acknowledging myriad peri-urban identities, this thesis identifies four principal actor 
groups influential in the peri-urban land markets: first, principals: buyers and sellers of land, 
including aspirational buyers and sellers; second, facilitators: real estate agents, valuers, 
planners, (both statutory and strategic municipal and private practitioners), and farm business 
consultants; third, policy makers: local government councillors and State politicians and 
associated public officials; and fourth, external agents: particularly banks, the media, and 
special interest groups such as rate payers’ associations and representative industry and social 
groups.  These groups, along with land, capital, technology, transportation modes, social 
ethics and values, politics and power, constitute an ‘assemblage’ (Deleuze and Guattari, 
1980).   
The binary characterization of peri-urban rural land users as either farmers (producers) 
or amenity land users (consumers) is outmoded and inadequate, but an expedient premise 
from which to begin exploration of the antagonism of land use transition. Farmers are 
productionist land users.  They may be large, or small and of varying efficiency.  They rely 
upon farm income and they are affected by agriculture’s terms of trade.  Farmers’ demand for 
land is a derived demand, determined by demand for agricultural products.  Farmers may also 
attach an amenity value to their land.  Amenity land users are consumptionist land users 
notwithstanding some productivity, typically small lot hobby farmers, or rural (non-township) 
residential occupants.   The farmers who attach an amenity value to their land, including large 
scale, non-economic farmers may also be defined as consumption land users, as will be 
explored below.  Amenity land users value land for its amenity utility, having little or no 
reference to production value.  Despite exceptions, such as dairy and intensive horticulture, 
and wide variations in farm income and personal wealth between enterprises, sizes (scale), 
typologies and geographies, the dominant motive for farming for many peri-urban farmers is 
not financial (Wilkinson et al., 2011).  If economics is subordinate, ancillary to or in 
competition with other utility values, aspects of the conventional agri-economic paradigm are 
contestable in the peri-urban land market and a less economically rational, broader 
sociological epistemology is required to inform a theory to explain land use transition 
mechanisms. 
The Principals identified above are contestants in a territorial struggle for land 
ownership and use in the peri-urban region. Numerous complex and often perverse, 
conflicting and plural drivers and motivations determine the dynamics of the peri-urban land 
market with flow-on effects in the social, economic, environmental and political territorial 
domains.   
Under the prevailing business as usual policy scenario: “agriculture in Melbourne’s 
peri-urban region will be severely compromised or substantially cease to function” by 2040 
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(Buxton et al., 2011).  Declining terms of trade and asymmetric ‘free’ trade and protection 
policies can be cited as contributing to the predicament of farmers (Pritchard, 2005a, 
Pritchard, 2005b, Alston, 2004).  However, in the peri-urban region those problems are 
exacerbated by a distorted land market, perpetuated by performance-based planning policy 
which is servile to market economics. Policy ‘implementers’ are impaired by low 
competencies employing delimited and un-monitored administrative discretion to subvert the 
objectives of the State Planning Policy Framework. 
Orthodox planning doctrine is grounded in the principle of mediating between the 
competing interests of individuals and their property rights, the wider community, and 
intergenerational social, environmental and economic resource needs to achieve a ‘common 
good’, “…that notoriously slippery but indispensable political concept, the public interest” 
(Gleeson and Low, 2000b:15, also March, 2012).  However, the neoliberal perspective which 
guides Victorian planning policy gives primacy to market economics and consumer 
sovereignty where the public interest is threatened.  The zeal with which both Liberal and 
Labor governments have operationalized the neoliberal project in land use planning is the 
source of controversy within and beyond the planning academy.  “Neoliberalism abhors 
planning and seeks to withdraw the state apparatus from intervention in the market” (Gleeson 
and Low, 2000b:12). Central to the planning ‘controversy’ is divergent opinion as to whether 
the Smithian ‘invisible hand’ (Smith, 1937) can function to reallocate land use back to 
farming, once converted to residential use, should economic metrics dictate.  The neoliberal 
perspective is unequivocally that the ‘highest and best’ economic use will always resolve 
efficient resource allocation.  This thesis challenges that essential pillar of contemporary 
economic narrative.  Under conditions of ‘deterritorialization’, where clusters of farming 
families with a tradition of reciprocity and multigenerational intellectual and social capital 
disperse, and farming input suppliers withdraw from farming regions, reversion to farming 
becomes more than a question of land use allocation.  Social and economic farming systems 
are essential for the perpetuation of farming and once dismantled replacement is improbable.  
The substantial variance between land value referencing production and land value 
referencing non-economic utility values will ensure that reversion cannot occur.   
The Victorian peri-urban cadastre is highly fragmented due to a policy of closer 
settlement and land subdivision into small parcels to accommodate a self-sufficient yeomanry 
land settlement, which was the orthodox Anglo-American socio-political ideal in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Lake, 1987, Holmes, 2002, Buxton et al., 2014).  
Viable agrarianism was difficult on small title parcels which gradually aggregated and land 
use transitioned toward pastoralism (Aitkin, 1985).  However, the aggregation process did not 
produce significant title consolidations and the originally subdivided small parcels still exist.  
Significant further small lot subdivisions have added to the abundance of separate titles in 
Australia’s peri-urban areas and those small lots are increasingly the subject of development 
for residential use. Land use planning policy which limits subdivision is therefore an 
ineffective constraint on fragmentation where capacity for a dwelling permit is the catalyst for 
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functional fragmentation on existing title parcels.  Planning mechanisms capable of restricting 
fragmentation, such as tenement controls, are all but absent from policy and rarely applied 
(Matthews, 2013). 
Peri-urban planning policy is flawed, and if its deficiencies were addressed by 
regulatory intervention, dwellings would not proliferate the landscape.  With growing 
environmental awareness, the political capital available for policy action on farmland 
conservation at the beginning of the end of irrigation-based farming in much of Australia is 
gaining momentum.  However, widely acknowledged policy failure and popular public 
mandate for conservation has not been sufficient to attract the political support necessary for 
policy change.  Change is a political action determined by the dominant ideologies.  The 
discretionary format of the Victorian planning system is adversarial and highly politicized.  
Consequently the politics of planning is prominent in the thesis narrative.   The thesis will 
contribute to the farmland preservation discourse. 
 
 
1.2  Why Study the Peri-urban Land Market?  
 
 Scholarly investigation of peri-urban regions is significant and multi-disciplined but 
incomplete.  The prevailing physical and functional predicament of Melbourne’s peri-urban 
region, and its predicted near-term demise under a ‘business as usual’ policy scenario, 
explicates the what; that is, the transition of the peri-urban area (Buxton et al., 2007, Buxton 
et al., 2011, Buxton et al., 2014).  Buxton, et al, and others particularize methods of how to 
prevent the what (Buxton et al., 2014).    
 
This research investigates both the why and the how.  It explains why and how the 
peri-urban landscape is transitioning away from agriculture, within a planning system that 
purports to: 
 
‘Ensure that the State’s agricultural base is protected from the unplanned 
loss of productive agricultural land due to permanent changes of land use’ 
(VPP, 2015). 
 
The thesis examines whether the behaviour of the peri-urban land market model is an 
example of a naturally functioning market in which civil society mediates between the public 
good and private property rights to achieve a socially agreed value equilibrium, or whether it 
is a compromise imposed by the “permanent economic tribunal” of neoliberal policy and 
governance (Foucault, 1978, Lecture 21).  In the latter case, policy interventions which might 
disrupt market activity to prevent negative externalities are likely to be absent, or ineffective, 
or market obeisant interventions will be observable.  The research argues that land transaction 
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activity precipitated by fragmentation and the availability of dwelling permits is a supply-side 
function and that policy determines supply. 
 
 
1.3  Research Aims 
 
The aim of the research is to determine the extent to which planning policy and its 
administration may influence high land values and the consequential transition of land use 
away from agriculture to alternative land uses in Melbourne’s peri-urban regions.   Chapter 7 
(Section 6) articulates fundamental land economics and property market theories.  A central 
property market axiom which the thesis references as a means of establishing the causal 
influence of planning policy on land value and land use is the concept that “what is traded in 
the real property market is not the physical units of land…but rather the legal rights or 
interests which exist over them” (Fogg, 2007).  As those ‘rights’ are determined by planning 
policy, the value of land which arises from the rights is strongly influenced by policy. 
The research will advance a hierarchy of policy and governance failures that conspire 
to perpetuate exclusion of agriculture from the land market, and posit a characterization of the 
social rationalities which have contributed to, and have allowed perpetuation of the failures. 
The aim is expressed in general terms in the thesis title.  ‘Land value and the value of 
land’ infers a plural meaning of value: the economic value of land as a production input 
factor, and the economic value of land as a commodity available for multiple uses, whether 
productive, or not.  Land also has non-economic value(s): aesthetic, environmental, spiritual, 
and cultural.  The determinants of economic value are complex, and economic value is 
variable and dynamic.  Land use transition is the product of land value and land value is the 
product of land use transition, showing reciprocal relationships.  But are both conditions 
causal, and what is the sequence of the process?  These questions are articulated in the second 
phrase of the thesis title: ‘understanding the determinants of land use transition in 
Melbourne’s peri-urban region’. Discrete elements of peri-urban land use transition have been 
investigated and theories have been inculcated into the economics, planning and sociological 
orthodoxy.  However, detailed investigation of land use transition and its consequences as a 
holistic economic, social and political system has not been comprehensively undertaken.  
Observed land use transition is well documented and the vulnerability of agriculture arising 
from competition for land for non-agricultural uses has been clearly presented (Buxton et al., 
2007).  So too, the socio-economic drivers of population growth in peri-urban regions; 
structural change to local and global agriculture systems and the consequences for the 
viability of farming, and planning policy, amid other salient fields, have been 
comprehensively researched.  To achieve its aim, the thesis will achieve three objectives.  
First, it will bring together each of the elements of the peri-urban land market assemblage to 
achieve a panorama of the land market system.  Second, it will investigate the function of the 
assemblage in a detailed and nuanced way.  Finally, a case methodology will identify 
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elements of the market model which may vary by location to bring about variable land use 
transition trajectories.  The ‘determinants of land use transition in the peri-urban region’ are 
not clearly understood, albeit that discrete elements of the process are well known.  
Investigation of the peri-urban land market as a system of interacting elements – as an 
‘assemblage’ – differentiates this research from the existing literature. 
The above ‘general’ articulation of the research aim requires discovery of 
‘subordinate’ aims.  Understanding each of the ‘assemblage’ elements, the interactions of the 
elements, and the mechanisms and systems within the assemblage is a subordinate aim. 
Understanding the determinants (causes) of land use transition requires identification 
and separation of causes from effects, and causes must be distinguished from ‘influences’.  
The latter may contribute to land use transition but they are not directly causal, that is, they 
are not capable of causing transition as independent factors, but they may assist or accelerate 
the transition process if causes are present.  As a subordinate aim, the research will show that 
high amenity attributes, counterurbanization, demand, and population growth are ‘influences’, 
but not independently causal to land use transition’ that is, influences require the catalyst of 
‘rights’ conferred by policy to have causal powers.  The highly fragmented cadaster and 
potential for further fragmentation is a strong transition influence, but it is enabled by past and 
continuing policy.  The research requires both qualitative interrogation of policy and its 
administration as ‘actually existing planning’, and detailed knowledge of ‘influences’ so that 
they can be shown to be contributory, but not independently causal.  A necessary subordinate 
aim is therefore to identify alternative suggested ‘causes’ and to re-categorize them as 
‘influences’. 
A corollary to achievement of the principal aim is the discovery of a method of 
disrupting the land market model.  Which actors, elements, mechanisms and systems 
functioning within the model, if any, are capable of disruption to achieve permanent change 
such that displacement of agriculture declines or desists? 
 
1.4   Thesis Outline and Summary 
 
 The thesis is organized into five principal sections: Introduction; Literature Review; 
Theory and Methods; Research findings; and Discussion and Conclusions.  The first chapter 
provides background to the research, including an introductory summary of the peri-urban 
predicament, and the aims of the research.  The second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth chapters 
present a review of the literature, organized around research of the peri-urban paradigm in 
planning, sociology, economics and geographical contexts; the determinants of desire for 
rural living, with emphasis on the influence of natural and service amenities; the social and 
economic implications of territorial penetration and change; land economics theory, and 
finally, the political and power structures and mechanisms that operate within the peri-urban 
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land use planning complex. The review traces the restructuring of agriculture, and the broader 
political economy and the reordering of the urban hierarchy arising from the declining nexus 
between residence and place of work.  The transition of the peri-urban region from a 
‘production’ to a ‘multifunctional’ landscape, and the implications as both a cause and an 
effect of land use transition are investigated. Discourse around neoliberal prescriptions of land 
use planning and the deregulation and de-prescription of planning controls in favour of 
regulation by the ‘market’ are canvassed to contextualize the planning system as it functions 
in peri-urban Victoria.   
 
Chapter seven addresses theoretical perspectives employed in the analysis and 
conclusions derived from the research.  As an introduction to formulation of findings, this 
chapter provides a brief exploration of the economics of farming in peri-urban areas, 
referencing rational choice theory as a framework to challenge the proposition that economics 
has primacy over other utility choices.  A short review of orthodox investment economics is 
presented as evidence that few peri-urban farmers are likely to engage in farming purely for 
economic rewards.  In Chapter eight, research methodology, including a description of the 
case study approach to qualitative and quantitative review is provided.  Human research 
ethics, ethical standards, and data administration methods are also described.  Chapters nine, 
to sixteen particularise the findings of the research.    Those chapters progress in a sequence 
which resolves the subordinate and principal aims of the research: first, detailed knowledge of 
the ‘influences’ of land use transition is discovered and second, by reduction, the principal 
aim of establishing that land use transition is a supply-side function determined by policy, is 
achieved. 
 
 Chapters nine to fourteen provide quantitative findings.  Those chapters provide a 
detailed examination of data to test generalized ‘axioms’ identified in the literature to 
establish consistency with orthodox theories and to reveal variances between the case local 
government areas (LGAs) examined.  Chapter nine describes the spatial distribution of land 
parcels by size and zoning in each of the case LGAs. Chapter ten investigates agricultural 
output by commodity types.  Chapter eleven is a detailed review of land value and its 
composition across a range of parcel sizes.  The Chapter synthesises data presented in 
Chapters nine and ten to depict the land value-income coefficients of farming in the case 
regions.  Chapter twelve interrogates data discovered in Chapter nine to present potential for 
further land fragmentation and dwelling construction. Succession and supply is canvassed in 
Chapter 13.  A hypothetical scenario is populated with empirical data to illustrate how 
agriculture is both excluded from the land market by amenity premiums, and how it supplies 
land to the amenity market. Chapter 14 examines land transaction activity, demand 
determinants and the price elasticity of demand for amenity and production use.  Chapters 15 
and 16 present qualitative findings.  Chapter fifteen is an examination of Victorian and local 
planning policies, including strategic planning references to agriculture and land capability.  
Politics and power relations and the dysfunction of planning under the performance based 
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discretionary decision guidelines format of the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPP) are 
canvassed in Chapter 16.  Short case studies of contentious planning permit episodes 
discovered in each of the case LGAs are examined.  Finally Chapter 17 reviews, consolidates 
and discusses conclusions.    The chapter also offers some suggestions as to how 
deterritorialization of the peri-urban region may be disrupted to ensure succession of land use 
for agriculture. 
 
The research will investigate the peri-urban land market model in the case geographies 
of Baw Baw, Macedon Ranges, and Yarra Ranges local government areas (LGAs), to test and 
inform existing theories about the nexus between planning policy, and land value and its 
impact upon succession of land use for agriculture.  Quantitative investigation establishes 
parcel size distribution, dwelling proliferation, land use change, land value, agricultural 
output and the land value/production coefficient of farmland in the case LGAs.  This element 
of the research will identify, calibrate and compare land use transition ‘influences’.  The 
qualitative component of the research is an idiographic investigation of the human and social 
attitudes and behaviours that function within the peri-urban land market assemblage, and a 
critical review of planning policy and governance.  Synthesis of quantitative and qualitative 
findings will explain the relationship and relative importance of ‘influences’ and ‘causes’ 
which give rise to land use transition. 
 
 The Peri-urban Market Model (Figure 13) and Framework of Logical Principles 
(Table 8) presented in Chapter 7, provide the essential narrative elements which the thesis 
traces to resolve its aims.  Land use transition in the peri-urban region is a story about a 
‘perfect storm’ of circumstances, the confluence of which is a complex assemblage of 
interacting nodes of influence, cause and effect.  Some elements of the assemblage are 
naturally occurring market functions, explicable by reference to established economics, 
sociology, agricultural production and investment theories.  Other elements are amorphous 
and transient combinations of phenomena, less easily explained, requiring a panoramic 
perspective which unfolds as the thesis progresses and discrete aspects of the narrative are 
addressed.  The format of the thesis is designed to inform the reader in a logical sequence, 
first by identifying salient literature, and then to present the theoretical and methodological 
foundation referenced by the research.  The findings chapters are ordered firstly to present 
factual qualitative data to characterize spatial and physical features of the case regions, and 
secondly to add economic findings for consolidation into a holistic rendering of the peri-urban 
region as a commercial domain.  Qualitative findings overlay those metrics with social, 
political, policy and governance discovery, and when both are distilled and extrapolated, the 
discussion and conclusions chapter posits an essence of the peri-urban planning ‘controversy’ 
to achieve the aim of the research. 
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Literature Review 
 
The review of the literature is organized within five chapters.  It elucidates knowledge 
relevant to the thesis aims. Elements of the peri-urban land market model, with emphasis on 
issues considered relevant to the peculiarities of the local government case areas of Baw Baw, 
Macedon Ranges and Yarra Ranges in Melbourne’s outer peri-urban region, guided the 
emphasis of the review.  Part two begins by describing and defining essential features of the 
peri-urban paradigm, including its genesis and perpetuation as a distinct social, economic and 
functional geography.  Amenity values and the rural idyll in its various modes, identified in 
the literature as land use demand determinants in the peri-urban region, are then reviewed.  
These influences are then placed into the rural social context and the concepts of territory and 
succession, associated with resilience of socio-economic structures are reviewed.  
Investigation of social, economic and political dynamics at global, regional and local 
dimensions to reveal conditions which have enabled and nurtured land use transition in the 
peri-urban regions are then addressed.  The section includes a brief historical account of the 
Australian political economy post World War II.  Trade liberalization, globalization and 
mobilization of commerce, and discourse around the embrace of neoliberal political doctrine 
in Australia and Victoria and its impact on the farm sector are discussed.  Functional land use 
change in Australia and other developed economies is canvassed. This evolved as 
globalization and neoliberal doctrine became dominant, including notions of transitions from 
productivism, to post-productivism, multifunctionality, and consumptionism and the global 
and local consequences of deteriorating farm profitability that drive functional change are 
canvassed.  The Australian and Victorian political and policy framework at both a high 
theoretical level and with specific reference to planning policy and the progressive inculcation 
of neoliberal policy, including administrative devolution, expansion of discretion and 
‘market’ driven policy dominance is discussed.  A brief examination of international rural 
planning policy is presented, and finally land economics theory as it relates to rural and peri-
urban regions is summarized. 
 
Each aspect of the literature reviewed has salience to one or more elements depicted in 
Figure 1, explaining the selection of material examined.  Determination of a scope for the 
literature review is evident from the composition of, and relation between the elements.  The 
central column of Figure 1 is a representation of the research postulate. 
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Figure 1, Schema of research components referenced in the Literature Review 
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Chapter 2: Peri-Urban Regions 
 
2.1  Introduction 
 
This chapter begins by describing the peri-urban paradigm in its various 
manifestations, with particular reference to Australian definitions and understandings.  The 
genesis and perpetuation of the peri-urban regions, through counterurbanization and 
population shift, and the declining nexus between residence and place of work is then 
explored.   Social, economic, functional and demographic characteristics are presented and 
the historical policy environment that has enabled the peri-urban landscape to fragment 
provides a contextual setting for globalization, postproductivism and multifunctionalism that 
has characterised the political economy from the latter quartile of the twentieth century to the 
present.   
 
2.2  The Peri-Urban Regions  
 
 ‘Peri’ is defined as ‘around’ (Chambers English Dictionary, 1988).  The peri-urban 
area is therefore the geography of the urban periphery.  The peri-urban region is dominantly 
functionally and visually ‘rural’, albeit that in some settings, particularly near the urban edge, 
it is in a functionally transitional state, with non-agricultural land uses in higher proportion to 
those in rural districts beyond the peri-urban region.  It is therefore not peripheral to rural, but 
is itself rural and peri-urban by virtue of its proximity to urban.  However, the character of 
peri-urban, is a product of urban influence (Houston, 2005), rather than its spatial proximity 
to urban per se, explaining differing tendencies for land use change within locations having 
similar proximity to urban areas.  ‘Proximity’ is a temporal, as well as a spatial concept, that 
is, distance as amenity is measured in time and relative convenience.  Significant time-
amenity change over the past quarter of a century, coupled with technology advances, has 
altered spatio-temporal conceptions (Buxton et al., 2006).  There are alternative perspectives, 
particularly within the rural sociology academy.  Iaquinta and Drescher (2000:4) argue that 
“…proximity to the city seems not to be essential to the definition of peri-urban”.  They 
follow Holleman’s (1964) linkage of peri-urban to “change of mental orientation” along an 
urban “continuum”.  These postulations are valid, if not influentially central, in some peri-
urban locations.  As a preface to more detailed review of the peri-urban phenomenon, the 
following section is a brief examination of the understanding of regions. 
2.3  Defining Regions 
 
 Regions can be defined within a ‘functional economic area’ by the nexus between 
place of work and place of residence (Fox and Kumar, 1965).  However,  transport and 
communications advances have weakened the proximal nexus between labour and workplace 
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(Dawkins, 2003, Buxton et al., 2006).   Political and administrative jurisdictions form 
regional boundaries.  However they rarely correspond precisely with natural economic, 
geomorphic, or environmental boundaries (Richardson, 1979, Dawkins, 2003).   
Definitional ambiguity prevails in the literature (Race et al., 2011), particularly 
between disciplines (Brown and Schafft, 2011, Buxton et al., 2006).  Structural, functional, 
geospatial, environmental, economic, demographic and social contexts are all legitimate 
perspectives inviting differing definitional criteria to contextualize regional boundaries.  
Social scientists favour socio-geographic definitions of rural (e.g., Holleman, 1964, Brown 
and Schafft, 2011) and emphasis on symbolic imaginings of rurality; a biographical construct 
which some suggest is confused by myth and ideology (Cloke and Milbourne, 1992). Other 
scholars seek definition in agri-economic performance (Barr, 2005a), population movement 
(Hugo et al., 2001, Burnley and Murphy, 2004), and cultural traditions (Brown and Schafft, 
2011).  Despite ambiguity, there appears to be consensus that there are three general regional 
typologies comprising ‘homogenous regions’, ‘functional regions’ and ‘jurisdictional regions’ 
(Beer et al., 2003, Thompson, 2007).  As the name infers, homogenous regions embrace areas 
with similar characteristics, which may be, for example, climatic, biophysical, economic or 
ethnic/social (Beer et al., 2003). Functional regions are those which are connected by 
economic, production, service and goods distribution and labour markets, commonly in a 
concentric or linear nodal form (Beer et al., 2003).  Jurisdictional or administrative regions 
are areas with a common local governance regime such as local government areas, which 
include land use planning districts (Beer et al., 2003).  Markusen (1987:16,17) defines regions 
as “…historically evolved, contiguous territorial society that possesses a physical 
environment, a socioeconomic, political and cultural milieu, and a spatial structure distinct 
from other regions…”.  Stilwell (1992) describes regions as “…a contiguous set of places 
which have something in common” and that they are larger than suburbs but smaller than 
nations (Stilwell, 1992:45,47, cited by Thompson, 2007).  In the Australian context, regions 
are generally considered to be other than capital cities and smaller than states (Thompson, 
2007).  Patrick Geddes foresaw agglomerations of scientific and artistic cohorts “…organized 
into the geographical service, the regional regeneration of Country and Town” (Geddes, 
1915:400), inferring that the coalescence of homogeneous human capital is contributory to 
regionalism.  The Oxford dictionary defines a region as ‘an area, especially part of a country 
or the world having definable characteristics but not always fixed boundaries’ (Oxford 
Dictionary, 2013).  These definitional canons do not fit neatly with the peri-urban paradigm, 
characterized as it is, by heterogeneity and constant transition.  However, each of the three 
principal regional typologies identified above do describe discrete peri-urban geographies, 
which generally have, for example, homogeneous climatic and biophysical characteristics; 
and administrative linkages via local government and land use planning systems.  As will be 
elaborated upon below, the ‘functional’ connection of peri-urban regions with urban centres is 
their defining characteristic.  The following section distils conventional peri-urban regional 
definitions. 
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2.4  Defining Peri-urban 
 
Consistent with the notion of ‘regions’ generally, there are numerous definitions of 
peri-urban, varying primarily between planning, economic, sociological, geographic, 
environmental and political disciplines (Dawkins, 2003).  A central maxim in academic 
discourse has been the ‘dichotomy’ between urban and rural (Tacoli, 1998, Hugo et al., 2001, 
Butt, 2013, Champion and Hugo, 2004, Buxton et al., 2006, Adell, 1999).  The binary 
conceptualization possibly has its genesis in demographic convention, which defined ‘urban’ 
by population density, beneath a minimum threshold for which was the rural ‘residual’, or 
‘other’ (Hugo et al., 2001), producing a bifurcation of urban and other,  urban and rural.  This 
conventional dichotomy is problematic in the peri-urban region which does not exhibit the 
sharp physical, functional and social contrasts that exist between urban and deep rural. 
Buxton, et al (2006:1) suggest the need to “transcend the traditional urban-rural 
dichotomy” in describing peri-urban, acknowledging the indistinct interface at the urban edge 
and at the truly rural, and the constantly changing, heterogeneous and multiplex peri-urban 
forms.  The orthodoxy of an urban-rural binary is increasingly challenged in both planning 
and sociological discourses with recognition of the multiplicitous forms of function and social 
structure within the peri-urban areas.  Willis (2005:1)  suggests “Peri-urban does not name a 
singularity, but a multiplicity”, and the validity of observing peri-urban areas in a binary sense 
is losing academic support (Bourne et al., 2003).  Whereas populations and their character in 
peri-urban areas have become more heterogeneous over the past twenty-five years, or more, 
the physical distinction between urban and rural has been largely maintained, other than in the 
transitional, urban edge zone (Hugo et al., 2001) and low-density rural living settlements. 
Population shift to peri-urban regions, also described variously as urban-edge, peri-
metropolitan, urban-fringe, exurban and the rural-urban interface, characterizes a modern 
demographic phenomenon “ubiquitous” (Halfacree, 1994:164) in developed Western 
countries and antithetical to the general pattern of migration from rural areas to urban areas 
which was a consequence of industrialization in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
(Esparza, 2011, Race et al., 2011, Hugo and Smailes, 1985).  Population growth is peri-
urban’s defining identity.  Peri-urban regions would be indistinguishable as discrete 
geographies where it not for a population density that is higher than ‘deep rural’ and lower 
than urban.  In order to distil a definition of peri-urban that is relevant to the case geographies 
considered in this research, it is first important to review the events and circumstances that 
gave rise to population change and continued population growth.  The dominant theory is 
counterurbanization, however there are alternative theories. 
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 2.5  Counterurbanization and Population Shift 
 
Northern hemisphere conceptualization of peri-urban regions had its genesis in the 
phenomenon of urban population deconcentration in favour of non-metropolitan areas in the 
1970’s and early 1980’s (Hugo and Smailes, 1985, Mitchell, 2004, Nelson and Dueker, 1990, 
Champion, 1989, Johnson and Beale, 1998, Greenwood, 1985).  Described by Halfacree 
(1994:164) as the “population turnaround” (see also Dissart and Deller, 2000, Greenwood, 
1985, Lewis, 2000), Halfacree defined counterurbanization as: “…the population revival and 
growth of rural areas together with the corresponding population decline of cities and large 
towns” suggesting “a complex pattern of causality” (Halfacree, 1994:164).  Counterurbanism 
is also described as “…the redistribution of population down the functional urban hierarchy” 
(Champion, 1989:58).    
In Australia the ‘population turnaround’ from urban to exurban locations was, and 
remains confined to peri-urban and coastal, predominantly high amenity areas (Race et al., 
2011). Beyond the commuter belt, inland rural areas have suffered declining populations for 
decades (Alston, 2004, Race et al., 2011).   
 ‘Counterurbanization’ (Mitchell, 2004), or population deconcentration (Walmsley et 
al., 1998) has been attributed to amenity seeking (Barr, 2010, Argent et al., 2010, Butt, 2013, 
Buxton et al., 2007, Buxton et al., 2011, Gurran and Blakely, 2007), ‘sea change’ in-
migration to “selected Arcadian non-metropolitan areas” (Burnley and Murphy, 2004:pref); 
the embrace of a renewed Jeffersonian agrarian idyll (Esparza, 2011, Nelson and Dueker, 
1990, Marcouiller et al., 2002, Nelson, 1992a); and “forced relocators’” (Burnley and 
Murphy, 2004:38)  rejection of the economic pressure of urban living (Buxton et al., 2006, 
Gurran, 2008).  Between 1969 and 2004 more than one million people left Australian capital 
cities for “smaller places” (Burnley and Murphy, 2004:3).  However, in Victoria the major 
population growth is in urban Melbourne (Buxton et al., 2016).   
Migration ‘push’ factors are conditions which repel people from urban areas, 
including pollution, crime, and high costs of living.  ‘Pull’ factors are those which attract 
people to rural areas, including cheaper housing, and a perceived healthier lifestyle. ‘Push’ 
and ‘pull’ factors are widely accepted to be contributory to migratory trends (Buxton et al., 
2006, Goetz et al., 1996, Mendham and Curtis, 2010, Burnley and Murphy, 2004, Gosnell and 
Abrams, 2011, Koles and Muench, 2002, Argent et al., 2010, Walmsley et al., 1998, Johnson 
and Beale, 1998).  Likewise ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors contributed to the in-migration to urban 
centres that occurred over the last two centuries (Race et al., 2011).  Ebenezer Howard’s 
‘magnets’ conceived to illustrate the respective benefits and disbenefits of urban and rural life 
to promote his ‘Garden City’ concept, was early recognition of push-pull migration 
determinants (Howard, 1898). The primacy of ‘push-pull’ theory is contestable in the intra-
country context with the suggestion that the influence of choice is difficult to measure relative 
to observed ‘push-pull’ factors (Burnley and Murphy, 2004). Choice availability is also 
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contestable.  A ‘voluntarist’ model assumes equality: “…ability to choose where to live and 
work…”, which is not available to everyone (Fielding, 1982:20).   
Push forces may explain a decision to leave one location but do not illuminate the 
reason for choosing another, suggesting that for many people change itself may be adequate 
incentive to move (Burnley and Murphy, 2004).  ‘Push-pull’ theory implies rational decisions, 
based on review of personal utility choices, and the ability to choose, however a multiplicity 
of factors, many of which are emotional and unidentifiable, are also at work (Burnley and 
Murphy, 2004).  Stage-of-life biographical influences are a choice dimension functioning 
independent of ‘push-pull’ factors (Burnley and Murphy, 2004).  A selection of literature 
addressing push-pull theory is presented in Table 1. 
 
 
 
Author/Context Country Push Factors Pull Factors Empirical 
observations 
(Burnley and Murphy, 2004) 
Migration: natural and 
service amenities. 
Australia Financial and 
social costs of 
living and doing 
business in large 
cities. 
Lower housing costs 
and environmental 
and lifestyle factors. 
 
(McGranahan, 2008, 2011) 
Natural amenities.  
 
 
 
Natural amenities and 
economic growth. 
Creative capital and 
entrepreneurial context. 
USA  Landscape 
comprising a mix of 
open land and forest, 
water and topographic 
variation. 
 
Intellectual capital 
clusters in 
combination with 
high natural amenity. 
 
(Argent et al., 2007) 
Natural amenities. 
Australia  Proximity to coastal, 
riverine, recreation 
and supporting 
services. 
 
(Walmsley et al., 1998) 
Behavioural analysis (choice 
within constraints) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Australia 
(NSW Coast) 
 Climate, lifestyle, 
cheaper housing. 
Pull effects are 
more 
important than 
push effects 
and choice 
prevails over 
constraint.  
Lifestyle is 
more 
influential than 
economics. 
Table 1. Push-Pull Migration Factors identified in the Literature 
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Author/Context 
 
 
Country 
 
 
Push Factors 
 
 
Pull Factors 
 
 
Empirical 
observations 
(Mendham and Curtis, 2010) 
Amenity migration; 
reterritorialization 
Australia Perception of 
crime rates; 
pollution. 
Climate, interesting 
topography; coastal, 
riverine or wilderness 
areas; 
 
 
(Gosnell and Abrams, 2011) 
Amenity migration literature 
review. 
International  The ills of urban 
space. 
Natural and cultural 
environment; rural 
idyll and idealized 
rural lifestyle 
Lifestyle is 
more 
influential than 
economics. 
(Marcouiller et al., 2002) 
Annotated bibliography – 
Amenity led development. 
USA, Canada  Wilderness, historic 
structures, 
agricultural 
landscapes, Natural 
landscapes and water 
features.  Sense of 
place – identification 
with a rural idyll. 
 
(Hansen et al., 2002) 
Ecological consequences of 
amenity migration. 
USA (Greater 
Yellowstone 
Ecosystem) 
 Natural amenities: 
climate, topography, 
water, mountainous, 
or coastal scenery.  
Pace of life 
Natural 
amenities more 
important than 
economic 
considerations. 
 
 
‘Pull’ factors are closely linked to theories of ‘amenity’ migration. The influence of 
amenity has been investigated in its ‘natural’ and ‘service’ modes, that is, amenity as natural 
or cultural features and amenity as services convenience.  Suffice to acknowledge here that in 
the Australian context amenity is a primary pull factor.  The rise of amenity as an influence on 
migration is concomitant with rising affluence, and the ability of migrating individuals to 
exercise choice for amenity utilities above the economic decision determinants that dominate 
migration motives in less affluent times.  A strong linkage is also drawn between global 
structural change to agriculture arising from tariff reductions, falling gross domestic product 
(GDP) contributions from farming in developed countries and the consequential 
devalorization of farming as a political influence representing a break in the “longstanding 
contract” between urban and rural (Gosnell and Abrams, 2011:307).  Pursuit of amenity 
values in rural locations is in part enabled by the so-called post-productivist, multifunctional 
turn that has taken place and the socio-political and economic vacuums left by agriculture’s 
decline, exposing rural areas to consumptive land use (Gosnell and Abrams, 2011).  Amenity 
as a pull effect applies to rural areas beyond peri-urban regions, particularly in the USA and 
England where employment and other ‘service’ amenities can be found beyond peri-urban, 
however in Australia the amenity effect is confined mainly to coastal and peri-urban locations 
(Burnley and Murphy, 2004).  Whereas migration to rural areas, which gained momentum in 
the 1960’s and 1970’s, has been suggested by some to be aberrant and ephemeral (Hugo and 
Smailes, 1985, Esparza, 2011), in peri-urban areas, the strength and longevity of the trend and 
Table 1. Push-Pull Migration Factors identified in the Literature cont. 
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knowledge of its underlying socio-demographic, economic and technological drivers has 
consolidated consensus that, if unrestricted, population growth and deterritorialization of 
agriculture is a permanent phenomenon (Buxton, 2008, Rauws and de Roo, 2011).   
The shift from urban to rural (and peri-urban) locations has been termed a population 
‘turnaround’.  However, repopulation of the regions with a changed, ‘consumption’ based 
population cannot alone be attributed to factors which propelled the so-called ‘turn around’.  
Factors which contribute to exurban migration to rural locations other than the peri-urban area 
clearly distinguish the unique character of peri-urban areas from other rural locations.  
Contested theories about population shift arise in part from the breadth of research undertaken 
in what appear superficially to be similar, but are in fact materially different settings.  For 
example, there are fundamental differences between the USA and Australian peri-
urban/exurban constructs. Industrial decentralization to non-urban locations in the USA, and 
the concomitant labour migration ‘pull’ effect, is not conspicuous in Australia which lacks 
large regional employment centres (Nelson, 1992a, Buxton et al., 2006).  A posited linkage 
between migration distance and specific migration motives in the UK is also inapplicable in 
Australia.  Halfacree (1994) suggests that in England, long-distance migration is linked to 
employment and short-distance migration is linked to housing preferences, highlighting the 
same decentralized employment ‘pull’ effect as the USA.   
The weight of exurban migration literature in Australia appears to give primacy to 
natural and service amenity, rather than employment related pull effects, or negative urban 
push effects.  However local peculiarities may be antithetical to general trends.  The literature 
cites bifurcation of rural population status between the productivist inland areas and 
consumptionist peri-urban areas; a phenomenon characterised by Race et al. (2011:4) as: 
“population decline as a result of restricted opportunities and population growth resulting 
from counterurbanization”.  Such complex counterurbanization theories have attracted 
considerable debate (Mitchell, 2004, Cloke, 1985, Dahms and McComb, 1999, Gurran, 2008, 
Sant and Simons, 1993) with little material relevance to this research.  Suffice to focus on 
Race et al. (2011:8) helpful distillation of Mitchell’s (2004) construct: counterurbanization is 
“…the movement of [..] people from urban areas to rural areas”.    
The rate of exurban population growth exceeded the rate of urban growth in the USA 
through the 1970s, the 1990s and early 2000s with a modest reversal in the 1980s (Esparza, 
2011).  In the USA the large ‘baby boomer’ cohort which entered the labour market in the 
1970s, placed pressure on the metropolitan job market directing employment aspirants toward 
exurban shift, noted above as being absent in the Australian context (Johnson and Cromartie, 
2006).  The British experience, that counterurbanization existed in the 1960s, peaked in the 
1970s (Champion, 1989) and “contrary to the experience in the USA” was resurgent in the 
1980s (Champion, 1994:1501).  In the USA: “…the 1980s were the anomaly, not the 1970s” 
and a “rural rebound” was declared (Johnson and Beale, 1998:17).  Johnson and Cromartie 
(2006) opine that the exurban shift in America was “…a direct response to prior 
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organizational, technological and environmental changes [including] “…globalization, 
economic restructuring, innovations in farming and the diminishing friction of distance 
fostered by communications and transport” (Johnson and Cromartie, 2006:26).  “The only 
category of [English] local authority districts to increase its rate of population growth between 
1971 and 1981 was the ‘remoter, largely rural districts’” (Champion, 1981:20, cited by Hugo 
and Smailes, 1985:11).  The same trend prevailed in Australia with a sharp decline in the 
metropolitan population share in the early 1970s and an increase in the non-metropolitan 
population revealed in the 1981 census, marking the first positive change in the rural 
population in the twentieth century (Hugo and Smailes, 1985).  Gosnell and Abrams (2011) 
go so far as to suggest that “…migration’s rise as a transformative process implies significant 
changes in the dynamics of rural places worldwide” (Gosnell and Abrams, 2011:314).  The 
1981 Australian census data recorded the rate of increase in the two smallest population group 
density categories (defined as rural) revealing population increases of 11.8% and 13.4% 
against the national average of 7.6% and contrasting the largest two population group density 
categories of 4.0% and 6.2% (Hugo and Smailes, 1985).  There was strong in-migration to 
peri-urban areas surrounding Australia’s southern capitals between 1991 and 2006 with more 
remote spatial distribution of the population generally, but in-migration was not uniform with 
strongest change in high amenity regions (Argent et al., 2010, Beale and Johnson, 1998).   
More recent data suggests that population growth is likely to be higher in metropolitan 
areas than in regional Victoria, with the latter’s share of total population declining from 
24.7% in 2011, to a forecast 20.44% in 2051 (Department of Environment Land Water and 
Planning (DELWP, 2016)).  Nevertheless, the regional population is predicted to increase by 
more than 65% over the period (DELWP, 2016).  The Bendigo corridor population, including 
Macedon Ranges Shire, is predicted to increase at an average annual rate of 4% and more, 
which is the highest predicted growth rate in the state, equalled only by Melbourne’s central 
business district and the western metropolitan suburbs (Figure 2.).  Baw Baw Shire’s 
population is predicted to grow at the second highest rate in the state at 3 – 4% (Figure 2.).  
Counterurbanization is not the only determinant of increased peri-urban populations. 
Ford suggests that exurban migration does not explain the phenomenon and this is borne out 
by the differing scales of development in different locations.  She nominates four processes 
resulting in “variations in the spatial manifestation of peri-urban growth with the region[s]” 
(Ford, 1999:299,300).  Ford proposes that peri-urban population is impacted by: in-migration 
from rural (production landscapes); in-migration from the metropolitan area; retention within 
the peri-urban areas (intra-migration) and counterurbanization (Ford, 1999).  Understanding 
push-pull migration theory is important to determination of its applicability in the case LGAs 
investigated here.  Population growth and its impact on urban structure and the associated 
economic consequences of demand for more and alternative housing types; uneven, but 
generally increasing affluence, expanding lifestyle choices, and the perceived ‘pathologies’ 
(Marsden, 1999:508) of urbanism are all cited as contributing to land use transition. 
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Figure 2, Projected annual average rate of population change by LGA, 2011 to 2031 
 
 
Source: (DELWP, 2016:10) 
 
 
2.6  Peri-Urban: A Functional Definition  
 
The peri-urban geography is largely determined by the commuter shed and commuting 
efficiency – amenity (Buxton et al., 2007).  Dynamic non-linearity and heterogeneity are 
characteristic in the regions that extend  “…from the built up edge of the city to the truly rural 
hinterland” (Buxton et al., 2006:1).  Burnley and Murphy (1995, 2004) fix the outer boundary 
of the peri-urban region at the limit of daily city commuting preferences.  Houston also 
references “the outer limits of the commuter belt”  (Houston, 2005:209).  He refers to peri-
urban areas as “superficially rural… within the sphere of influence of adjacent urban centres” 
(Houston, 2005:9).  Describing exurbia in the USA (Spektorsky, 1955) and referencing 
Webster’s New World Dictionary definition of exurbia as ‘a region, generally semi-rural, 
beyond the suburbs of a city’, Nelson and Dueker (1990) also define its outer limit as “within 
commuting range of urban and suburban employment” (Nelson and Dueker, 1990:92).  They 
note that the commuting range may be as great as “one hundred or more miles”: considerably 
further than the tolerable car mode commute suggested by most Australian researchers at 
around one hundred kilometres (Houston, 2005, Ragusa, 2011).  Buxton et al (2007:24) also 
refer to Melbourne’s peri-urban commuter belt “extending some 150 kilometres from the 
centre of the city”.  Americans’ preparedness to commute further is attributed to the  
“…[pervasive] extent of American freeways and major highways” (Nelson and Dueker, 
1990:9).  A comparison of Australian east coast and USA ex-urban population movement 
found that accessibility to employment from peri-urban to metropolitan and suburban areas in 
Australia is less than in the USA due to the latter’s better “intraregional [freeway] 
accessibility” (Burnley and Murphy, 1995:252, 2004:49).  The USA “…transportation 
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system, based on and designed largely for the automobile […] produces a more disbursed 
settlement pattern than would have otherwise evolved” (Hanson, 1992, cited by Rubin, 
2006:41).  Constantly improving modes of commuter access will increase the number of 
commutes (and commuter distances) to the metropolitan area (Buxton et al., 2007).  This, 
coupled with the expanding urban growth boundary (Buxton et al., 2007), suggests expansion 
of the peri-urban region.  A “blurred transitional zone” subject to “continual change” (Buxton 
et al., 2007:56) at the urban edge characterizes expansion of the ‘urban field’ and its elastic, 
outward moving peri-urban boundaries (Argent et al., 2007, Burnley and Murphy, 2004, 
Smailes and Hugo, 1985, Ford, 1999).  These conceptions are developed economy definitions.   
 
The character of urban fringe land use is significantly different in developing 
countries, where agrarian rural subsistence economies prevail in peri-urban areas without a 
functional nexus to the urban area.  There is neither a need, nor opportunity for proximal 
benefit to urban areas, as the poor agrarian population has no capacity to obtain work and no 
capacity to pay for goods and services available in the urban region.  South East Asia has 
large ‘ruralopolises’ where population densities exceed some urban population densities, but 
exist on a rural economy (Qadeer, 2000).  In these regions the ‘commuter’ effect, which is 
central to the population of peri-urban regions in developed countries, does not exist. 
 
 
 2.7  Peri-Urban: A Social Definition  
 
The impact of improved commuting modes and increased preparedness to commute 
and ‘telecommute’, ergo increased mobility (Ragusa, 2011, Buxton et al., 2006, Gurran, 2008, 
Marcouiller et al., 2002, Jackson-Smith, 2003, McKenzie, 2006), is substantiated by empirical 
research.  The number of people employed in finance, insurance, property and business 
services was more than double those employed in agriculture in the peri-urban Southern 
Bendigo corridor in 2001 (Buxton et al., 2007) inferring a high level of commuting by the 
former groups.  However, commuting for employment in the peri-urban region is not confined 
to the orbit of the nearest major metropolis.  The proportion of these commuters that travel to 
the metropolitan areas is small, with 92% commuting to Greater Bendigo (Buxton et al., 
2007); its circumjacent areas also peri-urban in character (see Low Choy, et al Outer 
Periregional typology below).  In a study of the Canadian South Georgian Bay peri-urban area 
it was found that rather than commute to the ‘Golden Horseshoe’, the nearest highly 
urbanized area, 80% of work trips were to “…the next larger settlement up the local [urban] 
hierarchy” (Dahms and McComb, 1999:141). Buxton et al. (2006) suggest that: “…the profile 
of the working population in peri-urban areas has little relationship to the economy of these 
regions” (Buxton et al., 2006:264).  A study of peri-urban Adelaide communities referenced 
intercensal data of population change and employment and found similarly that whilst few 
local jobs had been generated over the study period, the number of persons employed 
increased significantly (Smailes and Hugo, 1985). 
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In England there is a strong body of opinion supporting the notion that as well as, or 
instead of conventional counterurbanization determinants, many people simply want to live in 
the countryside (Halfacree, 1994, Murdoch, cited by Phillips, 2005). Certainly, the 
employment-related economic ‘pull’ effect is not substantiated in the Australian research 
findings, suggesting the influence of other migration decision determinants, including a desire 
for a rural life.   
Burnley and Murphy and others (Curry et al., 2001, Gurran and Blakely, 2007, 
Gurran, 2008) broadly categorize Australian peri-urban migrants (and other ‘sea changers’) as 
free agents (volunteers in Halfacree’s vernacular) and forced relocators (whom Halfacree 
may term economic refugees)  (Burnley and Murphy, 2004).  Willis (2005) adds 
conservationists, minimalizers and sprawlers, to Australian migrants, noting that those 
designations are not mutually exclusive and that migrants may have plural characteristics 
(Willis, 2005).  ‘Minimalizers’ are seeking self-sufficiency and fewer material possessions 
and ‘sprawlers’ are antithetical, seeking more land, along with the concomitant possessions 
that a larger footprint invites (Willis, 2005).  Burnley and Murphy (2004) examined migration 
decision survey response data in what they term ‘turnaround regions’ (also Johnson and 
Beale, 1998, Greenwood, 1985): high amenity coastal settlements beyond the metropolitan 
commuting zone and peri-metropolitan areas within the metropolitan commuting zone, in 
New South Wales and South Australia.  Data demonstrated that housing cost factors were 
significant amongst peri-metropolitan in-migrants with metropolitan origins.  Unsurprisingly, 
this was particularly so for welfare support recipients, more than 50% of whom identified 
high metropolitan house prices as a significant peri-urban migration decision determinant 
(Burnley and Murphy, 2004). 
  
Both migration motivation and migrant typology are linked to the notion of whether 
migration to peri-urban areas is ‘overspill’ from urban regions, or a ‘clean break’ (Nelson and 
Sanchez, 1999:690).  A legitimate clean break, according to proponents of the theory, requires 
there to be a discernable sociodemographic difference between urbanites and exurbanites, the 
absence of which is indicative of spillover and merely the extension of the metropolitan 
landscape in satisfaction of one or more of the counterurbanizing determinants noted above.  
It is logical to postulate that overspill-inspired migration is likely to include ‘forced removers’ 
more so than ‘free agents’, (voluntarists); the latter of whom are free to exercise choice.  The 
clean break-overspill dichotomy is also argued to predict housing typology preferences.  
Former ‘suburbanites’ (in-migrants from the metropolitan area) tend to be young couples 
seeking a suburbanesque housing type, maintaining strong metropolitan connections, and 
‘counterurbanites’ tend to be middle-aged couples who choose more rural locations and a 
clear lifestyle change (Fisher, 2003).  
Low Choy, et al. (2008) identify increasing social diversity in peri-urban regions, 
suggesting the following characterizations: Seekers, e.g., ‘see/tree changers’, ‘blockies’, 
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religious communities and alternative lifestylers; Survivors: e.g., DIY home builders, the 
horse community, ‘truckies’ and ‘adaptive’ farmers; Speculators: e.g., farm stays and retreats, 
the pet industry, boutique farmers, recreational providers, landscape suppliers, equine industry 
and developers and real estate agents; and Strugglers: including ‘holding on’ farmers. 
 The rural sociology and economics literature dichotomizes land use as either 
‘productive’ or ‘consumptive’, the former applying to land use for agricultural production and 
the latter referencing amenity land use (Perkins, 2006).  With the possible exception of 
Strugglers, all of the identity constructs above are ‘consumptive’ land users.  In Macedon 
Ranges Shire 2.66% of employed persons over 15 years, resident in the LGA are employed in 
Agriculture, forestry and fishing.  The same data set for Yarra Ranges LGA is 1.9%.  Baw 
Baw LGA is significantly higher, but still a low component of total employed persons at 9.2% 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS, 2011)). 
Considerable sociological, demographic and geographic scholarship has been 
employed to categorize peri-urbanites into functional, vocational and economic groups to 
anticipate the spatial, agricultural and social trajectory of the peri-urban regions.  The 
‘producer’ - ‘consumer’ binary has been a dominant epistemology within which divergent 
production, conservation, sustainability and natural resource management (NRM) values, 
political beliefs and practices and land use conflicts characterize differences with increasing 
recognition of blurred, overlapping and plural value positions across the divide.  A constantly 
transitioning social milieu is characteristic of peri-urban areas.  Differentiation between 
commercial farming and lifestyle farming to isolate producers from consumers has been 
problematized with limited consensus emerging.   
Research has developed a range of rural landholder typologies including ‘Commercial 
farmer’, ‘Part-time farmer’, ‘Amenity Lifestyler’, ‘Horse Lifestyler’, ‘Hybrid farmer’, 
‘Struggling farmer’, ‘Resident land speculator’, ‘Green Commercial farmer’ and ‘Non-
business farmer’ (Parbery et al., 2008:6).  Gill, et al. (2010) consolidate ‘small lifestyle 
farmers’, ‘hobby ranchers’, ‘trophy ranchers’, ‘amenity buyers’, ‘conservation buyers’, 
‘hobby farmers’, ‘part-time farmers’ and ‘peri-urban landholders’ (other than commercial 
farmers) as ‘New rural landholders’ (NRLs) suggesting that all NRLs can be re-grouped into 
‘Lifestyle agrarian’, ‘Regenerative’, or ‘Conservationist’ land stewardship categories (Gill et 
al., 2010).  The ‘producer’ – ‘consumer’ binary has generally guided categorization of farmer 
identity typologies.  Consumers are perceived as having no productivity motives other than 
production associated with a recreational activity.  In respect to producers, in the peri-urban 
setting a sub-typology is needed to recognize variance between full-time commercial farmers 
with high reliance on farm income and part-time, or pluriactive farmers who produce but 
generate insufficient income from farming to sustain a farming family or provide a return on 
invested capital.  This group is defined as having production motivations, but lifestyle and 
amenity as its primary objective, argued to be characteristic of ‘rural dilution’ as the primacy 
of production activity is displaced by amenity motives (Smailes, 2002, Buxton et al., 2011). 
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Lowe et al. offer a definition of ‘productivism’ as: “…a commitment to an intensive, 
industrially driven and expansionist agriculture with state support based primarily on output 
and increased productivity”; policy aimed at “modernization of the national farm” (Lowe et 
al., 1993:221).  Lowe et al. (1993) had followed Ilbery and Bowler’s (1998) construct that: 
“...emphasis was placed on raising farm output…and was characterized by a continuous 
modernization and industrialization of agriculture” (Ilbery and Bowler, 1998:57, cited by 
Mackay et al., 2009:6).  They suggest that post-productivism is: “…characterized by the 
integration of agriculture within broader rural economic and environmental objectives” 
(Ilbery and Bowler, 1998:57, cited by Mackay et al., 2009:6).  In peri-urban areas the nexus 
between the so-called post-productivist era and neo-liberal economic policy is logically traced 
when the constituent features of post-productivism are examined (Mackay et al., 2009).   
 
Post-productivism, a contestable paradigm where ‘production’ persists (Argent, 2002, 
Wilson, 2001), has been displaced by a multifunctional conceptualization which extends 
beyond production as the defining criterion of rural identity to include social, amenity and 
conservation values, as well as agricultural activity for both profit and recreation.  In some 
contexts the decline of traditional ‘production’ farming in peri-urban areas, and the 
emergence of part-time, amenity and pluriactive farming families, has rendered the simplistic 
‘producer’-‘consumer’ binary a constraining theoretical framework.  Holmes (2006) suggests 
a ternary framework, adding ‘protection’ (conservation) to production and consumption 
values and a more nuanced continuum of ‘occupances’ in recognition of “…greater 
complexity and heterogeneity in the differentiation of rural space” (Holmes, 2006:146).  
Table 2 summarizes definitions applied by a selection of researchers suggesting general 
conformance with the ‘producer’-‘consumer’ differentiation, including sub-categorizations to 
reflect the spectrum of producer types.  It is apparent from the literature that the typologies, 
prevalence, and distribution of land users are variable geographically and although certain 
generalizations can be made of peri-urban land use, differences may be conspicuous between, 
for example, highly productive and less productive agricultural areas. 
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Author Research 
Context 
Producers 
Commercial 
 
Non-Commercial 
Consumers 
Amenity 
 
(Parbery et al., 
2008) 
 
NRM 
 
1. Commercial; 2. Part-
time (partially dependent 
upon farm income; 3. 
Green Commercial 
farmer. 
 
1. Struggling farmer with no 
off-farm income; 2. Hybrid 
farmer combining farming 
with non-agricultural, on-
farm business such as 
tourism. 
 
1. Amenity Lifestyler and not 
dependent upon farm income (if 
any); 2. Green Lifestyler, same as 
Amenity Lifestyler with interest in 
nature conservation. 
(Primdahl, 1999) NRM 1. Full-time farmers with 
no non-farm income; 2. 
Part-time farmers with 
off-farm income < farm 
income. 
1. Pluriactive farmers whose 
off-farm income is > farm 
income; 2. Farmers with a 
pension, or other 
supplementary income. 
 
(Gill et al., 2010) NRM   New Rural landowners, otherwise 
variously known, inter alia, as 
small lifestyle farmers, amenity 
buyers, part-time farmers or peri-
urban landholders. 
(Holmes, 2006, 
Holmes, 2008) 
Multifunctionality Economically dependent 
on agriculture. 
Farming an ‘incidental 
activity’.  Pluriactive. 
Discretionary residential 
occupancy, decoupled from 
income source. 
(Wilson, 2008) Multifunctionality   Lifestyle hobby farmers.  
Decoupled from terms of trade 
concerns – more so than 
pluriactive full-time commercial 
farmers. 
(Maybery et al., 
2005) 
Conservation 
value categories 
Farmer (entrepreneur) Lifestyle Conservation (yeoman) 
(Holloway, 2002) Ethics Farmers Smallholders Hobby farmers.  Farm for 
pleasure and not reliant upon 
farm income 
(Aslin, 2006) Hobby farming Commercial farms Small lifestyle farmers and 
lifestyle farmers; pluriactive 
Hobby farmers, peri-urban 
landholders; pluriactive 
(Hollier and Reid, 
2007) 
Small farms  Small lifestyle farms.  
Majority income pluriactive 
Small lifestyle farms.  Majority 
income pluriactive 
(Zasada, 2011) Mulitifunctional 
Peri-urban 
Full-time farmers Social farming; integration of 
social and health care 
services into farming 
1. Lifestyle farming; 2. Hobby 
farming.  Marginal agricultural 
output. 
(Audirac, 1999) Hobby farming Commercial farms Part-time commercial 
farmers 
Hobby farmers, majority (or all 
income) is off-farm.  As a 
recreation, rather than for profit. 
(Smailes et al., 
2002) 
Population Full-time farmers (self-
supporting) 
Part-time (predominantly 
pluriactive) 
Hobby farmers, 
(Wilkinson, 
2007) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NRM Farming for profit with 
at least one full-time 
equivalent family 
member working on-
farm.  ‘Viable’ operation 
with no need for 
pluriactivity 
1. Farming for profit, but 
farm requires pluriactivity.  
Farming takes more time 
than pluriactive employment. 
2. Farming for profit, with 
one person full-time but 
inadequate income.  Usually 
supported by pension, or 
would be defined as 
‘battlers’.  3. Farming for 
profit with less than half full-
time equivalent farm 
employment.  Pluriactive, 
lifestyle motive. 
 
1. Not farming for profit.  
Former farms purchased to 
return environmental values. 2. 
Amenity land  users with no 
motive other than lifestyle 
     
(Salmon and 
Bock, 1978, cited 
by, Wilkinson, 
2007) 
Sociology Full-time farmers Part-time farmers for whom 
farming is a commercial 
activity 
Hobby farmers for whom 
farming is recreation rather than 
an income source 
Table 2. Land User Definitions 
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Author 
 
 
Research 
Context 
 
Producers 
Commercial 
 
Non-Commercial 
 
Consumers 
Amenity 
 
(Gregory, 1972 
cited by 
Wilkinson, 2007) 
 
Agriculture 
restructure 
  
1. Investment or ‘Collins 
Street farmers’.  Interest in 
capital appreciation, tax 
concessions, operated at 
‘moderate intensity’.  2. 
Pluriactive ‘business men’ 
who run a farm more 
intensively than Investment 
farmers (also identified a 
‘Collins Street farmers’. 3. 
Weekend farmers 
(hobbyists).  4. Potential full-
time farmers who aspire to 
farm but maintain off-farm 
employment pending 
sufficient on-farm income to 
farm full-time.  5. Former 
full-time farmers who have 
temporary off-farm 
employment pending 
improved on-farm income. 6. 
Moving farmers transitioning 
away from farming, or from 
full-time to weekend 
farming.  7. Dual business 
farmers who run the farm and 
an off-farm agricultural 
business, e.g., livestock 
agent. 
 
     
(Fairweather and 
Robertson, 2000) 
Small landholders Farmer, low levels of 
pluriactivity and attach 
high importance to on-
farm income generation 
Smallholder.  Some capital 
investment and aspire to 
generate full-time on-farm 
employment 
Lifestyler.  Low interest in 
generating income from holding 
and low capital investment.  
Pluriactive 
(Walker, 1999) Social composition Increasingly large 
commercial operations 
that are specialized mon-
cultural enterprises 
Part-time, small scale, 
pluriactive, traditional 
agrarian activities but low 
production 
 
(Conkey and 
Aslin, 2006) 
Rural demography   Small lifestyle farmers 
comprising: 1. Lifestyle farmers; 
2. Rural lifestyle landholders; 3. 
Hobby farmers; 4. Part-time 
farmers; 5. Small farmers; 6. 
Peri-urban landholders.  All  
characterised as having a small 
holding, high off-farm income, 
low agricultural production and 
production interest 
(Daniels, 1986) Hobby farming 
threat 
 Part-time commercial 
farming.  Pluriactive with 
either the majority of income 
generated off-farm, or on-
farm.  At least one quarter to 
one half time employment 
for one person on-farm.  
Commercially defined by 
gross annual sales.  Often 
have a background in 
farming. 
Hobby farm.  Less than one 
quarter time farm employment 
per person.  All or almost all 
income earned off-farm.  Farm is 
for recreation and most hobby 
farmers have no farming 
background 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2. Land User Definitions cont. 
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2.8  Peri-Urban Typologies  
The early weight of academic research into the peri-urban regions centered on its 
manifestation adjacent to major urbanized centres (Buxton et al., 2006, Burnley and Murphy, 
1995, Buxton et al., 2007).   Low Choy et al. consolidate typologies explored by Buxton et al. 
and Burnley and Murphy (Buxton et al., 2007, Burnley and Murphy, 1995), referencing the 
characteristics of land fragmentation, ephemeral and multiplicity of land uses, social and 
cultural heterogeneity, “disorder” (Buxton et al., 2007:55) and impermanence (Buxton et al., 
2006, Nelson, 1992b, Daniels, 1986) to develop a ‘multi-setting typology’ defining a range of 
peri-urban expressions (Low Choy et al., 2008).  These suggest four broad typology 
groupings, including: Perimetropolitan, Periregional, Periurban and Linear Periurban.  Sub-
groupings are Inner and Outer Perimetropolitan; Inner and Outer Periregional and Transit 
and Amenity Linear Periurban (Low Choy et al., 2008, Figure 3).   
Figure 3. Peri-Urban Typologies (Represented by Baw Baw Shire) 
 
 
Peri-Urban Types
PU1a Inner Perimetropolitan
PU1b Outer Perimetropolitan
PU2 Peri-urban Centre
PU3a Inner Periregional Centre
PU3b Outer Periregional Centre
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PU4b Linear Peri Urban (Amenity)
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Adapted from Low Choy, et al, (2008) 
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These depictions recognize the ubiquitousness of transitional landscapes wherever an 
urbanized locality transitions to a rural locality, including beyond the monocentric 
metropolitan model.  They identify peri-urban form in the conventional monocentric major 
metropolitan setting, a polycentric urban node structure and linear transit routes (Low Choy et 
al., 2008).  Houston notes that “…in theory at least, all but the smallest urban centres have a 
discernible peri-urban sphere of influence” (Houston, 2005:209).  Buxton et al.(2006) identify 
a five dimensional framework for a new Australian peri-urban typology: social, geographical-
spatial, cultural, economic and environmental (Buxton et al., 2006).  They assign two 
categories for each of the five dimensions, resulting in ten categories: Urban fringe, or Rural 
fringe; Coastal, or Inland; Amenity, or Recreation; Production, or Consumption and 
Protected and Un-protected Environments (Buxton et al., 2006).  However, they acknowledge 
the persisting difficulty in making precise categorizations noting overlapping and plural 
characteristics in some locations and the ephemeral nature of certain attributes (e.g. perpetual 
changes to transitional boundaries and demographic composition) (Buxton et al., 2006).  This 
conceptualization aligns with Willis’ (2005) suggestion that simplistic spatial definitions and 
“…the power of spatial metaphors…” are inadequate descriptors of the peri-urban 
phenomenon (Willis, 2005:2) and there is a need for cognition of “…tension between 
generalized concepts and local peculiarities” (Willis, 2005:3,4).  ‘Local peculiarities’ cited by 
Willis epitomize the peri-urban paradigm and its evolving understanding.  The case local 
government areas (LGAs) investigated in this research reveal as many local peculiarities as 
consistencies across the region, providing defence for criticism of the application of generic 
nomenclature, without more nuanced description.  Spatial definitions of the peri-urban 
boundary vary from ten kilometres to 300 kilometres from an urban centre, more so in 
recognition of ‘local peculiarities’ than of theoretical definitional disagreement (Willis, 2005).  
Conceptualizations of the peri-urban phenomenon have evolved to reflect both greater 
understanding and the continual morphology of the regions.  Murphy and Burnley’s early 
work, which was suggestive of monocentric rings with consistent patterns of development, 
function and structure, was later modified with recognition of the disorderly and 
unpredictable patterns manifest in a range of peri-urban forms (e.g., Low Choy’s typologies 
above) (Buxton et al., 2006, citing Murphy and Burnley, 1996). 
Barr identifies five social landscapes in rural Victoria: Production, Transitional, Rural 
Amenity and Irrigation (Barr et al., 2005), High Amenity and Intensive Agriculture landscapes 
(Barr, 2008).  Barr’s classifications are applied to reflect the socio-economic status of farming 
in the landscape and in respect to peri-urban areas Rural Amenity and High Amenity 
landscapes loosely align with peri-urban land use definitions in the planning and socio-
demographic literature.   
Differentiation between and definition of urban, transitional, peri-urban and deep rural 
regions (amid other classifications and nomenclatures) has occupied the interest of many 
researchers, considering spatial, functional, demographic, economic and other criteria.  
Generally, urban space is characterized by its high population density, small parcel 
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distribution and employment centres.  Deep rural is least populated with generally dominance 
of large land parcel distribution, and peri-urban sits between the two land parcel and 
population density extremes.  However, within the peri-urban zone both population density 
and parcel size distribution are variable and, according to some, that variation is manifest in 
concentric rings referencing von Thünian distance theory, where land use intensity 
progressively decreases with distance from the urban edge (Hart, 1991).  However, the 
variable and constantly changing nature of peri-urban land use and the influence of, for 
example linear or radial patterns of development along transport corridors, and pockets of 
‘leap frog’ development, challenges the concept of orderly concentric patterns of development 
and land use intensity radiating from a metropolitan hub (Buxton et al., 2006).  Nevertheless, 
there is consensus among some researchers that certain features of the peri-urban landscape 
do exhibit a steady progression of change from the urban edge to the rural frontier, albeit in an 
un-uniform chaotic, rather than an orderly pattern.  Hart (1991), for example, whilst 
describing the rural-urban fringe as “…an irregular, discontinuous zone of dissonance…” 
(Hart, 1991:35) demonstrated that, although change is not orderly, consistent with a von 
Thünian model, the process of transition is continuous and relative to distance from the urban 
centre.  Hart (1991) showed temporal de-intensification of land use with distance from the 
urban centre, and progressive shift in the zones of intensification over time, employing a 
ship’s bow wave metaphor to describe the process (Hart, 1991).  Transition is therefore a 
feature of the peri-urban zone in two forms.  The peri-urban area transitions functionally at a 
point in time, albeit un-uniformly with distance from the urban edge, and it transitions 
temporally, pushing a consistently declining pattern of land use intensities further from the 
urban centre. 
 
2.9  Intra Peri-Urban Geographies 
Nowhere is the multiplicity of peri-urban forms more apparent than in the divergent 
functional, social, economic and visual character of ‘outer’ and ‘inner’, or urban edge 
geographies. The heterogeneous, transitioning, “impermanent”, “disorderly jumble of 
residential, commercial, rural-residential and rural forms” (Buxton et al., 2007:19) often 
referenced to characterize inner peri-urban, does not describe the outer peri-urban areas.  The 
outer peri-urban zone of Melbourne (including the case geographies in this research) is 
generally accepted to comprise eight municipalities, forming an arc around the metropolitan 
area from east to west.  Excluding Hepburn, Mount Alexander, Bass Coast and South 
Gippsland Shires (contested as peri-urban in character), those eight LGAs depicted in Figure 
4 (the Peri-Urban Group of Rural Councils) occupy an aggregate area of approximately 
13,020 square kilometres (Buxton et al., 2014).  
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Figure 4. The Peri-Urban Region & Case LGAs 
 
 
The landscape between the outer peri-urban shires varies significantly, as does 
climate, soil type, rainfall, agricultural output and population density.  Nevertheless, outer 
peri-urban generally presents as rural, in comparison with the urban edge peri-urban type.  
The extent to which these outer peri-urban areas can retain their ‘difference’ to inner peri-
urban areas is a measure of resilience (McManus et al., 2011), and resilience depends largely 
on social cohesion, a degree of homogeneity and land use succession; in this research 
conceptualized as maintenance of territory.  Much of the existing research into peri-urban 
areas is concerned with urban edge peri-urban and its transitional ‘urban in waiting’ status; in 
particular the ever expanding Urban Growth Boundary (Buxton, 2014).  This thesis is 
concerned with the outer peri-urban zone.  The following section provides a brief history of 
the formation of Victoria’s fragmented landscape. 
 
 
2.10  Alienation, Enclosure and Fragmentation 
 
The predicament of peri-urban can be said to have its genesis in the closer settlement 
policies of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries which fragmented Victoria’s 
landscape into small title parcels (Argent et al., 2005).  Lake traces the “…desire to create an 
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independent yeomanry” (Lake, 1987:11) to the establishment of white settlement “While the 
men and women with capital in the 1820s and 1830s continued to invest in pastoralism, 
democratic visionaries deplored the prospect of Australia becoming ‘one vast sheepwalk’” 
(Lake, 1987:11).  Lake quotes J.D. Lang; “…a radical Presbyterian minister” (Shaw, 
2003:50), who in 1833, wrote that the colony possessed “…the means of peopling her vast 
solitudes with a numerous, industrious and virtuous agricultural population” (Lake, 1987:11, 
citing Turner, 1968 (ed.):20,21 (original emphasis)).  According to Lake, the yeoman agrarian 
ideal grew “…out of an idealized memory of England” (Lake, 1987:12).   
Keneley identifies two major closer settlement phases, prior to the Soldier Settlement 
Scheme: first, the Selection Era following the 1850s gold rushes and secondly in the 1890s, 
which Keneley aligns with advances in agricultural technology, including development of 
fertilizers and improved tilling methods that enabled settlement of lands previously incapable 
of production (Keneley, 2002).  Taylor suggests that the Closer Settlement Act 1904 was the 
commencement of determined closer settlement policy (Taylor, 1937).  Alvarez and 
Willebald cite Williams noting that conspicuous within a complex and “…formidable array of 
[land] Acts…” (Alvarez and Willebald, 2011:23) associated with alienation of land from the 
Crown and closer settlement through the nineteenth century, “…the single theme of 
intensification, the idea that more and smaller holdings was a desirable aim, unites much of 
the complexity” (Alvarez and Willebald, 2011:23, citing Williams, 1975:62).  There appears 
to be consensus that closer settlement policy was a failure, in particular arising from “…the 
creation of production units too small for survival…” (Strong, 1956:458).  Keneley suggests 
that failure can be attributed to a “…lack of understanding of the ability of the land to sustain 
intensive agriculture …” (Keneley, 2002:364), which she terms the “agrarian myth” (Keneley, 
2002:376).  Taylor notes that in 1909, then Premier Murray conceded that the Closer 
Settlement scheme “…had been, to a great extent, a failure” (Taylor, 1937:58).  Following a 
range of policy and administrative changes, a Royal Commission was appointed in 1914 to 
determine the “… main causes of the breakdown” (Taylor, 1937:60).  Notwithstanding this 
‘failure’, Taylor notes that: “The mistakes of pre-war Closer Settlement could not have been 
more faithfully repeated” (Taylor, 1937:62) than in the first soldier settlement programme; the 
Discharged Soldier Settlement Acts of 1917 and 1918 (Taylor, 1937).  Similar legislation 
enacted to cater to WWII veterans was introduced in 1938, and in the interim, Acts to 
encourage civilian take-up of land, including migrants was introduced via numerous Acts and 
regulations (PROV, 2014).  Some seventeen thousand soldier settlers were allotted farms in 
Victoria following the two world wars (Oxford, 2014).  Argent et al. identify the 
‘controversy’ arising from subdivision of Victoria’s cadastre as “…the availability of 
redundant small holdings for hobby and part-time farms” (Argent et al., 2005:153).  Barr 
(2009) extends the influence of amenity demand to larger parcels, noting that in some 
locations unsatisfied amenity purchasers acquire ‘housing blocks’ which “may be hundreds of 
acres in size” (Barr, 2009:57). 
Buxton et al. (2011) find that land embraced by the Peri-Urban Group of Rural 
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Councils (PUGRC) comprises more than 53,000 parcels, the majority of which are less than 
four hectares (Buxton et al., 2011).  Approximately half of those parcels are not improved 
with dwellings and are not physically identifiable in the farming landscape (Buxton et al., 
2011).  Added to this inventory of discrete title parcels, subdivision possible under extant 
planning rules may increase total parcel supply to accommodate more than 31,000 dwellings.   
In the Bendigo corridor, for example, 67% of Farming Zone properties are below twenty 
hectares in area and few will constitute viable agricultural units suggesting pressure for 
conversion to non-farm use (Buxton et al., 2007).  Responsible Planning Authorities often 
reference ‘unviable’ small farming zone lots, to defend the issuance of dwelling permits: a 
perspective which ignores how discrete small lots can be integral to clusters of proximal 
farmers who may utilize small lots on a seasonal or long-term agistment basis (Parsons, 
2009).  A case study of Neerim East, in the Baw Baw LGA found that 25% of lots farmed and 
29% of lots by area farmed, were either leased, or agisted by local farmers. Of the 1,173 
hectares farmed by nine farmers there were 73 lots, 18 of which (24%) were not owned by the 
farmland user (Parsons, 2009).   
 
 
2.11  Globalization, Postproductivism and Multifunctionality 
 
The dynamics of the peri-urban land market are in part a product of the rural political 
economy and the literature addressing theories investigated below is important to 
understanding those dynamics. Demand for land for farming is a derived demand determined 
by demand for (and the price of) agricultural commodities.  Structural change to agricultural 
commodity markets is a direct, dominant and dynamic rural land use determinant. 
 
The literature plots well-worn, occasionally contested, theories of the functional 
morphosis of rural landscapes suggested as inextricably the product of transitioning 
technologies, global political economy paradigms and heightened environmental awareness 
(Wilson, 2001, Alston, 2004, Cockfield and Botterill, 2012, Cockfield and Botterill, 2013).  
Globalization, neo-liberal economic rationalist policy and increasing production efficiency, 
generating output surpluses and lower commodity pricing (Barr, 2008, Wilson, 2001), all of 
which are a product of the neo-liberal project (Alston, 2004, Mackay et al., 2009), are 
suggested by Alston to be the prescription for a bleak and “…an uncertain future” for 
Australian farmers (Alston, 2004:37).  Barr (2008) observes the irony of over-production 
arising from continual efficiency gains.  He notes the long-run average (annual) 2% decline in 
terms of trade and farmers’ requirement to increase efficiency by at least that increment to 
remain economically viable.   
Farmers’ continual efficiency improvement is “stoking over-capacity” (Barr, 
2008:307) leading to over-supply and further reduction in commodity prices.  Efficiency 
requires scale (Barr, 2008) and scale requires farm consolidations and a reduction in the 
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number of farms.  There was a 25% reduction in the number of Australian farms in the 
twenty-five years to 2004 (Alston, 2004).  Australian farm productivity is consistently higher 
than the balance of Australian business sectors; comparable with the USA, and higher than 
the group comprising the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
countries (Mullen, 2007).  Increased mechanization and the decline of small rural towns (with 
reducing goods and services demand) have reduced employment options encouraging out-
migration from rural (particularly remote) locations (Alston, 2004).   The number of farmers 
decreases by 1% to 2% per annum and “In the Australian grain-belt, farms tend to double in 
size and halve in number every 30 to 40 years” (Barr, 2008:307).  These structural changes 
and their social consequences are relevant to peri-urban areas.  Production efficiency gains 
needed to neutralize declining terms of trade apply to farmers in all geographies. 
Dominance of agricultural production in rural landscapes has given way to multiple 
alternative land uses.  The geographic and social literature, in particular, has embraced the 
‘multifunctional’ nomenclature to describe many rural areas, including peri-urban regions.  
Mulifunctionalism; addressed further below, has emerged to displace the so-called ‘post-
productivism’ paradigm.  A post-productivism epoch infers a prior ‘productivism’ period; 
however both the existence of post-productivism, as variously defined, and its manifestation 
sequential to productivism is highly contested.  Wilson (2001) compiled a bibliography of 
literature references to present a characterization of productivism and post-productivism 
(Table 3). 
 
Productivism Post-productivism 
 
Ideology 
 
Agriculture has a central hegemonic social position, 
referencing food security concerns in war time.  A 
strong rural idyll and virtue of farming as protectors 
of the rural landscape. 
 
Actors 
 
Small, but powerful agricultural policy community, 
a strong relationship between agricultural 
corporations and government, and marginalization 
of the conservation lobby. 
 
Food Regimes 
 
‘Fordist’ production regimes dominated by the 
USA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diminished social perspective on agriculture.  
Farmers no-longer considered the best 
environmental custodians of rural land.  Property 
rights no longer have primacy. 
 
 
 
Broadening of the agricultural policy community, 
including environmental interests, weakening of 
the corporate farming lobby, counterurbanization, 
and introduction of multifunctional land uses. 
 
 
 
Post-Fordism, anti-protectionism, market 
liberalization, changing consumer behaviours and 
increased market uncertainty. 
 
 
 
 
Table 3. Dimensions of Productivism and Post-productivism 
 
Summarized from Wilson (2001) 
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Agricultural Production 
 
Industrialization and commercialization, national 
self-sufficiency, intensification, specialization and 
concentration, surplus production and increased 
corporatization. 
 
 
Agricultural Policies 
 
Strong State support for agriculture, farmers 
encouraged to increase food production, State 
intervention, protectionism, agricultural commodity 
price controls, liberal planning controls, security of 
property rights. 
 
Farming Techniques 
 
Increased mechanization, reduced labour inputs, 
increased use of biochemical inputs. 
 
 
Environmental Impacts 
 
Escalating conflict with environmental conservation. 
 
Critique of commercialization, industrialization 
and commodification, reduced emphasis on 
national self-sufficiency, extensification, 
diversification and pluriactivity, ‘consumption’ of 
rural land competing with agriculture. 
 
 
 
Reduced State support, reduced emphasis on 
production support, stronger environmental 
policies applied to agriculture, more restrictive 
planning controls, lifting of commodity price 
controls, reduced security of property rights. 
 
 
 
Reduced farming intensity, reduced, and in some 
instances abandonment of biochemical inputs, 
emphasis on sustainable agriculture, reduced 
physical inputs and increased knowledge inputs. 
 
 
Embrace of environmental conservation, 
increasing rejection of production maximization 
and rehabilitation of damaged habitats. 
 
 
Summarized from Wilson (2001) cont. 
 
Progression from protectionist Keynesian economics (Cockfield and Botterill, 2013) in 
the third quarter of the twentieth century (Mackay et al., 2009) to trade liberalization and 
competition policy was broadly contemporaneous with the transition from productivism to 
post-productivism (Mackay et al., 2009).  But there are differing perspectives.  Wilson, for 
example, suggests that: “…wide ranging diversity [..] exists within the productivist/post-
productivist spectrum” and he questions the: “…implied directionality of the…debate” 
(Wilson, 2001:77).  He points to a lack of consensus that post-productivism has superseded 
productivism, preferring to conceptualize change toward a ‘multifunctional regime’ (Wilson, 
2001) which Evans et al. interpret to be Wilson’s nomination of: “…the endpoint of the post-
productivist transition” (Evans et al., 2002:316).   
 
Evans et al. (2002) are more emphatic suggesting that the term post-productivism is 
“invalid” and that it should be “abandoned” (Evans et al., 2002:313) as a “theoretical cul-de-
sac” (Evans et al., 2002:325), arguing a lack of empirical support for Ilbery and Bowler’s 
(1998) otherwise widely accepted proposition (Evans et al., 2002) that ‘intensification’, 
‘concentration’ and ‘specialization’ have yielded to ‘extensification’, ‘dispersal’ and 
‘diversification’ (Ilbery and Bowler, 1998:78) as validation of the transition to post-
productivism (Evans et al., 2002).   Argent is not convinced that post-productivism is 
applicable in the Australian context, arguing “...while the concept of post-productivism is 
Table 3. Dimensions of Productivism and Post-productivism cont. 
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superficially appealing, it has little practical or conceptual application to Australian 
conditions” (Argent, 2002:97).  Tension associated with the productivist/post-productivist 
binary appears to rest with the latter, rather than its prequel (assuming sequentiality) and with 
the dichotomous perspective on the two (Argent, 2002).  Argent (2002) and Evans et al 
(2002) independently scrutinized the post-productivist theory, each referencing criteria 
suggested by Ilbery and Bowler (1998) as verification of its manifestation within a Holmesian 
(Holmes, 2006) ‘modes of occupance’ frame, further described below.   Argent considered 
Australian circumstances with reference to the existence of: pluriactivity, extensification, 
dispersion and consumption land use (Argent, 2002). Similarly Evans et al. reviewed: 
pluriactivity, extensification, dispersion, environmental regulation and transition from 
quantity to quality food production emphasis (Evans et al., 2002).  Argent’s perspective is 
that both productivist and post-productivist paradigms exist in Australia, but that rigid 
categorization within a post-productivist “binary metanarrative” (Argent, 2002:111) fails to 
interpret “what farmers actually do” (Argent, 2002:111).  Wilson concurs, suggesting that 
post-productivism is no more than academic theory: “…rather than an expression of reality on 
the ground” (Wilson, 2004:461).  Argent suggests that the post-productivist theory is an 
example of binary categorization of multipicitous circumstances: “…to uphold its own 
original hypothesis” (Argent, 2002:111).  The balanced view is that Australia’s rural 
landscape is in “re-evaluation”, producing “many different rurals”, citing counterurbanization 
as a principal determinant (Argent, 2002:111). 
 
The link between transition away from Keynesian protectionism to neo-liberal trade 
policy and the post-productivist era suggested by Ilbery and Bowler (1998) is contested by 
Argent who concludes: “The era of ‘agricultural exceptionalism’ is over in Australia, but this 
has not yet heralded the onset of post-productivism” (Argent, 2002:111).  An important 
observation can be made with reference to Argent’s contention in the peri-urban setting, 
arising from disjunction of the perceived intent of policy settings and ‘actually existing’ 
conditions.  Agricultural exceptionalism is an economic policy prescription, as are the range 
of prevailing policy settings aimed at efficiency gains to sustain ‘productivism’. However, 
policies that recognize productivism are not applied in the peri-urban region, suggesting that 
agriculture policy is bifurcated into production landscapes and post-production landscapes, 
the former continuing to receive efficiency (and scale) encouragement (albeit without 
protection policy) and the latter allowed to dilute and diminish in a diffuse milieu of 
multifunctionality.  Production landscapes are no more, nor less ‘directly’ protected from 
international competition and deteriorating terms of trade than peri-urban areas.  However 
productivist policy based on “output and increased profitability” (Lowe et al., 1993:221), 
includes myriad location specific Federal, State and other modes of support, recognition and 
trade agreement compliant initiatives, which largely ignore significant issues confronting 
peri-urban agriculture.  The Federal Government’s agriculture white paper, released in June 
2015 provides an example, with spending on major infrastructure in (mainly remote) 
production landscapes; drought relief (in mainly remote production landscapes); and trade 
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facilitation initiatives (DOA, 2015a).  Absence of any reference to land use policy in peri-
urban areas, which presents problems equivalent to those remedied by policy in production 
areas, reflects Federal government reluctance to disrupt land market economics. 
 
Evans et al. (2002) concur with Argent on central points, noting “widespread 
uncritical use” of “all-encompassing” (Evans et al., 2002:314) ‘post-productivism’ 
terminology  to describe a “wide range of rural issues” and “active creation and reinforcement 
of a productivist/post-productivist dualism” (Evans et al., 2002:314); whilst having some 
salience to agro-economic political culture is “misleading if applied uncritically to agriculture 
as an economic activity” (Evans et al., 2002:314).  Both Argent and Evans et al. foresee 
environmental awareness asserting greater influence over rural land use (Argent, 2002, Evans 
et al., 2002).  O’Neill and Argent likewise take to task the notion of ‘neo-liberalism’ in the 
Australian political economy, beginning first with a critique of the application of the 
Keynesian-Fordism “tag” to determine its applicability (O'Neill and Argent, 2005:2), moving 
then to test neo-liberalism (O'Neill and Argent, 2005).  They conclude that both Keynesian-
Fordism and neo-liberalism have been conspicuous in Australia, but with Australian 
peculiarities that distinguish them from the generic manifestation as proposed by Peck and 
Tickell (2002), (addressed in Section 5.3).  
 
 The notion of ‘multifunctional’ landscapes brings greater clarity to the neoliberal 
project’s influence on functional occupation of the rural landscape than does debate over the 
productivism/post-productivism dichotomy.  The ‘multifunctional’ paradigm is perceived in 
at least two typologies/contexts: first a Holmesian (2006) interpretation of ‘occupance modes’ 
where multifunctionality is a ‘value’ construct with competing ‘forces’ of Production, 
Consumption and Protection in which Holmes describes a “…radical reordering in the three 
basic purposes underlying human use of rural space” (Holmes, 2006:143) and which he 
suggests can, within changed policy settings, coalesce into a ‘complex multifunctional’ 
landscape (Holmes, 2008).  McCarthy suggests that: “A genealogy of ‘multifunctionality’ 
makes clear that it is a product of neoliberal reforms” (McCarthy, 2005:774).  Holmes 
identifies: “…three driving forces contributing to multifunctionality and increased 
heterogeneity”: ‘agricultural overproduction’, ‘amenity consumption’ and ‘heightened 
environmental awareness’ (Holmes, 2006:143,144).  Overproduction arises from poor terms 
of trade requiring increased efficiency, expansion, commodity price decline and the need for 
still further efficiency and expansion (Barr, 2005b).  Reduction in protectionist trade policy in 
an asymmetric ‘free trade’ environment (Dibden et al., 2009, Alston, 2004, Argent and Tonts, 
2013) and rejection of geographic exceptionalism to avoid World Trade Organization (WTO) 
trade subsidy prohibitions (Dibden et al., 2009), demanding “individual economic self-
reliance” (Cockfield and Botterill, 2012:351) are nominated as contributing to overproduction 
which is a central tenet of Holmes’ multifunctional complex. 
   
Dramatic reductions in the number of viable farming enterprises in the peri-urban 
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region that are unable to expand due to ‘amenity’ land premiums are identified by Holmes 
(2006) as a determinant of supply for the ‘amenity consumption’ force.  McCarthy suggests 
that: “…struggles over multifunctionality all turn on the rapid revaluation of rural natures in 
the context of trade liberalization during the neoliberal era” (McCarthy, 2005:778) and the 
correlative tracing above appears to validate his thesis.  Argent and Tonts (2013) build upon 
Holmes’ (2006) and Woods’ (2007) work to consider the impact of international labour and 
capital in the multifunctional rural complex.  They suggest that: “…the radical 
neoliberalization of Australian agriculture” [..] and the ongoing expansion of economies of 
scale [..] required to [attenuate] [t]he cost price squeeze” (Argent and Tonts, 2013:2) has 
generated labour shortages, exacerbated by competition for labour from global mining 
companies (Argent and Tonts, 2013).  These latter factors are assumed to be in decline as 
mining has moved from the development, to the production phase.  Argent and Tonts (2013) 
cite Woods’ (2002) hypothetical ‘global countryside defining characteristics’ (Woods, 
2007:492-494) and in particular note increasing activity of transnational corporations 
expanding investment of foreign capital and introduction of genetically modified crops which 
they (and Woods) identify as a signature of “…the material imprint of globalization” (Argent 
and Tonts, 2013:3, see also Woods, 2007).  
 
A second and controversial perspective on ‘multifunctionality’ is as a basis for 
geographic exceptionalism from trade liberalization (McCarthy, 2005, Losch, 2004), the 
conspicuous supporters of which include the European Union (EU), Japan, Norway, 
Switzerland and South Korea and opponents to which include the Cairns Group including 
Australia (McCarthy, 2005).  A detailed exploration of the complexities of international trade 
arrangements is not offered here, but promotion of multifunctionality as a defense for 
exceptionalism has salience to the extent that (with virtuous motives, or not), it is contributing 
to the discourse around multifunctionality as the extant rural condition, certainly in the EU, if 
not in Australia.  Dibden et al. (2009) suggest that trade liberalization and the 
multifunctionality controversy is escalating academic conceptualizations of 
multifunctionalism and mediating new perspectives on environmental stewardship, even 
within neoliberal states (Dibden et al., 2009).  The European notion of ‘living countryside’ 
and ‘high nature value farming’ cited by Dibden et al. (2009) which underpins its exclusionist 
argument is, according to them, based upon acknowledgement of a holistic perspective of 
rurality where the importance of ‘rural’ extends beyond production to wider economic, 
environmental, amenity and social needs, needs “…overlooked in Australia in favour of a 
discourse of competitiveness…” (Dibden et al., 2009:305).  The EU’s Common Agricultural 
Policy (CAP) distributes subsidies for both agriculture and non-agricultural rural enterprises.   
Introduction of subsidies in EU member countries to protect both agriculture and the broader 
rural economy is promoted as a legitimate subsidy exception in extra-EU multilateral trade 
negotiations, hence the ‘multifunctionality’ trade ‘controversy’. Dibden et al. (2009) observe 
defundamentalisation of neoliberal policy in some states and blurring of attitudes toward the 
EU’s ‘living countryside’ perspective, suggesting “While the WTO may be seen as the 
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quintessential neoliberal institution… “Neoliberalism does not appear as an immutable and 
irresistible ideology at WTO level, [rather] it is a negotiable discourse” (Dibden et al., 
2009:300).  They suggest that the forces of market liberalization and environmental 
enlightenment are no longer necessarily mutually exclusive opposing values inviting restraint 
and a mediated neoliberal hybrid (Dibden et al., 2009).  In contrast, they argue that 
Australia’s rigid adherence to fundamentalist neoliberal policy and its response to increasing 
farmer exits from the land: “…with a degree of complacency, if not enthusiasm… would not 
be considered tolerable in much of Europe” (Dibden et al., 2009:305). Australian opposition 
to liberalization has been weak, aimed at protection of producers, rather than holistic ‘living 
countryside’ values expressed in Europe (Dibden et al., 2009).  Alston advocates for 
Australia’s: “…reappraisal of its policy commitment in line with EU commitments” (Alston, 
2004:44), one that: “…champions cultural, heritage, food security and amenity” (Alston, 
2004:38).  Race et al. (2011) note the ‘uncoupling’ of some rural areas from their dependence 
on productivist activities as a consequence of multifunctionalism and question some features 
of the paradigm.   
 
Race, et al. (2011). ask: 
 
“Does a multi-functional landscape meet the aspirations of the region’s community, or 
merely trade off one set of values against another set? 
Can a multi-functional landscape support viable primary production (e.g., agriculture 
and forestry) at economies of scale? 
Does a multi-functional landscape reach a point of stability (equilibrium) that allows 
consolidation of community identity and cohesion? 
Can a ‘preferred’ multi-functional landscape be designed and built?” 
(Race et al., 2011:17, parentheses original).   
 
Race et al. (2011) suggest that notwithstanding the ‘uncoupling’ of reliance upon 
agriculture, there is no indication of decline in productivism in multifunctional (commuting 
zone) landscapes; rather proximity to urban markets is likely to ensure viability of “intensive, 
high value agriculture” (Race et al., 2011:17).  However, that perspective is antithetical to 
both conventionally accepted theory and empirical evidence, albeit that non-land-based 
intensive industries such as broiler farms do favour close proximity to metropolitan markets 
(Taylor et al., 2015), and pockets of highly fertile land produce fruit and vegetables close to 
the metropolitan fringe (Sheridan et al., 2015).  Mendham et al. (2011) identify Natural 
Resource Management (NRM) challenges in multifunctional landscapes.  They note that 
absentee land owners and “high rates of ownership turnover may be complicating NRM 
agencies’ ability to effectively engage landholders responsible for the management of land” 
(Mendham et al., 2011:155).  Examining land ownership change in the USA and Australia, 
they found that land ownership change was dominated by displacement of long-term (farmer) 
owners and replacement with non-locals, independent from agriculture (Mendham et al., 
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2011), that is, deterritorialization of rural space.  They forecast that in south-eastern Australia, 
up to 50 percent of rural properties will change hands between 2006 and 2016 
“…representing a doubling of previous rates of property turnover” (Mendham et al., 
2011:181).  Amenity land owners had a low interest in production, in favour of conservation 
and environmental protection and a generally poor understanding of NRM issues whilst 
expressing strong stewardship ethics (as did farmers) (Mendham et al., 2011).  It is significant 
that they found that both farmers and amenity land users were “farming capital gain” 
(Mendham et al., 2011:172), inferring that neither group expected to enjoy satisfactory 
income returns and potentially increasing transition away from production to amenity use, 
which has greater capacity to pay the ‘capital gain’ (Barr, 2005b, Barr, 2009). 
 
 
2.12  Summary 
Peri-urban regions have been defined variously, with strongest divergence between 
definitions in developing and developed countries.  The North American literature aligns most 
with Australian conceptualizations, but with some important differences, including lack of an 
employment ‘pull’ effect in the Australian context.  The consistent reference applied to all 
definitional interpretations is urban influence, most often measured in commute time to the 
closest urban centre. 
 
Counterurbanization (the movement of people from urban to non-urban areas) is the 
dominant theoretical explanation for expansion of the peri-urban population, fueled by ‘push’ 
and ‘pull’ factors ranging from ‘forced relocators’ (Burnley and Murphy, 2004) departing 
urban areas in search of cheaper living expenses, to lifestyle seeking young professionals and 
superannuants, in search of a rural idyll.  Expansion of the peri-urban population arising from 
in-migration is diluting long-term rural populations, while the reverse is occurring in deep 
rural production landscapes which are depopulating (Race et al., 2011).  Few peri-urban 
residents are farmers, or work on farms.  Thus, despite rising populations and employment 
rates, persons engaged in agriculture are declining.  The nexus between home and workplace 
has diminished with improved transport and telecommunications modes, enabling people to 
live in peri-urban areas and work in urban areas. 
 
The Victorian rural landscape is highly fragmented due to policies of small parcel 
subdivision when land was first alienated from the Crown.  This abundant supply of small 
parcels is an ideal landscape for small lot hobby farmers (Argent et al., 2005). 
 
Much of the recent literature addressing functional change in peri-urban areas has 
been directed to discourse around a transition from ‘productivism’ to ‘postproductivism’ and 
ultimately ‘multifunctionality’, seeking characterization of land use transition in developed 
agricultural economies.  Globalization, free trade agreements and improved production 
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technologies to counter falling commodity prices are cited as the cause of dilution of 
production in some rural areas.  The ‘void’ created by declining productivism is suggested to 
have made way for alternative multifunctional land uses.  The ‘postproductivism’ 
‘multifunctional’ debate had its origins in Europe and evolved both in response to the 
consequences of globalization, and in particular arising from the CAP agreement in EU 
countries which redefined compliant trade affected subsidization by extending rural 
‘production’ beyond agriculture to embrace a range of activities.  The multifunctional debate 
is argued to have little salience in Australia (Argent, 2002, Wilson, 2004), but it is relevant to 
debate about land use in peri-urban regions where conventional production is under threat. 
 
It is axiomatic that rural Victoria is neither productivist nor post-productivist but a 
blend and further that as Ilbery and Bowler observe, rather than an era of abandonment of 
productivism, ‘post-productivism’ “…can be described in terms of a progressive reversal of 
the trends that dominated the preceding productivist era” (Ilbery and Bowler, 1998:70, cited 
by Ward et al., 2008:121).  As McCarthy puts it “That land use is necessarily multifunctional 
is hardly a novel idea” (McCarthy, 2005:778).   
 
Unlike other geographies, the peri-urban region is defined by the nature and pace of its 
physical and functional change and by its awkward situation which is neither fully rural, nor 
urban to conform to the binary ‘city and other’ notion of landscape and social form.   
 
This chapter has provided a characterization of the spatial, functional and social 
structure of peri-urban regions and it has explored the principal migration theories which have 
determined change.  Those theories are an important focus for this research, which, inter alia, 
investigates the causes and influences of land use transition, including demand determinants.  
The question of whether population growth in the case LGAs is the product of 
counterurbanization, or urban spill-over, or both, for example, goes to some fundamental 
urban and regional planning issues, such as infrastructure provision and urban containment, 
which may contribute to land use transition.  The highly fragmented peri-urban landscape, 
and the potential for further subdivision allowed under prevailing planning rules described 
above, provides the foundation for detailed localized investigation of the spatial predicament 
of the case LGAs.  Having reviewed ex-urban migration theory, the following chapter 
investigates the principal sociological theories that underlie migration motives. 
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Chapter 3:  Amenity, Amenities and Rural Desires 
 
3.1   Introduction 
 
The previous chapter identified material differences between migration push and pull 
influences in Australia and in other developed countries.  In particular, it was noted that in 
general terms Australian migration to non-metropolitan locations is not influenced by 
employment pull effects.  A range of factors are found to influence migration.  However, 
‘amenity’ in various forms, is considered the principal determinant.  This chapter investigates 
the economic, social, utility and cultural significance of amenity, with emphasis on features 
which have salience to the case LGAs.  For example, the spatial distribution of differing land 
parcel sizes and their proximity to preferred amenities predicts dwelling and population 
densities and land values.  The take-up of land close to townships, with high amenity 
offerings, displaces agriculture and precipitates sprawling of urban centres.  In-migrants’ 
preference for small land parcels close to towns and villages also places pressure on land 
prices in non-township areas (Barr, 2005b). 
 
 Amenity, accessibility and affordability (Buxton, 2008, Argent et al., 2005) are strong 
drivers of peri-urban in-migration (Burnley and Murphy, 1995, Vogt, 2011, Rauws and de 
Roo, 2011, Ford, 1999, Drozd and Johnson, 2004, Johnson and Cromartie, 2006, Rudzitis, 
1999). ‘Amenity’ can be characterized in two distinct modes: aesthetic/social/natural – 
‘Amenity Landscapes’ and convenience/service – ‘Amenities’ (Burnley and Murphy, 2004, 
Argent et al., 2007).  Argent et al.’s characterization is more erudite: “…a quality relating to 
two aspects of a (rural) locale: a) the attractiveness, or otherwise of the general environment 
in which it is set; and b) more specifically, the qualities or facilities of the locale itself” 
(Argent et al., 2007:218).  Garnaut et al. (2001) similarly suggest: “The amenity value of a 
location is assessed by the individual, or family in terms of physical, cultural, social [and] 
“…availability, range and quality of services” (Garnaut et al., 2001:15).  Goe and Green 
(2005) describe amenity as “...qualities of a locality that make it an attractive place to live and 
work.  “Amenities provide benefits (or in economic terms, utility, or use value) to people 
through the direct consumption of specific aspects of land, natural resources and human 
activity” (Goe and Green, 2005:95,96, parenthesis added).  The amenity value hierarchy; the 
ordinal influence of amenity categories, is constrained by economic and stage-of-life factors 
(Burnley and Murphy, 2004).  Gentrifiers and welfare refugees may share aesthetic 
preferences, but only the former can necessarily exercise choice free of economic 
considerations.   
Bunce (1994) suggests that amenity provided by a rural retreat, an ‘amenity 
landscape’, dates to late Roman culture, suggesting that the etymology of ‘amenity’ is the 
Latin ‘amoenitas’ which he says translates to “…the aesthetic and sensory pleasures of a 
country retreat”…(Bunce, 1994:78).  Park and Coppack (1994) define amenity from a 
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spiritual perspective as non-Euclidean space, “…as the attraction invested in landscape, place 
and locality, premised on characteristics perceived as pleasant, particularly those 
characteristics of an intangible nature which serve psychological, rather than physical needs” 
(Park and Coppack, 1994:165).  Chambers English Dictionary (1988:42) defines ‘amenity’ as: 
“pleasantness, as in situation, climate, manners, disposition: a pleasing feature, object, 
characteristic: a facility: civility”.  As a preface to addressing amenity in further detail, a 
review of sociological theories which underlie one of the dominant aspects of rural amenity is 
first provided. 
 
 
3.2  Neo-Agrarianism, The Rural Idyll, and Rural  
Commodification 
 
Demand for land as a land use transition ‘influence’ investigated in this research is 
suggested here to have tangible and intangible determinants.  This section reviews intangible 
‘amenity’ factors suggested to contribute to the sustainability of the desire for rural living.  
The question of whether migration is a counterurbanizing, or an urban spill-over event 
determines land size, housing and amenity preferences (Nelson and Sanchez, 1999, Fisher, 
2003).  For example, Fisher suggests that ex-urban migrants seeking a holistic lifestyle 
change prefer an environment consistent with rural imagery though migrants motivated by 
housing preferences and urban connectivity may not (Fisher, 2003).  The influence of a rural 
idyll, in its various manifestations and how the case geographies investigated in this research 
respond to that influence is an important attribute of the demand function. 
Rural and rurality ‘commodification’ is a central theory in rural sociology literature 
(Park and Coppack, 1994, Mitchell, 1998, Bunce, 1994, Perkins, 2006). Widespread embrace 
of well promoted idyllic rural imaginings, romanticized in the classical and academic 
vernacular as bucolic, Arcadian and the rural idyll, are posited to underlie the desire for rural 
lifestyle (Bunce, 1994, Mitchell, 1998, Burnley and Murphy, 2004, Short, 2006, Perkins, 
2006, Audirac, 1999, Pfeffer and Wagenet, 1999, Brown and Schafft, 2011).  Whether 
romanticized language gave rise to commodification, vice versa or the two co-evolved may be 
difficult to establish, however, it appears the case that idealization of rural is grounded in 
common landscape preferences (Ulrich, 1986, Driver and Greene, 1977).  Others nominate 
exurbanization arising from deteriorating urban life and nostalgia for the rural ‘other’, 
attention to alternative lifestyle options enabled by greater affluence (Park and Coppack, 
1994), and the “complex mix of myth and reality, encompassing at one end of the spectrum 
profound philosophical questions about modern civilization and at the other, simple 
escapism” (Bunce, 1994:34).  ‘Symbolic interactionists’ may argue coevolution of the 
embrace of the rural idyll and its commodification, the latter representing evidence of “shared 
behavioral expectations” of a “particular narrative of self-identity” (Burton and Wilson, 
2006:98, citing Giddens, 1978:80, also Snow, 2001, Blumer, 1986).  Following Bunce (1994), 
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Mitchell argues that turmoil arising from rapid industrialization and urbanization in the 
nineteenth century gave rise to “…nostalgia for a simpler life, an image of the countryside 
ideal…” (Mitchell, 1998:274).  Lowenthal and Prince (1965:190) opine that it was “urban 
brutalization” that inspired Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City rural utopia  and its enduring 
thematic legacies (Freestone, 1986).  The rural idyll is argued to be an urban construct, 
analogous with geo-demographic definitions of ‘rural’ as residual to urban (Hugo et al., 
2001). Bell argues that “… country cannot exist without the city to be its ‘not a’” (Bell, 
2006:150), or an anti-idyll (Bell, 2006), and the rural idyll is therefore an urban construct; and 
a “bourgeois imaginary” (Bell, 2006:150).  Marsden suggests: 
“…non-rural people, …often wish to distance themselves from the 
pathologies of urban life, either temporarily, or permanently… “This is 
likely to continue as a major social force in ‘reconstituting’ rurality and rural 
life. “It will tie rural areas much more into their urban and regional contexts 
and it will continue to both physically and socially shape the countryside 
into the images and identities of those who consume these rural resources”  
(Marsden, 1999:508). 
Tuan also notes the requirement to define countryside by reference to its antithesis 
“…the virtues of the countryside require their anti-image, the city, for the sharpening of 
focus” (Tuan, 1974:102).  Williams points to a tradition of pastoral innocence contrasted with 
the greed of the city in early Roman literature (Williams, 1973).  Like Bell (2006), Bunce 
(1994) also finds the origins of the rural idyll in the bourgeois and cites the middle class’ 
embrace of literature soon after mechanization of the printing press and widespread 
distribution of literature in an array of forms.  According to Bunce, the educated middle class 
was a prolific consumer of literature which carried “…a strong pastoral thread…” and over 
time: “…the pastoral imagery and nostalgia spilled over easily into popular literature” 
(Bunce, 1994:38). The vector of electronic media has carried the rural idyll into popular 
culture (Bunce, 1994).  Bell (2006) sees rural commodification manifest “…on television, in 
novels and poems, in shops, even on our plates” and suggests a disparate array of products 
“…trade on the positive connotations of the rural” (Bell, 2006:150).  The ubiquitousness of 
rural images in home furnishing, clothing and food packaging points to a widespread desire 
for or admiration of all (nice) things rural (Bell, 2006).  Horton (2008) investigates the power 
and pervasiveness of rural iconography in an examination of the commodification of 
‘Postman Pat’ which he describes as a “…veritable spotter’s guide to icons of idyllic rurality” 
(Horton, 2008:400).  Consumers have been nurtured from childhood to perceive ‘rural’ as 
analogous with ‘good’.  Evocation of Arcadian nostalgia was even employed in nationalistic 
propaganda in England during the First World War (Short, 2006).  It is a poignant irony that 
Australian soldiers returning from the same war were encouraged to consume a rural idyll and 
enter ‘virtuous’ yeomanry under the closer settlement policy of the Soldier Settlement 
Scheme, noted above as the genesis of the highly fragmented Victorian cadaster. 
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 ‘Topophilia’ (love of place) manifests at a local, or landscape level, but not a 
continental, or large territorial level (Tuan, 1974).  Topophilia, according to Tuan, is in part 
due to histories relating to places evoked by images.  The image must be of a scale in which a 
person can conceptualize their presence so that memories and sensations, the origins of 
topophilia, can be recalled and enjoyed (Tuan, 1974).   
The conceptualizations of Bunce (1994), Bell (2006) and Mitchell (1998) are British 
and North American perspectives that draw heavily on lengthy cultural histories and, in the 
case of Britain, comparatively dense occupation and lengthy enclosure of the rural landscape.  
Australian rural, ruralness and the rural idyll follows many Anglo-American constructs 
(Gorman-Murray et al., 2008), but it is both different and heterogeneous (Staples, 2003).  The 
“…small scenes furnished with belfried church towers, half-timbered thatched cottages, rutted 
lanes, rookeried elms, lynch gates and stiles” described by Lowenthal and Prince (1965) do 
not align with Australian rural imagery, although small pockets attempt replication, e.g., 
Mount Macedon (Lowenthal and Prince, 1965) and commodification of Tasmania as a tourist 
destination that is “so like England”, “graced with English trees” and “has the aura of an 
English country village” (Staples, 2003:317, citing HGM, 1995).  Commodification of 
rurality is pervasive in Australian rural iconography: witness ‘outback outfitter’ R M 
Williams and its Outback Magazine which combines an array of ‘advertorial’ stories with 
promotion of its range of apparel (Outback, 2013).   
A link between the rural idyll and ‘agrarianism’, or ‘countrymindedness’ (Aitkin, 
1985) is not widely articulated with particularity in the literature, though a logical nexus is 
suggested here.  Favoured bucolic images are associated with the hard work of imagined 
“virtuous, ennobling and cooperative” rural people (Botterill, 2001:12, citing Aitkin, 1985), 
whether mythical (as suggested by some) or not (Kapferer, 1990, Botterill, 2006, Wear, 
2009).  The popular Jeffersonian construct of agrarian virtue has been criticized as a “myth” 
and cynical political rhetoric, but agrarian symbolism is nevertheless considered constructive, 
suggesting that: “…the rural idyll’s resonance among non-farmers is important for 
sustainability above and beyond farming’s actual ability to generate and safeguard moral and 
political virtues” (Thompson, 2010:158,165).  The ‘virtuousness’ of agrarianism is embedded 
in the rural idyll imagery: identity qualities that can be assumed vicariously (Ashforth and 
Mael, 1989) and perhaps desired as much as the physical and social amenity values noted 
above.  Montmarquet (1989) reflects upon the earliest agrarian traditions, suggesting 
Aristotle, Hesoid, Virgil and others’ beliefs that: “...agriculture is a way of life which 
promotes certain distinctive human virtues: justice, honesty, independence, courage and 
capacity for hard work” (Montmarquet, 1989:27).  Contemporary and planter neighbour of 
Thomas Jefferson, John Taylor is cited by Montmarquet (1989:55) as commenting that 
farmers: “…feed the hungry, clothe the naked, and give drink to the thirsty…in the practice of 
almost every moral virtue”.  ‘Virtuosity’ features in the rural sociology literature so frequently 
to suggest that it would function as a perfect synonym for ‘agrarianism’. Farmers, according 
to Thomas Jefferson (1785) were: “…our nation’s most virtuous and independent 
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citizens…wedded to its interests by the most lasting bonds” (Montmarquet, 1989:88, citing 
Jefferson's letter to John Jay, 1785). William Cobbett remarked that farmers were “The 
cultivators of the land…the most virtuous” (Montmarquet, 1989:128, quoting Keith, 
1974:65).  The nexus between agrarianism and rurality is diminishing according to Gorman-
Murray et al. (2008) who suggest that the new multifunctionality of rural landscapes: “…must 
now accommodate a fluid and diverse range of [..] livelihoods” (Gorman-Murray et al., 
2008:2).  Increasing socio-demographic heterogeneity noted above (cf. Daniels and Lapping, 
2005, Wu et al., 2011, Brasier et al., 2007), landscape and functional diversity and contrasting 
perspectives of tourist, town dwelling rural resident (Bell, 2006); old-timer-new-comer and 
farmer (Argent, 2011) logically bring diverse perspectives on a rural idyll.  These contentions 
are not challenged.  However, agrarian land-use perspectives, rather than postmodern 
‘fundamental agrarianist’ (Griswold, 1946) interpretations cited as anti-urban, morally 
superior and politically malign (cf. Botterill, 2009), have particular relevance to some 
identities investigated in this research.   
 
Romanticized aspects of agrarianist iconography are integral to the Australian rural 
idyll and vice versa.  Danbom (1991) identifies ‘rational’ and ‘romantic’ agrarianism 
suggesting that the former follows the tangible political and economic doctrines espoused by 
Thomas Jefferson and that the latter is an adherence to moral and spiritual virtues associated 
with rural life sentimentalized in the fictional literature (Danbom, 1991).  Hilde and 
Thompson (2000) make similar observations noting both ‘romantic’ and ‘pragmatic’ agrarian 
beliefs up until the late twentieth century, pointing to the nineteen-sixties as the time of 
emergence of ‘neo-agrarianism’ (Hilde and Thompson, 2000). Burkhardt (2000) characterizes 
the transmutation of populist ‘pragmatic’ agrarianism to neo-agrarianism as a move away 
from economic self-interest to the embrace of “… a number of connected philosophical, 
metaphysical, epistemological, and ethical critiques, only one ‘wing’ of which explicitly calls 
for the political-economic protection of family farms” (Burkhardt, 2000:288).  Burkhardt 
(2000) suggests that within the academy the family farm is the “...central unifying concept of 
neo-agrarianism”, but that environmentalism, sustainability, the “humanization of agriculture” 
and release from the hegemony of positivism and agri-science, which has skewed focus 
toward corporate economic rationalism, is the emergent neo-agrarian agenda (Burkhardt, 
2000:289).  These perspectives are contemporary American academic conceptualizations 
which may have little salience in the Australian political economy, and have, with few 
exceptions (Coates, 2013), little visible expression in the Australian literature.  However 
Australian scholars find many consistencies with the origins of and only slight variance 
between Australian and American agrarianism (Craig and Phillips, 1983).  The emergence, 
strength and decline of the National Party (formerly Country Party) is cited as a chronicle 
proxy for support for agrarianism or “countrymindedness’ (Aitkin, 1985).  The political 
economy promoted by the Physiocrats
1
 is closely aligned with Jeffersonian agrarianism, and  
 
 
1. The Physiocrats were a group of 18th century French political economists who developed laissez faire  
economic theories based on an agricultural economy (Spengler, 1945). 
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the essential ideological tenets of the Country Party; the “world view” of which, according to 
Aitkin was “…Physiocratic, populist and decentralist…” (Aitkin, 1985:51,52).   Aitkin distills 
‘countrymindedness’ ideology into seven elements (Aitkin, 1985) which are “very similar” to 
definitions of agrarianism (Botterill, 2006:24, see also Flinn and Johnson, 1974). 
‘Countrymindedness’, “…a form of agrarianism, [shares] its three central beliefs: the natural 
virtue of rural compared to city life; the basic nature of the occupation of farming on which 
everyone else depends for their food; and the hard work and independence of farmers” (Brett, 
2007:5).  Brett (2000) notes a particular Australian agrarian typology up-to the 1970s, born of 
a dependence upon agriculture for export and the need to: “…fill up its empty spaces” (Brett, 
2007:5).   
 
Despite material social, political, religious and geographic differences between 
Australia and England, it is little wonder that Australia developed its agrarian ethos.  Lake 
(1987) notes that: “…during the 1850s and 1860s …the yeoman farmer was enshrined as the 
ideal Australian”, which she suggests was an “idealized memory of England”, citing Powell 
(1970) who quotes from The Argus (1854): “If we avail ourselves of our present position and 
boldly throw open our lands to the occupation of the energetic willing and intelligent minds 
now flocking upon us, we may create a little England in Australia” (Lake, 1987:12, Powell, 
1970:64, citing The Argus, 1854).   
The Victorian agrarian ideal, it appears, was policy led, more than an evolving 
ideology. Ballinger (2012) notes “The Victorian Land Acts of 1860, 1862, 1865 and 1869 
called upon philosophical ideals of rational progress described by the Enlightenment and the 
symbol of the American yeoman farmer. “Ideals of homemaking, agrarianism and social and 
political reform were shipped from England and interwoven to fashion a new landscape of 
plenty…” (Ballinger, 2012:35).  A ‘rational’ agrarianism connection between Physiocracy, 
Countrymindedness and the Country Party as defined by Danbom (1991) is valid but 
contentious.  Aitkin’s accounts of the genesis and transmutation of ‘countrymindedness’ as 
political ‘rational’ agrarianism is consistent with historical consensus (Botterill, 2006, Brett, 
2007, Craig and Phillips, 1983, Botterill and Cockfield, 2009).  However, his contention that 
“… ‘countrymindedness’ is finished as an ideology, even though its institutional and 
administrative arrangements will continue indefinitely” (Aitkin, 1985:56) is discordant with 
the finding of Craig’s and Phillips’s (1983) that American and Australian farmers’ agrarian 
attitudes are “very similar” (Craig and Phillips, 1983:414) and, “[t]hey appear to subscribe as 
strongly today to agrarian values as in the past” (Craig and Phillips, 1983:418), noting the 
contemporaneousness of their literature and what appears to be a majority view that agrarian 
ideology persists strongly in America (Danbom, 1996, Danbom, 1991).  Cockfield and 
Botterill (2012) cite McAllister’s findings (2009 poll of public opinion toward rural and 
regional Australia) that reflect strong support for agrarian values amid the non-farm 
population, suggesting “[a]grarianism might be more persistent than forecast…” (Cockfield 
and Botterill, 2012:349, McAllister, 2009).   
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Of greater contention is the irreconcilability of free market ideology practiced by both 
Physiocrats and neoliberalist Australian governments of both persuasions since the late 1970s, 
including the ‘countryminded’ National Party coalition partner, and the protectionist agrarian 
constituency of the National Party (Wear, 2009).    
Botterill (2006) challenges Aitkin’s (1985) forecast that “…‘countrymindedness’ 
…may have a future as part of the romantic past but it has ceased to have power in the 
practical present” (Aitkin, 1985:56).  Aitkin (1985) cited asymmetric government distribution 
of welfare in favour of the rural sector and powerful agrarian rhetoric persisting in the twenty-
first century.  The decline of agriculture as a major export sector (noting a recent resurgence 
due to decline in mining exports) and with it the transition of agrarian ideology from 
‘rational’ to a ‘romantic’ remnant (Danbom, 1991), even within the National/Country party 
and National Farmers’ Federation, was inevitable as agriculture globalized: “Neoliberalism, 
with its hostility to special claims of any sort, and its priority on economic measures of 
national contribution has taken to what remained of [agriculture]…with a sledge hammer” 
leaving the “…agricultural country on the back foot” (Brett, 2007:8,10).   
Social identity theory in part validates the influence of neo-agrarianism and the rural 
idyll in sustaining non-commercial farming within a social, ‘romantic’ rather than an 
economic ‘pragmatic’ frame.  The following short passage explores identity theory and the 
appeal of ruralness, as an ‘influence’ on land use transition in the peri-urban regions. 
 
 
3.3  Social Identity Theory  
 
One of the demand determinants (‘mechanisms’) in the land market assemblage, 
identified in the literature, is the influence of social identity theory.  The tendency of people to 
self-classify themselves into a social category that is consistent with a pre-existing 
socioeconomic stereotype and in so doing become vicariously imbued with the virtues 
associated with that social category (Ashforth and Mael, 1989) is in evidence in many social 
settings (Brown, 2000) not least, it is suggested, amid ruralphiles.  Burton and Wilson (2006) 
challenge the evolving orthodoxy suggesting farmers advance along a linear transition model 
from Productivist to Postproductivist to Multifunctionalist (P/PP/M) and find persistent 
maintenance of agrarian/productivist values at the actor (farmer) level, notwithstanding 
structural, political economy level alignment with the P/PP/M model (Burton and Wilson, 
2006).   There is a nexus between Productivist farmer group identity and behavior within the 
Meadian/Stryker interpretation of ‘social interactionism’ (McPhail and Rexroat, 1979, Mead 
and Mind, 1934, Stryker, 1968): the ‘self-referent, positional label’ of farmer: “I am a farmer” 
and farmers’ concomitant behaviours “Farmers do …”  expressing: “...develop[ment] of self-
identity” (Burton, 2004:198).  Popular embrace of Berryan agrarian philosophy by farmers 
(and non-farmers), in particular Berry’s (1978) articulation of the fragile tension between 
stewardship and industriousness “…that brings the individual into intimate commerce with 
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nature”, contrasting the other that “…the personal virtues needed for human fulfillment are 
frustrated by the fragmentation of city life” (Thompson, 2010:161, citing Berry, 1978b) are 
suggested by Thompson (2010:160) to explain the persuasiveness of “agriculture’s moral 
value” .   
 
Thompson’s representation of Berry’s assertion that  “…the farm household is a 
unified social ecology unto itself that requires an economic as well as a spiritual contribution 
from each family member” and a “… traditional agrarian ideal of industriousness [that] has 
vitality on the farm…that …lack[s] in the urban setting” is, according to Thompson, a 
“contemporary touchstone” that resonates in the wider, non-farm community (Thompson, 
2010:160,164) and is perhaps partly verified by McAllister’s (2009) findings noted above.  
There are contrasting perspectives, for example, at the functional level, Lawrence and Gray 
(2000) remark that farming families remain emotionally attached to the land but question 
whether they are surviving economically, arguing that they “…are not, at least in terms 
recognizable as the farming systems of the agrarian ‘ideal’” (Lawrence and Gray, 2000:40).  
In the following section some of the theories identified above are contextualized into 
landscape. 
 
 
3.4  Amenity Landscapes 
 
There is a high level of landscape preference consistency amid people of diverse age, 
gender and ethnicity (Ulrich, 1986).  Ulrich describes like or dislike of a particular landscape 
as ‘aesthetic preference’ and suggests that there is empirical support for the theory that 
environmental preference is a “precognitive” function (Ulrich, 1986:31).  Evolutionary 
biologists posit that “contemporary landscape preferences reflect a genetic predisposition for 
the wooded savannah-type habitat most suitable to early man” (McGranahan, 2008:228).  
Ulrich (1986) follows Plutchik’s (1982) extension of Darwinian evolutionary theory arguing 
that consistent human environmental preference is psychoevolutionary, arising from humans’ 
earliest experiences in the environment (Plutchik, 1982).  That thesis follows Dubos (1968) 
who wrote of animal [including human] behavior as “biological remembrance of things past” 
(Dubos, 1998:75).  Humans “…cannot stray too far from or disinherit their ancient lineage” 
(Driver and Greene, 1977:64,65, citing Dubos, 1968).  Driver and Green (1977) suggest that 
our ancestors were intimately familiar with landscape and applied their “cognitive” mapping 
of landscape to aid in the prediction of events (Driver and Greene, 1977:66).  Parsons and 
Daniel add further theoretical and empirical weight to the concept of ‘biological 
remembrance’ citing Ribe (1989) whose research identified landscape preferences for open 
areas, with low ground cover, a water source “…presenting a somewhat complex, yet 
comprehensible scene” aligning with authors above (Parsons and Daniel, 2002:47, Ribe, 
1989). 
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Psychoevolutionary theory is controversial (Griffiths, 1990, Gobster, 1999), and its 
reference is not necessary to underpin broad consensus that there is consistency of landscape 
preferences across diverse populations (Ulrich, 1986).  This provides foundation for 
development of natural amenity indices and hedonic models designed to predict amenity and 
high amenity locations.  Argent et al. (2005) follow McGranahan (1999) in attempting to 
predict in-migration to rural areas by defining and applying amenity scores in an amenity 
index (Argent et al., 2007, McGranahan, 1999, Argent et al., 2005).  The following section 
reviews empirical research into amenity preferences.   
The relative value ascribed to different amenity endowments identified in the literature 
will provide a reference for assessment of the contribution of amenity attributes to land use 
transition in the case geographies examined in this research. 
 
 
3.5  The Amenity Index 
 
Noting the vagueness of rural amenity, Argent et al. (2007) select both 
aesthetic/social/natural and convenience/service amenity attributes as amenity indicators to 
construct what they term the ‘Amenity Complex’ (Argent et al., 2007).  They apply Annual 
Rainfall; hypothesizing well-watered landscapes would have a positive correlation with in-
migration; Ruggedness of Terrain and Altitude; anticipating the availability of vistas, scenery 
and elevated development sites would have a positive correlation with in-migration; 
Remoteness; anticipating a strongly negative correlation with in-migration; Duration of 
Settlement; hypothesizing that a mature European settlement, including built heritage and 
established social structure would reveal a moderate positive correlation with in-migration; 
Irrigation Water Resources; anticipating a moderately positive correlation with in-migration; 
Employment in Recreational and Related Services; hypothesizing a strong positive correlation 
with in-migration based on observed market acceptance of local amenity; and Beach Distance 
anticipating a strong negative correlation, that is, the further the beach is from the location, 
the lower in-migration rate (Argent et al., 2007).  Argent et al. determined that Duration of 
Settlement was a poor predictor of in-migration rates and it was removed from the ‘Complex’.  
They found high amenity scores in ‘sea change’, peri-metropolitan fringe and isolated coastal 
locations.  Lowest amenity scores were in remote regions of the study area.  Argent et al. 
conclude that rural amenity “…in the Australian context, is a quality that is not entirely 
determined by proximity to the beach, or other coastal settings…” (Argent et al., 2007:230).  
They also find that amenity score can vary significantly over short distances (Argent et al., 
2007). 
 
McGranahan’s (1999) ‘natural amenity index’ comprising attributes of climate, 
topography and water features demonstrated high correlation with in-migration and he argues 
that these ‘natural amenities’ have greater impact upon rural in-migration than factors such as 
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proximity to urban centres, population density, or economic type (McGranahan, 1999).  
Deller et al. (2001) follow McGranahan with multi-dimensional natural resource amenity and 
quality of life attributes introduced into a ‘principal components’ analytical model (Deller et 
al., 2001).  They found strong correlations between locations considered “…endowed with 
high levels of key natural resource amenity… “and higher levels of [economic] growth” 
(Deller et al., 2001:363).  Ford’s (1999) contention that “…there has been no satisfactory 
explanation as to why some [peri-urban] locations have been affected [by in-migration] to a 
greater extent than others” (Ford, 1999:299) may have attenuated since the later research by 
McGranahan, Argent et al., Deller et al. and others.   
McGranahan  argues that there is “strong evidence” that landscape influences 
migration “independently of jobs, or demographic, industrial, or labour market 
characteristics” (McGranahan, 2008:229).  Other researchers concur with McGranahan 
(2008), suggesting general consensus: (Rudzitis, 1999, Dahms and McComb, 1999, Nelson 
and Nelson, 2011, Johnson and Cromartie, 2006, Johnson and Rasker, 1995).   
Barr (2008) identifies Intensive Agriculture, Amenity Farming and High Amenity 
Farming within the peri-urban regions defined by Buxton et al. (Barr, 2008, Buxton et al., 
2007).  However he also identifies Amenity and High Amenity landscapes well beyond the 
peri-urban boundary, extending to the north west, north east and far east of Victoria (Barr, 
2008).  Some residential amenity consumption value attributes in these non-peri-urban 
locations are consistent with those identified within outer peri-urban settings: high scenic 
coastal, montane, lacustrine and riparian areas (Argent et al., 2010).  The absent attribute is 
commuter convenience.  Barr (2002) postulates that land acquired for non-farm use in these 
areas is for retiree, semi-permanent, part-time occupation noting that “Many local 
governments in this landscape report between 30% and 50% of properties having non-resident 
rate payers” (Barr, 2008:318, also Mendham et al., 2012).   
Discussion of amenity now turns to its services/convenience mode.  Demand for 
services amenities and their importance relative to landscape, and intangible amenities 
canvassed above is directly salient to land use transition in the case LGAs examined.  The 
extent to which preferences of ex-urban migrants to the peri-urban region can be satisfied by 
service amenities contributes to explaining the socio-demographic profile of in-migrants, the 
pace of population growth, housing and land size preferences and the nature of land use 
transition. 
 
 
3.6  Services as Amenities 
 
Amenities (proximity to employment, shopping, schools; availability of high speed 
internet; social infrastructure, etc.) exert strong influences on migration choice, varying with 
sociodemographic groups. Professional couples express greater attraction to locations with 
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efficient commuter modes of access to metropolitan locations, than retirees, or non-
professionals who do not require daily commuting convenience (Deller et al., 2001, Rudzitis, 
1999, Argent et al., 2007).    Accessibility and affordability factors are interpreted here to 
represent the convenience/service ‘amenities’.  Accessibility “to regional administrative and 
service centre functions” are “…important foci for in-migrants…” (Argent et al., 2010:31,32).  
In rural-based urban centres a “fulcrum [population] density” determines population growth, 
or decline (Argent et al., 2005:153), suggesting that ‘amenities’ are a crucial migration 
decision determinant.  The increasing influence of pluriactivity in peri-urban regions 
(Marsden, 1990, Fuller, 1990, Douwe van der Ploeg, 2006) and proximal employment is an 
amenity attribute.   
Argent et al. (2010) note that high numbers of ex-urbanite migrants are recorded in 
peri-urban areas where there is high accessibility, ergo employment options (Argent et al., 
2010).  There is an emerging dichotomy between high amenity/high accessibility and low 
amenity/low accessibility areas; the former attracting high rates of in-migration and the latter 
increasing rates of population decline (Argent et al., 2010).  Tonts and Greive (2002) observe 
that “…some combination of amenity landscape, heritage architecture and good access to 
metropolitan centres have been the focus of attention of people seeking out the [Australian] 
countryside ideal” (Tonts and Greive, 2002:60).  Commute time is a crucial amenity value.  
Amenities which attract in-migration to peri-urban areas often produce negative externalities.  
This aspect of deterritorialization is canvassed in the following section. 
 
 
3.7  High Amenity Externalities 
 
High amenity peri-urban areas experiencing in-migration are frequently referred to as 
highly contested landscapes (Buxton et al., 2006, Bourne et al., 2003, Woods, 2011, Salamon, 
2003, Marsden, 1999, Gosnell and Abrams, 2011).  Conflict arises on multiple levels 
including tension between production land use and amenity land use over odor, use of sprays, 
noise (Barr, 2005a, Berry, 1978a, Buxton et al., 2006, Perkins, 2006) and political adjustment 
as differing values clash in an increasingly heterogeneous demographic milieu (Argent, 
2011).  These tensions have been highlighted in a number of public clashes in Victorian peri-
urban regions during 2015, most notably the Blackmore dispute in Murrindindi Shire (Mc 
Lennan, 2015a) and the Happy Valley Free Range Pig farm dispute in Yarra Ranges Shire 
(Mc Lennan, 2015b), where amenity land users objected to intensive farming practices.   
In-migrants “…bring [..] higher disposable incomes, new approaches to land 
management, differing values… “…threatening the pre-existing social fabric…” (Race et al., 
2011:14,15).  Berry and Plaut (1978) suggest that as newcomer populations increase: “…the 
farmer’s political and economic status in his community becomes relatively diminished and 
[..] non-farm needs become politically important” (Berry and Plaut, 1978:162).  The 
dichotomous productivist/consumptionist values that separate farmers and amenity residents 
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are not absolute, indeed as Buxton et al. (2006) note “…agriculture [..] has a production 
function [and] an amenity function” (Buxton et al., 2006:84), that is, by maintaining 
productive agriculture, farmers are preserving the Arcadian idyll which attracts consumption 
use: a ‘multifunctional’ value in the EU mode (Dibden et al., 2009).  Newcomers’ quest for 
the Arcadian idyll which is central to the appeal of high amenity rural areas and archetypal of 
farming landscapes “…has the potential to destroy the very attributes that have attracted many 
newcomers in the first place” (Argent et al., 2010:37).  Amenity consumers threaten the 
amenity attributes through land fragmentation, dwelling construction and other landscape 
change (Argent et al., 2010).   
Following a study of amenity in-migration at Bridgetown, Western Australia, Greive 
and Tonts (1996) observed “…new subdivisions [..] undermine[ing] the rural aesthetics which 
are so central to the area’s attractive identity” (Greive and Tonts, 1996:22).  The literature 
also identifies differing amenity migrant typologies attendant to differing demographic groups 
with different values and consequentially different landscape and social impacts.  Smith and 
Phillips (2001) suggest that locational peculiarities can evoke “…diverse meanings of 
rurality” (Smith and Phillips, 2001:466,467).  Bourne et al. (2003) suggest that the peri-urban 
region is “…a landscape of conflicting and competing meanings” and that affluent, educated 
exurbanites tend toward a “conservationist and preservationist agenda” producing a 
“…general lack of agreement [with productivist values] on what the rural should look like…” 
(Bourne et al., 2003:259).  Gosnell and Abrams (2011) likewise observe “…the power of 
affluent in-migrants to inscribe their idealized vision of rural living upon the landscape…” 
(citing Smith and Phillips, 2001:458) generates conflict with traditional ruralites (Gosnell and 
Abrams, 2011:309).  This ‘gentrification’ in-migration typology construct pervades the 
American and British literature, much of it referencing urban gentrification theory (Gosnell 
and Abrams, 2011, Argent et al., 2010).  Gentrification generally requires there to be 
displacement of others lower in the economic hierarchy (Friedberger, 1996, Ghose, 2004, 
Guimond and Simard, 2010, Phillips, 2010). ‘Gentrification’ theory is conspicuous in the 
literature, (Nelson and Nelson, 2011, Phillips, 2004, Phillips, 2010, Hines, 2010, Smith, 2002, 
Phillips, 2005, Butler, 2007, Ghose, 2004, Friedberger, 1996, Guimond and Simard, 2010).  
However,  gentrification by amenity land users is yet to be extensively interrogated in the 
Australian peri-urban setting. 
In a rural village setting, Mitchell (1998) explicates a cycle of ‘creative destruction’ 
founded on entrepreneurial theory which, she contends, has displaced managerialism in the 
neoconservative, economic rationalist political economy.  Whereas Mitchell’s (1998) 
observations relate to a ‘commercial’ setting, the essential elements of creative destruction are 
prevalent in peri-urban rural landscapes.  She identifies five stages of ‘creative destruction’: 
Early Commodification, where entrepreneurs identify demand and respond with supply; 
Advanced Commodification, where more entrepreneurs enter the market and scale and 
complementarity increases demand and consumption; Pre-Destruction, where the expanding 
market invites new, less complementary entrepreneurs and devalorization of the commodity 
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market; Advanced Destruction, where consumption increases exponentially, additional non-
complementary features enter the system and the value of individual components falls; and 
Post-Destruction, where the character of the market system has deviated significantly from its 
original form such that it progressively deteriorates (Mitchell, 1998).  Mitchell’s (1998) 
‘creative destruction’ theory arose from her observation of the transition of a rural heritage 
township in Ontario.  She follows Bunce (1994) and Park and Coppack (1994) noting “…it is 
inevitable that some conflict between residents and visitors [and in-migrants] will ensue as 
those components of the amenity environment deemed important by local residents (i.e. a 
rural idyll) are eroded” (Mitchell, 1998:276, parentheses in original).  Referring to 
counterurbanization in Britain and the USA, Bunce (1994) laments “It is in this new 
countryside that political and economic power may well concentrate, revitalizing rural 
communities in the process, but also threatening the very amenities that countryside idealism 
seeks to enjoy” (Bunce, 1994:211).   
 
Buxton et al. (2006) identify four conflict groupings prevalent in peri-urban settings: 
amenity-productivist tensions over ‘unpleasant’ agricultural activities such as use of 
pesticides, generation of odor, noise and conflicting perceptions of landscape aesthetics; land 
fragmentation and land price inflation restricting farmers’ capacity to expand at economic 
land prices and the political dichotomies that follow; stresses on natural resources and 
biological diversity; and finally, tensions which can arise between the differing 
socioeconomic and political values held by long-term rural residents and in-coming 
exurbanites (Buxton et al., 2006).  One manifestation of political tension in peri-urban 
amenity regions is referred to by Gosnell and Abrams as “last settler syndrome” or the 
“gangplank” phenomenon (Gosnell and Abrams, 2011:311), where newcomers oppose further 
development to protect the rural idyll which first attracted them to the area.  Buxton et al. 
(2006) observe the same phenomenon and point to tensions between rural landholders seeking 
to exploit increased land values arising from ‘amenity premiums’ and recent arrivals’ 
opposition to further development (Buxton et al., 2006).  Examining the ‘gangplank’ 
phenomenon in the context of localism, Olson cites the NIMBYism of ‘misanthropic 
newcomers’, who (citing Daniels, 1999) “… have a fervent conviction not to let where they 
live become just another suburb” (Olson, 2005:283, Daniels, 1998:53).  Farmers’ political 
primacy is diminished by incomers and increasing pressure to vary planning controls can 
create escalating conflict between long-time and newcomer residents (Buxton et al., 2006).  
Land supply is encouraged in peri-urban settings where hobby farmers pay an ‘amenity 
premium’ (Barr, 2005b) and out-compete farmers for land.  Farmers cannot expand to palliate 
declining terms of trade and are ‘tempted’ to supply land: “…for non-farm and hobby farm 
uses” (Daniels, 1986:38).  Competition between amenity land users and farmers creates 
cascading land use transition where falling farm returns, increased value of land as a form of 
superannuation, and pressure of development: “… fuels land speculation, which raises land 
prices still further…” (Buxton et al., 2006:72).  Argent et al.(2010) also note that “…land 
prices are bid up, leading to pressure for displacement, characteristically of production by 
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consumption” (Argent et al., 2010:27).    Alternative perspectives on social and functional 
change in peri-urban regions cite, for example, benefits arising from more heterogeneous 
communities with potential to “…stimulate new cultural and economic opportunities” (Hollier 
and Reid, 2007:10).  It is also suggested that small sub-commercial farms rely on direct 
marketing of niche products, encouraging direct customer contact which strengthens 
community support for the farm sector (Hollier and Reid, 2007).  
 
 
3.8  Summary 
 
 Amenity and amenities are the principal migration ‘pull’ effects in the Australian peri-
urban regions, contrasting other geographies in which in-migration can be attributed to 
employment options and economic conditions, amid other determinants.  High amenity is 
strongly correlated with in-migration and population growth (Argent et al., 2010).  The extent 
to which a rural idyll, an agrarian lifestyle and the desire for a rural identity are influential 
migration decisions is variable between individuals and difficult to estimate with precision, 
but the sociology literature suggests that for many people the virtuous imagery associated 
with rural life is a powerful siren.  An enduring, but arguably declining virtuous identity 
associated with the hard working, productive agrarian image persists, albeit more ‘romantic’ 
than ‘rational’.  Certainly the political primacy of the agrarian persona has declined 
dramatically since the importance of agriculture has reduced from Australia’s largest to a 
minor GDP producing sector.  The appeal of rural life as the antithesis of city life is also 
posited as influential.  Empirical research points to a strong consistency of landscape 
preferences amid diverse social, ethnic and demographic groups, explaining the popularity of 
high natural amenity geographies.   
 
 Aesthetic (landscape, heritage) and service amenity typologies are both influential 
migration determinants.  Landscape appeal is strong but the practicality of accessible 
employment, shopping, schools, medical services and leisure/entertainment facilities, all 
available to varying degrees in peri-urban areas, are not willingly sacrificed for natural 
amenity.  ‘Accessibility’ time/convenience is dynamic, as technology and transport modes 
improve, and consequently the relative appeal of rural amenities has changed.  Different 
amenity types attract discernible socio-demographic profiles.  High landscape and heritage 
values in locations well serviced by private schools with good accessibility to employment 
centres attract young professional couples and superannuated retirees.  Locations with local 
employment options, landscape values and comparatively affordable land are more likely to 
attract migrants with a lower socio-demographic profile.  Amenity is the principal 
determinant of population growth in the peri-urban LGAs examined in this research, where 
the take-up of land close to townships with high amenity offerings, displaces agriculture and 
precipitates sprawling of urban centres. 
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 The rural idyll that attracts many people to move to peri-urban: bucolic landscapes, 
solitude, etc., is often under threat of diminution arising from land fragmentation, dwelling 
density and population increase.  Land use conflict with neighbouring farming businesses and 
resistance to more development by new-comers is typical of locations in transition from 
productivist to multifunctional (amenity) land use. 
 
 Muntifunctionality best describes the peri-urban landscape.  The resident population is 
increasingly less likely to either derive a living from, or practice farming, and for those 
engaged in farming, the majority are pluriactive.  The social landscape in peri-urban is 
characteristic of both urban spill-over and counterurbanization, more so than rural, as the 
primacy of long-term rural residents and of farming as the principal vocational and economic 
emphasis declines. 
 
 Numerous important land use transition ‘influences’ have been reviewed in this 
section.  The particularity of migration ‘pull’ effects discussed in Section 2.5 have been 
investigated to isolate and rank both tangible and intangible demand-side influences.  The 
following section turns from demand-side amenity influences to the supply-side ‘influences’ 
of farm succession.  The implications of unsatisfiable demand for land (from farmers) arising 
from expansion constraints and its impact upon supply within a succession framework are 
discussed.  The following chapter presents crucial theoretical material for reference in both 
the economic and social sections of the research. 
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Chapter 4:  Territorial Integrity  
 
4.1  Introduction 
 
Essential to the principal aim, the research will, inter alia, explain and rank supply-
side land use transition determinants.  Territorial resilience (resistance to transition) is a 
function of succession of traditions and in respect to rural land use and occupation, the 
economic capacity for succession of agriculture ultimately has primacy over spiritual 
attachment to land.  Although brief in comparison with other chapters, the principles explored 
in this section provide important foundation for examination of both the economic 
consequences of deterritorialization and the economic ‘influences’ of deterritorialization.  
Succession as a process is a complex, multidimensional and interactive social and economic 
‘system’.  If succession fails, land supply is enabled and the essential ingredient for land use 
transition is activated.  The variable productive capacity of agricultural land, lifecycle and 
familial circumstances and demand-side influences that prevail within and between different 
geographies influence succession probability and therefore land use transition.   
 
 
4.2  Succession: Maintenance of Territory 
 
 Succession is both intergenerational transition of land ownership and management, 
and the perpetuation of land use tradition; i.e., intra-familial succession, or extra-familial 
transfer, and succession.  Maintenance of territory in peri-urban areas can be achieved with 
either, though high land values, poor and worsening terms of trade and low farm income 
makes extra-familial succession unlikely (Potter and Lobley, 1996).  Those same economic 
factors must be addressed by the sons and daughters of farmers, particularly if there are 
siblings that have to be ‘bought out’ by the farm successor.  Nevertheless, succession within 
families can be made easier with planning and “most farmers are themselves the children of 
farmers” (Wilkinson, 2009:17,18), inheriting not only land, but also the array of skills and 
knowledge accumulated over a lifetime on the land.  The preparedness of potential successors 
to enter farming is a function of the economic viability of the farm (Potter and Lobley, 1996), 
present and future, and viability is closely linked to scale.  Expansion constraints restrict scale 
and farm succession (Wheeler et al., 2012, Crockett, 2004, Mishra and El-Osta, 2007, 2008).  
Some authors suggest that the link between farm scale and succession is tenuous in high 
amenity areas due to amenity values (cf. Calus et al., 2008:41), although that proposition 
possibly overlooks the salience of expansion constraints.  Calus et al. appear to mix 
conflicting concepts suggesting “…size of a farm is a weak …determinant…of 
succession…in a peri-urban context” but also cite “…limited expansion possibilities” as a 
succession inhibitor (Calus et al., 2008:41).   
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The influence of scale on succession is more complex than whether succession occurs 
intra, or extra family.  Succession is “both an effect of previous causes…and a cause of 
subsequent effects” (Potter and Lobley, 1996:228, citing Nalson, 1968:22).  Succession as a 
process and its probability has a determinative effect on farm viability beyond the succession 
event.  Potter and Lobley (2012) identify three influences arising from succession scenarios: 
first the Succession Effect; the effect that the “expectation of succession has on business 
development” (Potter and Lobley, 1996:228).  Knowledge of a successor promotes farm 
expansion and continuing efficiency and maintenance programs to ensure that a successor will 
have adequate income (and additional income for the predecessor if he or she continues to 
work on the farm).  Secondly, the Successor Effect is suggested to be increased productivity 
arising from the enthusiasm and innovation, which is typical of young farmers early in their 
farming careers (Potter and Lobley, 1996).  Finally, the implications of the Retirement Effect 
are antithetical to the Succession and Successor Effects.  Without successors, farmers are 
suggested to reduce labour input, extensify production and neglect maintenance as they age 
and approach retirement (Potter and Lobley, 1996, Crockett, 2004, Wheeler et al., 2012).  The 
implications of succession theory are profound in peri-urban areas.   
 
Small farms predominate in Melbourne’s peri-urban region (Butt, 2013) and small 
farms unable to expand are less likely to achieve succession (Potter and Lobley, 1996). 
Underutilized, or idled land is a common phenomenon in peri-urban regions, also referred to 
as the ‘impermanence syndrome’ (Nelson, 1992b) describing land which is held in 
anticipation of an ‘amenity premium’ (Barr, 2009).  A causal link between land use planning 
and the impermanence syndrome is demonstrated by Kim (2010) who determined that 
planning certainty directly influences farmers’ decisions to invest in farming.  Where 
planning authorities publish the long-run temporal transition of farmland to alternative uses 
(usually residential), farmers’ investment decisions are found to directly correlate with 
transition timing.  The von Thünian effect is also found to influence farmers informed by the 
planning certainty, investing differentially in agricultural commodity types, linking the time 
to recover capital investment with time to land use transition, which correlates negatively with 
distance from the prevailing urban growth boundary (Kim, 2010).  Barr proposes that the 
ultimate outcome for a district with poor succession prospects is transition to non-farm use.  
He argues that increasing average farmer age and reduced farming intensity, catalyze 
transformation to a “gentrified landscape of farming retirees and professional commuters” 
(Barr, 2009:58).   
 
 Absence of succession has implications beyond the departure of a farming family.  
Without succession, farms may be fragmented and sold.  In ‘production’ landscapes the 
community may lose one, or more families, children are removed from school which may lose 
a teacher and local businesses lose patronage as farmers retire and land aggregates (Haslam-
McKenzie, 2000).  The scenario is potentially the reverse in peri-urban areas in the event of 
fragmentation, as more dwellings bring a larger population.  The deterritorializing effect in 
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peri-urban areas is firstly the loss of endogenous knowledge and secondly introduction of 
greater heterogeneity and ‘dilution’ (Smailes, 2002).  Inwood and Sharp present a ‘model of 
influence [of] farm succession on enterprise adaption and persistence’, replicated in Figure 5 
(Inwood and Sharp, 2012). 
 
Figure 5, Farm Succession Model 
 
 
(Inwood and Sharp, 2012) 
 
 
 The model assumes that where there is no heir, farm performance will decline, capital 
will be withdrawn and the farming family will eventually exit.  Where there is an heir, the 
model anticipates adaption of the farm business to accommodate additional family members.  
Inwood and Sharp (2012) note the peculiarities of peri-urban farms which are land 
constrained.  Their model dichotomizes initiatives available to expand a farm business as 
either horizontal (the addition of land), or vertical by way of production efficiency.  A vertical 
growth strategy is considered more applicable to the peri-urban setting where land is 
expensive, and proximity to metropolitan markets for niche products can be exploited 
(Inwood and Sharp, 2012). 
 
Weber (2009) cites the requirement for cultural succession in order for territory to be 
maintained.  ‘Territory’ may be spatial, or non-spatial, but both require perpetuation of the 
traditions which define the territory.  He suggests that routine is essential, and that its absence 
erodes tradition and creates a ‘crisis of succession’ which mobilizes deterritorialization 
(DeLanda, 2006a citing Weber, 2009).  The kindred, social and production domains of ‘rural’ 
territory are connected and interdependent, and disjunction of one domain from the others 
precipitates the ‘crisis of succession’ to which Weber (2009) refers.  Succession of traditional 
land use requires more than the economic viability of farm businesses, in fact, there are 
instances where increased production leads to population decline and deterritorialization 
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(Alston, 2004).  Mechanization, extensification and farm aggregation lead to increased 
production, but less labour and fewer farming families are required.   
Loss of population leads to reduced input demand from local goods and service 
providers and at the same time improved technologies and centralization of input providers in 
large regional centres has crowded out small local businesses.  Competition policy (both State 
and private) has seen cessation of small local services, such as banks, post offices and 
government agencies (Alston, 2004).  Those services and businesses were a source of 
employment for young people from farming families.  With fewer on-farm jobs and fewer 
off-farm jobs, young men and women leave production farming regions in large numbers.  
Sporting clubs struggle to field teams, schools close or consolidate leading to amalgamations 
and both fragmentation and change of traditional territories.  Populations are not declining in 
peri-urban regions; however, farming populations are declining.  
Succession of land use does not require there to be intergenerational succession, but 
that mode has traditionally been most prevalent and most successful.  Succession has much to 
do with knowledge transfer and perpetuation of farming practices within and beyond extended 
families to farming clusters and a financial model that has enabled new generations to take 
over farms whilst sufficient income is available for the welfare of the out-going generation.  
So too, community, kinship, local familiarity and social belonging are positive succession 
influences that are not available to new-comers.   
Income from farming in all but large and intensive agricultural businesses in the peri-
urban region, as elsewhere, is poor and in decline despite decades of productivity 
improvement (Barr and Karunaratne, 2002).  Australia’s ‘no exceptions’ support for and 
commitment to free trade has crippled many farm businesses (Pritchard, 2005c).  Whereas 
productivity gains from new technologies continue to be embraced (primarily by larger farm 
businesses), spatial expansion is the only means by which most farm businesses can increase 
output to neutralize deteriorating terms of trade (Barr and Karunaratne, 2002).  Where neither 
‘horizontal’ nor ‘vertical’ business growth is possible, there is a crisis of succession (Inwood 
and Sharp, 2012, Weber, 2009). 
 
 
 4.3  Rural Society and Social Capital 
 
For each hectare that transitions away from farming another becomes underutilized 
due to an ‘impermanence syndrome’, where farmers succumb to the dual influences of 
improbable succession and windfall capital gains from high land prices (Nelson, 1992b).  
Reduced farming ‘critical mass’ (Nelson, 1992b, Daniels, 1986, Lynch and Carpenter, 2003) 
(clustering) (Brasier et al., 2007) and collapse of farming systems follows.  Diminished 
traditional social structures in farming clusters and introduction of unfamiliar heterogeneous 
populations (Daniels and Lapping, 2005, Wu et al., 2011, Brasier et al., 2007), an ageing 
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farmer population (Barr, 2010) and poor terms of trade (Barr, 2010) arising from 
globalization and the “narrow focus on economic efficiency” (Alston, 2004:37), or as Gosnell 
and Abrams (2011:307) put it the “…devalorization of domestic productivist activities in the 
face of global trade liberalization”, conspire to dilute rural societies.   
Two cluster typologies can be identified in peri-urban regions: economic and 
social/cultural.  Porter (2000) notes the paradox of globalization in that it has “…diminished 
many traditional roles of location” (geographic clusters of symbiotic enterprises), suggesting 
that co-location is diminishing in importance as “Firms can access immobile inputs via 
corporate networks.” (Porter, 2000:15).  However, whilst conceding the influence of 
globalization, Porter affirms the value of geographic location citing amplification of 
propensity to innovate, access to information, complementarities (output markets, co-
operative marketing) and proximity to input suppliers (particularly specialist providers) 
(Porter, 2000).  Brasier et al. suggest that cluster firms “…compete co-operatively and co-
operate competitively” (Brasier et al., 2007:9).  Clusters are agglomerations of enterprises 
that are located in close proximity, compete in similar markets, co-operate technologically, 
have common input factors, share knowledge and support one another through social 
networks (Brasier et al., 2007).  Lee et al. (2005) investigate social networks and 
development of ‘social capital’ in rural settings and conclude that networks (taken here to be 
analogous with clusters) can be both instrumental in promoting rural development and in “… 
maintain[ing] the viability and vitality of their existing ways of life, rather than radically 
alter[ing] them in accordance with outsiders’ notions of progress and change” (Lee et al., 
2005:278).   
Social capital arises from “repeated interactions between individuals and groups” 
developing trust, social norms, co-operation and reciprocity (Lee et al., 2005:270).  Kuah 
(2002) argues that cluster strength is influenced by locational attributes including 
infrastructure and government institutions (Kuah, 2002).  Planning governance in peri-urban 
regions may be classified as a potentially influential locational attribute for agricultural 
clusters where planning, if effective, can regulate land use (a factor of production).  The 
concept of endogenous knowledge generation arising from clusters is canvassed extensively 
in the literature (Kuah, 2002, Stiglitz, 1989, Porter, 2000, Gibbs and Bernat, 1997), which 
suggests that just as the coalescence of social capital will nurture formation of clusters, it may 
also be the product of clusters.  “Learning by doing” (Arrow, 1962) is conspicuous in cluster 
environments.  Dawkins suggests that an important characteristic of ‘learning by doing’ is 
‘hysteresis’, where “…a region’s ability to learn by doing may be determined by its previous 
history of learning by doing” (Dawkins, 2003:151).   
Hysteresis has particular salience with the parochial social capital that characterizes 
rural communities and their multigenerational farming families (Wilkinson, 2009, Hicks et 
al., 2012), Kuehne (2013).  Caniëls and Romijn (2003) extend cluster theory from the micro-
economic region to meso-economic region, theorizing with empirical support that both 
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regional and local cluster economic prosperity can be leveraged by micro-meso economic 
cooperation (Caniëls and Romijn, 2003), which suggests that fragmentation of dominant 
regional farming practices may impair localized farming clusters.  Murdoch observes research 
by Keeble and Nachum (2002) investigating rural clustering in UK, noting that “a significant 
proportion of rural businesses” are exploiting regionalized clusters (Murdoch, 2006:176, 
Keeble and Nachum, 2002).   
The weight of academic research into clustering is based on non-agricultural 
enterprises and it is suggested here that locational attributes distinguish farm clustering from 
other forms.  ‘New Economic Geography’ model theories are grounded in classical von 
Thünian and labour mobility concepts which introduce complexity to clustering of 
agricultural industries in peri-urban locations (Gruber and Soci, 2010).  Locational attributes 
are uniquely important for primary industries because as a factor of production they are not 
portable and generally not abundant.  Primacy of location as a progenitor of clusters 
distinguishes farms from other businesses and consequently many aspects of cluster theory in 
the economics literature do not hold for farm clusters.  Farming co-operatives are the 
quintessence of cluster potential and have a long and varied, but generally positive history in 
Australia, particularly in the dairy, grain, sugar, egg, meat and fruit industries (O'Connor and 
Thompson, 2001).   
(Smailes, 2002) suggests that: “…radical change in the life cycle structure…” arising 
from both ageing and depopulation of traditional rural families will impact negatively on 
“[t]he social health of a family farming district…” (Smailes, 2002:87).  The literature is 
interpreted to suggest that production, social, familial and cultural farming clusters are 
overlapping interlocking and indivisible ‘assemblages’.  Smailes (2002) posits that: “…rural 
dilution is thinning out the dispersed population, changing its social composition and 
threatening the viability of some social functions.” (Smailes, 2002:89).  So too rural dilution 
diminishes farmers’ social and political status in a community as non-farm political causes 
displace farming imperatives (Berry and Plaut, 1978).  Dilution of rural social capital occurs 
as succession reduces and reterritorialization of social institutions with heterogeneous groups 
unsettles traditions. 
 
4.4  Summary 
 
Succession is both influential upon and influenced by land use transition (Potter and 
Lobley, 1996).  By understanding the complexities of succession, including determinants 
peculiar to geographies with variable production, land market attributes and land use planning 
policies, an essential ‘influence’ can be identified, resolving a core aim of the research. 
 
Succession of use of land for farming is primarily inter-familial, with most Australian 
farmers being the children of farmers, and the likelihood of succession pivoting on farm 
income.  If there is insufficient income available from a farm, or constraints on the capacity to 
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increase income, succession is a low probability.  
  
The principal constraint on increasing farm income is the price of land.  If land can be 
purchased at a price that reflects its productive capacity, incoming young farmers can look 
ahead to improving income through expansion.  The impact on low succession rates extends 
beyond the new generation of aspirational farmers.  Once succession is abandoned as an 
option, ageing farmers reduce maintenance, extensify farming practices and reduce capital 
inputs (Nelson, 1992b).  Farms become less efficient and display the characteristics of the 
impermanence syndrome.  The relatively small size of the majority of peri-urban farms makes 
the region particularly vulnerable to low succession rates.  Pressure to expand to improve 
output is high, but expansion is heavily constrained by amenity land prices.  Farms which 
cannot expand, do not have succession options and suffer declining income, become land 
supply and potentially fragment.  As farms and farming culture declines, the social and 
knowledge capital essential for perpetuation of farming activities also declines.  Farming 
practices are highly reliant upon clustering of complementary and supporting infrastructures, 
and dilution of the array of traditions associated with farming has a deterritorializing effect, 
transforming rural areas into multifunctional landscapes.  The concepts explored in this 
chapter are fundamental to the function of the land use transition model which is canvassed in 
Chapter 13. 
 
The literature review now turns to the peri-urban planning polity.  The following 
section provides background to ‘actually existing’ planning in the case LGAs by examination 
of the philosophies underlying policy formulation and the structural features of policy 
implementation. 
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Chapter 5:  Politics and Planning  
 
5.1  Introduction 
 
In the Introduction, peri-urban agriculture is forecast to be “severely compromised, or 
[it will] substantially cease to function” (Buxton, et al. 2011) by 2040, given continuance of 
the prevailing policy scenario. This chapter describes and critiques the Victorian peri-urban 
planning system.  The purpose of the chapter is to elaborate upon the ‘policy scenario’ and 
explain both the political ideology behind the policy, and how it impacts upon the supply and 
price of land to compromise agriculture.  Guided by the research aim and the need to 
‘advance a hierarchy of policy and governance failures’, focus is firstly directed to 
understanding the ‘intentions’ of policy to understand the ‘structure’ and ‘mechanisms’ of the 
peri-urban planning complex.  Secondly, modes of policy delivery, the competencies of 
policy ‘implementers’ and policy implementation are investigated.  The chapter will show 
how rural planning in Victoria has evolved in the post-Keynesian free market model of 
progressive de-regulation, to enable markets to resolve resource allocation, including land.  
‘Failures’ noted above are given context by examination neoliberal philosophical ideologies 
and governance models that have created a Victorian planning system that causes land price 
inflation to threaten the sustainability of agriculture.  This chapter is an essential reference for 
Chapters 15 and 16, which examine State and local planning policies, providing a historical 
explanation for the evolution of ‘actually existing planning’. 
Victorian planning policy is largely determined by the State, together with 
Commonwealth departments charged with the administration of special policy areas, 
including environmental, water catchment and utilities management.  However, the majority 
of land use planning is determined by the State under statute of the Planning and Environment 
Act 1987 (the Act) and administration of the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPP).  Policy 
administration (implementation) is undertaken by Responsible Authorities which are 
substantially (but not exclusively) local governments.  Whereas local planning schemes 
contain Local Planning Policies (LPPs) (they are required to do so by the Act (s.7)), LPPs 
cannot contradict the State Planning Policy Framework (SPPF) (Eccles and Bryant, 2006).  
Salient aspects of the SPPF and function of VPPs and LPPs are addressed below.  To 
introduce the structure and ‘causal powers’ behind policy, attention is first directed to the 
political economy in Australia and Victoria.   
Bipartisan free market ideologies ubiquitous in Australian politics since the early 
1980s (Gleeson and Low, 2000a, Lockie et al., 2006, Gleeson, 2001, Beeson and Firth, 1998) 
have, with few exceptions, ensured political tension only at the margin, with incremental, 
rather than quantum policy adjustment to a range of policy settings designed to enable market 
activity through competition policy, reduced regulatory friction, and 
reduced/devolved/marketized services provision, all of which conform to conventionally 
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accepted economic rationalist, or neoliberal doctrine (Tickell and Peck, 2003).  Competition 
policy has extended to land use planning to achieve ‘flexibility’ and increased reliance upon 
markets to resolve resource allocation.  Policy ‘adjustments’ have been to prevailing 
neoliberal policy formulations, rather than alternative policy perspectives.  Whereas the 
Liberal and Labor parties in Australia, comprising: “a long federal duopoly” (Norton, 
2002:33) are characterized as ‘right of centre’ and ‘left of centre’ respectively, their objectives 
since the early 1980s have varied only slightly, only at the margin and generally only in 
respect to ‘means’ employed rather than ‘ends’ desired (Goodman et al., 2010b).  “Most 
Australian voters cluster around the ideological centre…the place in which most electoral 
[and policy] battles are fought” (Norton, 2002:45, see also Gray, 1984).  Critics suggest that 
at the core of perceived land use planning inadequacy is a lack of value interrogation beyond 
the dominance of economic rationalist ideology and a market friendly “…facilitative, 
discretionary model” (Buxton, 2014:13), the perceived many virtues of which will ostensibly 
obviate the need to investigate and rank public utility preferences and the ‘public good’ in 
alternative extra-economic value contexts.  This value-ideology reordering is exposed in the 
many vague, ambitious and often quixotic objectives, purposes, aims, policy bases and 
strategies that pervade the SPPF and LPPs, and more revealingly, in the absence of linkages 
between articulated ‘objectives’, functional modes of implementation and consistent 
governance mechanisms (Goodman et al., 2010a). Within this policy construct incidences of 
clarity, prescription and consistency are a rarity.  It is suggested that the lack of prescription, 
vagary of policy statements and ambiguous vernacular (Fingland, 2011, Fischer, 2012, 
Tewdwr-Jones, 2002) employed in the SPPF and frequently replicated in LPPs is deliberate 
concealment of an active policy of in-action to enable ‘markets’ to determine policy, 
described by Gleeson and Low (2000a:84) as: “…a rhetorical veil thinly covering the 
irrational and socially disruptive reality of market forces”.  McFarland’s observation 
(2015:167) is of a planning system which is a “conduit for delivery of…economic policies” 
and measurement of prosperity based on the rate of urban development. Critics suggest that 
this policy mode is structurally and intentionally ‘flawed’; an exemplar of infused 
deregulation, enabled by the broadest possible discretionary policy interpretations, and 
unregulated, inconsistent and often deficient ‘implementer’ competencies, to ensure that 
‘market’ preference is maximized.  Genuine policy is substituted for symbolic, or pseudo 
policy (Gustafsson, 1983) to ‘bulk up’ and ‘legitimate’ policy devolution with feel-good 
rhetoric, incapable of facilitating consistent, and environmentally sustainable planning 
outcomes.  The following section examines neoliberalism and the philosophical ‘force for 
good’ proselytised by proponents of the prevailing and recent political economy.  The 
literature suggests that neoliberalism is an adaptive, omnipresent, self-actualizing and 
normalized religion of ‘commonsense’ attracting few vocal critics beyond the social and 
political science academy (Peck and Tickell, 2002).  The following section describes the 
political environment from which the prevailing planning complex came to be. 
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5.2  Philosophical Foundations 
 
To interrogate planning policy it is necessary to investigate the dominant ideological 
themes that influence broader public policy in Australia and Victoria. Brief reference to 
globalization, neoliberalization, governance and regulation theory is an essential beginning 
point.  The following short examination of tension and disagreement over the authenticity of 
Australian neoliberalism is provided as an acknowledgement of the “messy actualities”  
(Larner, 2000:14) associated with use of the term in each of the modes identified by Larner 
(2000).  As a preface to what follows, it is appropriate to note that these discourses are 
instructive theoretically, but have only superficial salience to the objective here.  The 
‘dominant ideological themes that influence broader public policy’ noted at the beginning of 
this section, to the extent that they have shaped, and continue to direct planning policy, 
governance and civic compliance, are the objective of the investigation, whether classified 
neoliberal, another political ideology, or are without classification.   Notwithstanding ‘messy 
actualities’ it is considered expedient within this context to conform to the dominant 
neoliberalization theories expressed in the literature, whilst acknowledging the many evolving 
variations and modes of its manifestation.  The intention here is not to historicize the 
morphology of neoliberal doctrine, nor its dominant antecedent political economies to 
distinguish the neoliberal zeitgeist per se, rather to trace that policy formulation to the 
prevailing predicament of Victorian land use planning.   
 
‘Actually existing neoliberalism’ is a contentious proposition on a number of levels.   
Larner (2000) goes some distance toward disambiguation of the term identifying 
neoliberalism as policy, as ideology and as governmentality and in so doing she suggests a 
cautious approach to the application of a singular interpretation, promoting focus on evolving 
governance and examination of specific neoliberal projects, rather than ideological 
perspectives (Larner, 2000).  Larner (2000) also argues that neoliberalism is “…more an 
ethical ideal, than a set of completed or established institutions” (Larner, 2000:20, citing 
Dean, 1997).  From the early 1980s Liberal and Labor governments have implemented 
neoliberalesque policies (Gleeson and Low, 2000a).  Weller and O’Neill (2014) support the 
wisdom of acknowledging contradictions to actually existing neoliberalesque policies, which 
militate against characterization of discrete policies as representative of an underlying 
ideological neoliberal project, suggesting that authentic neoliberalism requires ideological 
‘intent’ (Weller and O’Neill, 2014).  They describe the Hawke/Keating governments, argued 
by Cahill (2007:229) to have “…embarked in a coherent and deliberate fashion on the state 
project of neoliberalism”, as ‘corporatist’ and ‘developmentalist’ and “…devised on 
pragmatic rather than ideological grounds” (Weller and O’Neill, 2014:111).   
The rapid acceptance of ‘marketomics’ from the mid-1970s contrasts its much slower 
evolution over the twenty-five, or so years post WWII beginning with the theorizations of 
Freidrich von Hayek and later Milton Friedman of the Chicago School of Economics.  
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Neoliberalism, according to Peck and Tickell (2002) was “…manufactured in Chicago and 
vigorously marketed through principal sales offices in Washington DC, New York, and 
London [and] has become the dominant ideological rationalization for globalization and 
contemporary state reform” (Peck and Tickell, 2002:380).  Hayek developed and published 
his suite of laissez-faire theories during and after the war, contemporaneous with the 
widespread adoption of Keynesian economic orthodoxy, therefore taking close to a quarter of 
a century to permeate the political economy discourse and gain acceptance as a credible 
alternative social and economic regime (Peck and Tickell, 2000).  Hayek’s theses are too 
substantial to deal with adequately here.  However, suffice to borrow Gleeson’s and Low’s 
(2000a:96) condensation of his philosophy “…individualism (individual freedom from state 
interference), the rule of law, the virtue of the “catallactic” working of the market, consumer 
sovereignty, private property rights and a minimal “nightwatchman” state” (emphases in 
original). Contemporary descriptions of manifest neoliberalism faithfully reflect the above 
authors’ representation of Hayek’s ideological construct (Higgins and Lockie, 2002, Lockie 
and Higgins, 2007, Larner, 2000, Cheshire and Lawrence, 2005), suggesting that whilst its 
adoption is uneven and that there are multiple and evolving neoliberalisms (Larner, 2003), its 
essential orthodoxy has been at least as durable as Keynesianism (Lockie and Higgins, 2007). 
 
 
5.3  Neoliberalism  
Tickell and Peck define neoliberalism inter alia as the “…mobilization of state power 
in the contradictory extension and reproduction of market(-like) rule” (Tickell and Peck, 
2003:166, emphasis in original).  Elsewhere they specify free trade, low inflation, flexible job 
markets, regressive taxation and small government as essential neoliberal objectives (Peck 
and Tickell, 2002).  A more fulsome definition is offered by Standing (2002): liberalization of 
trade, foreign investment and financial markets; privatization of production; deregulation; 
sanctity of property rights; competition in the international monetary system; reduced public 
expenditure; regressive taxation; means tested welfare; and a flexible labour market 
(Standing, 2002, cited by Tickell and Peck, 2003).  Lockie and Higgins (2007) also identify 
small government, fiscal austerity and property rights as essential neoliberal tenets (Lockie 
and Higgins, 2007).   
The central underlying philosophy of neoliberalism is the notion that the ‘market’ is 
more efficient than government.  Devolving ‘governance’ to markets (and individuals), will, it 
posits, lead to increased competition, entrepreneurialism, more efficient resource allocation, 
economic growth and universal welfare.  Rose’s interpretation of the doctrine is that “…to 
govern better, the state must govern less; to optimise the economy, one must govern through 
the entrepreneurship of autonomous actors” (Rose, 1999:139).  Alternatively, neoliberalism 
argues that paternalistic government constrains economic growth, “perpetuates 
inequality…creates dependency and promotes passive forms of citizenship that suppress 
individual endeavour” (Higgins and Lockie, 2002:420). “Once responsibilized and 
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entrepreneurialized” observes Rose, individuals in a neoliberalized system: “…would govern 
themselves within a state secured framework of law and order” (Rose, 1999:139).  Rose cites 
Margaret Thatcher’s rhetoric to “…revive a sense of individual responsibility” (Rose, 
1999:138): 
“[We] need a strong state to preserve both liberty and order…[But we] 
should not expect the State to appear in the guise of an extravagant good 
fairy at every christening, a loquacious and tedious companion at every 
stage of life’s journey, the unknown mourner at every funeral” (Rose, 
1999:139, quoting Thatcher, 1980, from Hall, 1986).   
The literature suggests that the neoliberal paradigm is a process, rather than a fully 
formed and immutable policy prescription (Peck and Tickell, 2002).  The notion of markets 
constantly morphing in response to a “...permanent economic tribunal” (Foucault, 
1978:Lecture 21, cited by Lemke, 2001:198) sits comfortably with rational economic 
fundamentalism.  In the neoliberal model, government’s role is to intervene to delimit 
‘natural’ transmutations requisitioned by the amorphous ‘tribunal’, or as Jessop (2002) 
explains, it “…offers passive support for market solutions”  with the backing of a “…new 
juridicopolitical framework..” (Jessop, 2002:461).  The ‘small government’ tenet of 
neoliberalism is belied by its operationalisation: its ‘active policy of inaction’ and as observed 
by O’Neill: 
 “It is axiomatic, according to neoliberalism, that the absence of state 
intervention is the market, that market failures are never failures of the 
market per se and, therefore, they can only ever be failures of the 
state…The political consequence of this view is the drive to 
deregulate…[yet] the neoliberalist vision of ‘less state’ is entirely 
illusionary.  Neoliberalism is a self-contradicting theory of the state.  The 
geographies of product, finance and labour markets that it seeks to construct 
require qualitatively different, not less, state action.  Neoliberalism is a 
political discourse which impels rather than reduces state action” (O'Neill, 
2008:259, cited by Tickell and Peck, 2003:167). 
Hayek’s economic theories gained acceptance as Keynesian protectionism began to 
fail post WWII.  Collapse of the twenty-five year old Bretton Woods international monetary 
pact in 1971 (Bordo, 1993), the USA’s abandonment of gold as its currency reserve, and 
‘floating’ of the $US was the beginning of the globalized economy. Tickell and Peck 
(2003:170) suggest that the 1970s crisis: “…was not destined to translate into the ascendancy 
of neoliberalism”, but rather “...a period in which the fragments of a neoliberal ‘state project’ 
were being woven together”.  The causal nexus between international currency deregulation 
and ‘globalization’ as it has evolved to be understood is contestable, but their confluence is a 
fact.  The international mobility of financial capital (as well as intellectual, technological and 
human modes), and as a consequence at least partial penetrability of nation state 
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borders/policies, was made possible with liberalization of trade and monetary policies that 
remain unassailable neoliberal doctrine.  Developed countries soon became persuaded that a 
deregulated global economy required complementary microeconomic policy settings.   
 
 
5.4  Neoliberalism in Australia 
 
There is general consensus in the literature that all Australian governments from 1983 
(election of the Hawke Labor government) to the present have been, to varying degrees, 
neoliberally oriented.  Social democratic ideological foundations and economic pragmatism, 
particularly in times of crisis, are not mutually exclusive or necessarily objectively 
antithetical.  It is also the case that despite a traditional preference to regulate markets, and 
having rejected Keynesian regulation, social democrats have struggled to develop an 
alternative ideological perspective to neoliberalism (Lavelle, 2005).  The conventionally 
conservative orientation toward, and social democratic abhorrence of neoliberal ideology, is a 
false dichotomy in modern Australian politics, notwithstanding careful avoidance of formal 
ideological subscription by both sides.  Foucault (2004) identifies a long established 
‘ambiguity’ in unified bipartisan acceptance of neoliberalism.  He suggests that the Left 
gravitated to neoliberalism as an opposite to non-neoliberal imperialist policies, whilst the 
Right naturally gravitated away from: “…anything sounding socialist” (Foucault, 2004:219).  
Partisan affiliation with preferred alternative and frequently interchangeable nomenclatures 
such as ‘economic rationalism’, ‘economic fundamentalism’, ‘economic liberalism’ or 
‘market liberalism’ (Peetz and Bailey, 2011); ‘monetarism’, ‘neoconservatism’, 
‘managerialism’ or ‘contractualism’ (Larner, 2000), has not evaded observed ‘actually 
existing neoliberalism’.  Since the late 1970s all federal and state governments have 
contributed to the policy and regulatory mode of present neoliberal governance, either 
through legislative reform, or by failure to repeal inherited reforms, but there is strong 
consensus that the Hawke/Keating governments were the most radical reformers with 
profound enduring social and economic impact (Cahill, 2008, citing Macfarlane, 2007, 
Edwards, 2006).  Head suggests that observers from the Left and the Right of politics 
consider the “…Hawke/Keating Labor government [to be] the best conservative government 
since 1949” (Head, 1988:466).   
Aside from the incremental dismantling of Medibank in 1981  (which was reinstated 
by Hawke as Medicare in 1984), designed to: “…reduce the size and role of the public sector 
in an effort to promote economic recovery” (Gray, 1984:1), and an inclination toward partial 
deregulation of the banking system which was unrealized due to its loss of office (Nevile, 
1997); the Fraser government fell short of conforming to the free market policies preferred by 
the ‘dry’ (economic rationalist) faction within the Liberal-National coalition (Head, 1988).  
Labor (under Hawke and Keating) did more to deregulate the economy and commercialize the 
public sector than was achieved in three decades of Liberal governments (Head, 1988).   
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Pritchard charts the implementation and maintenance of neoliberal policy in 
Australian agriculture (Pritchard, 2005a, Pritchard, 2005b).  He follows Peck and Tickell’s 
characterization of two distinct phases of neoliberal policy as “roll-back” and “roll-out” (Peck 
and Tickell, 2002:388, Pritchard, 2005a:2), the former connoting 1980s Thatcherite 
‘conviction politics’ (Peck and Tickell, 2002), including financial deregulation, withdrawal of 
centralized wage fixing and privatization, and the latter including establishment of the 
National Productivity Commission; dismantling of statutory marketing boards and “going 
alone” as Pritchard terms Australia’s liberalized trade policy in the 1990s (Pritchard, 
2005b:2).  Whilst philosophically a supporter of free trade as “commonsensical”, Pritchard  is 
critical of economists’ dominance over the liberalization controversy, their adherence to 
employment of ex-ante, rather than ex-post, national income data to justify policy, and in 
particular “philosophical disinterest” (Pritchard, 2005b:5) in social costs, including 
distribution of net national income benefits suggested to arise from free trade in which they 
have shown “…relatively little interest in debating” (Pritchard, 2005b:1).  He cites Thurlow in 
respect to the latter: 
 
“…those who gain from international trade receive enough extra income 
from their activities that they could compensate those who lose when 
international trade commences.  If that compensation isn’t actually paid (and 
it almost never is), then those who lose are quite rational to oppose 
international trade” (Thurlow, 1996:69, cited by Pritchard, 2005b:5). 
 
 Pritchard notes the impact of the National Competition Policy (a “roll-out” initiative) 
on disadvantaged farmers, where provision for exclusion from anti-competition policy is 
available if ‘net social benefit’ can be demonstrated but the “narrow conceptions of economic 
efficiency which dominate potential for exclusion” (Pritchard, 2005b:8) restrict potential to 
comply with the provisions.  He quotes Morgan’s conception of ‘meta-regulation’ in the 
‘shadow of competition’, which:  
 
“…institutionalizes a presumption in favour of market governance, and this 
causes bureaucrats  to reframe or ‘translate’ aspects of social welfare that 
previously may have been expressed in the language of need, vulnerability, 
or harm into the language of market failures or market distortion” (Morgan, 
2003:3, cited by Pritchard, 2005b:8). 
 
Pritchard points to the “energetic citation” (Pritchard, 2005b:3) of ex-ante gross national 
product forecasts if the Doha Round of WTO negotiations is to accept the Cairns Group 
proposal.
1   
 
1. The Cairns Group was formed in Cairns Australia in 1986.  It is a group of agricultural exporting nations 
which lobbies for trade liberalization.  Cairns is headquartered at the Australian Trade Commission in Geneva.  
WTO trade liberalization negotiations have not advanced materially since the Doha Round in 2001 (WTO, 
2014).
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Pritchard (2005) notes a ‘weak’ focus on ex-post analysis of national income performance and 
forecast gains that, as suggested by Thurlow “…are so small that they are within rounding 
error – no one will ever know whether they really existed or not” (Thurlow, 1996:132, cited 
by Pritchard, 2005b:3).  Pritchard’s 2005 observation was that ex-ante global GDP growth 
arising from trade liberalization (and agreement to the Cairns Group proposal) as suggested 
by the Australian Bureau of Agricultural Economics (ABARE, now ABARES) and the 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) was for a lift in global GDP by $US90 
billion and the Australian GDP by $US2.1 billion by 2010 (Pritchard, 2005b).  Pritchard puts 
perspective around Thurlow’s skepticism, calculating that the impact of the ABARE/DFAT 
prediction, if achieved, would reflect a 0.3 percent up-lift in global GDP and a 0.24 percent 
uplift in the Australian GDP (Pritchard, 2005b).  The following section traces the penetration 
of National Competition Policy (NCP) into land use planning and begins to explain how the 
strands of neoliberal ideology converge and how deregulation increasingly guides land use 
planning. 
 
 
5.5  National Competition Policy 
 
Prime Minister Keating (1991-1996) introduced the National Competition Policy 
(NCP) in 1993 following receipt of a report (the Hilmer Report) (King, 1997), described by 
Pritchard as “...a key plank in Australia’s neo-liberal project to restructure national 
institutions in line with market principles” (Pritchard, 1999:1).  Through the establishment of 
the Council of Australian Governments (CoAG), the Federal government gained State support 
for the implementation of NCP made functional by provision of grants to States that 
implement efficiencies consistent with NCP targets (Felmingham and Page, 1996).  The 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) was formed by the merging of 
The Trade Practices Commission and the Prices Surveillance Authority.  By 1995 all States 
had enacted legislation consistent with National Competition Policy (NCP) terms agreed at 
CoAG (King, 1997).  The NCP policy remit was to eliminate anti-competitive behaviour in all 
markets, be it in government, or the private sector (Fairbrother et al., 1997).  NCP requires its 
adoption at all levels of government and has generally received bipartisan support 
(Fairbrother et al., 1997), notwithstanding incidences of Federal-State friction over specific 
issues and arising from tensions between jurisdictions with different political parties 
(Hollander, 2006).  At the local government level compulsory competitive tendering of many 
formerly ‘in-house’ functions, including rubbish collection, road and other civil works, 
childcare and other functions, has transformed the management and cost structure of local 
government. 
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  In October 2015 the Victorian Andrews government introduced ‘rate capping’ 
legislation to prohibit local government rate increases from rising by a CPI ‘reference rate’, 
subject to Ministerial approval to exceed the cap.  Based on recent rate increases the rate cap 
is likely to place considerable fiscal pressure on local governments in the peri-urban zone 
(Table 4):   
Table 4. Percent Change, Average Farm Rates, Case LGAs 
 
(E&PC, 2015) 
 
Coincidental with introduction of competitive tendering, municipal consolidations 
were undertaken in most Australian States.  During the early 1990s the Victorian Kennett 
government consolidated 210 municipalities into 78.  The consequence was a loss of eighty 
Victorian rural municipalities (O'Toole and Burdess, 2005).  The Victorian Kennett 
government embraced NCP enthusiastically and introduced wide ranging retail trading and 
licensing deregulation in 1996 (Hollander, 2006).  The ‘New Public Management’ (NPM) 
approach, a neoliberal management efficiency formulation (Fairbrother et al., 1997) and an 
essential consequence of NCP and vice versa, was embraced by Hawke and Keating and later 
expanded under Howard.  
Gleeson and Low (2000a) describe penetration of NCP into planning in New South 
Wales, where under legislation introduced in 1997 designed to increase efficiency (The 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act), private planners are able to issue planning 
permits for certain categories of land use, and in so doing “…free private certifiers from the 
public accountability procedures…” (Gleeson and Low, 2000a:126,127).  Gleeson and Low 
also point to the 1997 NCP audit undertaken in Victoria in which they suggested that a review 
of the planning system may, inter alia “…recommend both the privatisation of planning 
approval and the reduction of development controls…further justified by the prescription that 
the …study will examine the “relevance” of “government intervention through the planning 
process” in the land economy (Gleeson and Low, 2000a:128, citing Department of 
Infrastructure, now fragmented into 3 departments, including DELWP).  Gleeson’s and Low’s 
(2000a) forecast of the possible privatization of the planning approval system did not 
eventuate.  However, the gravity of their observed potential for penetration of NCP into the 
planning system remains valid.   
Gleeson and Low note that in the consultant brief for the NCP audit: 
 “restrictions on competition” can include “the administration of the 
planning scheme and the actual regulation of land use and development by 
Percent Change, Average Farm Rates
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 Average
Baw Baw 3.70% 8.30% 3.80% 11.10% 4.10% 6.20%
Macedon Ranges 4.40% 10.20% 216.00% -4.70% 7.00% 46.58%
Yarra Ranges 8.50% 10.40% 9.80% -6.30% 5.60% 5.60%
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means of … planning schemes” (DOI, 1997, cited by Gleeson and Low, 
2000a:128, emphasis in original). 
 
 
5.6.  Planning and Discretion 
 
There is a large body of literature addressing the use of discretion in the administrative 
law, generally in the judicial and State and Federal public services.  Discretion is an essential 
feature of the law in many jurisdictions, acknowledging instances where regulation may not 
produce fairness and discretion is employed as a “…humanizing device to permit the general 
rules of law to be adapted to the separate circumstances of individual cases” (Pratt and Sossin, 
2009:303).  Discretion can be defined as power to interpret rules, or power to deviate from 
rules (Tewdwr-Jones, 2002, citing Bull, 1980).  Dworkin’s definition is concise: 
 
“The concept of discretion was lifted by the positivists from ordinary 
language and to understand it we must put it back in habitat for a moment.  
What does it mean, in ordinary life, to say that someone has discretion?  The 
first thing to notice is that the concept is out of place in all but very special 
contexts.  For example, you would not say that I either do or do not have 
discretion to choose a house for my family.  It is not true that I have ‘no 
discretion’ in making that choice, and yet it would be almost equally 
misleading to say that I do have discretion.  The concept of discretion is at 
home in only one sort of context; when someone is in general charged with 
making decisions subject to standards set by a particular authority.  
Discretion, like the hole in a doughnut, does not exist except as an area left 
open by a surrounding belt of restriction.  It is therefore a relative concept.  
It always makes sense to ask “Discretion under which standards?” or 
“Discretion as to which authority?” (Dworkin, 1978:31,32). 
 
Controversy over the application of discretion in planning is closely linked to the notion 
of certainty versus flexibility (Steele and Ruming, 2012).  Planning system ‘certainty’ is 
associated with a regulated ‘conforming’ (zone based) regime and ‘flexibility’ is aligned with 
a ‘performing’ (discretionary) system (Rivolin, 2008).  The ‘conforming’ and ‘performing’ 
planning systems to which Rivolin refers are dichotomized in planning theory literature to 
represent distinctly different policy approaches, epitomized in England (performing) and the 
USA, and most of Europe (conforming) (Rivolin, 2008).  Performance planning ‘experiments’ 
have been undertaken in USA, New Zealand, Australia (QLD) (Baker et al., 2006), and 
elsewhere, generally in response to efficiency aspirations introduced by NCP, New Public 
Management ideology and other neoliberal initiatives, but the experiments have generally 
failed, in part due to a lack of land use certainty, and in part due to “serious” implementation 
difficulties (Baker et al., 2006:407-8).  Paradoxically, flexibility (ostensibly a benefit of the 
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concept) is difficult to implement into performance planning when principal actors want 
predictability and consistency (Baker et al., 2006).  Within the realm of ‘discretion’ discussed 
here, ‘performance’ planning does prevail in a hybrid form in Victoria, similar to the UK 
model; that is, State produced policy, implemented with locally applied discretion within a 
Euclidean zoning format (Tewdwr-Jones, 2002).  The result, according to Hillier (1970:21) is 
a “…series of schizoid planning systems that emphasise “conformance” rather than 
“performance”” (cited by Steele and Ruming, 2012:156). 
 
Substitution of ‘discretion’ for ‘prescription’ is both a mode of neoliberal policy 
operationalization and a neoliberal policy.  Devolution of policy administration is the mode of 
policy delivery and discretionary policy administration is the policy framework designed to 
enable ‘market’ choices to dominate (Jessop, 2002).  The virtue of subsidiarity holds only if 
there is competency at the level of policy administration, or as Weber suggests a ‘rational-
legal’ construct of authority must have competency to have legitimacy (Weber, 2009).  As a 
governance principle ‘functional’ subsidiarity is interpreted here to require formal 
institutional structures and cultural safeguards, transparency and technical competency.   
Eccles and Bryant (2006) note that “…it is an established principle of planning law that, 
in determining a planning permit application, the responsible authority’s discretion is limited 
to the matters included in the clause that triggered the application…” (Eccles and Bryant, 
2006:122,123). Section 65 of the VPP instructs the Responsible Authority that it must 
consider, as appropriate: 
 
 The matters set out in Section 60 of the Act. 
 The State Planning Policy Framework and the Local Planning Policy Framework, 
including the Municipal Strategic Statement and local planning policies. 
 The purpose of the zone, overlay or other provision. 
 Any matter required to be considered in the zone, overlay or other provision. 
 The orderly planning of the area. 
 The effect on the amenity of the area. 
 The proximity of the land to any public land. 
 Factors likely to cause or contribute to land degradation, salinity or reduce water quality. 
 Whether the proposed development is designed to maintain or improve the quality of 
stormwater within and exiting the site. 
 The extent and character of native vegetation and the likelihood of its destruction. 
 Whether native vegetation is to be or can be protected, planted or allowed to regenerate. 
 The degree of flood, erosion or fire hazard associated with the location of the land and 
the use, development or management of the land so as to minimise any such hazard. 
(DELWP, 2014f:s.65) 
 
 Additional decision guidelines appear in each zone ordinance, and some repeat the 
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general guidelines above, e.g., reference to the State Planning Policy Framework (SPPF), 
Local Planning Policy (LPP) and Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS).  In the Farming Zone 
for example, specific guidelines which must be considered include: General issues; 
Agricultural issues and the impacts from non-agricultural uses; Dwelling issues; 
Environmental issues, and Design and siting issues.  Under Dwelling Issues, the following 
guidelines must be referenced: 
 
 Whether the dwelling will result in the loss or fragmentation of productive 
agricultural land. 
 Whether the dwelling will be adversely affected by agricultural activities on adjacent 
and nearby land due to dust, noise, odour, use of chemicals and farm machinery, 
traffic and hours of operation. 
 Whether the dwelling will adversely affect the operation and expansion of adjoining 
and nearby agricultural uses. 
 The potential for the proposal to lead to a concentration or proliferation of dwellings 
in the area and the impact of this on the use of the land for agriculture. 
(DELWP, 2013c:s.35.07-6) 
 
In relation to planning permit applications for dwellings in Farming Zone, on title lots 
less than 40 hectares, all are Section two uses, requiring a permit and in respect to other uses, 
few are prohibited “…only office, as a commercial use, is prohibited” (Buxton and Goodman, 
2014:137).  All dwelling permit applications on lots less than 40 hectares are subject to the 
exercise of discretion with reference to the above decision guidelines.   
 
Eccles and Bryant (2006) suggest that before making a permit determination, a 
responsible authority has a duty to consider whether or not expert advice is required (Eccles 
and Bryant, 2006:108).  The Department of Environment Land Water and Planning 
publication ‘Using Victoria’s Planning System’, rather than impose a ‘duty’, notes: 
 
“A responsible authority may seek the views of any other person, authority 
or body which it believes can provide a useful contribution to its decision-
making process (such as expert knowledge or resources). There are no 
procedures laid down for providing such expert advice” (DELWP, 2015f, 
emphasis added). 
 
Land use and development permits in Victoria are determined by reference to three 
sections in the Victoria Planning Provisions zone Table of Uses (DELWP, 2014f: s.30): 
Section one; no permit required; Section two; permit required; and Section three prohibited.  
The “…wide variety of large-scale commercial uses…” (Buxton and Goodman, 2014) 
permissible in rural zones are determined by Responsible Authorities (primarily municipal 
councils), either by delegated authority to planning officers, or directly by councillors.  In the 
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latter case, planning officers will present advice to council for consideration based on aspects 
of the SPPF and LPP as required to be reviewed in the VPP.  March suggests that: “Within 
the considerable discretion allowed by many of the decision criteria in the VPP schemes, 
councillors are under no obligation to follow their planning officers’ recommendations” 
(March, 2012:63).  However, this is perhaps contestable, as will be argued in later chapters. 
 
 
5.7  Planning in Victoria 
The emergence of neoliberal doctrine in Victorian planning policy can be traced to the 
early 1980s Hawke years, contemporaneous with successive Victorian Cain Labor 
governments, first with the diminution and ultimate withdrawal of planning power from the 
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works (MMBW) and transfer of responsibility to the 
Ministry for Planning and Environment.  In itself, this may not accord with ‘roll-back’ 
neoliberalism, but it set the stage for further reforms.  Secondly, the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987 (PEA) was formulated under Labor planning ministers Walker, 
Kennan and Roper and came into force in 1988.  The PEA devolved responsibility for plan 
production to municipalities.  The VPP, introduced by the Kennett Liberal government in 
1996, marked a move away from regulatory planning administration to a performance based 
system which the Liberal government saw as necessary to “…facilitate economic 
development, which remains the State’s number one priority” (Maclellan, 1993, cited by 
Buxton et al., 2005:53), asserting that the system which prevailed before the VPP was an 
obstruction to development.  “Land-use planning could never have been excluded from the 
Kennett revolution in governance.  It is too important a component of development, 
investment and power” (Buxton, 2001:368).  
The Labor opposition was critical of the VPP stating that “…zones would be opened up 
to the widest possible number of uses…” (Buxton et al., 2005:53), a prescient observation, 
however the Bracks Labor government which displaced Kennett retained the VPP format.  
With introduction of the VPP, plan production was withdrawn from local government and 
central control was reimposed (Buxton and Goodman, 2014).  The VPP model sought to 
duplicate Britain’s Thatcherist ‘market enabling’ policies, repeating the familiar ‘efficient 
market’ rhetoric which surrounded its introduction (Buxton et al., 2005).  Ambiguity and 
incongruity are features of the neoliberal phenomenon and the seemingly conflicting doctrinal 
perspectives which prevailed during the Kennett era are true to the archetype.  Centralization 
of plan making was legitimated as neoliberal because it facilitated economic activity through 
‘process standardization’ and ‘increased certainty’, but it was a return to top-down 
governance which pre-dated the Planning and Environment Act 1987.  On the other hand, 
devolution of planning administration within a non-prescriptive, highly discretionary model 
appears from a distance as a democratic medium for local planning expression.  The intention 
was not as it appeared.  Centralization of policy through the VPP removed all but ‘at the 
margin’ policy formulation from local government.  Local planning policy cannot contradict 
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the SPPF; it cannot introduce new zones, or vary zones (other than by addition of minor 
conditions in zone schedules), and it cannot ‘enhance’ land use controls to operate as de facto 
zone amendments if in conflict with the SPPF (Eccles and Bryant, 2006).  
By 2040, under a ‘business as usual scenario’, Buxton et al. predict that the number of 
rural dwellings in Melbourne’s peri-urban region will increase by 95% over the prevailing 
inventory and that ex-township take-up will effectively match the number of lots currently 
subdivided (Buxton et al., 2011).  The State Planning Policy’s problematized objectives 
purport to provide protection against the ‘business as usual scenario’ stated above.  Continual 
review of policy and its administration should give rise to incremental improvement in policy 
outcomes to align with objectives.  However, Buxton et al. (2007) note that with the 
introduction of the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPP) rural zones were “radically” changed 
and were “…more permissive with fewer prohibited uses, and introducing discretionary layers 
of controls” (Buxton et al., 2007:33).  New zones introduced in 2006 were a recognition of 
the inadequacy of the VPP.  However there was capacity to apply for dwelling permits on 
every lot leading “…inevitably to the proliferation of large numbers of houses in many 
Victorian rural areas” (Buxton et al., 2007:34).  Amendments introduced in 2013 (VC103) 
further diluted the protective efficacy of the VPP by removal of crucial decision guidelines, 
and expansion of permissible land uses such that the amended Farming Zone provisions 
closely resemble the Rural Zone provisions introduced with the VPP in 1996.  The efficacy of 
the VPP as a template for delivery of its stated objectives has regressed. 
“Regional planning in Victoria is occurring in a relative state policy vacuum” (Buxton 
et al., 2014:53).  There are no regional plans, rather high level policy ‘aspirations’ for 
regional economic and population growth and no supporting methods.  ‘Plan Melbourne’, 
released by the Napthine Liberal government in October 2013, included eight regional 
‘growth plans’ under the banner ‘State of Cities’ (DELWP, 2014a).  Emphasis in the plans is 
toward accommodating population growth in regional towns and cities and economic 
development.  Critics cite a lack of substance in the ‘plans’ pointing to “…few, if any, 
innovative ideas about either attracting or dealing with regional growth” (Buxton et al., 
2014:54).  In August 2015 the Andrews Labour government published ‘Plan Melbourne 
Refresh’ (PMR), which was also critical of Plan Melbourne in that it “…did not reflect the 
weight of community input or expert advice, and confidence was lost in the process” 
(DELWP, 2015d:2).  Political one-upmanship calibrated by increasingly slogan laden 
promotional brochures is an entrenched feature of Victorian ‘planning’ policy.  PMR 
proposes a Ministerial review, public consultation and release of a revised Plan Melbourne in 
the “first half [of] 2016” (DELWP, 2015d:3).  The word ‘regional’ does not appear in PMR, 
noting that it is not a policy document per se, rather forecast of a future policy document.  
Other ‘policy’ areas are however mentioned.  Within the original Plan Melbourne the 
importance of the peri-urban landscape and “protection of productive land”, and its 
“…potential to attract more agribusiness activities, [and] food production…” is emphasised 
(DELWP, 2014a:159). Less than a month after Plan Melbourne was released the then 
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Planning Minister Matthew Guy introduced amendments to Farming Zone and Rural 
Conservation Zone: “…to allow a wide variety of large-scale commercial uses…” (Buxton 
and Goodman, 2014:137).  Buxton and Goodman conclude: 
“There are strong connections between Victorian planning system changes 
and the national planning reform agenda being followed in most Australian 
states. Recent changes to state planning systems seek to reduce the strength 
of land use planning regulations, lessen the contributions of local 
communities, objectors and local councils to planning decisions and 
empower development companies. The Victorian system changes are also 
the result of decades of the politicisation of planning by locating 
responsibility for land use planning in the state planning agency under direct 
ministerial control, abolishing an independent state planning body, imposing 
deregulated standardised planning systems intended to facilitate 
development onto local government, and constant ministerial intervention in 
planning decisions.  
All these represent a paradigm shift in the Victorian land use planning 
system away from careful and considered strategy-led planning, towards 
market driven ad hoc development facilitation” (Buxton and Goodman, 
2014:139,140) . 
The 2013 amendments to Farming Zone included addition of the words ‘To encourage 
the retention of employment and population to support rural communities’ in the zone 
purpose (35.07).  The Ministerial Advisory Committee Rural Zones Report (Underwood et 
al., 2013) , commissioned by planning Minister Guy, noted concern from submitters to its 
inquiry that the zone Purpose has been altered, both by inclusion of the above passage and by 
removal of ‘To protect and enhance natural resources and the biodiversity of the area’. 
However, the Committee endorsed the amendment, referring inter alia, to the Victorian 
Competition and Efficiency Commission’s 2011 report which found that Farming Zone, Rural 
Conservation Zone and the Green Wedge Zones restrict tourism investment and require 
amendment (Underwood et al., 2013).  The Victorian Competition and Efficiency 
Commission (VCEC) submitted seventeen tourism ‘friendly’ recommendations, including 
four significant planning amendments despite its declaration that it was:  
“…unable to assess the overall impact of land-use planning…on investment 
in the tourism industry”, and: “…it is not easy to ascertain whether projects 
have not been put forward, or have gone ahead in other parts of Australia 
instead because of the costs of obtaining planning permission [in Victoria]” 
(Butlin et al., 2011:xxxiv). 
 The VCEC submission called for: “…more flexibility for tourism investment in the 
Farming Zone, Rural Conservation Zone and Green Wedge Zones” by, inter alia: 
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 expanding the purpose of the zones to recognise the potential compatibility 
of tourism uses with a zone’s agricultural and environmental purposes 
 removing the requirement that tourism activities are undertaken ‘in 
conjunction with’ agricultural and other activities 
 allowing a wider range and scale of activities in the zone 
 revise the application of land-use controls and approval processes to 
identify opportunities to proactively rezone land 
 indicate the circumstances and processes whereby the State will intervene 
to ensure that local council’s planning schemes are capable of delivering 
the State’s objectives (Butlin et al., 2011:L1). 
The VPP is argued to be a rule-less schema of ideals, criticised for its conflicting, 
ambiguous and grandiose abstractions, banal ‘motherhood’ statements (March, 2012) and for 
its lack of institutional control, monitoring and review.   
Contrasting Oregon USA’s objective, balanced and transparent approach to peri-urban 
planning, McFarland (2015:174) describes Melbourne’s peri-urban planning strategy as 
“rhetorical [and] not substantive”. 
 
 
5.8  International Rural Planning Policy  
 
Comprehensive international comparison of rural planning policy has been neglected in 
the literature in recent years.  Lapping critiques and compares the political economy of 
selected USA and UK approaches to rural land ‘regulation’ from a historical and high level 
perspective (Lapping, 2006), and there are numerous inter-country comparisons addressing 
specific topics: Baker, et al (2006) on performance based planning in Australia, USA and 
New Zealand; Kimhi and Bollman (1999) on family farm dynamics in Canada and Israel; 
Elbersen (2005) on nature conservation and residential development in the Netherlands, 
England and Spain; and Bills and Gross (2005) on multifunctional landscapes in the USA and 
the UK, to note a few.  The most comprehensive review of a diversity of rural planning 
systems appears to be Alterman’s close to two decade old (1997) comparison of USA, UK, 
Canada, Netherlands, France and Israel, in which she interprets the efficacy of a range of 
farmland preservation policies.  The conclusions drawn by Alterman are inter alia, that 
successful farmland preservation, in countries with dissimilar fundamental systems (e.g., the 
UK and the Netherlands), arises from a determination to preserve ‘countryside’, rather than 
agriculture, and that attention to preservation of rural land is ineffective in the absence of a 
functional urban containment policy (Alterman, 1997).  Despite strong public support for 
farmland preservation in the USA, there is no national policy and an array of State policies of 
varying but generally poor efficacy with a persisting focus on preservation of land for 
agriculture and to a lesser extent environmental values.  Economic instruments such as 
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tradable development rights, positive and negative tax incentives, and multiple-use zones 
dominate farmland preservation initiatives (Alterman, 1997).  Consequently, with a few 
moderately successful exceptions, e.g., (Oregon, Hawaii) (Buxton et al., 2006), efforts to 
prevent transition of farmland to amenity use in the USA have been unsuccessful.  
Copenhagen and Oregon have each developed more comprehensive and sophisticated 
planning models (McFarland, 2015).  McFarland identifies material features of those systems 
which differentiate them from Victoria’s system and which he argues have the capacity to 
nurture a resilient planning complex: 
 
(1) a long-term strategy that transcends changes of government; 
(2) widespread community understanding and ‘ownership’ of the principles underlying 
 the planning system; 
(3) a balance between public and private interests in planning; 
(4) an integrated approach to planning, whereby all levels of government and all  
administrative authorities are responsible for planning under and in accordance with 
the strategy; 
(5) maintaining non-urban land in balance with urban land growth and change; and 
(6) a paradigm shift involving the adoption of new concepts involving genuine  
co-operation and consensus building between local and state planning authorities 
and the community (McFarland, 2015:174). 
 
England’s and Europe’s rural planning policy is influenced by the provisions of the 
EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) which, via its twin Pillar system, distributes 
subsidies for both agriculture and non-agricultural rural enterprises (Butlin et al., 2011).   
Introduction of Pillar 11 subsidies in EU member countries to protect both agriculture and the 
broader rural economy within the EU is promoted as a legitimate subsidy exception in extra-
EU multilateral trade negotiations, hence the ‘multifunctionality’ trade controversy referenced 
above.  Broadening of the CAP to embrace non-agricultural rural development in EU 
countries aligns with Alterman’s suggestion that effective farmland preservation requires 
holistic spatial planning rather than agricultural protection alone (Alterman, 1997). 
 
A multifunctional perspective exists in England, but agriculture retains policy primacy 
despite a significant reduction in its economic importance, as elsewhere in the developed 
world, including Australia (Lapping, 2006).  Some scholars argue that focus on agriculture 
and its preservation is the source of rural decline, rather than the principal rural problem 
(Marsden, 1999, Curry and Owen, 2009).  Curry and Owen (2009) suggest that in England the 
poor economic base of agriculture has perpetuated low rural wages and that rigid 
development restrictions have contributed to housing shortages and price rises as more 
affluent urban commuters have gentrified and crowded locals out of housing markets (Curry 
and Owen, 2009).  That perspective reflects the nature of rural in countries such as England, 
which diverges materially from the Australian setting, i.e., a much more densely populated, 
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multifunctional landscape where agriculture has been subordinated economically and socially 
to a greater degree than deep rural as it is defined in Australia. 
 
Alterman notes that both England and the Netherlands have national planning policies 
which are: “…applied effectively by local and regional planning authorities…[and]  which are 
less reactive to incremental developer initiatives…” (Alterman, 1997:237).  France, and other 
EU countries have become regionalized by the CAP terms and the EU LEADER programme 
(Liaison Entre Actions de Développement de l'Économie Rurale (Links between the rural 
economy and development actions) of aggregating local enterprise clusters, and planning 
policy is increasingly reactive to those local programmes (Buller, 2004).  Israel also had a 
strong national policy framework and land is predominantly State owned and licensed to land 
users.  Through strong policy and effective control via land tenure, its farmland preservation 
policy, evolved to ‘countryside’ policy as in England and parts of Europe, and was ostensibly 
highly effective.  However, the administrative structure of the system has been eroded over 
time by population pressure and the perceived need for urban expansion, and now provides a 
poor response to farmland conversion pressures (Alterman, 1997).  Transition from urban to 
rural (and peri-urban) in England is sharply defined by a hard edge rather than feathering of 
development density from a high, or medium urban structure to low density rural, reflecting 
strong urban containment policies.  This contrasts with the gradual and interspersed density 
decline which typifies the USA and Australian peri-urban ‘transitional’ landscape (Buxton et 
al., 2006).  The defining policy instrument and administrative framework that has ensured 
England’s hard edge urban/rural interface and comparatively successful farmland preservation 
record, is its National Planning Policy Framework, Planning Policy Statement 7 (PPS7) and 
its accompanying Annexure A “Agricultural, Forestry and Other Occupational Dwellings” 
(ODPM, 2012).  PPS7 has most salience to research undertaken here and is investigated in 
detail below.  The diversity of rural planning systems evident in developed countries is in part 
a reflection of dominant political economies, the history and mode of land settlement and 
tenure, population density and food security perspectives, the latter influenced by both land 
production characteristics and sovereign security considerations, e.g., the European 
experience of food shortages during periods of conflict.  Relatively young settler countries 
such as Australia, USA and Canada, with a comparatively high ratio of agricultural land per 
person, entrenched private property rights, fee simple land tenure arrangements and a market 
driven political economy, are less regulated than densely populated and more mature 
multifunctional rural landscapes in countries such as England and elsewhere in Europe. 
 
Some aspects of the Oregon USA farmland preservation model have particular 
salience to this research.  Oregon is the only US jurisdiction to apply a State-wide policy in 
respect to agricultural land use and it is generally recognized to be the most efficacious 
model, albeit imperfect and continuing to evolve.  In 1974 the Oregon Land Conservation and 
Development Commission (LCDC), given authority under the Land Use Planning Act 1973,  
adopted the Statewide Planning Goals and Guidelines (SPGG) (Furuseth, 1980).  Furuseth 
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(1980) points out that the term ‘goal’ is a misnomer because the policies are mandatory and 
specific.  The principal feature of the Oregon model is that it is a “package” (Nelson, 
1992b:472) of initiatives comprising, inter alia: Statewide application of Exclusive Farm Use 
(EFU) zoning (as at 1986 almost 58% of all privately owned land was zoned EFU) (Nelson, 
1992b), and all urban centres must have urban growth boundaries (Gustafson et al., 1982).  
Other elements include differentiated tax concessions for commercial farms (mandatory 
application of ‘production’ land value to determine tax liabilities), right-to-farm provisions 
and development restrictions on non EFU rural land (Nelson, 1992b).  Amid the principles 
that were referenced to formulate the policy, recognition of the need for supply of rural living 
(hobby farm and small residential parcels) was essential to ensuring that EFU zoned land 
would be preserved.  This was intended to be controlled through the application of minimum 
parcel sizes, determined by local governments, based on land use capabilities such as 
reference to the Soil Capability Classification System, climate, water resources and traditional 
land uses (Furuseth, 1980). 
 
Researchers note strong public support for the Oregon model, pointing to a number of 
emphatic election platform failures based on its repeal (Furuseth, 1980).  In its early years a 
number of defects in the model were identified, some which resonate with aspects of planning 
failure in the Victorian planning system.  Use of differential minimum lot sizes to separate 
highly productive and less productive land is argued to be problematic in that notwithstanding 
its value in preservation of productive land in EFU zones, the proliferation of small parcel 
sizes, interspersed with larger parcels, encouraged a rapid increase of hobby farms, with a 
negative impact on overall agricultural production.  Consequently the LCDC amended the 
SPGG to remove minimum parcel provisions and replace them with performance based 
provisions where subdivision and new dwelling permits required applicants to demonstrate 
that agricultural production would be enhanced (Nelson, 1992b).  Implementation weakness 
also undermined the efficacy of the SPGG model where local government failed to apply 
proper diligence to determine the commerciality of permit applications and “[the] majority of 
new dwellings approved …were not being used in conjunction with commercial farm use”.  
“Most farm operations of less than 80 acres on which new dwellings were permitted reported 
no farming receipts, and about 90% of farm operations of less than 160 acres reported no 
farming receipts” (Nelson, 1992b:479).  Gustafson et al. (1982) suggest that implementation 
failure arose because planners and local government representatives were unable to reach a 
consensus on a definition of commercial agriculture, pointing to poor drafting of passages of 
the SPGG (Gustafson et al., 1982).  Contrasting the lack of attention to policy implementation 
in Victoria noted above, in response to the defects observed by Gustafson et al, (1982), the 
LCDC “undertook a statewide effort to train local planners and elected officials in making 
proper findings of fact in land use decisions” (Gustafson et al., 1982:370). 
 
The Gustafson et al. (1982) theory which links parcel size with land use transition in 
Oregon provides an important reference to this research.  Gustafson et al. (1982) illustrate 
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correlation of the increase in land supplied for transition to amenity use as parcel size reduces.  
That theory is explained in detail in Chapter 7. 
 
5.9  Summary 
 
It is unsurprising that this chapter has repeatedly been drawn to discourse around 
neoliberal philosophy and its operationalization.  Substantial planning situated political 
economy, policy formulation, and governance literature in recent decades has revolved 
around neoliberal tenets and the way that ‘marketomics’ has eclipsed social democratic 
welfareism in the ‘mixed economy’ format that western countries developed between WWII 
and the late 1970s.  The range of institutional and structural changes that have been 
introduced into the political economy over the past thirty-five years, or so, invite continuing 
analysis and review of the impact of neoliberalism.  Planning evolved as a professional praxis 
during the post-war reconstruction phase, when design of cities and towns required a holistic, 
long-run evaluation of almost all levels of private and public infrastructure.  The rigor of 
rational comprehensive planning methodology was an essential part of global recovery.  The 
incremental devalorization of planning as a professional discipline, and as a governance tool 
for regulation of land use in favour of the idealism of autonomous entrepreneurialism, 
provides the foundation for critical review of planning in the peri-urban regions.  The VPP is 
a statement of ideals, rather than regulations and it is purposefully drafted to encourage the 
‘entrepreneurship’ enabled by discretion, to advance market economics.  Discretion, invites 
interpretation and inconsistency.   
 
Contested interpretations of ‘ideals’ promotes an adversarial environment where 
power, rather than rational planning, can determine land use outcomes.  The pervasive reach 
of NCP and New Public Management has increased fiscal pressure on rural municipalities, 
including peri-urban councils.  This chapter has described both the ideological impetus for the 
Victorian planning system, and some essential features of its structure, provisions and mode 
of implementation.   The chapter demonstrates how the planning system is permitted to 
function as promoter of land price inflation and land use transition in the peri-urban region.  
Chapters 15 and 16 draw on references in this chapter to link the ideological principles and 
structural design of the planning system with ‘actually existing’ planning in the case LGAs.  
The chapter has also referenced alternative regulatory approaches to preservation of 
agricultural land. Amid a generally difficult policy area, with varying conservation outcomes, 
there are successful planning systems.  In particular, the application of a zone for the 
exclusive use of agriculture, combined with urban containment policies in Oregon is shown to 
reduce land use transition. 
 
The literature review now moves from social theory to economics.  In the following 
chapter salient land economics and land market theories are canvassed to inform analysis and 
findings presented in later chapters. 
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Chapter 6: Land Economics  
 
 In Chapter One, the complexity of land use transition in the peri-urban region and the 
inadequacy of unidisciplinary research is identified.  The land economics discipline is 
criticized for its emphasis on mathematical models and its reluctance to measure and regard 
behaviours that are not reducible to ‘rational choices’.  The theories canvassed below serve to 
provide an analytical framework for quantitative investigation in later chapters, both to defend 
the orthodoxy of analytical methods employed, and to demonstrate non-conformance of 
aspects of the peri-urban land market with conventional theory.  Despite some controversy 
associated with aspects of land economics theory, there are important principles with direct 
salience to this research.  Highest and best use (HBU) is central to valuation theory and is 
fundamental to achieving the primary aim of the research – to demonstrate that planning 
policy is a major determinant of land price, which in turn influences land use.  In the peri-
urban setting HBU is a function of numerous variables, including amenity attributes, such as 
urban accessibility.  von Thünien theory offers a technical explanation of the commuter effect 
on land value.  Pope’s (1985) theory of the relationship between consumption and production 
value, parcel size and pluriactivity, recognizes the bifurcated demand and value determinant 
sets in the peri-urban region.  In Chapter 11, Pope’s model is employed to measure the 
amenity value impact on total land value, and where amenity value is contingent upon 
planning permission for a dwelling, the relationship between policy and land value is 
scrutinized.  In part 2 of this chapter, the production capacity of the peri-urban region is 
examined, along with farm-gate income receipts.  Empirical findings presented in Chapter 10 
are compared with general axioms found in the literature and the performances of each of the 
case LGAs are also compared.  Some important divergences from conventional 
understandings are uncovered. 
 
 
6.1  Land Economics Models 
 
Land economics theory is substantially valuation theory which is centered on 
economic theory of property exchange (Vandell, 1982).  In general, the rural land economics 
literature is concerned with theory addressing land value determinants for either production or 
consumption.  The former builds on profit maximization models and factors of production.  
Consumption valuation theories consider transitional zones with greatest emphasis on 
transition at the urban edge.  The peri-urban ‘multifunctional’ land market is unique in land 
economics/exchange value theory; bifurcated, as it is, by two distinctly different demand 
determinant sets, that is, production determinants and amenity determinants, therefore falling 
between the two principal rural land economics theoretical realms.  Production valuation 
theory has its genesis in the economic theories of von Thünen (1826) and Ricardo (1817), and 
the concept of highest and best use (HBU) (Dotzour et al., 1990).  Determination of HBU is 
the primary valuation task (Lennhoff and Parli, 2004).  It must be known before comparable 
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data can be collected, analysed and metrics applied to the valuation subject.  HBU as a 
production function is informed by the von Thünen (1826) land rent model and bid-rent 
curves where alternative uses compete for land.  The use with the highest production capacity 
will out-bid alternative production options at lower surpluses, ceteris paribus  (Wolverton, 
2004).  Underlying that production HBU is Smith’s (1937) wealth maximization theory 
(Dotzour et al., 1990); that is, optimal land use arises from maximum production and the 
highest land rents to satisfy ‘economic man’. 
 The basic orthodoxy of the von Thünien theory, following Wolverton (2004) is given 
below, where Vh is value per hectare, (p − tk − c) is return arising from the value of product 
(p) less transport cost x distance to market (tk) less production cost (c).  q is output quantity 
and RL is an adopted capitalization rate: 
 
The highest valued land use will dominate in a given location and HBU for the 
purpose of valuation is that land use.  If a location is suited to growing potatoes and potatoes 
generate higher surpluses than grazing beef cattle, the HBU calculation will be based on the 
rent bid price for a potato farmer.  The fact that the cost to produce potatoes is higher than 
beef is resolved by ‘c’.  The model below (Figure 6) depicts two land use choices; a crop, or 
fallowed land.  In the model, production land value at zero distance from market is: 
 
      
 At k* distance from market, p–tk=c and production value is zero, therefore supporting 
fallow as HBU. 
 
 
(Wolverton, 2004) 
V =  (p - tk - c)q
R L
(p-c)q
R L
(p-c)q
RL
Value
Distance(k)
k*
Crop Production Land Value
Figure 6. Land Value Gradient, Single Crop 
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A two crop model (Figure 7), which provides three choices, including fallow, 
illustrates how land value gradients are determined by each of the variables. Assuming that p1 
> p2, t1 > t2, c1 = c2 and q1 = q2, the differing slope of the curves arising from transport cost 
variation resolves for differing HBUs at different locations.  In this example, Crop 1 has a 
higher value than Crop 2, but it is not HBU at all distances from market. 
Figure 7. Land Value Gradient, Two Crops 
 
 
 
Crop 1 is HBU from 0k to k
1
; Crop 2 is HBU from k
1
 to k2* and beyond k2* fallow is 
HBU (Wolverton, 2004).  von Thünien and Ricardian theories are suggested to dichotomize 
the land economics and valuation academies, the former dominated by von Thünen references 
to distance and access to amenity/services endowments and the latter more focused on site 
specific attributes (Dotzour et al., 1990).  However, von Thünen bid rent theory remains 
central to determination of HBU in valuation practice (Reed and Kleynhans, 2010). 
There are numerous definitions of HBU comprising early and contemporary iterations 
and enduring controversy over ambiguity, vagueness and the applicability of HBU within the 
neoclassical economic assumptions of perfect competition, rational decision making and 
profit maximization (Reed, 2009, Thair, 1988, Vandell, 1982).  The application of the homo 
economicus persona to operationalize HBU does not reflect “actual human behavior” 
according to Ratcliff (1972:69, cited by Thair, 1988:194), who suggests that: “…most 
investors optimize or satisf[ice] and that few of them rely on the single classical criterion of 
maximizing net income”.  The Australian Property Institute (API) defines HBU as “…the use 
of the asset that is physically possible, legally permissible, financially feasible, and which 
results in the highest value” (API, 2012).  The International Valuation Standards Council 
definition is: “The use of an asset that maximises its potential and that is physically possible, 
legally permissible and financially feasible” (IVSC, 2015).  It is axiomatic that the 
(p1-c)q
RL
Value
Distance(k)
k2*
Crop 1. Production Land Value (Vp1)
(p2-c)q
RL
Crop 2. Production Land Value (Vp2)
k1*k
1
(Wolverton, 2004) 
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determination of what is physically and legally possible in the highest and best use framework 
may be problematic and beyond the competency and financial constraints for most valuation 
practitioners (Lewis, un-dated).  
Definitions of market value and HBU are transitioning away from deterministic 
‘certainty’ assumptions toward probabilistic assumptions more reflective of the actual 
workings of property markets and in acknowledgement that there are likely to be multiple 
competitive and feasible uses, and that none is necessarily the ‘best’.  ‘Most probable use’ 
(MPU) is gaining acceptance as a more appropriate definition, whether adopted formally by 
the land economics and valuation institutions, or informally in the working methods 
employed by valuers (Thair, 1988).  The wealth maximization model of HBU is problematic 
in transitional land markets (Reed and Kleynhans, 2010), where non-economic decision 
determinants influence value.   
 
Figure 8. depicts capitalized farm income (equation above) assuming increasing 
returns to scale.  Figure 9. depicts average farm value per hectare, also assuming increasing 
returns to scale to parcel size A*.  In both figures the total values are the product of the 
production and consumption values.  Figure 8. depicts a consumption curve declining with 
parcel size and as a consequence the average value curve also declines to A”, until the effect 
of an inclining production curve lifts average value to parcel size A* where returns to scale 
begin to decline.  Pope (1985) concludes that where land has high amenity attributes, small 
parcel size will dominate distribution of farm sizes and prevalence of pluriactivity.  On land 
with low amenity attributes, the distribution of farm sizes will be toward larger parcels and a 
lower prevalence of pluriactivity (Pope, 1985).   
 
Pope’s (1985) interpretation of non-economic value determinants (amenity 
endowments) is presented as a theoretical model.  Value of consumption can be represented 
as CV(D,P,A,H,X) where CV is consumption value, D is population density, P is proximity to 
major population centres, A  and H  are the aesthetic and recreational features of the area and 
X represents other factors such as income and availability of credit (Pope, 1985).  An 
aggregate of HBU for production and HBU for consumption to represent market value (MV) 
in a transitional market is therefore: 
 
 
 
V = R
(r - g)
+ CV(D,P,A,H,X)
MV = R
(r - g)
+ CV(D,P,A,H,X)
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Figure 8. Components of Land Value 
 
 
(Pope, 1985) 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Components of Land Value 
 
 
(Pope, 1985) 
 
 
(Pope, 1985)
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Land value at the urban edge (inner peri-urban land) and transition determinants 
correlate land value with the distance from market (in a contemporary, peri-urban context, 
distance from an urban centre, ergo employment and urban centric amenities) (Sinclair, 
1967).  The conventional economic models assume rational economic decisions unaffected by 
non-economic factors (Arrow, 1959, Boudon, 2003, Hechter and Kanazawa, 1997, 
Oppenheimer, 2008) and many theories are developed around models that assume, for 
example, perfect foresight (Wheaton, 1982), homogenous land characteristics and a single, 
centralized employment hub (Capozza and Helsley, 1989).  The land economics literature has 
many iterations of Capozza and Helsley’s (1989) work to forecast optimal time of transition 
of farmland to consumption use, based on contributions to theoretical models (Alonso, 1964, 
Anas, 1978, Mills, 1967, Muth, 1969) applying such assumptions as perfect competition, 
information efficiency and homogenous land characteristics.  The perfections assumed in the 
models do not exist in reality nor do they reference influential non-economic, non-profit 
maximization supply determinants (Nelson, 1992b).  Addressing farmland conversion for 
housing development at the urban edge, Capozza and Helsley’s land valuation thesis posits 
that urban land value comprises the value of agricultural land rent (economic rent), the cost of 
its conversion, the value of accessibility (von Thünian theory) and the value of expected 
future increases in economic rent which they term a “growth premium” (Capozza and 
Helsley, 1989:295).   
   
Figure 10. Land Prices and Land Rents in Transitional Zones 
 
Figure 10(a)      Figure 10(b) 
 
 
Capozza and Helsley (1989) 
Capozza and Helsley summarize a model for land rents and land prices in transitional 
zones in Figures 10(a) and 10(b).  Figure 10(a) depicts rent within and beyond the urban 
boundary.  Rent beyond the boundary is agricultural rent.  At the urban edge rent increases by 
Location Rent
Rent on Capital
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the cost to convert agricultural land to developed land.  Within the boundary the von Thünen 
distance effect causes rent to rise by the ratio of transport costs per unit of distance per unit of 
land.  Figure 10(b) depicts land values within and beyond the urban boundary.  At a distance 
where the commuter effect is completely diminished, land is valued for its agricultural use.  
Land value closer to the urban boundary is a combination of agricultural rents and future rent 
increases arising from conversion to urban use.  At the urban edge, land value increases by the 
cost of development to residential use and within the urban area land value increases by 
capitalized accessibility as distance from the CBD diminishes (Capozza and Helsley, 1989). 
The ‘urban influence’ which defines peri-urban areas, variable by distance and travel 
time, dominates land value and transition timing research.  At the urban edge, development 
pressure influenced by macro and micro population growth, the adequacy of existing 
infrastructure, including roads, to service land development, personal income distribution, 
discount rates and housing densities, as well as rents available from agriculture determine 
inclination for change, constrained by planning rules.  Generally, most theories imply a 
negative relationship between land rents and distance to urban centres to conform to von 
Thünien theory. However, some research casts significant doubt on theory that assumes a 
monocentric city and a homogenous plain as essential terms in the majority of von Thünen 
based studies.   
Consideration of a variable polycentric landscape in a spline, rather than concentric 
form, suggests non-linear and nonmonotonic rent gradients explicable by the location of 
specific amenities, employment pods and transport nodes (Dubin and Sung, 1987).  The urban 
edge land value gradient in its various iterations is suggested to lack veracity where land 
values are a non-linear function of agricultural rents, distance to metropolitan areas, 
population change, interest rates and land development costs (Plantinga and Miller, 2001).  
The non-linearity of the rent bid gradient is problematic within the strict terms of the majority 
of von Thünien theory.   
In the USA it is suggested that the value of 15% of all land is influenced by proximity 
to urban development and that two thirds of the value of that land comprises “expectation of 
urban development” (Alig and Ahearn, 2006:29).   Daniels (1986:33) suggests that 
“…[H]igher land values created by hobby farmers may involve only a small proportion of the 
total land area but they influence the pattern of land prices for the entire area”.  Urban 
workers can live in the country: the tyranny of distance-time has been attenuated and 
continues to reduce as information technology, roads and public transport improve (Ragusa, 
2011, Buxton et al., 2006).  The implication for farmland is higher land value.  So too, easier 
access to off-farm employment mitigates financial pressure on farmers (Daniels, 1986).   
Study of urban edge farmland, which is latently transitional due to its close proximity 
to urban development, is an important research field (Buxton, 2012).  However, much of the 
threatened peri-urban farmland is beyond urban edges, in traditional rural settings and in 
many situations indistinguishable both functionally and socially from rural production 
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landscapes (Barr et al., 2005).  Low density land conversion more remote from the urban edge 
is a greater threat to farmland than urban-edge high density development where it is suggested 
that “relatively price inelastic tastes” of exurbanites easily out-compete production land users 
(Argent et al., 2009:19) who become “willing participants in the rural land market” (Bourne 
et al., 2003:261).   
The potential for increasing supply elasticity is identified as having capacity to 
escalate the rate at which farmland converts to amenity use under the influences of 
deteriorating terms of trade, ‘crowding out’ from the available land market, increasing social 
dilution (Smailes, 2002), diminishing input supply resources (Alston, 2004) and critical mass 
collapse (Nelson, 1992b, Haslam-McKenzie, 2000).  These functions may conspire to ‘tilt’, or 
‘kink’ the supply curve and, during a transitional land use phase, some sellers may ultimately 
supply land to the market in larger quantities (Parsons, 2009).   
The supply and demand functions and their respective and combined influence on land 
exchange are a central theoretical question for this research, explored further in section 7.6.  
The Framework of Logical Principles (Table 8) presented in Chapter 7 identifies some 
fundamental peculiarities of land value linked to development and use ‘rights’ transmitting to 
market equilibrium price and the quantity of land supplied.  Achieving the primary aim of the 
research relies substantially upon the widely held, but contested axiom that the nature of 
supply determines the type and size of the demand response.  Buxton et al., (2014), for 
example, suggest that policy to restrict rural land supply, coupled with increased supply of 
alternative land can alter demand response.  Similarly, Tually et al., (2010) observe that 
where supply exists, “…its nature and form [suggested here to include its ‘rights’] will shape 
housing demand” (Tually et al., 2010:47).  The causal influence of supply on land use 
transition and the capacity for supply to affect consumer demand supports policy intervention 
to change supply patterns (Buxton et al., 2014). 
This section has summarized foundational neo-classical economic theories applicable 
to land markets.  Rational choice theory and utility maximization theory are central to market 
behavior constructs, and those maxims are employed in this thesis to posit characteristics of 
the peri-urban land market.   
However, any proposition advanced which references those theories should also 
recognize their flaws.  Diaz (1999:329) advocates for emphasis on behavioral research, 
suggesting the ‘finance paradigm’ is an inadequate model and that a behavioral approach to 
property market analysis “…has abandoned the economic constructs of infallible rational man 
and efficient markets”.  Diaz (1999) is most critical of the orthodoxy of regression analysis as 
“descriptive research”, reliant upon “transaction artifacts” which fail to illuminate economic 
behavior as human behavior (Diaz, 1999:327,329).  Property economics is argued by some 
scholars to have descended to a “…grand correlation study…”, that fails to demonstrate 
causality (Small, 2006:359) and that adherence to demand function theory, the marginalist 
theory of the firm, and ethical utilitarianism “…none of which equate well to the real world” 
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(Small, 2006:358) are outmoded paradigms.  Ball (1998) suggests that econometric analysis 
should be replaced with or supplemented by institutional analysis, pointing to discrete 
behavioral characteristics of actors “…that are distinct from those implied by rational profit-
maximizing calculation” (Ball, 1998:1509).  Structure-Agency institutionalism has salience to 
assemblage theory and the discovery of structures and mechanisms operating in the peri-urban 
land market.  Structure-agency analysis investigates the relation of: “…roles, strategies, and 
interests to the underlying structural resources, rules and ideas” of the system (Ball, 
1998:1511, see also Healey, 1992).   Rational choice theory and the homo economicus 
persona that underpins utility selection behavioral theory is widely criticized, in particular, for 
its lack of recognition of variable demand for goods due to differing preferences.  
Consideration now turns to the production demand determinants and their influence on land 
value. 
 
6.2  Agricultural Production and Land Value 
Succession of farming as a land use is directly linked to the production capability of 
land and the extent to which land is utilized.  The succession ‘effect’ (Potter and Lobley, 
1996) is a land supply ‘influence’.  The relationship of land value, as both a succession 
inhibitor and a supply influence, with production capacity, is a central question for resolution 
to achieve the aims of the research. 
Efficiency improvement generates higher output and higher output generates 
commodity surpluses and price decline requiring more efficiency (Barr et al., 2005, Lockie et 
al., 2006, Douwe van der Ploeg, 2006).  Efficiency gain can arise from intensification via 
capital investment, technology improvement and increased labour but spatial expansion is the 
preferred long-run efficiency response (Barr, 2009) where fixed costs can be maintained and 
both absolute and marginal output improved.    In production landscapes beyond the outer 
frontier of the peri-urban area the ratio of land value to production value is <2:1 (Barr and 
Karunaratne, 2002).  In those areas, as in peri-urban regions, farms must increase efficiency 
by at least 2% annually to neutralize deteriorating terms of trade (Barr, 2008).  Despite 
agricultural output doubling in the thirty years to 2005 and an average annual output increase 
of 2.7% since the 1960s (Barr, 2009), total factor productivity (TFP) remains inadequate.  In 
the thirty years to 2010, for example, the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource 
Economics and Sciences (ABARES) estimate TFP of all broadacre farms at 1%, and for beef 
farms 0.9% (Table 5.) (ABARES, 2012).   
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Table 5, Average Annual Input, Output and Productivity Growth 
By Industry. 1977-78 to 2010-11 
 
 
Source ABARES, (2013), Australian Farm Survey Results, 
2010-11 to 2012-13 
 
 
In peri-urban areas the ratio of land value to production value (LV:PV) is 8:1 and 
higher
1
 (Barr and Karunaratne, 2002).   
 
Farms in Victoria’s peri-urban areas are comparatively small but due to relatively high 
rainfall and good soil quality, they are productive, contributing around 16% of the Gross 
Value of Agricultural Production (GVAP) from 5.63% of all Victorian agricultural land 
(Houston, 2005).     
 
Australia wide, peri-urban regions produce 25% of GVAP from 3% of land used for 
agriculture (Houston, 2005). More recent research has not up-dated Houston’s (2005) data, 
however, the significance of peri-urban production is clearly demonstrated by Sheridan et al 
(2015) below.  High output peri-urban enterprises are increasingly less reliant upon the 
natural land capability features of good soil quality and rainfall and more reliant upon the 
benefits of proximity to labour sources and metropolitan markets.  Shed based agricultural 
businesses are growing in the peri-urban regions. 
 
Small farms exhibit low productivity increases (Barr and Karunaratne, 2002).  
Increasing returns to scale and the ‘get big or get out’ maxim are long-established orthodoxies 
which low efficiency gains on small farms appear to verify.  However, the correlation is 
‘indirect’ and most farms exhibit declining returns to scale (Sheng et al., 2011).  It is access to 
and capacity and willingness to embrace new technologies that increase efficiency that 
distinguish large farms from small farms and not scale per se.   
 
 
 
1. Barr’s ‘production’ reference in based on ABS’ Value of Agricultural Commodities Produced.  ABARES 
calculate a similar ratio, substituting ‘Cash Receipts’ for VACP.  It notes that in the years 2010-11 to 2012-
13 the ratio of land value to CR increased from 7:1 to 15:1 in the ‘high rainfall zone’ which includes the 
case study areas (ABARES, 2012. 
All Broadacre Cropping Beef Sheep Mixed
Total Factor Productivity (%) 1.00 1.50 0.90 0.00 0.90
Factor Inputs (%) -0.90 1.00 -0.30 -2.40 -1.80
Factor Outputs (%) 0.10 2.60 0.60 -2.40 -0.80
Table 1.  Average annual input, output and productivity growth by industry
1977-78 to 2010-11.  Source: ABARES, 2013, Australian Farm Survey Results
2010-11 to 2012-13
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Farmers with high gross farm income are more inclined toward expansion and 
consumption of new technologies (Wilkinson et al., 2011).  The nexus between scale and 
efficiency is nevertheless strong and small peri-urban farmers must expand to increase 
efficiency: a diminishing option when the land value to production value ratio is 8:1 and 
higher.  
In a high proportion of circumstances it is not economically rational to invest in 
agriculture (Hollier and Reid, 2007, Lawrence and Gray, 2000).  Save for a small minority of 
enterprises, agriculture is not only a poor investment, it is wealth depleting as long-run returns 
are less than inflation (Table 6).   
 
Lawrence and Gray (2000:40) suggest that: 
“Emotional attachment to the land and the culture of agriculture are partial 
explanations for the continuation of family-based farming at a time when it 
has become economically marginalized”. 
For existing farmers who are debt free, or have low debt, the low rate of return from 
farming is tolerated because many in that category are of retirement age (Millar and Roots, 
2012) and continue to farm for lifestyle, rather than economic reasons (Barr, 2009, Wilkinson 
et al., 2011).  Intergenerational succession is unlikely given poor returns and high land values 
(Barr, 2005b), so there is little incentive for those of retirement, or near retirement age to 
aspire for financial efficiency (Barr, 2009). 
Table 6, Asset Class Investment Returns, 20 years to 2011 
 
Source: ASX/Russell Investments, (2012) 
1. ABARES 2013, Australian Farm Survey Results 2010-11 to 2012-13 (Average all broad acre industries, 
20 years to 2012)  
 
The ‘un-commerciality’ of peri-urban agriculture at the farm gate belies its importance 
at a regional scale.  Melbourne’s ‘foodbowl’ comprising inner (urban edge) and outer peri-
urban regions (depicted in Figure 4, section 2.9) produces almost half (47%) of the vegetables 
grown in Victoria, and more than 40% of the food requirement for the greater metropolitan 
0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10%
Austalian Shares 8.70%
Residential Investment Property 9.00%
Australian REITs 6.00%
Australian Bonds 7.60%
Fixed Interest 4.10%
Farm Investment
1
1.10% CPI (2.6%pa)
Table x. Investment Returns for the 20 years to December 2011
Source: ASX/Russell Investments, June 2012.
1. Source: ABARES  2013, Australian Farm Survey Results 2010-11 to 2012-13 (Average, All broad acre industries for 20 years to 2012).
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area (Sheridan et al., 2015).  The outer peri-urban zone produces 42% of Victoria’s vegetable 
needs (Sheridan et al., 2015).  With the metropolitan population forecast to increase to 7 
million by 2050, demand for food will increase by 60%.  Population growth, urban expansion 
and amenity land use is predicted to consume 16% of the current inventory of farmland, and 
the capacity of the foodbowl to feed the population will decline from more than 40% to 18%.  
Production of important food groups such as vegetables and fruit will be most impaired (59% 
and 64% respectively) (Sheridan et al., 2015).  The predicted loss of food production in 
Melbourne’s foodbowl arising from loss of farmland is presented in Figure 11. 
ABS calculate total Estimated Value of Agricultural Operations (EVAO) measuring 
all enterprises that generate more than $22,500 per annum as the threshold for commercial 
activity, although a commercial operation capable of supporting a family requires a much 
higher EVAO (ABS, 2014b).   The Victorian Department of Primary Industries (DPI) 
calculate that a farm household requires disposable annual income of $74,654 to achieve 
parity with the Australian median disposable income (as at 2011) and average gross farm 
receipts of $280,000 to generate the income, assuming the farm is debt free (Barr, 2014).  To 
counter deteriorating terms of trade, farmers must re-invest in productivity improvements.  
The combination of additional income required for reinvestment to counter terms of trade 
decline, and income growth to maintain parity with the median Australian household income, 
allowing for income tax, requires gross farm receipts of $400,000 per annum (Barr, 2014).  
Barr suggests that $400,000 turnover is the hurdle applied by major banks to distinguish 
between ‘amenity’ farms and ‘commercial’ farms (Barr, 2014).  Whilst acknowledging 
subjectivity associated with establishment of a ‘hurdle’ to dichotomize commercial and non-
commercial farms, Parbery et al. (2008) suggest that an EVAO of $350,000 is required to 
achieve a ‘fully commercial’ classification (Parbery et al., 2008). 
 
The majority of Victoria’s peri-urban farms generate estimated value of agricultural 
operations (EVAO) less than the minimum required to produce net income capable of 
sustaining a family.  The ratio of EVAO to net income varies considerably between types of 
farm enterprise.  Beef grazing is the dominant farm activity in Melbourne’s peri-urban region 
(Table 7. (Barr, 2005b, Butt, 2013)).  More than 76% of agricultural land (committed to 
agriculture) and 70% of all farm businesses in Peri-Urban Group of Rural Councils 
(PUGRCs) are engaged in beef production, yielding less than 14% of the total value of 
agricultural commodities produced in the region (ABS, 2012a, ABS, 2012b). 
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Reproduced from (Sheridan et al., 2015) 
 
Table 7, Beef Production in the Peri-Urban Group of Rural Councils 
 
 
VACP = Value of Agricultural Commodities Produced. 
Source: ABS Agricultural Census Cat No.71210DO014_201011 & 75030DO012_201011, Agricultural 
Commodities, Australia 2010-11, Value of Agricultural Commodities Produced.  1. Hectares committed to 
agriculture. 
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Local Government Cattle % Total Area Area for % Total No No Beef %
Area VACP  ($,000,000pa) Slaughtering ($,000,000pa) Total Ha
1
Grazing Total Businesses Businesses Total
Baw Baw 387.70 67.2 17.33% 120,130 102,780 85.56% 1,147 1,023 89.19%
Murrindindi 76.20 26.7 35.04% 133,543 117,682 88.12% 581 459 79.00%
Macedon Ranges 33.60 8.6 25.60% 82,430 67,786 82.23% 487 328 67.35%
Mitchell 44.40 10.5 23.65% 108,765 97,364 89.52% 368 256 69.57%
Moorabool 92.60 7.8 8.42% 100,065 71,611 71.56% 412 244 59.22%
Golden Plains 203.10 4.7 2.31% 190,638 118,913 62.38% 465 146 31.40%
Surf Coast 101.10 7.9 7.81% 84,801 52,260 61.63% 418 256 61.24%
Yarra Ranges 292.90 5.5 1.88% 32,683 17,697 54.15% 739 227 30.72%
Totals 1,232 139 11.28% 853,055 646,093 75.74% 4,617 2,939 63.66%
Table 3. PUGRCs production, hectares and number of businesses engaged in cattle grazing: 2010-2011.  VACP = Value of Agricultural Commodities Produced.
Source: ABS Agricultural Census Cat No. 71210DO014_201011 & 75030DO012_201011, Agricultural Commodities, Australia, 2010-11, value of agricultural  
commodities produced.  Released November, 2012.  1. Hectares committed to agriculture.
Figure 11, Estimated loss of Production in Melbourne’s Foodbowl by 2050 
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Beef production has the lowest EVAO per area of holding and number of farm 
businesses, and the highest proportion of pluriactive income reliance (Wilkinson et al., 2011).  
It is estimated that beef farmers, for example, would have to generate EVAO of $200,000 in 
order to yield income of $50,000 (Parbery et al., 2008).  Wilkinson, et al (2011) suggest that 
even the highest gross farm income producers rely to some extent on off-farm income and 
that EVAO of $50,000 per annum is the “pivot point” below which “…farm income and off-
farm income substitute for each other”, noting that regardless of the magnitude of gross farm 
income “…only a fraction…ends up as net income” (Wilkinson et al., 2011:9).   
The production economy in peri-urban areas is important at a regional scale but save 
for a minority of large or intensive enterprises (e.g., dairy, horticulture) unviable at a human 
scale if farming is intended to provide unsubsidized income; that is, income net of 
pluriactivity, or independent income.  Farmers seeking a reasonable income and non-wealth 
depleting investment in land are unlikely to be competitive in land markets where the ratio of 
land value to production value is many multiples of that in production landscapes.  A high 
proportion of peri-urban farming families rely upon pluriactivity, or ‘independent’ income to 
sustain the household. In Macedon Ranges LGA, even enterprises earning above $200,000 
per annum rely upon off-farm income (Geographia, 2013).  Over 60% of respondents to an 
agribusiness survey in Macedon Ranges Shire indicated pluriactive income, and of those, over 
30% indicated that more than 90% of income was generated off-farm (Geographia, 2013).  
Those families may be producers, but their return from investment in farming is not 
economically viable.  The requirement for pluriactivity implies that on-farm income is 
insufficient to sustain a family; that it is fully deployed for that purpose requiring 
subsidization and there is no operating surplus to provide a return on invested capital.  The 
farm provides an inadequate wage and no investment return.  Wilkinson (2007) observes that 
binary conceptions such as ‘economic man’ versus recreational, or amenity farmer are 
inadequate, as individuals may lie somewhere along a continuum between the two, but he 
asks “…who is to say where the cut-off might be between farmer and lifestyle resident?” 
(Wilkinson, 2007:6).  Wilkinson also suggests that distinguishing between pluriactive income 
as a “reliance” or as supplemental is problematic (Wilkinson, 2007:14).  The rational choice 
definitional framework is not at variance with Wilkinson’s contentions; rather its reference is 
employed here solely to dichotomize economic and non-economic utility choices.  The notion 
of a continuum to calibrate social self-perceptions of farming is not relevant in the context of 
economic motivations.  Pluriactive income upon which a family is ‘reliant’ or pluriactive 
income which is ‘supplementary’ both indicate sub-commercial farm performance and 
inadequate return on investment.  An important exception may be pluriactivity which is not 
financially motivated.  For example a family member may take off-farm work for pleasure or 
to accumulate capital to expand or improve the farm (Wilkinson, 2007). 
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6.3  Summary  
 In the conventional rural land market, land value is determined by rents arising from 
the most productive agricultural land use, and contemporary manifestations of von Thünien 
and Ricardian theories.  At the urban edge, constrained by zoning, farmland is urban land ‘in 
waiting’ and its value for agricultural production is as a ‘holding cost off-set’ rather than as a 
land use which is competitive with urban development.  There are some exceptions, for 
example, intensive horticulture, where production can out-bid alternative land uses.  Highest 
and best use determines value and in peri-urban areas consumption use is highest and best use 
for small land parcels.  No longer is value determined by competing agricultural land uses as 
proposed by von Thünien bid rent theory. 
The composition of land value in the peri-urban zone is a blend of consumption and 
production determinants, the influence of which are parcel size dependent within a range of 
amenity and production endowments.  Amenity consumption is foreign and mobile, drawn to 
location by its attributes.  Local social continuity is not a consumption demand determinant, 
however accessibility to remote, established urban social life is.  The von Thünen effect is a 
value attribute for amenity purchasers, but ‘destination’ has plural, non-monetary meaning.  
Production demand for land is generally immobile, arising from familial, social, vocational 
and land ownership succession; hence it is endogenous (if not to the precise location of 
demand, from another rural place).   
A conspicuous challenge for conventional land economics theory is the wealth 
maximization model which does not hold for all actors in a multifunctional market such as the 
peri-urban region.  Consumption demand is not derived from income potential, although some 
purchasers may consider capital gain when acquiring land.   
Amenity endowments such as landscape attributes, and proximity to services, are 
personal values, and not easily and consistently capable of monetization.  In contrast, 
production value expressed as the net present value (NPV) of expected future cash flows 
generated from farming remains valid as the conventional method of determining value for 
farmland.  Consumption and production valuation theories generally dichotomize the land 
market by parcel size, that is, production determines value of large parcels and amenity 
determines value of small parcels.  That said, farmers aspiring to expand by the addition of a 
small parcel of land, contiguous with an existing farm, compete with amenity purchasers, thus 
production and amenity determinants compete.  The strict dichotomy is not applicable in all 
circumstances.  Farmers may attribute amenity values as well as production values, and 
consumption purchasers may consider production capacity.  Land value for small parcels in 
peri-urban settings is a composite of consumption and production value determinants where, 
as a general rule, the consumption element negatively correlates with increasing parcel size 
and the production element correlates positively with increasing parcel size. 
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The research will determine the validity of the bifurcated demand function theory in 
the case LGAs by examination of agricultural production and land value data at a detailed and 
localized level.  Investment orthodoxy, land economics and valuation theory will be applied 
to data to identify conformance with theory.  Variable land market characteristics which may 
be found between the case LGAs will be explained by examination of the mix of amenity 
attributes, production capacity, land value and local planning policies.  The capacity of policy 
to influence the particular supply features that encourage land use transition have been 
identified and will serve as a foundational theory to explain the supply-led, policy-led 
argument that is the primary aim of the research. 
This chapter concludes the literature review.  Space constraints prevent examination of 
all aspects of the peri-urban phenomenon, and those topics selected for review have been 
summarized to focus on the substantial theoretical and empirical work with direct salience to 
the aim of the research.  The review has described the prevailing conditions, and the political, 
economic and social determinants that have contributed to the formation of peri-urban 
regions.  Focus on the selected topics has necessitated omission of, or incomplete reference to 
other fields of research, acknowledged to be important.  The suggested inadequacy of natural 
resource management practices on land managed by inexperienced hobby farmers and the 
consequences for proliferation of weeds, deterioration of pasture, increased fire risk, poor 
animal husbandry, and increased domestic animal predation, to name a few effects, is 
acknowledged.  Risk to biodiversity and ecosystem services, including water catchment and 
riparian habitat, air quality and open space arising from increased population density and poor 
land use practices, is also an important externality absent from this review.  Planning policy 
has been addressed but discussion around the range of theoretical planning perspectives that 
has dominated the literature over recent decades has been purposefully avoided.  Discourse 
around democratic planning and the so-called ‘collaborative turn’ has not been interrogated; 
rather emphasis has been on describing the planning complex as it exists in Victoria.    
So too, alternative land use governance methods such as market based incentives and 
voluntary mechanisms have been omitted in favour of focus on the regulatory planning 
regime which is likely to dominate Victorian planning in the foreseeable future.  Literature 
ranging widely around topics discussed, and many other topics that are not addressed above 
was investigated and is attributed in the bibliography.   
The thesis now moves to theoretical perspectives and methodology, beginning with 
Chapter 7, which articulates the principal theories referenced in the thesis. 
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Chapter 7:  Theoretical Perspectives 
 
 This chapter elaborates upon concepts found in the literature to explain how theory is 
employed to achieve the aims of the research.  The quantitative research which examines land 
use transition ‘influences’ references land economics, valuation and investment orthodoxy 
theories.  The economic impact of succession and cluster theories also informs the 
quantitative investigation.  Qualitative research which aims to isolate and explain land use 
transition ‘causes’ references social, political and governance theories.   
 
 
7.1  A Model of the Peri-Urban Land Market 
 
 Formulation of research methods and development of a theoretical framework is based 
on a conception of the peri-urban land market model depicted in Figure 13.  The model 
references land economics, politics and planning literature and is informed by knowledge of 
property markets and real estate economics.  The model is a simplified representation of a 
more complex system and is not intended to illustrate all functions and determinants that 
impact upon land markets.  Rather, the simplified model depicts the principal determinants of 
market activity and their interrelationships, and is formulated within the context of the aims of 
the research.   
 
A rubric of the research structure is first provided in Figure 12, which presents the 
structural methodology employed to achieve the aims of the research, beginning with the 
‘subject’, and ending with findings (land use transition determinants).  The figure is depicted 
as ordinal, however it is not intended to infer that there is a linear hierarchy, rather that there 
is a rationality to the selection of the methodological structure of the research. 
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Figure 12.  Rubric of the Research Structure 
 
 
 
The market model depicted in Figure 13 contains three separate but inextricably 
related and interactive systems.  The oval shaped system at the top illustrates the determinants 
of land supply by farmers.  To the left of the figure, the demand determinants system for land 
for production, and amenity use (consumption) is depicted.  At bottom right, the cycle of land 
use transition is illustrated.  In the latter system, it is shown that at the point of ‘effective 
supply’, land use can either transition to amenity use or maintenance of territory is achieved 
through succession of land use for agriculture.  An axiom emerging from the ‘framework of 
logical principles’ (Table 8) is that planning approval (for a dwelling) is the agent of land use 
change.  If planning approval is the effective supply catalyst, production demand is crowded 
out by amenity demand, and the production system is unsatisfied.  The function of the model 
is rudimentary thus far.  However, two further features of the model influence long-run land 
use transition.  First, supply which is denied to agriculture is unsatisfied demand.   
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If reduced supply for farming use is chronic and systemic, the determinants of supply 
of farmland to the amenity market perpetuate and gain intensity, and demand for agricultural 
use converts to supply.  That is, if declining income and return on capital persist because 
expansion is constrained, would-be demanders of land for agriculture convert to suppliers.  
Second, if discretionary planning policy enables permits for dwellings, precedents are 
achieved and political pressure to satisfy private property rights perpetuates more dwelling 
permit applications, more confident advocacy, increased political pressure and more dwelling 
permits. 
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7.2  A Logic to Problematize Land Use Transition 
 
 The literature identifies a range of economic, social, physical and policy inputs to the 
land use transition complex.  The peri-urban land market model (Figure 13) depicts the 
essential inputs.  The logic employed to determine the relative influence of these inputs is to 
ask whether each is capable of causing land use transition as an independent element of the 
model and by reduction to isolate those influence(s) as the cause or causes.  Table 8 
elaborates on the functions in Figure 13 and provides a ‘framework of logical principles’ to 
focus the research. 
 
 
 Premise 
 
1. ‘Transition’ is change of land use 
from agriculture, to ‘amenity’ use 
(residential). 
 
 
2. Residential preference is usually 
(but not exclusively) for 
comparatively small parcels. 
 
3. Use of land for residential 
development on small parcels 
requires planning permission. 
 
4. Peri-urban farms are 
comparatively small. 
 
 
 
5. Farm incomes are declining in 
real terms as efficiency gains are 
not adequate to neutralize 
declining terms of trade. 
 
 
6. When farmers are resigned to lack 
of farm succession, they reduce 
farm inputs. 
 
7. As land use transitions away from 
agriculture, farm clusters 
dissolve. 
 
8. As amenity land use becomes 
more dominant and the density of 
residential development increases, 
land use conflict increases. 
 
 
 
Extrapolation 
 
Transition infers that use of land for 
agriculture has a lower economic 
value than use of land for amenity. 
 
 
Requires availability of small 
parcels. 
 
 
Transition infers that planning 
permission is available. 
 
 
Small farms are less efficient than 
large farms. 
 
 
 
Farm succession is unlikely when 
production and income improvement 
is constrained.  Farmers typically 
have no formal superannuation, the 
farm is their superannuation. 
 
Production declines. 
 
 
 
Traditional farm populations decline. 
 
 
 
Agricultural operations are 
constrained and production is 
inhibited. 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Either production value is 
poor, or land value is high, or 
both, and demand for amenity 
use must exist. 
 
Land must exist in small 
parcels, or have capacity to 
fragment into small parcels. 
 
Demand for small parcels for 
amenity use can be satisfied. 
 
 
Farms cannot expand because 
amenity value out-competes 
agricultural value.  Demand for 
land for farming is unsatisfied. 
 
Farmers transition from 
demanders of land for 
expansion to suppliers of land 
for amenity use to fund 
retirement. 
 
The ratio of production value 
to land value worsens as 
production declines. 
 
New non-farm populations 
dominate the social and 
political domains. 
 
Farming as a desirable activity 
declines further. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 8. Framework of Logical Principles 
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9. Trade in property markets is the 
exchange of ‘rights’ conferred by 
planning rules, constrained by 
economic factors. 
 
10. Demand cannot influence the 
quantity of land exchanged 
without a supply response. 
 
Aggregate demand for land 
expresses demand for all of the 
‘rights’ attaching to the land. 
 
 
The quantity of land supplied 
increases as market equilibrium price 
moves along the supply curve.  
Market equilibrium price is 
determined by the value of ‘rights’. 
 
 
When land has multiple 
‘rights’ the highest economic 
value ‘rights’ will determine 
market equilibrium price. 
 
Supply of land is supply of the 
‘rights’ attaching to the land. 
Reduction of ‘rights’ will 
reduce supply and the quantity 
of land exchanged will decline. 
 
 
  
7.2.1  A Note on Causality 
 
 For the purpose of this research, ‘determinants’ and ‘causes’ are suggested to be 
synonymous: ‘determine’: ‘to cause or resolve’ (Chambers English Dictionary, 1988).  One of 
the subordinate aims of the research is to differentiate between elements as ‘influences’ or 
elements as ‘causes’.  ‘Causality’ as a scientific concept differs from its use in the common 
language and from its meaning suggested by the above synonym.  Its scientific definition is 
also contentious and subject to continuous “emotion laden” theoretical argument (Granger, 
1980:332).  Deductive logic applied with the critical realism method adopted here, differs 
from empirical logic and so too, the concept of ‘causation’ varies as between the deductive 
and empirical logic constructs (Kiczuk, 2014).  The social and natural scientific realms also 
differ to the extent that determinism is less preferable than stochastic approaches to data 
analysis in certain (mainly social science) research contexts.  For example, in a deterministic 
logic, causation requires: 
 
(a) Necessity: if A occurs, then B must occur; and 
(b) Sufficiency: if I observe B did occur, this means that A must have occurred (Granger, 
1980:333). 
 
Alternatively: a substitute for (a) could be: “if A occurs, then the probability of B 
occurring increases (or changes)” (Granger, 1980:333).  In other than controllable and 
qualified experimental environments, the latter logic is considered more defensible.  
Granger’s ‘Axiom A’ observes that “The past and the present may cause the future, but the 
future cannot cause the past” (Granger, 1980:330).   The perspective on ‘causality’ adopted in 
this thesis is pragmatic, based on the probable causes of observable effects (Sayer, 2000), as 
far as achievable separating possibilities from impossibilities with reference to the logical 
principles identified above (Table 8).  As to non-causal ‘influences’ which may be catalytic to 
land use transition, the same pragmatics are adopted. 
 
Table 8. Framework of Logical Principles cont. 
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The following seven sections summarize theories referenced and how they have 
guided the research.  The primary systems within the market model presented in Figure 13, 
together with peripheral influences, have determined selection of theory for reference.   
 
 
7.3  Assemblage Theory 
 
 Social, functional, economic, environmental and visual change define the peri-urban 
regions.  All territories are constantly transitioning if considered as territorial ‘assemblages’ in 
a Deleuzean mode.  Deleuzean (1980) assemblage theory is essentially a network systems 
theory, the notion of self-organizing amorphous ever-changing agglomerations of elements, 
including people that coalesce to produce a circumstantial state.  The heterogeneous milieu of 
actors, social values, and power, with intersecting, overlapping, conflicting and evolving 
aspirations in the peri-urban area, can be interrogated on a scholarly epistemological basis as 
‘assemblage(s)’.  
 
An ‘assemblage’ as defined by Deleuze and Guattari (1980) is: “…a collection of 
heterogeneous elements, but what is important is the relationship between the elements” 
(Wise, 2011:92).  Each of the elements that comprise an assemblage is itself an assemblage 
with an autonomous identity from the primary assemblage subject, including individuals 
(DeLanda, 2006a).  Wise interprets an assemblage as an inconstant concept that is neither a 
preconceived structural identity nor a grouping of random elements.  “An assemblage is a 
becoming that brings elements together” (Wise, 2011:91), in a process that Deleuze and 
Guattari (1980:406) describe as “veritable invention”.  The foundational principle of 
Deleuzean assemblage theory is its acknowledgement of the multiplicity of potentials, and its 
rejection of the binary, dichotomous, hierarchical, and linear modes of connectivity and 
causality as the only ontological perspective (Deleuze and Guattari, 1980).  Deleuze and 
Guattari (1980) present a ‘rhizomatic’ metaphor for interpretation of meaning, in which the 
multi-directional, and trans-species connections possible for plants with rhizome root 
structures elicit a logic for considering possibilities within assemblages.  They contrast 
rhizomatic with ‘arborescent’ (tree like) linkages, which depict a hierarchical, autonomous 
and static model, also possible within assemblages and note the superior resilience of 
rhizomatic structures, which can survive damage given their multiple nodes of connection.  
Deleuzean assemblage theory is formulated around two axes: on one it differentiates the roles 
that components of the assemblage play as either ‘content’ or ‘expression’, and on another it 
identifies processes which either stabilize or destabilize the assemblage (Deleuze and 
Guattari, 1980).  The concepts of reterritorialisation and deterritorialization describe the latter, 
which Smith and Protevi (2015) interpret as ‘formation of habits’, and ‘breaking of habits’, 
respectively.  An assemblage is “fundamentally territorial” (Deleuze and Guattari, 1980:323), 
but not necessarily spatial, or spatially fixed.  Wise (2011) presents the example of ‘home’, 
suggesting that home as a spatial territory, in the normative sense, is also an assemblage 
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territory.  A child frightened in the dark, in the same home, may hum a consoling tune, and in 
so doing it has created its own ‘home’ territory.  Home, as an assemblage territory, according 
to Wise (2011), is therefore not a house, but the creation of a comfortable environment, which 
from time to time may be a seat on an aeroplane or picnic space on a lawn.  The nature of an 
assemblage prohibits both precise spatial and aspatial bounding because of its constantly 
transitioning and amorphous properties; the perpetual territorializing and deterritorializing as 
connections within the assemblage come and go, and join with other assemblages (Wise, 
2011).  Territory, succession, network, cluster, and resilience theories intersect with, and are 
embedded within assemblage theory.  Those theories are introduced in the following section. 
 
 
7.4  Territory, Succession, Network and Cluster Theories 
 
A territory, assemblage theory framework is not novel, albeit that the nomenclature 
may be new to study of peri-urban (Mariño, 2015, thesis in print also references Deleuzean 
territorial theory).  Buxton et al. observe “agricultural loss, dilution, transition and 
transference” (Buxton et al., 2007:106), which makes the same essential point, that is, a 
process of weak land use succession combined with in-migration of alternative land users 
leads to deterritorialization.  Deleuze and Guattari conceive of territory as the ‘place’ of an 
assemblage, but also itself an assemblage (Deleuze and Guattari, 1980).  Where an 
assemblage comprises heterogeneous elements its succession is threatened.  Tradition, routine 
and adherence to local conventions are indicative of a cohesive and resilient territorial 
assemblage.  Network theory intersects with assemblage theory at both social and institutional 
levels, and this is particularly so in dispersed rural communities isolated from other social 
groups.  Density of networks is a function of connectivity between assemblage members and 
where there are homogeneous populations, vocations, aspirations, practices and traditions in 
small communities, networks are dense and resistant to deterritorialization (DeLanda, 2006a).  
Institutional assemblages of the ‘arborescent’ typology; for example, the land use planning 
complex, administrative law, and municipal politics and their relation with the wider market 
assemblage, are a focus of the research. 
Physical and functional spatio-temporal personal mobility, cited widely in the 
literature as a determinant of ex-urban migration (as well as other social transformations) 
(Buxton et al., 2006, DeLanda, 2006a), is a determinant of demand for land in the peri-urban 
regions.  Increased ‘virtual’ mobility arising from telecommunications and increased physical 
mobility are also spatially deterritorializing agents, as rural individuals and organizations are 
able to break their nexus with place to maintain alternative and additional networks and 
assemblages (DeLanda, 2006a).  These technologies are both demand determinants and 
potentially endogenous threats to the resilience of rural assemblages.  Assemblage theory 
requires knowledge of what an assemblage “can do” in order to define or describe the 
assemblage, or even postulate its existence (Deleuze and Guattari, 1980:257).  Understanding 
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the function of the peri-urban market assemblage to isolate policy as the supply-side cause of 
land use transition is precisely the aim of this thesis, and the critical realism approach to 
reveal ‘causal powers’ and ‘observable effects’ (Sayer, 2000) adopted for the research, and 
detailed in later sections, aligns perfectly with assemblage theory.  ‘Assemblages’, networks 
and actor network theory are observable political phenomena in the peri-urban planning 
polity.  “…analysis in assemblage theory is not conceptual but causal, concerned with 
discovery of the actual mechanisms operating at a given spatial scale…” (DeLanda, 2006b:31,  
cited by Van Wezemael, 2010:276, emphasis added).  “Explanation depends … on identifying 
causal mechanisms and how they work…” (Sayer, 2000:14). 
The permeability of territorial boundaries is a function of the prevalence of 
endogenous succession: low endogenous succession creates permeability and a void to be 
deterritorialized (Weber, 2009, cited by DeLanda, 2006a). Impervious boundaries prevent 
competition and displacement, increasing the probability of succession. 
   
 
7.5  Rational-Legal Authority  
 
Planning policy and implementation in the peri-urban rural land market is a change 
agent: a deterritorialization medium influenced by an ‘assemblage’ of individuals, groups, 
institutions, conventions and values, capable through its blended and uneven modes of 
political legitimacy and power, of perpetuating or subverting succession of land use by 
preserving, or fragmenting territorial structures.  To achieve policy objectives, it is essential 
that a governance system is both efficient and impartial, and that those attributes are projected 
and acknowledged by the public.  Weber (2009) opined that ‘authority’ is possible through 
the exercise of power derived from tradition, charisma and rational-legal endowments 
(Weber, 2009).  ‘Rational-legal’ legitimacy, in Weber’s (2009) theory, dichotomises it from 
the other authority modes, contingent upon personal impartiality and separation of the 
individual from the authoritative role in the ways that modern governance is formulated, for 
example, the judiciary.  A precondition for there to be civil respect for and compliance with 
this mode of authority is that its jurisdiction has a technical foundation (inferring competence) 
and that it is defined (Weber, 2009).   
A central feature of the peri-urban region of Victoria is political tension between 
agricultural land protection policy objectives and defence of private property rights.  Some 
scholars opine that the latter is allowed to subvert policy due to poorly defined technical 
legitimacy at local government level and highly discretionary ‘market friendly’ state planning 
policy that delimits the boundaries of legitimate discretion as contemplated in the Victoria 
Planning Provisions’ Objectives and zone Purposes (Buxton et al., 2007).  ‘Delimitation’ of 
authority by the omission of prescription invites inconsistency, loss of public confidence and 
reduced authoritative legitimacy.  Weber’s rational legal legitimacy is challenged in this 
context and the planning complex assemblage is under threat.  DeLanda’s (2006a) conception 
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of ‘innovation’ as an assemblage destabiliser is considered analogous with ‘discretion’; that 
is, discretion as ‘innovation’ is antithetical to ‘routine’ (consistency), which as noted above, is 
essential for maintenance of resilient assemblages (DeLanda, 2006a).  Weber’s (2009) theory 
of rational-legal legitimacy is employed to evaluate the efficacy of and public confidence in 
planning implementation, and in particular the use of administrative discretion.  Examination 
of ‘rational-legal legitimacy’ of planning governance in the planning system is the 
foundational framework of the planning governance section of the thesis. Aligned with 
Weber’s theory, the applicability of subsidiarity as a governance model is explored. 
 
7.6 Land Economics, Investment Orthodoxy and Valuation 
Theory 
 
‘Supply’ of land is defined here as the offer to the market of rural zoned land.  Supply 
is further classified as either ‘effective’ (short-run), or ‘underlying’ (long-run).  Underlying 
supply comprises the inventory of all land.  Effective supply is land offered to the market at a 
point in time.  ‘Dormant’ supply which is a transitional state between aspirational supply and 
effective supply is also identified.  The distinction between short-run supply and long-run 
supply requires little consideration in most land economics fora.  However, the peri-urban 
rural land market is exceptional, requiring explication.   
The long-run, underlying supply of farmland is finite.  An absolutist view of other 
property sectors may argue that they are also finite, envisioning the entire ecumene consumed 
by structures.  Ignoring absolutes, most property markets are not supply finite in practical 
terms because use transition is a supply expansion mechanism (McDonald and McMillen, 
2011).  Figures 14 and 15 depict the function of the rural land market in the peri-urban zone.  
In non-farm property markets, such as commercial or residential markets, effective supply has 
two components: new interests, supplied for the first time and existing interests (Fogg, 2007). 
In the residential housing market, for example, new interests are newly subdivided land, or 
newly constructed residences; that is, ‘interests’ which did not previously exist.  A further 
important characteristic of supply identified in this research is focus on the particularity of the 
supply, that is, the nature of the use ‘rights’ which planning policy confers upon land through 
zoning provisions.  Changed ‘rights’ are argued here to produce ‘new interests’.  Figure 14 
presents a conventional supply-demand and price model.  It is shown that demand for ‘new 
interests’ in land from non-farm users at prices higher than farmers will move exchange value 
along the supply curve to a higher equilibrium price and a higher quantity of land is supplied.  
Once supplied to the non-farm user market, land will not be re-supplied back to the farmland 
market as ‘existing interests’; that is, its identity as supply has transformed.  As a 
consequence, it must be the case that the long-run (underlying) supply of farmland is 
diminishing (Figure 15).  There are a number of preconditions for this premise to hold.  The 
first, and most obvious, condition is availability of more land, i.e., the physical existence of 
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land which is capable of being brought into agricultural production.  Given that the peri-urban 
region is a bounded geography, expansion is not possible.  The defining feature of the peri-
urban region is its nexus with urban areas, thus peri-urban must be proximal to urban areas to 
be peri-urban.   
 
  
Figure 15. Long-run Supply of Peri-urban Rural Land 
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beyond the peri-urban frontier to replenish long-run, underlying supply, provided that 
comparable agricultural land exists, and factors of production are viable.  The second 
condition is that new supply of agricultural land cannot be achieved by conversion of existing 
non-farm land uses.  It is unlikely that long-run, underlying supply can be increased by spatial 
expansion of rural zones.  Third, reversion to farming, once converted is more than a question 
of land use.  Social and economic farming systems are essential for the perpetuation of 
farming and once dismantled, replacement (re-territorialization) is improbable.  Under 
conditions of ‘deterritorialization’, where clusters of farming families and their practice of 
reciprocity and multigenerational intellectual capital dispurse, and farming input suppliers 
withdraw from farming regions, succession is threatened and territorial borders become 
permeable. 
Fourth, reversion to farming (on a scale capable of reinstating a farming system 
cluster) requires people to surrender their homes.  Peoples’ preparedness to divest their homes 
would be variable and aggregation of small holdings into functional farm units may not be 
achievable within a feasible economic time frame.  Whereas it may be possible to either 
physically excise house lots from larger holdings, or lease land for use by agriculture, the 
dominance of small land parcels in the peri-urban area and preference for amenity land users 
to acquire small lots would severely limit that potential.  Furthermore, house lot excisions to 
enable use of residual land for agriculture invites increased likelihood of land use conflict. 
The determinants of supply and demand for land and their influence on transaction 
activity and land value require reference to valuation and land economics theory.  Rational 
choice theory which is central to neoclassical microeconomic theories and the classical 
economics theories of Smith (1937) and Ricardo (1817), together with von Thünen (1826) are 
referenced.  Contemporary interpretations of those theorists are canvassed to explain the 
function of the peri-urban land market.  The efficacy of Smith’s ‘invisible hand’, the natural 
propensity for capital to allocate resources for the highest return, is challenged as a catalyst 
for reversion of land converted for amenity use, back to farming use.  Contemporary 
understandings of ‘economic rent’ arise from the original work of Ricardo (1817), who first 
articulated a theory to explain agricultural land value.  ‘Economic rent’ theory is fundamental 
to land economics theory.  Much of the early land economics literature referenced von 
Thünen’s theories of land value determined by spatial proximity to markets.  Like Ricardo 
and Smith, aspects of his theories have been challenged and are even suggested to have lost 
relevance in certain applications.  However, von Thünen’s distance-value bid rent gradient 
theory still holds.  Contemporary land economics theories substantially reference the essential 
propositions of Smith (1937), Ricardo (1817) and von Thünen, (1826) including Pope (1985), 
Capozza and Helsley (1989) and Nelson (1992).  The Ricardian premise that land price is 
solely demand driven and a direct derived demand referencing the rents derived from a single 
land use assumes that the supply of land is fixed.  The supply curve is therefore perfectly 
inelastic (Figure 15).  A number of concepts arising from Ricardian theory which are 
important to this research have been developed by contemporary land economics theorists.  
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For example, rigid planning controls are theoretically capable of ensuring a single land use 
and a fixed land supply, and price will be determined by demand to conform to Ricardian 
theory.   However, where planning allows a range of land uses (such as the case in the 
Victorian peri-urban area), both demand and supply can influence price, because supply for a 
single land use is changeable (Evans, 2008).  The latter scenario is assumed in neoclassical 
economic theory, which assumes alternative land uses and the opportunity cost principle.  
Pope’s (1985) theory, expressing the relationship between parcel size, land value and land 
use, which partitions the value of land for amenity and agricultural use, provides reference for 
analysis and findings in the Chapter 11.  Property market economics theory is referenced to 
resolve the principal aim of the research: to isolate planning policy as causal to land price and 
land use transition.  In particular, the principle that: 
 
 “[W]hat is traded in the real property market is not the physical units of 
land…but rather the legal rights or interests which exist over them” (Fogg, 
2007:Paper 3371:4). 
 
Those ‘legal rights and interests’ are determined by a range of economic and legal 
mechanisms, but primarily by land use planning, that is, the regulation of land use and 
development controls which affect discrete land parcels, other land uses and the broader 
community by way of externalities.  Negative externalities which are not internalized 
(capitalized into land value by way of tax, or another mechanism), are a social cost and an 
example of market failure.  In a ‘mixed economy’, government intervention to prevent 
negative externalities is accepted orthodoxy where the social interest is under threat. 
 
This research identifies the highly fragmented peri-urban landscape and dominance of 
small parcels as a land use transition ‘influence’.  The link between parcel size and land use 
transition is demonstrated by Gufstason et al. (1982).  Figure 16 depicts supply curves for 
small parcels (S1) and large parcels (S2) at market values p
1
, p
2 
and p
3
, demonstrating reduced 
quantity of parcels transacted at larger parcel size, at equilibrium price from q
1
 to q
3
 where 
demand is elastic and from q
1
 to q
2
 where demand is inelastic. 
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Figure 16. Effect of Demand Elasticity and Parcel Size on Land Use Transition 
 
 
(Gustafson et al., 1982) 
 
A second consequence of larger minimum parcel subdivision size is the reduction in 
the absolute number of parcels which can be partitioned.  If the minimum permitted parcel 
size is 10 hectares, only parcels above 20 hectares can be subdivided.  If the minimum 
permitted parcel size is 20 hectares, only parcels above 40 hectares can be subdivided.  
Chapters 9 and 12 will particularize the distribution of parcel sizes, minimum subdivision 
sizes and the consequences with reference to the link between land use transition and parcel 
size. 
Rational choice theory, which posits that economic rationality and the optimized 
utility function will ensure that a rational person will always strive to obtain the highest 
economic reward from the least effort, is referenced to challenge theories that economics is 
the dominant motive for farming in the peri-urban regions.  That theory is elaborated upon in 
the following section. 
 
 
7.6.1  Rational Choice Theory 
The theoretical perspective upon which this research reflects to determine whether 
farmers’ motives should be categorized as ‘commercial’ or ‘recreational’ is Adam Smith’s 
homo economicus ‘economic man’: one who aspires to make economic profit from production 
(Smith, 1937).  Rational choice theory is a contemporary extension of ‘economic man’ and 
central to economics decision theory.  Despite some controversy over the generalized 
applicability of rational choice theory (Frohlich et al., 1984, Goode, 1997) the concept is 
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considered valid to the rural land market where income and wealth are determined by land 
exchange/farming continuity decisions (Primdahl, 1999).  Amenity/lifestyle choice is 
recognized as a powerful influence, however economics influences both motive and execution 
capability.  If economics can be shown to be subordinate to other utility values for a majority 
of farmland users, aspects of the conventional agri-economic paradigm in the peri-urban 
region are contestable and new theoretical frames for evaluation of demand are needed, for 
example, within the EU mode of ‘multifunctionality’. 
Establishing the primacy of policy, as a supply-side function, as causal to land use 
transition is a central aim of the research and rational choice theory dominates supply decision 
theory.  The extent to which rational choice theory determines supply is therefore a crucial 
research question. 
Farm investment differs from other investments to the extent that returns are a 
combination of reward for personal exertion, income return from net operating performance 
and capital appreciation from land.  Intangible amenity returns and ‘farm as home’ are for the 
present ignored.  The investment return from farming is total farm income, less operating 
costs, including an acceptable ‘wage’ for personal exertion (an input production factor), 
divided by the prevailing capital invested (market value of the farm).  It is postulated that 
many farmers may not consciously partition operating profit from reward for personal 
exertion when calculating ‘profit’ and that farmers will consider historic cost, rather than 
prevailing farm market value when calculating returns from farming.  ABARES calculate 
farm rates of return estimates by imputation of rates for labour in accordance with industry 
award rates which are added as a production factor to determine net profit and rates of return.  
ABARES’ estimate of average long-run rates of return of between 1% and 2% may be over 
stated if low award rates and award hours are applied to reflect farm labour input. 
If unable to expand to ameliorate deteriorating terms of trade and confronted with 
significant amenity premiums on offer from amenity land users, theory suggests that 
‘economic’ farmers will supply land to the amenity market and convert under-performing 
farm investments to alternative investment, including superannuation (Barr et al., 2005).  New 
entrant ‘economic’ farmers will reject the peri-urban region for the same reasons as existing 
‘economic’ farmers should leave the land.  Land supply determinants are inter alia: declining 
farm income and increasing land value.   
When coupled with deteriorating terms of trade, idled and underutilized land arising 
from lack of capital and labour inputs precipitates declining NPV of agriculture as a land use 
(Figure 17).  Figure 18 depicts the theoretical point in time when value available from 
amenity land use is superior to agricultural land use.  ‘t1’ rarely manifests when alternative 
NPVs suggest that it should, there being a range of factors preventing transition, including 
planning regulations. 
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Figure 17. Diminution of Net Farm Income 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Economic Obsolescence and Land Use Change 
 
Figure 19 depicts a hiatus between declining NPV from an existing use (farming) and 
the time of introduction of an alternative use (amenity).  Land suffering from an 
impermanence syndrome encouraged by anticipation of land use change where NPV decline 
is accelerated, is ‘dormant supply’, that is, it is land the owner of which aspires to supply, but 
it is not offered to the market as effective supply, either because it does not have planning 
approvals necessary to conform to amenity use criterion, or because the farmer continues to 
farm for non-economic reasons.  In Figures 18 and 19 the amenity land use curve is positively 
inclined.  Whereas the agricultural land use curve is negatively inclined, reflecting 
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deteriorating farm income; the amenity ‘utility’ use curve, which has no income to decline, 
has only capital appreciation.  It is therefore (usually) positive. 
 
 
Figure 19. Impermanence Syndrome and Dormant Supply 
 
 However, whereas t
n
 in Figures 17 and 18 is the theoretical time of ‘rational’ land use 
transition, the value of land changes earlier than t
n
, with implications for land use intensity 
change and an impermanence syndrome.  Reviewing the work of Neutze (1987), Evans 
(2008) considers land value change in anticipation of land use change, with ‘rational choice’ 
implications. 
In Figure 20, Evans (2008), explains that in Part (a) returns from farming RF are 
considered constant (for the sake of illustration) and returns from conversion to an alternative 
use R1 are increasing.  At T1 (t
n
 in Figure 18) returns from the alternative use exceed returns 
from farming.  Value is illustrated in Part (b).  The farm and alternative income shown in part 
(a) are capitalized and shown as the curves VF and V1.  V1 substantially exceeds VF at T1.  
However, the curve V’1 (dotted line) shows a market value that is higher than the capitalized 
value of future alternative use, and farm rents, well ahead of V1, expressing anticipation of 
value at T1 and speculation.  Whereas superior returns from farming suggest that a rational 
investor will continue to farm until at least T1, the market’s anticipation of future superior 
returns is capitalized into price much earlier than T1.  The consequences of anticipated future 
value may be reduction of farm investment which would work to reduce RF to bring T1 
forward in time. 
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7.6.2  Investment Orthodoxy 
 
Commerciality is a contested concept and reappraisal of ‘commerciality’ is central to 
understanding the nature of peri-urban land use.  This section attempts to ‘lay bare’ the 
economic reality of farming in the peri-urban region to provide context for analysis of 
responses to the qualitative research.  Supply-side induced land use transition determinants, 
which extend beyond rational choice theory, introduce complexities to establishment of an 
‘understanding the determinants of land use transition’.  With reference to orthodox 
investment theory, the following demonstrates that very few peri-urban farmers can claim 
(nor necessarily wish to claim) identity legitimacy as a farmer based on commerciality 
derived from income.   
 
Farming as an economic activity is contextualized within orthodox investment 
economics as follows:  All ‘rational’ investment decisions either formally, or heuristically 
reference a derivation of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) which expresses the 
relationship between risk and return (Figure 20).  CAPM is a formula which ‘values’ 
investments by reference to their systemic risk vulnerability (β).  Whereas CAPM is generally 
applied to listed securities, the entire investment universe is theoretically capable of valuation 
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with reference to the CAPM ‘opportunity cost’ principle (Brown and Matysiak, 2000).  The 
Capital Market Line (CML) plots the value of all investments calculated by CAPM.  It is 
positively inclined away from the origin, that is, the higher the risk, the higher the return 
expected by the market.  The ‘risk free rate’ is generally accepted to be the return available 
from government bonds which are virtually risk free
1
.   
Figure 21.  Capital Asset Pricing Model  
  
 
In Figure 21, the ‘X’ axis is risk (β), 
representing variance of actual, to expected 
returns; that is, the probability of realizing 
expected returns.  The ‘Y’ axis is expected 
return.  Rf is the risk free rate (government 
bonds).  The CML plots regression of 
‘market’ valuation of all investments.  At 
ERM (expected market return) β =1, varying 
positively to the right and negatively to the 
left.   
 
 
The rate of return expected for an investment further along the risk curve (at higher risk), 
minus the risk free rate, is the ‘risk premium’.  Investments above the CML are undervalued 
because they have a higher expected return than ‘market’ priced investments at the same risk.  
Investments below the CML are overvalued because they offer a lower return than alternative 
investments with similar risk.  In December 2014, the December 2013 issue ten year 
Australian treasury bond coupon rate was 3.25% (AOFM, 2014:AU3TB0000176) and the 
median four year term deposit rate quoted by ten Australian banks was 3.439% (FIIG, 2014).   
 
Government guaranteed bank term deposits are low-risk, providing a small risk premium 
and are represented only slightly higher along the CML – in the illustration above, 0.189 basis 
points.  The S&P/ASX All Australian 200 index (comprising the 200 largest Australian listed 
securities) provided a one year total return of 7.46% (Carter, 2016), representing a risk 
premium of 4.21%.  This higher risk premium reflects uncertainty of the share earnings, share 
price and payout ratio, compared to certainty available from bank term deposits.  The average 
long-run return on capital investment in agriculture is approximately 1% - 2% (varying by 
sector) (Lawrence, 2005, ABARES, 2012) (Table 6, section 6.2) providing a risk premium of 
-1.25% to -2.25%.  The opportunity cost of farming (OCf) is depicted in Figure 22.  
Opportunity cost is the return foregone from alternative, similarly risk affected investments.  
For example, if an S&P/ASX All Australian 200 Index investment is considered equivalent 
risk to farming, the opportunity cost of farming would be say 7.46% - 2% = 5.46%, foregone. 
 
1. Bonds are capital risk free if held to maturity.  If they are traded before maturity there is an interest rate risk 
which capitalizes the bond value.  If interest rates rise, the capital value of bonds will fall. 
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Figure 22.  Capital Asset Pricing Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OCf = E(RM) – Fr: 
 
 
Total return on investment is calculable ex post by adding net income received to 
capital growth (loss) (Goodwin et al., 2003).  Ex ante total returns are estimated.  The ex ante 
mathematical orthodoxy is to employ a discounted cash flow (DCF) to all expected future 
cash in-flows and cash out-flows to reveal net present value (NPV) (Clark et al., 1993).  A 
discount (interest) rate is applied to return the present value of future cash flows.  The 
discount rate required to return an NPV of zero is the internal rate of return (IRR), or total 
return, given as ‘r’ below.  
  
NPV will ‘value’ an investment option at a given discount rate at either positive, or 
negative. If NPV is positive at a discount rate at or above an investor’s weighted average cost 
of capital (WACC), the investment is accretive.  A discount rate lower than WACC is 
dilutionary (wealth depleting).  A typical farm enterprise would have WACC comprising 
debt, and equity.  The prevailing cost of capital may for example be debt at approximately 
5.33% (prevailing bank borrowing rate (BOM, 2014)) and equity return of say 2% (following 
ABARES).   If a farmer is leveraged at 30%
1
 his WACC would be (5.33% x 30%) + (2% x 
70%) = 2.999%.    
 
In theory this farmer’s target IRR for new land acquisition is 3.0%.  However, a 
farmer motivated by financial returns will observe the entire investment universe and compare 
IRRs available from all options of similar risk to the target asset.   
 
 
1. ABARES observe that lenders “…permit relatively few farm businesses to operate with equity ratios below 
70%...” (ABARES, 2012:37). 
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Such a farmer can see that risk free government bonds will yield 3.25%, a government 
guaranteed bank term deposit will yield 3.439% (both at considerably lower risk than farm 
income) and Australian listed securities will yield 7.46%, at higher risk than bonds, or bank 
deposits, but generally highly liquid.  Other asset classes offer risk adjusted returns in the 
range between bonds and listed securities, and beyond.   
 
IRR can be partitioned to expose the components of return derived from income, 
income growth and capital appreciation (depreciation).  By partitioning IRR, risk can be 
identified and rated, for example, if a high component of return is attributable to a stable 
income stream and a low component of return is attributable to capital appreciation, an 
investment may be considered less risky than one with the reverse distribution of return 
weightings (long-run capital growth is less certain that short-run income).  Capital growth 
must be known to determine total return, but investment decisions are made based on 
expected returns, including terminal (divestment) value (also known as reversionary value).  
‘Commercial’ farm investments are made over a comparatively long-term horizon.  The time 
value of money determines that the present value of the reversionary component of total 
return is discounted over a long period, compared to income returns with reduced discount 
effect on present value ceteris paribus. 
The value of ‘t’ (time) (and the discount rate (r)) are the exponents that determines 
present value of the reversionary value (RV).  As the value of tRV is greater than all other cash 
flow values, it suffers greatest present value PV  (and NPV) diminution:  
 
Reversionary value has to be significant to off-set poor income returns over the life of 
an investment.  Ex ante analysis of existing farm investment, considering known amenity  
premiums for land and known (declining) farm income presents ‘economic man’ with a 
compelling case to exploit high land values, redeploy capital to higher returns and leave peri-
urban farming.  Income return reduces as capital value increases if income remains constant: 
Where r = Return, i = investment and C = Capital.   If C increases, and r decreases, or 
remains constant, ‘economic man’ will consider what return is possible by redeploying the 
capital (at current value) into an alternative asset: 
 
It is not known whether the mathematical investment conventions referenced above 
would be employed in a scholarly fashion by the majority of farmers, or would-be farmers.  
However, it is postulated that a heuristic formulation of the core principles can be practiced 
and that financial sophistication is not necessary for there to be evidence of ‘economic man’ 
functioning in the peri-urban rural land market.   
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The applicability of CAPM and rent capitalization methodologies for determining 
farm land value has attracted some debate (Clark et al., 1993, Falk, 1991, Burt, 1986, Phipps, 
1984), however there is general consensus that where farming is land’s highest and best use, 
farm based returns determine farm land prices (Phipps, 1984).  That said, some empirical 
studies have determined that there is not a close correlation between land rents and capital 
values, inferring that farm income alone does not consistently explain land value (Clark et al., 
1993).  The DCF formula presented above is simplified by exclusion of, for example, tax.  
More elaborate formulae can be constructed with a range of variables, however the example 
presented is the essential arithmetic orthodoxy.  The issue explored here is comparison of 
farm returns with alternative investment options, not the applicability of DCF as a 
methodology for valuing farms per se. 
 
Pope (1985) characterises the variance between production land value and amenity 
land value, where farm returns do not conform to the wealth maximization model: 
 
“The difference between [amenity] value and the productive value must be 
paid directly or indirectly by using off-farm income or by accepting an 
annual net return from the investment in land less than could be obtained 
with a non-farm investment of the same magnitude” (Pope, 1985:82). 
 
 
7.7  Neoliberalism and Negative Rights Theory 
Political economy theories are canvassed extensively in the literature review.  The 
philosophical framework that underpins the structure and fundamental objectives of the 
Victorian political agenda requires detailed interrogation in order to understand the functional 
objectives of the rural planning policy assemblage.  Neoliberal theory is examined both as a 
historical global economic and social reordering, with particular reference to trade 
liberalization and its impact on farming, and in its localized, contemporary, market obeisant 
policy construct.  Roll-back, and roll-out theories of neoliberal interventions posited by Peck 
and Tickle (2002), Pritchard (2005), Larner (2000), and others, explain the nature of planning 
in the peri-urban regions.  The penetration of neoliberal doctrine into local government as 
both a bureaucratic institution, and as a political assemblage references public policy theory, 
organization theory, and regulation theory to determine the rationality of structural features of 
the Victorian planning system, and governance attributes that the system is capable of 
achieving. 
Tension in the peri-urban land market assemblage can be distilled to conflict between 
private property rights, as variously perceived, and policy which recognizes the public good.  
Private property rights are a tenet of libertarianism and classical liberalism, generally 
referenced as ‘negative rights’, that is, conference of a right to deal with one’s land as one 
wishes, provided that the dealing does not interfere with another’s rights (either positive, or 
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negative).  Whilst not the subject of detailed investigation, the theory of private property 
rights underlies both institutionalized and personal political perspectives.  In particular the 
endurance of private property rights as a social and legal norm, serving to prevent subversion 
of broad neoliberal structures, explains the resilience of the deregulatory turn in rural 
planning.  Underlying property rights theory are the theories of egoism and virtuosity.  A 
central tenet of neoclassical economic theory is rational choice theory which informs 
neoliberal policy formulations.  Economics’ rigid adherence to rational choice theory and its 
exclusion of behaviors motivated by non-economic values is controversial in the land use 
context.  Policy which is designed to exploit rational choice theory and ignores virtuous social 
behaviors as a means of achieving desired outcomes is suggested to: “…undermine the moral 
attitudes that we do have”, and “…promotion of institutions that idealize self-interest affects 
our ‘other-regarding’ sympathies” (Walsh and Shepheard, 2011:28).  These theories emerge 
with increasing salience as the research findings are synthesized and considered. 
 
 
7.8  Summary 
 
This chapter has outlined the principal theories which have guided formulation of a 
framework for investigating the peri-urban land market assemblage.  The ‘rational choice’ 
anomaly which appears to prevail in the peri-urban farming system has been given 
fundamental parameters for reference and some logical principles of the land market have 
been articulated.  Land economics, valuation and investment orthodoxy theories each 
contribute to understanding the validity of rational choice in the land market model.  
Academic discourse around the ‘commerciality’ of the farming complex and its relation to 
planning generally accepts established production metrics as viability indicators and therefore 
resilience predictors.  This thesis interrogates those metrics, but it is also concerned with the 
economics of the farming household to understand succession probability and the 
determinants of supply.  Barr’s (2014) work is the only detailed examination of the relation 
between EVAO and personal income discovered by this research.  To inform the localized 
and detailed methodology employed (following Barr, 2014), it is necessary to articulate the 
investment, land economics and valuation theories presented above as foundation references.  
Conventional investment theories are challenged by alternative perspectives on 
‘commerciality’ found in the research.  Territory, network, cluster and succession theories 
help to explain the behavior of financial and social/cultural capital.  Weber’s (2009) theory of 
rational-legal authority is applied to test the subsidiarity governance model of the VPP which 
is almost wholly reliant upon use of administrative discretion. Neoliberal doctrine and 
negative rights theory provide the political foundation that both licenses local government to 
exercise discretion to administer the planning system, and generates the tension between 
private and public objectives.  Assemblage theory provides a framework within which the 
market model and each of the theories discussed can be contextualized and understood.  The 
following chapter describes how those theories will be operationalized. 
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Chapter 8: Methodology 
 
This section addresses the strategy and methods employed to investigate the aims of 
the research, and the philosophical foundation that guided formulation of methods.  The 
research will demonstrate that land use transition in the peri-urban region is the product of 
planning policy.  That aim requires both qualitative interrogation of policy and how it is 
administered as ‘actually existing planning’, and detailed knowledge of ‘influences’ so that 
they can be shown to be contributory to land use transition, but not independently causal.  
Reference is made to the ‘framework of logical principles’ (Table 8) outlined in Section 7.2 
which problematizes the land use transition function.  
The central aim of the research is to determine whether the peri-urban land market is 
‘supply-led’, and whether land use transition is a supply-side function determined by policy.  
To achieve that, a necessary subordinate aim is to identify alternative suggested ‘causes’ and 
to re-categorize them as ‘influences’. 
Quantitative and qualitative methods are applied to different aspects of the research as 
follows:  The quantitative investigation aims to explicate the characteristics of land use in the 
case geographies described below.  Data is discovered and analysed to determine the spatio-
temporal distribution of zoning, parcel sizes, agricultural production, land value, demographic 
profile, and dwelling permit activity.  Findings arising from this investigation are essential to 
identify correlations and potential ‘causal’ and ‘influential’ factors, both between the 
quantitative data sets and between the quantitative findings and qualitative findings.  
Qualitative investigation aims to understand the mechanisms of the market assemblage.  
Whereas the following section particularises a constructivist method for investigation of 
qualitative data, a strictly objectivist method is applied to collection and analysis of 
quantitative data.   The qualitative and quantitative components of the research findings are 
generally presented separately, but where qualitative data is considered illustrative, 
explanatory or complementary, it is presented with quantitative data (Bryman, 2006).  
Although both qualitative and quantitative methods are used, they examine separate research 
questions and triangulation is not employed to resolve discrete aspects of the research 
(Denscombe, 2010).  The research is therefore not considered a mixed methods approach. 
The following section outlines the ontological and epistemological perspective taken.  
Constructionism and objectivism and the applicability of the former perspective within a 
critical realism epistemology are discussed.  Secondly the intensive research approach 
adopted for the qualitative element of the work is defended in the context of the relatively 
small case study data set examined, and the interest in understanding how the land use 
predicament in the peri-urban region is as it is, rather than the extent to which the predicament 
prevails beyond the case study.  Thirdly the methods adopted for both the quantitative and 
qualitative research are described, and finally, an assessment of, and approach to ethical 
issues is discussed. 
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8.1  Ontological and Epistemological Foundation 
In social sciences, formulation of methods of data gathering and analysis first require 
knowledge of how humans acquire knowledge and derive meaning.  Methods must be 
informed by adoption of a foundational perspective on whether the world exists and endures 
as a phenomenon uninfluenced by humans’ conceptions of it, or whether the world and 
meanings exist in the consciousness of humans and is therefore malleable, variable and 
changeable.  ‘Ontology’ is an existential question; one which inquires either within conscious 
interpretations of the world, or of the world as an autonomous existence. Liamputtong defines 
ontology as: 
“The study of being, or the fundamental nature of things.  “A positivist ontology 
emphasises that the world is objective, uninfluenced by the observer.  “A 
postmodernist ontology suggests that the world is fluid, always changing, and 
fundamentally shaped by the person who is observing” (Liamputtong, 
2009:340). 
Change is the dominant existential feature of the peri-urban paradigm.  Change in the 
peri-urban region is functional, physical, environmental and social (Buxton et al., 2007) and 
its transition is non-linear and therefore ‘complex’.  The change agents are human and require 
an interpretivist theoretical perspective and a constructionist epistemology.  Crotty suggests 
that: “The interpretivist approach…looks for culturally derived and historically situated 
interpretations of the social life-world” (Crotty, 2013:67, emphasis in original).   Examination 
of human values and behaviours and social congruence or conflict that arises is an idiographic 
undertaking: “…creating a highly detailed picture or description of a specific social setting, 
process, or type of relationship” (Neuman, 2012:49).  The precise positivist perspective of 
quantitative natural science is unable to interpret the ‘meaning’ of human thought and 
emotion (Neuman, 2012).  The primary theoretical reference for the qualitative component of 
the research is Deluzean assemblage theory, and the related theories of territory, succession, 
and network theory.  It is noted above that assemblages are amorphous, dynamic, and 
complex ‘circumstances’.  In the following section a critical realism method of identifying 
and understanding the peri-urban land market assemblage is particularized. 
 
 
8.2  Constructivism and Critical Realism as an Epistemology 
 
 To achieve its aim the research investigates the mechanisms, actors, actants and 
systems that function within the peri-urban planning assemblage that give rise to land use 
transition to reveal how the peri-urban land market model is supply-led by planning policy.  
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The research will provide a detailed understanding of the influence of Principals, 
Facilitators, Policy Makers and External Agents on the function of the peri-urban land market 
in the study area,  contextualised within the ‘structure’ and subject to the ‘mechanisms’ of a 
theoretical market model constructed here.  Mechanisms exogenous to the conventional 
model, should novel theoretical possibilities emerge, will also be outlined.  Do rural land 
market actors in the study area think and act in accordance with prevailing theory?  Is it 
possible to generalize in respect to actor groups’ behaviours and attitudes within complex 
heterogeneous ‘assemblages’ and is there geo-temporal diversity of behaviours and attitudes 
arising from social, demographic, economic and political change and difference?  To what 
extent is actor behaviour and attitudes a reflexive response to the behaviour of other actors 
and influences in the market model?  The elements of the market model as depicted may not 
have consistent values and reflexivities in all geo-temporal fora.  Is there a singular market 
model, or does variance between the relative influence of actors and elements in markets 
produce multiple possible models and outcomes?  A critical realism method is employed to 
answer these questions. 
A definition of ‘constructivism’ and ‘constructionism’ is a necessary precursor to what 
follows.  Crotty defines the former as an epistemological perspective and the latter as the 
human ‘process’ of deriving meaning (Crotty, 2013).  Preference for adoption of a 
constructivist epistemological approach can be distilled to review of the simple dichotomy 
between nomothetic and idiographic methods; the former ‘deductive’ approach is reliant upon 
reference to established canons or laws and employs logical quantitative theories and methods 
to test findings against the ‘laws’ to demonstrate replication and generalizability.  Nomothetic 
methods are a positivist approach; a means by which detached (impartial and value free) 
researchers can identify ‘objective facts’ about social reality for quantitative statistical 
analysis (Neuman, 2012).  Contemporary understanding of positivism retains the belief that 
certitude is available from scientific research of ‘objective’ meaning and does not ascribe 
meaning to subjective thought; that is, human perception of objects (Crotty, 2013).  
Positivism rigidly posits that objects have meaning external to human cognition of them; an 
‘objectivist’ perspective which cannot guide and inform research that interrogates ‘meaning’ 
in human consciousness.  As an epistemology for human research Crotty suggests that 
positivism is: “…a world of regularities, constancies, uniformities, iron-clad laws, absolute 
principles.  “As such it stands in stark contrast with the uncertain, ambiguous, idiosyncratic, 
changeful world we know…” (Crotty, 2013:28).    
On Constructionism Crotty suggests:  
“It is the view that all knowledge and therefore all meaningful reality as such, is 
contingent upon human practices, being constructed in and out of interaction 
between human beings and their world, and developed and transmitted within an 
essentially social context” (Crotty, 2013:42, original emphasis). 
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Patton notes that because a social construct is not ‘physical’ in the way that objects are, it 
does not mean that the social construct is not perceived as real by people.  He quotes Thomas: 
“What is defined or perceived by people as real is real in its consequences” (Patton, 2002:96, 
citing Thomas, 1928:572).  ‘Objects’ in this study are intangible: aspirations, fears, desires, 
values and perceptions - realities.  Crotty suggests that “meaning does not inhere in the 
object…” and that meaning can only emerge when objects are the focus of consciousness 
(Crotty, 2013:42,43).  Constructivism questions how people construct their reality and is 
therefore ontologically fixed on an individual’s existential interaction with the world; that is, it 
posits that whereas objects existed a priori to and exclusive to human experience, it is 
humans’ perception of meanings that place objects into conscious reality.  Further, the 
perceptions and meanings of objects differ from person to person notwithstanding that the 
nature of objects is constant in the physical world.  The contrary ‘objectivist’ (positivist) 
perspective is that the facts of the world exist independently of us as humans, as in fact many 
physical phenomenon do, but the ‘truths’ of individual and social meaning are conscious 
constructs of the world. 
Qualitative research in this thesis considers data from a series of interviews.  
Informants were not from a single group, but different constituent actors in the peri-urban land 
market ‘assemblage’.  Patton observes that a constructivist evaluation of disparate (and 
perhaps competing) groups and individuals within a single system or area of inquiry will 
uncover a range of perceptions and multiple realities and that none are identified as more 
‘right’ or ‘true’, or ‘real’ than others (Patton, 2002).   
Patton refers to Lincoln and Guba and their “primary assumptions of constructivism” 
(Patton, 2002:98, citing Lincoln and Guba, 1989:44-45): 
 “Truth” is a matter of consensus among informed and sophisticated constructors, 
not of correspondence with objective reality. 
 “Facts” have no meaning except within some value framework; hence there 
cannot be an “objective” assessment of any proposition. 
 “Causes” and effects do not exist except by imputation. 
 Phenomena can only be understood within the context in which they are studied; 
findings from one context cannot be generalized to another; neither problems nor 
solutions can be generalized from one setting to another… 
 Data derived from constructivist inquiry have neither special status, not 
legitimation; they represent simply another construction to be taken into account 
in the move towards consensus. 
The ‘assemblage’ which is the subject of this research is a complex multifarious and 
dynamic system of individuals, groups, institutions, governance structures and social norms 
and values, functioning within the peri-urban land market.  Interrogation of the aspirations, 
attitudes, values and behaviours of individuals will not, in itself, necessarily generate 
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conclusions, or theories, or verify or legitimate current theory.  Critical realism, and its 
acknowledgement of ‘structures’ and ‘causal powers’, is well suited to the complexity of the 
peri-urban market assemblage.  Sayer (2000) elucidates essential philosophical innovations of 
critical realism.  Following Bhaskar (2013), Sayer suggests that “‘real’ is whatever exists, be 
it natural or social, regardless of whether it is an empirical object for us, and whether we 
happen to have an adequate understanding of its nature” (Sayer, 2000:11) ‘Real’ according to 
Sayer is not dependent upon empirical observation and it may be physical, or social and 
includes the ‘realm’ in which objects exist and the structural and power relations within the 
realm (Sayer, 2000).  The nature of structures and power relations within them, and the effects 
of activation of those behaviours and powers, according to critical realism, is an ‘actual’ 
consequence of the potential arising from the nature of those structures and power relations 
(Sayer, 2000).  Critical realism posits that unobservable entities/objects can be made 
inferentially ‘observable’ by reference to observable effects: “...effects which can only be 
explained as products of such entities” (Sayer, 2000:12). 
The applicability of critical realism to the complexity of the ‘assemblage’ is its 
conception of ‘emergence’; that is, the logic that the confluence of elements within complex 
structures may produce multiplicitous, disparate, perverse and contradictory phenomena 
which are: “…irreducible to those of their constituents…” (Sayer, 2000:12,14).  There may 
also be multiple systems and multiple mechanisms within the research purview.  Causation as 
a consequence of the existence of ‘causal powers’, as opposed to the need for reference to 
repeated observations of events linked to the nature and dynamics of structures, recognises the 
possibilities of outcomes “given the nature of objects” (Sayer, 2000:11,14).  Deleuze and 
Guattari (1980) observe the need to understand the ‘effects and effectivity’ of an assemblage; 
i.e., the assemblage can only be understood by knowing what it can do  (Wise, 2011, citing 
Deleuze and Guattari, 1980). 
“What causes something to happen has nothing to do with the number of times we 
have observed it happening.  Explanation depends instead on identifying causal 
mechanisms and how they work, and discovering if they have been activated and 
under what conditions”  (Sayer, 2000:14). 
 So too, critical realism’s reference to ‘emergence’ enables examination of the 
possibility of existing, but unexercised power: “…hence that what has happened or been 
known to have happened does not exhaust what could happen or have [sic] happened” (Sayer, 
2000:12).  The research describes and explains the phenomenon of the peri-urban planning 
polity in the frame of ‘deterritorialization’ through the mechanisms and structure of the 
‘assemblage’.  The disparate and often disconnected constituents of the ‘assemblage’ are 
incapable of reduction from the behaviour of the ‘assemblage’, as Sayer (2000) suggests.   
Within this research undertaking, examination of structure, ‘emergence’ and causation 
arising from possibilities contingent upon the conditions and dynamics of the structure 
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provides a flexible realist methodology.  Yin (2014) implies that the case study approach 
described below is an ideal mode for critical realist investigation where a case is a complex 
structure, such as the peri-urban model ‘assemblage’: 
“A case study inquiry 
 Copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be many more 
variables of interest than data points, and as one result 
 relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge in a 
triangulating fashion, and as another result 
 benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data 
collection and analysis” (Yin, 2014:17). 
The peri-urban land market assemblage is a ‘converging source of evidence’ and the 
model conforms to Yin’s ‘theoretical propositions to guide data collection and analysis’ (Yin, 
2014). 
 
 
8.3  Intensive Case Study Research Approach 
Extensive research is associated with nomothetic deductive methods seeking causation 
linking empirical study to theoretical ‘laws’, principally through quantitative statistical 
methods (Neuman, 2012).  Idiographic methods contemplate intensive, detailed study.  Table 
9 dichotomises the two approaches (adapted and abbreviated from Sayer, 1992). 
The study of subjective social reality is an interpretive epistemological undertaking to 
uncover imagined, as well as real social constructs and verstehen (understanding) in its 
‘subjective’ Webernian (Weber, 2009) interpretation, thus calling for intensive investigation 
(Crotty, 2013).  Qualitative analysis and interpretation of the behaviour and attitudes of 
individuals to discover proximity to a theoretical peri-urban land market model is a 
macroreductionist strategy, acknowledging that societal norms are an aggregate of individual 
norms, rather than autonomous and emergent entities (DeLanda, 2006a).   
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Table 9. Characteristics of Intensive and Extensive Research 
 
 Intensive Extensive 
Research Question How does a process work in a 
particular case or small number of 
cases?  What did the agent actually 
do? 
What are the regularities, 
common patterns, 
distinguishing features of a 
population?  How widely are 
certain characteristics or 
processes distributed or 
represented? 
Relations Substantial relations of connection Formal relations of similarity 
Types of groups studied Causal groups Taxonomic groups 
Type of account produced Causal explanation of the 
production of certain objects or 
events, though not necessarily 
representative ones. 
Descriptive representative 
generalizations, lacking in 
explanatory penetration. 
 
  (Adapted from Sayer, 1992:243)  
 
The method adopted considers a case study, spatially bounded by three local 
government areas (Baw Baw, Yarra Ranges and Macedon Ranges).  Geographic bounding 
however does not constitute the ‘case’; rather the ‘case’ is the ‘assemblage’ of actors and 
actants that comprise the peri-urban rural land market ‘model’ described above.  Patton notes 
that: “Cases can be individuals, groups, neighbourhoods, programmes, organizations, 
cultures, regions, or nation states” (Patton, 2002:447).  The macroreductionist nature of the 
research is supported by Patton who suggests that one can: “…build larger case units out of 
smaller ones…” (Patton, 2002:447).  Selection of a case methodology in part reflects a desire 
to subordinate generalized theory for empirical findings in order to characterize the 
geographies in view for reference back to theory.  Accordingly, a substantial part of the thesis 
is devoted to quantitative discovery. 
The intensive interview method particularised in the following section is designed to 
elicit idiographic data to gain a deep understanding of the personal values, aspirations, fears 
and behaviours of individuals, and the function of ‘mechanisms’ within the model structure, 
rather than to identify repetitions to extrapolate for generalization.  Sayer’s portrayal of the 
characteristics of intensive research provide the appropriate tools for this research.   
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8.4  The Case 
 
Repeating Patton’s reference above: “Cases can be individuals, groups, 
neighbourhoods, programmes, organizations, cultures, regions, or nation states” (Patton, 
2002:447).  Yin observes that a case can be: “…decisions, programmes, organizational 
change…” (Yin, 2014:31).  The ‘case’ is the ‘assemblage’ of individuals, groups, institutions, 
values, politics, and economic drivers within the ‘realm’ (Sayer, 2000) that comprises the 
peri-urban rural land market.  The peri-urban condition has no administrative boundary, but 
its study requires there to be a boundary within which definable influences can be observed 
and measured.  Consequently the peri-urban region of Melbourne is ‘academically’ contained 
within the area depicted in Figure 23.  Buxton, et al (2006) note the prevalence of the use of 
case methodology in the research of the peri-urban regions, pointing to jurisdictional issues, 
including planning governance as a determinant of the case geography.  The ‘case’ has been 
defined above.  The geography within which the ‘case’ is situated is examined in the 
following section. 
 
 
8.5  The Case Geography 
 
The LGAs of Baw Baw, Yarra Ranges and Macedon Ranges have been selected for 
the research (Figure 23).  Melbourne’s peri-urban region is defined as such because it 
comprises LGAs which conform to the orthodox (and variable) definitions of peri-urban; that 
is, rural land: “… within the sphere of influence of adjacent urban centres” (Houston, 
2005:209).  Notwithstanding common conformance to this definition there are many 
inconsistencies between the Victorian peri-urban LGAs.  Baw Baw LGA is fertile, with 
comparatively high rainfall and high agricultural productivity.  Murrindindi LGA, by contrast 
is more arid, with markedly lower agricultural productivity per unit of land area.   
 
Surf Coast LGA has a significant tourism economy and low agricultural output 
compared to other peri-urban LGAs.  Each of the outer peri-urban LGAs is important and 
worthy of research.  The selected LGAs were chosen in part because of their diverse 
agricultural production data, in part because of differences in local planning policy and 
administration; in part because of their varying ‘amenity’ attributes; and in part for reasons of 
convenience.  Yarra Ranges LGA is of particular academic interest because it can be defined 
as a hybrid of peri-urban and urban geographies.  The complexities of mediating planning 
policy perspectives between the demands of urban and rural residents in Yarra Ranges Shire 
invite academic inquiry.  ‘Amenity’ endowments are highly influential in the peri-urban land 
market.  The relatively high amenity attributes in Macedon Ranges LGA encourage 
investigation.  Finally, the impracticality of completing the level of intensive investigation 
selected for this research over a larger geography determined that a compact, but diverse case 
area was preferable to a larger study area more suited to extensive research projects. 
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Figure 23. Melbourne’s Outer Peri-Urban Zone, Case LGAs 
 
 
 
 
8.6  Methods 
 
8.6.1  Quantitative Research 
The research methods employed reference elements of the conceptual model of the 
rural land market to achieve the aims of the research.  The model identifies ‘structures’ and 
‘mechanisms’ (policy, politics, power relations) as potential ‘causes’ of land use transition for 
discovery and understanding, and ‘influences’ which contribute to the manifestation of the 
causes.   
The literature references many generalized descriptions of peri-urban regions, 
including, for example, that the landscape is highly fragmented, land values are high and 
proliferation of dwellings is increasing.  This research is a localized and detailed study, 
concerned with understanding the precise circumstances of the case regions.   
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The quantitative component is therefore designed to discover the exact condition of 
the rural land market in the study region by examination of land market attributes including: 
Spatio-temporal distribution of: 
  
o parcel size; 
o zoning;  
o agricultural output; 
o land value; 
o demographic profile; and 
o dwelling permit activity 
 
Those data sets (Table 10) are examined to identify correlations and contradictions 
between the case geographies and with theories presented in the literature.  Examination of 
these data sets serves two primary purposes: first, the empirical evidence presented in the 
literature will be tested against findings to determine consistency with orthodox theory.  
Second, empirical quantitative findings will be considered in the context of qualitative data to 
establish whether physical reality aligns with both policy objectives and community 
perspectives.  Qualitative methods comprise a document review of salient planning policy and 
governance materials (State and local) and semi-structured intensive interviews with the peri-
urban land market participants.   
 
Questions which the quantitative research asks include: 
 
o Does parcel size and zoning influence land value, the proliferation of 
dwellings and land transaction velocity? 
o Does parcel size change and zoning change influence agricultural output and 
the idling of land? 
o Does parcel size distribution influence agricultural output? 
o Have changes to state and local planning policies influenced parcel size 
distribution, dwelling permit activity and land values? 
o Does the proliferation of dwellings influence agricultural output? 
o Is dwelling permit activity influenced by parcel size distribution? 
o Are there observable consistencies or differences in findings to the above 
questions in each of the three local government areas examined? 
 
 
 
 
 
\ 
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Table 10. Data Sources 
 
Data Set Data Source 
Parcel size Spatial Vision Pty Ltd (VicMap Data, 
Victorian Department of Environment, 
Land Water and Planning) 
Zoning Spatial Vision Pty Ltd (VicMap Data, 
Victorian Department of Environment, 
Land Water and Planning) 
Agricultural output Neil Clark & Associates (ABS) 
Transaction velocity Valuer General, Land Victoria, (Victorian 
Department of Environment, Land Water 
and Planning) 
Land value Valuer General, Land Victoria, (Victorian 
Department of Environment, Land Water 
and Planning) 
Demographic profile ABS 
Dwelling permit activity Planning Permit Activity Reporting 
System,  Department of Environment 
Land Water and Planning 
State planning policy change Department of Environment Land Water 
and Planning 
Local planning policy change Department of Environment Land Water 
and Planning 
Local governance change Municipal offices of Baw Baw, Yarra 
Ranges and Macedon Ranges 
 
 
 
8.6.2  Quantitative Data Issues 
Two agricultural output data sets have been analysed: 
1) Value of Agricultural Commodities Produced (VACP) (ABS, 2012b).  This is a 
measure of all commodities, rather than a measure of the value of commodities 
arising from producers whose primary activity is production of a particular 
commodity.   
For example, a farmer who produces beef cattle, sheep and grain will have each of 
those commodities recorded and is therefore counted three times as a producer in 
each commodity category.  VACP data is collected annually in the Rural 
Environment and Agricultural Commodities Survey, in years between the five-
yearly agricultural censuses. 
2) Estimated Value of Agricultural Operations (EVAO) (ABS, NCBI, 2014).  This is 
a measure of production income from a farmer’s primary farming activity.  If the 
farmer produces beef cattle, sheep and grain, but his primary activity is beef 
production, his or her EVAO will be a measure of output arising from beef 
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production and he or she is counted as a beef farmer.  EVAO data is collected five-
yearly in the agricultural census. 
The implication for analysis of data is that EVAO can be examined to determine the 
number and performance of farm businesses in a particular farming sector, but VACP cannot.  
VACP can be examined to determine the gross value of agricultural output by geography, but 
EVAO cannot. 
 
Land Value Components 
The approach adopted for analysis of land value is addressed as follows.  To examine 
the impact of parcel size on value, a range of parcel sizes is analysed.  A consistent dwelling 
‘footprint’ of two hectares is notionally embedded within all parcels >2 hectares.   As all rural 
zones permit dwellings, and site value assumes a dwelling permit, it is not possible to 
calculate the value of a dwelling permit by comparison of site values of permit enabled land 
and land on which dwellings are prohibited (none exist).  The value of all parcels is the 
product of the two hectare dwelling footprint at its average value per hectare ( 2har) and the 
average value per hectare ( xhar) of the residual parcel size:  
 
 
 
Deduction of 2 hectares from a parcel of median size within the size array examined 
produces a net median parcel size.  The applicable value per hectare within the size array is 
applied and when that value is added to the average value per hectare in the <2 hectare range, 
a value per hectare (layered value) for the parcel size can be compared with the site value per 
hectare in the same range.   
 
Site value data and sales data were filtered into size ranges consistent with size ranges 
in estimated value of agricultural operations (EVAO), parcel and zoning data sets.  In respect 
to site value, each filter solved for total hectares, total value, and number of parcels.  The 
average value in each size range is the product of total value divided by total hectares.  In 
respect to parcels less than, or equal to 2 hectares, there is material valuation variance 
between parcels less than, or equal to 1 hectare and parcels between 1 and 2 hectares.  The 
greatest variance is evident in Macedon Ranges Shire where the 2014 one hectare average 
value is $528,993 per hectare and the two hectare average value is $279,696 per hectare.  To 
correct for this variance, the <2 hectare values were adjusted in the following manner:   
 
 The number of parcels in each of the 1 and 2 hectare data sets was determined and 
percentages of the total applied.  Those percentages were applied to the value per hectare in 
each data set. The two values were added to obtain a weighted average (Table 11), e.g., in 
respect to Macedon Ranges LGA:  
 
x ha = (2ha x 2ha) + ((xha -2ha) x xha))
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Table 11. Weighted Average Value calculation, Land <=2 Hectares 
 
 
 
Site value variance between differing land use categories applied by the Valuer General are 
analysed.  In respect to parcels less than, or equal to 2 hectares, there is material variance between 
parcels less than, or equal to 1 hectare and parcels between 1 and 2 hectares.  To correct for this 
variance, the <2 hectare values were amended in the same manner as adopted for site value data 
(Table 12):   
 
Table 12. Weighted Average Value calculation, Land <=2 Hectares by AVPCC 
 
 
The Australian Valuation Property Classification Code (APVCC) was adopted to filter 
data for analysis of land sales.   Data were not available in size array categories above ten 
hectares in the APVCC classification 103 (‘vacant land in a rural, semi-rural, or bushland 
setting capable of being developed with a single residential dwelling’).  That does not infer 
that no sales occurred, rather that alternative APVCC codes were assigned to vacant rural 
zoned land which is capable of being developed with a dwelling; that is, a range of ‘Primary 
Production’ codes can be applied to unimproved rural zoned land where the ‘description’ 
provided with a code makes no reference to the availability of a dwelling permit. The 
description for APVCC code 520 (domestic livestock grazing), for example, states: ‘land used 
for the grazing of domestic livestock’.  A spatial information manager at the Valuer General 
Victoria notes that the APVCC requires valuers to select one code and there is no practice 
note, or guideline that specifies lot size, or other criteria to determine selection of one code, 
over another where, for example, an APVCC code 520 parcel may also be capable of ‘being 
developed with a single residential dwelling’, as is the case with an APVCC 103 parcel 
(Marcina, 2015, pers comm). However, State Revenue Office guidelines to valuers in respect 
to the Fire Services Property Levy suggests that AVPCC 103 is “usually between 0.4 and 20 
hectares” (State Revenue Office (SRO, 2012)).   Data are therefore imperfect.  Both sale and 
statutory valuation data are recorded by reference to the AVPCC (DELWP, 2014e).  The 
Size Average Parcels Percent Weighted
Range Value Number All Parcels Value
<=1 528,993 626 26% 140,140
>1<=2 279,696 1,737 74% 205,600
Weighted Average Value <=2 345,739
AVPCC Size Average Parcels Percent Weighted Average
Range Value Number All Parcels Value Weighted Value
103 <=1 225,433 12 43% 96,614
103 >1<=2 175,890 16 57% 100,509 197,123
117 <=1 626,094 50 38% 238,967
117 >1<=2 395,429 81 62% 244,502 483,469
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AVPCC describes physical improvements and land use attributes.  AVPCC codes were 
employed in analysis to illustrate land value change associated with differing land uses.  In 
2010 Land Classification Codes changed to the Australian Valuation Property Classification 
Code.  That change introduced more detail, but no material change.  According to the Valuer 
General’s Manager of valuation data AVPCCs are assigned by valuers according to ‘highest 
and best use’ which requires subjectivity and therefore variability from LGA to LGA 
(Kennedy, 2015, pers comm).   
 
Price Elasticity of Demand for Land 
Chapter 14 includes examination of demand price elasticities for land in the case 
LGAs.  The price elasticity of demand (PED) is the measure of sensitivity that price has on 
demand given by: 
 
Where q = quantity, p = price. 
 
The method employed to estimate PED was to filter all Valuer General sourced land 
sales data (1995-2014) in each case LGA into parcel sizes: (1,2,3,4…100 hectares), and into 
AVPCC categories, with land improved with a dwelling filtered out of the data sets.  Parcel 
size and AVPCC categories were employed as ‘amenity’ and ‘production’ proxies where 
AVPCC 103 and small parcels in a range of sizes (5, 10, 15, 20 hectares) were amenity 
proxies and AVPCC 530.1,530.3, 520, 524, and 525, and parcel sizes of 100 hectares, less the 
amenity proxy parcel sizes above, were production proxies.  Sale prices were inflation 
adjusted to 1995 values.  It is noted that the application of CPI as an inflation measure may 
not be consistent with land market inflation.  In each parcel size category, the change in the 
number of transactions (numerator above) was divided by the change in the values per hectare 
(denominator) to produce the PED coefficient.  The mean of amenity and production group 
coefficients were compared to establish variance between elasticities.  Statistical significance 
was tested applying a t-statistic and p-value test. 
 
Cadastral Data 
 
Macedon Ranges Shire Planning Scheme provides for minimum subdivision of 40 
hectares in Farming Zone (FZ), except for land embraced within a map in the Schedule to the 
zone which is subject to a minimum 100 hectares rule.  The ‘map’ in the Schedule is barely 
legible and land subject to Schedule One is not recorded in DELWP geographic information 
qb - qa
(qb + qa)/2
pb - pa
(pb + pa)/2
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system (GIS) datasets.  The method adopted to estimate potential parcel yield from 
subdivision within the Schedule 1 map area was by use of ArcGIS software, to ‘trace’ a 
polygon over the zone schedule map as accurately as possible and to filter for all parcels, the 
boundaries of which were wholly embraced within the polygon. 
 
ABS Geography 
Most data sets examined required correction; principally due to changes to geographic 
bounding by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS).  Between 2006 and 2011 (the two 
most recent agricultural censuses), ABS changed its Australian Statistical Geography 
Standard (ASGS) reference from Statistical Local Areas (SLA) to Statistical Area 2 (SA2).  
The rationale for selecting the three local government areas for the research is addressed 
above.  The rationale for selecting local government areas as a geographic unit is that 
planning policy and administration is bounded by local government areas (LGAs).  State 
planning policy is administered by local government and local planning policy is formulated 
and administered by local government.  As planning determines land use, all comparative data 
sets must be bounded by the same geography as planning policy and administration.   
SLAs fit neatly within LGAs; however SA2s do not match LGA boundaries in all 
instances.  In respect to Baw Baw LGA, SA2s materially match the LGA boundaries (i.e., 
within a margin of error considered to be immaterial in the context of inferences intended by 
examination of those data).  The alignment of SA2 and LGA boundaries is presented in 
Figures 24 and 24.  Macedon Ranges and Yarra Ranges LGAs boundaries do not match the 
SA2 boundaries which embrace the LGA.  ABS estimated value of agricultural operations 
(EVAO) data in small area data sets is not publicly available.  Those ABS data were obtained 
from Neil Clark Business Intelligence Pty Ltd (NCBI), an agricultural data management 
service provider.  NCBI realigned SLA and SA2 geographies to align with LGA boundaries 
(NCSA2) (Figures 24 and 25).  The 2006 ABS data includes values for the ‘Hume’ area SLA 
which is outside the Macedon Ranges LGA.  By removal of 2006 ‘Hume’ area SLA data, the 
NCSA2 data set is a close match with Macedon Ranges LGA for 2006 (Hayley, 2015).  2011 
NCSA2 data required the addition of SA2 data for ‘Kyneton’ area providing a close match to 
Macedon Ranges LGA for 2011 (Hayley, 2015).  Yarra Ranges LGA data similarly required 
correction.  The LGAs of Manningham, Whitehorse, Knox and Maroondah were removed 
from NCSA2 data to align with the Yarra Ranges LGA. 
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LGA Boundary (Red) 
SLA Boundary (Black) 
NCSA2 Boundary (Blue) 
 
LGA Boundary (Red) 
NCSA2 Boundary (Black) 
Figure 24. SLA & SA2 Geographies,  
Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
Figure 25. SLA & SA2 Geographies,  
Yarra Ranges LGA 
Source: NCBI (2011) 
 
Source: NCBI (2011) 
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Twelve principal data sets examined contained more than 190,000 records (Table 13). 
Table 13. Data Sets 
 
 
Data were filtered and analysed in Excel spreadsheets.  Multiple sheets were linked 
and numerous formulae and functions were used.  Functions were frequently nested to resolve 
multiple analytical questions. To ensure integrity and functionality of the spreadsheets, a 
mathematics and computer science graduate and current honours student at RMIT University 
was engaged to audit the models.  Temporal alignment of data sets is imperfect and in some 
instances the most recent data has been referenced in the absence of contemporaneous data.  
Where data sets are not temporally aligned, reference and analytical justification is provided. 
 
 
8.6.3  Qualitative Methods 
Semi structured intensive interviews were selected as a method to achieve the 
qualitative aims of the research.  Informants may have plural identities as constituent actors in 
the peri-urban land market ‘assemblage’, and as rural residents, or aspiring residents.  Table 
14 presents constituent actors in the peri-urban land market ‘assemblage’.  Tables 15 and 16 
categorize informants. 
 
Principals Buyers, and sellers (including aspirational buyers 
and sellers) 
Facilitators Real estate agents, valuers, planners (both statutory 
and strategic municipal planners and private 
practitioners) and farm business consultants 
Policy makers Local government councillors and state politicians  
External 
agents 
The media, banks, special interest groups such as 
rate payer’s associations and representative industry 
groups 
Data Description Source Records No.
Dwelling Permit Activity PPAR (DELWP) 3,800
Statutory Valuation VG (DELWP) 34,500
Sales Data VG (DELWP) 15,250
Geospatial Spatial Vision (DELWP) 136,000
Agricultural Commodities NCBI (ABS) 3,000
Total Records 192,550
Table 14. Market Model Assemblage Actors 
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Rural residents are classified as either: 
 Farmers (subject to definitional differences addressed in Chapter 2); 
 Recreational (hobby, amenity) farmers; or 
 Non-township rural residents 
Informants were identified by mixed methods.  In respect to identification of 
Principals 3,000 DL pamphlets (Appendix 1.) were distributed for public collection to LGA 
offices (n=6); selected real estate agents (n=5) and rural merchandise businesses (n=4).  One 
of the four rural merchandise business proprietors generously inserted pamphlets with his 
monthly statement distribution (n=300).  The leaflet distribution yielded 30 respondents, with 
variable efficiency across the case regions.  The highest response rate was achieved in the 
LGA where pamphlets were distributed in the aforementioned rural merchant’s statement run. 
20cm x 3 column advertisements were inserted in local newspapers distributed in each 
LGA (n=3) (Appendix 2.).  This yielded 6 respondents. 
Respondents, in each of the Principals, Facilitators and Policy Maker categories were 
also identified through snowballing generated by knowledge expansion within interest groups 
by one or multiple respondents (n=27). 
The qualitative research considers data from a series of interviews.  Semi-structured 
intensive interviews were conducted referencing an interview guide as a thematic framework 
(Kvale, 1996).  The guide differed for constituent actors and resident type; that is, questions 
relevant to a professional planner are different to those relevant to a farmer.  That said, many 
questions are applicable to multiple identities.  The interview guide was formulated by 
reference to the elements identified in the formulation of the peri-urban land market model as 
described above.  Interviews were open-ended, having a typical duration of one hour, but 
variable depending upon the informant, the informant’s ‘assemblage’ category and other 
matters such as interruptions and time limitations.  Most interviews were of adequate duration 
to elicit meaningful responses to questions.  All interviews were recorded with the knowledge 
and consent of informants.  Two digital recorders were deployed, with only one data 
collection failure.   
Interviews were introduced with an outline of the aim of the research and 
reaffirmation of ethical considerations and undertakings offered prior to the meetings and 
confirmed by participant interview consent forms (Appendix 8.).  The introduction of 
interview guide topics varied according to respondent category.  For example, in the case of a 
Principal, who may be a farmer, an introduction was typically a general outline of the status 
of land use transition in the peri-urban region as recorded in the literature.  In the case of a 
Facilitator, the introduction to topics was more direct.  For example when interviewing a 
planner, technical topics were directly introduced, without provision of an elaborate preamble. 
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Following the experience of completion of the first three interviews, a practice of 
inviting the informant to open the conversation was developed.  The intention was to gain 
impressions of the informant’s perceptions, concerns and opinions on the peri-urban land 
market condition in advance of the introduction of specific topics to avoid ‘contamination’ of 
responses and to establish informants’ priorities (Kvale, 1996).  This was done having 
introduced the research in writing (via letter and the explanatory leaflet):  
“You have a general idea of what the research is about, now before we canvass 
specific questions, do you have something you would like to say”?   
The productivity of this strategy was variable but it legitimized responses regardless of 
data elicited. 
An originally formulated (extensive) interview guide was found to be impractical and 
in many instances superfluous, and it yielded to a core of salient topics.  Some informants had 
strong and broadly articulated perspectives and values on particular topics and little interest, 
or knowledge in respect to others.  A pragmatic perspective was adopted, reasoning that high 
quality data addressing a small topical frame is more valuable than poorer quality data arising 
from multiple topics only superficially covered or understood.  Where important issues were 
not addressed, follow-up communication was made and data augmented. 
The semi-structured format and broad thematic interview guide facilitated an open 
exchange and the absence of a rigid sequence and format of questions provided discourse 
fluidity and flexibility (Yin, 2014).  Knowledge evolved as interviews progressed and as 
emerging sub-themes augmented the primary themes, thus working with the themes identified 
in the market model and themes which emerged as interviews progressed, with continual 
reflexive review, the research can be said to have had both a deductive and an inductive 
epistemological approach (Miles and Huberman, 1994, Kvale, 1996). 
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Table 15. Informant Schedule 
 
Informant Type Baw Baw  
LGA 
Yarra Ranges 
 LGA 
Macedon Ranges 
 LGA 
Other Total 
Municipal planner 2 2 1  5 
Private planner    1 1 
Valuer 1  1
1
 1
2
 3 
Farm business 
consultant 
2    2 
Real estate agent   2 1
3
 3 
Councillor 2
4
 3 1  6 
Politician (State)    1 1 
Farmer 
(commercial) 
5
5,6
 4
7
 3  12 
Farmer (un-
commercial) 
10 0 2  12 
Hobby farmer 10 1 9  19 
Non-township 
rural resident 
5
8
 3 1  9 
Total 37 13 20 4 70
9
 
      
1. Also real estate agent. 
2. Also real estate agent – commercial 
scale farm practice. 
3. Also a valuer 
4. Two councillors also farmers. 
5. Two farmers also councillors. 
 
6. One farmer retired councillor. 
7. One farmer entering retirement. 
8. One former farmer. 
9. All informants n=66.  Some 
informants have plural identities. 
 
 
Table 16. Market Assemblage Informant Schedule 
 
 
Informant Type Baw Baw 
LGA 
Yarra Ranges 
LGA 
Macedon 
Ranges LGA 
Other Total 
Principal 2 1 2
1
  5 
Facilitator 4 2 5 1 12 
Policy maker 2 3 3  8 
External Agent   1 1 2 
Total 8 6 11 1 27 
1. Also a facilitator. 
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Table 17. Informant Citations Key  
 
F Farmer 
FS Farmer’s spouse 
RF Retired farmer 
HF Hobby farmer 
H Horticulturalist 
FL Floriculturist 
RR Rural resident 
STP Strategic planner 
SP Statutory planner 
REA Real estate agent 
V Valuer 
C Councillor 
PT Politician 
FC Farm consultant 
 
 
8.6.4  Qualitative Data Analysis 
Over six months, 66 informants were interviewed, generating 37 hours of recorded 
interview time and over 1,000 pages (almost 500,000 words) of interview transcript.  A 
professional transcription firm was engaged and it transcribed all interview recordings.  The 
firm provided a confidentiality and data security undertaking, and management agreement and 
acknowledged the requirements of RMIT University Human Ethics Committee (Appendices 
4, 5). 
The analytical approach began with an initial review of transcribed interview data to 
identify repetitive themes, concepts and attitudes which can be defined as functions or 
function ‘determinants’ within the market model.   
The primary data review involved coding by identification of responses considered 
relevant to the model functions.  Themes emerged progressively as data were analysed and 
numerical codes were applied to each identified theme.  Thus the first transcribed data set 
generated a dozen thematic codes for application to subsequent data, and new themes were 
progressively added as each interview transcript was examined.  One hundred and thirty 
numerically labelled thematic functions were identified upon completion of the first review of 
all transcribed interview data.  Many of the coded function references were duplicated (having 
synonymous meaning) requiring an audit and consolidation of repetitive codes.  Subsequent 
repeated analysis of the data added additional coding references that arose as the review of 
data progressed from the first to the final interview data transcription (Kvale, 1996).  Where 
early interviews had not included discussion on particular themes relevant to additional 
coding references that were subsequently added, informants were re-interviewed and salient 
data added to their initial interview transcripts. 
Where informants are cited, the 
reference syntax is: LGA, identity, 
informant number.  LGA is not 
applicable to all informants. 
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The first two interviews were approached as ‘experimental’ to identify flaws, 
omissions and procedural problems.  Both the recordings and transcripts were reviewed on a 
critical basis.  No significant defects were identified such that the interview data is retained.  
Interview data were continually critiqued to ensure that the way in which interviews were 
conducted, the informant responses to questions, and the volume and value of data collected 
was efficient and that the core research questions were being asked and answered.  A number 
of instances were identified where questioning may have been considered suggestive.  Where 
responses to similar topics did not verify responses to ‘suggestive’ questioning, the data were 
considered contaminated and were rejected (Kvale, 1996).  The initial 130 numerically 
labelled function codes reduced to 65 following the coding audit.   
The distilled coded functions were then grouped into thematic sections to align with 
the functions presented in the land market model (Miles and Huberman, 1994).   Many of the 
coded references are applicable to multiple functions.  Following grouping, further analysis of 
interview transcript data was undertaken to identify plural co-related functions and those data 
were tabulated.  By way of example the function ‘Discretion’ (planning discretion) was co-
recorded against ‘Due Diligence’ (as required to inform exercise of discretion) and ‘councillor 
knowledge’ (a product of due diligence).  References to the exercise of ‘Discretion’ in 
awarding planning permits are relevant to data which challenges ‘councillor knowledge’ and 
the adequacy of ‘Due Diligence’.  This cross referencing enabled careful examination of the 
data to identify instances of interactive, correlated and perverse data.   
Transcribed interview data was typed in Microsoft Word® where the numerical codes 
were inserted into text where the model functions were identified.  A Microsoft Excel® 
spreadsheet which recorded all functions, code numbers and co-recorded plural function 
influences enabled word and numerical searching in the two applications, which assisted 
identification, management and analysis of salient references.  Whereas review of the 
transcribed text was the focus of analysis, the original interview recordings and reference 
notes taken during interviews were continually reviewed to be sure that semiotic data were 
analysed. 
 ‘Conclusions’ (which Sayer may call ‘potential causations’ (Sayer, 2000)) which were 
drawn from observation and analysis of quantitative and qualitative data were formulated by 
reference to the market model functions which formed a framework for knowledge 
accumulation.  The research project ‘stepped through’ each of the model functions to 
interrogate all data elements and their interaction to identify and explicate structural 
mechanisms and ‘causal powers’ inferentially observable by identified ‘effects’; effects 
logically attributable by a critical realist approach (Sayer, 2000). 
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8.6.5  Document Review 
 
Chapter 16 addresses and analyses Victorian planning policy.  Local planning policies 
are also analysed.  The analytical process employed is both descriptive and critical.  The 
evolution of policy is afforded considerable weight in the literature review, to elucidate how 
neoliberalism inculcated and remains the philosophical and operational basis for land use 
determination.  The policy analysis reflects on governance, economic, and political economy 
literature.  The evolution of neoliberalism and its induction into land use planning policy is a 
story about ‘context and original purpose’ which is invisible within policy document texts.  
So too, the elaboration of neoliberal doctrine through governance mechanisms enabled by the 
policy can be given perspective with deep understanding of ‘context and original purpose’.  
The policy review can be defined loosely as hermeneutic, to the extent that to understand how 
policy is intended to function requires understanding why policy is constructed as it is (Patton, 
2002).  A simplistic descriptive analysis of policy is inadequate.  The efficacy of policy 
should be measured against the philosophical doctrine and intent of its authors to compare 
performance, as well as measured against alternative preferred outcomes (Patton and Sawicki, 
1993).  In this way policy analysis can identify divergent policy intentions and inform the 
‘structure’, ‘mechanisms’ and causal functions of the peri-urban planning polity.  The review 
of literature explores the intentions of policy in detail.   
 
During the course of conducting research, particulars of the administration of planning 
policy in respect to specific applications were discovered in each of the case LGAs.  Those 
applications have been investigated using a case methodology.  Local and State planning 
policies were aligned with Council determinations, planning officer recommendations and in 
one case, a Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) determination. 
The document review embraces the structure, format and particularity of the SPPF, 
VPP, local planning provisions and a range of statements and objectives that underlie policy.  
The review is concerned with both the functional efficacy of statutory planning and with the 
political ideologies that inform policy development.  The alignment of ‘actually existing 
planning’ with published planning objectives is analysed to reveal the performance of the 
planning complex measured against its stated objectives and against its ideological objectives 
as interpreted by scrutiny of its teleological intent and its mode of implementation. 
 
8.7  Ethical Considerations 
 
 Approval was granted for the research by the Design and Social Context College 
Human Ethics advisory Network (CHEAN); a sub-committee of the RMIT Human Research 
Ethics Committee (HREC) on 11
th
 August, 2014 (Appendix 4.).  Following Confirmation of 
Candidature the research frame was amended to expand the original respondent pool.  
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Approval for the expanded respondent pool was obtained from CHEAN on 24
th
 February 
2015 (Appendix 5.).  Both the original approval and the amended approval were provided 
based on an application which was deemed ‘negligible or low risk’ following completion of 
the CHEAN risk assessment check list. 
 
A human ethics research workshop presented by RMIT human research ethics 
committee at which considerations associated with The National Statement on Ethical 
Conduct in Human Research, privacy compliance, and data security and storage were 
presented was attended.  RMIT University fact sheets: ‘Research Data and Record Retention 
Factsheet’ and ‘Storing your Research Data Factsheet’ were referenced to ensure compliance.   
 
 Requirements of CHEAN ethics approval and of responsible ethical research include 
comprehensive disclosure of material information to informants and would-be informants in 
advance of undertaking interviews.  A pro-forma Participant Information and Consent Form 
(PICF) is provided by CHEAN for reference (Appendix 8.)  The pro-forma PICF was adopted 
and all candidate informants were apprised of the nature of the research, the type of questions 
that would be canvassed in the interviews (including reference to personal issues such as 
income), and the steps that would be taken to ensure that informants are anonymized and 
otherwise shielded from potential identification.  Prior to commencement of interviews the 
advice offered in the PICF was reaffirmed. 
 
Whilst superficially the research appears to be a relatively benign topic reflecting its 
‘negligible or low risk’ status, there were instances where sensitivity and empathy was 
required and withdrawal from some topics appropriate.  For example, a number of informants 
recounted personal impact from bushfires, including one person who lost a family member 
and others who lost close friends.  References to loss of a child from suicide, distress 
following divorce, financial hardship, high levels of anxiety arising from failed planning 
applications, antipathy toward local government councillors and statutory planners and a 
range of personal disclosures required a sympathetic reaction and diversion to a fresh topic. 
 
 Maintenance of anonymity in the case geographies is potentially problematic despite 
anonymizing persons by name and removal of other references which may identify the 
informant.  This is due to the comparatively compact size of the case areas.  For example, 
municipal planners are few in total number in each of the LGAs examined.  To ensure that 
planners could not be attributed to a contentious remark, planners are not contextualised 
within a particular LGA.  Similarly, certain farm enterprises are unique by virtue of their scale 
and type within a given LGA, so in instances where it may be possible to deduce the identity 
of a particular farm, or farmer, the farm was not referenced to its LGA.  The same care was 
taken with councillor informants.  Whereas most declared a preparedness to ‘go on the 
record’ due to their pre-existing public statements, care was taken to avoid identity exposure. 
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 Consideration of and compliance with contemporary ethical standards and conduct 
was informed by knowledge gained through study at RMIT University and to a larger degree 
by reference to the National Statement on ethical Conduct in Human Research, 2007 
(Updated May, 2015) (NHMRC, 2007) (appendix 11).   
 
 
8.8  Data Storage & Security 
 
 Word, Excel, audio and data files; Ethics approval documents and Informant Consent 
forms, were stored on a computer hard drive, copied and up-dated on two external storage 
devices and backed-up externally each hour.  All data was also stored and backed-up to a 
Cloud based storage provider.  Hard copies of spreadsheets, theses drafts, informant 
transcripts and other data were stored at a home office which was secured at all times.  Upon 
completion and submission of the thesis, all data were kept in a locked cabinet in a home 
office and copies of all data were submitted to RMIT University for long-term storage in 
conformance with Section 2 of the Australian Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research. 
 
 
8.9  Limitation 
 
 Planning policy is in a state of constant change.  Local planning policies changed as 
this thesis was written, including small amendments and substantial changes.  As the final 
draft was completed, potential material changes to local planning policies in each of the case 
LGAs were in progress and it was likely that changes would emerge as the thesis went to 
print. It was necessary therefore to ‘draw a line’ in time beyond which date subsequent 
changes to policy would not be referenced or critiqued in this thesis.  That date is June 30
th
 
2016. 
 
8.10   Data Weaknesses 
The research revealed a number of data inadequacies which impair capacity to 
measure land use transition, agricultural production and land capability.  Valuation, planning 
and dwelling permit data (PPARS) references the Australian Valuation Property 
Classification Code (AVPCC).  AVPCC definitions are imprecise and do not include parcel 
size.  Codes are applied by valuers and planners and in some instances by municipal clerical 
staff.  There is a high probability of coding error due to subjectivity required in determination 
of the codes.  PPARS data includes ‘existing use’; i.e., land use at the date of application for a 
planning permit.  Nomination of ‘existing use’ is subjective, in some instances determined by 
clerical staff and may be erroneous.  ABS agricultural commodity data is provided at SA2 
geography, which does not align with LGA boundaries.  It is not possible for local 
governments to reference ABS data vital for land use planning without manipulation of data 
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to align with municipal boundaries.  ABS commodity data (VACP) does not include hectares 
committed to all discrete commodity types, which inhibits capacity to measure performance 
by commodity per hectare.  The smallest area of holding (AOH) increment provided by ABS 
commodity data is 50 hectares.  In the peri-urban region where average parcel size is 
considerably smaller than 50 hectares, the data set does not allow fine grained analysis of land 
use performance. 
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Research Findings 
 
 Chapters nine to sixteen comprise quantitative findings generally addressing the 
physical and economic circumstances of the case geographies, and qualitative findings arising 
from examination of entities, structures and mechanisms in the peri-urban land market 
assemblage.  Findings are arranged into eight chapters, addressing spatial distribution of 
parcel size and zoning; agricultural production; land value and its relation to production 
value; land fragmentation, dwelling capacity and dwelling permit activity; succession and 
supply; land transaction activity, demand and demand elasticity; the Victorian planning 
system, and the planning polity.   
 
Chapter 9 is a detailed rendering of the spatial condition in the case LGAs.  Chapter 
10 examines agricultural production by commodity type, with emphasis on the estimated 
value of agricultural operations (EVAO) in each LGA revealing the economic circumstances 
of farmers.  Data discovered in this chapter is employed in Chapter 11 where the ratio of land 
value to production value is examined.   
 
Land value and its amenity and production components are presented in Chapter 11.   
Ratios of land value to production value (LV:PV) in parcel size arrays demonstrate the impact 
of amenity land values on the economic viability of agriculture.  A model to test Pope’s 
(1985) theory of correlation of parcel size and the amenity/production components of market 
value is constructed to illustrate the differentiated impact of amenity value in the farmland 
complex. 
 
 Chapter 12 particularizes potential land fragmentation and dwelling capacity with 
analysis of dwelling permit activity in the case LGAs.  Supply and the complex relationship 
between succession of farming, demand for land for production and supply of land are 
addressed in Chapter 13.  A hypothetical farm succession scenario is populated with 
empirically derived variables to illustrate the functional metrics of the prevailing LV:PV ratio 
in Macedon Ranges LGA, and the influence of planning regulations on succession resilience. 
 
Demand determinants are presented by reference to land value and transaction 
velocity correlation; sales, value and interest rates, and price elasticities of demand for land 
for production and for amenity use in Chapter 14. 
 
 Qualitative findings are presented in Chapters 15 and 16, which provide critiques of 
State and local planning policy, with reference to conventional public policy, administration, 
and governance theories.  Chapter 16 elaborates upon the critical review of policy, with 
emphasis on examples of ‘actually existing’ policy administration in each of the case LGAs 
where discretion to award dwelling permits is shown to contradict both State and local 
planning policies. 
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Chapters 9 - 16 are organized to present a logical connectivity between the prevailing 
spatial distribution of land parcels, land use planning, agricultural production, land value and 
the resilience of farming in the case LGAs.  The largely descriptive nature of data presented is 
a necessary foundation for the introduction of the methodology employed to fuse attributes of 
the peri-urban farmland market into a functional model. 
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Chapter 9: Parcel Size and Zoning Distribution 
 
Chapter one described why the research is necessary, including the extent and nature 
of land fragmentation, which is a crucial feature of peri-urban landscapes.  This chapter 
provides a detailed rendering of the spatial character of the case LGAs for comparison with 
references in the literature.  Cadastral data bases were filtered and sorted to align with zone 
distributions.  The only discoverable historic zone distribution data sets were for the 2007, 
2009, 2013 and 2015 years.  Chapter ten provides a brief review of the predicament of 
agriculture and farmers to give validity to the predominantly consumer identity in the case 
LGAs.  Although largely descriptive, this chapter is an essential preface to that review and 
verification of the precise condition of the case LGAs.   
As a percentage of total market value, the value added by a typical dwelling and other 
improvements diminishes with increased parcel size, where the value of a dwelling and other 
improvements remains constant:   
  
Thus the ‘amenity premium’, which is contingent upon a dwelling, or the proxy of a 
dwelling permit, is a lower component of market value for large parcels.  There are three 
important parcel size dynamics: first, fewer amenity purchasers are capable of competing for 
larger parcels due to higher aggregate market value; second, research suggests that the 
majority of amenity purchasers do not favour large parcels because they do not provide utility 
benefits (or they provide too many disbenefits; e.g., maintenance/management) and third, a 
dwelling and other improvements are necessary infrastructure for a farming enterprise on 
larger parcels.  Whether used for amenity, or underproduction, a large parcel improved with a 
dwelling is much more likely to be employed to production if economic metrics dictate.  
Small parcel transition to amenity use and development of dwellings results in increased 
dwelling density, pressure for further dwelling approvals, generation of land use conflict 
between residential and farm land users and contributes to farming system cluster collapse.  
The highly fragmented landscape in the case LGAs has many small title parcels (Table 18). 
 
 
 
 
 
$
Ha
= $Ha ,
+ve Δ Ha  =  -ve Δ $Ha
Rural Zones Parcel Distribution 2015 - Hectares, No. Parcels
LGA <2 >2<10 >10<40 All Parcels
Baw Baw 3,636 2,319 2,703 9,918
Yarra Ranges 16,369 4,385 1,469 22,522
Macedon Ranges 4,047 4,172 2,346 11,580
Table 18. Rural Zone Parcel Distribution, Case LGAs, Hectares, Number of Parcels, 2015 
 
Cadastral Source Data: (DELWP, SVI, 2015) 
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 Baw Baw LGA and Macedon Ranges LGA both have substantial distribution of rural 
zones.  Baw Baw LGA’s proportion of rural zones (relative to total land area) is distorted by 
large areas of the LGA which are subject to Public Conservation and Resource Zone (State 
and National parks, embracing 57% of the LGA).  A substantial portion of Yarra Ranges 
LGA is urbanized. 
The average rural zone parcel size in Yarra Ranges Shire is considerably smaller than 
Baw Baw and Macedon Ranges Shires (Table 19). 
Table 19. Average Parcel Size (Hectares), Rural Zones, Case LGAs, 2015 
 
Cadastral Data Source: (DELWP, SVI (2015) 
 
Figure 26. Rural Zones, Hectares, Case LGAs 
 
 
 
 
Cadastral Data Source: (DELWP, SVI (2015) 
 There is little net variance in rural zone hectares from 2007 to 2015 in Baw Baw LGA 
and Macedon Ranges LGA, but a net reduction of 2,745 hectares in Yarra Ranges Shire 
(Figure 26).   
Rural Zones Average Parcel Size, 2015
Baw Baw 15.55
Yarra Ranges 3.31
Macedon Ranges 12.33
Baw Baw Yarra Ranges Macedon Ranges
2007 156,033 77,379 145,886
2009 154,542 76,149 145,886
2012 159,229 76,235 148,718
2013 159,582 76,287 146,371
2015 157,740 74,634 145,159
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 Year on year variances in each LGA are in part attributable to variable treatment of 
water catchments and other public lands in GIS data sets (Alcorn, 2015, pers comm). 
Figure 27. Case LGAs, Rural Zones, Parcel Numbers 
 
 
Cadastral Data Source: (DELWP, SVI (2015) 
 Figure 28. Zone and Parcel Distribution, Rural Zones, Baw Baw LGA, 2015 
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Potential for subdivision of existing parcels varies between zones and schedules to 
zones across the case LGAs.  Some 1,746 additional parcels are possible in Yarra Ranges 
Shire; 1,838 additional parcels are possible in Baw Baw Shire and 5,055 additional parcels are 
possible in Macedon Ranges Shire.  Detailed examination of fragmentation and dwelling 
capacity is presented in Chapter 12. 
Figures 28 to 34 display the dominance of small parcels in all rural zones and Figures 
34 and 35 present parcel numbers and hectares in the <2 hectares, <40 hectares and >40 
hectares parcel size ranges.  Baw Baw LGA has a more even distribution of parcel numbers 
across size ranges (dominantly in FZ).  Unsurprisingly Yarra Ranges LGA has a very high 
proportion of small parcels (73% <2 hectares, and 99% <40 hectares). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 29. Rural Zones, Hectares, Baw Baw LGA, 2015 
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Figure 30. Zone and Parcel Distribution, Rural Zones Macedon Ranges LGA, 2015 
 
 
 
Figure 31. Rural Zones, Hectares, Macedon Ranges LGA, 2015 
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Figure 32. Zone and Parcel Size Distribution, Yarra Ranges LGA, 2015 
 
 
 
Figure 33. Rural Zones, Hectares, Yarra Ranges LGA, 2015 
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Figure 34. Parcel Size Distribution, Rural Zones,  Case LGAs, 2015 
 
 
Figure 35. Hectares by Parcel Size, Percent, All Rural Zones, Case LGAs, 2015 
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Figure 36. Parcel Numbers by Parcel Size, Percent, All Rural Zones, Case LGAs, 2015 
 
 
 
 
 GIS data examined (2007, 2009, 2012, 2013 and 2015)
 
suggest consistent spatial 
application of zones, there being some notable adjustments.  Incremental adjustments to RLZs 
and RCZs in Macedon Ranges LGA have contributed to a reduction in FZ of a little over 
3,000 hectares from its peak in 2009 (Figure 37). 
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Figure 37. Rural Zones, Hectares, Macedon Ranges LGA 
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 There has been no material change in rural zone distribution in Yarra Ranges LGA 
over the years examined (Figure 38). 
 Baw Baw Shire introduced RLZ1, RLZ2, and RLZ3 in 2009 and RAZ in 2012. A net 
reduction in FZ of almost 5,000 hectares in area occurred over the period; however it is noted 
that introduction of RLZ and RAZ cannot be attributed with the difference there being 
additional changes explicable by re-zoning to residential and other uses (Figure 39). 
Figure 39. Rural Zones, Hectares, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
 This chapter has described the spatial distribution of land parcels by size and zoning, 
highlighting the prominence of small lots, particularly in Yarra Ranges Shire.  Baw Baw and 
Macedon Ranges Shires are very similar in respect to total land in rural zones, number of 
parcels and average parcel size.  Significant capacity for fragmentation was identified, and is 
examined further in Chapter 12.  All three LGAs are highly fragmented.  Eighty-eight percent 
of parcels in Baw Baw LGA, 99% of parcels in Yarra Ranges LGA and 92% of parcels in 
Macedon Ranges LGA are less than 40 hectares in area.  Parcels less than 2 hectares are also 
dominant: in Baw Baw Shire 37% of parcels are less than 2 hectares, in Macedon Ranges 
Shire 35% of parcels are less than 2 hectares, and in Yarra Ranges Shire 73% of parcels are 
less than 2 hectares.  This characterizes a landscape ready to accommodate a much larger 
resident population without further subdivision of land, and an ideal scenario for aspiring 
hobby farmers, who prefer small land parcels which are comparatively easily managed and 
often provide the same amenity attributes as larger parcels (Argent et al. 2005).  As well as 
the potential for overall population growth, the extent of small land parcel distribution has 
potential for a significant increase in dwelling density, land use conflict between farmers and 
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non-farm land users and deterioration of the aesthetic features of the landscape.  The 
component of land value attributable to ‘amenity premiums’ is very high where small land 
parcels (with embedded dwelling permit value amortized over a small area) significantly out 
number larger parcel sizes.  In Chapter 11 it is shown that the predominance of small land 
parcels impacts upon the median land value to production value ratio in the case LGAs 
(Tables 29 and 30).  For example, the median LV:PV ratio in the >2<10 hectare size range in 
Macedon Ranges Shire is 318:1 and the median LV:PV ratio across all parcel size ranges is 
74:1.  Suffice to note here that whereas small parcels dominate by number in each of the case 
LGAs, the majority of land by area remains within large parcels capable of fragmentation.   
 
The inadequacy of zoning distribution is most evident by examination of the 
subdivision rules in FZ and RCZ and the distribution of those zones in Baw Baw and 
Macedon Ranges shires.  In Baw Baw Shire more than 86% of parcels with a minimum 
subdivision of 40 hectares are already less than 40 hectares.  In Macedon Ranges Shire more 
than 89% of parcels with a minimum subdivision of 40 hectares are already less than 40 
hectares.  100% of RCZ4 parcels, with a minimum subdivision of 50 hectares, are less than 40 
hectares. 
 
The following chapter examines the value and type of agricultural production 
undertaken in each of the case LGAs.  Together with Chapter 9, it informs findings presented 
in Chapter 11 which contextualizes land as a capital component of agricultural production. 
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Chapter 10: Agriculture in the Case Geographies 
 
Perpetuation of farming in the peri-urban regions is the main alternative to land use 
transition.  The willingness of existing and future generations of farmers to persist with 
farming is determined by lifestyle, stage of life and other factors.  However commercial 
sustainability generally has primacy over other decision determinants notwithstanding 
lifestyle preferences. The viability of farming determines the value of land for production use, 
and its relation to the value of land for alternative uses.  A detailed appreciation of the 
commercial sustainability of farming in the case LGAs is therefore essential to understanding 
the dynamics of the peri-urban land market. 
 
There are commercially viable farms in the case LGAs, however, they tend to be 
capital intensive and in the minority.  The incidence of commercially viable farms is variable 
and linked directly to land quality (fertility), rainfall and climate, and the technological and 
social structures which those endowments have fostered as traditional land use activities.    
Profit maximization does not have primacy over all other utility values in all circumstances, 
and the application of rational choice theory is not conspicuous in the regions investigated.  
Farmers continue to farm despite its comparatively poor economic rewards, suggesting that 
they are not ‘rational’ in its economic meaning, rather that they elect to farm, having weighed 
all choice options, including economics.  The literature finds that few peri-urban farmers can 
generate sufficient income without pluriactivity (Buxton et al., 2006). 
 
The material findings are that Macedon Ranges Shire has a comparatively low average 
value EVAO (Figure 41).  Baw Baw Shire is generally more fertile, with higher rainfall.  
Much of the Shire is highly suited to dairy which is the Shire’s highest producing agricultural 
industry generating 40% of its output (Baw Baw Shire Council (BBSC, 2011a)).   
Yarra Ranges Shire VACP is also high, however a high proportion of its economic 
output is generated from intensive industries such as floriculture and horticulture which 
occupy small land parcels and rely upon high capital investment.  Whereas much of the Shire 
has historically benefited from areas of highly fertile soils, good rainfall and benign climate; 
commodity sectors which developed around those endowments have transitioned toward 
indoor production and reduced reliance on natural land characteristics.  Nurseries are the 
highest income generator in the Shire, and it is noted that for most, land fertility and rainfall 
are less important than proximity to metropolitan markets.  These observations are consistent 
with findings in the literature (Buxton et al., 2006, Houston, 2005).  The region around 
Monbulk is highly productive, contrasting northern parts of the Shire with markedly poorer 
soils and rainfall.  Those latter areas are committed primarily to livestock grazing.   
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Despite Yarra Ranges Shire’s image as a producer of high quality wine grapes, the 
grape industry ranks behind cut flowers, nurseries, strawberries, raspberries and apples in 
economic output terms, and very few grape producers earn an EVAO capable of sustaining a 
family (Figure 49). 
The value of agricultural commodities produced (VACP) in the case geographies is 
generally consistent with research found in the literature, that is, overall output per hectare is 
high in comparison with ‘production’ landscapes, however EVAO is poor for the 
overwhelming majority of farmers.  Baw Baw LGA has substantially more farmers generating 
EVAO capable of yielding an income which can sustain a farming family than both Macedon 
Ranges Shire (with the lowest number of high income farmers) and Yarra Ranges Shire 
(Figure 42).  All three LGAs have a high representation of farmers in the lowest income 
category (<$22,500 per annum) (Figures 40, 41, 42). 
 Dominance of dairy in Baw Baw LGA clearly distinguishes it from the other case 
LGAs.  Likewise the dominance of grazing in Macedon Ranges Shire (predominantly beef) 
and its low VACP per hectare, and dominance of floriculture and horticulture in Yarra Ranges 
Shire, with a high EVAO, but applicable to a relatively small number of farmers points to 
spatially more even land utilization and production per hectare in Baw Baw Shire.  The 
Melbourne Outer East (MOE) statistical region of Yarra Ranges Shire (Monbulk, Olinda, 
Seville area about Mount Dandenong) accounts for the majority of VACP in the LGA with 
floriculture and horticulture dominating output (Figure 49).  As with other aspects of Yarra 
Ranges Shire, the agricultural commodities and economic output varies greatly across the 
LGA.  Figure 40, 41 and 42 depict EVAO by number of farm businesses in the case study 
LGAs.  In Baw Baw Shire 12.76% of businesses achieved EVAO greater than $350,000 in 
2006 and in the same year more than 55% of businesses generated less than $100,000 EVAO.   
In 2011, 22.87% of businesses in the LGA achieved EVAO greater than $350,000, but those 
generating less than $100,000 remained constant at 55%. 
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Figure 40. Number of Farm Businesses by EVAO, 2006 and 2011, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
Figure 41. Number of Farm Businesses by EVAO, 2006 and 2011, Macedon Ranges LGA 
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Figure 42. Number of Farm Businesses by EVAO, 2006 and 2011, Yarra Ranges LGA 
 
 
  
Dairy is the highest generating value of agricultural commodities produced (VACP) in 
Baw Baw Shire, producing an average 53% of the total VACP in the LGA from 2006 to 2012 
and almost 55% of the LGA VACP in 2012 (Figure 44).  Figure 43 plots the VACP share of 
the top six agricultural commodities produced in Baw Baw LGA.  Figure 44 displays the 
distribution of dairy farm EVAO.  When Figure 44 data is corrected to omit dairy EVAO 
(Figure 45), the EVAO predicament of non-dairy farmers in the LGA becomes more 
apparent. 
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Figure 43. Highest Earning Commodities, 2006-2012, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
Figure 44. Number of Dairy Farms by EVAO, 2006 and 2011, Baw Baw LGA 
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Figure 45. Number of Farm Businesses by EVAO  
2006 and 2011, Excluding Dairy, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
 
 Sixty-seven percent of non-dairy farm businesses’ EVAO in Baw Baw Shire in 2006 
was $50,000 or less and in 2011 more than 70% of non-dairy farm businesses’ EVAO was 
$50,000, or less.  In the same years 7.25% and 8.25% respectively of non-dairy businesses 
had an EVAO of $350,000, or greater.  In both 2006 and 2011, non-dairy farm businesses 
represented more than 60% of all farm businesses in the LGA. 
 Whereas ‘production’ landscapes have larger holdings than ‘amenity’ landscapes and 
consequently EVAO from some industry classifications is likely to be correspondingly larger, 
there is consistent relative distribution of EVAO across industry types between data 
discovered here and Department of Primary Industries (DPI) data (Figure 46).  Figure 47, 48 
and 49 depict the percentage of EVAO derived from six industry groups.   
The DPI chart (Figure 46) depicts a more even distribution of EVAO across cropping, 
horticulture, sheep production and ‘other’ than data from Baw Baw LGA, which is 
unsurprising given the much smaller average land holding in the latter.  The very high 
representation of beef enterprises with low EVAO (< $100,000) and bell-like distribution of 
EVAO deviating away from an approximate median EVAO of $300,000 for dairy businesses 
is consistent in both data sets.  
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Figure 46. Department of Primary Industries Farm Income 
Survey by Commodity Sector, 2010 
 
(Data extracted from Wilkinson et al., 2011) 
 
 
Figure 47. Number of Farm Businesses by EVAO,  
Largest Commodity Sectors, Baw Baw LGA, 2011 
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EVAO data in Macedon Ranges Shire is weaker than Baw Baw LGA.  In 2011, 47% 
of farms earned less than $22,500 and 72% of farms earned less than $50,000 (Figure 48).  
Only 3.62% and 3.13% of farms earned more than $350,000 in 2006 and 2011 respectively.  
Livestock grazing is the dominant activity (Beef and Sheep).  Grape production is the next 
highest commodity type.  One producer of grapes earned more than $350,000 in 2006 and 
there were none in that income category in 2011.  Ninety-four percent of grape producers 
earned less than $22,500 in 2011. 
A survey conducted as part of  the Macedon Ranges Agribusiness Plan (2013) found 
that 55% of respondents who earned less than $20,000 per annum from farming reported 
earning over 90% of their income from off-farm work (Geographia, 2013). 
Yarra Ranges Shire farmers are somewhat better off than Macedon Ranges Shire, with 
almost 40% of farmers earning less than $22,500 in 2011 and 61% earning less than $50,000 
(Figure 49).  The percentage of farmers earning more than $350,000 is low, but more 
respectable than Macedon Ranges Shire at 6.82% and 9.56% in 2006 and 2011 respectively. 
 
Figure 48. Number of Farm Businesses by EVAO,  
Largest Commodity Sectors, Macedon Ranges LGA, 2011 
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Figure 49. Number of Farm Businesses by EVAO,  
Largest Commodity Sectors, Yarra Ranges LGA, 2011 
 
 
 
 
Yarra Ranges LGA comprises Melbourne Outer East, Yarra Valley, Healesville and 
Upper Yarra Valley statistical areas.  The most fragmented and productive region of the LGA 
is Melbourne Outer East (MOE).  Yarra Ranges is a diverse LGA, with highly variable 
dwelling densities and agricultural applications, reflecting diversity of topography, soil 
quality, rainfall and land available for agricultural use.  The MOE region, embracing the 
Monbulk, Olinda, Seville area about Mount Dandenong featuring low rolling hills, red 
gradational soils and rainfall in the range 1,200 mm-1,400 mm, contrasts with the Upper 
Yarra Valley region, generally comprising rolling terrain on lower valley slopes, yellow 
brown duplex soil and rainfall in the range 750 mm-1,250 mm. 
These landscape variances are reflected in the variation of VACP in the two regions.  
Figure 51 depicts the dominance by VACP of intensive horticulture industries in the MOE 
region and Figures 52, 53 and 54 show contrasting commodity dominance in other parts of the 
shire more remote from metropolitan markets.  Intensive agriculture also generates wide 
variation of the ratio of land value to production value (LV:PV) between the three case 
regions (addressed in further detail below). 
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Figure 50. Largest Commodity Sectors, All Yarra Ranges LGA, 2006-2012 
 
 
Figure 51. Largest Commodity Sectors, MOE, Yarra Ranges LGA, 2006-2012 
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Figure 52, Largest Commodity Sectors, Upper Yarra, Yarra Ranges LGA, 2006-2011 
 
 
Figure 53. Largest Commodity Sectors, Yarra Valley, Yarra Ranges LGA, 2006-2011 
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Figure 54. Largest Commodity Sectors, Healesville, Yarra Ranges LGA, 2006-2012 
 
 
Consistent with Chapter 9, this chapter has been largely descriptive, providing context 
for findings to follow.  Data presented highlights substantial variance between productive 
output and economic performance in the case LGAs, attributable to variable land, water and 
climate characteristics, the history of land use practices and traditions, capital employed, the 
land utilization factor and parcel size distribution.  Chapter 11 synthesizes land value data 
with agricultural production data generated in this chapter, to generate a ‘price-earnings’ ratio 
in the case LGAs.  This chapter and Chapter 9 have demonstrated a strong correlation 
between parcel size and VACP/EVAO, contingent upon land use capability.  Macedon 
Ranges Shire has significantly fewer farm businesses generating more than $100,000 per 
annum than Baw Baw Shire (56 businesses in Macedon Ranges Shire and 449 businesses in 
Baw Baw Shire, 2011), despite having a similar area of rural zoned land and a similar parcel 
size distribution.  Grazing and cropping, which are the dominant commodity types in 
Macedon Ranges Shire, require much larger land parcels to generate EVAO, than for example 
dairy, which is the dominant commodity type in Baw Baw Shire.  Macedon Ranges Shire is 
more vulnerable to the impact of land fragmentation, than Baw Baw Shire, given current 
technologies.  Despite having the highest concentration of small parcels (73% less than 2 
hectares), Yarra Ranges Shire has more than three times the number of farm businesses 
generating greater than $100,000 EVAO per annum, than Macedon Ranges Shire.  However, 
a substantial component of those businesses is intensive horticultural and floricultural 
businesses, concentrated into small pockets of the shire.   
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Many are indoor enterprises which do not rely on land capability and increasingly depend 
upon proximity to metropolitan markets. 
Low VACP and EVAO correlates directly with small parcel size, with the exception 
of shed-based intensive farming businesses.  Dominance of small parcels across the regions, 
and potential for further fragmentation is therefore directly causal to low farm viability. 
It is concluded that where land capability is limited, and land is fragmented into small 
parcels, with increased land value, farm viability is under greatest pressure.  Extensive 
fragmentation in Yarra Ranges Shire has had a less dramatic effect on VACP/EVAO at the 
LGA level than Macedon Ranges Shire, due to dominance of intensive, non-land based 
businesses.  However, those businesses thrive only in small pockets of the Shire, and 
locations more remote from the metropolitan area are also challenged by fragmentation and 
high land values. 
The analysis has identified three distinct functional commercial profiles: Baw Baw 
Shire benefits from a strong dairy industry cluster and Yarra Ranges Shire has small clusters 
of horticulture enterprises.  Other areas of the shire are comparatively poor VACP producers.  
Macedon Ranges Shire lacks a viable dominant agricultural base.  The contrast between the 
three LGAs emphasises the sensitivities of factors capable of determining commercial 
functionality, noting the close geographic proximity of the three areas and their diverse land 
use capabilities. 
Emergence of dual producer-consumer identities has transformed the case areas into a 
multifunctional landscape.  Acknowledgement of that transition has not diminished the 
imperative for preservation of land for agriculture whilst the peri-urban region generates 
significant agricultural output.  Despite comparatively strong regional production, the 
economic circumstances of many peri-urban farmers would be parlous if not for pluriactivity.  
The majority of farmers in the case LGAs generate considerably less estimated value of 
agricultural operations (EVAO) than is required to sustain a household. 
 The following chapter binds findings presented thus far with examination of land 
value to describe the impediments to economic farming in the regions investigated. 
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Chapter 11: Land Value 
 
This chapter will explain the relationship between parcel size, zoning and land value by 
segmentation of the amenity and production components of total value.  The findings 
demonstrate that amenity value is embedded in the value of all land.  Those land value 
metrics are then merged with VACP data to show precisely what the average income return 
on capital invested in farming is in the case LGAs.  The analysis reveals a median LV:PV 
ratio broadly consistent with Barr’s (2002) estimate of 8:1 in Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges 
LGAs, but a much poorer ratio of 75:1 in Macedon Ranges LGA.  LV:PV ratios in the 2-10 
hectares range are many multiples higher. 
 
 The normative axiom applied to the land value controversy in peri-urban markets is that 
amenity demand pushes exchange value beyond production value and farmers are crowded 
out of the market.  Barr’s (2002) work has applied a generalized metric to that axiom.  This 
chapter employs detailed analysis to explicate normative conceptions of social and economic, 
production and amenity value in order to quantify the relative influence of the constituent 
elements of land value with precision in each of the case LGAs.   
 
Two data sets have been examined: site value (2006, 2008, 2010, 2012 and 2014), and 
sales data (1995 – 2015).  The former data is the Valuer General Victoria’s statutory site 
valuation data which is applied to State Land Tax and municipal rating calculations.  The 
latter is actual sales data (also collected by the Valuer General).  Site value is determined by 
either the Valuer General by delegation from Local Government, or by valuers employed 
directly by the LGA.  Both employ conventional valuation methods; that is, by examination of 
actual sales data.  Site valuation data is therefore the product of examination of sales evidence 
in the latter data set and it follows that correlation between the two should be evident. 
 
The valuation methodology employed by both municipal valuers and the Valuer General 
(VG), where a municipality delegates valuation to the VG, is determined by the Local 
Government Act 1989 (LGA) and the Valuation of Land Act 1960 (VLA).  The LGA 
instructs municipalities to reference the VLA definitions and methodologies.  s5A of the VLA 
states, inter alia: 
(3)  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing provisions of 
this section when determining such value there shall, where it 
is relevant, be taken into account— 
(a) the use to which such land is being put at the relevant 
time, the highest and best use to which the land might 
reasonably be expected to be put at the relevant time 
and to any potential use; 
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(b) the effect of any Act, regulation, local law, planning 
scheme or other such instrument which affects or may 
affect the use or development of such land… 
 
Figures 55, 56 and 57 present sales data in the Baw Baw, Yarra Ranges and Macedon 
Ranges LGAs from 1995 to 2014.  Whereas the exchange value of small lots has increased 
significantly, larger parcels have increased in value at a more modest rate to reflect a demand 
function biased toward amenity land use, contrasting demand for large parcels which is a 
derived production demand.  ‘Highest and best use’ is assumed where there is a possibility of 
a dwelling permit.  The valuation data presented in Figures 61, 62 and 63 is ‘site value’, 
determined as if all land is capable of obtaining a dwelling permit.  A Macedon Ranges 
planning officer noted that employment of the highest and best use principle contributes to 
tension in peri-urban municipalities: 
 
“Council doesn’t necessarily help in this space … “Let’s rate everything as 
[if] it can get a house.  Everything is rated to get a house on it.”  Then if 
there is an application refused…“Then they’ll reduce it… you need a permit 
but it’s not saying you can’t have one either so they value it 
accordingly…how land is valued creates a significant problem because 
Local Government boundaries were drawn, in principle, …to make the 
Local Government areas financially stable… You’re not going to get those 
Councils necessarily wanting to reduce their rate base…  their basis is, 
“We’re going to die here, all right.  Our towns are dying unless we get more 
people into the area and how do we get more people into the area?  
Let’s encourage them to build.” … if some Government … says, “You 
know what, everything in the Farming Zone, value it as if it’s just land”, 
what does that take out?  Does that take $20 million or $10 million out of 
someone’s budget?...  I think there’s a cumulative impact that puts this 
enormous pressure on farmland, that we all haven’t got a grip on yet.”  
(Macedon Ranges SP63) 
The ‘market’ is assumed to value land to its highest and best use which is why the two 
data sets examined should show close value approximation.  However, from the ‘market’s’ 
perspective the assumption of capacity to achieve highest and best use is variable between 
LGAs and temporally within LGAs as the composition of councils change and local planning 
policies and their administration change.  Local media is sensitive to variable policy 
interpretations and their consequences where policy blocs emerge from a change in the 
composition of council.  Midland Express: 
“These latest [Section 2 dwelling permit] approvals appear to be the result 
of a change in councillors, with this latest council sworn in late 2012” 
(Kitchen, 2015). 
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The complexity arising from discretionary planning is evident in the Valuer General’s 
‘Highest and Best Use in Farming Zone, Valuation Best Practice Note (2008)’.  The Practice 
Note suggests that: 
‘If a permit has not been sought for a particular use then the valuer must 
assess the value of the land based on sales of similarly unimproved land 
within the Farming Zone. The market will assess the likelihood of a permit 
being granted by the council or by appeal through the Victorian Civil and 
Administrative Appeals Tribunal (VCAT)’ (DELWP, 2008). 
Reference to comparable evidence as the orthodox valuation methodology as 
recommended will not reveal reliable data to determine value. This premise is based on the 
fact that whilst planners are required to reference spatial, physical and other features in 
determining permit applications, the principal consideration relates to the intended use of a 
particular applicant.  Baw Baw Shire and Macedon Ranges Shire LPPs extensively reference 
emphasis on the requirement for applications to include farm management plans in support of 
genuine commercial farming enterprises. 
  
The valuation approach suggested in the Practice Note references the subject land; 
however the VPP is concerned inter alia (and primarily) with the use for which the land is 
intended to be employed and any negative externalities which that use may produce. It is 
axiomatic that an observable intended use is required in order for there to be an assessment of 
whether a permit may, or may not issue.  A valuer cannot estimate use, ergo value, without 
reference to a planning application (or an extant permit).  The Practice Note further suggests:  
‘If the Council has refused a planning permit and that policy has not been 
overruled in law, then the land should be assessed as not capable of having a 
dwelling erected and valued after an analysis of sales of comparable 
properties’ (DELWP, 2008). 
A planning application denied on a parcel does not determine the fate of further 
applications on the same parcel. Whereas the application denied may have failed to meet 
Decision Criteria, or provisions in the local planning policy (LPP), an alternative application 
may meet the criteria. The granting or denial of a permit may not have as its principal 
determinant particular reference to spatial characteristics.  There is potential to ‘guess’ the 
outcome of planning applications in certain circumstances. For example, considered on spatial 
character alone, a site of five hectares is less likely to receive a permit than one of 39 hectares.  
However; two ostensibly identical sites (or indeed one site) may attract the opposite planning 
outcomes from multiple applicants.  The Practice Note suggests that valuers may refer to 
VCAT determinations.  
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Whereas this is instructive and valuers should be familiar with the way in which VCAT 
interprets the zone provisions; it is noted that reference to particular decisions for the purpose 
of aligning either the subject or evidence with a property which is the subject of the VCAT 
determination is fraught with risk.  Application of VCAT case findings to a particular site 
requires precise alignment of all features of the application and the subject, including its 
contextual setting and in particular, the intended use.   
 
 
 
Figure 55. Sale Price per Hectare by Parcel Size, All Rural Zones, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
Data Source: (DELWP, 2014c) 
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Figure 57. Sale Price per Hectare by Parcel Size, All Rural Zones, Yarra Ranges LGA 
 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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Figure 56. Sale Price per Hectare by Parcel Size, All Rural Zones, Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
Data Source: DELWP (2014c) 
Data Source: DELWP (2014c) 
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Tables 20 and 21 express percentage change in value between 1995 and 2014.  Table 
20 data is all sales in rural zones over the period.  Table 21 data is all sales of vacant rural 
zoned land over the period.   
 
 
Table 20. $per Hectare, Average Sale Price, Percent Change, All Sales 1995 – 2014 
 
 
 
Source: DELWP (2014c) 
Note: 2014 data for Baw Baw >100<500 hectares is considered ‘outlier’ as only one recorded sale and is 
omitted. 
 
 
 
Table 21, Average Sale Price Per Hectare, Percent Change, Vacant Land 1995 – 2014 AVPCC 103 
 
 
 
Source: DELWP (2014c) 
AVPCC 103: ‘Vacant land in a rural, semi-rural, or bushland setting capable of being developed with a 
single residential dwelling’ 
 
 
Land value per hectare for parcels less than 2 hectares is between 8 (Yarra Ranges 
Shire) and 20 (Macedon Ranges Shire) times higher than land between 21 and 40 hectares, 
falling steeply in the larger size range categories for each of the 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012 and 
2014 years’ statutory valuations examined (Figure 58).  In contrast, parcels larger than 40 
hectares exhibit only minor valuation variance per hectare between size categories.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hectares >2<10 >41<100 >101<500
Macedon Ranges 298.51% 213.22% 0.60%
Yarra Ranges 474.93% 293.85% -56.12%
Baw Baw 268.78% 100.88%
Hectares <2 >2<10
Macedon Ranges 448% 297%
Yarra Ranges 307% 357%
Baw Baw 537% 201%
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Figure 58. Site Value 2014, Case LGAs 
 
 
Figure 59. Site Value, 2014, Case LGAs, Percent of <2 Hectare Site Value 
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Figure 59 illustrates average range values relative to the sub-2 hectare rate.  The 
substantial valuation variance between small size categories is explained by the availability of 
dwelling permits in rural zones.  In Farming Zone (FZ) and Rural Living Zone (RLZ) use of 
land for a dwelling is a Section 1 use (no permit required), subject to minimum lot size.  If 
minimum lot size is not compliant, use of land for a dwelling is a Section 2 use (permit 
required, but not prohibited).  Rural Activity Zone (RAZ), Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) 
and Green Wedge Zone (GWZ) all provide for use of land for a dwelling as a Section two 
use.  Whereas in Baw Baw and Macedon Ranges shires around half of the rural zoned land 
area remains in parcels greater than 40 hectares, the proliferation of small parcels and their 
much higher comparative value per hectare bears significantly upon market value across all 
parcels.  The influence of dwelling enabled small parcel value is illustrated in Figure 34, 
Chapter 9 (Parcel Size Distribution, Rural Zones, Case LGAs, 2015).   
A central tenet of open market value (OMV) is the notion of market efficiency, that is, 
the assumption that market participants are knowledgeable and rational.  Dwelling permits are 
achievable in all rural zones, but they are not certain.  Rational, well-informed purchasers 
would not acquire land in a rural zone for the purpose of development of a dwelling in 
conditions of uncertainty.  Alternatively, they would value the land on the assumption that no 
dwelling permit is available.  Lack of certainty is evident in the variance between site value 
and sales data for undeveloped Section 2 category small parcels in rural zones.  Dominance of 
RCZ1 zoned parcels in Macedon Ranges Shire bears on average site values (Figure 31, 
Chapter 9).  RCZ1 comprises 46% of all parcels <2 hectares, with the second highest average 
value per hectare at $364,116 (2014) (Figure 61).  Fifty seven percent of dwelling permits 
awarded between 1999 and 2014 were for parcels zoned RCZ1 (n=378) (Figure 60).    
 
Greater certainty of achieving a dwelling permit in RCZ1 appears to influence site 
value across all zones by virtue of its dominance as a small parcel zone, despite consistent 
zone provisions in all Rural Conservation Zones.  Decision Guidelines relating to dwellings 
are similar in FZ and RCZ.  Dwelling is a Section One use in FZ, subject to parcel size and 
Section two in RCZ.  Despite this, RCZ1 dominates FZ 4:1 in respect to permits granted 
(Planning Permit Activity Reporting System (PPARS, 2015)) (Figure 60).  The abundant 
‘dormant’ supply of RCZ1 land is a determinant of small parcel land value in all rural zones.  
Site value by parcel size varies by zone (Figures 61, 62 and 63). 
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Figure 60. Dwelling Permits Awarded in Rural Zones, Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 61. Site Value by Parcel Size and Zoning, 2014, Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
 
 
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
FZ 2 0 1 2 8 23 9 25 9 6 2 0
RLZ1 0 0 1 2 2 2 5 8 3 4 3 0
RLZ2 1 1 0 0 0 11 5 25 18 17 4 0
RLZ3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RLZ4 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0
RLZ5 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 6 4 7 2 0
RCZ1 2 6 9 11 137 67 49 40 30 22 4 0
RCZ2 0 0 0 3 2 3 2 4 5 1 3 0
RCZ3 0 0 0 0 3 9 1 5 4 5 1 0
RCZ4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 5 7 11 18 154 116 74 113 74 62 19 0
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Figure 62. Site Value by Parcel Size and Zoning, 2014, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
Figure 63. Site Value by Parcel Size and Zoning, 2014, Yarra Ranges LGA 
 
FZ RLZ1 RLZ2 RLZ3 RLZ4 RLZ5 RAZ
<2 239,655 582,981 142,502 241,429
>2<10 50,842 66,250 55,992 52,374
>11<20 22,669 31,667 28,982 24,563
>21<40 16,823 20,621 29,630 0
>41<100 12,257 0 0 27,549
>101<500 8,780 0 0 3,003
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11.1  Components of Land Value 
 
In a rural context two hectares is generally accepted to represent the portion of land 
attributable to accommodation of a dwelling and ancillary improvements.  The Australian 
Taxation Office (ATO) threshold for full or partial capital gains tax exemption on a residence 
is 2 hectares and both the Valuation of Land Act (VLA) and the Local Government Act 
(LGA) reference 2 hectares as defining transition from residential to farming classification. 
House lot excision provisions in the Baw Baw (BBPS), Murrindindi (MPS), Moorabool 
(MBPS) and Golden Plains (GPPS) Planning Schemes provide for house lot excisions that do 
not exceed 2 hectares (LGA, 1989, ATO, 2015, VLA, 1960, BBPS, 2014a, MPS, 2014, 
MBPS, 2009, GPSC, 2011). 
 
A dwelling ‘footprint’ of two hectares is notionally embedded within all parcels >2 
hectares.   As all rural zones permit dwellings, and site value assumes a dwelling permit, it is 
not possible to calculate the value of a dwelling permit by comparison of site values of permit 
enabled land and land on which dwellings are prohibited as dwelling is not a prohibited use.  
The value of all parcels is the product of the two hectare dwelling footprint at its average 
value per hectare ( 2ha) and the average value per hectare ( xha) of the residual parcel size:  
 
 
 
 
Deduction of 2 hectares from a parcel of median size within the size array examined 
produces a median parcel size excluding the 2 hectare dwelling ‘footprint’.  The applicable 
value per hectare within the size array is applied and when that value is added to the average 
value per hectare in the <2 hectare range, a value per hectare (layered value) for the parcel 
size can be compared with the site value per hectare in the same range (Table 22).   
 
In adopting the value of 2 hectares as a surrogate for ‘amenity’ value, the complexity 
associated with applying an economic metric to a highly subjective and variable concept is 
acknowledged.  So too, the heterogeneous character of land (in both its amenity and 
production components) is also acknowledged.  Nevertheless, the land use policy and taxation 
systems each reference 2 hectares as a transitional parcel, and with some exceptions land 
beneath 2 hectares is not considered capable of commercial production.  Elsewhere the 
potential of ‘amenity’ to influence pecuniary decisions of both producers and non-producers 
is canvassed.  The potential for duel amenity and production land purchasing motives is also 
elaborated elsewhere.  Use of 2 hectares (or any spatial classification) to isolate amenity and 
production value components is imperfect but considered justified given the institutional 
conventions noted above. 
 
 
x ha = (2ha x 2ha) + ((xha -2ha) x xha))
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Table 22, Average Layered Site Value per Hectare, 2014 
 
 
1. Site value, Source: (DELWP, 2014d) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Average Site Value per Hectare, 2014
1
<2 >2<10 >11<20 >21<40 >41<100 >101<500
Baw Baw 329,666 50,941 22,715 16,823 12,274 8,712
Yarra Ranges 713,123 107,691 42,968 29,297 21,866 15,963
Macedon Ranges 345,739 87,196 29,652 18,801 11,397 4,264
Percent of Site Value
>2<10 Hectare Summation 2Ha (1) 4Ha (2) 1 + 2 6Ha
2
<2 >2<10
Baw Baw 329,666 203,764 533,430 88,905 27% 175%
Yarra Ranges 713,123 430,766 1,143,888 190,648 27% 177%
Macedon Ranges 345,739 348,785 694,524 115,754 33% 133%
>11<20 Hectare Summation 2Ha (1) 13.5Ha (2) 1 + 2 15.5Ha
2
<2 >11<20
Baw Baw 329,666 306,649 636,315 20,863 6% 92%
Yarra Ranges 713,123 580,064 1,293,186 42,400 6% 99%
Macedon Ranges 345,739 400,307 746,047 24,461 7% 82%
>21<40 Hectare Summation 2Ha (1) 28.5Ha (2) 1 + 2 30.5Ha
2
<2 >21<40
Baw Baw 329,666 479,464 809,130 26,529 8% 158%
Yarra Ranges 713,123 834,970 1,548,093 50,757 7% 173%
Macedon Ranges 345,739 535,826 881,566 28,904 8% 154%
>40<100 Hectare Summation 2Ha (1) 68Ha (2) 1 + 2 70Ha
2
<2  >41<100
Baw Baw 329,666 834,641 1,164,307 16,633 5% 136%
Yarra Ranges 713,123 1,486,898 2,200,020 31,429 4% 144%
Macedon Ranges 345,739 775,025 1,120,764 16,011 5% 140%
>101<500 Hectare Summation 2Ha (1) 348Ha (2) 1 + 2 350Ha
2
<2 >101<500
Baw Baw 329,666 3,031,881 1,133,160 3,238 1% 37%
Yarra Ranges 713,123 5,555,261 2,008,340 5,738 1% 36%
Macedon Ranges 345,739 1,483,868 1,118,490 3,196 1% 75%
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Data from Table 22 are presented in Figure 64.  The pattern of site value decline per 
hectare with increased area is consistent in the three LGAs.  A high rate of decline between 
two hectares and twenty hectares reflects high concentration of dwelling permit benefit in 
small parcels and reduced concentration of the benefit in larger parcels; that is, the dwelling 
benefit is amortised over more hectares in larger parcels.  The confluence and eventual 
ordinal reversal of average and layered values as parcel size increases denotes dilution of the 
dwelling benefit where parcels larger than 40 hectares allow dwellings as a Section One use, 
and increasing absolute value with parcel size.  Yarra Ranges Shire data exhibits the sharpest 
decline in site value from <2 hectares to >2<10 hectare size range.  Site value data is sourced 
from sales evidence and land <2 hectares dominates sales data (in number of sales) in all of 
the case LGAs (Table 23). 
Table 23, Number of Sales, Parcels < 2 Hectares, Percent 2014 and 1995 – 2014 
 
 
1. Includes land and improved land in all rural zones 
<2 >2<10 >11<20 >21<40 >41<100 >101<500
BB Average 329,666 50,941 22,715 16,823 12,274 8,712
BB Layered 329,666 88,905 20,863 26,529 16,633 3,238
YR Average 713,123 107,691 42,968 29,297 21,866 15,963
YR Layered 713,123 190,648 42,400 50,757 31,429 5,738
MR Average 345,739 87,196 29,652 18,801 11,397 4,264
MR Layered 345,739 115,754 24,461 28,904 16,011 3,196
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Baw Baw 52.11% 34.65%
Yarra Ranges 57.98% 39.46%
Macedon Ranges 42.74% 37.56%
1. Includes land and improved land in
all rural zones.
Source: Valuer General
Figure 64. Average and Layered Site Value per Hectare, Case LGAs, 2014 
 
Data Source: DELWP, (2014c) 
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In the >2<10 hectare size range, average values are 57%, 56% and 75% of layered 
values in Baw Baw, Yarra Ranges and Macedon Ranges Shires respectively.  In all LGAs 
average and layered values have only minor variance in the >11<20 hectares size category 
and in the >20<40 and >40<100 hectare categories, all LGA layered values revert closely to a 
similar variance found in the >2<10 hectare size range.  In the >100<500 hectare size 
category layered values diminish significantly as a percentage of average values.  Macedon 
Ranges Shire displays the least variation with average values approximately 30% higher than 
layered values. 
 
Comparison of average site value and layered site value demonstrates the relative 
embedded value of the 2 hectare dwelling footprint within total parcel size categories (Figure 
65).  Above 2 hectares and less than 10 hectares, the extra land area above 2 hectares adds 
comparatively low value (average value is around 50% - 75% of layered value).  Stated 
alternatively, the embedded dwelling footprint retains high value.  In all LGAs, close to the 
full value of additional land above the dwelling footprint is recognized in the >11<20 hectare 
size range.  Between 21 and 40 hectares the value of additional land above the dwelling 
footprint again diminishes and above 100 hectares the embedded dwelling value is 
insignificant. 
 
Figure 65. Average and Layered Site Value per Hectare,  
Percent Average of Layered Values, <2 Hectares & Balance, Case LGAs, 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
>2<10 >11<20 >21<40 >41<100 >101<500
Baw Baw 57.30% 108.88% 63.42% 73.79% 269.10%
Yarra Ranges 56.49% 101.34% 57.72% 69.57% 278.20%
Macedon Ranges 75.33% 121.23% 65.05% 71.19% 133.43%
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To further dissect the components of land and dwellings in amenity use, two sets of 
Macedon Ranges’ sales data have been examined.  The two AVPCC categories examined in 
Table 24 provide a low risk of classification error as both examine ‘land in a rural, semi-rural, 
or bushland setting’.  It is noted that code 117 classifies primary production as a secondary 
use to residential use, whereas code 103 makes no reference to land use. 
AVPCC No. 103 is the code for ‘Vacant land in a rural, semi-rural, or bushland setting 
capable of being developed with a single residential dwelling’ (DELWP, 2014e).  
AVPCC No. 117 denotes: ‘A single residential dwelling on land in a rural, semi-rural, 
or bushland setting.  Primary production uses and associated improvements as 
secondary to the residential use’ (DELWP, 2014e).   
Macedon Ranges Shire sales data has been analysed to reveal variance between unimproved 
land capable of a dwelling permit (AVPCC 103), land developed with a dwelling (AVPCC 117) 
and site value.  Variation between the AVPCC data sets in the <2 hectare category infers value 
added by a dwelling (AVPCC 117) at depreciated cost ($235,539)
1
.  The larger size categories 
reflect diminishing value added by a dwelling and associated improvements.  AVPCC 103 sales 
data has -20% variance to site value.  Comparison of the three valuation data sets is presented in 
Table 24 and Figures 66 and 67. 
 
The AVPCC 117 sales data set is considerably smaller than the site value data set at 159 
versus 1642 records.  The quality and scale of improvements (dwelling, etc.) in the AVPCC 117 
data set is assumed to be variable, presenting scope for error.  Whereas at 159 records, the AVPCC 
117 data set is a small fraction the size of the site value data set, 159 records is a large sample of 
evidence.  The majority of non-statutory valuations would reference less than twenty comparable 
sales and it is noted that the evidence data set that is referenced is the same data set which is 
referenced to determine site value.  The sales data examined included evidence from twenty 
postcodes in Macedon Ranges LGA.  More than 60% of sales were in three postcodes; however 
land characteristics are variable within postcodes.  For example, postcode 3444 which accounts for 
26% of the data, includes a large area extending from Tylden, south of Kyneton, Kyneton itself, 
north-east to Baynton and north to Kimbolton.  Despite its size, the data set is considered 
representative. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. A 200 m2 brick house of medium quality is estimated to cost $266,000 as at 2014 (BMT, 2015). 
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Table 24. Comparison of Sales Data and Statutory Valuation Data, Macedon Ranges LGA 
Site value and Sales data $per hectare, Macedon Ranges Shire, 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Site Value and Sales Data, Macedon Ranges, 2014
<2 >2<10 >11<20
Site Value 345,739 87,196 29,652
AVPCC 103 Sales Data 197,123 76,229 11,583
AVPCC 117 Sales Data 483,469 138,527 49,412
AVPCC 103 Variance to Site Value 148,617 10,967 18,069
AVPCC 117 Variance to Site Value 137,730 51,331 19,759
Sales Data Variance to Site Value, 2014
<2 >2<10 >11<20
AVPCC 103 Variance -43% -13% -61%
Sale Record Count 16 9 2
AVPCC 117 Variance 28% 37% 40%
Sale Record Count 81 55 23
Sales Data Variance to Site Value, 2014 Percent
Site Value
AVPCC 103 2Ha (1) 4Ha (2) 1 + 2 6Ha <2 >2<10
197,123 304,915 502,038 83,673 24% 96%
2Ha (1) 13.5Ha (2) 1 + 2 15.5Ha <2 >11<20
197,123 156,374 353,496 22,806 7% -23%
AVPCC 117 2Ha (1) 4Ha (2) 1 + 2 6Ha <2 >2<10
483,469 554,109 1,037,578 172,930 50% 198%
2Ha (1) 13.5Ha (2) 1 + 2 15.5Ha <2 >11<20
483,469 667,058 1,150,527 74,228 21% 85%
AVPCC Key
103 Vacant land in a rural, semi-rural, or bushland setting capable
of being developed with a single residential dwelling.
117 A single residential dwelling on land in a rural, semi-rural, 
or bushland setting.  Primary production uses and associated
improvements as secondary to the residential use.
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Figure 66. AVPCC 103, 117 Sales Data Comparison, Macedon Ranges LGA, 2014 
 
 
 
Figure 67. AVPCC 117 Sales Data and Site Value Comparison,  
Macedon Ranges LGA, 2014 
 
 
 
 
<2 >2<10 >11<20
Percent 103 of 117 (LHS) 41% 55% 23%
AVPCC 103 Sales Data (RHS) 197,123 76,229 11,583
AVPCC 117 Sales Data (RHS) 483,469 138,527 49,412
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Consistent with the layered analytical model, the value of improvements as a 
percentage of total value declines in the >2<10 hectares parcel range, and increases in the 
>10<20 hectares range.  Site value as a percentage of improved value increases with parcel 
size. 
Adopting Pope’s (1985) components of land value theory discussed in Chapter 6 and 
replicated in Figure 68, data in Table 24 and Figures 66 and 67 has been employed to 
illustrate the relative composition of market value in the case LGAs.  Data from Table 26 
(Site Value, 2014, Percent of <2 hectare Site Value) were applied to average site values to 
separate the embedded 2 hectare value (amenity value) from production value, that is, 
production value is given as the percent that the average value per hectare in a given size 
array represents to the 2 hectare value.  The relationship between the 2 hectare value and the 
remaining value ranges examined is consistent between the LGAs, except in respect to 
Macedon Ranges’ data which expresses a higher retention of amenity value up to 20 hectares. 
 
Table 25, Average Site Value per Hectare, 2014 Case LGAs 
 
 
Table 26, Percent Average Site Value per Hectare, of <2 Hectare Value 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Average Site Value per Hectare, 2014
LGA <2 >2<10 >11<20 >21<40 >41<100
Baw Baw 329,666 50,941 22,715 16,823 12,274
Yarra Ranges 713,123 107,691 42,968 29,297 21,866
Macedon Ranges 345,739 87,196 29,652 18,801 11,397
Percent, Average Value per Hectare of < 2 Hectare Value
LGA <2 >2<10 >11<20 >21<40 >41<100
Baw Baw 100% 15.45% 6.89% 5.10% 3.72%
Yarra Ranges 100% 15.10% 6.03% 4.11% 3.07%
Macedon Ranges 100% 25.22% 8.58% 5.44% 3.30%
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Figure 68, Land Value Components across Land Area Size Ranges 
 
  
(Pope, 1985) 
  
Pope’s representation of aggregated production value and amenity value (Figure 68) is 
the product of capitalized farm revenue and the ‘value’ of non-tangible amenities, where the 
latter is represented below as CV (consumption value), the constituent elements of which are 
peculiar to locational and site specific attributes:  
 
 By partitioning the embedded 2 hectare value from the residue value in each size 
array, a proxy for consumption value (CV), applied in this thesis as ‘amenity value’ (AV), is 
derived, and its relationship to production value and total value is inferred, given by: 
 
 
 
 
Hectares
Price
Average Consumption Value
Average ProductionValue
Average Value
P3
P2
P1
A' A" A*
MV = R
(r - g)
+ CV(D,P,A,H,X)
100 x   Ahv
2hv 100
Av = 2hv( ) hn
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Figure 69. Components of Land Value, Baw Baw LGA, 2014 
 
  
Figures 69, 70 and 71 present data which illustrates conformance with Pope’s model, 
where the influence of amenity value declines as parcel size increases.  The Macedon Ranges 
Shire distribution reflects a high embedded amenity value up to seven hectares.  In each LGA 
the influence of consumption value is significant in the 2 – 10 hectare parcel size range.  
Yarra Ranges Shire’s amenity component is exceeded by production value at five hectares in 
the model, however, its very high two hectare value declines sharply therefore attributing 
value to production.  Macedon Ranges Shire’s value per hectare increases from two to three 
hectares, and the four, five, six and seven hectare values all exceed the two hectare value, 
leaving no value attributable to production. 
 Figures 72 and 73 present amenity value as a percentage of the aggregate value of all 
land and as a percentage of average value in parcel sizes.  Amenity value comprises 
approximately 20% of the aggregate value of all land parcels up-to forty hectares in Baw Baw 
LGA; 25% in Yarra Ranges Shire and almost 27% in Macedon Ranges Shire. 
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Figure 70. Components of Land Value, Macedon Ranges LGA, 2014 
 
Figure 71. Components of Land Value, Yarra Ranges LGA, 2014
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Figure 72. Amenity Value, Percent of Site Value, All Land, 2014 
 
 
Figure 73. Amenity Value, Percent of Site Value, 2014 
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This section has investigated land value by parcel size and zone in each of the case 
LGAs.  The primary exercise is the segmentation of components of value into amenity and 
production to test Pope’s (1985) theory of the relationship between land use, parcel size and 
land value.  The analysis has demonstrated that an amenity value is embedded in all land, that 
the value per hectare for small parcels is much higher than the value per hectare for large 
parcels, and that the rate of value increase over time is also much higher for small parcels than 
for large parcels.  Because small parcels dominate in all of the case LGAs and sales of small 
parcels also dominate, the high amenity value transmits into valuation metrics employed by 
local government and the State to raise revenue to affect all but the largest land parcels. 
The following section captures data discovered above to particularize the relationship 
between land value and production value as the inhibitor to farming succession in the case 
LGAs. 
 
11.2  The Price-Earnings Ratio of Agricultural Land 
 
This section synthesises agricultural production and land value data to express a 
capital return metric for farming in the case regions.  In the following passages Barr’s (2002) 
estimate of a ratio of land value to production value of approximately 8:1 in peri-urban 
regions is generally verified in Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges Shires.  However, the data also 
distinguishes Macedon Ranges LGA as having a very poor (high) LV:PV ratio derived from 
low production and high land values.   
 
The price earnings ratio (P/E) of listed securities is the price that an investor is 
prepared to pay for each dollar that the company earns (Brealey et al., 2006):  
  
 The ratio of earnings to value is a useful measure of comparative commercial viability 
and risk, but it differs from valuation methodology where net income, rather than earnings, is 
capitalized.  Reverting in part to Wolverton’s (2004) depiction of von Thünien theory 
presented in Chapter 6, value is found by capitalization of net income (commodity price (p) 
less cost of production (c) by quantity produced (q)).  The equivalent of a share’s P/E ratio is 
Barr’s LV:PV ratio where land price is divided by gross production value (VACP).   
 
 
Share Price
Earnings per Share
, Share Price = EPS x P/EP/E =
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Value, V cannot be found by replication of the P/E formula (LV:PV) for application as 
a valuation tool, because ‘c’ is not measured:  
 
Like the P/E ratio, the LV:PV ratio is a characteristic of value, rather than a metric 
capable of determining value.  Barr (2002) is credited with the first substantial investigation 
of a P/E logic in respect to Victorian farms and was first to identify the land value, production 
value ratio as an important measure to predict the sustainability of farming in amenity 
affected regions.  This section investigates the LV:PV ratio in the case LGAs to demonstrate 
the variable resilience of farming arising from Barr’s concept of the ‘amenity premium’ value 
for land (Barr and Karunaratne, 2002).   
The average ratio of land value to production value (LV:PV) per hectare in the case 
LGAs is presented in Figure 74.   There is significant variance of VACP between the LGAs: 
most conspicuously Macedon Ranges Shire which generates a little under 10% of the output 
per hectare of Baw Baw LGA and almost 6% of the output of Yarra Ranges LGA (Table 27). 
 
Table 27, VACP per Hectare, 2011, Case LGAs 
 
1. Value of Agricultural Commodities Produced, 2011  
Source: (NCBI, 2015, ABS, 2015) 
2. Total rural zoned hectares, 2012. 
Note: Spatial and VCAP data do not align precisely.  
Discoverable spatial data sets are 2007, 2009, 2012, 2013, 
and 2015.  The latest VCAP data is 2011.  LV:PV ratios 
have been calculated applying the 2011 VCAP and 2012 
spatial data.  Variance between 2009 and 2012 spatial data 
is minor and considered immaterial in respect to the ratio 
calculations: 0.1%, 2% and 3%. 
Negative correlation between the value of land and agricultural output is most evident 
in Macedon Ranges Shire, where despite comparatively poor agricultural output, land values 
are broadly comparable with Baw Baw Shire in the >11<40 hectare range and higher than 
(p-c)q LV
V PV
(p-c)q
R L
V = , = RL , RL ≠
LGA VACP
1
Hectares
2
VACP/Ha
Baw Baw 377,872,360 159,229 2,373
Macedon Ranges 33,597,743 146,371 230
Yarra Ranges 293,130,364 76,235 3,845
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Baw Baw Shire in the <10 hectare range (Table 28).  The influence of amenity attributes 
suggested by Barr (2002) and instances of low correlation between land rents and farmland 
values suggested by Clark et al. (1993) are both substantiated. 
 
Table 28, Percent, Macedon Ranges Land Value to Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges 
LGAs Land Value, 2014 
 
 
 
 
Figure 74. Land Value to Production Value Ratio, Case LGAs, 2011 
 
  
The LV:PV ratio in Macedon Ranges Shire is approximately 835:1 in the <2ha parcel 
value category, falling to around 15:1 in the >501<1000ha parcel category, demonstrating 
declining commercial viability as parcel size reduces. 
\ 
 
 
             Percent: Macedon Ranges Land Value, Baw Baw & Yarra Ranges
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Table 29, Median LV:PV Ratio, 2011, Case LGAs 
 
  
The median LV:PV ratio in Macedon Ranges Shire across the parcel size categories presented 
in Table 29 is almost eleven times that of Baw Baw Shire and ten times that of Yarra Ranges 
Shire.    The relationship between VACP, and parcel size is a function of commodity type 
produced and the land utilization factor.  The LV:PV ratios presented above require closer 
analysis in order to posit theoretical conclusions about land value as a derived production 
value.  For example, of the largest commodity producing sectors in Yarra Ranges Shire, 
nurseries comprise over 60% of all businesses and represent 85% of businesses generating 
EVAO of $350,000 per annum, or more.  Ninety-two percent of those businesses operate on a 
parcel size of <50 hectares (the smallest parcel category provided by ABS agricultural 
production data).  Almost 80% of all commodity sector category businesses in Yarra Ranges 
Shire have an area of holding less than 50 hectares.     
Dairy dominates commodity value output in Baw Baw LGA (greater than 50% of all 
VACP commodity values).  Over 60% of dairy businesses have an area of holding of between 
100 hectares and 500 hectares.  Thirty percent of dairy businesses in Baw Baw Shire generate 
between $200,000 and $350,000 EVAO and more than 30% generate more than $350,000 
EVAO. 
 The extent to which land is idled, or underutilized impacts upon VACP.  Macedon 
Ranges Shire has a poorer land utilization factor than Baw Baw Shire, with 57% of its rural 
zoned land counted in VACP data, compared to 75% counted in Baw Baw Shire (Figure 75), 
confirming a high presence of the impermanence syndrome in Macedon Ranges Shire 
(Nelson, 1992).  Yarra Ranges Shire also has a lower land utilization than Baw Baw Shire; 
however, its average VACP per hectare is 28% higher than Baw Baw Shire explaining 
inconsistency between land utilization and LV:PV ratios (Figure 75). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Median L :  atio, 20 1
Baw Baw 6.92 :1
Macedon Ranges 74.72 :1
Yarra Ranges 7.74 :1
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Figure 75. Rural Land in Production, Case LGAs, 2011 
 
Data Source: NCBI (2015), ABS (2015) 
 The median LV:PV ratio in Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges Shires is high in comparison 
to production landscapes, but much lower than Macedon Ranges Shire.  In the >501<1,000 
hectares category Baw Baw Shire has a LV:PV ratio of 1.85:1 and Yarra Ranges Shire 1.91:1, 
approximating the LV:PV ratio in production landscapes beyond the peri-urban zone (Barr 
and Karunaratne, 2002).  A crucial feature of the case LGAs is the proliferation (and 
dominance) of small parcels.  Sixty-one percent of parcels in Baw Baw Shire are less than 10 
hectares; 92% of Yarra Ranges Shire parcels are less than 10 hectares, and 71% of Macedon 
Ranges Shire parcels are less than 10 hectares.  The LV:PV ratio in the 2-10 hectare category 
is presented in Table 30: 
Table 30, Median LV:PV Ratio,  
2 – 10 Hectares, 2011, Case LGAs 
 
 
ABS data sets from which VCAP is sourced do not include hectares committed to all 
discrete commodity types, for example dairy and beef commodities.  Dairy is the largest 
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commodity value in Baw Baw Shire, and pastoral enterprises are the largest commodity value 
in Macedon Ranges Shire.  Known hectares committed to specific commodities would enable 
calculation of more accurate LV:PV ratio comparisons between the two LGAs. 
 In Baw Baw Shire more than 60% of dairy businesses have an area of holding of 
between 100 hectares and 500 hectares, notionally placing those holdings at the ‘production’ 
value end of the LV:PV spectrum (Barr, 2002).  However, the majority of those farms 
comprise multiple small parcels.  Land parcels adjacent or close to operating dairy farms are 
also dominantly small parcels, each valued to its ‘highest and best use’.  Dairy farmers in Baw 
Baw LGA who wish to expand must pay many multiples of the value of land for dairy 
production, a concept very familiar to a rural valuer respondent: 
 … you’re not going to make money out of grazing sheep on 100 acres at 
Kyneton but the aggregation of a whole lot of 100 acre parcels would give 
you a couple of thousand or 3000 acres and then you might start getting 
into the realms of being able to make a living? 
“Yeah you might create an economic unit in terms of its physical size but 
because of the cost of doing that you won’t be able to get a … return on 
equity” 
…and it’s because of the land value? 
“Yeah you physically can’t do it.” 
(V, REA59) 
 
Figure 76. Area of Holding, Major Commodities, 2006 and 2011, Macedon Ranges LGA 
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Disequilibrium in the production land market is explained by the relationship between 
parcel size, VACP and land price, i.e., von Thunian bid rent theory is inhibited in a market 
with bifurcated demand determinants.  Rather, Pope’s (1985) components of land value, 
determined by parcel size and amenity attributes, establish market price equilibrium.  To 
place parcel size into perspective, average farm area of holding (AOH) by business 
commodity type is presented below (Figures 76, 77 and 78). 
 
Figure 77. Area of Holding, Major Commodities, 2006 and 2011, Yarra Ranges LGA 
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Figure 78. Area of Holding, Major Commodities, 2006 and 2011, Baw Baw LGA 
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Figure 79. Number of Farm Businesses by VACP and by AOH, 2011, Case LGAs 
 
Data Source: NCBI (2015), ABS (2015) 
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In relation to the absolute number of farm businesses, the VACP and area of holding 
data are closely correlated.  As noted elsewhere, VACP is not a measure of total farm income; 
rather it is a measure of output in commodity categories.  Thus the number of farmers 
recording VACP for a particular commodity will differ from the number of farmers recording 
EVAO (the equivalent of the sum of VACP from all commodities produced on each farm).  
However, because VACP includes all commodity output data, the sum of all VACP and the 
number of farmers in each of the VACP income categories provides a good comparative 
measure of the capital return on farm investment.  Figures 80 and 81 depict VACP and area of 
holding (AOH) in all commodity categories.   
 
The number of farm businesses in Macedon Ranges Shire declines linearly as VACP 
category values increase.  The ordinal position of the three LGAs is consistent over the first 
four VACP categories up to $100,000; that is, Yarra Ranges Shire has the highest number of 
businesses, followed by Baw Baw Shire and Macedon Ranges Shire (Figure 80).  Baw Baw 
Shire dominates in the remaining, higher income categories above $200,000 and Macedon 
Ranges Shire records negligible numbers of businesses in those categories. 
 
 
 
Figure 80. Number of Farm Businesses by VACP, All Commodities, Case LGAs, 2011 
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 A spike in the Baw Baw Shire VACP data in the $200,000 - $350,000 category aligns 
with a spike in the AOH in the 100 – 500 hectares category, correlating with dairy, which is 
highlighted elsewhere.  Seventy percent of farm businesses in Baw Baw LGA with AOH in 
the 100 – 500 hectares category are dairy farm businesses. 
 
 
Figure 81. Number of Farm Businesses by Area of Holding, All Commodities, Case LGAs, 2011 
 
 
 
 
EVAO is not a perfect measure of the economic viability of differing farm enterprises 
as it ignores capital investment ex-land.  High EVAOs achieved in horticulture, floriculture 
and dairy, for example, require large capital investment.  Capital investment must be added to 
land value in order to make investment return comparisons with low capital intensive farm 
enterprises.  Many high EVAO businesses in Yarra Ranges Shire have significant investment 
in technology and a comparatively small parcel of land.  Dairy requires significant investment 
in milking sheds, effluent management and farm infrastructure.  Running costs are also 
comparatively high in these intensive agricultural businesses.   
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The capital investment ex-land is emphasised by a Yarra Ranges nurseryman: 
…is this location strategically important to you because of your market or 
because of the soil conditions and the climate? 
“It’s certainly not soil conditions. Soil conditions here are atrocious”. 
You import your soil I assume or you create it? 
“Yeah it’s a growing medium so there’s no soil as such …the soil is not 
relevant. It’s more about being located in a strategically good location for 
you to distribute the product”. 
“So there’s distribution, access to market so customers coming here and us 
going, at the right time of day we can be in the City in 35/40 minutes …so 
the value of the land is not really necessarily a function of the quality of the 
soil. It’s more … It’s the strategic location”  (Yarra Ranges, H53). 
Intensive horticulture and floriculture is capital intensive and increasingly less reliant 
on land as a resource other than to accommodate improvements.  Yarra Ranges 
floriculturalist: 
“The flower growers are the ones that are left because it’s intense, so you 
can actually make money, and of course we’ve owned it for a longer period 
of time …the turnover here is [x] million and I get the Bureau of Statistics 
[asking] “how much land have you got?” and I think who cares”?  (Yarra 
Ranges FL47). 
 
 
11.3  Summary 
This chapter has analysed land value in the case LGAs illustrating the substantial 
variance between the value of small parcels and the value of large parcels.    A number of 
methods have been employed to partition aggregate value into its amenity and production 
components, to demonstrate the influence of a theoretical dwelling ‘footprint’ on the value of 
all land.  Agricultural production and parcel data were merged with valuation data to 
formulate a ‘price earnings ratio’ equivalent for land in each LGA, across an array of parcel 
sizes.  That exercise introduced metric logic to normative understandings of ‘land which is 
too expensive for farming’, highlighting the impact of proliferation of existing high priced 
small land parcels.  Barr’s (2002) characterization of the peri-urban land value and production 
value coefficient has been tested across the range of parcel sizes to reveal the high influence 
of amenity values and the comparatively low influence of production values.  The LV:PV 
ratios in Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges Shires are much more compatible with use of land for 
production than Macedon Ranges Shire.  However, data confirms that because production 
value is substantially lower than amenity value, depending upon parcel size and commodity 
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type, the former is completely eclipsed, that is, higher VACP in Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges 
Shires to produce a less unsustainable LV:PV ratio than Macedon Ranges Shire, does not 
obscure the dominance of amenity as the principal determinant of land value. The median 
LV:PV ratio discovered in Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges Shires is broadly consistent with 
Barr’s (2002) estimate of 8:1; however Macedon Ranges’ median ratio of almost 75:1 
exceeds the averages in Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges Shires by almost ten times.  Its poor ratio 
is partly a function of a low land utilization factor, inferring a high impermanence syndrome, 
but primarily poor production and high land values.  The resilience of Macedon Ranges 
Shire’s agriculture (with its current and likely commodity emphasis) is threatened by high 
land values.  In each of the case LGAs small land parcels exhibit the poorest LV:PV ratio 
(over 300:1 for parcels between 2 and 10 hectares in Macedon Ranges Shire).   
 
The research finds a strong correlation between area of holding (AOH) and VACP, the 
latter a function of land capability and land utilization.  Baw Baw Shire has 2.75 times as 
many farm businesses with an area of holding (AOH) between 100 hectares and 500 hectares 
than Macedon Ranges Shire, despite the two LGAs having very similar distribution of parcel 
sizes (Baw Baw Shire has 111 parcels greater than 100 hectares and Macedon Ranges has 119 
parcels greater than 100 hectares).  Macedon Ranges Shire has 57 farm businesses generating 
VACP of $100,000 or more (2011), compared to Baw Baw Shire which has 357 businesses 
generating VACP of $100,000 or more.  This data points to the importance of land capability 
and commodity type in determination of VACP.  It also reveals the impact of land value on 
land use succession for agriculture.  Poorer VACP per hectare available from commodity 
types which Macedon Ranges Shire can support should logically translate to larger AOHs to 
achieve an acceptable EVAO.  However, it appears that farmers are unwilling to enlarge 
holdings to achieve commercial viability due to high land values.  Many more farmers are 
willing to purchase larger holdings in Baw Baw Shire (at similar land values to those found in 
Macedon Ranges Shire), because the commodity type supported in the Shire is more 
commercially viable.  Despite having only 50 farm businesses with an AOH of between 100 
and 500 hectares, Yarra Ranges Shire has 188 businesses generating VACP of $100,000 or 
more (2011).  Dominance of high value commodities on small land parcels in Yarra Ranges 
Shire explains variance to Macedon Ranges and Baw Baw Shire data.  Only 57 businesses 
have an AOH more than 100 hectares in Yarra Ranges Shire and almost 80% of businesses 
are less than 50 hectares.  Despite that variance, the Yarra Ranges Shire AOH data also 
confirms farmers’ reluctance to increase investment in land.  The findings note that Yarra 
Ranges Shire has a diverse land capability, generally distinguishing the intensively farmed 
‘Melbourne Outer East’ (MOE) region of the Shire (principally floriculture, horticulture and 
nurseries), from the Upper Yarra and Yarra Valley regions.  Those latter areas do not benefit 
from proximity to metropolitan markets essential for nurseries and the like, as does the MOE 
region.  ‘Land capability’ in the MOE context is more a measure of access to metropolitan 
markets than soil, climate and other physical attributes, albeit that MOE does have quality 
physical endowments.   
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This chapter has shown how commercial sustainability of agriculture is variable 
between locations; influenced inter alia, by land use capability, land price and parcel size.  
Capacity for standardized State-wide zones and land use guidelines to cope with variable 
local circumstances is determined by local planning policy and its implementation.  The 
extent to which the planning system can accommodate the wide variation of land 
characteristics across the State is brought into focus by this analysis of production capacity in 
the case LGAs.   
 
The following chapter evaluates a potential future landscape, anticipating deterioration 
of factors which coalesce to produce the hindrances to sustainable agriculture summarised 
above.  Potential for fragmentation and proliferation of dwellings permitted under prevailing 
planning rules are applied to the distribution of existing parcels in the case LGAs. 
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Chapter 12:  Fragmentation and Dwelling Capacity 
 
 The prevailing distribution of land parcels has been examined in detail in Chapter 9.  
Those data exposed the highly fragmented landscape and predominance of small title parcels.  
Chapter 11 demonstrated how the value of those small parcels is embedded in all but the 
largest land parcels. This chapter reveals potential for further fragmentation and further 
proliferation of dwellings.  Table 31 presents fragmentation capacity under prevailing 
planning rules. 
 
Table 31. Fragmentation Capacity, Case LGAs 
 
 
 
Data Source: DELWP, SVI (2015) 
Section 14.01-1 of the State Planning Policy states: ‘Where inappropriate subdivisions 
exist on productive agricultural land, priority should be given by planning authorities to their 
re-structure’ (DELWP, 2015g).  Whereas ‘High quality productive agricultural land’ is 
defined at s.72 of the VPP (General Terms), ‘productive agricultural land’ is not defined, 
either in the VPP, or the Planning and Environment Act 1987.  No evidence of attempts to 
introduce effective restructuring measures in Baw Baw, or Macedon Ranges Shires was 
identified by this research.  As noted elsewhere, Yarra Ranges Shire planning scheme 
provides for tenement controls and consolidation of tenement lots, however the tenement 
controls apply only to land contained within the former Lilydale and Sherbrooke Shires, and 
are further limited to land held in common ownership between certain dates.  As minimum lot 
sizes required to enable dwellings are either smaller than, or equal to minimum subdivision 
sizes, the number of potential new dwellings capable under existing planning rules is equal to 
Existing Parcels Minimum Subdivision Potential Parcel Yield
Zone Yarra Ranges Macedon Ranges Baw Baw Yarra Ranges Macedon Ranges Baw Baw Yarra Ranges Macedon Ranges Baw Baw
FZ 1,572 8,600 30 40 40 487 1,621
FZ1 2,207 100 9
RLZ1 1,672 1,050 286 2 40 4 8 27 13
RLZ2 25 952 103 4 2 8 2 732 30
RLZ3 7 8 0.43 51
RLZ4 2 1 0.40 296 1
RLZ5 24 1 1 3,173 108
RAZ 38
RCZ1 895 3,773 663 30 40 40 70 252
RCZ2 202 414 40 40 2 79
RCZ3 1,183 324 50 40 50
RCZ4 44 50
GWZ1 1,319 6 238
GWZ2 1,932 12 317
GWZ3 209 15 39
GWZ4 2,080 18 589
GWZ5 2,765 30 227
GWZ6 199 40 10
GWAZ1 9,400 1 0
GWAZ2 641 3 194
Totals 22,522 10,336 9,685 1,746 5,055 1,862
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the number of potential new parcels arising from subdivision.  Under prevailing planning 
rules the number of dwellings in rural zones can increase by 7.25% (1,746) in Yarra Ranges 
Shire; 19% (1,862) in Baw Baw Shire; and 49% (5,055) in Macedon Ranges Shire (Figures 
82, 83 and 84).   
Figure 82. Potential Parcel Fragmentation, Yarra Ranges LGA 
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Figure 83. Potential Parcel Fragmentation, Baw Baw LGA 
 
Data Source: DELWP, SVI (2015) 
 
Data Source: DELWP, SVI (2015) 
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Figure 84. Potential Parcel Fragmentation, Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
 
 
 
 The Schedule to Farming Zone in Macedon Ranges Shire limits subdivision to 100 
hectares in a prescribed area, however, the minimum lot size to enable a dwelling as a Section 
one use is 40 hectares, both within and beyond the 100 hectare minimum subdivision 
prescribed area.  With some exceptions, dwellings are restricted to one per lot.  
 
Proposed planning scheme amendments in Baw Baw and Macedon Ranges Shires 
particularized in later chapters, contemplate increasing both parcel numbers and dwelling 
numbers.  Data presented in this section is consistent with references found in the literature, 
which forecast potential for many more dwellings in the peri-urban region under prevailing 
planning rules (Buxton, et al., 2011). 
 
 
12.1  Dwelling Permit Activity 
 
Data collected by the Department of Environment, Land Water and Planning 
(DELWP) via the Planning Permit Activity Reporting System (PPARS) has been analysed.  
PPARS began collecting data in 1999 but did not begin collection electronically until 2007.  
Data prior to that date is incomplete.  Data presented in Figures 85, 86 and 87 examines 
records commencing in 2003. 
 
PPARS data are coded to classify planning applications as follows: 
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0 In Progress 
1 Permit issued by a delegate of the Responsible Authority 
2 Permit issued by the Responsible Authority 
3 Notice of Decision used by a delegate of the Responsible Authority 
4 Notice of Decision issued by the Responsible Authority 
5 Refusal issued by a delegate of the Responsible Authority 
6 Refusal issued by the Responsible Authority 
7 No permit required 
8 Withdrawn 
9 Lapsed 
 
Whereas records do not include parcel size, analysis of data to isolate dwelling permit 
applications as Section 2 use is possible by filtering to omit records with code 7 above (no 
permit required; e.g., Section 1).  In Yarra Ranges LGA Green Wedge Zones 2, 4 and 5 and 
Green Wedge Zone A1 dominate permit activity in the categories examined over the period, 
with 73% of permits awarded.  The same zones dominate permit refusals over the period 
representing 75% of permits refused.  None of those zones specify a minimum parcel size for 
a dwelling and all are Section 2 uses.  83% of permits awarded in the data set occurred 
between 2007 and 2011.  893 permits were awarded (82%) and 196 declined.  Eighty-five 
percent of permits awarded in Baw Baw LGA were in Farming Zone and almost 90% of 
permit activity occurred between 2007 and 2012.  Eighty-seven percent of permits declined 
were in Farming Zone.  Permits awarded totalled 439 and permits declined totalled 41 (91% 
of applications successful).   
 
Rural Conservation Zone 1 dominated permit activity in Macedon Ranges Shire, with 
58% of permits awarded.  Farming Zone accounted for 13.5% and Rural Living Zone 2 was 
13% of permits awarded.  Almost 35% of all permits were awarded between 2007 and 2010.  
RCZ1 also dominated permits declined (59%), followed by FZ (24%).  No minimum parcel 
size is specified in RLZ2, or RCZ1.  In absolute numbers, permits approved totalled 1,312 
and permits declined totalled 95 (93% of applications were awarded permits). 
 
PPARS data are also categorized by land use at the time of permit application.  Data 
were examined to determine the number of parcels classified as having ‘agriculture’ as the 
pre-existing land use.  In Yarra Ranges LGA 43 parcels were classified as in use for 
‘agriculture’, representing 4% of permits awarded.  The largest representation in that category 
was in GWZ4 (28%), followed by GWZ5 (21%) and GWZ1 and GWZ2, both 16.3%.  
Ninety-eight percent of parcels classified as in agricultural use in Baw Baw LGA were in FZ, 
representing almost 30% of permits awarded.  Sixty-two percent of permits awarded in 
Macedon Ranges LGA were classified as in agricultural use, representing almost 5% of 
permits awarded.  Sixty-one percent of those permits were in RCZ1 and 21% in FZ.   
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Figures 85, 86 and 87 present dwelling permits awarded and declined in rural zones 
over the study period.  Figures 108 - 118 at Appendix 8 particularize dwelling permit 
distributions across each rural zone, and on parcels designated as in agricultural use at the 
time that a dwelling permit application was made. 
 
Figure 85. Dwelling Permits Awarded and Declined in Rural Zones, Yarra Ranges LGA 
 
 
 
 
 
Data relating to dwelling permits on ‘Agricultural use land’ is most indicative of land 
use transition away from agriculture.  Yarra Ranges LGA records the highest absolute number 
of dwelling permits awarded between 2007 and 2014 (877), followed by Macedon Ranges 
LGA (612) and Baw Baw Shire (423).  It is postulated that the small average parcel size in 
Yarra Ranges Shire determines that recorders of data elect not to specify agricultural use.   
 
The majority of dwelling permits awarded in Baw Baw LGA have been in the 
Farming Zone: 81% was the lowest recorded percentage of permits awarded in the zone over 
the period, ranging to 100% in 2014.  The highest recorded percentage of Farming Zone land 
classified as agricultural use land was 44%, other than in 2014 when only 3 permits were 
recorded, all FZ and all classified as in agricultural use. 
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Figure 86. Dwelling Permits Awarded and Declined in Rural Zones, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
 
 
Figure 87. Dwelling Permits Awarded and Declined in Rural Zones, Macedon Ranges LGA 
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Subjectivity associated with classification of applications calls into question the 
veracity of PPARS data.  For example in Baw Baw LGA, 361 FZ parcels were awarded 
dwelling permits, but only 113 of those parcels were recorded as being in agricultural use.  
PPARS define ‘current land use’ as: 
 
 The current activity undertaken on the land that is the subject of the application 
for a planning permit.   
 
PPARS further defines land use as: 
 Main use of the land as defined by the Responsible Authority  (DELWP, 2014b).   
 
It is not known whether all planning officers physically inspect each land parcel to 
apply a judgement as to prevailing land use, however it is considered unlikely.  It is probable 
that planning officers determine land use by questioning applicants, or make a judgement 
according to parcel size, or both.  The practice in at least one of the case LGAs is for 
administrative, rather than planning staff to populate PPARS data records (Baw Baw Shire 
Planning Officer, 2015).  Less than one third of permits recorded as in agricultural use in FZ 
in Baw Baw LGA suggests data recording error.   
 
Applicants seeking a dwelling permit in FZ as a Section 2 use must persuade planning 
officers that a dwelling is required ancillary to an agricultural activity.  If the activity has been 
carried out without a dwelling, planning officers may challenge the argument that a dwelling 
is required in order to carry out the activity.  Savvy applicants may assert that no agricultural 
activity is extant, pending construction of a dwelling (Baw Baw Planning Officer, 2015). 
 
The high incidence of permits awarded in FZ and RCZ in Macedon Ranges Shire and 
in FZ in Baw Baw Shire is unsurprising given the dominance of those zones in the shires.  
Almost 90% of the rural parcels in Baw Baw Shire are FZ, and RCZ and FZ combined 
represent approximately 72% of rural zoned parcels in Macedon Ranges Shire (Figures 28 
and 30).  Dwelling permit consents in zones intended for agriculture is indicative of a failed 
response to VPP guidelines, as will be elaborated upon below.  Low VACP in Macedon 
Ranges Shire militates against awarding dwelling permits on small parcels which have a low 
probability of conforming to the objectives of sustainable commercial farming articulated in 
the VPP.  Existing planning rules have the capacity to transform the case LGAs into a 
low-density continuum of disbursed residential development, with a settlement pattern 
characterized by substantial concentrations of closely located dwellings in the Rural Living 
and Green Wedge zones. 
 
Poor cadastral data casts some uncertainty over the maximum potential fragmentation 
capacity in Macedon Ranges Shire.  Nevertheless, a conservative analysis of that data and 
data from Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges Shires suggests potential for production of many more 
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small parcels enabled by small minimum subdivision provisions, including house lot 
excisions, in the rural zones.  Those potential small parcels are capable of accommodating 
many dwellings in zones where there are small, or no minimum lot sizes specified to permit a 
dwelling.  RCZs and GWZs have no minimum lot size requirements for dwellings. 
 
12.2  Summary 
Succession of land use for agricultural production is impaired by a high LV:PV ratio, 
the land value component of which is a product of the existing fragmented landscape, and 
subdivision and dwelling permit rules.  Amenity premiums for small land parcels depend 
upon the availability of a dwelling permit.  Dwelling permit activity was analysed.  AVPCC 
codes were employed to filter land into different ‘in use’ categories.  PPARS data does not 
provide parcel size, however zoning is provided and AVPCC codes provide some guide as to 
whether land is transitioning from production to amenity use.  Guidance is contingent upon 
consistency of code definition interpretations which may be variable.   
 
Analysis of PPARS data suggests that in Baw Baw Shire more than 90% of dwelling 
permit applications on FZ parcels less than 40 hectares (Section two Table of Uses) were 
awarded, and almost all of those (98%) were on land recorded as in ‘agricultural use’.  
Capacity for more than 8,600 additional parcels in rural zones produced from subdivision 
allowed under current planning rules in the case LGAs has been identified in this chapter.  All 
of those parcels are capable of achieving a dwelling permit.  Assuming maintenance of the 
prevailing ratio of persons per household, and ignoring dwelling production in non-rural 
zones, those additional parcels can increase the population density by almost 10% in Baw 
Baw Shire, almost 30% in Macedon Ranges Shire and 3% in Yarra Ranges Shire.  It is 
notable that despite application of zones intended to accommodate non-agricultural activities 
(RLZ and RAZ), Section two dwelling permits awarded in each of the case LGAs are 
dominant in FZ, GWZ and RCZ.  Discretion to allow dwelling permits in zones intended to 
preserve land for agriculture is not achieving the objectives of the zones. 
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Chapter 13:  Succession and Supply 
This chapter investigates the complexities associated with succession of farming and 
how the dual effects of poor VACP and consequently very high LV:PV ratios and poor 
planning policy work to encourage supply of land to the amenity market.  The peri-urban 
market model depicted in Chapter 4 can be simplified to the following sub-model of the 
supply function (Figure 88). 
Figure 88. Supply Function Sub-Model 
 
 In the model, dwelling enabling policy increases land value; land value as 
denominator, and low VACP as numerator generate unsustainable LV:PV ratios, and supply 
for land use transition occurs.  As farmers anticipate transition, an impermanence state further 
depletes VACP, which cycles back to lift the LV:PV ratio further.   
Inwood’s and Sharp’s succession and enterprise adaption model of peri-urban 
succession reviewed in Chapter 4 can be interposed to link absence of familial succession 
with decline and disinvestment (Figure 89). 
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Figure 89. Farm Succession Model and Supply Function Sub-Model Integrated 
 
(Inwood and Sharp, 2012) 
Informants cited a range of causal and consequential factors which bear on succession 
probability, generally conforming to theoretical models presented in the literature.  Dilution of 
traditional communities consistent with deterritorialization in the rural hinterland, as well as 
repopulation with exurbanites who demand different goods and services is evident in the case 
LGAs, as portrayed by the following informants: 
 
 “The labour is starting to disappear, you know, the specialised agricultural 
labour because there’s not a big enough draw to keep those people here… 
“The farmer’s store is no longer a farmer’s store, it’s a Bunnings, or a 
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Masters… “I can’t get fertilizer…I’ve got to buy that from further afield”… 
“..they start to become less productive than they should be because all of the 
support stuff they need is not there…” (V, REA59). 
“…to buy wire or wire netting or .. any of those things, …you cannot get it – 
they supply hobby farmers and expect to make a good margin and as a 
farmer you think, "Well, it would actually pay me to take a truck and drive 
to Queensland or New South and buy a load of the stuff and come back."  It 
is a lot cheaper, because they are not looking for that hobby farmer margin” 
(Macedon Ranges F42). 
“We had 30-odd, farming families in our area all sending kids to school and 
it was a pretty strong community.  If you wanted something done at the 
school, you just got the parents organised and it was done, you know.  If 
you wanted to paint the hall, we all went up there and painted the hall.  Then 
the last year the school was operating … there were quite a lot of kids in the 
district - you would be impolite to say they were "blow-ins", but they didn't 
work on the farms they were living on, they ran cattle and worked in 
Warragul or Melbourne or somewhere, and we did a run around and tried to 
talk them into sending the kids to [name] State School and they just weren't 
interested.  They wanted them to go to town so the school closed, even 
though there were still kids in the area” (Baw Baw Retired F62). 
A newcomer Baw Baw Shire rural resident’s perspective is consistent with the above 
retired farmer’s observation: 
“Our closest primary school is in Ellinbank, but that's only got about 
23 pupils, and for us that was just too small so they go to Warragul Primary 
School” (Baw Baw HF27). 
And a new-comer hobby farmer: 
“A little school we had, where the kids went to primary school, it was a 30-
pupil school and there were a few families there with kids the same age and 
it was quite a vibrant little place, but then as one or two get older and don't 
go there or a couple take their kids out to send them to some other school, 
then you get below the, sort of, critical mass where everyone is starting to 
think, "Well, there's not enough there for my child.  I'll take them out” 
(Macedon Ranges HF55). 
 The land use succession complex is considered within the following vignettes, 
constructed around fictional characters, but populated with data collected in this research. 
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13.1 Retiring Farmer Scenario: The Succession –  
Retirement Effect 
 
Economic performance is a crucial succession determinant.  Macedon Ranges Shire 
has poor succession probability due to its low value of agricultural commodities produced 
(VACP).  The highest generating VACP of all commodities in Macedon Ranges Shire are 
beef (26.2% of all commodities produced) and sheep and wool (45.92% of all commodities 
produced) (ABS farm census, 2011).  Seventy-two percent of farm businesses in the LGA had 
an EVAO of less than $50,000 in 2011 and beef and sheep comprised 59% of all farm 
businesses.  Sixty-three percent of beef businesses were less than 100 hectares (28% less than 
50 hectares) and 33% of sheep businesses were less than 100 hectares (almost 12% less than 
50 hectares).   
There are few intensive agricultural businesses in Macedon Ranges Shire.  Much of 
the LGA appears visibly to be idled, or underutilized, however the VACP data above 
considers only land that is in agricultural production; that is, it is not a measure of all 
commodities produced, divided by all land.  Land which has a low stocking, or cropping rate, 
which is reported at census time is recorded.  Value per hectare includes all land, whether 
under production or not.  For Macedon Ranges Shire to have a comparable LV:PV ratio to 
Baw Baw Shire, its average land value per hectare would need to fall by 90% to $4,641 
assuming no change in production, or its production would need to lift more than 95% to 
$2,391 per hectare, assuming no change in land value.  A rural valuer informant notes: 
“What you tend to see more of is just land that’s not being used for anything” 
(V, REA59). 
 
Suppose that a retiring farmer (RF) has a child with interest in farm succession.  The 
farm is 500 hectares and is employed as grazing land (beef).  RF is therefore one of only 
seven beef farmers in Macedon Ranges Shire (as at 2011) with a holding in that range, there 
being one larger holding (Figure 76).  There were 12 beef businesses earning EVAO of 
between $75,000 and $350,000 and only one beef business earning EVAO of between 
$350,000 and $500,000 in 2011 (ABS, Figure 48).   
As there was one beef enterprise with a holding between 2,500 and 5,000 hectares 
(Figure 76) it is logical to assume that it was that business with EVAO of between $350,000 
and $500,000 ceteris paribus.  According to Elders Keynton, RF’s farm has a carrying 
capacity of approximately 7.41 dry sheep equivalent (DSE) per hectare, (Coxon, 2015, pers 
comm), inferring that he can carry approximately 338 units (dry) or approximately 185 units 
(breeders).  Referencing Bendigo Livestock Exchange (BLE) data, if RF is a good farmer, he 
enjoys an average season and the livestock market is typical, he should generate $1.75 - $2.00 
per kilogram live weight (BLE, 2015).  If he is breeding, at a price per kilogram of $1.75, and 
yearling average weight of 300 kilograms, he will gross approximately $323 x 185 = $97,000 
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EVAO.  If he fattens store cattle and achieves $1.98 per kilogram he will generate 
approximately $1,138 x 338 = $384,244, less store replacements of $525 x 338 = $177,188, 
leaving a residual EVAO of $207,000.  Net income probable from those EVAO estimates is 
analysed and presented in Figure 128, at Appendix 17. 
The EVAO estimate from either scenario is well beneath the $400,000 EVAO 
required to yield disposable income of $75,000 to achieve parity with the Australian median 
disposable income (as at 2011), assuming the farm is debt free, allowing for necessary re-
investment in productivity improvements, and additional income required for reinvestment to 
counter terms of trade decline (Barr, 2014).  
The Valuer General’s site value in 2011 for 500 hectares in Macedon Ranges Shire 
was circa $5,698 per hectare (average of 2010 and 2012 data) (DELWP, 2014d).  Average 
sale price per hectare for land between 100 and 500 hectares in 2011 was $5,313.  Site value 
is an estimate of land value assuming no improvements.  Adopting an average between 
valuation and sales data ($5,500 per hectare), RF’s farm was worth approximately $2,750,000 
in 2011.  However, RF’s farm is 500 hectares in Farming Zone and has a minimum 
subdivision potential of 40 hectares per lot (or 100 hectares if within the area described in the 
Schedule to FZ in Macedon Ranges Planning Scheme).  The average of 2010-2012 valuation 
data inferring 2011 data, for parcels between 20 hectares and 40 hectares is $17,150 per 
hectare and 2011 sales data average price per hectare between 20 hectares and 40 hectares is 
$26,269, suggesting a gross value of $10,850,000, or thereabouts for RF’s land, if 
fragmented: almost four times its consolidated value.    If RF is fortunate to have extensive 
road frontages he may be able to subdivide his land without significant development cost.  If 
he has limited road frontage the cost of subdivision may militate against subdivision, 
particularly if RF is cash poor, as data suggests he may be (Wilkinson et al., 2011).  However, 
the margin between consolidated value and fragmented value is significant and if RF does not 
have capital available to affect subdivision he will rationally anticipate market value well in 
excess of consolidated value; that is, fragmented value, less development cost is significantly 
higher than consolidated value.  RF’s consolidated LV:PV ratio is 23.9:1 and his fragmented 
LV:PV ratio is 94.3:1.  A frustrated Macedon Ranges farmer informant lamented that: 
“…the price of land is always valued – even if you’re selling 500 acres or 
1000 acres they still value it at potentially 100-acre subdivisions.” 
(Macedon Ranges HF61) 
RF’s neighbour (NF) has 500 hectares and he too is retiring.  If RF is able to purchase 
NF’s farm, he (and his child) would theoretically increase EVAO to circa $414,000 ceteris 
paribus.  According to Barr (2014), this EVAO would just elevate the family income to parity 
with the Australian median disposable income (for a single family) (Barr, 2014).  If NF is 
rational he will value his land assuming fragmentation.  NF’s farm may not subdivide as 
economically efficiently as RF’s, or perhaps it will be more economically efficient. In either 
event, like RF, NF will assume a market value reflecting fragmentation (with development 
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cost adjustment, if applicable).  The income return from RF’s farm is poor.  However, many 
older farmers prefer to live on low income, rather than leave the farm (Wilkinson et al., 
2011).  A number of informants acknowledged poor income returns: 
…if you’re getting $50,000 a year return from $3 million…? 
“1.5%, but you have to live somewhere” (Macedon Ranges REA, F52). 
 
The fate of RF’s aspiring farmer daughter is superficially bleak; however, if RF exploits 
the fragmented value of his land (by development or englobo sale), the family will have 
ample funds to redeploy to a location where land value and the LV:PV ratio is more likely to 
generate a satisfactory farm return and provide for RF’s retirement.  Informants expressed 
cognisance of the succession dilemma. 
 
“A succession plan for these guys out here … is to sell that land and try and 
go out to Western Victoria” (REA, V59). 
“The ex's family … have a beautiful farm at.. [location] and they never 
embraced a succession-type situation, and it's just going to be sold up and it 
will just go down to 100-acre blocks.  It's just a tragedy, you know.  And 
one of the boys would have loved to have farmed it… There will be a bag of 
money but, you know, it's just a big bag of money.  It's not going to make 
anyone happier.  It's a bag of money” (Macedon Ranges HF35). 
“Any farmer I’ve talked to through Lancefield or Romsey or even Kyneton, 
basically if they could carve up their 2000 acres into hundred acre lots 
they’ll do it. They don’t have a succession plan” (Macedon Ranges REA39). 
The observations of the above real estate agent were corroborated in interviews, 
including a septuagenarian second generation farmer with more than 500 hectares close to 
low density residential  development:  
 
“…if for some unknown reason you all decided you were finished, what do 
you think would be the fate of this property?” 
“Subdivision… if I didn't or my sons or my grandchildren didn’t, then a 
development corporation would buy the land and, funnily enough, you 
would find that where you were formerly allowed to have, say, a 100 acre 
block - 40 hectares, you would suddenly find that you were allowed to have 
quarter-hectare blocks.  I'm sure that a place like [developer], to name one 
of many, would be delighted to purchase the property at agricultural prices” 
(Macedon Ranges F42). 
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Underutilization of land in anticipation of fragmentation and land use transition is 
prevalent on large holdings in Macedon Ranges LGA.  The anticipation of windfall land 
premiums arising from fragmentation, or the addition of dwelling permits, coupled with an 
ageing farmer demographic and the inevitability of continuing decline in farm income is 
typical of an ‘impermanence syndrome’ characterized by reduced input investment and a shift 
away from labour and capital intensive operations toward less intensive activities such as 
livestock grazing (Nelson, 1992b). 
As one fourth generation Macedon Ranges Shire farmer remarked: 
“…there's going to be no farming left around here.  One of the reasons I'm 
staying in it is because of the real estate value. You know, whether it's 
farming land or whether it's eventually split up.  They're not making any 
more of it” (Macedon Ranges F40). 
There is evidence of determination to fully exploit subdivisional capacity of land for 
maximum financial gain, illustrated by one Macedon Ranges Shire farmer’s account of a 
neighbour’s campaign to fragment his farm: 
“It might be 300 acres he’s got and he's held it for 15 years, and he's 
hanging out for those 12 titles and he's spent all his effort, and it's just … 
greed. He doesn't [care] about anything else other than just money and that's 
what you're up against.  …this guy is a [occupation] from Melbourne and he 
likes farming but his wife, she's at the Council all the time, she's at VCAT 
all the time, you know.  I mean they're just grinding away.  It's just money” 
(Macedon Ranges HF35). 
 The hypothetical provided in the RF scenario above can be interposed onto the model 
presented in the theory section of this thesis (Figure 17, Section 7.6.1).  Falling gross annual 
revenue (EVAO) as operations wind down in anticipation of land use change, and increasing 
operating expenses work to erode NPV.   
NPV is the net present value of future income streams, discounted at a risk adjusted 
rate: 
 
The expression Cn in the NPV equation refers to net cash flows; that is, the product of 
revenue inflow and cost outflow. If RF sells his farm, the final cash in-flow is the net proceeds 
of the sale.  Notwithstanding the rate of decline of NPV of income, RF’s total NPV (which 
includes its reversionary, disposal value) is increased by the value of amenity use.  RF is the 
beneficiary of higher amenity value (if he sells) and the victim of higher amenity value, both 
NPV =∑
N
t = 0
Cn
(1 + r)t
= 0
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if he wishes to acquire new land, and if he resists the enticement of an unrealized amenity 
premium and persists with farming.   
RF’s inability to expand and the potential for him to realize an amenity premium for his 
own land is a scenario which was recounted by farmers in each of the case LGAs.  A 
Macedon Ranges Shire farmer lamented the fact that he has not been able to purchase a 
neighbour’s land to increase his farm efficiency: 
“…he’s got 500 acres.  Now, he knows I’ve wanted to buy it for years but 
he’s always had it valued at 100-acre lot values.  He says, “Why don’t you 
buy it from me?” and I said, “Well, I can’t afford it and you’ve got it valued 
at 100”.  He says, “Well, there’s roads right around it, ...”  He says it’s a 
potential subdivision and I said, “Yes, and if it was 500 acres and you’d sold 
it to me I would have lived on the farm instead of having a couple of 
hundred acres up there, 300 acres, and it would have had economy to scale.”  
So if you give up farming? 
“Oh, well, I’ll just lease it, I suppose.  I don’t know what to do at the 
moment.  I mean, it’s not viable so none of the kids would be interested” 
(Macedon Ranges HF61). 
 
A retired Baw Baw farmer informant recounted being crowded out of the 
market for land adjacent to his farm: 
 
 “…one of my neighbours said “we both need to build new cowsheds, I 
agreed. I said, “Any time you’re ready to sell, let me know”. He had a sister 
that had different ideas and he had about five different titles on the farm and 
she thought oh they’re all small titles so a lot of them, each on their own are 
small titles, a couple of them are 30 acres, a 40 acre and a 70 acre and of 
course that’s very attractive for somebody that wants to come and settle out 
in the country and have a tree change and so on, so we just couldn’t compete 
against them on price” (Baw Baw Retired F18). 
Farm-as-superannuation adds complexity to succession where formal superannuation 
has not been provisioned and off-farm assets have not been accumulated: 
“You have sort of older folk… who are saying, “Well, you know, this is our 
superannuation; we need to be able to realise an asset at some stage” (Baw 
Baw F46). 
“…the money … I took out of the farming operation and put into our 
business in [location] I reckon what we finished up [with] at retirement 
…was double what we would have had if we had have stayed farming.  
We're self-funded retirees” (Baw Baw Retired F62). 
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Superannuation and estate planning are inexorably linked and influence farm succession 
possibilities.  A Gippsland farm extension officer’s observation is: 
“…there are very large family farms.  I seriously wonder what the plan is 
because I can see heartache ahead because it's not been set up as a real 
business.  It's worth so much money, it should be set up properly and they 
should have the right advice right at the start, and I look at them and I think, 
you know, “You're set up to fail”.  You've got six family members that are 
now marrying and having children and you're still operating as a 
partnership.”  That is just doomed to destruction” (FC19). 
And a Baw Baw farmer: 
“You’ve got that Melbourne-based or overseas-based pressures on land and 
land values and then you’ve got the younger generation saying, “Well, how 
do we fit into it”.  The stupid part is that approaching 60 my wife and I are 
kind of like old/young farmers in that we stepped into a lot of that 
expenditure trying to buy into a property in a very expensive area with 
escalating land prices and we were kind of middle-aged when we started 
doing it.  So I can very much empathise with the younger people who are 
looking at how you get into land, particularly in the peri-urban fringe” (Baw 
Baw F46). 
The RF/NF scenario presented above exposes an insidious cycle of deterritorialization 
where land value enabled by fragmentation capacity is a supply determinant which is in part 
the product of unrealizable demand.  Farmers crowded out of the land market, become 
suppliers of land where exchange value is determined by amenity use.  Aspiring aggregators 
become reluctant fragmentors. 
 The theories presented in Chapter 7 are verified by this exercise.  Data employed to 
construct the scenarios were empirically determined to numerically prove normative 
references to land price barriers to economic farming.  Variance between land value for large 
parcels and land value for small parcels enabled by subdivision is both a supply determinant 
and a negative demand determinant: an inducement to divest and a constraint on acquisition 
for farming. 
 
The predicament of RF is reflected prominently in farmer sentiment in Macedon 
Ranges.  The Macedon Ranges Agribusiness Plan survey (2013) identified agribusiness 
expansion ‘priority constraints’ in order of concern to farmers.  Almost 30% of respondents 
nominated land prices as either their first, second, or third highest concern and land price 
scored the highest of all constraints.  In workshops which followed the survey, 40% of 
comments related to land price, land use controls, and land subdivision (Geographia, 2013). 
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RF belongs to a diminishing ‘indigenous’ population of farmers who continue to farm 
despite its economic ‘irrationality’.  His would-be successors are locked out of the farmland 
market.  Barr’s (2009) forecast of a: “…gentrified landscape of farming retirees and 
professional commuters” (Barr, 2009:58) appears inevitable in the highly priced peri-urban 
Shire of Macedon Ranges.  The morphosis epitomized in the RF scenario dominates the land 
use trajectory, variable only temporally, contingent upon the lifecycle of ageing farmers, 
friction (or lack of friction) in the planning process, and a range of exogenous demand 
determinants such as interest rates.  Contrasting that inexorable trend, a small contingent of 
well capitalized and enthusiastic ‘recreational’ farmers are acquiring and aggregating large 
properties, introducing energy and new technology.  In Macedon Ranges Shire these holdings 
include large equine facilities, with multi-million dollar improvements, substantial mixed 
farming operations combining fine wool, fat lambs, beef and cropping, and specialized wool 
production.  A Macedon Ranges Shire recreational farmer respondent described his 
determination to aggregate and restore a fragmented and neglected pastoral holding: 
“When we first came up here at the end of 1995 there was a property here 
that was 1000 acres, …and they were wanting to sell half of it, and they 
were thinking of dividing it east-west and we looked at it and we said, "No, 
we'll divide it north-south and we'll create a 60-metre wide access on title 
through here."  So we started off here with a 500-acre block…” (Macedon 
Ranges, F38). 
“…a small property over here came on the market and we bought that. It 
was 300 acres.  Then there was an old doctor in Melbourne that owned this 
property here … and that was 1400 acres.  So we then bought that one”. 
“…this property here, was a 1000-acre block and our old neighbour got 
crook and he always said he would give me first right of refusal, …which he 
did, and we bought that …”  “Then …a guy over the road here tried to sell 
his property and … So we've bought 1000 acres and we lease the other 
2000.  So that gives us an aggregation now of about 6500 acres” (Macedon 
Ranges, F38). 
“In terms of the economic model, I've never really been able to test it 
because every few years we've bought a bit more land.  By the end of next 
year we will have a full system, if you like, and we can test our economic 
model as to whether it will work, whether we will break even” (Macedon 
Ranges, F38). 
As to his motivation: 
…is it the farming or is it making it successful or is it making it income 
successful, or is it a combination?  What's your inspiration? 
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“It's probably a mixture of all of those.  There were only two things I wanted 
to do when I was at school; one was that I wanted to be a [occupation], or a 
farmer.  [My wife] came from a sheep background and girls in agriculture, 
girls in family farming, tend to get sent away for a good education and to 
find a husband and the brothers get the land.  So she always had a passion 
for it and it, sort of, grew from there.  That's over 20 years now” (Macedon 
Ranges, F38). 
 
The ‘recreational’ (amenity) motives that have inspired this farming couple do not 
obscure their achievements and provide a model for preservation of large farm holdings in the 
region.  Commercial innovations and NRM practices introduced contrast with the features of 
an impermanence syndrome which characterizes much of the underutilized land which can be 
seen in the Shire.   
“Currently we run about 15,000 sheep and we have some of the finest 
genetics in Australia  We have extra ultra-fine, and super-fine. So we're 
producing a very special product and it needs a lot of care and attention to 
do that, a lot of quality control the whole way through.  First time we've 
entered Royal Sydney and we got first place in the extra ultra-fine …that's 
an Australia-wide competition” (Macedon Ranges, F38). 
“Very few people had done any pasture improvement …and the average 
DSE per hectare was 5 and [neighbor] said with the trials that he's doing he's 
hoping to get it up to 8.  We …were asked to talk about what …our carrying 
capacities were.  There was a shocked reaction when I said, well, on the 
[name] property, which we had been working on now for 20 years, we can 
run 22 DSE.  …our average rainfall may well be 550 for some time into the 
future so we're really lowering our sights a bit so we're saying we're going to 
run at 16 DSE across our whole enterprise.  But at 16 DSE, you know, we're 
double what they thought was achievable” (Macedon Ranges, F38). 
“…there was one hill here that used to get really bared out.  We called it 
Rabbit Hill because it was just alive with rabbits, but we've attacked the 
rabbits pretty heavily” (Macedon Ranges, F38). 
“There's some rare species in this area here and what we've agreed …we had 
already fenced it off but [the Catchment Management Authority] have come 
in and they have attacked the weeds and now they're planting and we've 
entered into a covenant [with the Catchment Management Authority] that 
we won't graze it.  It's …probably 100 hectares.  My other big activity is tree 
planting.  We've averaged 8,000 trees a year now for 19 years” (Macedon 
Ranges, F38). 
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 In Section 2.5 the availability of choice enabled by financial capacity is acknowledged 
as a migration decision determinant.  It is clear that the achievements of this family would not 
have been possible without the financial capacity to execute the considerable expansion and 
improvements undertaken.  However, passion for farming and a rural life appears to have 
been the primary ingredient necessary for preservation and improvement of this farm.  It is 
postulated that had this couple been of more modest means, they may well have achieved 
similar outcomes on a smaller scale.  Financial capacity provides important resistance to 
fragmentation: 
“Well, this property here is in five titles and all of them are above the 
minimum [subdivision size]… not [in the] short-term, not even long-term, 
will I see this broken up.  We need to maintain some larger acreage 
properties” (Macedon Ranges, F38). 
The ‘recreational’ farmer nomenclature has been applied to this farmer because 
despite its yet to be determined commercial performance, the farm could not be classified as a 
‘hobby’.  ‘Recreation’ is also an imperfect term, applied instead of ‘commercial’ farmer only 
to distinguish between one who is reliant upon income from farming, and one who is not. 
Informants have revealed succession inhibitors consistent with the literature.  A 
hypothetical scenario was populated with empirical data to illustrate the dilemma confronting 
farmers wishing to expand where capacity to fragment land will yield a considerable premium 
above an in-tact farm.  The scenario demonstrates how aspiring aggregators are crowded out 
of the market for land which is endowed with an amenity value, and how sellers, acting 
rationally, seek the fragmented value of land either through subdivision, or as englobo land 
with an embedded fragmentation premium.  
 A contrast to the RF scenario was presented, illustrating how the price of land, which 
is prohibitive for ‘commercial’ farming, if neutralized by high comparative wealth, can 
perpetuate farm succession.  This examination reinforced the land price – land use linkage 
where ‘amenity’ competition for land can be outbid by production; albeit production which is 
not intended to be wealth maximizing as a principal objective, at least not in the short-run. 
 The preparedness of recreational farmers to invest in farm property with poor income 
returns is suggested to be influenced, in part, by taxation arrangements which may ameliorate 
those poor returns.  The taxation system also discriminates against farmers who do not enjoy 
income surpluses which can be directed to superannuation concessions, therefore increasing 
pressure to convert farm property into retirement funds.  The following brief section addresses 
some aspects of the taxation and superannuation system which contribute to the land use 
transition process. 
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13.2  Tax and Superannuation 
 
In 2009 the non-commercial loss tax off-set rule was introduced, the effect of which is 
that tax payers who have an off-farm taxable income in excess of $250,000 cannot off-set 
losses in a farm business against tax levied against off-farm income (ATO, 2014:TR 
2001/14).  Instead, losses can be carried forward and off-set against profits in future years 
(ATO, 2016b).  These rules were introduced to prevent hobbies from being funded by the tax 
payer (Taxpayers Australia, 2016).  The consequence of this provision is that sub-commercial 
farmers (noted in Chapter 11 to represent the majority of farmers in the case LGAs) who 
aspire to be commercial, who have comparatively high off-farm income cannot deduct losses 
incurred in the farming operation against off-farm income.  Macedon Ranges Shire 
recreational farmer informant (F38) profiled above, who has made substantial capital 
investment in his farm may be penalized under these provisions.  He, and others like him, 
may be discouraged from investing in farming (DOA, 2015a).   
 
Taxation arrangements can militate against agriculture in the peri-urban setting.  In 
Chapter 11 the significance of the amenity value component of land value was examined.  
The importance of amenity value as a component of land value and therefore municipal rates 
and State Land Tax collections is significant.  There is a strong incentive for municipalities 
and the State to maintain the amenity value component of land.  Subject to qualification as a 
primary producer, farm properties are exempt from land tax, regardless of whether an owner 
is a resident farmer, or a non-resident.  However, small parcels which do not qualify as a 
primary production enterprise are subject to tax, if the land is not a primary residence.  Stamp 
duty payable on land transfer is progressive, providing additional incentive for maintenance 
of high land values. 
 
The predicament of a medical practitioner operating a substantial dairy operation was 
reported in the press.  He had invested $14 million in his farm. Falling milk prices and 
escalating running costs had impacted on his farm profitability; however he could not mitigate 
losses against his income as a doctor.  He reported that he paid an effective tax rate of 82% in 
2012-2013 (Hughes, 2014). 
 
“This is not a hobby farm.  It is a legitimate business and should be treated 
as such” (Hughes, 2014, quoting Dr. A Miller). 
It is not known how many individuals are affected by this tax rule, however, there is a 
high prevalence of pluriactive farming families in the peri-urban region, and it is postulated 
that many individuals may be affected.  
There are four business test requirements to qualify as a primary producer for income 
tax loss off-set purposes.  One of the four tests must be met (ATO, 2014:s.14): 
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1. The assessable income is at least $20,000; 
2. The business activity has produced a tax profit in three of the past five years; 
3. Real property owned by the tax payer which is associated with the business has a 
value of at least $500,000; 
4. Other assets owned by the tax payer that are employed in the business have a total 
value of at least $100,000. 
The ATO also requires tax payers to demonstrate that a farming enterprise is a 
business and not a hobby.  Taxation Ruling TR 97/11 defines ‘primary production’ and 
‘primary producers’ (ATO, 1997).  It is necessary to meet the requirements of a legitimate 
business, as well as the business test requirements.  Section 7 of TR 97/11 states: 
“…where an overall profit motive appears absent and the activity does not 
look like it will ever produce a profit, it is unlikely that the activity will 
amount to a business” (ATO, 1997). 
The non-commercial tax off-set income ceiling has other consequences.  If hobby 
farmers can persuade the ATO that they operate a business, they earn less than $250,000 off-
farm, and can pass one of the tests listed above, they can take advantage of the loss off-set 
provisions.  It is shown from the analysis of land value in the case LGAs that small parcel 
hobby farms will easily meet the real property value threshold test.  The TR 2001/14 
provisions penalize recreational farmers, whilst encouraging hobby farmers, as noted by Dr 
Miller: 
“The irony is that true hobby farmers are escaping the changes and 
legitimate farmers are being hit” (Hughes, 2014, quoting Dr. A Miller). 
The tax commissioner has discretion to allow loss off-sets if he or she considers that a 
farming operation is a genuine business (DOA, 2015a), however: 
“The Australian Taxation Office has rejected [Dr. Miller’s] appeals and 
politicians from all political parties have ducked the issue…” (Hughes, 
2014). 
Contributors to the Agricultural Competitiveness White Paper (2015) sponsored by 
Agriculture Minister Joyce, identified non-commercial loss tax provisions as having 
“...discouraged investment in agriculture relative to other investments” and “It has also 
discouraged farmers from building up off-farm assets as a strategy for building farm 
resilience” (DOA, 2015b).  A May 2016 media release from Minister Joyce summarized the 
forecast passage of legislation which would provide Australian farmers with: 
“…greater flexibility to manage their finances during tough times…” (Joyce, 2016). 
The media release particularized reforms to the Farm Management Deposit scheme 
and drought assistance loans, however there is no reference to reform of non-commercial tax 
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loss provisions.  Non-commercial tax loss provisions do not feature in the 2016-2017 Federal 
budget. 
Contributors to the Agricultural Competitiveness Green Paper note “…the 
introduction of the [$250,000] threshold in 2009 accompanied a softening in the rural 
property market for some districts (particularly those close to major population centres)” 
(DOA, 2015a, parenthesis in original). 
In January 2016 Dr. Miller sold his 400 cow dairy herd and was reported to be trying 
to sell his 359 hectare farm (Hughes, 2016).  Informants also noted the impact of the tax 
reform: 
…the Tax Office changed the rules in relation to off-setting …if you were 
earning more than $250,000 a year off farm…did you notice any 
discernable change in demand when that tax rule came in? 
“Oh [..] yeah …it’s a disincentive to invest…” 
“Those [potential farmers with high off-farm income] …said, “no barley 
Charlie we’re outta here we don’t need to accumulate that particular asset 
anymore” and they didn’t invest in it” (V, REA, 59). 
Succession has been identified as crucial to retention of land for farming.  Poor 
superannuation provisioning places pressure on farmers to liquidate farm assets upon 
retirement, including by way of land fragmentation to maximize value.  Where farmers rely 
on realization of the farm to provide for retirement, familial succession is difficult, even when 
there is a willing new generation ready to take up the farm.  A typical succession model that 
provides for both the incoming and retiring farmer is where the retiring farmer retains the 
farm asset to be bequeathed to the incoming farmer, and the latter provides income to the 
retiring farmer by way of rent.  However as the rent is outside of superannuation, it is taxable 
as income (RIRDC, 2004). 
The economic peculiarities of many farmers militate against provision for 
superannuation in its tax concessional mode.  If farms are not profitable, surplus income is 
consumed and there are no funds to direct to superannuation.  Superannuation as a tax 
deduction is not effective if average taxable income is low.  Taxable income of $35,000, for 
example, attracts tax at the rate of ~ 9%, (ATO, 2016a), which is lower than the 15% 
superannuation deposit rate.  It is not until taxable income exceeds $50,000 that the income 
tax rate exceeds the concessional superannuation contribution rate (15.56%) (ATO, 2016a). 
Practical exclusion from the superannuation regime affects succession, but it also 
affects retiring farmers.  Concessions available to funds within superannuation do not apply 
outside of the system, so capital gains (if applicable) and income generated from the proceeds 
of sale of the farm are taxable (RIRDC, 2004).   
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Chapter 14: Transaction Activity, Demand Determinants and 
Elasticity 
The determinants of demand for land for amenity and production use have been 
dichotomized and contrasted throughout this thesis.  So too, the falsity of an absolute 
dichotomy is recognised where both amenity and production motives determine demand.  The 
demand function comprises five principal components: 
   
 
 
is the quantity demanded for product n; 
 is the price of the good; 
 is the price of all other products; 
Y is the purchaser’s income, and; 
S denotes all other factors that influence an individual’s utility.  
 
The determinants of demand are price (of the product in view), the price of other 
products, purchasers’ economic constraints, individual taste, and all exogenous factors 
(Lipsey and Chrystal, 2004).  In addition to variation between the absolute value attributable 
to land by amenity and production purchasers, variation of the demand response to price 
change is also of significance.  Price inelastic demand from amenity purchasers for land 
which is already beyond production value, is suggested in the literature to be a further barrier 
to accumulation of land for production (Argent et al., 2009).  This chapter builds on the 
valuation analysis above to further characterize the dynamics of the land market.  The 
velocity of land transaction activity applying a number of amenity and production land 
classification proxies is examined to identify behavioural proclivity within the amenity and 
production demand sets.  Correlations between land value and interest rates, farm income and 
transaction activity are examined, and estimation of the price elasticity of demand is 
presented.  In respect to the latter, the findings which follow invite further scrutiny of 
observations offered in the literature.   
Figures 90, 91 and 92 depict sales activity for rural zoned land in the case LGAs.  
Over the two decades of data examined there has been significant transaction activity with 
Baw Baw Shire recording a total 4,751 sales (approximately 45% of the total rural zoned 
parcels); Macedon Ranges Shire recording 5,319 transactions (approximately 58% of the total 
rural zoned parcels); and Yarra Ranges Shire recording 5,238 transactions, representing 
approximately 23% of total rural zoned parcels.  In referring to transaction numbers as a 
percentage of total parcels, it is noted that there may be multiple transactions of the same 
parcels. 
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Research completed by Neave et al. (2012) (Table 32) provides insight into land use 
succession in the case LGAs.  Land transaction data (2004-2008) was sourced from the 
Department of Sustainability and Environment (now DELWP).  The addresses of purchasers 
and vendors were analysed to determine whether transacted land was aggregated (purchaser 
an existing land owner in the LGA); fragmented (where the purchaser has no prior ownership 
history in the LGA and where the vendor retains land in the LGA); or it was subject to 
changeover (where the purchaser has no prior ownership history in the LGA and the vendor 
does not retain land in the LGA).  It is notable that Baw Baw LGA had a comparatively high 
rate of aggregation compared to Macedon Ranges and Yarra Ranges LGAs.  It also had a high 
rate of changeover, but substantially less than Macedon Ranges and Yarra Ranges LGAs: 
Table 32, Land Holder Succession, Mean Percent of  
Transaction Activity, 2004 – 2008, Case LGAs 
 
 
Adapted from Neave et al. (2012) 
 
 The low comparative ‘changeover’ rate in Baw Baw Shire over the study period is 
surprising given that 47% of 2011 LGA residents lived outside of the SLA in 2006 (Figure 
97).  The velocity of sale activity has increased substantially and generally consistently over 
the epoch.  All three LGAs experienced a significant spike in transaction activity in 2010; 
particularly in the <2 hectare and >2<10 hectare parcel size ranges.  There were 153 rural 
zoned land parcels sold in Baw Baw LGA in 1995 and 360 parcels sold in 2010 (the highest 
transaction activity over the period).  There were 203 transactions in Macedon Ranges LGA 
in 1995 and a peak of 418 in 2010.  Yarra Ranges LGA recorded 118 sales in 1995 and 451 
sales in 2010 (the highest transaction rate over the period). 
 Transaction activity of three AVPCC land use categories has been analysed.  
Categories 103, 117 and 530.3 segment sales into:  
‘Vacant land in a rural, semi-rural, or bushland setting capable of being 
developed with a single residential dwelling’ (Cat.103);  
‘A single residential dwelling on land in a rural, semi-rural, or bushland 
setting.  Primary production uses and associated improvements as secondary to 
the residential use’ (Cat.117); and  
 Mean percent of transaction activity
 2004-2008
1
Existing landowner New landowner 
in LGA in LGA
Aggregation Fragmentation Changeover
Baw Baw 33 20 47
Macedon Ranges 14 16 70
Yarra Ranges 19 15 66
1. Mean of % distribution in each of the years 2004-5;
    2005-6; 2006-7; and 2007-8.
(Neave, et al , 2012)
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‘Mixed farming and grazing without structural improvements’ (Cat.530.3) 
(DELWP, 2014d).   
The reliability of AVPCC data is discussed above.  Subjectivity associated with the 
application of a single AVPCC code presents potential for anomalous data.  For example 
categories 103 and 530.3 may both be applicable to many land parcels.  In each of the case 
LGAs it is postulated that sales of small parcels are likely to be recorded as category 103 land 
use, and larger parcels with similar characteristics are recorded as 530.3 land use.  Whereas 
the Valuer General’s Best Practice Specifications Guidelines define AVPCC 103 as above, 
the State Revenue Office guidelines to valuers further defines the code to include: 
“Usually between 0.4 and 20 hectares” (SRO, 2012). 
Valuers are guided inter alia, by the Valuation Best Practice Specifications Guidelines 
(DELWP, 2014e), the Valuation of Land Act 1960 (VLA, 1960) and the Fire Services 
Property Levy Act 2012 (FSPLA, 2012); the latter introducing amendments to the VLA 
together with other legislation.  The FSPLA schedule specifies AVPCC land use categories, 
grouping AVPCC 103 as ‘residential’ and 530.3 as ‘primary production’.  The category 117 
definition is less ambiguous with small parcels dominating ‘amenity’ land use.    
Figure 90. Number of Sales, All Rural Sales, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
 
 
 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
<2 32 32 31 54 71 55 54 52 66 71 44 43 55 66 126 198 146 124 178 148
>2<10 33 39 33 37 43 56 59 67 63 75 65 56 56 50 64 60 39 65 61 63
>11<20 33 21 23 21 26 40 29 40 41 51 21 31 34 30 26 27 24 19 24 17
>21<40 21 21 19 17 24 38 36 44 49 48 45 43 42 33 28 27 31 32 33 26
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>501<1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 91. Number of Sales, All Rural Sales, Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
 
 
Figure 92. Number of Sales, All Rural Sales, Yarra Ranges LGA 
 
 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
<2 73 72 65 85 72 60 88 77 91 101 71 89 87 81 117 152 164 137 137 103
>2<10 71 71 70 61 53 76 94 103 123 113 85 87 94 92 117 168 109 87 94 71
>11<20 29 21 17 23 20 35 23 49 43 36 45 25 31 19 30 39 22 29 25 29
>21<40 16 19 21 10 17 20 31 32 34 32 21 30 32 15 23 30 18 22 24 20
>41<100 12 16 18 12 12 20 24 15 22 22 21 25 38 24 13 25 33 31 20 15
>101<500 1 2 0 1 1 3 2 2 2 14 4 4 2 1 2 4 8 8 3 2
>501<1000 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
>1001<2000 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
>2001<5000 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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>11<20 11 11 34 17 18 24 38 28 28 30 38 19 34 17 35 33 23 19 29 12
>21<40 7 14 13 12 13 18 4 19 26 14 19 18 13 12 13 20 12 11 11 9
>41<100 4 8 6 6 8 5 10 6 10 10 5 8 6 6 3 7 13 5 8 6
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>501<1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
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Figures 110 - 118 at appendix 8 compare PPARS (dwelling permit) data examined in 
Chapter 12 with sales data in the 103, 117, and 530.0 AVPCC categories transaction data.  
Distribution of data suggests intertemporal correlation in some instances; that is, there is a lag 
between receipt of planning permission and a sale event.  Where lagging correlation is 
apparent, differential temporal periods have been compared to measure correlation.  AVPCC 
103 and 117 data was tested for correlation by lagging dwelling permit activity two years 
behind transaction activity. 
 
 
14.1   Baw Baw LGA 
 
AVPCC category 103 land use transaction activity positively correlates 
contemporaneously with dwelling permit activity in the smaller parcel size ranges with 
strongest correlation in the <2 hectares parcel size range (0.31 coefficient) (Table 33).  When 
apparent lagging is tested, a stronger positive correlation of 0.58 is inferred, however p-value 
= 0.1287 (Table 34).  Correlation is negative in parcel size ranges above 10 hectares.  In 
AVPCC category 117 there is weak positive contemporaneous correlation in the <2 hectares 
parcel size range (0.066); and slightly stronger positive correlation in the lagged <2 hectare 
analysis.  Parcel size categories above 2 hectares are negatively correlated, with a high degree 
of confidence in the >2<10, >11<20 and >100<500 hectares categories.  APVCC category 
530.3 land use transactions are contemporaneously positively correlated in the >2<10 
hectares, >11<20 hectares and >2000<5000 hectares parcel size ranges (0.486, 0.444 and 
0.220 coefficients respectively), and negatively correlated in all other parcel size ranges.   
 
14.2   Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
AVPCC category 103 land use transaction activity positively correlates 
contemporaneously with dwelling permit activity in the <2 hectare parcel size range (0.243 
coefficient).  However; when lagged correlation is tested, the <2 hectare parcel range exhibits 
very strong positive correlation of 0.939 and p-value = 0.017.  Correlation is negative in all 
other parcel size ranges.    Correlation is negative in parcel size ranges above 10 hectares.  In 
AVPCC category 117 there is weak positive contemporaneous correlation in the >2<10 
hectares parcel size range (0.121), and negative correlation in all other parcel size ranges.  
APVCC category 530.3 land use transactions show strong contemporaneous positive 
correlation in the >2<11 hectares parcel size range (0.677), the >11<20 hectares parcel size 
range (0.422), and >21<40 hectares parcel size range (0.472) (Tables 33 and 34). 
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14.3   Yarra Ranges LGA 
 
AVPCC category 103 land use transaction activity positively correlates 
contemporaneously with dwelling permit activity in the <2 hectares parcel size range (0.42 
coefficient). There is strong correlation in the lagged analysis (0.75, p-value = 0.0312).   
In AVPCC category 117 there is weak positive contemporaneous correlation in the <2 
hectares parcel size range (0.07), but very strong positive correlation when lagged (0.93, p-
value = 0.0009).  Correlation is low, or negative in the parcel size ranges up to 100 hectares, 
but positive in the >101<500 parcel size range (0.39), however the latter coefficient 
references fewer than six transaction records and is considered specious.  APVCC category 
530.3 land use transactions are contemporaneously positively correlated in the >2<10 
hectares, and >11<20 hectares parcel size ranges (0.228 and 0.446 coefficients, respectively), 
however p-values exceed 0.05 (Tables 33 and 34). 
Positive correlation of temporal lag adjusted <2 hectare APVCC 103 parcel 
transaction activity and dwelling permit activity is evident in all LGAs, although statistical 
testing suggests that only Yarra Ranges Shire’s correlation is significant.  The analysis cannot 
be cited as conclusive, as subjectivity associated with application of APVCCs by valuers 
introduces potential for data error.  Nevertheless, in respect to APVCC 103 in particular, the 
analysis suggests propensity for at least some land owners to achieve dwelling permits to 
increase value with the addition of a dwelling permit (or to construct a dwelling) in order to 
sell land for capital gain. 
Relatively strong contemporaneous correlation between dwelling permits and 
transaction activity of APVCC category 103 small parcels suggests either (a) suppliers of land 
for which use as a dwelling is a Section 2 use obtain planning permission to give effect to a 
sale; or (b) purchasers of land for which use as a dwelling is a Section 2 land use purchase 
land conditional upon receipt of planning permission. 
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Correlation: Dwelling Permit Activity and Transaction Activity
Hectares
<2 >2<10 >11<20 >21<40 >41<100 >101<500 >1001<2000
Yarra Ranges
AVPCC 103
Correlation 0.42 -0.19 0.22
n = 10 10 10
df 8 8 8
F 1.75 0.31 0.41
p -value 0.2223 0.5931 0.5415
AVPCC 117
Correlation 0.07 -0.14 -0.10 0.39
n = 10 10 10 10
df 8 8 8 8
F 0.04 0.16 0.08 1.44
p -value 0.8512 0.6993 0.7888 0.2650
AVPCC 530.3
Correlation 0.26 0.30 0.44 -0.05 0.66 -0.44 0.31
n = 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
df 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
F 0.59 0.79 1.96 0.02 6.11 1.88 0.87
p -value 0.4633 0.3998 0.1988 0.8962 0.0387* 0.2071 0.3786
Baw Baw
AVPCC 103
Correlation 0.32 0.14 -0.19 -0.30 -0.57 -0.30
n = 12 12 12 12 12 12
df 10 10 10 10 10 10
F 1.11 0.21 0.36 0.98 4.77 0.97
p -value 0.3159 0.6566 0.5610 0.3455 0.0539 0.3489
AVPCC 117
Correlation 0.07 -0.70 -0.49 -0.58 -0.19 -0.66
n = 12 12 12 12 12 12
df 10 10 10 10 10 10
F 0.04 9.55 3.14 5.20 0.39 7.92
p -value 0.8382 0.0114* 0.1068 0.0458* 0.5452 0.0184*
AVPCC 530.3
Correlation -0.26 0.49 0.44 -0.15 -0.21 -0.35
n = 12 12 12 12 12 12
df 10 10 10 10 10 10
F 0.70 3.11 2.47 0.22 0.46 1.43
p -value 0.4215 0.1084 0.1474 0.6457 0.5132 0.2587
Macedon Ranges
AVPCC 103
Correlation 0.24 -0.21 -0.42 -0.10 -0.26 -0.29
n = 12 12 12 12 12 12
df 10 10 10 10 10 10
F 0.63 0.47 2.16 0.09 0.73 0.89
p -value 0.4456 0.5103 0.1728 0.7655 0.4117 0.3683
AVPCC 117
Correlation -0.01 0.12 -0.38 -0.20 -0.33 -0.12
n = 12 12 12 12 12 12
df 10 10 10 10 10 10
F 0.00 0.15 1.73 0.40 1.21 0.16
p -value 0.9825 0.7061 0.2173 0.5431 0.2978 0.7003
AVPCC 530.3
Correlation 0.44 0.68 0.42 0.05 0.47 -0.40
n = 12 12 12 12 12 12
df 10 10 10 10 10 10
F 2.36 8.50 2.17 0.02 2.88 1.86
p -value 0.1552 0.0154* 0.1712 0.8808 0.1207 0.2029
* The true correlation is non zero (significant), since the p -value is below 0.05
Table 33. Correlation: Dwelling Permit Activity and Transaction Activity, Case LGAs. 
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Table 34. Correlation: Dwelling Permit Activity and Transaction Activity, Lagged Analysis, Case LGAs. 
 
 
Correlation: Dwelling Permit Activity and Transaction Activity
Lagged Analysis
Hectares
Yarra Ranges <2 >2<10 >11<20
AVPCC 103
Correlation (r ) 0.75 -0.10 0.07
n = 8 8 8
df 6 6 6
F 7.83 0.06 0.03
p -value 0.0312* 0.8169 0.8697
AVPCC 117
Correlation (r ) 0.93 0.76 0.13
n = 8 8 8
df 6 6 6
F 36.50 8.34 0.10
p -value 0.0009* 0.0278* 0.7614
Baw Baw
AVPCC 103
Correlation (r ) 0.58 0.10 0.27
n = 8 8 8
df 6 6 6
F 3.10 0.06 0.47
p -value 0.1287 0.8135 0.5201
AVPCC 117
Correlation (r ) 0.69 0.45 0.27
n = 8 8 8
df 6 6 6
F 5.32 1.56 0.47
p -value 0.0606 0.2586 0.5184
Macedon Ranges
AVPCC 103
Correlation (r ) 0.57 0.69 0.66
n = 8 8 8
df 6 6 6
F 2.85 5.45 4.55
p -value 0.1426 0.0583 0.0769
AVPCC 117
Correlation (r ) 0.49 0.48 0.14
n = 8 8 8
df 6 6 6
F 1.92 1.76 0.13
p -value 0.2148 0.2326 0.7346
* The true correlation is non zero (significant), since the p -value is below 0.05
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Correlation: Transaction Activity, Interest rates and Farm Income
Transaction Volume & Interest Rates Transaction Volume & Farm Income
Baw Baw Baw Baw
<2 Hectares Correlation -0.75 Cash Income Correlation 0.34
n = 20 n = 20
df 18 df 18
F 23.64 F 2.38
p -value 0.0001* p -value 0.1404
>40<100 Hectares Correlation -0.02 Cash Income Dairy Correlation -0.15
n = 20.00 n = 20
df 18.00 df 18
F 0.01 F 0.42
p -value 0.9267 p -value 0.5234
Macedon Ranges Cash Income sheep & Beef Correlation 0.24
<2 Hectares Correlation -0.59 n = 20
n = 20 df 18
df 18 F 1.08
F 9.67 p -value 0.3135
p -value 0.0060* Macedon Ranges
>40<100 Hectares Correlation 0.07 Cash Income Correlation 0.53
n = 20 n = 20
df 18 df 18
F 0.09 F 7.22
p -value 0.7721 p -value 0.0151*
Yarra Ranges Cash Income Dairy Correlation 0.06
<2 Hectares Correlation -0.74 n = 20
n = 20 df 18
df 18 F 0.07
F 21.53 p -value 0.7954
p -value 0.0002* Cash Income sheep & Beef Correlation 0.20
>40<100 Hectares Correlation -0.04 n = 20
n = 20 df 18
df 18 F 0.76
F 0.02 p -value 0.3946
p -value 0.8770 Yarra Ranges
Cash Income Correlation 0.31
n = 20
df 18
F 1.91
p -value 0.1842
Cash Income Dairy Correlation 0.09
n = 20
df 18
F 0.14
p -value 0.7128
Cash Income sheep & Beef Correlation 0.28
n = 20
df 18
F 1.55
p -value 0.2291
* The true correlation is non zero (significant), since the p -value is below 0.05
Table 35. Correlation Transaction Activity, Interest Rates and Farm Income, Case LGAs 
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Price elasticity of demand (PED) is the percent change in land demanded, divided by 
the percent change in price; more precisely:  
 
Where q is quantity demanded and p is price.  PED is a measure of how sensitive 
demand is to price change.  AVPCC codes are selected as proxies for amenity and production 
transactions, noting that there may be cross-over between the two.  Sales data has been 
analysed to establish whether PED differs between parcel size categories, inferring 
contrasting production and amenity demand proclivities.  APVCC 103 applies to small 
parcels of unimproved land.  Codes 503.1, 503.3, 520, 524 and 525 generally apply to larger 
parcels of unimproved land, although, as the data reveals, some small parcels are recorded in 
those categories.   
PED has been calculated applying the methodology outlined in Chapter eight.  Given 
the heterogeneity of land characteristics, and the need to control for other variables, the 
veracity of conclusions which may be drawn from the PED analysis is not strong.  The 
statistical results of the PED analysis are presented in Table 36. 
The analyses presented do not provide conclusive evidence of true correlations as 
additional variables have not been tested.  Multivariate analysis may contradict some of the 
inferences presented.  However, the possible lagging function and interaction between 
variables is difficult to model, and in this context the simple univariate method is considered 
instructive. 
 
 
qb - qa
(qb + qa)/2
pb - pa
(pb + pa)/2
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 Conclusions which can be drawn are summarized as follows. Interest rates have a 
significant impact on small parcel transaction activity (Table 35).  The correlation is expected 
to be negative; that is, transaction activity should increase as interest rates fall.  The negative 
correlation for small parcels is high in each of the case LGAs and p-values provide a high 
degree of confidence.  In contrast, none of the larger parcel data sets examined exhibit 
negative correlation with a degree of confidence: Macedon Ranges Shire data is positively 
correlated, and Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges Shires data are negatively correlated.  
Farm income data sets were examined to establish correlation with transaction activity 
for parcels between 40 hectares and 100 hectares (Table 35).   ABARES data were estimated 
by reference to published charts which present ‘provisional estimates’ of farm cash income 
for all broadacre farms in Victoria, for sheep and beef farms in Victoria, and for dairy farms 
in Victoria (ABARES, 2016).  In respect to the former, moderate positive correlation is 
evident in Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges Shires and stronger positive correlation is evident in 
Macedon Ranges Shire.  Correlation with dairy farm income was only tested against Baw 
Baw Shire transaction activity which was negative.  There is low positive correlation between 
sheep and beef farm income and transaction activity in each LGA, and correlations vary only 
slightly between them. 
With the exception of Macedon Ranges Shire’s ‘cash income’ analysis, none of the 
income variables introduced have a statistically significant impact on transaction activity.  
Most interestingly, dairy income, which is the strongest commodity sector of all three LGAs, 
is negatively correlated against transaction activity in Baw Baw Shire.  All other correlation 
coefficients are positive; however only Macedon Ranges Shire’s cash income noted above is 
significant.  A lagged analysis, assuming transaction activity occurs two and three years 
following income, produces similar findings to the contemporaneous analysis, in fact 
Macedon Ranges Shire’s data reverts from strong, to weak positive correlation, with a low 
degree of statistical significance.   
 The PED analysis distinguishes Baw Baw Shire from Macedon Ranges and Yarra 
Ranges shires.  In each of the size and AVPCC categories examined, the mean PED 
coefficient for ‘amenity’ land is higher than the mean PED coefficient for ‘production’ land in 
Baw Baw Shire.  The reverse applies in Macedon Ranges Shire and Yarra Ranges Shire data, 
where the mean PED for production land is generally higher.  Amenity PED is higher in 
AVPCC 103 in Yarra Ranges Shire.  It is concluded that demand elasticity for amenity use is 
higher than for production use in Baw Baw Shire, but there is no significant variance in 
elasticities between categories in Yarra Ranges and Macedon Ranges Shires.  All of the mean 
elasticities discovered are highly elastic having a coefficient greater than 1.00 (Lipsey and 
Chrystal, 2004).  Of the three LGAs, Macedon Ranges Shire’s data generally exhibits less 
demand elasticity for amenity parcels, however variance to production data is minor, and p-
values do not provide a high degree of confidence.   
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 Demand elasticities found here are unable to support the theory that: “…ex-urban 
people …have relatively price-inelastic tastes…” (Argent et al., 2009:19, citing Barr, 2005), 
if it is accepted that variable parcel size is an effective proxy for amenity and production 
transaction activity.  PED coefficients should be negative to conform to the law of demand.  
In the coefficient equation presented above, the signs of p and q should be opposite.  
Although mean PED coefficients are all negative, individual data points range each side of 
zero.  Demand in Baw Baw Shire is comparatively highly elastic, that is, demand is very price 
sensitive.  It can also be concluded that demand in Yarra Ranges and Macedon Ranges Shires 
is less sensitive to price change, but remains elastic.  Elasticity is generally consistent up to 
100 hectares (the maximum parcel size examined) suggesting that all purchasers are 
influenced equally by land price determinants.  Differential price elasticity expresses 
purchasers’ relative preparedness to compete on price.  However, the marginal effect of 
demand elasticity is less consequential than the absolute margin between amenity and 
production valuations.  Domination of small parcel transaction activity in all LGAs illustrates 
rapid land use transition to amenity use.  Transaction velocity for small parcels is strongly 
correlated with interest rates, but there is low correlation between interest rates and large 
parcel transaction activity.  Figures 93 and 94 present transaction data for parcels <=2 
hectares and parcels >40<100 hectares.   
 
 
Figure 93. Transaction Activity and Interest Rates, Parcels <=2 Hectares, Case LGAs 
 
 
 
 
 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Baw Baw 32 32 31 54 71 55 54 52 66 71 44 43 55 66 126 198 146 124 178 148
Macedon Ranges 73 72 65 85 72 60 88 77 91 101 71 89 87 81 117 152 164 137 137 103
Yarra Ranges 34 27 69 58 47 36 43 25 47 79 60 35 69 58 176 258 225 240 263 218
Interest Rates 7.50 7.19 5.49 4.98 4.79 5.91 5.06 4.56 4.81 5.25 5.46 5.81 6.39 6.67 3.28 4.35 4.69 3.70 2.74 2.50
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Figure 94. Transaction Activity and Interest Rates, Parcels >40<100 Hectares, Case LGAs 
 
 
 
 
14.4  Demand Determinants 
 
National and State population growth places pressure on dwelling capacity in all 
geographies.  In the ten years to 2013 Victoria’s population increased by almost 18% (Table 
37).  Baw Baw Shire’s population increased by almost 25% over the same period and 
Macedon Ranges Shire population grew by 16.22%.  Yarra Ranges Shire experienced a lower 
population growth of 4.62%, reflecting its pre-existing population and development density.  
Much of the population growth has occurred in townships, rather than non-town rural areas, 
however the growth has had a sprawling effect into neighbouring rural landscapes and social 
and economic impact with dilution of emphasis on rural activity as it is displaced by 
urbanizing imperatives.  In Baw Baw Shire the neighbouring towns of Warragul and Drouin 
are the focus of population growth.  Suburban style dwelling development around and 
between the two townships generated population growth of 13.6% and 37% between the 
2001, 2006 and 2011 censuses in Drouin and 8% and 15% in Warragul in the corresponding 
periods (DELWP, 2013b).  Small pockets display population change that contrasts to regional 
geographies.  For example Wesburn (Yarra Junction) recorded population growth of more 
than 17% between 2006 and 2011 despite much more modest change at LGA level.  It is 
noted that Wesburn has a population of around 1200, so the increase is low in absolute 
numbers (ABS, 2011). 
 
Supply as progenitor of demand has been identified in Chapter 7 and supported by 
references in the literature. The velocity of land transaction activity for small land parcels, 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Baw Baw 25 20 22 25 11 31 43 32 66 39 45 39 29 34 23 37 37 25 30 29
Macedon Ranges 12 16 18 12 12 20 24 15 22 22 21 25 38 24 13 25 33 31 20 15
Yarra Ranges 4 8 6 6 8 5 10 6 10 10 5 8 6 6 3 7 13 5 8 6
Interest Rates 7.50 7.19 5.49 4.98 4.79 5.91 5.06 4.56 4.81 5.25 5.46 5.81 6.39 6.67 3.28 4.35 4.69 3.70 2.74 2.50
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which dominate ‘underlying’ supply, is far greater than large parcels, illustrating demand as a 
response to the quantity of parcels supplied. 
 
 Table 37. Population Change, 2003 – 2013, Melbourne Peri-urban Region 
 
Data Source: (ABS, 2014a) 
Demand determinants in the case LGAs are variable, linked to one, or multiple amenity 
attributes.  Macedon Ranges Shire is favoured by educated, professional and semi-
professional people attracted to heritage villages, bucolic landscapes and comparatively 
efficient rail and road links to both metropolitan Melbourne and other centres in the Bendigo 
corridor.   Baw Baw Shire lacks the heritage amenity of Macedon Ranges Shire, but offers 
high landscape values and with the spread of the eastern metropolitan area and up-grading of 
the Princes Freeway it provides a comparatively inexpensive location with viable employment 
options.  Two informants below exhibit the demand determinant typologies described above: 
“I was limited, in the funds that I had, and that eliminated …all the places 
where I would have liked to have lived, even in an apartment, and so I was 
sent out further and further and further.  “I must say financially I'm finding 
that I don't need much money living here.  I own this place.  I own 
everything.  I don't owe any money anywhere, which is very handy, and I'm 
on the pension and that's sufficient for me to be able to do the things that I'm 
talking to you about and after each fortnight, I find I've got money left over. 
How about that?”  I bought this place very cheaply… I listen to classical 
Local Government Population Victoria Population Density
Area 2003 2013 % Change % Var 2003 2013
Baw Baw 36,283 45,205 24.59% 6.83% 9.00 11.21
Murrindindi 13,395 13,494 0.74% -17.02% 3.45 3.48
Macedon Ranges 37,942 44,098 16.22% -1.53% 21.70 25.22
Mitchell 29,158 37,366 28.15% 10.39% 10.19 13.05
Moorabool 25,197 30,320 20.33% 2.57% 11.94 14.37
Golden Plains 15,477 20,151 30.20% 12.44% 5.73 7.45
Surf Coast 21,292 28,282 32.83% 15.07% 13.71 18.21
Yarra Ranges 142,928 149,538 4.62% -13.13% 57.97 60.65
Victoria 4,873,809 5,739,341 17.76% - 21.42 25.23
Table 2.  Population change, 20030 2013
Source: ABS Population Growth, Australia, Cat No 32180, Released April 2014
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music and sit on the ride-on and go around in circles and I find that quite 
enjoyable actually, for my age” (Baw Baw RR16). 
“Woodend was a terrific compromise.  It was far enough out of town that 
we felt that it really was the genuine rural experience for the boys and it had 
a good strong community, but close enough to drive.. they’re enrolled to go 
to [local private school]… Woodend is almost a commuter town so most of 
the adult males that I know all work in the city; the vast majority of them, I 
should say.  There are a lot of professionals so a lot of our friends are 
professionals that work in Melbourne but don’t reside there…. We’ve got 
the immediate property where I agist land next door...  The wife is a lawyer, 
the husband is a doctor.  Below us the wife is an architect, the husband is a 
doctor...” (Macedon Ranges HF56). 
 Neither Baw Baw, nor Macedon Ranges Shires can be characterised by their socio-
economic profiles definitively, however ABS statistics point to features which explain the 
relative utility of amenity attributes and the impact of amenity on in-migration (Figures 96 
and 98). 
 
 Non-township, new-comer resident informants are dominantly amenity seeking, rather 
than economic migrants, particularly in the younger and pre-retirement age demographic. 
“…we were ready for fewer people and a bit more sky, so that was our 
motivation to come up this way.”  “We did look [at Daylesford] very 
seriously; that is a bit more difficult to get to and doesn’t have the train, etc., 
feels like you live in a holiday town.  It doesn’t have a gym.  [if] you’re 
going to live there every week, that’s quite limiting.” “…we have better 
coffee here than in South Melbourne, so it delivers on all of those kind of 
niceties” (Macedon Ranges RR64). 
“…the proximity to Melbourne has brought us down here” (Baw Baw 
RR10). 
“We wanted it within an hour or two of Melbourne” (Baw Baw HF27). 
“We’ve come back this way really to be able to access Melbourne, I 
suppose, but still be in what you would regard as a rural area” (Macedon 
Ranges HF55). 
“…we wanted to be close to a town and close to.. networks and particularly 
Melbourne as well.  We wanted to be able to access Melbourne so we 
wanted to be on the train line” (Baw Baw HF9). 
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“…it was an hour from the city; it had a reasonable train line, reasonable 
train, that was our sort of criteria” (Baw Baw HF26). 
These and other remarks suggest that to many peri-urban newcomers, the overall 
amenity of the peri-urban lifestyle is heavily reliant upon maintenance of a city nexus.  Rural 
resident informants who are rural in origin, either from the LGAs examined, or from another 
rural location, exhibit a greater commitment to peri-urban living as a permanent lifestyle, than 
ex-urban residents.  When questioned about the future, many in the latter category conceded 
that ageing, poor health, the whereabouts of children and other factors may lead them back to 
an urban life. 
 “Can you see yourself coming back to the city?” 
“I think I could in some ways, yeah, if I happened to be single again” 
(Macedon Ranges HF36). 
 
[We kept] “…the house in Melbourne, which we're renting out… it's given 
us options.  It means that it hasn't been the "city or country", we still have 
options.  So if we want to we could go back in retirement,.. it wasn't an all 
or nothing move” (Baw Baw HF27). 
“I’d probably go and live in the UK; I would go back to the UK and just 
come backwards and forwards” (Baw Baw HF5). 
“We’ve already bought something for where we think we’d probably retire 
to which is away from here… a place near the beach”.  I think that there’ll 
be a point in time where we pack up sticks and we’ll go …it’s not my plan 
at the moment to be here forever … there isn’t the same sort of tie to it 
because I suppose the community isn’t going to keep us here” (Baw Baw 
HF26). 
The majority of ex-urbanite informants interviewed maintain strong urban links. 
“…we’ve got a place in Collingwood so we stay there Thursday, Friday and 
then drive back Friday night” (Baw Baw HF26). 
This research identified few peri-urban new-comers living on land parcels larger than an 
urban site that identify themselves as farmers. 
Baw Baw Shire hobby farmer (14) on 24 hectares: “it doesn’t make any 
income at all… It’s really a lifestyle thing” 
Macedon Ranges Shire hobby farmer (56) on 25 hectares: “I call it more of 
a hobby”.  
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Yarra Ranges Shire rural resident (8) on 20 hectares: “We’re growing 
Wombats now”.  
Baw Baw Shire hobby farmer (14) on 32 hectares: “Our income is the 
plumbing business… It’s an expensive lifestyle property”.   
Macedon Ranges Shire hobby farmer (36) on 40 hectares: “not a 
commercial farm at all…[I have] three donkeys”   
Baw Baw Shire hobby farmer (26) on 48 hectares: “I don’t call myself a 
farmer”  “this is my primary residence, but it’s no way known or will it ever 
be deemed a farm”   
Baw Baw Shire hobby farmer (30) on 52 hectares: “…we’re probably more 
lifestyle farmers”  
 Although amenity ‘pull’ effects appear to dominate migration motives, comments 
elicited from a number of exurban respondents suggest that peri-urban is an option amid other 
‘housing’ alternatives, considered within economic constraints which are not necessarily 
confined to lower economic groups.  Selection of peri-urban has been portrayed as the 
product of elimination of urban options, dominated, but not exclusively determined by 
economic circumstances.   
 Macedon Ranges Shire has geographically variable demand determinants, broadly 
divided east and west of the Shire.  Historic villages and townships along the Calder corridor 
to the west of the Shire, including Macedon, Woodend, and Kyneton, each benefiting from 
excellent rail service, are substantially gentrified.  To the east, Romsey and Lancefield have 
poorer rail access.  Lancefield has significant heritage values, but the closest rail connection is 
30 kilometres.  Real estate agent informants suggest that demand for suburban size land 
parcels in the western section of the Shire: 
“…is exactly the same demographic that you get in Wallan, which is 
basically first home buyers who are commuting into Campbellfield, that sort 
of area, and can’t afford to buy a block anywhere else” (Macedon Ranges 
REA39). 
The case areas examined here have variable transport endowments (Figure 95).  
Whereas there is little variance in travel time using car mode, public transport is highly 
variable across the regions.  Macedon Ranges Shire is best endowed with railway stations 
servicing its principal settlements along the Bendigo corridor and to the east of the Shire via 
the Seymour line.  Baw Baw Shire has four railway stations.  Both Macedon Ranges and Baw 
Baw LGAs are serviced by VLine, whereas Yarra Ranges Shire is within the metropolitan 
transport service.  
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Figure 95. Transport Modes and Travel Time, Case LGAs 
 
Key 
 
        
1 Malmsbury - MR   
   1hr 25min  1hr 6min 
2 Kyneton - MR 
  
   1hr 15min  1hr 8min 
3 Woodend - MR 
  
   1hr 2min  52 min 
4 Macedon - MR 
  
   1hr  48 min 
5 Romsey - MR      
1hr 20min  51 min 
6 Lancefield - MR      
1hr 33min  59 min 
7 Badger Creek - 
YR 
    
 2hr   1 hr 10 min 
8 Yarra Glen - YR     
 1hr  25min  58 min 
9 Yarra Junction - 
YR 
   
  1hr  25min  1 hr 12 min 
10 Woori Yallock - 
YR 
     
1hr  14min  1 hr 4 min 
11 Drouin - BB   
   2hr  5min  1 hr 12 min 
12 Warragul - BB   
   1hr  52min  1 hr 17 min 
13 Neerim South - 
BB 
    
 3hr    1 hr 22 min 
 
Data Source: (DATP, 2016, PTV, 2016) 
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Larger settlements in Baw Baw Shire are approximately equidistant with the northern 
sections of Macedon Ranges Shire, but travel time by public transport is significantly longer.  
Car dependency arising from inadequate public transport infrastructure that exists in many 
outer metropolitan areas is replicated in parts of Macedon Ranges Shire.  There is an 
established link between socio-spatial distribution, public transport and car dependency where 
low income groups are forced to the extremity of urban developments in search of affordable 
housing (Dodson and Sipe, 2007).  The economic, social and lifestyle consequences of 
medium density, remote development are emerging in north eastern settlements of Macedon 
Ranges Shire, as one informant reported: 
“If you don't get in to the bridge, Keilor Bridge, before 6.30 your day is 
buggered.  So you go in there, you get to work at, say, daylight.  You do that 
four days, and you're out by 2.00, 2.30, …but by the end of the … four days 
the boys are knackered. So for someone who's commuting on a daily basis,  
you know, if you could walk from here down to the station, hop on the train 
and then walk to work, it would be perfect but if you're a tradie and you're 
going backwards and forwards to Melbourne all the time it just kills you”. 
“A lot of these people come in to live in this town … can't afford to be 
down there [the metropolitan area]”.  
“And they're commuting, and so they're buying land that they can afford and 
they can build a house on it, but they're never going to be able to break back 
into it [the metropolitan area]. They won't have the money so they're trapped 
here…” (Macedon Ranges HF35). 
Despite its ‘metropolitan’ planning designation and metropolitan rail service, public 
transport in parts of Yarra Ranges Shire is perversely the worst of the three case LGAs. 
“So it’s 25 minutes [to Lilydale railway station].  So it’s a half an hour trip 
to there and then you’ve got to link up.  If you are going into the city, they 
say it’s 55 minutes by train, but it’s well over an hour and half by the time 
you park” (Yarra Ranges RR43). 
“[My husband] commutes to the city.  [From Monbulk] By train an hour and 
a half. It’s not too bad. That’s train and bus if everything links up. If not, 
then it’s two hours or three hours but it’s not really too bad” (Yarra Ranges 
RR31). 
Likewise parts of Yarra Ranges Shire are a ‘trap’ for lower socio-economic groups: 
“…it’s the… deprived communities we’ve got in Warburton, Millgrove, 
Powelltown and places like that.  So there’s this continuous take on welfare 
and it’s something we’ve had forever and a day.   
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“There were whole inappropriate estates that were established and what 
happens is a for sale sign goes up, “oh here’s a great home, you know, two 
hundred grand, move the family up there, fantastic”.  All of a sudden, no 
public transport, tyranny of distance, how do I get to Ringwood to work.  So 
Dad is off in the car, Mum’s stranded at home with two screaming kids, 
eventually she goes off the end the marriage breaks up and we’ve got all 
sorts ... and we’re on this treadmill of this happening all the time, because of 
this impression of low-cost housing” (Yarra Ranges C6). 
“So when it came time to buy a house we couldn’t really afford in the 
suburbs, but we could afford out here” (Yarra Ranges RR43). 
The social, familial and lifestyle cost of commuting has variable impact on residents in 
the case LGAs, dependent largely of place of work and access to public transport: 
…because [husband] is in town all the time, do you think he has found it 
hard to get a social group locally, or doesn’t he mind?  Is he involved with 
sport or something like that, that connects him with the locals? 
“No, nothing at all actually”. 
 
Do you think he misses that? 
“He has never really had it here.  He used to do sailing every weekend on 
race boats …before we moved and he wanted to keep that up but it was just 
too far to go early in the morning.  So he has given it up but now he has 
started going every other weekend when he can; when he has an invite to 
go, he’ll go.  But he just doesn’t have the time to join a sports group or 
anything really.  He’s out at 7 and home at 6.30 or later, so he just doesn’t 
get the time and on the weekends we can’t be bothered anyway” (Baw Baw 
HF54). 
 
Urban connection and urban-like amenity identified by some respondents appears to 
hold greater value than natural amenity endowments.  When combined with a propensity to 
retain, or aspire toward acquisition of an urban housing option, and revelation that a move 
away from the peri-urban area is a future possibility, urban over-spill theory appears valid, at 
least for some ex-urbanites.  The displaced, would-be outer metropolitan residents migrating 
to parts of the Macedon Ranges Shire noted above characterize urban overspill rather than 
counterurbanization. 
 “…we were just lucky that we’ve fallen on our feet here in a town that’s so 
well serviced”.  
“If we’d have gone where I had originally imagined maybe a bit further out 
on a bigger block with heaps of trees, I think I’d just be feeling quite 
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isolated and afraid of the fires, whereas here it’s more like country land; 
we’re really accessible to the city, so I think the thing that’s different is I 
feel like we’ve gotten the best of both worlds, that we get the sense of being 
on our own but we’re actually really connected to a town that gives us 
everything that we need” (Macedon Ranges RR64). 
“It wasn’t initially to have a tree-change, it was initially to have a bit of a 
bolt-hole, I wanted a bit of a property, too, to work on as I got older; that 
was the rough thought, but it was to be much cheaper than it turned out to 
be”  (Baw Baw RR10). 
…did you start off with some sort of rural idyll in your mind? 
“No. No, we loved the countryside, but we’re both professionals and we 
knew we were locked into cities for work, and so on, and so it was just the 
bolt-hole idea, but we found a way through to transition into a lifestyle and 
maintain our professional connections” (Baw Baw RR10). 
 
 “…we lived in a suburb of Melbourne previously… and I was working and 
then the position I had become [redundant], ... So I ended up after a while 
finding a job in Gippsland and then we found a job for [husband], so we 
decided we would move down here and we would move away from the 
urban environment with neighbours across the fence”.  “I’ve been happy 
here, but like, when you say did I have a vision of what I wanted, I had a 
vision of what I didn’t want”.  “So moving here was really about ‘you need 
somewhere to live when you’re working’, so that was more of a driver for 
me” (Baw Baw HF21). 
Urban escapism is apparent in numerous forms: 
“One of our motivators also was that a lot of our circle of friends in 
Melbourne, it was almost the ‘Keeping up with the Joneses’ mentality, who 
had the newest Range Rover or Mercedes and really we sort of wanted to 
avoid that.  That was part of our getting out of town as well” (Macedon 
Ranges HF56). 
“Because I was involved in public life so much the only way you 
established a circuit breaker was to move out.  They wanted me to be Mayor 
…  So we sat down and said, "…let's get out of here"  [My daughter] took 
my wife out to look at this place without me seeing it and they came back 
and said, "We're buying it."  Right, and then we all moved out, doubled the 
population of Dixons Creek primary school.  It was all Baptists out there.  
We introduced alcohol to their barbecues” (Yarra Ranges F/HF25).   
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Figure 96. Total Family Income (Couple with Family), Case LGAs, 2011 
 
 
 
Data source: (ABS, 2015a) 
 
   There are some consistencies between new-comers in Baw Baw Shire and Macedon 
Ranges Shire.  Young couples in both LGAs had an idealized conception of ‘rural’ and a 
proportion of informants interviewed from that demographic were naive in respect to basic 
features of rural living.  A number were living in high bush fire risk environments, with poor 
fire response practices evident.  A number of properties were overgrown with fuel close to 
houses.  There was also an apparent lack of awareness of the danger of snakes around 
properties with undergrowth and over-grown gardens around houses, and dams and other 
water close to houses.  A number of informants had infant children moving freely in those 
high fire and snake risk environments. 
“Yeah, I worry about snakes. I’ve been bitten twice and it’s absolutely 
terrifying” (Baw Baw HF5).  
“They have various events there and one of them was put on by the 
CFA…"Who's going to leave early?" and I put up my hand, and "Who's 
going to stay and defend?" and [husband] put up his hand.  Clearly, we need 
to have a bit of a chat” (Baw Baw HF27).  
And also in Yarra Ranges Shire: 
[Bushfire threat is] “…such a major stress for us now. It came over that hill 
straight towards us… We did exactly what you’re not supposed to do and 
ran away at the last minute… we’re not on mains water here and we’ve got 
Nil
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sprinklers on the roof so of course when we saw flames we turned the 
sprinklers on the roof but the wind was just blowing it straight off and it 
pretty much emptied our water tanks. Yeah, took us a long time to get over 
it.  There was a lot of post-traumatic stress” (Yarra Ranges RR43). 
As with other data sets, the Yarra Ranges Shire demographic data differs significantly 
from Baw Baw and Macedon Ranges LGAs due to the high degree of urbanization within the 
Shire.  Baw Baw Shire and Macedon Ranges Shire data are therefore considered more 
representative of the peri-urban population base.   
Figure 98 illustrates household income variance between Baw Baw Shire and Macedon 
Ranges Shire; the former having a higher representation of lower income groups and the latter 
having a higher representation of higher income groups.  Figure 99 illustrates difference in 
education levels between the two LGAs.  Baw Baw Shire has higher representation of the 
workforce with lower education levels and Macedon Ranges Shire has higher representation 
with higher education levels.  The resident Macedon Ranges Shire population, not engaged in 
the workforce also has higher average education levels.  These data highlight correlation 
between particular amenity attributes and demographic groupings noted above.   
Figure 97. Percent, 2006 and 2010 Population Resident Outside SA2 
 
Data source: (ABS, 2015a) 
Population growth in Baw Baw Shire and Macedon Ranges Shire is substantially the 
result of in-migration.  In the case of Baw Baw Shire, the almost 25% population growth 
between 2003 and 2013 is unsurprising given inter census data which finds close to half 
(47%) of 2010 residents lived outside of the SA2 in 2006 and 18% of 2010 residents lived 
outside of the SA2 in 2010 (Figure 97).  Forty-one percent of 2010 Melbourne North East 
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SA2 residents (which includes Macedon Ranges Shire) lived outside of the SA2 in 2006 and 
15% lived outside of the SA2 in 2010.  In contrast only 1% of Victorians lived in a different 
SA2 in the year prior to census date. 
Figure 98. Total Family Income, Couple With Family, 2011, Baw Baw and Macedon Ranges LGAs 
 
 
Data source: (ABS, 2015a) 
Figure 99. Education Levels, Percent Total Population, Case LGAs 
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Figure 100. Education, Percent Workforce and Resident Population, Case LGAs, 2011 
 
 
Data source: (ABS, 2015a) 
 Demand for land for agriculture persists, but is variable between LGAs.  Demand for 
land for agricultural production at exchange value is evident in Baw Baw Shire, but less so in 
Macedon Ranges Shire.  In Baw Baw Shire, established dairy enterprises demand land 
adjacent, or close to existing farms.  Those businesses comprise a unit of land sufficient to 
support a dairy herd and infrastructure, including milking shed, machinery sheds, hay sheds, 
effluent treatment plant, and usually a dwelling.  With that infrastructure established, the 
addition of more land produces increased marginal revenue product, and absolute profit, 
without the need for additional infrastructure.  Put alternatively, the sunk capital cost of 
infrastructure can be amortized over more land, increasing the efficiency of capital per 
hectare. One farmer rationalized that: 
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understood that the return on investment from the agricultural pursuits on 
that land no way went anywhere near servicing the debt on it, but it was 
looked at in context of the average price across the whole parcel”  (Baw 
Baw F46). 
“He’s still passionate about agriculture and he wanted a showpiece farm but 
really he’s merely holding that farm for future residential development, he’s 
a real estate investor first and foremost” (V, REA59). 
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The prospect of capital growth, fuelled by amenity premia is also influential in 
determining the willingness of banks to finance farm expansion. 
“…we’ve been able to grow the property from 200 acres to 400 acres 
through having access to …favourable lending conditions in that the bank 
we’ve dealt with ….specialises in agriculture.  They’ve been able to see the 
potential that’s there, so the banks have been bargaining on that land 
increase and the price of land to help defray the longer term”. 
So they’re looking at the LVR [loan to value ratio] improving over time? 
“Yes, they are.” 
 
They look at your interest cover ratio and your income capacity but they’ve 
also got an eye on the value of the land going up? 
“Absolutely…the banks have been bargaining on that land increase and the 
price of land to help…” (Baw Baw F46). 
 
 Banks appear to be proactively influencing farmers’ capital management strategies 
with close attention on the latent value of small land parcels and capacity to restructure debt.  
A Baw Baw Shire farmer related his experience and his bank’s clear understanding of both 
planning policy and market dynamics: 
“…you guys are going to need to have some extra money which we’re 
willing to release to you now, but what you’ve got to do if you’re going to 
have this money is you’ve got to spend it on this and this and by the way, 
we want you to get an excision.  So the bank really wants to push the title 
realignments and the excision” (Baw Baw F46). 
The ‘commerciality’ of peri-urban farming is a dominant topic in the literature.  Most 
references acknowledge the increasing influence of pluriactivity, made easier by connectivity 
with urban areas; declining succession of traditional farming structures and tension between 
land value and its productive capacity.  Barr’s (2002) observation is that where the LV:PV 
ratio is high enough to breach the barrier of commerciality for farming, land will transition to 
more price competitive amenity land users.  The extent to which the ratio exceeds that 
‘breach’ level is therefore of diminishing relevance to the question of succession of farming.  
However, some observations made here suggest greater market complexities with potentially 
important consequences for the succession of farming.    Analysis of transaction data from 
1995 to 2014 across each parcel size range from one to one hundred hectares found 
comparatively low price elasticity variance between small and large parcel sizes, and 
uniformly highly elastic coefficients across all parcel size ranges.  The behaviour of amenity 
and production land purchasers may be more consistent than prevailing theory suggests, or 
alternatively the amenity factor is more pervasive than previously thought.  The 
commerciality of farming in the case LGAs is under varying degrees of threat, apparently 
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correlated with the LV:PV coefficient.  With the exception of dairy, horticulture and some 
intensive industries (usually capital intensive), this research has found few commercially 
sustainable farms.   
 
It is logical therefore to conclude that some of the larger (production scale) units of 
land are purchased by ‘recreational’ farmers, suggested here to be inclined to preserve 
functional farming aggregations.  It is also possible that farmers with access to capital may be 
induced to purchase land despite poor income returns, if those poor income returns are off-set 
against expected capital growth.  In markets where interest rates are low and farmers have 
cash flow to service debt, land acquisition (as a culturally appealing investment compared to 
more complex and less well understood asset classes) may be attractive.  This research 
discovered sophisticated and creative banking relationships functioning in the commercial 
farming sector, where lenders recognize the capital appreciation potential of land, as well as 
its income capacity in the risk/return mix.  Capital risk is considered low in locations where 
there is abundant demand and planning policy is inclined to award dwelling permits. 
 
To existing land holders it is suggested that ‘commercial sustainability’ may not be 
confined to evaluation the LV:PV ratio.  Whereas new land acquisitions reliant upon capital 
gain only are regarded as highly risky, retention of existing land assets for potential capital 
gain have a different risk profile.  Land may be capital gains tax free, debt free and cash flow 
neutral; albeit producing a poor return against market value.  In such circumstances it may be 
economically rational to retain land assets for capital gain.  For farmers who value the amenity 
aspects of farming there is an incentive to continue farm operations pending an opportunity to 
realize capital gains.  In these circumstances, continuing farmers can be classified as lifestyle 
seeking land speculators (Nelson, 1990).  A number of farmer informants to this research 
confirmed that that investment strategy was influential in their decisions to continue farming 
as a mode of ‘commercial sustainability’.  A consequence of rising land values is the 
corresponding reduction in the loan to value ratios (LVR) of existing debt.  Although banks 
are concerned with interest cover ratio (servicing capacity) as well as LVRs, rising land values 
reduce pressure on farmers and for those so inclined, rising land values may extend the period 
of farming continuity for the present generation. 
 
Reverting to inferences gained from Barr’s (2002) observation that once breached, the 
extent to which land value exceeds production value is of diminishing materiality to the 
question of farming succession; the dual and contradictory influences of the LV:PV ratio are 
material, at least to continuity of existing farming. 
 
The LV:PV coefficient is shown to be a useful high level metric for demonstrating the 
determinants of land value and land use.  However, the absolute value of PV is a crucial 
number autonomous from the value of LV.  With a mean VACP of $230 per hectare, 
Macedon Ranges Shire’s LV:PV ratio is so poor as to be of questionable veracity for 
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meaningful comparison with other geographies.  Moreover, ignoring land value, the capacity 
of Macedon Ranges Shire land to generate sustainable VACP and EVAO is an important issue 
for examination.  Data presented above indicates both low production rates and a low land 
utilization factor (contributing to low VACP).  The extent to which the poor land utilization 
factor is a function of an ‘impermanence syndrome’ and dormant supply, or it is a reflection 
of low production capacity, or both, is unclear.  However, some authors (cf. Hart, 1991, 
Sinclair, 1967) present theoretical and empirical support for a direct causal link between de-
intensification of agricultural activities and the anticipation of land use transition, where 
existing, or new landholders reduce capital and labour inputs pending land price inflation.  
This was the perspective of Macedon Ranges farmer (F40) noted in Chapter 13. 
 
Perpetuation of farming in Baw Baw Shire can be directly linked to land value.  Land 
value is also critical in Macedon Ranges Shire; however, agricultural production is the integer 
which distinguishes Macedon Ranges Shire’s LV:PV ratio from that of the other case LGAs.   
 
 
14.5 Land Market Dynamics 
Chapter 12 identifies potential for many more small parcels to be generated through 
subdivision, which are capable of achieving dwelling permits and in Chapter 15 it will be 
shown that supply and demand for small parcels is not in equilibrium in Baw Baw or 
Macedon Ranges shires.  Baw Baw Shire hosts a surplus of rural living zone (RLZ) parcels 
capable of dwelling permits as a Section One use.  Macedon Ranges Shire’s policy is to 
increase its supply of RLZ parcels to satisfy a thirty-year projected demand, and it currently 
hosts a seventeen year supply.  In both shires there are abundant small FZ parcels capable of 
achieving a dwelling permit. 
 Supply of amenity land parcels far exceeds demand.  However, as discussed in 
Chapter 7, the surplus supply stock includes ‘underlying’ supply which will transition to ‘new 
interests’ (and effective supply) upon take-up of dwelling permit ‘rights’.  The rate at which 
new interests are generated by the take-up of dwelling permit rights therefore represents 
amenity demand for land.  As supply far exceeds demand, it cannot be the case that the market 
for small parcels is demand-led, noting that as discovered above, supply is highly price elastic 
and the rate of amenity land price inflation has been constant.  Data presented in Chapters 11 
and 14 shows higher rates of land price increase for small parcels, compared to large parcels 
over time, despite variable transaction activity and highly elastic demand elasticity.  Figure 
14, Chapter 7 illustrates the supply change response to generation of new interests.  The total 
supply of amenity land parcels comprises Section One permit enabled parcels (e.g. RAZ, 
RLZ), and parcels capable of dwelling permits as a Section Two use (e.g. FZ, RCZ).  This is 
the ‘stock’ of land (underlying supply).  The supply flow comprises ‘effective’ supply (land 
offered to the market), which may be land capable of a Section One use dwelling permit, or 
land which has obtained (or is considered likely to obtain) a dwelling permit as a Section Two 
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use.  Recognizing that land markets adjust slowly, a demand-led hypothesis would require a 
more rapid market clearance (a shift from underlying to effective supply) than the prevailing 
decades of supply are forecast to require.  Subject to land price, it is concluded that the 
significant surplus of both effective and underlying land supply typologies and the relative 
ease with which land can convert from one to another under prevailing planning rules, is the 
mechanism that regulates the quantity of land converted to amenity use. 
 
14.6  Summary 
 Statutory valuations assume ‘highest and best’ use of land, and for small peri-urban 
parcels, ‘highest and best’ use is for use as a dwelling.  Whether zoning schedules a dwelling 
as Section 1, or Section 2, for valuation purposes all land is assumed capable of achieving a 
dwelling permit.  Correlation between the sale of small land parcels and dwelling permit 
activity suggests pursuit of planning permission for speculation and capital gain.  So too, 
capital gain is prominent in the demand decision hierarchy of both amenity and production 
purchasers, and a strong influence on bank lending criteria.  
Production land value is difficult to establish due to the paucity of comparable sales.  
The same is not true for small parcels, particularly those arising from subdivisions where 
there is an abundance of market evidence.  The ‘market’ has greater confidence establishing 
value where there is strong evidence.  Evidence from abundant small parcels therefore 
permeates the land market as a whole.  Some zones dominate dwelling permit activity.  In 
Macedon Ranges Shire, for example, RCZ1 accounted for almost 60% of permits awarded 
between 1999 and 2014.  There is no minimum parcel size for a dwelling in RCZ1. 
Price elasticity of demand analyses suggest that there is little price sensitivity variance 
between amenity and production purchasers: all parcel size elasticities are high.  However, an 
alternative hypothesis, favoured here, is that the entire data set examined is influenced by 
amenity purchasing proclivities, noting that the largest parcel size data set was 100 hectares.  
Capacity to subdivide 100 hectare parcels into smaller parcels more appealing to amenity 
purchasers also influences PED.   
Of particular significance to the thesis is the recurring primacy of small parcel size and 
its relative supply as a determinant of market activity, dwelling permit activity and land use 
transition.  The dominantly urbanesque amenity preferences of peri-urban in-migrants 
suggests over-spill from undersupplied and highly priced urban housing markets to 
oversupplied peri-urban markets, supporting the supply-side, policy influence postulate which 
is central to the thesis.  Section 14.5, which argues against a demand-led hypothesis based on 
the significant surplus of land supply, is evidence of the comparatively low influence of 
demand on land use transition. 
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Amenity endowments are variable across the case LGAs and demand determinants are 
satisfied differentially by those endowments.  Macedon Ranges Shire’s offer of landscape, 
heritage villages, comparatively good rail and road access to the city and elsewhere and an 
educated and generally affluent demographic attracts demand from professional couples with 
employment in urban areas, as well as superannuants.  Baw Baw Shire attracts demand from 
people seeking high landscape values, lower housing costs, local employment and relatively 
good access to the city.  The education, employment and income statistics for Baw Baw Shire 
reflect those demand determinants.  In Macedon Ranges and Baw Baw Shires a high 
component of population growth is due to in-migration from another LGA.  Due to its 
established and relatively dense population, growth in Yarra Ranges Shire is more modest. 
 
 
In the preceding eight chapters a comprehensive profile of the spatial distribution of 
parcel sizes and zoning, land use, agricultural production, land value, and capital structure of 
agricultural land has been provided.  This presentation of the ‘status quo’ is both a factual 
depiction of the socio-economic health of the existing agricultural landscape, and a predictive 
financial, social and functional model.  Analysis of cadastral data finds that each of the LGAs 
examined is highly fragmented, and small parcels predominate.  The perverse contrast 
between high regional productivity, and farm income was presented in detail.  Pope’s (1985) 
theoretical linkage between parcel size and land use allocation, and Barr’s (2002) ‘price-
earnings ratio’ were tested to reveal a land market which is ‘top-heavy’ with amenity capital 
in small parcel categories and influential across the dominant parcel size ranges.  The 
economic performance coefficient from farming is unsustainable in ‘rational’ economic 
terms, where EVAO/VACP as the numerator is low, and land value as the denominator is 
artificially high.   
 
With the exception of intensive horticulture and floriculture; predominantly in Yarra 
Ranges Shire, the small lot agrarian myth is largely substantiated, there being little evidence 
of viable small parcel agriculture, nor evidence of genuine attempts at small parcel agriculture 
for other than hobbyists, in the case LGAs.  Baw Baw Shire is the strongest producer of 
agricultural commodities, with dairy accounting for the majority of output.  Yarra Ranges 
Shire has a strong VACP at LGA level, and a median LV:PV ratio broadly consistent with 
Baw Baw Shire; however data is distorted by dominance of capital intensive horticultural 
businesses on small parcels.  Much of the upper regions of Yarra Ranges Shire perform 
poorly.  Macedon Ranges Shire’s VACP and its LV:PV ratio is very poor compared to Baw 
Baw and Yarra Ranges LGAs.  Low VACP is the product of poorer natural land features 
compared to the other LGAs, and consequently lower value commodity production.  Land 
value in the LGA is broadly consistent with the other LGAs.  A low land utilization factor 
also contributes.  The performance coefficient noted above is seriously impaired by these 
factors. 
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The thesis now moves from spatial, functional and economic findings, to the policy 
and governance systems and mechanisms that operate within the peri-urban land market 
assemblage, beginning with a description and critique of the format and provisions of the 
Victorian planning system.  Local planning policies are then examined, with particular 
reference to policies relating to agriculture and rural zones.    Brief reference to the use of 
discretion in determination of dwelling permits in rural zones is provided.  Chapter 16 
elaborates on findings discovered in Chapter 15 to characterize the planning polity.  A 
number of case studies of planning determinations in each LGA are critiqued with reference 
to the LPPs and SPPF.  Some international rural planning policies are examined and 
compared to the Victorian system.  The chapters situate the ‘actually existing’ planning 
complex in Victoria’s peri-urban region into the political structures examined in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 15: Victorian Planning Policy  
 
“Since the early 1980s the story of the [planning] system has been very 
much its subjugation to the corporate strategies of the Victorian 
Government, particularly in relation to economic growth and the 
stimulations of employment.  All too often, planning has appeared to be 
viewed by the State Government as an impediment to growth, thereby 
justifying in its eyes, Ministerial intervention in planning scheme 
amendments, the calling-in of permit applications and the calling-in of 
applications for review” (Eccles and Bryant, 2011:248). 
 
In the Introduction the thesis asserts that Victorian planning policy is flawed and that 
it is the principal cause of land use transition away from agriculture.  This chapter describes 
the structural flaws which enable poor and inconsistent planning outcomes that contradict 
stated policy objectives.  It focuses on the ‘rationality’ of two principal policy issues: first, 
structural features of the Victorian planning framework and second, the ‘governance 
attributes’ that the system is capable of achieving, that is, its performance outcomes.  The 
chapter which follows provides examples of how those structural flaws manifest.  This 
chapter demonstrates how it is possible that ‘planning policy causes land use transition’, 
through its format, structure and implementation.  Chapter 5 described the ideological 
perspective from which policy has evolved and this chapter describes how that ideology is 
operationalized. 
 
With the exception of parts of the Particular Provisions, the Victoria planning 
provisions (VPP) are a vague, ambiguous guidance, laden with abstractions and 
contradictions; particularly between State planning policy framework (SPPF) 14.01 
(Agriculture), the Purpose in rural zones, and the rural zones’ Table of Uses.  Responsible 
Authorities must consider Decision Guidelines when determining planning applications.  
Consistent with the format of other elements of the VPP, those Decision Guidelines are 
vague, and open to interpretation and discretion.  Local Planning Policies frequently 
contradict the SPPF and VPP, in instances where provisions in the SPPF and VPP can be 
definitively interpreted.  The capacity of local planning policies to give effect to the 
Objectives in the SPPF and VPP is generally low and contingent upon the interpretive skill 
and competency of planning officers and municipal councillors. Standardized zone provisions 
and lack of capacity for local policy to conflict with the VPP is a constraint on formulation of 
appropriate local policy and a clear failure to respond to Section 4 of the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987, the Objectives of which state inter alia: 
 
“to establish a system of planning schemes based on municipal districts to be the 
principal way of setting out objectives, policies and controls for the use, 
development and protection of land” (PEA, 1987:s.4(2)(b)). 
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 Exercise of discretion is an essential feature of the VPP, structured as it is around 
guidance, rather than prescription.  The VPP is quintessentially neoliberal in its structure, 
avoiding prescription, with few prohibitions and wide discretion providing options for many 
land uses.  It is notable that the Productivity Commission’s perspective on the performance of 
planning systems includes, inter alia that: “wider zoning definitions also provide greater 
scope for the market to allocate land to its best use, albeit within the uses allowed by the 
zone” (AGPC, 2011:131). 
 
 The planning system in Victoria is essentially a ‘performance’ based framework of 
policy statements for guidance reference by Responsible Authorities (mainly local 
government) to determine planning applications, formulated to enable market ‘efficiency’ to 
replicate the British Thatcher government’s planning reforms of the late 1980s (Buxton et al., 
2005).   
 
The function of planning is dichotomized into top-down plan making (the State 
Planning Policy Framework and VPP) and bottom-up implementation (local government 
administration of policy), and there is no functional administrative link between the two.  The 
State makes plans and devolves implementation to local government, with inadequate 
oversight.  The efficacy of the system, as it is ostensibly intended, is only monitored ex-post 
facto via the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) as an appeal jurisdiction, 
relying as it does on third party intervention to trigger an appeal.  There is no systematic 
monitoring of policy administration.   
 
A review of the gravity of ‘problems’ which planning may aspire to resolve in the 
peri-urban region, and how the State provides context for its planning strategies provides a 
basis for assessing the efficacy of the system.  State policy identifies strategic objectives in 
the Planning and Environment Act (PEA) (Part 1, (4)), and the State Planning Policy 
Framework (14.01-1) “...seeks to ensure that the objectives of planning in Victoria (as set out 
in Section 4 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987) are fostered through appropriate land 
use and development planning policies…”. 
‘Objectives’ in the PEA are divided into 
(1) ‘The objectives of planning in Victoria’, and 
(2) ‘The objectives of the planning framework established by this Act’. 
(PEA, 1987: s4) 
Part (1) makes general statements of intent to provision for ‘fair, orderly economic and 
sustainable use and development of land’, the protection of natural resources, conservation of 
places of ‘value’, protection of utilities, and facilitation of development within those 
objectives “to balance the present and future interests of all Victorians”. 
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Part (2) undertakes to ‘ensure’ sound strategic planning; establish planning schemes at 
municipal level; provide for a planning system which is integrated with other imperatives 
such as environmental, social and economic policies; have regard to environmental issues; 
and to implement a range of administrative structures to achieve efficiency. 
Two significant aspects of part (1) invite reference.  First, there is a commitment to 
sustainable use and development of land and acknowledgement of the virtue of 
intergenerational equity (PEA, 1987:s4(a),(g)).  Second, there is an objective to ‘facilitate’ 
objectives (a) to (e), which may be interpreted to mean establishment of a planning system 
that gives capacity for realization of the ‘objectives’, and inferentially, to remove, as may be 
necessary, such impediments to realization of the objectives.  The ‘objectives’ in part (1) are 
replicated at 10.02 of the State Planning Policy Framework. 
In part (2) ‘objectives’ aspire to ensure ‘sound, strategic planning and co-ordinated 
action at State, regional and municipal levels’.  ‘Objective’ as a noun is a ‘goal, or aim’, a 
desired result, incompatible with ‘ensure’ to ‘make certain’ (Oxford Dictionary, 2013).  Thus, 
the ‘objective’ appears to be premised on the assumption that the public will be persuaded 
that wishes will come true if endorsed with a promise of certitude (Fingland, 2011). 
Hermeneutic analysis of policy text provides insight into the intentions of policy 
makers when policy was drafted (Hogwood and Gunn, 1984).  ‘Plan Melbourne, 2014’ 
contains ‘ensure’ 140 times in its 220 pages and ‘Melbourne 2030, (2002)’ contains ‘ensure’ 
110 times in its 176 pages.   
Three broad types of linguistic ambiguity can be found: Abstractions, where 
indefinable and unmeasurable ideals or concepts are offered as if, and as a substitute for 
tangible, definable and measurable acts; normative, or subjective statements, incapable of 
empirical testing and measurement, and; notional statements which are suggestive, 
approximate and indeterminate.  All of these ambiguous references give rise to imprecision 
and interpretation and make objective review of ‘objectives’ impossible.  Much of the 
language employed in the SPPF can be characterised as symbolic, reassuring and persuasive.  
Salient sections of the SPPF, as it relates to agriculture, rural and regional communities, 
sustainability and environmental issues are critiqued below by review of language employed 
(Table 38).  Low Choy and Buxton (2013) opine that: “…it is highly unlikely that existing 
growth management and traditional urban planning approaches will be capable of 
satisfactorily addressing the peri-urban agricultural dilemma” (Low-Choy and Buxton, 
2013:409). PEA ‘objectives’ (1) (a), (f), and (g) and (2) (a), (b), (e), (g), and (k) are not 
achieved based on this assessment. 
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Section 
 
Word(s)/Phrase(s) 
 
Critique 
 
 
14 
 
 
 
 
 
14.01-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
14.01-2 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11.05-3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agriculture 
 
Assist (in the conservation) 
Wise (use of natural resources) 
Support (environmental quality) 
 
Ensure (that the State’s agricultural base is protected) 
Productive (farmland) 
Strategic significance 
Regional 
Agricultural base 
Permanent changes (of land use) 
Consult with 
Take into consideration 
Issues and characteristics 
Permanent removal (of agricultural land) 
Economic importance 
Desirability 
Compatibility 
Likely development 
Land capability 
(subdivision) Should not detract 
Long-term productive capacity 
Inappropriate subdivisions 
Priority should be given (to restructuring) 
Balance (the potential off-site effects) 
(planning) should consider 
 
Encourage sustainable 
Ensure 
Long-term 
Sustainable use 
Encourage 
Support 
Assist 
Innovative 
Support 
Effective agricultural production 
Assist genuine farming enterprises 
Facilitate 
Orderly and proper planning 
 
Rural Productivity 
 
Promote (agriculture) 
Prevent (urban activities in rural areas) 
Limit (new housing in rural areas) 
Discourage (development of small lots) 
Encourage (consolidation of small lots) 
(Restructure) inappropriate subdivisions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unspecified/notional/imprecise 
Abstract/Not defined 
Unspecified/notional/imprecise 
 
Unrealizable undertaking 
Not defined 
Unspecified/notional/imprecise 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Unspecified/notional/imprecise 
Normative/notional/imprecise/subjective  
Not defined 
Not defined 
Normative/notional/imprecise/subjective  
Normative/notional/imprecise/subjective  
Normative/notional/imprecise/subjective  
Not defined/subjective/unknowable 
Not defined 
Not defined/imprecise/subjective 
Not defined 
Normative/subjective/imprecise  
Normative/indeterminate, subjective 
Indeterminate/subjective/not defined 
Normative/subjective 
 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Definitive/indeterminate 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Unspecified/notional/imprecise 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Not defined/subjective/indeterminate 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Unspecified/notional/imprecise 
Not defined/subjective/indeterminate 
 
 
 
Unspecified/notional/imprecise 
Definitive/indeterminate 
Not defined/subjective/indeterminate 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Not defined/subjective 
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Section 
 
11.05-4 
 
 
 
 
 
11.06-2 
 
 
 
 
  
 
11.06-3 
 
 
 
 
 
11.06-5 
 
 
 
 
11.06-6 
 
 
 
 
11.06-7 
 
 
 
 
11.06-8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Word(s)/Phrase(s)  
 
Regional Planning Strategies and Principles 
 
Deliver (positive land use) 
(natural resource management) outcomes 
Avoid (negative development impacts) 
 
A Diversified Economy 
 
Support (economic self-sufficiency) 
Facilitate (economic development) 
Support (growth) 
Recognise (the need to) promote sustainable growth 
 
Regional Links 
 
Facilitate (integrated planning) 
Support (settlement and economic growth) 
Recognise (population growth) 
 
A Sustainable Region 
 
Support (productive use of energy) 
Facilitate (opportunities to enhance water supply) 
 
Integrated Planning 
 
Support (infrastructure development) 
Support (expansion of energy supplies) 
 
Environmental Assets 
 
Improve environmental outcomes 
Minimize development impacts 
 
Agricultural Productivity 
 
Support (productivity of agricultural land) 
Support (rural economies) 
Protect (agricultural assets from incompatible uses) 
Support (viability of agriculture) 
Critique  
 
 
 
 
Definitive/indeterminate 
Abstract/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
 
 
 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
 
 
 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
 
 
 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
 
 
 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
 
 
 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
 
 
 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
Abstract/subjective/normative 
 
 
Returning to the PEA ‘objectives’, in the rural context the perceived ‘problems’ 
requiring policy attention and the ‘rationality’ of strategies employed to remedy problems can 
be found, or at least postulated by examination of language employed.  The PEA identifies 
problems maintaining: 
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Fair, orderly economic and sustainable use of land; 
Protection and maintenance of natural, ecological and biodiverse resources; 
Intergenerational equity; 
Strategic and co-ordinated planning across State, Regional and Local planning; 
Local government place specific planning policies; 
Environmental protection; 
A singular administrative planning authority, and; 
Effective compliance and enforcement of planning schemes. 
 The rationality of State and Local planning policy measured against these ‘problems’ 
is discussed below, beginning with a review of the continual incremental dilution of controls 
in the Farming Zone, characterised by removal of determinative prescription and further 
deregulation. 
 
15.1  Incremental De-regulation 
 
A brief summary of select amendments to Farming Zone is provided in Table 39 
(italics denote provisions deleted, provisions paraphrased). 
 
Date Purpose Table of Uses Decision Guidelines 
2000 
(Rural 
Zone) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Provide for sustainable 
use of land for 
Extensive animal 
husbandry and crop 
grazing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Dwelling’ is Section 
One, subject to minimum 
40 hectare rule.  Must be 
the only dwelling on the 
lot. ‘Dwelling’ is Section 
two if 40 hectare rule is 
not met. ‘Brothel’, 
‘Cinema’, ‘Shop’ are the 
only Section three uses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RA ‘must’ consider: 
 Whether the dwelling is reasonably 
required for the rural activity 
proposed on the land. 
 Capability of land attributes to 
support the proposed use;  
 How the use relates to ‘rural land 
use’, rural diversification and natural 
resource management;  
 The maintenance of farm production 
and the impact upon the rural 
economy. 
 Suitability of land for use and 
compatibility with nearby farming. 
 The size and productive capacity to 
sustain the proposed use. 
 The need to prepare an integrated 
land management plan. 
 The requirements of existing or 
proposed rural industry. 
 The impact on existing or proposed 
rural infrastructure. 
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2004 
(Farming 
Zone) 
Provide for the use of 
land for agriculture.  
Encourage the retention 
of productive 
agricultural land.  
Ensure that non-
agricultural uses, 
particularly dwellings 
do not adversely affect 
the use of land for 
agriculture. 
‘Dwelling’ is Section 
One, subject to minimum 
40 hectare rule.  Must be 
the only dwelling on the 
lot. ‘Dwelling’ is Section 
two if 40 hectare rule is 
not met. ‘Brothel’ and 
‘Cinema’ removed from 
Section three and 
became innominate 
(default to Section two).  
‘Shop’ removed and 
replaced with ‘Retail 
Premises’ in Section 
three; however 
‘Community Market’, 
‘Manufacturing Sales’, 
‘Primary Produce Sales’ 
and ‘Restaurant’ are 
excluded, therefore 
defaulting to Section 
two. ‘Accommodation’ 
(other than ‘Dwelling’, 
‘Dependent Person’s 
Unit’, Group 
Accommodation’, ‘Host 
Farm’ and ‘Residential 
Hotel’, ‘Industry’ (other 
than ‘Rural Industry’), 
‘Motor racing track’, 
‘Warehouse’ (other than 
a ‘Store’) added to 
Section Three. 
Requirement for a written statement 
which explains how the proposed 
dwelling responds to the Decision 
Guidelines is added. 
The Responsible Authority ‘must’ 
consider: 
 Whether the use is compatible with 
adjoining and nearby uses. 
 Whether the use will enhance and 
support agricultural production. 
 Whether the use will permanently 
remove land from agricultural 
production. 
 The potential for the use to limit the 
operation and expansion of nearby 
agricultural uses. 
 The capacity of the land to sustain 
the agricultural use. 
 The agricultural qualities of the land. 
 Any integrated land management 
plan. 
 Whether the dwelling will result in 
the loss or fragmentation of 
productive agricultural land. 
 Whether the dwelling is reasonably 
required for the operation of the 
agricultural activity. 
 Whether the dwelling will be 
adversely affected by adjacent and 
nearby agricultural activities. 
 Whether the dwelling will adversely 
affect the operation and expansion of 
nearby agricultural uses. 
 Potential for concentration or 
proliferation of dwellings in the area 
and the impact of this on the use of 
the land for agriculture. 
2009 Provide for the use of 
land for agriculture.  
Encourage the retention 
of productive 
agricultural land.  
Ensure that non-
agricultural uses, 
particularly dwellings 
do not adversely affect 
the use of land for 
agriculture. 
‘Dwelling’ is Section 
One, subject to minimum 
40 hectare rule.  Must be 
the only dwelling on the 
lot. ‘Dwelling’ is Section 
two if 40 hectare rule is 
not met.  ‘Geothermal 
Energy Extraction’ 
added to Section one.  
‘Emergency Services 
Facility’, ‘Renewable 
Energy Facility’ (other 
than ‘Wind’) and 
‘Veterinary Centre’ 
added to Section two. 
The Responsible Authority ‘must’ 
consider: 
 Whether the use is compatible with 
adjoining and nearby uses. 
 Whether the use will enhance and 
support agricultural production. 
 Whether the use will permanently 
remove land from agricultural 
production. 
 The potential for the use to limit the 
operation and expansion of nearby 
agricultural uses. 
 The capacity of the land to sustain 
the agricultural use. 
 The agricultural qualities of the land. 
 Any integrated land management 
plan. 
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 Whether the dwelling will result in 
the loss or fragmentation of 
productive agricultural land. 
 Whether the dwelling is reasonably 
required for the operation of the 
agricultural activity. 
 Whether the dwelling will be 
adversely affected by adjacent and 
nearby agricultural activities. 
 Whether the dwelling will adversely 
affect the operation and expansion of 
nearby agricultural uses. 
 Potential for concentration or 
proliferation of dwellings in the area 
and the impact of this on the use of 
the land for agriculture. 
2012 Provide for the use of 
land for agriculture.  
Encourage the retention 
of productive 
agricultural land.  
Ensure that non-
agricultural uses, 
particularly dwellings 
do not adversely affect 
the use of land for 
agriculture. 
‘Dwelling’ is Section 
One, subject to minimum 
40 hectare rule.  Must be 
the only dwelling on the 
lot. ‘Dwelling’ is Section 
two if 40 hectare rule is 
not met.  
‘Carnival/Circus’, 
‘Geothermal Energy 
Extraction’, ‘Mineral 
Exploration’, ‘Mining; 
Natural Systems’, 
‘Road’, ‘Search for 
Stone’ and 
‘Telecommunications 
Facility’ all deleted from 
Section one but 
referenced in s62.01 
‘Uses not requiring a 
permit’ subject to 
conditions. 
The Responsible Authority ‘must’ 
consider: 
 Whether the use is compatible with 
adjoining and nearby uses. 
 Whether the use will enhance and 
support agricultural production. 
 Whether the use will permanently 
remove land from agricultural 
production. 
 The potential for the use to limit the 
operation and expansion of nearby 
agricultural uses. 
 The capacity of the land to sustain 
the agricultural use. 
 The agricultural qualities of the land. 
 Any integrated land management 
plan. 
 Whether the dwelling will result in 
the loss or fragmentation of 
productive agricultural land. 
 Whether the dwelling is reasonably 
required for the operation of the 
agricultural activity. 
 Whether the dwelling will be 
adversely affected by adjacent and 
nearby agricultural activities. 
 Whether the dwelling will adversely 
affect the operation and expansion of 
nearby agricultural uses. 
 Potential for concentration or 
proliferation of dwellings in the area 
and the impact of this on the use of 
the land for agriculture. 
2013 Provide for the use of 
land for agriculture.  
Encourage the retention 
of productive 
agricultural land.  
Ensure that non-
agricultural uses, 
‘Dwelling’ is Section 
One, subject to minimum 
40 hectare rule.  Must be 
the only dwelling on the 
lot. ‘Dwelling’ is Section 
two if 40 hectare rule is 
not met. ‘Primary 
The Responsible Authority ‘must’ 
consider: 
 Whether the use is compatible with 
adjoining and nearby uses. 
 Whether the use will enhance and 
support agricultural production. 
 Whether the use will permanently 
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including
1
 dwellings, do 
not adversely affect the 
use of land for 
agriculture.       
To encourage the 
retention of 
employment and 
population to support 
rural communities. 
 
To protect and enhance 
natural resources and 
the biodiversity of the 
area. 
 
1. ‘particularly’ deleted 
and replaced with 
‘including’. 
Produce Sales’, ‘Rural 
Industry’ (other than 
‘Abattoir’ and ‘Saw 
Mill’) and ‘Rural Store’ 
added to Section one.  
‘Abattoir’, ‘Camping and 
caravan park’, ‘Group 
accommodation’, 
‘Industry’, ‘Landscape 
gardening supplies’, 
‘market’, ‘Place of 
assembly’, ‘Primary 
School’ ‘Secondary 
School’, ‘Saw mill’ 
‘Rice growing’, 
‘Warehouse’, ’and 
‘Trade Supplies’ added 
to Section two. 
remove land from agricultural 
production. 
 The potential for the use to limit the 
operation and expansion of nearby 
agricultural uses. 
 The capacity of the land to sustain 
the agricultural use. 
 The agricultural qualities of the land. 
 Any integrated land management 
plan. 
 Whether the dwelling will result in 
the loss or fragmentation of 
productive agricultural land. 
 Whether the dwelling is reasonably 
required for the operation of the 
agricultural activity. 
 Whether the dwelling will be 
adversely affected by adjacent and 
nearby agricultural activities. 
 Whether the dwelling will adversely 
affect the operation and expansion of 
nearby agricultural uses. 
 Potential for concentration or 
proliferation of dwellings in the area 
and the impact of this on the use of 
the land for agriculture. 
 
 
Since the introduction of Farming Zone, nominated uses in Section one and Section two 
have increased from 39 to 49.  Prohibited uses (Section three) have increased from 3 to 9.  
However, few of the uses which are prohibited (arising from 2013 amendments) are likely to 
be the subject of planning applications (e.g., amusement parlour, brothel, child care centre, 
cinema, night club, office, retail).  Some uses which were formerly prohibited became 
innominate and therefore permissible (Section two).  Included in this category are: ‘Motor 
Racing Track’ and ‘Warehouse’.  ‘Camping and Caravan Park’, ‘Bed and Breakfast’ and 
‘Landscape Gardening Supplies’ were elevated to Section two uses.  Introduction of 
‘Industry’ as a Section two use in 2013 enables a wide range of activities.  Inclusion of the 
words ‘To encourage the retention of employment and population to support rural 
communities’ in the zone purpose (35.07) is interpreted to be a measure which gives capacity 
to enable ‘Industry’ as a use which would otherwise fail to satisfy the zone Purpose.   
 
Transmission of the Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission (VCEC) 
perspectives on competition ‘constraints’ for tourism in the rural zones, to observations made 
by the Ministerial Advisory Committee Rural Zones Report (Underwood et al., 2013), and 
ultimately to the 2013 amendments to the VPP, provide clear provenance to competition 
policy and neoliberal doctrine, notwithstanding that the ultimate amendments were introduced 
by a different government to the one which commissioned the VCEC report.  Each of the 
preferences cited by VCEC and endorsed by the Ministerial Advisory Committee Rural Zones 
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Report was satisfied in the 2013 VPP amendments.  The evolution of policy in this way, 
unimpeded by government change, is evidence of the pervasive quality of neoliberal policies, 
and the subordination of agriculture as an ‘underperforming’ economic activity. 
‘Industry’, introduced to Section two of the Farming Zone Table of Uses in 2013, is 
defined as land used for any of the following operations (s74): 
a) any process of manufacture;  
b) dismantling or breaking up of any article; 
c) treating waste materials; 
d) winning clay, gravel, rock, sand, soil, stone, or other materials (other than Mineral, 
stone, or soil extraction); 
e) laundering, repairing, servicing or washing any article, machinery, or vehicle, other 
than on-site work on a building, works, or land; or  
f) any process of testing or analysis.  
If on the same land as any of these operations, it also includes: 
a) storing goods used in the operation or resulting from it;  
b) providing amenities for people engaged in the operation;  
c) selling by wholesale, goods resulting from the operation; and  
d) accounting or administration in connection with the operation. If materials recycling, 
goods resulting from the operation may be sold by retail. 
There are no conditions associated with ‘Industry’ as a use; e.g. that the ‘industry’ is 
associated with agriculture, or provides a service to agriculture.   
The 2013 amendments to Farming Zone included removal of conditions applicable to 
‘Place of Assembly’; i.e. “must not be used for more than 10 days in a calendar year”.  
Primary and secondary schools have been included in Section two of the Table of uses.  With 
the 2013 amendments, conditions which formerly applied to ‘Residential Hotel’, ‘Group 
Accommodation’ and ‘Restaurant’ were removed, i.e., “must be used in conjunction with 
‘Agriculture’, ‘Outdoor Recreation Facility’, ‘Rural Industry’, or ‘Winery’”.   
A condition that ‘Group Accommodation’ is limited to no more than six dwellings was 
deleted.  ‘Trade Supplies’ was introduced as a Section two use in 2013.  
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‘Trade Supplies’ is defined: 
Land used to sell by both retail and wholesale, or to hire, materials, tools, equipment, 
machinery or other goods for use in:  
a) automotive repairs and servicing;  
b) building;  
c) commerce;  
d) industry;  
e) landscape gardening;  
f) the medical profession; primary production; or local government, government 
departments or public institutions.   
(VPP, 2015) 
Consistent with the definition of ‘Industry’, ‘Trade Supplies’ provides scope for 
approval of a wide variety of uses and also consistent with ‘Industry’, no conditions apply to 
the use. 
 
Section 14 of the SPPF presents a strategy to protect productive farmland: 
 
Ensure that the State’s agricultural base is protected from the unplanned 
loss of productive agricultural land due to permanent changes of land use. 
 
The certainty inferred by use of ‘ensure’ is difficult to reconcile with the composition of 
the Table of Uses and the Decision Guidelines in Farming Zone.  Chapter 11 has 
demonstrated that the premium added to land value by the availability of a dwelling permit 
excludes agriculture from the land market, constrains expansion and facilitates ‘permanent 
changes of land use’.  The SPPF allows dwellings on every rural land parcel whilst purporting 
to prevent permanent changes of land use.  The Table of Uses in Farming Zone allows an 
extensive list of permissible uses.  Decision Guidelines require only that Responsible 
Authorities ‘consider’ certain features of planning applications in determining whether to 
award permits and consistent with the format of the SPPF and VPP, the language employed is 
vague, non-prescriptive and open to interpretation. 
 
None of the rural zones in the VPP is designed for exclusive agricultural use and few 
uses likely to be pursued are prohibited in FZ (ostensibly to ‘provide for the use of land for 
agriculture (VPP, s35.07)).  The only material feature which distinguishes between the rural 
zones is the minimum parcel size permissible.  However, as Chapters 9 and 12 have revealed, 
the landscape is already highly fragmented into small parcels, rendering that distinction 
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largely redundant as a determinant of land use and development variation between the rural 
zones. 
 
15.2  Local Planning Policies 
  
 In the case LGAs examined, there are policy inconsistencies between LPPs and 
inconsistencies and conflicts between LPPs and the SPPF, reflecting economic, demographic, 
physical and political diversity across the region, and tensions arising from both the 
standardized SPPF/VPP and those diverse policy needs; insufficient attention directed to 
development of LPPs that reflect local land peculiarities, and the non-prescriptive, vague, and 
indicatory format of the VPP. 
 
 
15.2.1 Baw Baw Shire 
 
 Baw Baw Shire introduced amendments to its Municipal Strategic Statement Rural 
Zones Policy (s22) in July 2015.  The Baw Baw Shire policy tends to diverge from the 2013 
VPP amendments in a number of significant respects, anticipating appeals and continuing 
uncertainty.  Baw Baw Shire has recognised the significance of agriculture in the shire with 
substantial references in its MSS and Rural Policy: “…the most significant contributor to the 
economy of the Shire” (BBSC, 2015).  In particular, the misalignments with the VPP are 
presented in Table 40. 
 
 
Policy matter VPP Reference Baw Baw 
Planning Scheme 
Variance 
1.  Zone Purpose and 
Decision Guidelines 
35.07 22.01-1 VPP Amendment VC103 removed: 
“Whether the dwelling is reasonably 
required for the operation of the 
agricultural activity”.  Baw Baw Shire 
policy requires production of a business 
plan that justifies that the dwelling is an 
integral but ancillary part of the use of 
the land for a commercial farming 
purpose. 
2.  Subdivision 35.07-3 22.01-1 VPP Amendment VC103 removed the 
requirement for a 173 Agreement to 
prevent re-subdivision of land 
subdivided for a house lot excision. 
Baw Baw Shire policy (Dwelling 
excisions) and re-subdivision requires 
imposition of a 173 Agreement.  Baw 
Baw policy also requires a 173 
Agreement prohibiting further dwelling 
permits.  The VPP is silent on this point. 
3. Purpose 
 
35.07 21.06-6 VPP Amendment VC103 states: 
“…provide for the use of land for 
Table 40. Variance: LPP to SPPF, Baw Baw LGA 
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agriculture”.  The Baw Baw Shire policy 
is considerably stronger: “…supports the 
protection of the primary use of the land 
for agricultural production”. 
4.   Application 
requirements for 
dwellings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
35.07-5 22. 01-1 VPP Amendment VC37 calls for a 
written statement which explains how a 
dwelling application responds to the 
Decision Guidelines.  There is no 
reference to how a dwelling is ancillary 
or integral to the use of the land.  The 
Baw Baw policy requires a business 
plan that justifies that the dwelling is an 
integral but ancillary part of the use of 
the land for a commercial farming 
purpose.  Reference to ‘commercial 
farming purpose’ is not replicated in the 
VPP. 
5.   Table of Uses 35.07-1 22.01-1 VPP Amendment VC103 removed the 
requirement for ‘Group 
accommodation’, ‘Residential Hotel’, 
and ‘Restaurant’ to “…be used in 
conjunction with ‘Agriculture’, 
‘Outdoor Recreation Facility’; ‘Rural 
Industry’ or ‘Winery’.  Baw Baw policy 
supports: “…tourism use and 
development that is compatible with 
agricultural production and/or the 
environmental attributes of the area. 
 
 
 Some of the above policy divergences are strong and others moderate, or tenuous.  
The first is a strong difference, likely to be the subject of challenge in the event of an appeal 
to VCAT.  Item 4 is related and also generates potential for conflict.  Point 5 introduces a 
level of ambiguity in respect to the meaning and gravity of ‘compatibility’ to the extent that it 
may be interpreted to mean whether or not a use is in conflict with agriculture, or whether it is 
complementary to agriculture.   
 
 In June 2015 Baw Baw Shire commissioned its planning officers to prepare a Rural 
Policy Review, the ‘purpose’ of which is ‘For Council to provide direction for the review of 
rural land use policy’ (BBSC, 2015).  Council carried the motion:  
 
‘That Council direct officers to commence the review of rural land use 
policy by preparing three scenarios – current scenario, reduce 
fragmentation, support housing on existing lots less than 4 hectares, and 
then proceed in 2015/16 financial year to communicate these scenarios with 
the wider community for feedback’ (BBSC, 2015).  
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This report was commissioned contemporaneous with introduction of amendments 
C104, and C110 of the planning scheme, each of which adopts recommendations of the Baw 
Baw Settlement Management Plan (SMP) (Perry, 2013).   
 
The SMP proposed:  
 
“…a suite of planning policies and controls to balance the desire by 
landowners for a house on their property with Council’s responsibility to 
preserve agricultural land, judged to be of regional and state significance, 
for future generations” (Perry, 2013:131).  By: 
 
“Creation of revised policies and further identification of land for 
conservation and management which allows for the development of a 
dwelling in the Farming Zone” (Perry, 2013:131). 
 
 The SMP acknowledges continued issuance of dwelling permits in Farming Zone on 
sub-40 hectare parcels.  It proposes re-zoning Farming Zone land to Rural Living Zone where 
land is identified as being physically compromised for agriculture, is highly fragmented, or 
exhibits a prevalence of rural residential attributes.  Section 21.03 of the LPP embraces the 
notion implicit in the SMP that by re-zoning FZ land to RLZ, increased supply for 
recreational use will ease pressure on productive farmland: 
 
“Limit further dispersed housing on agricultural land by defining preferred 
locations” (BBPS, 2015a:s.21.03). 
 
Baw Baw Shire councillors’ perspectives were illuminated in remarks offered in the 
local press in respect to the Rural Policy Review.  The press report noted that councillors 
sought ‘more flexibility in deciding’ the merits of dwelling permit applications, adding that 
the State government policy recommended no houses on farming parcels (Brand, 2016).  One 
councillor remarked that recent planning decisions [determined by councillors], which were 
contrary to the advice of planners were “nothing against planners” and that planners “…have 
rules and regulations that they have to work to…but we also have to listen to the community 
and sometimes we have to be open minded to make these decisions” (Brand, 2016).  Another 
councillor’s position is that “…property owners can still produce on small acreages [and] 
“We need to look at how we can better use our farming land and make it more productive” 
(Brand, 2016).  Earlier reviews of the rural zones in Baw Baw Shire promoted similar themes.  
In 2011 the Baw Baw Council circulated a Rural Areas Issues paper (RAIP) in advance of a 
Rural Areas Forum to canvass public opinion on rural land use.  The second councillor’s 
remarks above are reminiscent of the narrative promoted in the RAIP: “[Council’s 
responsibility is to]…balance what the community wants with what the planning scheme 
says” (BBSC, 2011b).  The RAIP asserts: 
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‘Rural lifestyle housing development is not all bad….Some of these 
landholders have niche businesses like wineries, or alpacas.  They continue 
to require goods and services to run their homes and businesses, but are not 
reliant on farm income to do so.  Nor are they as affected by the rise and fall 
of commodities [prices] such as dairy, beef and sheep industries.  This 
creates a resilient farming economy, with its eggs in more than one basket’ 
(BBSC, 2011b). 
 
The theory that supply of small RLZ parcels will satisfy demand is logical assuming 
that demand is exogenous, that is, that persons seeking permits for dwellings do not already 
own a FZ parcel, and either desire a dwelling permit for their own use, or want to add value to 
the land by achieving a dwelling permit.  However, if existing small FZ parcels remain 
capable of achieving a dwelling permit and discretion is exercised to award dwelling permits, 
increased supply of ‘permitted’ alternatively zoned land will not impact upon the number of 
permit applications on FZ land.  Empirical studies have demonstrated that the efficacy of 
increased supply of amenity land parcels as a means of directing demand away from farming 
land depends upon provision of exclusive agricultural use zoning where there is no 
anticipation of land use change, no impermanence syndrome and consequently continual 
investment in farming (Gustafson et al., 1982, Nelson, 1992b). 
 
The total number of parcels in data sets obtained (2007, 2009, 2012, and 2013) was 
compared with dwelling permits awarded in the same years.  No inverse correlation is evident 
suggesting that introduction of RLZ in 2009 has not reduced demand for dwelling permits in 
FZ (Figures 101 and 102).  Figure 101 depicts the absolute number of permits in the zones.  
Figure 102 better expresses permit correlation between the two zones, where the absolute 
number of permits as a percentage of total zoned parcels in the two zones is compared.  This 
finding corroborates quantitative findings presented elsewhere, that the market for small 
parcels for amenity use in the case LGAs is supply-led by owners of land in Farming Zone.  
Section 12.2 concluded that despite application of zones intended to accommodate non-farm 
uses (RLZ and RAZ), dwelling permits in FZ, RCZ and GWZ dominated in each of the LGAs 
over the years examined. 
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Figure 102. Dwelling Permits Awarded, Percent of Total Rural Zoned Parcels,  
Farming Zone and Rural Living Zone, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
 
 
A number of observations can be made.  First, the intent of the Rural Policy Review 
inferred by the remarks is not articulated in the review terms of reference noted above.  
Second, unless the SPPF and VPP are amended, it is difficult to conceive of how any review 
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Figure 101. Dwelling Permits Awarded, Farming Zone and Rural Living Zone, Baw Baw LGA 
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of local planning policy can achieve the changes advocated by the councillors, except by way 
of zoning changes.  Third, councillors’ comments and advocacy for dwellings on small 
parcels to perpetuate the agrarian myth appear inconsistent with VACP data noted in this 
research (more than 70% of non-dairy businesses in Baw Baw Shire generate less than 
$50,000 per annum (NCBI, 2011)).  Finally, findings in respect to introduction of RLZ noted 
above suggest that more liberal zoning controls do not reduce use of land for dwellings in 
Farming Zone.   Introduction of zones which direct demand away from productive farmland 
are shown to be effective, but only in circumstances where the productive land is protected by 
exclusive farming use provisions (Nelson, 1990). 
 
Figure 103. Rural Zone Change 2009, 2012, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
 
In 2009 proposed Amendment C44 to the planning scheme intended to re-zone 28,000 
hectares of Farming Zone land to Rural Activity Zone, enabling the addition of 1,440 
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dwellings in the farming landscape (McRobert et al., 2009).  A Planning Panels Victoria 
report rejected the proposal and it was abandoned.  Subsequent amendments C44 (Part1), C44 
(Part 2A), C44 (Part2B) and C110 modified, re-modified and ultimately retained remnants of 
the abandoned C44 proposal.  C104 (Part1), including the Baw Baw Settlement Management 
Plan,  re-zoned a substantial area of Farming Zone land to Rural Activity Zone and Rural 
Living Zone, creating a corridor bifurcating the western and central sections of the Shire 
(Figure 103). Pockets of Rural Living Zone were also introduced elsewhere in the Shire.  In 
addition to providing more liberal dwelling provisions, the Rural Activity and Rural Living 
zones provide for smaller subdivision of land (Table 31). 
 
 
15.2.2 Macedon Ranges Shire 
 
 Macedon Ranges Planning Scheme (MRPS) has not been amended since 2000.  Its 
Municipal Strategic Statement states: “A major review [of the MSS] will take place in the 
year 2003” (MRPS, 2000).  Municipal Planning Authorities are required to review their 
planning schemes within six months of a State election, or the next June 30
th
, whichever is the 
later (LGA, 1989:s.125(1)).  At the time of writing, Amendment C84 proposing an up-date of 
the MRPSMSS was before the Minister.  The Final Panel Report (April 2014) which 
reviewed the proposed MSS revision begins with the remark:  
 
“The multiple iterations of the proposed MSS has posed challenges to all 
involved but is indicative of Council’s attempts to respond to Panel 
recommendation [sic] from the Interim Report and submissions from the 
community” (McRobert et al., 2014:1). 
 
The Macedon Ranges Shire Council (MRSC) report ‘In the Rural Living Zone: 
Strategic Directions for the Rural Living Zone (DRAFT), October 2014’ (RLZR) addresses a 
deficiency identified by the Panel Report, which states at 21.09-2:  
 
“Provisions relating to Rural Living areas/rural residential development, 
which are currently addressed in Clauses 22.14, 22.18, 22.15 should be 
reinstated, pending revision after adoption of a Rural Living Strategy” 
(McRobert et al., 2014:31). 
 
The RLZR, 2014 appears to have been substantially informed by the findings of the 
Macedon Ranges Equine Strategy 2012-2016 (MRES) (MRSC, 2012) and the subsequent 
Macedon Ranges Equine Centre Feasibility Study, 2015.   
 
The MRES is not an Incorporated Document and the Panel is critical of its reference 
in the MRPS MSS (McRobert et al., 2014).  “…substantial growth in requests for planning 
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and building approvals for equine related infrastructure and facilities” (MRSC, 2012:3) is 
noted in the MRES.  The report identifies as a challenge dwelling restrictions in Farming 
Zone on lots less than 40 hectares.  The report strategy includes: 
 
 Rezoning of larger diversified equine businesses to an appropriate 
zone (Rural Activity Zone or Special Use Zone);  
 
 Review Clause 22.12 in the Planning Scheme to include further 
direction based around the needs of the equine industry; 
 
 Through future projects investigate the introduction of lower 
minimum lot sizes for subdivision and for use of the land for a 
dwelling in a Farming Zone in appropriate locations within the 
municipality to reflect the requirements for the equine industry, or 
provide greater flexibility / discretion for equine businesses in rural 
areas; and  
 
 Consider feedback regarding rural living opportunities within the 
Rural Living Strategy 2012. 
  
Of the three case LGAs examined, Macedon Ranges Shire is the only Shire to apply a 
differential minimum subdivision policy in Farming Zone via a Schedule 1.  Parcels outside 
of the map area delineated in the Schedule have a minimum subdivision of 40 hectares (the 
SPPF default parcel size) and parcels embraced within the map area have a minimum 
subdivision of 100 hectares.  The policy recognises broad acre grazing and cropping as the 
predominant land use within the map area.  However, much of the land within the schedule 
map area is not broadacre parcels and includes townships and highly fragmented areas of the 
Shire. 
 
Macedon Ranges Shire published the Macedon Ranges Localised Planning Statement 
(MRLPS) in September 2014 (MRSC, 2014).  At the time of writing the MRLPS had not been 
approved by the Planning Minister, and it is not part of the Macedon Ranges Shire planning 
scheme.  The document records a ‘partnership’ with Victorian government in the 
establishment of the Statement, which identifies environmental, tourism, water resources and 
agricultural assets in the Shire, and emerging challenges associated with population growth, 
development and land use change (MRSC, 2014).  It notes that localised planning statements 
are being established for the Bellarine Peninsula, Mornington Peninsula, the Yarra Valley and 
Dandenong Ranges, as well as Macedon Ranges Shires.  In December 2015 Planning Minister 
Wynn empanelled the Macedon Ranges Protection Advisory Committee, the stated purpose of 
which is:  
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“…to provide advice to the Minister for Planning on an appropriate policy to 
support changes to the legislative framework to achieve protection for the 
Macedon Ranges and its unique natural attributes, high environmental values and 
distinctive rural character and townships. The Advisory Committee will also 
consider and report on legislative options and statutory arrangements to achieve 
protection” (DELWP, 2015c:1).  
 
The Advisory Committee is to provide independent advice and present its findings and 
conclusions on the following matters: 
 
a). The extent of the geographic area the final policy and legislative controls 
should apply to.  
 
b). An assessment of why protection is needed, including identification of the key 
values and attributes that contribute to the significance of the Macedon Ranges 
and the key threats and areas that are under threat.  
 
c). The issues, challenges and opportunities for Victoria's land use planning 
framework in protecting the significant values and attributes of the Macedon 
Ranges, and the key principles that should underpin legislative protection. 
 
d). The extent to which the current policy and planning framework addresses the 
identified threats, issues and challenges to protecting the area and 
identification of any gaps in policy.  
 
e). An appropriate policy to support changes to the legislative framework and 
provide certainty for the community, Local Government, State Government 
departments and agencies and other key stakeholders.  
 
f). Potential legislative options and statutory arrangements available, including 
tools available to State Government department and agencies and Local 
Government, to implement the final policy and achieve protection of the 
unique values, attributes and character of the Macedon Ranges.  (DELWP, 
2015c:2). 
 
The Macedon Ranges Protection Advisory Committee Issues Paper (MRPACIP) refers, 
inter alia, to Statement of Planning Policy No. 8 (1975) (TCPB, 1975), which is replicated at 
Local Planning Policy 22.01.  The Issues Paper suggests that whilst LPP 22.01 replicates 
Policy No. 8, the latter predates the new format VPP.  It has no legislative force, however, it 
“remains a strong influence ” (PPV, 2015:8).  Many of its ‘themes in statements’ are 
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reproduced in the SPPF.  Notably, Policy No. 8 applies to the Macedon Ranges and Surrounds 
Policy Area, which does not embrace the whole LGA as it is currently bounded.  
 
It is noted that the Planning Minister’s five page Terms of Reference for the MRPAC 
does not refer to ‘agriculture’, but there is one reference to ‘food production’.  In the forty-
page MRPAC Issues Paper there are five references to agriculture, in addition to references 
that cite existing policy.  The chapter titled ‘Why is protection needed?’ contains a single 
reference to agriculture:  
 
‘As well as giving the area a unique sense of ‘place’, these natural resources 
provide the local and broader communities with water supply, recreational and 
tourist spaces, and opportunities for forestry and agriculture’ (PPV, 2015:17). 
 
The MRPAC terms of reference and the Issue Paper are interpreted to be largely 
concerned with environmental, natural character and tourism assets, and whilst agriculture is 
referenced, it is a minor element of the investigation. 
 
Almost contemporaneous with publication of the MRPACIP, Macedon Ranges Shire 
published ‘In the Rural Living Zone Strategic Directions for the Rural Living Zone, 
September 2015’ (Amendment C110, exhibition) (MRIRLZ, 2015).  MRIRLZ proposes 
increasing supply of Rural Living Zone lots in the Shire by applying subdivision changes to 
schedules to the zone, deletion of provision for 173 Agreements which prohibit further 
subdivision, and by re-zoning Farming Zone parcels to Rural Living Zone.  The Shire’s aim is 
to increase RLZ lot supply from its current estimate of 17 years supply, to 30 years supply 
(varying by region), generating a total 574 additional parcels (MRIRLZ, 2015).  It also aims 
to “Protect productive agricultural land across the Shire” (MRIRLZ, 2015:8), although neither 
‘productive’ nor ‘protect’ are defined.  It is assumed that protection is intended as: “… 
development in the Farming Zone…will be required to uphold the objectives for these 
[zoned?] areas” (MRIRLZ, 2015:31), shown elsewhere to have questionable efficacy. 
 
The MRIRLZ follows the Baw Baw Settlement Management Plan’s contestable theory 
that increased supply of RLZ will direct demand away from Farming Zone (MRIRLZ, 2015), 
despite existing supply of RLZ land which is capable of satisfying demand for an average of 
17 years.  The RLZ supply theory is further discredited by dwelling permit data between 2003 
and 2014, which records a majority of permits awarded in RCZ, and permits awarded in FZ 
representing 63% of permits awarded in RLZ.  Production of further RLZ parcels will, 
according to MRIRLZ, prevent further “ad hoc development, instead of sound decisions based 
on strategic principles and analysis” in Farming and Rural Conservation Zones (MRIRLZ, 
2015:10).  MRIRLZ does not articulate local planning policy amendments which may prevent 
‘ad hoc development’ without increased RLZ, despite its assertion above, that protection of 
Farming Zone will be achieved by upholding the zone objectives once RLZ is introduced. 
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15.2.3 Yarra Ranges Shire 
 
Yarra Ranges Shire Planning Scheme (YRPS) differs significantly from the Baw Baw 
Shire and Macedon Ranges Shire schemes.  Firstly, although the suite of rural zones includes 
Farming Zone, there is no Farming Zone land in the Shire.  Instead Rural Living, Green 
Wedge and Rural Conservation zones are applied.  Secondly, the Upper Yarra Valley & 
Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan, established by proclamation of the Upper Yarra 
Valley & Dandenong Ranges Authority Act 1976 appears at s53 of the YRPS.  The Regional 
Strategy Plan is administered under Section 46F of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, 
the effect of which is to prohibit the Minister for Planning from approving an amendment to 
the planning scheme which is inconsistent with the Regional Strategy Plan (YRPS, 
2009:s.21.01). 
 
 Included in s.53 and the Regional Strategy plan is a tenement control policy which 
relates to land within the former Lilydale and Sherbrook Shires and is within Green Wedge, 
Rural Conservation, Green Wedge A and Rural Living Zones, other than land in Schedule two 
to the Green Wedge A Zone.  Despite effectiveness in the early years of the Regional Strategy 
Plan (established in 1977), the efficacy of the tenement  provisions is questionable, given the 
structure of the precise provisions, their limited application, and perceived inequities arising 
between those landholders impacted, and those that are not (Matthews, 2013).  Enforcement 
of the tenement controls is not mandatory; however where other controls do not provide a 
clear opportunity to restrict development considered undesirable, the mechanism is available 
for deployment (Yarra Ranges STP66).  Tenement controls:  
 
“…are a real mess…[VCAT members’] eyes glaze over a bit with just the 
mention of the tenement controls and make a decision based on the 
tenement provisions or the tenement concept, rather than really looking at 
the merits of  the thing, in a broader sense” (Yarra Ranges STP66). 
 
 The diversity of Yarra Ranges Shire (population and housing density, and landscape 
characteristics) presents complex planning problems reflected in the range of rural zones 
applied.  The Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme (YRPS) identifies four agricultural use 
typologies (Table 41). 
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Table 41, Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme Agricultural Use Typologies 
 
 
Rural Areas Zones applied 
Intensive Farming Area GWZ1, GWZ3 
Broadacre Farming Area FZ5
1
; GWZ4; GWZ5; GWZ6 
Rural Landscape area GWZ1; GWZ2 
Environmental Rural Area RCZ1; RCZ2; RCZ3 
 
(YRPS, 2009:s.21.04-3) 
 
1. There is no Schedule 5 to Farming Zone in the YRPS, and no land in the Shire 
is zoned Farming Zone. 
 
 
 The YRPS Vision Statement recognises the diversity and complexity of planning in 
the Shire, identifying:  Metropolitan Areas: Chirnside Park, Lilydale, Kilsyth and 
Mooroolbark; Foothills Areas: Belgrave, Tecoma, Upwey, Montrose and Mount Evelyn; 
Rural Townships: Coldstream, Seville, Seville East, Silvan, Healesville, Wandin North, 
Warburton, Monbulk, Woori Yallock, Yarra Glen, and Yarra Junction; and Rural Areas in the 
North Central and South Eastern regions of the Shire (YRPS, 2009:s.21.03-1).  The Shire 
includes Rural Living Zone land within the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) and Green 
Wedge Zone A land outside of the UGB.   
 
 The suite of rural zones employed in YRPS does not respond effectively to its MSS 
policy.  A proposed amendment to the Scheme (C146), introduces changes to ‘Intensive 
Animal Husbandry’ provisions proposed to be implemented via application of the Green 
Wedge, Green Wedge A, and Rural Conservation zones.  ‘Intensive Animal Husbandry’ is a 
prohibited use in Rural Conservation Zone.  The use is also prohibited in Rural Living Zone.  
‘Intensive Animal Husbandry’ is a Section two use in GWZ and therefore permissible under 
the VPP.  However; s53.01 (referencing the Upper Yarra Valley & Dandenong Ranges 
Regional Strategy Plan) prohibits ‘Intensive Animal Husbandry’ in RCZ; GWZ1; GWZ2; 
GWZ3 and GWZA,  providing a conflict with VPP provisions, but s.53.01 of the YRPC 
‘prevails’ over any other provision in the planning scheme (YRPS, 2009:s.53.01).   The YRPS 
nominates GWZ1 and GWZ3 as zones in the ‘Intensive Farming Area’ of its ‘Agriculture 
Objectives, Strategies, Policy and Implementation’ (YRPS, 2009:s.21.04-3).  Features of the 
YRPS which present ambiguity and potential conflict with the SPPF/VPP are scheduled 
(Table 42). 
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Policy matter VPP Reference Yarra Ranges 
Planning Scheme 
Variance 
Table of  Uses 35.04-1  53.01 The VPP schedules ‘Intensive Animal Husbandry’ 
as a Section Two use in GWZ.  53.01 of the YRPS 
prohibits the use. 
Table of  Uses 35.04-1; 35.06-
1; 35.05-1  
53.01 The VPP schedules ‘Restaurant’ as a Section Two 
use in GWZ; GWAZ and RCZ.  In GWZ and 
GWAZ it requires the use to be ‘in conjunction 
with’ Agriculture; Natural Systems; Outdoor 
Recreational Facility; Rural Industry; or Winery.  
53.01 of the YRPS requires a ‘Restaurant’ use to be 
‘associated with’ ‘Tourist Accommodation’; a 
‘Tourist Facility’; or an established ‘Winery’.  In 
RCZ the VPP applies no condition to use.  In 53.01 
the YRPS requires a Restaurant use to be 
‘associated with’ ‘Tourist Accommodation’; a 
‘Tourist Facility’; or an established ‘Winery’ 
Table of  Uses 35.04-1; 35.05-
1; 35.06-1; 
35.03-1 
53.01 The VPP schedules ‘Retail Premises’ as Section 
Three use in GWZ; GAWZ; RLZ and RCZ.  53.01 
requires ‘Retail Premises’ in those zones to be 
associated with an ‘Agricultural Activity’ being 
carried out on the land or provide ‘Recreation or 
Tourist Facilities’ in association with ‘Tourist 
Accommodation’. 
Table of  Uses 35.04-1 53.01 The VPP schedules ‘Accommodation’ as Section 
Three use in GWZ.  53.01 requires that land in 
GWZ1 used for ‘Accommodation’ which provides 
accommodation for tourists and visitors must be 
associated with an existing Intensive Farming 
activity being carried out on the land. 
Table of  Uses 35.04-1; 35.05-
1; 35.06-1; 
35.03-1 
53.01 In the VPP ‘Soil Removal’ is innominate (Section 
two) in GWZ; GWAZ; RCZ and RLZ.  By virtue of 
being innominate no conditions apply to the use.  
53.01 provides conditions for the use in GWZ; 
GWAZ and RCZ. 
Table of  Uses 35.04-1; 35.05-
1; 35.06-1;  
53.01 In the VPP ‘Timber Production’ is a Section two 
use in GWZ; GWAZ; RCZ and innominate in 
PPRZ; PCRZ and PUZ.  53.01 prohibits Pinus 
Radiata species plantations in the zones. 
Table of  Uses 35.04-1; 35.05-
1; 35.06-1; 
35.03-1 
53.01 The VPP specifies that ‘Place of Assembly’ is a 
Section Two use in GWZ (limited to use not more 
than ten days in a calendar year) and RLZ and 
Section Three in GWAZ and RCZ.  53.01 requires 
that in GWZ; GWAZ; RCZ and RLZ a ‘Place of 
Assembly’ must be associated with   an 
‘Agricultural Activity’ being carried out on the land 
or provide ‘Recreation’, or ‘Tourist Facilities’ in 
association with ‘Tourist Accommodation’. 
Table of  Uses 35.04-1; 35.05-
1; 35.06-1; 
35.03-1 
53.01 ‘Minor Sports and Recreation Facility’ is an 
innominate use in GWZ; GWAZ; RCZ and RLZ.  
53.01 requires that the use in those zones must be 
associated with an ‘Agricultural Activity’ being 
carried out on the land or provide ‘Recreation’ or 
‘Tourist Facilities’ in association with ‘Tourism 
Accommodation’. 
Table 42. Variance Between LPP and SPPF, Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme 
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Policy matter VPP Reference Yarra Ranges 
Planning Scheme 
Variance 
Table of  Uses 35.04-1; 35.05-
1; 35.06-1 
53.01 The VPP requires a permit for all building in GWZ; 
GWAZ and RCZ.  In GWZ1 and GWZ3. 53.01 
requires a permit to construct a horticultural 
structure where the aggregate area of all 
horticultural structures exceeds 3,000 square 
metres.  In other GWZs 53.01 requires a permit to 
construct a horticultural structure where the 
aggregate area of all horticultural structures 
exceeds 1,500 square metres.  In GWAZ and RCZ 
53.01 requires a permit to construct a horticultural 
structure where the aggregate area of all 
horticultural structures exceeds 50 square metres.  
53.01 also regulates the size and duration of 
relocatable horticultural structures. 
 
At the direction of the Minister for Planning, Yarra Ranges Shire is preparing a 
Localised Planning Statement, embracing a review of the Upper Yarra Valley & Dandenong 
Ranges Regional Strategy Plan (UYV&DRRSP) which anticipates: “…replacing much of 
Clause 53” of the LPP (DELWP, 2015h).  The legislative status of the UYV&DRRSP will be 
retained; however its provisions will alter.  At the date or writing work had commenced but 
no proposed policy amendments had been published.   
 
Table 48 at Appendix 12 presents a summary of local planning policies that relate to 
rural land use.  References are précised and paraphrased.  This critical review of policy is 
again substantially informed by the comprehensive public policy analysis text by Hogwood 
and Gunn (1984) and other significant contributors to public policy and administrative 
theories (Hogwood and Gunn, 1984, Simon, 1965, Dunn, 2003, Lindblom, 1959).  Evaluation 
of Policy certitude is determined by the language employed in Objectives, Strategy, Policy 
and Implementation; the extent to which implementation is subject to discretion and the 
evaluation of capacity of policy to give effect to objectives stated in SPPF and LPP.   
Following Hogwood and Gunn (1984), the following inquiries are applied: 
 
1. Determination of the ‘intention’ of policy; that is, what problem(s) the policy 
intends to resolve; 
2. What ‘values’ appear to inform the policy problem?  Does policy reference ‘facts’, 
or ‘values; 
3. How is the policy ‘framed’ and does it respond to its purported purpose; that is, are 
the objectives of policy real; 
4. Are there multiple and or conflicting objectives embedded in policy; 
5. Are objectives clearly defined; 
6. Can policy be defined as ‘rational comprehensive’, incrementalist, or satisficing; 
and 
Table 42. Variance Between LPP and SPPF, Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme cont. 
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7. What practical mechanisms and controls are specified to ensure policy is 
implemented in accordance with objectives. 
 
By way of example, 21.03 of the Baw Baw LPP (Table 48 at Appendix 12), which 
addresses settlement issues, presents a number of normative Strategy statements: 
 
‘Limit further dispersed housing on agricultural land by defining preferred 
locations for rural lifestyle living within and surrounding existing 
settlements’.   
 
‘Protect agricultural land and activities to maintain their long-term 
sustainable use’.  
 
‘Ensure sustainable management of agriculture and productive rural land 
use activities and existing natural attributes’. 
 
 This policy is defined here as ‘weak’, because its implementation process is not 
specified; that is, the ‘preferred locations’ are not specified, and a means of defining the 
locations is not specified.  A means to ‘protect agricultural land’ is not specified.  Methods of 
ensuring sustainable management of agriculture are not articulated and use of ‘ensure’ is 
practically unrealisable.  There is no reference to planning controls which may be utilized to 
achieve the ‘strategies’.  Section 21.07-3 is defined here as ‘weak’.  The words ‘enhance’, 
‘discourage’, and ‘encourage’ are passive, subjective and immeasurable.  No means of 
implementation is specified.  This is despite strong rhetoric in the Overview section of the 
clause, including:  
 
‘The Shire is a major agricultural producer in the West Gippsland region. 
Agricultural output in the Shire is highly valued.  Dairying is the strength of 
the economy of the Shire’ (BBPS, 2014a:21.07-3).   
 
Section 22.01 is defined as ‘weak’ because policy includes ‘encourage’ and 
‘discourage’ (four references), and implementation through planning controls is not specified.  
The analysis at Table 48, appendix 12 is summarized in Table 43.  Acknowledging the 
subjectivity of assessment of policy efficacy, a ‘score’ may be derived from Table 43 (Table 
44).  Yarra Ranges Shire’s policy achieves a high mandatory policy application and 
comparatively strong policy certitude.  Macedon Ranges Shire’s policy performs worst 
according to the evaluation, with discretionary policy application and weak policy certitude.  
Baw Baw Shire sits between the two.  Of the 15 policy sections considered, the application of 
10 are mandatory, and the remaining 5 are not.  Almost half of the policies are considered 
have ‘weak’ certitude and only 4 are either ‘strong/variable’, or ‘strong’.   
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LGA/Section Issue Application Policy Certitude 
Yarra Ranges 
21.07 
 
53.01 
57.01 
21.04-3 
21.08 
21.09 
21.05 
 
Baw Baw 
21.03 
21.06-4 
21.07-3 
22.01 
21.06-6 
22.02 
 
Macedon Ranges 
22.2 
21.07 
 
 
Protection of agricultural 
landscapes 
Agriculture protection 
Land use conflict 
Strengthen role of agriculture 
Control subdivision 
Sustainable farming 
Maintain rural setting 
 
 
Growth management 
Natural resources 
Agricultural production 
Land fragmentation 
Protection of farmland 
Farming Zone and Rural Activity 
Zone 
 
Protection of agricultural land 
Protection of agricultural land 
 
 
Mandatory 
 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Unspecified 
Mandatory 
 
 
Unspecified 
Mandatory 
Indeterminate 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
 
 
Discretionary 
Discretionary 
 
 
Moderate/Discretionary 
 
Strong 
Strong 
Strong/Variable 
Moderate/Discretionary 
Weak 
Moderate/Discretionary 
 
 
Weak 
Moderate/Variable 
Weak 
Weak 
Weak 
Strong 
 
 
Weak 
Weak 
 
 
 
If Yarra Ranges Shire data are excluded, the performance score is significantly poorer 
with 6 of a total 8 policies considered to have ‘weak’ certitude and half of the policies 
considered to have ‘unspecified’, ‘indeterminate’, or ‘discretionary’ policy application.  It is 
notable that Yarra Ranges and Baw Baw shires have significantly larger LPP references to 
rural land than Macedon Ranges Shire, perhaps reflecting lack of attention to revision of its 
MSS, as noted above. 
 
Table 44. Local Planning Policy Application and Certitude Analysis 
 
 Yarra 
Ranges 
Baw Baw Macedon 
Ranges 
Application 
 
Section (No) 
Mandatory 
Unspecified 
Indeterminate 
Discretionary 
 
Policy Certitude 
 
Weak 
Moderate/Discretionary 
Strong/Variable 
Strong 
 
 
 
7 
6 
1 
0 
0 
 
 
 
1 
3 
1 
2 
 
 
6 
4 
1 
1 
0 
 
 
 
4 
1 
0 
1 
 
 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
 
 
 
2 
0 
0 
0 
 
Table 43. Local Planning Policy Critique 
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15.2.4 Agribusiness and Strategic Planning in the Case LGAs 
 
 Capacity for local government to develop strategic planning to recognise agriculture is 
contingent upon reference to comprehensive and continuing specialist data and research.  
Discoverable reference reports in each of the case LGAs have been reviewed. 
 
 Macedon Ranges Shire references the ‘Macedon Ranges Agribusiness Plan, 2013-
2018’ (MRAP), which references inter alia the ‘Macedon Ranges Economic Development 
Strategy THE WAY FORWARD 2009-2019’ (MREDS) (Geographia, 2013).  The MRAP 
cites MREDS as making “agribusiness a key focus of its Economic Development Strategy” 
(Geographia, 2013), however the latter document makes little reference to agriculture, noting 
in its ‘Strategy’ section that it will: 
 
 Assist in establishing a Macedon Ranges agribusiness network; 
 Update the type and nature of information available to the agribusiness sector; 
 Assist agricultural industries to invest in sustainable new developments, with 
consideration to limiting impacts on residents, landscape quality and the general 
environment; 
 Support value adding to local agricultural produce where possible; and 
 Assist agricultural industries meet their employment and training needs. 
(MRSC, 2009) 
 
In respect to the first measure, Macedon Ranges Shire has developed a register of 
agricultural producers.  MREDS undertakes to monitor its strategy annually and generate a 
report for ‘relevant stakeholders’, however this research has not discovered annual monitoring 
reports.  MRAP identifies many of the constraints on sustainable agriculture identified in this 
research, with emphasis on water resources, global commodity pricing and the high value of 
farmland.  MRAP referenced existing data sets and empirical data obtained from a survey of 
Macedon Ranges Shire’s agribusiness community.  Key findings of the MRAP are: 
 
 Livestock grazing is the principal agricultural activity, and it should be supported; 
 Succession of farming is under threat; 
 High land prices and water resources are identified as the main constraints on 
agriculture; 
 Non-traditional agricultural enterprises are emerging, but they generate low 
income; 
 Agriculture is sustainable, contingent upon retention of high quality land in 
sufficient supply; 
 Clear definition of ‘high quality agricultural land’ is required in order to direct 
planning policy; 
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 Poor NRM practices on small farms and hobby farms generating weed infestations 
require intervention. 
(Geographia, 2013) 
 
Recommendations arising from MRAP include “…address planning for transition 
(e.g. succession and land use planning)” (Geographia, 2013:26).  An objective of the 
Macedon Ranges Council Plan 2013-2017 is to: “…reach a balance between agricultural and 
rural/residential lifestyle land use in our Shire” and its ‘action’ is to: “Present a final Rural 
Living Strategy to Council and progress implementation of the adopted actions by December 
2015” (MRSC, 2013:18). 
 
A comprehensive agribusiness report referenced by Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges Shire 
planning schemes could not be discovered.  An un-dated document titled ‘Opportunity and 
Investment, Baw Baw Agribusiness’ presents ABS data on past agricultural output and a 
representation of land qualities in support of a range of industries.  The document is redundant 
and no longer in circulation.  The Baw Baw Environmental Planning Study (2001) was 
developed by the Department of Natural Resources and Environment (now DELWP) (AVS, 
2001).  The report assesses natural resources referencing climate, landscape and soil data to 
develop mapping of land use suitability for a range of grazing, cropping, forestry and 
vegetable growing activities.  Baw Baw Shire now references  ‘REMPLAN’, an ABS data 
analyst and re-seller (Power, 2016, pers comm).   
 
In 2015 the Shire of Yarra Ranges advertised for ‘volunteer rural sector 
representatives’ to join the ‘Yarra Ranges Rural Advisory Committee’.  The committee is to 
be chaired by a Yarra Ranges Shire councillor and its agenda will be set by the Yarra Ranges 
Shire.  Agribusiness Yarra Valley: “advocates for farming in the Yarra Valley…”, rather than 
provide or facilitate expert advice to the agriculture sector, or Council. According to its 
Executive Officer, Economic Development, the Yarra Ranges Rural Advisory Committee had 
recently been empanelled at the time of writing, and prior to its formation Yarra Ranges Shire 
referenced REMPLAN for its agricultural data (Asper, 2016, pers comm). 
 
 
15.3  Summary 
 
This chapter has articulated some of the structural and functional flaws in the 
Victorian planning system and it has shown that the rhetoric of ‘objectives’ and ‘strategies’ is 
incapable of transmission into actually existing planning without significant interpretation and 
the use of discretion.  Aspects of the SPPF as it relates to preservation of land for agriculture 
have been critiqued to demonstrate that it is incapable of realizing its principal objectives.  A 
process of deregulation to allow expansion of permissible uses in the rural zones verifies the 
market based system of land use allocation preferred by the State. 
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Tensions between the SPPF and LPPs, flaws in the SPPF which, through its statutory 
seniority, transmit to local planning policy, and deficiencies in both local policy formulation 
and implementation have been examined.  The capacity of local planning policy to respond to 
the needs of local peculiarities is constrained by the State-wide VPP, by local political 
imperatives that conflict with policy objectives and by poor knowledge of land use 
capabilities.  Reference to comprehensive land capability data is superficial and none of the 
LGAs examined retain staff with specialist competencies in agriculture.  The efficacy of local 
planning policy is wanting, due to poor knowledge and, at one extreme constant policy 
review, and at another, long-term policy neglect.  An analysis of local policy application and 
certitude found that Yarra Ranges Shire achieves a generally high mandatory policy 
application and comparatively strong policy certitude.  Macedon Ranges Shire is considered 
to achieve poorly in respect to both policy application and certitude, and Baw Baw Shire falls 
between the two.  The following chapter examines this planning system in action, 
demonstrating why and how the criticisms articulated above transmit into planning failure. 
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Chapter 16: The Planning Polity 
 
 Thus far the thesis has explained how market functions, the economics of farming, the 
spatial arrangement of the cadaster and amenity demand for land can work to produce land 
use transition away from agriculture.  This chapter provides a critical examination of the 
‘actually existing’ planning assemblage in the peri-urban case LGAs, emphasizing functional 
disjuncture between what policy purports to achieve and reality.  The chapter presents 
findings of an extensive review of planning policy and comparison of those policies with its 
application by local governments in the case LGAs.  Specific planning determinations 
discovered in the research are examined and compared with policy to reveal policy 
repudiation.  Through lack of intervention and regulation, the planning process is shown to be 
the product of, and servile to the ‘market’.  The chapter begins with a detailed critique of use 
of discretion in determination of planning applications.  Within a planning system that is 
bereft of prescription, discretion is the dominant implementation mechanism and land use 
allocation is consequently highly politicized.  The Victorian planning system is compared 
with alternative systems which have been more successful in preservation of farmland. 
 
 
16.1  Discretion 
 
The literature records numerous criticisms of discretion as an administrative tool 
(Booth, 1995, Punter, 2005, Blaesser, 1994, Eccles and Bryant, 2011), generally pointing to 
the potential for abuse, inconsistent decisions and the erosion of confidence in the planning 
system.  Consistent with the localized case methodology of this research, it is considered 
insufficient to make reference to these perspectives, rather planning episodes in the case 
LGAs have been examined to establish the prevalence and nature of discretionary decisions 
and their consequences. 
 
Rather than prescribe planning regulation, the SPPF and VPP articulate ‘ideal’ 
scenarios for interpretation.  Guidance, rather than prescription is provided for Responsible 
Authorities to reference and many aspects of the VPP require application of discretion to 
determine planning applications.  There are instances where the State Planning Policy and 
Local Planning Policies in the case LGAs are ignored, or contradicted when planning permits 
are determined by councillors.   The research finds that there is a perspective amid some 
councillors that they are free to exercise discretion in respect to Section Two use applications, 
without reference, or adequate reference to the planning scheme and Decision Guidelines.  
Instances have been observed where discretion is exercised as if it is absolute, rather than 
limited to determination based on conformance with the guidelines.  Planners are required to 
align applications with the SPPF, VPP and LPPs to determine compliance, or otherwise and to 
make recommendations to Council accordingly.  As March (2012) points out, whether 
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applications are consistent with or oppose community preferences has no bearing on the 
planner’s assessment; that is, planners align planning applications with their interpretation of 
the planning scheme to determine conformance, whether prevailing policy is publicly 
endorsed, or not (March, 2012).  According to March, councillors are not under the same 
obligation, and are free to ignore planners’ advice in favour of decisions that may be popular 
with constituents.  This is true only to the extent that decisions properly reference the 
planning scheme; that is, matters which are legitimate planning considerations.  Section 76BA 
of the Local Government Act is appended to all Local Government Codes of Conduct.  It 
references the ‘primary conduct principle’ (DELWP, 2015a) which states, inter alia: 
“…in performing the role of a councillor, a councillor must— 
 
Act with integrity, and impartially exercise his or her responsibilities in the 
interests of the local community, and not improperly seek to confer an 
advantage or disadvantage on any person (DELWP, 2015a:8).  
 
General conduct principles include: 
 
“…in performing the role of a councillor, a councillor must— 
        (d)    exercise reasonable care and diligence and submit himself or herself to the lawful 
scrutiny that is appropriate to his or her office (DELWP, 2015a:8)”  
Pursuit of the definition of “reasonable” has been the basis of many legal arguments. It 
is not the intention here to exhaustively interrogate “reasonable”; but reference is important as 
the argument against March’s (2012) suggestion relies substantially on defining limited 
discretionary power. Governance best practice is now well understood and articulated by all 
institutional types and most applications observed interpret “reasonable” to accord with its 
application in the Corporations Act (referring to the obligations of company directors and 
other officers): 
 
“A director or other officer of a corporation must exercise their powers and discharge 
their duties with the degree of care and diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if 
they: 
(a)  were a director or officer of a corporation in the corporation’s 
circumstances; and 
(b)     occupied the office held by, and had the same responsibilities within 
the  corporation as, the director or officer” (CA, 2001). 
 
The general principle extending reasonable care and diligence requirements to replicate 
those of a person with requisite skills and experience to occupy the position held pervades 
corporate and common law. Examination of the meaning of the Code of Conduct (embodying 
s76B Appendix 1 of the Local Government Act 1989) is intended to show positive legislative, 
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common law and ethical obligation to consider planning permit applications with proper due 
diligence and in particular, that matters requiring expert assessment should only be considered 
with the benefit of such assessment.   
 
Common law obligations of councillors are articulated in considerable detail by the 
State, including, inter alia: 
 
What the common law rules are concerned with are decisions that have the 
potential to affect the rights and interests of a person, a business or a 
corporation specifically and in a way that is greater and more direct than the 
effect the decision might have on the community as a whole.  
 
These sorts of decisions can be described as administrative decisions to 
distinguish them from the broad policy decisions made by councils that apply 
generally throughout the community. [An example of an administrative 
decision] that must comply with the common law rules [is]:  A decision to 
grant or refuse a planning permit for a specific project. 
 
…the way administrative decision making processes appear to the community 
will affect the level of confidence that community has in the integrity of those 
processes…The maintenance of public confidence in the administrative 
decision making process is an important part of the maintenance of broader 
public confidence in the democratic process more generally and in the ability 
of members of the community to entrust roles and responsibilities to their 
elected representatives (DELWP, 2013a). 
 
The emphatic policy objectives which pervade all strata of the rural zones planning 
policy are not achievable if ‘exercise of reasonable care and diligence’ is not being applied, 
and being seen to be applied.  Governance failure is evident at two levels in respect to 
treatment of dwelling permit applications in rural zones in the case LGAs.  The most 
conspicuous and frequently exercised failure occurs when applications are determined by 
councillors, contrary to advice provided by planning officers that decisions do not conform to 
the planning schemes.  Each of the planning officer respondents and a minority of councillors 
interviewed cited poor planning decisions arising from ‘call-ins’ as a flaw in the planning 
process and the source of most anxiety within the community.  The perspective of a senior 
Baw Baw planning officer was replicated in each of the case LGAs: 
“…are there any stand out issues you would like to mention”? 
“councillors involved in the planning decision… 
“Call-ins”? 
“Yes” 
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“Do you mean call-ins that result in bad decisions that have not been 
adequately considered, or contradict what the planners have 
recommended”? 
“Yep, decisions that are contrary to the purpose of the Farming Zone and the 
planning scheme, which is predominantly to preserve agricultural use.  
Those issues [are] not necessarily relevant to a councillor who thinks that 
the rule is not warranted.  Each aspect of the purpose and objectives in the 
zone should be considered but I am yet to see too many - [their perspective 
is] “They deserve a house” 
“What is the prevalence of call-ins”? 
“Whenever it goes to council.  If there were firm rules that were enforced 
firmly you wouldn’t get applications.  [The] problem of precedents [is] if 
people see others get permits they think they are entitled to one.   
 
“[The] majority [of councillors] support dwellings in Farming Zone – they 
are approving houses”.  “They don’t agree with the planning scheme” (Baw 
Baw STP2). 
 
The same question as to the prevalence of call-ins was put to a Macedon Ranges Shire 
councillor informant (45), and the response was: “Almost all of them now”. 
 
There is a high prevalence of councillor ‘call-ins’ for Section 2 applications, particularly 
in Macedon Ranges and Baw Baw LGAs.  The perspectives of councillors are strongly 
dichotomized between those who believe that their responsibility is to determine planning 
applications with reference to the planning scheme, and those who believe that they have 
discretion to determine applications both which contradict the planning scheme and Decision 
Guidelines and to consider matters which are not valid planning considerations (March and 
Low, 2004).  In the latter category the personal circumstances of applicants is frequently 
identified as influential by informants.  Applicants experiencing financial hardship, who are 
elderly, who are ‘good people’, who purchased in good faith, etc., are advocated for by some 
councillors. 
 
 A Yarra Ranges Shire councillor’s perspective was: 
“The problem is they’ve got old, planning rules have changed and they are 
now part of the outside of the urban growth area. They’re in a Green Wedge 
which means they cannot subdivide their land. To me that’s cruel… no one 
is benefiting in this no man’s land at the moment” …you’re taking away 
people’s freedoms; freedom of choice of what they want to do. Is that the 
right thing?”  “They bought it. They bought it in good faith” (Yarra Ranges 
C37). 
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“…once [councillors] get involved and … take into consideration other 
elements - financial hardship, how long they’ve owned it, all those other 
elements - they actually create a problem [with] the implementation of the 
[planning] tool” (Baw Baw STP2). 
“They don’t want to understand [the limits of discretion] because 
Mr So and So’s been a really nice guy.  He’s been very good in the 
community and he’s such a nice guy that you couldn’t possibly not grant 
him this application” (Baw Baw F11).  
A number of perspectives and practices noted above give rise to tension and threaten 
‘rational-legal authority’ (Weber, 2009).  Firstly, some councillors either give primacy, or 
equal weight to an advocacy role for their ward constituents, or policy perspectives generally, 
rather than to governance, which, where policy administration contradicts the planning 
scheme, may be interpreted to be either for political self-interest, because of personal 
connections, or philosophical values.  Private property rights and ‘negative rights’ are 
foundational principles guiding some councillors. 
“It comes down to private property use.  If you have 20 acres you should be 
allowed to live on it.  These are people who vote and want to live on their 
land they should be allowed to” (Yarra Ranges C34). 
“… people say, “Look, I have got freehold of this land. I should be entitled 
to use it and enjoy it anyway that I wish so long as it doesn’t offend anybody 
else in the neighbourhood” and that’s a fairly powerful argument” (Baw 
Baw Retired CF18). 
 Comments made by a Baw Baw Shire councillor reported in the local press, illustrate 
an interpretation of councillors’ obligations to apply administrative discretion which conflicts 
with VCAT determinations (Morris, 2004), and the Municipal Association of Victoria’s 
(MAV) policy (2014b) presented below. The councillor asserted that the obligation to observe 
planning rules is differential between planners and councillors, interpreted here to indicate 
absence of good administrative governance (Brand, 2016). 
There is perhaps greater community recognition of and frustration over inconsistent 
decisions, than of councillor advocacy for private property rights: 
“…in my opinion it should be as of right for all, across the board, because 
the inconsistencies that occur could cause a lot of bloody monetary and 
personal harm to the people who are involved” (Macedon Ranges RR, 
Retired C41). 
Secondly, some councillors are ignorant of their obligations to administer the planning 
scheme impartially and in accordance with the VPP and ignorant of both statutory provisions, 
and strategic policy and its objectives.  In this regard, there is, in certain LGAs, insufficient 
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guidance provided by the Chief Executive to apprise councillors of their responsibilities.  So 
too, there is insufficient oversight of planning scheme administration by the State through 
DELWP.  A Baw Baw Shire planner’s perspective is that: 
“…if the government gave a rats arse about it they would check the permits 
like they do with building permits” (Baw Baw STP2). 
 Paraphrasing a fellow councillor’s argument in favour of a Section 2 dwelling permit 
in Farming Zone a Macedon Ranges councillor recounted: 
“It’s de facto Rural Living anyway, what do we want for the future of this 
zone?  We’ve already let houses on either side, why not just let another 
house in?  It’s good business, its economic development, it’s allowable in 
the Farm Zone, it’s allowable - it says.  It’s a section 2 use; it’s up to us, 
we’re allowed to do this” (Macedon Ranges C45). 
“…the CEO doesn’t say: ‘Well, hang on, you’ve got the officer report that 
gives you … all these reasons, are you going to give your reasons, do you 
think you’ve done your due diligence?’ But no, he doesn’t say anything” 
(Macedon Ranges C45). 
Third, the composition of Council and the power relations between councillors and 
planning officers is variable and frequently subject to change.  Formation of voting blocs as 
council composition changes can dramatically change dwelling permit administration without 
formal policy change.  Consequently rural residents view planning applications as a political, 
rather than an administrative event.  As noted by the Midland Express: 
 
“These latest approvals appear to be the result of a change in councillors, 
with this latest council sworn in late 2012” (Kitchen, 2015). 
So do you think there’s a trend that people, rather than go through the 
conventional planning approach, speak to their ward councillor and they 
call it in? 
“Yep, and that depends on who’s the councillor at the time. I know 
[councillor] was a massive advocate of pushing the farming zone through, 
or building on farming zone ...” (Macedon Ranges REA39). 
 
Fourth, there is evidence that the conduct of debate over planning applications is poor, 
there being insufficient time allocated to deliberation and debate, inadequate opportunity for 
all councillors to seek advice from planning officers in respect to amendments to applications 
proposed by councillors, and evidence of deliberate manipulation of administrative 
proceedings to constrain oppositional positions.  According to a Macedon Ranges councillor 
informant the process at Macedon Ranges Shire allows for very limited debate: 
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“…you only get to have three minutes, so the ruling is the person who puts 
forward the motion gets five minutes and then anyone for or against the 
motion can do three minutes and then the person who puts the motion gets 
their two minutes to sum up” (Macedon Ranges C45). 
 “…[councillors] will direct the officers to … allow the permit, but often 
they’re not doing that until a couple of days before the Council Meeting.  So 
we as councillors haven’t seen the 101 conditions to know to question them:  
‘is it going to work or isn’t it’?... or question our officers on it, and 
sometimes even the applicant hasn’t seen what’s on it until the last second” 
(Macedon Ranges C45). 
Fifth, there is a belief that economic ‘growth’ is good, perhaps essential and that 
decisions contrary to the planning scheme are morally and ethically justifiable if there is a 
belief that the application is good for economic growth.   
 
The Baw Baw Shire Council meeting Agenda and Minutes deal with planning matters 
under the heading ‘Growth and Prosperity’.  Until September 2015, the officer responsible for 
statutory and strategic planning administration’s title was ‘Manager Strategic and Statutory 
Planning and Economic Development’.  Nomenclature applied to both Council meetings 
Agenda and planning administration leaves little doubt that the direction of planning is 
inexorably ‘economic’.  The fiscal predicament of many rural and peri-urban LGAs is 
parlous, as population growth demands more, and better services (DELWP, 2013c).  Rate 
caps, introduced by the Andrews government will exacerbate fiscal pressure and the 
‘economic’ orientation of policy. 
“…you get people coming up from Melbourne and they buy a nice rural – 
next thing they want the bloody road sealed and all the amenities that go 
with it…” (Baw Baw FC7). 
 As one Baw Baw councillor noted: 
“We need 500 brand new homes a year, to keep the [budget] status quo.”  
“Between Erica and Rawson there’s no blocks over 100 acres and people 
can’t build there.  And that’s holding Erica back because someone could go 
up there and build a house and create a business and its more money for the 
shop, its more kids at the school. It seems to just stop the cycle when we 
have these [catchment overlays]” (Baw Baw FC1). 
Eccles and Bryant (2011) note that, in relation to consideration of planning permit 
applications: 
 
“The discretion of the decision maker must be exercised in accordance with 
the purpose for which the discretion is conferred.  In exercising its discretion 
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to grant or refuse a permit application and impose conditions on an 
application, the Responsible Authority…is confined to considerations that 
are relevant to the subject matter of the [planning] provision…it is an 
established principle of planning law that, in determining a planning permit 
application, the Responsible Authority’s discretion is limited to the matters 
included in the clause that triggered the application…” (Eccles and Bryant, 
2011:122). 
Eccles and Bryant (2011) reference Victorian National Parks Association Inc v Iluka 
Resources Limited [2004], VCAT 20, January 5
th
, 2004, in which VCAT President Morris, S 
found that: 
 
“…in exercising a discretion conferred by a particular planning scheme 
provision, the decision maker is confined to considerations which are 
relevant to the purpose of the particular provision. This principle, which has 
become known as the National Trust principle, was articulated by the Full 
Court of the Supreme Court of Victoria in National Trust of Australia 
(Victoria) v Australian Temperance and General Mutual Life Assurance 
Society Limited [(Gowans et al., 1976)]…  “The principle has been applied 
over many years by the tribunal and its predecessors. It has recently been 
endorsed, in the context of current planning scheme provisions, by Balmford 
J in Shalit v Jackson Clement Burrows Architects Pty Ltd [2002] VSC 528” 
(Morris, 2004). 
 
The following section presents an analysis of planning matters observed in each of the 
case LGAs.  Where councillors consider constituent advocacy has primacy, or equal 
importance to the administration of the planning scheme, discretion is delimited and 
governance of the planning system is compromised.  Rational legal legitimacy and ‘authority’ 
arising from public confidence is not sustainable without competency and competency is 
impossible once discretion is delimited from its intended boundaries (Weber, 2009).  Many of 
the informants interviewed expressed dissatisfaction with and, if directly affected, anxiety and 
incredulity at variance between ‘policy’ as they interpret it, and ‘actually existing’ planning 
outcomes.   
 
 
16.2.1 Case 1. Yarra Ranges Shire  
 
In respect to what is interpreted here to be a non-compliant commercial use awarded in 
a Green Wedge Zone in Yarra Ranges Shire, the perspective of a Yarra Ranges Shire planner 
was sought: 
“I wonder how this goes fitting into the provisions of the zone?” 
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“Doesn’t, we’ve completely, blatantly… if somebody wanted to challenge 
that decision at VCAT they would have been able to do it, I think, quite 
successfully.  “It was absolutely controversial… completely and totally 
contradicts the planning controls, but the council voted for it”.  
“…absolutely blatantly flies in the face of what you’re allowed to do; there 
is absolutely no connection to rural anything there…. I mean, it’s just a big 
commercial enterprise plonked right smack down in the middle of the Yarra 
Valley”  “…the planning staff weren’t supportive of that at all, but the 
council was” (Yarra Ranges SP12). 
 
The perspective of a Yarra Ranges Shire councillor was different:  
“It is our number one tourist attraction now… employs about 80 people, 
people that would have to travel out of the municipality for a job have got a 
job there… they’ve planted a few trees in the front to do the farm 
management part of it so it ticks the boxes” (Yarra Ranges C6). 
And from another Yarra Ranges Shire planner on the same planning permit: 
“…there was a report that Council Officers did that analyzed how it fitted in 
with the controls in the Planning Scheme and it was I suppose identifying 
that there were some real doubts about the extent to which you could claim 
compliance with the requirements of the Green Wedge and the Clause 53 
provisions.  But there was a degree of an attempt to demonstrate its 
connection with agriculture in that you possibly noticed a few fruit trees on 
the site which are supposedly there to provide fruit that becomes an 
ingredient in some of the products.” “Clearly it’s not the kind of venture that 
those [policy] words had envisaged when they were put together, very much 
the other way around” (Yarra Ranges STP4). 
It may be that episodes such as the above would fail the ‘objective test’ of apprehension 
of bias: “…a fear or suspicion in the public’s perception that a councillor has not brought a 
genuinely open mind to his or her decision making responsibilities” (DELWP, 2013a:7).  An 
image of the subject development is provided at Appendix 18. 
 
 
16.2.2 Case 2. Macedon Ranges Shire 
 
In Macedon Ranges Shire, one episode which exemplifies the failure of unbound 
discretion and its impact upon public confidence in the planning system was recounted by a 
number of informants.  Land which was the subject of permit applications is depicted in 
Figure 104 and the episode is summarized as follows: 
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Figure 104. Site Map, Planning Case 2, Macedon Ranges Shire 
 
 
 
 In a planning application titled here as ‘Smith’ (Application 1, 2012), Mr. and Mrs. 
Smith applied for a dwelling permit in association with beef production on their 17 hectare FZ 
property.  The Responsible Authority (Macedon Ranges Shire) failed to decide the application 
within the prescribed period, and the matter diverted to VCAT for determination.  The 
'Smith’s’ submission was that they intended to breed cattle at the property and required a 
dwelling to tend to their stock. VCAT heard that council planning officers would not support 
a dwelling permit. VCAT determined that no permit should be granted. 
 
 In a planning application titled here as ‘Jones’ (Application 2., 2014), Mr and Mrs. 
Jones applied for a dwelling permit in association with an equine facility on their 16 hectare 
FZ property which is adjacent to the Smith property.  The ‘Jones’ operated an equine facility 
on land improved with a dwelling close to the subject land.  The matter was ‘called-in’ by 
councillors and Macedon Ranges Shire awarded the permit. 
 
 In a planning application titled here as ‘Brown’ (Application 3., 2015), Mr and Mrs. 
Brown applied for a dwelling permit in association with a cattery business on their 16.7 
hectare FZ property, 100 metres, or so from the ‘Smith’ property.  The established cattery 
business was operating immediately adjacent to the subject property and was improved with a 
Application 1. Smith 
Application 2. Jones 
Application  3. 
Brown 
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dwelling, where the Browns lived.  The matter was ‘called-in’ by councillors and Macedon 
Ranges Shire awarded the permit. 
 
 Addressing the Smith application, VCAT member Potts referenced the Purpose of FZ, 
SPPF and LPP.  Table 45 aligns essential matters that VCAT identified in respect to the Smith 
application, with planning officer recommendations in respect to the Jones and Brown 
applications: 
Table 45. Alignment of Citations, VCAT and Planning 
Officers, Macedon Ranges Planning Case 2 
 
Provisions Cited 
 
Smith Jones Brown 
 
FZ Purpose 
Decision Guidelines 
SPPF  14. 
MSS 21.07. 
LPP 21.03. 
LPP 22.2. 
 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
 
 
 Although ‘Whether the dwelling is reasonably required for the operation of the 
agricultural activity conducted on the land’ was deleted as a Decision Guideline prior to the 
Jones and Brown applications, Section 22.20 of the LPP; in operation at the time of all three 
applications, replicates the former provision as a positive policy, rather than a discretionary 
guidance:  
‘Council will only grant a permit for resubdivision, excision of a house lot 
or construction of a dwelling where it can be demonstrated that it is 
required to facilitate or enhance the ongoing primary use of the land for 
productive, sustainable agriculture. The productive agricultural activity 
must be the primary use of the land and any residential activity must be 
secondary or ancillary’ (MRPS, 2000:s.22.20). 
The ‘back-story’ includes comments from a Macedon Ranges councillor informant: 
 
“[Planning] Officers wrote a 27-page report recommending against [the 
Brown application] because they already had a dwelling, they could stay in 
their dwelling and operate the cattery…” “I stand up in every Council 
meeting and say that this is not about an individual, this is not about their 
circumstances, this is about the Farm Zone, what is allowable and what is 
not allowable, it’s at our discretion but you’ve got to look at the land use.  Is 
it agricultural, is it contributing to agriculture?  Look at your 27-page officer 
report that clearly goes through the entire Local and State Planning Scheme 
advising against it.  But it falls on deaf ears” (Macedon Ranges C45). 
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A Macedon Ranges Shire planner expressed frustration: 
 
“…these are decisions that are being made outside of the Council Chamber 
…we’ve had decisions like that made, you know, based on the financial 
situation or a health-related situation, and that’s how the decision has been 
made.  It has nothing to do with the planning merits of the application or the 
controls…[they] get caught up in this political space and the political 
challenge of being a councillor…we don’t get a lot of [Section 2 dwelling] 
applications, [in FZ] and … it’s lucky we don’t.  We might get maybe 10 a 
year, but it is 10 that create such a drama for us.  They create a long-term 
and lasting problem.  That is frustrating” (Macedon Ranges SP63). 
 
“It is understandable why the Smiths are upset?” 
“Of course, and you can understand why [planning] officers can be upset 
too because we’re left to try to explain that …” (Macedon Ranges SP63). 
 
Planners elsewhere are similarly frustrated. 
 
Do you think as a general rule that councillors understand policy, or in 
relation to these call-ins that contradict planning officer advice is it that 
they don’t care, or don’t agree with policy? 
“[The] majority don’t agree with the planning scheme.  Majority don’t 
believe in farmland preservation [there is a] strong pattern; generally a 
strong development stance.  But rural dwellings is different.  [The] majority 
support dwellings in Farming Zone – they are approving houses”.  
As a professional do you find that frustrating? 
“Absolutely, but you have to learn to live with it.  It is not a positive 
environment for anybody because you create tension that is not necessary” 
(Baw Baw STP2). 
 
 The Smith controversy became front-page news and frequently featured in discourse 
around Kyneton at the time of qualitative research in Macedon Ranges Shire. Midland 
Express: 
 
“Farmers who were denied the same sort of permit repeatedly granted to 
their neighbours are losing hope for the productivity of their land.  [The 
Smiths] were frustrated to see yet another of their neighbours granted 
approval for a house in the Macedon Ranges Farming Zone in a decision 
made a few weeks ago.  At the current council's March ordinary meeting, 
[planning] officers gave a similar report [to the one provided to VCAT in 
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respect to the Smiths] on an application for a house in the same street, in the 
same zone, on a property of the same size”. 
 
“…councillors went against the advice and voted 6-3 in favour of the 
proposal that will see a house built to support a cattery business.  Next door 
to the [Smith's] property, another property with the same similarities was 
granted a permit by council late last year to support thoroughbred horse 
breeding, again contrary to the planning officer recommendation”. 
 
“These latest approvals appear to be the result of a change in councillors, 
with this latest council sworn in late 2012” (Kitchen, 2015). 
 
“…what fills up the local paper basically is arguments about planning” 
(Macedon Ranges HF61). 
 
“It’s a mess. They’ve got themselves into one hell of a mess” (Mr. ‘Smith’ 
HF28). 
 
The observation of a State politician informant questioned on the ‘Smith’ matter is revealing:   
 
“The key driver here is no-one is fighting over their right to farm or their 
wanting to farm.  Everyone is fighting over wanting to build, and they are 
wanting to build because there isn't a consensus in our community that the 
land should be kept for farming” (PT32). 
 
Findings suggest that superficially the politician’s assertion appears plausible.  The 
first sentence is false, but an understandable explanation for idled land, lack of farm 
succession and little evidence of land aggregation.  Chapter 8 articulates a constructivist, 
critical realism approach to bring understanding to informant perspectives.  Patton’s (2002) 
observation that “[w]hat is defined or perceived by people as real, is real in its consequences” 
(citing Thomas, 1928:572) highlights potential multiple emergences in a planning polity 
characterized by the uncertainty of discretionary planning.  Informants suggest that farmers do 
want to farm and the hypothesis arising from informant sentiment is that despite economic 
hardship, most people continue to farm until land use conflict, lack of succession options, the 
need to convert latent superannuation investment, ageing or ill health, provides an imperative 
for change.  Reluctant acquiescence to and acceptance of the impermanence of farming 
presents as an apparent betrayal of faith in its virtues.  For many it is not betrayal, rather 
pragmatic surrender to the inevitable. 
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“…genuine farmers are quite passionate… the ones that I know of in the 
area, they're going to say, "I'm […] staying here until I'm in a box"  
(Macedon Ranges F35).  
 
“Ian won’t retire. I can tell you.... He will never retire; he’ll just drop 
dead…” (Baw Baw FW48). 
 
“This will always be home… I think I’d like to stay here and look after the 
place as best I can”. (Yarra Ranges F44).  
   
“…they’re in their late 60s and early 70s.  They have just gone and taken on 
something like about another $1.5 million debt to buy another 150-odd acres 
and expand the business, and the two of them are working flat out…  they 
just say, “Don’t try and talk us into exiting, don’t try and talk us into 
retirement, this is what we want to do” (Baw Baw FC49). 
 
The second assertion in the politician’s statement is a conclusion drawn from 
observation of public discourse inferring that advocacy for ‘consumption’ land development is 
a proxy for devalorization of farming, if advocacy for its preservation is not at least equivalent 
to advocacy for amenity development.  Whether there is ‘community consensus’ that land 
should be retained for farming is contestable.   
 
The Introduction to this thesis suggests that the social value of land is (should be) 
expressed through the democratic system.  The political process should measure, regard and 
reflect dominant social values through policy and policy governance.  A sanguine perspective 
is that our functional democratic system and policy which it produces, mirrors public 
sentiment and it follows that there is community consensus that land should be retained for 
farming because that is what the SPPF and VPP purport to do.  The politician’s interpretation 
of public sentiment toward land use noted above, is not uncommon.  There is potential for 
transmission of that sentiment into planning legislation.  A Baw Baw planner observed recent 
incremental dilution of the importance of agriculture with changes to the Table of Uses in 
rural zones: 
 
 “…and Mathew Guy’s amendment [VC103, 2013] did not help – creating 
flexibility – bullshit, it just created further opportunity for uses that are not 
appropriate” (Baw Baw STP2). 
 
If the politician’s interpretation of public sentiment is shared by councillors, it is 
unsurprising that they intervene to contradict planning officer advice as illustrated in the 
Smith-Jones-Brown episode; invested as they are in constituent support for their elected 
positions. 
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“Councils are free to make bad decisions… it's one of the hazards of 
democracy” (PT32). 
 
The statement above (by the same politician) acknowledges ‘bad’ and it suggests 
indifference toward governance oversight by the State.  It is generally accepted that society 
may tolerate bad policy decisions, capable of rectification through the ballot box.  However, 
there is an expectation that administrative decisions are apolitical and applied with 
consistency regardless of the popularity of their overarching policy framework.  The shield of 
subsidiarity is a convenient and effective means of deflecting defects in rural planning to local 
government.   
 
One councillor explained how the personal circumstances of applicants inappropriately 
influence permit determinations: 
 
“…then one of the councillors said, “Oh, well, it’s very different because she 
has since been diagnosed with cancer”.  It’s still land use management. She 
has still lied to us.  She put [the land] on the market a day after [she obtained 
a permit]; she would have known she had cancer before that permit went 
through.  So this bullshit about she has always wanted to farm land and 
that’s her retirement home and she’ll be there forever and blah, blah, blah. 
… if you sob to particular councillors and say, “Oh, but I’m dying or I’ve 
got cancer or this is my retirement fund, I want to die in place and [this is] 
the only way I can die in place”, etcetera.  “I can’t mow my lawn anymore so 
I need to subdivide” (Macedon Ranges C45). 
 
The above remarks relate to an application for a dwelling permit on a Farming Zone lot 
of 10 hectares in Macedon Ranges Shire.  An initial application suggested that a dwelling was 
required ancillary to a flower farm proposal.  Planning officers rejected the application on the 
basis that there was no requirement for there to be a dwelling in order to carry out the flower 
cultivation business.  The applicant submitted a new farm business plan based on the flower 
business, together with other small scale agricultural activities and a farm stay business which 
would demonstrate to visitors how to run a small farm.  The councillor informant explained 
that the planning officer was not persuaded by and rejected the revised plan, however, the 
applicant’s planning consultant engaged with councillors and a permit subsequently issued.  
The informant advised that the ‘next day’ the subject property was advertised for sale ‘with a 
dwelling permit’.  The informant explained that the owner of the land was able to advertise 
the property with a dwelling permit because there was no requirement for the agricultural 
activity associated with the permit to be executed, there being no Section 173 Agreement 
applied to the permit to require continuance of the agricultural activity.  The informant 
explained that having been told that councillors were inclined to award a permit, planning 
officers “tried their hardest” to impose conditions to make the best of a poor planning 
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outcome.  Planning officers called for a 173 Agreement which required continuance of the 
approved agricultural use, and that farm infrastructure was to be completed before 
construction of a dwelling, however: 
 
“The applicant said, “Oh, I don’t like the 173”, so [the councillors] crossed 
that out.  There was also something about having to have the farm 
infrastructure done before [the applicant] could move into the house, so that 
was taken off by the councillors as well …“The applicant wasn’t happy 
about [the requirement to complete infrastructure first]” (Macedon Ranges 
C45). 
 
This research detected perceptions that the problems with planning in the peri-urban 
region are a local government creation.  Few informants appear aware of the role that the 
SPPF and VPP has in the operation of the planning system. 
 
“…they say its State Government controlled… I don’t believe that’s totally 
correct because … they are inconsistent with decisions that are made.  If it 
were me I would sack the lot and put an administrator in..” (Macedon 
Ranges REA/F52). 
 
“Oh, there's a hell of a lot of frustration about this Shire, a hell of a lot of 
frustration” (Macedon Ranges F35).  
 
“… he couldn't get it through council because the planners said "No, it 
doesn't meet the requirements", [so the Mayor] brought it to a full council 
meeting, and they voted it through because there's a bloc of them that have 
got the majority and they just vote as a bloc, you know, and they're 
disgraceful… I said, "So you reckon you know more about the planning 
scheme than your planners, do you?"  And it was obvious.  He didn't have a 
clue, and the others didn't either… The thing that really pissed me off, is 
that he goes through his mate in council and they go around the planning 
process, you know” (Yarra Ranges HF8). 
 
“I went to the Council on the day of the hearing, the day it came before 
Council, and I said, “I feel very sorry for your town planners.  It must be 
very demoralizing because everything they put to you, you reject”.  Nobody 
said a word” (Baw Baw F11).  
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16.2.3 Case 3. Baw Baw Shire 
 A number of anomalous and contradictory decisions in Baw Baw Shire were 
discovered.  A 19 hectare FZ parcel in Baw Baw Shire was advertised for sale by auction.  
The advertisement read ‘current house permit’.  The planning permit issued by Baw Baw 
Shire Council (under delegated authority to planning officers) reads: ‘The Permit Allows: Use 
and Development of Land with a Dwelling’.   
Section 22.01-1 of the Baw Baw LPP (Rural Zones Policy) states; inter alia that it is 
policy to: 
‘Require a proposal for a dwelling in the Farming Zone to be accompanied 
by a business plan and/or farm plan that justifies that the dwelling is an 
integral but ancillary part of the use of the land for a commercial farming 
purpose or for an approved tourism business that is intended to be carried 
out by the applicant. 
 
Discourage a proposal for a dwelling unless it can clearly be demonstrated 
through a business plan or farm management plan that it is required for a 
commercial farming purpose or for an approved tourism business. In 
general, a dwelling will not be supported if the farming enterprise 
comprises only small scale extensive animal husbandry unless it can be 
demonstrated that there are special management requirements relating to 
the grazing stock. 
 
Where a proposed dwelling would be an ancillary part of the use of the land 
for a commercial farming purpose, assess a business plan or farm plan, 
submitted with the proposal, having regard to issues including suitability of 
lot size, availability of a suitable water supply, suitability of topography and 
other natural features, as indicators of the site’s inherent potential for a 
commercial farming operation. 
 
Require the owner of the lot on which the dwelling is proposed, to enter into 
an agreement under Section 173 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, 
which ensures that the lot cannot be subdivided to create an additional lot 
and cannot be used for any further dwelling’. 
 In conformance with 22.01-1 the planning application included a farm management 
plan.  The enterprise proposed is particularized in the farm management plan and is 
summarized as follows:   
The applicant intends to establish an export heifer ‘parking’ business.  The applicants 
submit that they cannot conduct the business unless they can reside at the site full-time.  The 
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farm management plan asserts that a residence is required to ensure the safety and security of 
the animals and to provide assistance during the loading and unloading of animals to minimize 
risk of theft, injury, sickness and accident.  The farm management plan suggests that gross 
annual income available from the intended enterprise may be $14,400.   
This permit was discussed with a Baw Baw Shire planning officer who was asked how 
a gross income of $14,400 per annum can be considered a commercial farming enterprise to 
conform to the provisions of LPP 22.01-1.   
The potentially ephemeral nature of the intended enterprise, and the observation that 
the export heifer market appeared fragile as China had recently ‘ceased’ purchasing Australian 
heifers and that it accounted for 98% of the Australian heifer export market was noted (Smith, 
2015).  The proposition that raising dry cattle was an activity that required constant 
supervision and justification for a dwelling was also raised with the planning officer.  The 
officer conceded that the proposed enterprise does not justify a dwelling permit: 
“…who would spend $500,000 to make $14,000?  Is it necessary to live on 
site to undertake the activity… no it does not justify [a dwelling].  It is about 
providing enough cover to approve it.  This could not be approved under a 
business case.  The house is the key reason, the heifers is the camouflage 
that got the approval.  It is not that we doubt that one cannot run heifers; it is 
more about whether there should be a house on the land in order to do that.  
Do you have to be on site, or can you drive 5 minutes from town to do the 
same thing?  It is not approved under a business case” (Baw Baw STP2). 
Who reviews the farm business report? 
“The planner, [there is] no independent check” 
Why not have an independent agri report? 
“No point, the business clearly does not stack up, it was a joke”.   
The (senior) planning officer’s response diverges from the statement offered in the 
Baw Baw Shire Rural Land Use Review, 2016: 
“Certainty and consistency in decision making throughout the rural parts of 
the municipality have been achieved by strong and consistent policy 
direction over and [sic] period of time and by Council’s decision to 
designate [sic] most decisions on planning permit applications in the rural 
parts of the Shire to an expert agricultural panel, with limited ‘call-in’ 
powers for Council for matters of ‘municipal significance’” (Hansen, 
2016:66, citing 'Vision - Rural Baw Baw in 2050', BBS). 
 Reverting to the senior planning officer:  
That being the case, why would the planner support it? 
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“[The] lot is already fragmented, there is no further fragmentation and it is 
still an agricultural activity”. 
[But it] does diminish the inventory of available land in the district so the 
neighbouring farmer cannot expand onto the land? 
“Agree” (Baw Baw STP2). 
 The planning permit which issued includes a 173 Agreement which prohibits further 
subdivision of the land and prohibits construction of a further dwelling on the land.  It also 
requires the land holder to continue the agricultural use described in the farm management 
plan which is appended to the permit; that is, the dwelling occupant must continue the export 
heifer business.  If the export heifer business ceases, the dwelling occupant must apply for an 
alternative use to support the dwelling permit.  It was suggested to the Baw Baw Shire planner 
that the 173 conditions are laudable, but the practicality of enforcement was queried.  The 
planner responded: 
“We cannot enforce it.  What are we going to do, make them remove the 
house, don’t think so, again it is just a cover”.   
How could we get around the problem of enforcement? 
“You can’t.  Gets back to whether the permit should issue in the first place – 
does it pass the business case test or not”.   
How do you think all this could be improved?  Am I right in assuming that 
your position is that Section 2 dwelling permits on FZ land should not be 
issued in this fashion …? 
“Yes and if the government gave a rats arse about it they would check the 
permits like they do with building permits” (Baw Baw STP2). 
 The property was listed for auction within a short period of the issuance of the 
planning permit and it sold in October 2015.  The selling agent’s advice was that he had many 
inquiries and the agent’s web site recorded almost 2000 ‘hits’ on the advertisement (Clark, 
2015, pers comm, realestate.com, 2015).  The property sold for $630,000, having been 
purchased by the vendor in 2003 for $426,000.  Based on the estimated income from the 
heifer enterprise, the sale price reflects a LV:PV ratio of 43.75:1.  In the same farm 
management plan submitted with the planning application, its agricultural consultant author 
suggests an ‘agricultural’ use value of $360,000 ($18,750 per hectare).  Appling the same 
EVAO estimate, the ‘agricultural’ use value suggested reflects a LV:PV ratio of 25:1. 
 The purchaser of the subject parcel is confident that an amendment to the business 
plan for which the dwelling permit is ancillary will be awarded: 
“…the advice is, when I put in amended plans I’ll also need to get a new 
business plan to show that I want to do basically an equine business, 
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breeding, probably some agistment, maybe racehorse spelling, I’m not sure 
yet, some combination of those things”. 
“I don’t think I’ll have a problem in getting a permit, I mean they’ve granted 
it once”. 
“there’s [a permit] been granted already and I’m really just amending the 
existing one.  I’m not actually going back to the beginning and applying for 
a new permit I just had to basically put in amended plans”. 
“Okay, well I’ve got a copy of the [original business plan] that they gave me 
and I thought well there’s my template for a start, I’ll just change dairy 
heifers to thoroughbred horses” (Baw Baw HF65). 
 Some important observations can be made from remarks offered by HF65.  First, there 
is an impression that once a permit has issued, an alternative permit may be a fait accompli, 
suggesting that land ‘use’ is a subordinate decision criteria than land characteristics (e.g. 
parcel size).  Second, it appears that the intending new applicant received ‘advice’ from 
planning officers about how to submit a successful application.  That ‘advice’ was potentially 
supplemented by reference to a copy of the business plan which was submitted with the 
original dwelling permit application.  Based on interaction with planning officers, HF65 does 
not appear to contemplate a risk that ‘amended plans’ will not be approved. 
 Encouraged by his bank, a Baw Baw Shire dairy farmer (F46) recounted details of his 
strategy to release capital for debt reduction and reinvestment in his farm: 
“…as a result of the really tight spot we got into with land acquisition we’ve 
had some conditions imposed on us by the bank that have led us down a 
path of consolidating some of the smaller titles that we did have and actually 
fighting through with Baw Baw Shire the excision of a one-hectare parcel of 
land with a housing permit attached for sale.  So it is really about debt 
reduction” (Baw Baw F46).   
“…we went to the Shire and we said, “Look, we’re willing to do some horse 
trading with you… we’ll give you [consolidate] some titles but what we ask 
from you is to allow us to excise one hectare with a housing permit on it”.  
“What we need from you is the capacity to manage our debt levels to a stage 
where we can ensure that we’re sustainable going forward.”… we’ve been 
through a process where we’ve accrued quite a number of titles… 
We’re amalgamating our titles; we’ve ended up with a whole lot of parcels 
of land with houses on them as we’ve bought up a series of farms…”  (Baw 
Baw F46).   
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“We were trying to say, “No, the point is, for us to sustain the bigger block 
and to provide what you’re looking for, secure larger parcels of land that 
aren’t going to be constantly chipped away at with these pony enterprises 
and things like that, what we need from you is the capacity to manage our 
debt levels to a stage where we can ensure that we’re sustainable going 
forward.”  (Baw Baw F46).   
And they’ve given you a dwelling permit? 
“Yes, and it’s a rare thing in these parts to actually have that, so we’ve been 
somewhat lucky to be able to get it” (Baw Baw F46).   
The notion of consolidation of three lots into two therefore reducing fragmentation is 
consistent with local planning policy.  However, the planning permit application is not as 
straight forward as it appears. 
 
Figure 105. Site Map, Planning Case 3, Baw Baw Shire 
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 In Figure 105, the original title structure is depicted on the left and the consolidation 
and re-subdivision is depicted on the right.  In support of refusal of an application for 
consolidation, re-subdivision and use and development as a dwelling (1.0 Ha), the Baw Baw 
Shire planning officer noted, inter alia: 
“The subdivision on the surface appears to reduce the number of small lots 
in the Farming Zone from three to two.  However, only the largest of the 
three existing lots, which already contains a dwelling, has any development 
potential as the other two lots have no legal access and are therefore 
landlocked.  This re-subdivision therefore actually creates an additional 
developable lot in the Farming zone” (BBSC, 2014).   
 The planning officer’s report asserts that the application was inconsistent with the 
SPPF, the LPP, including the MSS, the Farming Zone, Environmental Significance Overlay 1, 
and the Decision Guidelines.  The officer made particular reference to the Rural Zones Policy 
(22.07, now 22.01); the Baw Baw Settlement Strategy, and numerous sections of the State and 
Local planning policies.   
In respect to use of the land for a dwelling the planning officer noted that no farm 
management plan had been provided as specified in LPP and that no development plans for 
the dwelling had been provided: 
“…such an application is inconsistent with the findings of [VCAT] in 
Gerdes v. Hepburn Shire (2010).  The Tribunal found that it is impossible to 
assess a permit for a Section 2 use without also considering the buildings 
and works at the same time.  This is particularly crucial in a case such as 
this, where land use conflicts with operational farms is a significant 
concern” (BBSC, 2014). 
The matter was ‘called in’ for determination by councillors.  The ‘mover’ and 
‘seconder’ of a motion to approve the application, including a dwelling permit were both 
farmers.  The motion was carried 5 votes to 4.  For the farming family, capital liberated from 
the subdivision and sale of a one hectare lot with a dwelling permit, may mark a turning point.  
Funds from the sale can be deployed to reduce debt and reduce pressure on the dual loan 
compliance elements of loan-to-value ratio, and interest-cover ratio.  The loss of one hectare 
of grazing land would have infinitesimal impact on production. 
The impression gained from a councillor informant who seconded the motion to award 
the permit (also a dairy farmer) is of a strong focus on the predicament of individuals, 
particularly farmers, and would-be farmers.  His interest is in how planning decisions may 
enable farming families to sustain farm businesses and perpetuate farm succession, and he 
acknowledges tension between that perspective and administration of the planning scheme: 
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“…yeah, you’ve got to be careful sometimes that the farming thing doesn’t 
take over from planning rules, and sometimes it does, and I’m first to admit 
that”.  …sometimes perhaps myself and [another councillor] and a couple of 
others, we perhaps look at it a little bit differently because we live on the 
land and we understand where these people are trying to come from to get 
their planning application through…” (Baw Baw CF1). 
“…all we saw in the paper was the Shire had given someone a house on a 
small block of land but it didn’t talk about the overall - what this young 
chap was able to do with his farming pursuit” (Baw Baw CF1).  
 
That’s another situation where you’re interested in what’s the outcome from a 
farming perspective? 
“Exactly, and sometimes that takes over from a planning issue” (Baw Baw 
CF1). 
The farmer informant’s business strategy is undeniably sound; one which sacrifices a 
small production unit in exchange for a comparatively large capital return and restructure.   
Negative externalities arising from an adjacent dwelling did not feature highly in the 
farmer’s decision criteria, noting, as he did: 
“…in two kilometres there are nine [houses] including ours” (Baw Baw 
F46).   
 Informants are engaged with dwelling permit controversies which is reflected in the 
willingness of the local press to report episodes such as the Smith – Jones – Brown saga 
particularized above.  A Baw Baw Shire farmer reported: 
“…you’re going to have someone coming along who is going to have a 
bloody duck farm enterprise and he’ll require a house.” …you see them in 
the local paper; virtually every few weeks there will be an article there” 
(Baw Baw F46). 
 The use of 173 Agreements to maintain use of land for agriculture is fraught.  That is 
not to suggest that use of 173 Agreements in this fashion is not well intentioned, however if 
there is no effective means of policing and enforcing the instrument, it is of little value.  
VCAT member Potts notes: 
“In my view, to apply such a requirement is questionable under the powers 
available to a Responsible Authority or this Tribunal under the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987, and the Scheme.  In effect it would be a requirement 
to require landowners to undertake activity that is ‘as of right’ under the 
zone; i.e., does not require planning permission.  Its effect would be to issue 
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a permit or require permission from a Responsible Authority where none is 
needed” (Potts, 2013). 
Member Potts added: 
“This is an inherent difficulty of applications [for dwellings on small FZ 
parcels].  One must proceed on the basis that the primary use of the land is 
to be for agriculture regardless of ownership.  A dwelling is to be ancillary 
to that use.  While a permit applicant for a dwelling must demonstrate how 
that dwelling is tied to their proposed agricultural use of the land, a 
Responsible Authority and the Tribunal must be satisfied that the dwelling 
will always be a secondary or ancillary use.  If a decision maker finds that 
there is sufficient doubt to such an outcome that therefore warrants the need 
for a secure agreement then the real question must be raised as to whether a 
permit should be granted in the first instance for a dwelling”…By allowing 
a dwelling on a small lot, the determinative question must be asked as to 
whether it will always be ancillary to agricultural use of the land or could it 
be likely to be used for rural lifestyle purposes”  (Potts, 2013). 
Provision for dwellings on sub-40 hectare parcels is logical in certain settings for 
certain agricultural uses, which is why discretion is available to provide permits.  Intensive 
enterprises such as floriculture and horticulture are economically viable and important.  Those 
and other similar industries can function in parts of the Yarra Ranges and Baw Baw Shires, 
but are unlikely to be viable in Macedon Ranges Shire.  In locations that have appropriate soil, 
water resources and climate to support those industries, it is likely that the high EVAO 
capacity of the land will ensure that its value for farming will be competitive with its value for 
amenity use; that is, it’s LV:PV ratio is compatible with agricultural land use and succession 
of agriculture is possible. 
The Macedon Ranges Shire planning scheme recognizes the productive capacity of 
farmland as appropriate for livestock grazing (including horses) and intensive and extensive 
cropping (MRPS, 2000:s.21.07-1).  It does not contemplate viability of higher EVAO 
enterprises such as floriculture and horticulture.  The Macedon Ranges Equine Policy (MREP) 
noted earlier, is not an Incorporated Document and ‘equine’ does not feature in the most 
recent amendments to the planning scheme (C84).   Of the livestock grazing enterprises, horse 
businesses are the most likely to generate sustainable EVAO on sub-40 hectare parcels and if 
the planning scheme is administered correctly, equine businesses are likely to dominate 
Section two dwelling applications.  There are a number of observed instances where a 
condition requiring capital investment for the intended agricultural enterprise prior to 
construction of a dwelling may have prevented planning failure.  A retired Baw Baw Shire 
farmer recalled: 
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“…there’s a property just across the road from here...16 hectares and he had 
to have this house on it because they were going to rear dairy heifers. They 
were going to buy the heifers in the market and because they had to be 
attended to everyday, they had to be fed and so on and so on and the 
neighbours objected to the siting of the calf shed – it was too close to their 
houses because there were two or three other small lots already existing 
there. Okay, they resubmitted the plan and shifted the so called shed away. 
They built their magnificent house [but] there [is] no calf shed” (Baw Baw 
Retired CF18). 
The Macedon Ranges Agribusiness Plan (2013) (MRAP) survey and workshop 
findings identify low functional viability of small lots, and land holding expansion is 
prohibitively expensive.  The report suggests that high quality land attributes require 
identification to distinguish land capable of productivity on small parcels, from land which is 
not.   It also calls for ‘policy certainty’.  MRAP acknowledges the poor VACP generated from 
Macedon Ranges Shire’s dominant land uses (cattle and sheep) and it advocates more 
intensive enterprises capable of generating higher VACP.  The Plan does not advocate for 
particular alternative intensive enterprises, but makes mention of emerging new businesses 
such as horticulture, equine and viticulture.   The shire is not endowed with high rainfall 
(compared to Baw Baw Shire) and water resources are a significant constraint, particularly for 
a high proportion of intensive agricultural enterprises (Geographia, 2013, MRSC, 2009). 
 Rural planning in the peri-urban region is highly politicized, due principally to the 
practice of ‘calling-in’ planning matters for determination by councillors.  All three LGAs 
demonstrate evidence of this and all three have made decisions opposed by planning officers 
and in contradiction of the planning schemes as interpreted here.  Respondents suggest that 
Macedon Ranges Shire commands low community respect arising from inconsistent planning 
decisions.  The State-wide Community Satisfaction Survey 2015 found that in respect to 
‘general planning’ 26% of respondents rated the council as ‘good’ and 2% as ‘very good’.  
‘Town planning and permits’ was the third highest ‘area for improvement’ behind road 
maintenance and community consultation (which may include planning) (JWSResearch, 
2015b).  This compares to Yarra Ranges Shire’s most recently published survey results which 
found 30% of respondents rated its planning as ‘good’ and 4% as ‘very good’ (JWSResearch, 
2014).  The satisfaction survey is undertaken by the same research firm in all LGAs, 
coordinated by DELWP.  Baw Baw Shire’s most recently published survey (2015) omits 
findings in respect to planning (JWSResearch, 2015a). 
 
 Politicization of planning is also the source of anxiety, frustration and low respect 
amid municipal planners who endure the indignity of having their professional advice ignored, 
and stress associated with dealing with members of the public who are confused by 
inconsistent planning outcomes.  Municipal chief executives appear reluctant to engage with 
councillors in respect to the planning process.  There is no evidence that chief executives 
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intervene to apprise councillors of the limits of their discretionary power, based on informants 
questioned.  It is notable that the ‘Local Government Amendment (Improved Governance) 
Bill, 2015’ due to be read for a final time at the date of writing, amends the Local Government 
Act to include a positive obligation on the CEO to apprise councillors of their legal 
obligations: 
Amendment of section 94A—Functions of the Chief 
Executive Officer 
… 
after paragraph (d) insert— 
 "(da) ensuring that the Council receives 
timely and reliable advice about its 
legal obligations under this Act and any 
other Act;…(DELWP, 2015b:s.9) 
 
 The Act currently states:  
(1) A Council's Chief Executive Officer is responsible 
for— 
(d) providing timely advice to the Council (LGA, 1989: s.94A).  
 
On the role of the municipal CEO, the Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV) 
states: 
 
The CEO must help the administration understand the critical role of 
councillors and its council – councillors sit at the top of the local 
government structure and council is the legitimate decision-maker. If the 
CEO reinforces this idea, it will help council officers recognise that they are 
operating within the context of democratic governance (MAV, 2015). 
 
 So too, planners report that there is little oversight of the planning system by DELWP 
to ensure that decisions made contrary to planning schemes are investigated.  These 
observations are consistent with findings of the Victorian Auditor General who found that 
existing arrangements:  
 
“…do not allow for comprehensive measurement and monitoring of the 
overall performance of the planning system”; and “There are no 
performance standards in place…to measure the effectiveness and 
efficiency of…advisory and statutory support services to councils”; and 
“…there is no systemic monitoring and reporting process in place to provide 
assurance that councils are fulfilling their obligations under the [Planning 
and Environment Act 1987]”  (Auditor General Victoria, 2008:39). 
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In a subsequent review of the planning system, the Auditor General noted that 
DWELP and councils “have not prioritized or implemented [previous] review and reform 
recommendations in a timely way, if at all” (Auditor General Victoria, 2017:ix). 
 
In the ‘Review of the Local Government Act 1989 Discussion Paper’ published by the 
Local Government Minister, the following remarks indicate recognition of governance 
deficiencies. 
 
“There is a compelling state interest in ensuring that these enabling 
provisions powers [to make local laws and levy rates, etc] are sufficiently 
narrow and clear to ensure that the powers granted are not greater than 
anticipated or unbounded. This is a state granted power that is being 
exercised, therefore the state should be explicit about its extent. 
 
Other grounds for judicial review of a council’s administrative decision 
include: taking into account irrelevant considerations; improper purpose; 
Wednesbury unreasonableness (formulating a judgement on entirely 
unreasonable grounds); or denial of natural justice which includes failure to  
provide a hearing to a person affected.  When councils make administrative 
decisions they are exercising statutory functions that have been granted to 
them by the state. The state therefore has a significant interest in ensuring 
that their decisions are validly and appropriately made. Currently the 
Supreme Court and VCAT, where it has jurisdiction, exercise oversight of 
these decisions
1
.  There is a strong argument for including review provisions 
for council decisions in the Act that acknowledge the exercise of 
administrative powers by councils and clarify how reviews should be 
sought.  
It might be worth considering whether a new Act should have default 
provisions addressing external review of councils’ administrative decisions. 
(DELWP, 2015e:Ch2, underline added) . 
 
1. Reference to VCAT and the Supreme Court providing oversight of planning 
decisions demands comment.  There is no oversight of planning decisions.  VCAT is an 
appeal authority that determines decisions, only if brought to appeal. 
 
 In its Position Paper addressing the Local Government Amendment (Governance and 
Conduct) Bill 2014; now the Local Government Amendment (Improved Governance) Bill, 
2015, the MAV was critical of proposed Amendment 65 (MAV, 2014b) ‘What is the role of a 
councillor’?   
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The current Bill states, in part: 
 
(1) The role of a councillor is—  
 
(a) to participate in the decision-making of the Council; and  
(b) to represent the local community in that decision-making… 
(DELWP, 2015b) 
 
 The MAV identified the crucial distinction between the appropriateness of councillors 
representing the local community in respect to matters of policy and of administrative 
decision making matters: 
 
“…the proposed provision relating to the role of a councillor does not 
properly reflect the role of a councillor in administrative decision making.  
Administrative decisions are those that ‘affect the legitimate rights and 
entitlements of a person’ where there is a common law obligation on decision 
makers, and those that contribute to decisions, to make those decisions on the 
basis of relevant considerations in accordance with the principles of natural 
justice.  Planning scheme amendments, planning applications, permits under 
local laws are all examples of administrative decisions”.  When a councillor is 
considering ‘administrative decisions’, including planning decisions, their 
role is to apply the relevant statutory framework.  Applicants are entitled to 
expect that the relevant framework will be applied by individual councillors 
in decision making and that irrelevant considerations will not affect that 
decision making.  Where a councillor is dissatisfied with the application of an 
element of the framework then the role of the councillor is to advocate for 
change to that element.  Their role is not to represent the local community if 
by doing so that means taking into account ‘irrelevant considerations” (MAV, 
2014b:4,5). 
  
 
16.3  Local Planning Policies 
 
The second prevalent failure to “exercise reasonable care and diligence” occurs at both 
administrative and councillor level.  Dwelling permit applications made under Section Two in 
rural zones call for applications to comply with Local Planning Policies.   Baw Baw Shire and 
Macedon Ranges Shire both stipulate that applications for dwelling permits as Section Two 
uses must include a report that justifies development of a dwelling.   
The Baw Baw Shire dwelling policy is articulated above (s.16.2.3). 
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In respect to Macedon Ranges Shire: 
 
 An application for agricultural industries must provide an assessment of the 
sustainability of the proposed development and how the impact on residents, 
landscape quality and the general environment is limited. An application to use 
or develop land must be accompanied by the following information, as 
appropriate:  
 
 A report that comprehensively justifies the proposed development is required for 
the continuation or enhancement of the agricultural use of the land. This 
justification must include how the land is to be used for sustainable, productive 
agriculture, including details of the proposed stock or crop, stocking rates, type 
and location of fencing, paddock rotations, pasture species, weed control and 
other management activities, as appropriate.  
 
 A ‘whole farm plan’. This plan must demonstrate how the land is to support 
sustainable agriculture as the primary land use. The plan must include such 
initiatives as fencing that relates to land units, fencing of remnant vegetation, 
fencing of gullies and waterways, revegetation of hill tops, gullies and 
waterways, revegetation of areas prone to erosion and revegetation of areas 
prone to groundwater discharge, as appropriate. 
(MRPS, 2015:s.21.07) 
 
The requirement to submit farm management and farm sustainability plans is consistent 
with Baw Baw Shire’s Rural Zones Policy and Macedon Ranges Shire’s Agricultural 
Landscapes Policy and complies more generally to the dwelling Application Requirements in 
Farming Zone which call for a written submission that responds to the Decision Guidelines 
(VPP 35.07-5).  However, neither Baw Baw Shire nor Macedon Ranges Shire refer those 
reports to experts for review.  In the case of Baw Baw Shire, the reports are considered by 
planning officers (Baw Baw, STP2) and in Macedon Ranges Shire reports are reviewed by 
planning officers in conjunction with the Shire Economic Development officer (Macedon 
Ranges, SP63). 
 
Discretion extends to judgment as to the alignment of VPP Decision Guidelines with the 
detail of applications employing reasonable care and diligence and nothing more.  It is notable 
that a survey undertaken by the Municipal Association of Victoria found that peri-urban 
councils nominated lot size and dwelling permits in Farming Zone as a trigger for application 
‘call-ins’ (MAV, 2014a).  The report notes that some councils maintain policies to determine 
which matters should be considered by council, rather than by delegation.  The triggers for 
consideration vary between councils, however there are some consistencies.  Policy variation, 
value of works and number of objectors are common to the survey respondent councils.  
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Seventy-three percent of matters before council in the survey sample were the result of 
councillor ‘call-ins’.  Some ambiguity arises from the data where councillor ‘call-in’ is 
recorded as an independent trigger.   
 
The overwhelming impression gained from interview informants is that councillors do 
believe that they are acting appropriately when determining dwelling permit applications, 
regardless of planning officer advice.  Four of the seven councillors interviewed 
acknowledged exercise of discretion in conflict with planning policy, justified by a ‘fairness’ 
or ‘economic rationalist’ test.  In Section 16.1, Macedon Ranges councillor respondent C45 
described frustration arising from contested interpretations of discretion. 
 
So too, there is a sharp dichotomy between decision makers who understand the 
requirement to exercise discretion within the limits expressly defined in planning policy, and 
those who either do not understand the principle of limited discretion, or who purposefully 
ignore the limits, perhaps in the knowledge that they are able to do so with impunity, but in all 
observed cases, with virtuous intent.  The small sample of councillors interviewed (n=7), 
including a number of retired councillors, suggests that either those with an appreciation of 
discretionary limits consistent with the MAV’s interpretation (MAV, 2014b) represent a small 
minority, or that discretionary limits are ignored.  Members of that small minority expressed 
frustration and high anxiety at the practices of councillors who do not apply discretion within 
its intended limits and it is postulated that those frustrations and anxieties may work to 
attenuate the term of local government service to which those councillors may otherwise be 
willing to commit.   
 
The threat to ‘rational-legal authority’ and democratic planning arising from de-limited 
discretion is a symptom of the structural defect in the Victorian planning complex.  Discretion 
can be controlled with proper oversight, but lack of oversight is one of the essential design 
features of the market driven system of land use allocation in Victoria.   Buxton, et al 
observe:  
 
“When Councils are unconstrained by central authorities such as a State or 
unitary metropolitan government, they often actively promote the spatial 
fragmentation of land through development in order to expand the rating 
bases” (2006:78). 
 
 
16.4  Alternative Planning Governance 
 
In the preceding sections of this chapter, objectives promoted in the policy documents 
and planning as it exists in peri-urban Victoria have been compared.  The English peri-urban 
and rural landscape preservation policy is widely acknowledged as one the most successful 
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(Alterman, 1997, Pearce, 1992), providing sharp contrast with the Victorian system.  English 
rural land use control is achieved inter alia through housing policy and enforcement of ‘green 
belt’ protection policies.  Thirteen percent of England is designated green belt (Gunn, 2007).  
Green belts surround greater London (embracing more than 50 municipalities (Amati and 
Yokohari, 2006)) and numerous cities and towns throughout England.  Green belts are 
peripheral to urbanized areas, generally referred to as ‘edgelands’ (Gant et al., 2011).  The 
green belt concept had its genesis in the late 19
th
 century with Ebenezer Howard’s Garden 
City township model which incorporated a green buffer to constrain urban sprawl and to 
preserve rural land for food production, recreation and the amenity of Garden City residents 
(Gant et al., 2011).  Formal green belt policy was introduced nationally in 1955 and has 
generally attracted strong public and political support (Tan et al., 2011).  Green belt 
objectives are: to contain sprawl; protect rural areas from development; prevent conurbation 
of adjacent towns; to preserve historic towns and to assist urban regeneration (Tan et al., 
2011).  The urban containment effect of green belt policy is no better illustrated than by the 
fact that London has not grown spatially since WWII, and its green belt covers more than 
500,000 hectares (Amati and Yokohari, 2006).  Despite clear sprawl containment outcomes 
within green belts, the long-run efficacy of green belt policy is contestable and under 
increasing critique (Amati and Yokohari, 2006).  For example, it is suggested that 
development pressure is directed away from green belt designated land to land beyond green 
belt boundaries creating ‘leapfrog’ development and transference of sprawl from one location 
to another (Amati and Yokohari, 2006, Tan et al., 2011).  Whereas the total area designated 
green belt has not materially diminished over time, green belt boundaries have moved to 
accommodate planned urban expansion and major public infrastructure assets, such as roads 
and airports.  Emerging criticism of green belts is substantially driven by housing shortages, 
particularly affordable housing which is argued to be unreasonably constrained by green belt 
restrictions.  Additionally, development activity within green belts varies between local 
planning jurisdictions as local policies include discretion which is guided by differing local 
circumstances and imperatives (Amati and Yokohari, 2006).  Buxton and Goodman (2003) 
point to ‘immutability’ of green belt/green wedge policy as fundamental to its success.  
Buxton laments the Victorian green wedges policy and a mutable Urban Growth Boundary 
(UGB) which has been continually moved to embrace more land for residential and associated 
development (Buxton, 2014).  Preservation of ‘edgelands’ and transitional zones around 
urban areas is an important element of urban and regional planning.  However, the influence 
of green belt/green wedge policy, although material as a mechanism for management of urban 
overspill, is not a policy field central to preservation of farmland in the outer-peri-urban zone, 
which is the subject of this research.   Policy directly concerned with rural, rather than 
transitional, or ‘edgeland’ areas, is the focus of this section. 
 
The English rural land use policy is considered successful because it has prevented 
land use transition to residential use arising from both urban expansion and disbursed single 
dwelling construction.  A short review of the policy and implementation framework of the 
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English system beyond green belt designated land, as historically a ‘better practice’ exemplar, 
is presented below to demonstrate that efficacious policy is possible.   
 
The English planning system is undergoing a major change arising from introduction 
of the Localism Act, 2011 (LA).  The LA devolved plan making to local government and 
potentially to neighbourhoods, and introduced a range of structural changes too complex to 
address here.  The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), introduced following the LA 
reforms, amended and removed many features of the previous planning system which 
delivered the rural land preservation success noted above, and it remains to be seen whether 
changes to policy and the structure of the new planning system diminish that success.  
Farmland preservation policy under the long-standing system prior to the LA is most relevant 
in this comparison analysis, and emphasis is generally directed to that system. 
 
Local planning policies must conform to the NPPF, and many aspects of NPPF policy 
arise from obligations to European Union agreements.  In respect to housing policy, section 
55 of the NPPF is presented at appendix 13, and summarised as follows: 
Avoid new dwellings in the countryside, unless there is an essential need to 
accommodate a rural worker; or where a development would secure the 
future of a heritage asset; or where a development would re-use redundant, or 
disused buildings; or where a development is of ‘exceptional quality, or 
innovative’ (NPPF, 2012:s55). 
Prior to the LA and NPPF, policy implementation was regulated primarily through 
Planning Policy Statements (PPS), and Ministerial circulars.  Instruction for the 
implementation of policy in respect to dwellings on rural land was provided substantially in 
PPS 7. Objectives are presented at appendix 14, and summarized below, inter alia: 
Strictly control new development in the open countryside; protect the 
countryside for the sake of its intrinsic character and beauty, landscape 
diversity, heritage and wildlife. 
Promote continued protection of open countryside; focus development in 
existing towns and villages; prevent urban sprawl; discourage development of 
‘greenfield’ land. 
 ‘Key Principles of PPS 7 include: 
Strictly control new development in the open countryside, and protect the 
countryside for its intrinsic beauty, landscape diversity, heritage and wildlife 
assets. 
Provisions of PPS7 under ‘Housing’ are provided at Appendix 34 and summarised as 
follows: 
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Isolated new houses require ‘special justification’, either to house a rural 
worker, or as a development of ‘exceptional quality’ and ‘innovative nature’. 
Annex A of PPS7 particularizes circumstances under which dwellings can be 
permitted on rural land: 
It is essential that all dwelling permits are scrutinized thoroughly to detect 
‘abuse’ of planning rules.  Purported agricultural uses must be established to 
be genuine and sustainable, and the need for people engaged in the enterprise 
to live at the site must be demonstrated.  A functional test must be applied to 
confirm the sustainability of the enterprise and the need for the dwelling.  
Protection of livestock is not sufficient to justify a dwelling permit.  A 
financial test is required to establish that the proposed enterprise is 
commercial.  The size of a proposed dwelling and the additional value that it 
adds to the land must be commensurate with a farm dwelling such that future 
potential farmers can afford to purchase the farm. 
A number of local planning policies were randomly examined to establish a functional 
link with the NPPF provisions, and to discover implementation, monitoring and enforcement 
provisions.  Although PPS 7 was replaced by the NPPF, many of its provisions, including 
Annex A are reproduced in the NPPF (although in a condensed format), and in greater detail 
in local policies. 
North Somerset Council Local Planning Policy 
Aspects of the NPPF PPS 7 pervade local policy.  Its ‘Core Strategy’ Area policy 
(CS33) ‘Infill Villages, Small Settlements and Countryside’ policy affirms PPS 7.  The North 
Somerset Council Development Management Policy (at the time of writing subject to 
ratification by the Secretary of State) articulates policy in respect to rural workers dwellings at 
DM46.  The policy closely reflects and in no respect contradicts PPS 7.  The policy aim is to: 
Restrict isolated residential development in the countryside, unless required 
for full-time rural workers.  Planning applications must demonstrate inter 
alia: 
A long-term functional need for permanent residence in the area; an 
agricultural activity has been established for at least three years, is financially 
sound and sustainable; the need for a residence cannot be fulfilled elsewhere 
close to the land; the proposed dwelling is located in a cluster of other 
buildings; and the proposed dwelling does not exceed 150 square metres.   
Under ‘Establishing need’, justification for a dwelling specifies, inter alia: 
Applicants must provide a professionally prepared ‘appraisal’ particularizing: 
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Existing improvements on the land and the purpose of a proposed dwelling; 
whether the dwelling is necessary, rather than convenient; and ‘proof’ that the 
enterprise will be permanent and economically viable.  If the need for a 
dwelling is established it ‘should not exceed the size necessary to meet 
normal family requirements’.  Proposed dwellings in excess of 150 square 
metres would ‘not normally be acceptable’ and would require justification. 
(NSCPS, 2015) 
East Hertfordshire Council Local Planning Policy (EHCLPP) 
 Chapter 4 of the LPP (Green belt and Countryside), Section GBC5 states, 
inter alia: 
The District Council will only permit dwellings in the rural area if the 
applicant can demonstrate through a functional test that it is essential for the 
running of the farm enterprise.  If a functional test is inconclusive, a financial 
test will be applied to determine that it is on a ‘sound financial basis’.  
Planning permission will not be granted if there is alternative accommodation 
close by, or where the land has been subdivided from another holding, unless 
there are exceptional circumstances. 
Where planning permission is granted for a dwelling, conditions are imposed 
to ensure that it will remain available to meet the need for which approval 
was sought (e.g., a rural worker). 
(EHCLPP, 2007) 
Swindon Local Planning Policy 
 Policy HA6 of the Swindon LPP (Agricultural workers’ dwellings) states, 
inter alia: 
Planning permission for a dwelling based on essential needs for agriculture 
will only be provided if: 
The applicant submits professionally prepared independent appraisal from an 
agricultural consultant, demonstrating functional need which cannot be 
fulfilled elsewhere in the area; the size of the dwelling is appropriate to its 
functional need; a financial test demonstrates viability of the agricultural use; 
existing buildings on the site cannot be adapted to a dwelling; the proposed 
dwelling is within a cluster of existing structures.  Occupancy is to be limited 
by planning condition or obligation, and anti-fragmentation rules apply. 
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Conforming applications are an exception to development constraints (SBC, 
2015). 
Table 46 which follows compares core aspects of the English policy (NPPF and select 
Local Plans examined above) and the VPP and LPPs in the case LGAs.  England’s policy 
exhibits a determination to regulate development, and use of land.  English policy reaches 
beyond the actors in a particular planning application at a point in time.  It is concerned to 
consider whether, by allowing occupation of a farm dwelling, it will displace a more essential 
need.  It is concerned to establish functional need and financial performance over a sustained 
period through rigorous inquiry.  Both functional and financial tests are called for to justify a 
dwelling permit.  So too, the need for qualified experts to assist in the determination of tests is 
emphasized.  The English policy recognizes the value added to farmland with the addition of 
dwellings, and how that additional value may limit future use of land for agriculture, where 
would-be purchasers for production cannot compete with amenity purchasers.  Policy will not 
permit dwellings of a spatial and capital scale that is not financially and functionally 
appropriate for, and affordable by a farm business.   
Victorian planning policy does none of these things.  The VPP, and SPPF make no 
attempt to regulate, or even guide dwelling permit decisions in a framework similar to that 
employed in England: one which has genuine capacity to achieve sustainability, one which 
begins with the notion that new dwellings on farmland should be an exception, and one which 
requires functional and financial legitimacy of occupation of dwellings for agriculture to 
justify an exception. 
 Chapter 5 articulated some of the principal features of the Statewide rural planning 
policy in Oregon USA, which analogous with the UK system, begins with the principle that 
all rural land should have an Exclusive Farming Use zone applied unless circumstances 
support an alternative use. The Oregon system was found to be wanting in respect to local 
government implementation where planners and elected representatives routinely issued 
dwelling permits and allowed land subdivisions beneath the minimum stipulated area.  Unlike 
Victoria, the Oregon planning authorities acted to educate, monitor and police the 
implementation process to ensure that policy as practiced was consistent with policy as 
published. 
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Table 46. Comparison of New Dwelling Permit Conditions on farmland: 
English Policy, VPP and Case LPPs 
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16.5  Summary 
 Many of the observations offered in this chapter highlight fundamental flaws in the 
Victorian planning system; flaws which contribute to Victoria’s diminishing peri-urban 
farmland inventory.  There is variable, but generally inadequate understanding of the 
consequences of policy in planning schemes, and community objectives which may, or may 
not align with formal policy, and of the overarching purpose and objectives in the SPPF.  This 
may be attributable to insufficient and uneven accumulation and distribution of ‘rational’ 
knowledge, which may be interpreted as a product of Habermas’ conception of mediatization 
as a constraint on knowledge distribution and therefore democratic function to enable 
community steering (March and Low, 2004).   
Habermas conceives of a form of governance contingent upon knowledge which he 
proposes would inform (steer) civil society toward a mediated consensus.  Mediatization, 
according to Habermas, is the friction of processes, institutions, systems and actants that 
prevent, or pervert efficient distribution of knowledge to enable steering (March and Low, 
2004).  Self-interest is conspicuous in the peri-urban planning polity, where individuals are 
motivated by private property rights, generally, but not exclusively guided by monetary 
motives.  Egoism is a logical product of the libertarianism that characterizes neoliberal socio-
political discourse, and in particular, the individualism and entrepreneurialism which it 
encourages is incompatible with notions of the ‘common good’.  Lack of knowledge and 
weak dialectic in the planning assemblage presents a void for self-interest to germinate.  On 
the question of sustainability of peri-urban farmland, behaviors and attitudes observed are not 
interpreted to be malevolent, rather generally indifferent, but subordinate to achieving 
personal land use objectives where private and public interests compete.  To preserve 
electoral support the political reflex is to advocate for those private property rights, and within 
a weak regulatory system, that process nurtures and legitimates property rights as a higher 
order social value than the public good.  Neoliberal doctrine exalts the virtue of private 
property rights as an expression of entrepreneurialism, self-determination and the market, and 
the Victorian planning system genuflects before the market. 
Administrative discretion, as conventionally construed and prescribed in both statutory 
and common law, is bounded by its ‘surrounding’ regulatory framework; that is, its intention 
is to supplement regulation where provision is required to deal with circumstances that are not 
adequately addressed by regulation alone (Dworkin, 1978).  The VPP contains little 
regulation and discretion is therefore the dominant administrative function.  Application of 
discretion under the VPP format is deeply flawed as illustrated by examples particularized 
above.  Each of the cases cited reveals significant departures from numerous provisions of 
State and local policy.  The application of discretion is often delimited from its intended 
boundaries, with disregard for the advice of planning officers, and in some instances with 
contempt for planning schemes.  Potential for such episodes is a serious threat to ‘rational 
legal authority’ and the planning Objectives which pervade the Planning and Environment 
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Act 1987 and SPPF.  ‘Actually existing’ episodes such as those presented; discovered with 
minimal difficulty, and perhaps indicative of numerous others, represent serious divergence 
from policy.  The State provides little oversight of the planning process to ensure that local 
government; an administrative agent of the State, rather than an autonomous planning 
authority, is complying with the SPPF.  The State promotes the notion of oversight via 
VCAT, however as an appeal authority VCAT only has jurisdiction if there is an appeal, or if 
local government fails to determine a planning application within the prescribed time. 
Divergence from the application of discretion which, according to Eccles and Bryant 
(2011:122), is “…limited to the matters included in the clause that triggered the 
application…” arises from political pressure by municipal councillors to represent and 
advocate for constituents, rather than administer the planning regulations, where there is a 
conflict between the two.  There is also a consistent tendency to determine planning 
applications inappropriately if there is a perceived economic benefit to the municipality.   
None of the case LGAs engage experts (as permanent employees, or external 
consultants) to provide advice in respect to Section 2 dwelling permit applications where local 
planning policy requires applicants to demonstrate the commerciality, or sustainability of an 
intended farm business.  Due diligence cannot therefore be adequate to conform with good 
governance standards contemplated in the Local Government Act, (1989) in MSS Codes of 
Conduct, and otherwise by common law conventions. 
The Objectives of the SPPF and provisions of the VPP and Local Planning Policies 
were addressed in Chapter 15, and in this chapter equivalent aspects of the English national 
and local planning policies (past and present) are reviewed.  Despite its much smaller land 
mass and much larger population, England preserves its countryside with a hard transition 
from urban to rural; both where large metropolitan conurbations meet rural and where small 
villages meet rural.  The English National Planning Policy Framework contains many 
rhetorical political messages and like the SPPF, it frequently employs normative and 
unachievable statements (e.g., ‘ensure’).  However, the NPPF provides clear instructions to 
local planning authorities, employing imperfect, but generally unambiguous language.  
Planning Policy Statements repealed with the introduction of the NPPF have been condensed 
and re-stated within the NPPF and local planning policies examined have introduced material 
sections of the former PPS, almost verbatim, generally maintaining the efficacious provisions 
of the pre-Localism Act era. The dwelling permit case episodes presented above would be 
improbable within a planning policy framework consistent with the English system. 
Review of the efficacy of the VPP and alternative policy formats exposes many 
inadequacies in the Victorian system.  Those inadequacies are largely a deliberate formulation 
to enable regulation by the market and the expression of private property rights, more so than 
drafting ineptitude.  The research suggests that systemic planning failures identified are not 
accidental; rather an expression of the teleological intent of policy makers. 
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16.6  Summary of Principal Findings 
 
1. Each of the case LGAs is highly fragmented.  In Baw Baw Shire 37% of rural 
zoned parcels are less than 2 hectares, in Macedon Ranges Shire 35% of rural 
zoned parcels are less than 2 hectares and in Yarra Ranges Shire 72% of rural 
zoned parcels are less than 2 hectares. 
 
2. Under prevailing planning rules, further fragmentation of rural zoned land is 
possible, adding 1,746 parcels in Yarra Ranges Shire, 1,862 parcels in Baw 
Baw Shire and 5,055 parcels in Macedon Ranges Shire.  If the current ratio of 
persons per household is maintained, those additional parcels will increase the 
population density in Baw Baw Shire by 10%, in Yarra Ranges Shire by 3% 
and in Macedon Ranges Shire by 30%.  Further fragmentation is possible via 
house lot excisions. 
 
3. The value of agricultural commodities produced (VACP) varies dramatically 
between the case LGAs despite their close proximity, consistent distance 
from the urban centre and similar land areas.  VACP (2011) in Baw Baw 
Shire was $378,000,000 and VACP in Yarra Ranges Shire was $293,000,000.  
In the same year, Macedon Ranges Shire VACP was less than 10% of that of 
Baw Baw Shire at $34,000,000.  In aggregate Melbourne’s peri-urban region 
produces more than 40% of the food requirements for Metropolitan 
Melbourne (Sheridan et al. 2015). 
 
4. It follows that the estimated value of agricultural operations (EVAO) also 
varies significantly between the case LGAs.  The resilience of farming is 
brought into sharp focus when the net disposable income of farmers is 
revealed.  In 2011 in Baw Baw Shire 22% of farms generated EVAO 
sufficient to net a cash surplus equivalent to the median Australian disposable 
income in that year ($74,654).  In the same year only 9% of Yarra Ranges 
Shire farmers generated sufficient EVAO to produce the cash surplus and a 
mere 3% of Macedon Ranges Shire farmers achieved the requisite EVAO.  It 
is noted that the surplus is cash available for consumption after all farm input 
costs have been deducted, therefore leaving little to provide a return on 
capital invested. 
 
5. Land value is negatively correlated with parcel size.  The value of small 
parcels is significantly higher than large parcels and its rate of value increase 
is also much higher.  Parcels less than 2 hectares had a median value per 
hectare in 2014 of approximately $250,000 in Baw Baw Shire, $350,000 in 
Macedon Ranges Shire and $713,000 in Yarra Ranges Shire.  In the same 
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year, parcels between 40 and 100 hectares had a median value per hectare 
representing 5% of the <2 hectare value in Baw Baw Shire, 3% of the <2 
hectare value in Yarra Ranges Shire and 3.2% of the <2 hectare value in 
Macedon Ranges Shire.  Whereas the land valuation change between 1995 
and 2014 for parcels <10 hectares ranged between +270% and +475%, the 
valuation change over the same period for parcels between 100 and 500 
hectares ranged from -56% to +0.6%. 
 
The predominance of small land parcels and additional small parcels noted in 
(1), the high and swiftly increasing value of small parcels noted above, and 
VACP and EVAO distribution data presented in (3) and (4), present the 
metrics which comprise a generally unsustainable ‘price – earnings’ ratio for 
farming in the case LGAs. 
 
6. Low VACP/EVAO and high land prices produce a ratio of land value (LV) to 
production value (PV) which is well in excess of ratios found in production 
landscapes unaffected by amenity premiums (approximately 2:1).  The 
medium LV:PV ratios discovered in Baw Baw Shire and Yarra Ranges Shire 
are broadly consistent with estimates of around 8:1 for high amenity peri-
urban locations (Barr, 2002).  The median ratio in Baw Baw Shire in 2011 
was 6.92:1 and the median ratio in Yarra Ranges Shire was 7.74:1.  The low 
VACP generated in Macedon Ranges Shire, coupled with high land values 
generated a median LV:PV ratio of 74.72:1.  In the >2<10 hectares parcel 
range, the median ratios in 2011 were 20.59:1 (Baw Baw Shire), 16.85:1 
(Yarra Ranges Shire) and 318.13:1 (Macedon Ranges Shire).  The influence 
of the dominance of small land parcels is again given perspective with these 
ratios.  Area of holding (AOH) is strongly correlated with EVAO with a 
consistent pattern aligning Baw Baw Shire and Yarra Ranges Shire.  However 
Macedon Ranges Shire has a higher number of farm businesses generating 
low EVAO relative to AOH. 
 
7. Analysis of land value by partitioning amenity and production components of 
value suggests that amenity value accounts for 20% of the aggregate value of 
all rural zoned parcels up-to 40 hectares in Baw Baw Shire, 25% of the 
aggregate value of all rural zoned parcels in Yarra Ranges Shire and 27% of 
the aggregate value of all rural zoned parcels in Macedon Ranges Shire. 
 
8. Dwelling permits are permissible in all rural zones in each of the case LGAs.  
There is little to distinguish between the rural zones, other than minimum 
subdivision rules.  As Chapter 9 found, the landscape in each of the case 
LGAs is already fragmented into small title parcels, so variable subdivision 
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rules have little material impact on land use transition.  Between 2003 and 
2014, 73% of dwelling permits awarded in rural zones in Yarra Ranges Shire 
were on Green Wedge zoned land.  85% of permits awarded in Baw Baw 
Shire over the same years were on Farming Zone land and in Macedon 
Ranges Shire, Rural Conservation Zone dominated permit activity 
representing 58% of all rural zone permits awarded.  Significantly more 
dwelling permits were awarded than declined in each of the case LGAs over 
the period: 4.5:1 in Yarra Ranges Shire, 3:1 in Baw Baw Shire and 7:1 in 
Macedon Ranges Shire.  Almost all (98%) of dwelling permits awarded on 
parcels <40 hectares in Farming Zone in Baw Baw Shire were recorded as 
having been in agricultural use immediately prior to permits being issued. 
 
9. Highest and best use, arising from rights conferred by planning policy are 
assumed to apply to land by the statutory valuation process (for rating and 
land tax collection purposes) and by aspiring land sellers.  Land is valued as if 
it can accommodate dwellings and as if it can be fragmented to the minimum 
parcel size permitted under its zone. 
 
10. Small land parcel transaction activity correlates with interest rate movements, 
however there is no statistically significant correlation between large parcel 
transaction activity and interest rates.  With the exception of ‘cash income’ in 
Macedon Ranges LGA, farm income change and land transaction activity is 
not significantly correlated in any parcel size range.  Price elasticity analysis 
finds that ‘amenity’ (small parcel) demand is more price elastic than large 
parcel price elasticity in Baw Baw Shire, but there is no statistically 
significant difference between amenity and production elasticities in Yarra 
Ranges and Macedon Ranges Shires.  All of the mean coefficients are highly 
elastic. 
 
11. The LV:PV ratio is widely referenced as a metric to dichotomize 
commercially sustainable and un-viable agricultural regions and commodity 
types.  It is a compelling indicator and it is generally an efficacious diagnostic 
tool.  However, the LV:PV ratio has some limitations, including the influence 
of the land utilization factor, theorized to be substantially affected by the 
impermanence syndrome (itself a function of the expectation of land use 
transition), and lack of correction for capital and input investment, ex-land.  
Ignoring these limitations, the LV:PV ratio is a useful high level indicator, but 
a more nuanced appreciation of its implications reveals a complex and 
sometimes ambiguous land use predictor for certain land users.  
Paradoxically, the thesis suggests that a high LV:PV ratio may prolong the 
longevity of some existing farm businesses, subject to lifecycle, personal 
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preferences and the existence of income, at least to achieve subsistence.  
Central to this phenomenon is farmers’ expectation of land use transition, 
which is a function of uncertainty in the planning system.  Both the 
discretionary format of permit determinations and the breadth of permissible 
uses in the rural zones encourage that expectation. 
 
12. Anticipation of the availability of amenity ‘rights’ both in respect to dwelling 
permits and subdivision capacity is manifest in an impermanence syndrome, 
most conspicuous in Macedon Ranges Shire, where informants described 
expectant change to higher and better use value.   
 
13. The research finds that references to supply are generic and its function 
requires classification in order to understand its impact on the farmland 
market.  Supply is not the offer of a parcel of land to the market.  It is the 
offer of land and the rights and endowments that attach to land, given legal 
legitimacy by planning policy.  Hence two identical land parcels with 
differing rights will have different market values reflecting their development 
and use potential.  Demand for land is a response to the peculiarities of the 
‘rights’ of the supply type on offer.  Policy is shown to convert underlying 
supply to effective supply by provision of ‘rights’.  Chapter 14 highlighted 
the significant surplus of amenity land, suggesting that demand is not the 
primary function affecting land transfer and proliferation of dwellings. 
 
14. The Victorian planning system does not provide for exclusive use of land for 
agriculture.  It provides for non-exclusive agricultural use of land, extending 
to residential development and a wide variety of non-agricultural activities.  
The demand response referred to in (12) therefore includes a variety of 
potential land uses, many of which out-compete agriculture.  The system is 
designed to allow competitors with a range of preferred land uses to 
determine land use allocation through the function of market economics to 
achieve the highest and best economic use of land, without internalization of 
externalities, such as loss of land for use for farming by future generations.  
Unrecognized externalities constitute market failure.  Within the context of 
the importance of the peri-urban region identified in (3), the consequences of 
this market failure are significant. 
 
15. Victorian planning policy encourages land use transition through a deliberate 
policy of non-intervention in market preferences, through lack of prescription, 
by permitting a wide variety of land uses, and by use of discretion to 
determine almost all planning applications.  Few land uses are prohibited in 
the rural zones and where discretion is employed to determine applications 
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which require a permit, guidances provided to decision makers are vague, 
open to interpretation and not subject to scrutiny by the State, other than by 
appeal to VCAT which requires third party intercession. 
 
16. Standardized VPP provisions, including zones, do not provide sufficient 
opportunity for local government to apply appropriate land use controls 
across diverse landscapes.  Local planning schemes do not address land 
capability in  a localized way, to ensure that the peculiarities of variable 
endowments and constraints have appropriate planning responses.  None of 
the shire’s investigated refer to comprehensive agricultural data to inform 
policies and none have access to specialist expertise to evaluate planning 
applications which call for land capability and business viability tests. 
 
17. A number of significant planning failures were observed in each of the case 
LGAs, suggesting potential for widespread defects in peri-urban planning 
governance.  These episodes are characterized by interventions in the 
administration of planning schemes by municipal councillors, where 
discretionary powers and discretion are exercised beyond the intended 
boundaries of administrative review to include consideration of the personal 
circumstances of applicants, the perceived economic benefits which may arise 
for the municipality, and a range of other non-planning related considerations.  
Separation of responsibility to deal with administration of the planning 
scheme from advocacy on behalf of constituents’ rights is not well 
understood, producing instances of repudiation of policy, inconsistent and 
inequitable planning decisions and community distrust of the planning 
system. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 
 
This research renders a bleak forecast of a transitioning landscape, and a moribund 
agricultural system in much of the regions examined, characterized by consumption of land 
for amenity use, proliferation of dwellings and loss of the bucolic scenery for which the areas 
are revered.  The consequences for fresh food production (Sheridan et al., 2015), ecosystem 
services and biodiversity (Buxton et al., 2006) and social structures (Alston, 2004), are 
profound, and, they are irreversible.  It is the irreversibility of land use change away from 
agriculture, above all else, that establishes planning in the peri-urban region as a critical policy 
challenge.   
 
This research has both substantiated and challenged findings in the literature, in a 
localized case methodology.  The aim of the research is to demonstrate that policy is the 
principal cause of land use transition.  Understanding the influence of actors, mechanisms and 
structures in the land market assemblage, to explain how and why peri-urban land is 
transitioning away from agriculture, despite policy which purports to ensure its preservation 
contributes to achieving the principal aim.  The research has employed qualitative and 
quantitative approaches.  The quantitative work discovered, described and analysed the spatial 
distribution of parcel sizes and zoning, land value, dwelling permit activity, land transaction 
activity and agricultural production data, to explain capacity for the extent and rate of land use 
change. 
 
Qualitative work centred on semi-structured intensive interviews of informant 
constituents in the land market assemblage.  Informants were ‘principals’ directly active in the 
land market, or participants, as facilitators, policy makers, or external agents.  A critical 
realism method was employed to interrogate and analyse informant responses, and to review 
documents that govern the planning complex.  This provides a framework for a theory of why 
things are the way that they are, and that theory is presented in the final chapter. 
 
The thesis concludes that planning policy and its administration fails to prevent land 
use transition, and more significantly, it promotes land use transition.  The conclusion arises 
firstly by isolating demand as having no capacity, as an independent function, to cause land 
use exchange, and therefore no capacity to cause land use transition.  Second, planning 
permission for dwellings and land fragmentation are both initiated by suppliers (land owners). 
Planning permission is a supply-side function.  A reduction of causal powers exposes planning 
policy as the most influential causal mechanism of land use transition.  Subordinate aims, 
identified in Chapter 1, have been to discredit alternative suggested ‘causes’ and to re-
categorize them as ‘influences’.   Demand is an influence and the range of determinants of 
demand has been investigated.  These include population growth and in-migration to peri-
urban areas, driven by ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors.  Metropolitan and regional planning 
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inadequacies with emphasis on resolution of economic and population growth objectives are 
identified.  Demand is allowed to exercise its influence through policy which provides the 
desired supply typology, precipitating high land values, and farm expansion constraints arise 
from those high land values.  Demand is shown to be impotent, without causal power, until 
and only when supply is enabled by policy.  Expansion constraints and the consequential fall 
in real farm incomes convert would-be expanding farmers into suppliers of land, completing 
perpetuation of the market obeisant policy fuelled cycle of land use transition presented in 
Figure 13, Chapter 7.  These conclusions clarify a long-running debate; over complicated by 
reference to non-causal distractions, to redefine the ‘problem’ of farmland loss, and reposition 
the responsibility for land use transition back with the State, as policy developer and 
administrative overseer. 
 
In the final chapter, the principal findings are discussed and consequential theoretical 
ideas are offered.  To begin, the financial predicament of farmers, which is fundamental to 
farm succession, is explained by describing land parcel characteristics, land subdivision and 
dwelling policy, and their resulting combined impact on land value and its relation to 
agricultural production.  Income and capital components of commercial sustainability 
observed in the case LGAs are presented, with a theory of the differentiated perspectives on 
commerciality which may influence existing farmers.  The bifurcated demand function theory 
of variable demand price elasticities and demand proclivities is then summarized.  The 
complexities of land use succession for farming in the case LGAs are compared, referencing 
commercial sustainability characteristics.  Arising from both succession theory and findings 
from the research, a theory for a new recreational farmer identity is articulated, suggesting 
potential consequences for perpetuation of farming in certain circumstances.  The chapter then 
moves to present the not-so-covert political drivers of policy.  Brief reference to variable land 
use capability and a lack of attention to its importance as an input to policy formulation is 
identified.  The deficiencies and inequities arising from the discretionary implementation 
format of the VPP is critiqued, with particular reference to the application of inadequate due 
diligence and poor governance of the planning process at local government level.  Knowledge 
is identified as wanting in the planning and land market assemblage and the lack of a healthy 
dialectic is suggested to contribute to a fractured and ill-informed framework for policy 
development.  A critique of policy and its implementation and the democratic legitimacy of 
un-monitored discretionary policy administration, which is found to repudiate policy, is 
provided.  Some observations about migration motives and how those translate into demand 
for alternative peri-urban locations, with variable amenity attributes, posit characterization of 
urban spill-over as a dominant migration mechanism.   Those observations inform socio-
demographic migration patterns, potential land use preferences, including dwelling type, and 
parcel size preferences.  The finding of a supply-led, policy-led land market is explained and a 
simple model which depicts the causal links between policy and land use transition is 
presented. 
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The land market and planning assemblage in the case LGAs is characterized, 
referencing planning episodes examined in the findings.  A conceptualization of governance 
in the planning assemblage is presented, which identifies breakages in the link between 
publicly mandated policy and its governance, operationalized through the agency of local 
government.  The function of the ‘market’ as a political influence, and citizens (as market 
actors) as a political influence; operating outside of the formal system, demonstrates how the 
discretionary policy implementation model encourages adversarialism and subverts 
democratic planning.  The market ‘model’ is found to be generally consistent in respect to the 
mechanisms between the three case LGAs.  Suggestions for alternative planning systems and 
planning tools are offered. 
 
The final section reflects on the plenitude of findings and literature references, to 
suggest a historical and evolving Australian cultural psyche to explain why there is an 
apparent indifference toward preservation of the peri-urban landscape.   
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Chapter 17: Discussion and Conclusions 
 
17.1  Introduction 
 
‘Land value and the value of land’ posits dichotomization of social and economic 
value determinants.  Tension between property rights and sustainable land use allocation 
policy epitomizes the divergent free market and regulated market philosophies and is a 
recurring background narrative to this research.  Characterization of social and economic 
values as non-overlapping magisteria
1
 (Gould, 2002) is superficially contentious, as 
individuals may, and usually do reference both ‘value’ concepts.  However, criteria employed 
to assess value in these separate forms is starkly different, informed by understandings derived 
from non-overlapping cultural realms: ethics, virtue, egalitarianism, intergenerational equity 
(the social); egoism, desire, profit maximization, private property rights (the economic).  It 
may be that Australia’s advanced and even adoption of autonomous entrepreneurialism has 
contributed to a less cohesive social assemblage, in which social value has been subordinated 
to enable an unfolding tragedy of the ‘common interest’ in the rural landscape. 
 
In a critique of peri-urban land use planning Mc Farland (2015:163,164) makes a 
similar observation to that offered by Gould’s (2002) analogy, identifying the “different 
paradigms” and “different philosophies” which guide law, science and economics as the 
‘tangle’ of competing planning narratives.  March (2012) describes the dilemma of resolving 
governance of private and social planning objectives as “antinomous”; a contradiction 
between alternative, reasonable beliefs (March, 2012:12).  Social value is an expression of 
cultural traditions which have evolved to yield resilient and equitable collective outcomes: the 
public good.  Protection of the rural landscape (and farming) is the ‘social value’ which policy 
purports to protect.  The fact that protection is not provided, and that the democratic process 
has not demanded reform, suggests cultural ambivalence toward issues which register faintly 
on a political radar otherwise cluttered with economic imperatives.  This introduction posits 
one of many possible socio-political frameworks to provide context for the existence of the 
prevailing planning scenario in peri-urban Victoria.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. ‘Magisteria’ (Latin for Magister, teacher) is borrowed from Stephen Jay Gould’s (2002) application of the 
term to defend co-existence of the conflicting teachings of science and religion.  These conflicting and 
incompatible realms are considered here to be analogous with the antagonism between collective social 
values and individual economic values, ergo ‘Land value and the value of Land’. 
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 17.2  Commercial Sustainability 
 
This research has focussed on the loss of agriculture and its social and economic 
consequences.  Superficially, land use transition is suggested to arise from the diminished 
commercial viability of farming and the consequential offer of farmland as supply, and 
demand for that land from amenity land users.  Barr (2002, 2005, 2004) has elaborated this 
dominant market function, providing substantial empirical references.  Barr’s work provides a 
central reference point throughout the thesis and this section explains how the particularities 
of commercial sustainability in the case LGAs generally conform to Barr’s discoveries, but 
with some caveats and some new perspectives. 
 
The thesis investigated the commerciality of farming in the case LGAs in detail.  
Beyond dichotomizing the contrasting LV:PV ratios in production and high amenity areas to 
illustrate a trajectory for land use transition in the peri-urban region, there are few 
econometric studies which further illuminate the financial predicament of farmers in a 
localized and nuanced way.  Barr’s (2002) work was broadly substantiated in this research.  It 
may be argued that the ‘detail’ of commerciality is less relevant than the general trend, 
however detailed examination of capital-production ratios in a localized way reveals 
variability between locations, prompting further questions.   
  
The case LGAs examined revealed data which both confirmed and challenged 
theoretical and empirical findings in the literature.  It also differentiated the case LGAs. 
Macedon Ranges Shire is ostensibly a productive agricultural region, rich in pastoral lore, 
with a history of grand grazing enterprises and farming dynasties, but in in the 21
st
 century it 
is a comparatively low agricultural producer.  Its amenity endowments are high and highly 
valued, and consequently its land value is high and comparable with Baw Baw and Yarra 
Ranges LGAs.  All three case LGAs are transitioning toward a multifunctional landscape. 
Yarra Ranges Shire is already substantially urban in character.  Macedon Ranges Shire’s 
transition is more advanced than Baw Baw Shire.  The remnant ‘unoccupied’ rural landscape 
in Macedon Ranges Shire is not evidence of perpetuation of agriculture, rather, idled and 
underutilized, yet to be consumed land.  This research suggests that much of Macedon Ranges 
Shire is dominantly a low-density, semi-urban social domain, currently incapable of 
functional commercial utilization.  A depleted rural society stubbornly persists, comprised of 
ageing farmers: some who have surrendered to the inevitability of land use transition, and are 
willing sellers of land, and others who resist and lament change and continue to farm but at a 
reduced labor and capital demanding pace.  Holmes’ (2006, 2008) ‘multifunctional modes of 
occupance’, in which he examines the dynamics of transition, characterizes Macedon Ranges 
Shire as a region in between redundant agricultural ‘occupance’ and pluriactive, amenity 
based ‘occupance’ (Holmes, 2008:212, Holmes, 2006).  However, Macedon Ranges Shire 
does not fit Holmes’ (2006) model neatly.  On one hand it exhibits the attributes of what he 
terms ‘marginal’ and idled agricultural land with low production potential which is typical of 
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remote locations, and on another, amenity ‘occupance’, which is typically found in the peri-
urban regions (Holmes, 2006).  Macedon Ranges Shire demonstrates capacity for ‘marginal 
and idled’ land to exist within ‘amenity’ locations.  It is also an example of land which is 
capable of commercial utilization, subject to land price, which has been rendered marginal 
and idled by the impermanence syndrome arising from the expectation of increasing land 
values and land use transition. 
Baw Baw Shire has a mature and productive dairy industry which contributes 
significantly to the local economy.  Tribulations within the Murray Goulburn Co-operative 
Co. Limited and the consequent dramatic reduction in farm gate milk prices paid by both 
Murray Goulburn and its competitor Fonterra have made a profound impact on the viability of 
dairy farms.  For the purpose of remarks offered here, reference to the economic performance 
of dairy is directed to data examined which predates the Murray Goulburn episode. 
 
Estimated Value of Agricultural Operations (EVAO) generated from dairy is sufficient 
to sustain, and in some circumstances enable expansion and succession of farms.  Land value 
per hectare is correlated negatively with parcel size in all LGAs examined, and small parcels 
dominate in each of the case LGAs.  Whilst dairy is a sustainable agricultural business in Baw 
Baw Shire, dairy farmers wishing to expand must pay well above ‘production’ value for small 
land parcels.  The land value to production value ratio in Baw Baw Shire is substantially 
higher than in production landscapes.  The same land value characteristics prevail in Macedon 
Ranges Shire, however, the mean Value of Agricultural Commodities Produced (VACP) in 
Macedon Ranges Shire is considerably less than Baw Baw Shire.  Consequently, the ratio of 
land value to production value is very much higher in Macedon Ranges Shire than in Baw 
Baw and Yarra Ranges shires.  Macedon Ranges Shire’s incapacity for ‘functional 
commercial utilization’ of land noted above, arises from fragmentation of the ‘grand grazing 
enterprises’ of a prior era, and if land value was maintained at broadacre rates, the region may 
be able to sustain pastoralism as the dominant land use.  Capacity for ‘land based’ enterprises 
other than grazing is constrained in Macedon Ranges Shire, distinguishing it from both Baw 
Baw and Yarra Ranges shires, which can support a more diverse range of agricultural 
businesses.  Development of policy responses to preserve Macedon Ranges Shire’s rural 
landscape is considerably more challenging than Baw Baw Shire where agriculture has some 
competitive advantages, at least for larger land parcels and in-tact aggregations.   
 
Amid the range of arguments employed to support land uses which do not conform to 
the Purpose of FZ (economic growth, property rights, the personal circumstances of 
applicants), the shires investigated increasingly employ the virtue of small niche ‘innovative’ 
agricultural businesses as justification for development of small land parcels, often linked to 
agri-tourism concepts adding to the economic merits of land conversion.  Multifunctionalism 
is not only acknowledged as a process that challenges productivism as the dominant land use 
in the case LGAs, it is recruited and promoted as a panacea and tourism is the star recruit.  
Many non-urban municipal councils invoke the rhetoric of hope promoted by the tourism 
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complex (Gibson, 2014) and in peri-urban shires, it provides a means of justifying dwellings 
on small land parcels, perpetuating the embeddedness of dwelling values in all land. 
 
The research has devoted considerable space to describing, critiquing and in some 
instances challenging orthodox economics and investment theory to situate the predicament of 
peri-urban farming in a logical framework for investigation.  Despite compelling ‘rational 
choice’ theories, non-economic decision determinants often dominate the behaviour of land 
users in the peri-urban area.  So too, ‘rational’ is shown to exist in more forms that the 
dominant economics theories suggest.  The peri-urban land market is more complex than can 
be explained by reference to the LV:PV coefficient alone, as valuable as that measure is.  
‘Commercial sustainability’ is suggested above to have different meaning to land holders at 
different life stages with differing investment imperatives.  For example, it is argued that a 
very high LV:PV ratio which includes high and inflationary land value may induce existing 
farmers to continue farming longer than high LV:PV ratios which are not the product of high 
land values.  It is also suggested that familial succession may be more attractive in an 
inflationary land market, contingent upon off-farm income capacity of in-coming generations 
and land transfer concessions available to land held in a structured entity (e.g., capital gains 
tax and stamp duty relief). 
 
These and other observations do not contradict investment orthodoxy summarized in 
Chapter 7.  Chapter 7 suggested that financial sophistication is not necessary for there to be 
evidence of ‘economic man’ functioning in the peri-urban rural land market and observations 
made here verify that proposition.  That farmers ostensibly make economically ‘irrational’ 
decisions to continue farming does not establish that those decisions are the product of 
commercial ignorance.  ‘Rational’ decisions which impact on lifestyle and intergenerational 
opportunity include, but are not exclusively, based on economic considerations.  Diaz’s 
(1999) suggestion of the need for greater emphasis on behavioural research as part of property 
market function analysis resonates strongly with the findings discovered here. 
 
Income as a measure of commerciality, whilst valid, is not the central investment 
criteria in all circumstances.  None of the informants to this research suggested that income is 
unimportant, but income sufficient for subsistence, rather than for investment performance, is 
most relevant for some farmers.  That perspective is suggested to be peculiar to the peri-urban 
setting where the security of increasing land value underwrites decisions to persist with 
farming.  In production landscapes where the capital component of farm investment may be 
less certain, the relative value of income may differ.  These observations are consistent with 
hypotheses offered by others, such as that some farmers are “farming capital gain” (Mendham 
et al., 2011, see also Barr, 2005b, Barr, 2009).  Respondents to the research also cited the 
merits of retaining land for capital growth, rather than income (e.g., Macedon Ranges 
respondent F40, Chapter 13).  The theory presented by Evans (2008) and Neutze (1987), 
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articulated in Chapter 7, where retention of land in anticipation of future gains influences 
persistence with poor farm income is also substantiated. 
 
The research finds that the value of small land parcels, which dominate in the case 
regions, is determined by its amenity attributes, rather than its production attributes.  
Reversionary value (RV) described in Chapter 7, is therefore AV (amenity value).  If net farm 
income is at subsistence level, NPV is comprised entirely the PV of ‘AV’.  If AV is increasing 
consistently and farming is a lifestyle preference, continuity of farming may be economically 
justifiable for an incumbent farmer. 
    
 Elaborating upon theories canvassed in Chapter 7, and the thesis findings, it can be 
shown that the shape of the declining farm income NPV curve and the shape of the increasing 
amenity land value (AV) curve (Figure 106) will determine the timing of farm exit ceteris 
paribus. 
 
Figure 106. Production and Amenity NPV 
 
 
Figure 107 depicts an alternative farm income curve and the amenity NPV (Ava) curve 
presented in Figure 106.  The rationality of persisting with farming land with a very high 
LV:PV ratio arising from high land value and low production value, is illustrated by the 
relation between the farm income a (Fia) and b (Fib) curves and the land value curves.  NPV 
uplift from t1 to t5 is significant for the farm with Fia, however NPV change from t1 to t5 is 
more modest for the farm with Fib, the latter only advantaged by a margin of Ava over Fib 
between t4 and t5. 
 
t1
NPV
Time
t2 t3
Ava
Avb
Fia
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Figure 107. Alternative Production and Amenity NPV 
 
Change in Fia and Fib from t1 to t5, assuming an alternative Av curve also produces an 
NPV change.  Farmers’ persistence with farming despite poor income returns is partly 
explained by this examination of the relationship between the expected rate of inflation of 
land value and production value.  This persistence model is suggested to be peculiar to a 
farming complex such as Macedon Ranges Shire, where production is low and land value 
increase is consistent.  Perpetuation of farming by existing farmers, in areas with very high 
LV:PV ratios may not be irrational in all circumstances.  The LV:PV ratio, the position and 
shape of VACP and land value curves, and farmers’ stage of life, amid other considerations, 
determines longevity of farming for existing farmers, in high amenity peri-urban locations. 
The ‘impossibility’ of commercially sustainable farming based on rational evaluation 
of LV:PV ratios holds where a landholder is a profit maximizer, as rational choice theory 
assumes, but it is contingent upon an investment perspective that places high risk on 
preservation and inflation of land value.  If a land holder ascribes low risk to preservation and 
inflation of land value, ‘total return’ (IRR) may be rationally assessed as ‘commercial’ in the 
context of alternative investment options.  Assuming generation of sufficient income for 
survival, this construct suggests that for existing farmers, the LV:PV coefficient is an 
ambiguous performance measure.  Moreover, the LV:PV ratio is not linearly constant as an 
investment performance coefficient for all landholders.  Perhaps the very high ratio in 
Macedon Ranges Shire is a more ‘commercially sustainable’ metric, than the high, but 
considerably lower ratios in Baw Baw and Yarra Ranges Shires. 
   
Neither a high, nor a very high LV:PV ratio is attractive to aspiring new farmers.  
However, for continuing farmers concerned with total return (IRR) the slope of the income 
(PV) and land value (LV) curves is crucial and may prolong or compress the interval between 
t1 and t2 depicted in Figure 19 (s 7.6.1), that is, the period of dormant supply where PV is in 
rapid decline, but LV is rapidly increasing.   
t1
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If this theory holds, the current generation of Macedon Ranges Shire farmers may 
persist longer than might be the case if the LV:PV ratio was lower.  The veracity of the theory 
is challenged by a range of factors including individual preferences.  The potential for high 
land values to also influence familial succession of farms may also turn on ex-ante evaluation 
of the risk of continual land value inflation.  Factors which militate against intergenerational 
succession articulated above, are uncontested, however, this counter-perspective is considered 
worthy of addition to prevailing succession theory.   
 
This hypothesis is given support by Hart’s (1991) observation of farmers’ advertence 
to the arrival of a ‘bow wave’ of altered land use intensity, signalling land use transition 
“…even when it is still beyond the horizon” (Hart, 1991:49), influencing both land use and 
investment strategies.  Expectation of land use change or perpetuation of land use is a function 
of planning policy certainty.  The impermanence syndrome manifests where land use change 
is expected.  In the United States Nelson (1990) distinguishes between the degree of land use 
certainty of non-exclusive and exclusive agricultural zoning, the former consistent with rural 
zones employed in the VPP, where agriculture is permitted, along with a multitude of other 
uses, and the latter which, as the name suggests, is preserved only for agriculture.  Nelson 
(1990) finds that farmland which is exchanged in exclusive agricultural zones, where there is 
certainty about continuance of agriculture, is traded for its production value only, even if it is 
located close to non-exclusive agricultural zones which attract an amenity premium (Nelson, 
1990).  Supply, in such a market is the supply of agricultural land, valued as a derived 
production demand.  Non-exclusive agricultural use land (consistent with VPP rural zones) is 
supply of land which is endowed with expanded rights, including reduced minimum parcel 
sizes and dwelling permits.  Thus a particular supply typology – determined by planning 
policy – encourages a demand and price response peculiar to the supply typology.  This 
recognition of the particularity of supply demonstrates that policy, which permits amenity 
‘rights’, is the dominant land use transition determinant. 
 
It is conceivable that future generations with interest in farming may succeed the 
current generation if there is an alignment of structural, personal and financial circumstances.  
If, for example, a farm is held in a discretionary or testamentary trust and can be transferred 
intergenerationally without capital gains tax and stamp duty, and if the in-coming generation 
has an off-farm income sufficient to support the household, the ‘commercial rationality’ of 
retaining under-performing land for future capital growth may be embraced to enable another 
generation to enjoy farming as a lifestyle choice. 
 
The literature suggests that few peri-urban farmers can generate sufficient income 
from farming and that most require the subsidy of pluriactivity or alternative income sources 
to support a family.  This research verifies findings in the literature, but some important 
detailed findings will contribute to understanding the trajectory of farming in the case LGAs.  
The distribution of Estimated Value of Agricultural Operations (EVAO) by number of 
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businesses is dominated by low income enterprises and declines uniformly as EVAO 
increases in Macedon Ranges and Yarra Ranges shires.   Baw Baw Shire is distinguished 
from those LGAs by a bell-like distribution of the number of businesses, centred around 
EVAO in the $200,000 to $350,000 range, which is generated from dairy.  If dairy is excluded 
from data, the Baw Baw Shire distribution is broadly consistent with Macedon Ranges and 
Yarra Ranges shires.  Dairy accounts for approximately half of the agricultural output in Baw 
Baw Shire.  In Macedon Ranges Shire, only ten businesses were recorded as generating 
EVAO between $200,000 and $500,000 in 2011 and no businesses generated more than 
$500,000.  Within the four major commodity producing sectors in Macedon Ranges Shire, 
80% of businesses generate EVAO of less than $50,000 and 52% of businesses generate 
EVAO less than $22,500 (2011).  Nurseries and berry production dominate VACP in Yarra 
Ranges Shire.  Amid the major commodity production categories nurseries represent more 
than 80% of businesses generating more than $100,000 per annum (2011) and 24% of the 
VACP of all agricultural production in the Shire.  Strawberries also produce 24% of the 
VACP production in the Shire.  These businesses are concentrated in the Melbourne Outer 
East statistical area centred around the Monbulk, Olinda and Seville area of Mount 
Dandenong.  That small area of the shire provides sharp contrast with VACP and EVAO 
generated elsewhere in the shire, particularly the north eastern region where livestock grazing 
is the dominant land use. 
VACP of more than $700 million generated by the case LGAs in 2011 is a significant 
contribution to Victoria’s agricultural production.  The range of commodity types produced 
aligns with Sheridan et al. (2015) observed importance of the peri-urban region as the 
‘foodbowl’ for metropolitan Melbourne.  However, EVAO sufficient to sustain family farms 
is limited to a small percentage of farms in the case LGAs.  Data discovered in this research 
has been aligned with Barr’s (2014) analysis of the commercial sustainability of farming: 
 
Barr (2014) 
Twenty-two percent of Baw Baw Shire farm businesses generated EVAO greater than 
Barr’s (2014) threshold for sustainability in 2011.  In Yarra Ranges Shire 9% of farmers 
generated sustainable EVAO and in Macedon Ranges Shire 3% of farmers generated 
sustainable EVAO.  Variable land characteristics, climate, commodity dominance, traditional 
farming practices and land utilization factors contribute to the variable EVAO data in the case 
LGAs.  Dominance of dairy in Baw Baw Shire is attributable to the quality of its natural 
endowments, but the critical mass achieved by a large production and social cluster, identified 
in the literature as contributory to the resilience of farming communities (Lee et al., 2005), 
clearly distinguishes Baw Baw Shire from the other case LGAs. Yarra Ranges Shire hosts 
small clusters of specialist industries, such as floriculture and horticulture, which rely heavily 
Gross receipts required to achieve parity with Australian median household income (2011) $280,000
Income required to off-set deteriorating terms of trade by productivity improvement $120,000
Total EVAO required to generate disposable annual income of $74,654 $400,000
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on intergenerational knowledge transfer and cooperative behaviours.  However, neither Yarra 
Ranges Shire nor Macedon Ranges Shire benefits from the economic and social cohesion 
provided by a single large industry. 
The research calculated average VACP per hectare and the land utilization factor in 
each case LGA.  Adjusting for underutilized land, in Macedon Ranges Shire a farm must be 
more than 980 hectares to generate the $75,000 net surplus cited by Barr (2014) ceteris 
paribus.  At 2011 land values, that surplus would generate a 1.3% yield on land value.  This is 
broadly consistent with long-run ABS farm returns data (twenty years to 2012) which 
estimates average broad acre returns at 1.10% (ABS, 2013).  However, that return is a ‘cash 
surplus’ for consumption, not net profit after deduction of a wage (Barr, 2016, pers comm).  If 
the $75,000 is applied totally to household consumption, the return on investment in the farm 
would be zero.  This simple analysis illustrates the crucial importance of land value derived 
from production demand to enable expansion of farms and succession of agriculture. 
 
A challenging question arises from the observation that the majority of farms in the 
case LGAs are sub-commercial, and incomes generated from farming are insufficient both to 
sustain a family and to provide a return on capital invested in a farm.  At once the importance 
of agricultural production in the regions, representing relatively high VACP is also identified.  
The paradox is explained by the postulate offered early in the thesis, that economic rational 
choice and profit maximization are subordinate to other utility values for many farmers.  
Recognition of the natures of factors which perpetuate farming in the face of declining 
economic (income) performance, is an important policy input, if preservation of agricultural 
production in the region is to be achieved.  The difficult economic metrics identified in the 
findings are unlikely to be reversed such that the income predicament of farmers in the region 
improves materially in the short-run.  However, persistence of agriculture suggests that 
prevention of further decline may be sufficient to perpetuate the investment paradox.  Poor 
farm income does not justify land use transition, when the phenomenon is shown to have 
some resilience.  Tolerance of poor income returns is suggested to arise from a combination 
of the importance of non-economic (lifestyle) utility preferences and, in some instances, the 
anticipation of future capital gains.  Both factors (and income) can be considered as utilities, 
with differing (and changeable) values to different people.  Persistence with farming infers 
some equilibrium amid the utility mix, with potential for change.  At the margin, there must 
be a tipping point where the trade-off between utilities adjusts, and one utility is forgone in 
favour of another.  For example, high capital rewards may induce supply of land if the value 
of lifestyle utilities falls, or income declines further.   Likewise the elasticity of supply may 
adjust if income returns improve.  Recognising the variable commercial circumstances of 
peri-urban farms, at a regional scale the equilibrium of economic and non-economic utilities 
is delicately balanced.     
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17. 3  Land Market Dynamics 
The research discovered that there is no significant statistical difference between the 
price elasticity of demand for amenity (small) land parcels and production (large) land parcels 
in the case LGAs.  All parcel size transaction data analysed displayed highly elastic demand 
price sensitivity, suggesting consistency of purchasing proclivities across the entire land 
market.  However, there is potential for cross-elasticity between parcel size categories, if, for 
example, supply of small parcels reduced, causing demand for larger parcels to increase.  The 
finding also reflects dominance of small land parcels in the case regions (parcels greater than 
40 hectares represent 1%, 9% and 13% of total parcels in Yarra Ranges Shire, Macedon 
Ranges Shire and Baw Baw Shire respectively), that is, the regions are dominantly ‘amenity’ 
landscapes.  It is noted that the PED analysis which differentiates small and large parcels is 
relevant to agriculture only when production and amenity demand determinants compete, but 
in the case LGAs, where expanding farms may be committed to acquire small parcels, the two 
demand sets are in competition.   It is the absolute value, rather than demand elasticity which 
constrains farm expansion, and absolute value is a product of demand for amenity land use.   
Correlations between land transaction activity and dwelling permit activity are 
positive, but not statistically significant (other than in Yarra Ranges Shire).  Correlations 
between agricultural commodity prices, farm performance and land transaction activity are 
also generally low.  It is notable that correlation of demand for land and farm income in Baw 
Baw LGA during periods of strong dairy performance was not significant.  A logical 
hypothesis is that farmers require a sustained period of strong economic performance to 
respond with land acquisition, both to recover from periods of poor income, and to gain 
sufficient confidence in future performance.   
In production dominated areas it is postulated that farmers would be reluctant 
suppliers of land during periods of strong income performance, unless disposal is already 
contemplated.  Negative correlation of cash income from dairy and transaction activity 
described in Chapter 14, is unsurprising given: a) large year-on-year volatility of income 
receipts over the period considered (mean income adjusted to 2015 dollar value is $109,000, 
and a standard deviation of $38,600) (ABARES, 2016); b) preference for acquisition of 
contiguous or close proximal land for farm expansion; and c) a range of other factors likely to 
influence long-run investment decisions. 
It is noted also that whereas amenity land purchasers consume land as a single unit, 
farmers may consume land as expansion to an existing unit.  In the latter case, the ‘value’ 
attributable to land is influenced by proximal benefit (efficiency gains from existing 
infrastructure and plant) and it is logical to postulate that demand for expansion land will be 
less elastic than land which is remote from an existing farm property.  These, and factors such 
as variable supply velocity cast some doubt on conclusions which can be drawn from the PED 
findings.  It is suggested that the extent to which dairy farmers are prepared to invest in 
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additional land has as much to do with the expectation of capital growth, as it does with 
increased production efficiency. That theory is supported by responses provided by 
informants (e.g. Baw Baw respondent F47, Chapter 16). 
 
 
17.4   Succession 
  Dwellings are permissible in all rural zones in the case LGAs.  Chapter 11 found that 
the value added by a dwelling permit is embedded in the market value of all land.  That 
embedded value is the dominant source of the poor LV:PV ratio and it is the cause of poor 
succession of farming and deterritorialization of the peri-urban farming complex.  The 
overwhelming majority of farms in the case LGAs are found to be sub-commercial, and 
farmers are suggested to either remain on the land for reasons other than income, or they 
aspire to sell.  Persistence of farming on poor income also prevails beyond the peri-urban 
region, explaining one reason why 90% of farmed land is farmed by families (ABARES, 
2016) and why non-family owned corporate entities, which are profit maximizers, do not 
dominate the agricultural sector (by number of farms).  This thesis suggests that, unless 
planning rules which govern dwelling entitlements and subdivision capacity change, those 
‘economically irrational’ continuing farmers are, by and large, the last generation likely to 
persist with farming, particularly in Macedon Ranges Shire.  Persistence endures where 
farmers have assumed to have “decoupled from simple commercial motivations” (Butt, 
2013:207), subordinating economic utility to retain amenity utility.  That hypothesis is 
contestable in certain circumstances, as noted in Section 17.3.   However, land ownership 
change requires commercial motivations, and if those commercial motivations are incapable 
of satisfaction, as is the case for many farms in the case LGAs, there can be no succession of 
farming.  Instead, large land parcels have, and will continue to fragment to sizes preferred by 
amenity users and are likely to transition to amenity use.  Whereas ageing farmers persist with 
sub-economic farm returns as a lifestyle choice, pending full or partial retirement or death, the 
motives and imperatives for younger aspiring farmers are more commercially circumspect. 
 
Addressing each of the succession scenarios presented by Potter and Lobley (1996) in 
Chapter 4, it is suggested here that the peri-urban LGAs investigated are particularly 
vulnerable to low succession rates, and Macedon Ranges Shire is most at risk.  The 
expectation of succession is poor due to comparatively small farm scale, high land value and 
low expansion probability.  The benefits arising from the Successor Effect (Potter and Lobley, 
1996) will not manifest without the prospect of a successor.  The Retirement Effect (Potter and 
Lobley, 1996) is therefore suggested here to be the most likely scenario; that is, disinvestment, 
the impermanence syndrome, succession failure and land use transition.  Barr’s (2009:58) 
prediction of the fate of areas with poor succession prospects closely resembles Macedon 
Ranges Shire’s predicament: a “gentrified landscape of farming retirees and professional 
commuters”.  Inwood and Sharp’s (2012) observation of succession scenarios in peri-urban 
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regions resonates in Macedon Ranges Shire.  Inwood and Sharp (2012) note that where there 
is an heir, enterprise adaption to capture increased income can be achieved by either 
horizontal (more land), or vertical growth (Inwood and Sharp, 2012).  Vertical growth 
increases production on the same land area, employing innovation with production of niche, 
high value products.  It is suggested that the land capability of small land parcels in Macedon 
Ranges Shire is not suited to small niche businesses reliant upon proximity to urban markets 
and consequently vertical adaption is difficult.  Conversely, the research shows that very 
small, capital intensive specialist industries can flourish in parts of Yarra Ranges Shire, which 
combines a lengthy history of production in small clusters, with close proximity to 
metropolitan markets. 
 
 
17.5  A New Farmer Identity   
This research discovered an exception to the ‘last generation’ theory which may have 
important consequences for retention of at least some farming businesses.  The neo-agrarian 
‘recreational farmer’ identity characterized in Chapter 13 as a passionate and committed 
farmer, who is not reliant upon farm income either for survival, or return on capital, is present 
in each of the case LGAs.  These farmers are distinguished from hobby farmers by the scale of 
their farm business, rather than commercial viability, which is variable. None of the land user 
definitions discovered in the literature and summarized in Table 2, Chapter 2 identify the 
particular identity characteristics defined here. 
 
Recreational farmers may have inherited, or acquired farm properties, and in either 
case they are comparatively wealthy.  A number of implications for continuity of farming 
arise from this identity profile.  First, recreational farmers retain their farms because they 
choose to, rather than persist with farming, due to a lack of choice.  Second, they have 
proclivity for a functional farm scale, and are generally net aggregators of land to achieve 
scale.  Third, they have access to capital for farm improvement, including substantial 
dwellings, the effect of which is to ‘staple’ aggregated parcels and infrastructure together into 
a farm unit that will appeal to similar individuals and therefore protect land from 
fragmentation.  ‘Trophy’ farm properties tend to be traded in-tact.  Each of the parcels 
acquired and aggregated by recreational farmer (F38) profiled in Chapter 13, had capacity for 
fragmentation and that may have been the fate of the land had that farmer not had an adjacent 
holding and the financial capacity to respond to land offered for sale in a timely manner.  
Finally, presupposing a desire for continuity, wealth in the family enables intergenerational 
succession.   
 
It is postulated that estate planned land holding entities (testamentary or discretionary 
trusts) are likely to be employed with higher prevalence by wealthy, commercially 
sophisticated land owners.  Transaction friction (taxes and duties) are reduced or extinguished 
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in these structures, making interfamilial succession more likely.  It is suggested that potential 
for income deficiencies to be off-set against capital gains from land inflation where farmers 
are not reliant on income as a return on investment in the LV:PV ‘commerciality’ construct, is 
more likely to prevail amid high wealth, high income recreational farmers.  Chapter 13 
suggests that recreational farmers, as defined here, are vulnerable to taxation provisions that 
discriminate against certain categories of tax payers and perversely, those same provisions 
encourage small parcel hobby farmers. 
 
 
17.6  Policy Drivers 
 
State sponsored policy discourse around development in the peri-urban region, centres 
on economic growth, housing needs and preferences, and the tourism and leisure industries.  
References to Victoria’s regions in ‘Plan Melbourne’ (2014) are framed around the notion of a 
‘State of Cities’, with autonomous economic self-sufficiency, employment centres, and 
housing options, to enable the regions to “…take a greater share of population growth”, and to 
“Rebalance Victoria’s population growth from Melbourne to rural and regional Victoria…” 
(DELWP, 2014a).  Localized Planning Statements for Macedon Ranges Shire and Yarra 
Ranges Shire, initiated by the Minister for Planning, in development at the time of writing, 
appear from their terms of reference to emulate the economic goals articulated in Plan 
Melbourne, where attention to environmental protection is confined largely to preservation of 
tourism ‘assets’.  Policy discourse within local government acknowledges agriculture as an 
economic contributor, but as a land use it is subordinate to amenity use, and conveniently for 
those who share that perspective, the ‘viability’ of agriculture is impaired by high land values.  
The inevitability of agriculture’s demise as a consequence of ‘economic progress’ is argued to 
be a sad reality, and therefore unworthy of resistance.  ‘The horse has bolted’ and similar 
metaphors, frequently feature in interview transcripts generated by this research. 
 
Plan Melbourne (2014) identifies “iconic places” in the peri-urban region, and 
highlights “…the types of infrastructure, environmental and recreational assets they provide 
for Melbourne’s residents and visitors” (DELWP, 2014a). Macedon Ranges Shire is said to 
contain valuable tourism assets, including Hanging Rock and equine and wine industries.  
‘Economic activities’ listed do not include agriculture, and it is notable that this research 
discovered only a small sub-commercial wine industry and, with a few exceptions, equine 
enterprises that are only hobbyist in nature.  Reference to the Yarra Valley and Dandenong 
Ranges (Yarra Ranges Shire) emphasises tourism assets and intensive horticulture.  Central 
Gippsland is noted for its brown coal production, and there is scant reference to agriculture 
despite its status as one of the State’s largest dairy production areas.  These characterizations 
of peri-urban and regional Victoria in Plan Melbourne (2014) and elsewhere are ‘economic’, 
and agriculture is devalorized amid other activities and resources.  The peri-urban regions are 
an economic ‘resource’ and an economic ‘repository’ as a solution to population growth 
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which has not been adequately catered to elsewhere.  As McFarland (2015:176) observes “The 
peri-urban is where the non-urban is consumed for urban purposes and such consumption 
results in loss of land that previously provided non-urban support and services”. 
 
Economics is the principal planning policy imperative and its influence can be found 
throughout the hierarchy of policy documents and statements and in the local government 
growth narrative.  The market oriented planning system described above facilitates 
commercial tendencies, but within that system the public good is subordinated and sustainable 
intergenerational resource security is threatened. 
 
Plan Melbourne (2014) and the Metropolitan Planning Authority’s Precinct Structure 
Plan objectives include a range of positive infrastructure aspirations.  However, the plans 
necessarily envision transition of the peri-urban region, and, for other than environmental 
(economic) assets, they do not contemplate ‘preservation’, nor acknowledge the potential 
desirability of preservation of traditional landscapes, social structures or land uses.  The 
regionalization model is a housing-transport anchored strategy that lacks local employment 
strategies and therefore perpetuates the commuter-based peri-urban model, rather than 
fostering genuine regionalism.   
 
The inadequacy of regional planning is exemplified by the impact of the closure of 
major electricity generation and timber milling businesses in the La Trobe Valley, illustrating 
the vulnerability of planning which has as its foundational goal, expansion of housing options 
for a growing population and inadequate holistic spatial planning to ensure that the population 
has secure employment, along with adequate services and infrastructure.  Amendment C47 to 
the La Trobe planning scheme, introduced by former Planning Minister Guy in 2011, 
provided zoning changes to enable 3,500 new residential lots in the La Trobe Valley towns of 
Moe, Newborough, Traralgon, Morwell and Churchill in response to “…substantial further 
[population] growth” projections (Taffa, 2011).  The unemployment rate in the La Trobe SA3 
statistical area was 7.9% in 2011, around 40% higher than the national average (ABS, 2011).  
Despite knowledge of the medium-term retirement of the Hazelwood power station, and 
VicForests’ withdrawal of timber supplies to the Australian Sustainable Hardwoods mill at 
Heyfield, with potential to jointly increase unemployment in the region by 1,000 people, a 
substantial release of new residential parcels into an already high unemployment catchment 
was considered by Minister Guy to be necessary to “…better integrate planning processes” 
and “…address the alarming shortage of residential land supply” (Taffa, 2011).   
Economic pressures in peri-urban shires have evolved endogenously, as traditional 
income and cost structures have altered with dilution of agricultural activity and transition to 
multifunctional land uses.  Fiscal pressure on local government arising from the devolution of 
services from the State, and the need to cater to increasing populations migrating from urban 
areas, with urbanseque amenity expectations, drives the economic agenda.  The fiscal 
predicament of many rural shires due to population growth, including Baw Baw and Macedon 
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Ranges shires is parlous.  Ironically, continued population growth is considered a rational 
response to burgeoning budgetary pressure, particularly since the Victorian Government’s 
‘rate capping’ policy was introduced.  A Baw Baw Shire councillor’s advertence to the 
relation between fiscal sustainability and population growth exemplifies the influence of 
economics in planning:  
 
“We need 500 brand new homes a year, to keep the [budget] status quo” 
(Baw Baw F,C1). 
 
 
17.7  Land Use Capability 
Chapter 15 identified the failure of planning to effectively satisfy the desire of 
individuals to settle small rural parcels within a sustainable land use model, pointing to 
obvious flaws in the SPPF, LPP and in implementation governance.  Most conspicuous is lack 
of attention to, and policy design of differing VACP potential in different LGAs.  The contrast 
between Baw Baw and Macedon Ranges shires in respect to viable use of small parcels and 
the variable planning problems that arise is an exemplar.  This thesis suggests that in Macedon 
Ranges Shire, there are few obvious agricultural enterprises that can be considered 
‘commercial’ on small parcels, with the possible exception of equine industries and 
viticulture, and only in certain capital intensive modes.  It is notable that in respect to 
viticulture, there were only 16 producers identified in Macedon Ranges Shire in the 2011 
census, and only one generated EVAO greater than $22,500 per annum (and less than 
$50,000).  Commerciality is less problematic in Baw Baw Shire and parts of Yarra Ranges 
Shire, where small parcel farming for certain enterprises can be defended as commercial, 
sustainable, and less likely to revert to amenity use.  The thesis suggests that synthesis of 
knowledge around the implications of parcel size, land use capability and zoning distribution 
is weak, contributing to inappropriate land uses. 
 
In its review of the Victorian planning system (2017), the Victorian Auditor General 
found that “state planning policies do not define valuable or strategic agricultural land” and 
that “Many [councils] have no recent data to [map their valuable agricultural land] accurately” 
(Auditor General Victoria, 2017:63). 
 
17.8   Administrative Discretion 
 
The neoliberal policy format which adheres to ‘highest and best use’ of land, allowed 
and encouraged to achieve ‘highest and best use’ by the exercise of private property rights, is 
the intended default land use allocation process in Victoria.  Planning tools, including zoning 
provisions, enable that process to prevail over policy objectives through the application of 
discretion.  Devolution of planning implementation to local government, charged with 
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interpretation of passive, ambiguous policy guidances rather than prescription, and freedom of 
municipal councillors to determine planning decisions based on either ill-informed 
interpretations of discretionary power, or deliberate misuse of discretionary power, is 
fundamental to community dissatisfaction with peri-urban planning.  The postulate argued 
here is that incidences of poor governance are not subjected to adequate oversight by the 
State, and that they are therefore allowed to perpetuate as an integral part of the operation of 
the planning system. 
 
Planning officers appear to reference planning schemes in a fulsome manner, 
considering the purpose of zones, as well as statutory provisions, however, divergence is 
observed where planning officers succumb to pressure arising from poor planning decision 
precedents, and relentless property rights advocacy by councillors.   
 
The research discovered a number of significant governance failures in the case LGAs.  
Inadequate due diligence is undertaken to determine whether applications for dwelling permits 
on land which requires functional justification for a dwelling under local planning policies are 
legitimate.  Municipalities acknowledged that they do not have staff qualified to assess the 
viability or sustainability of farm businesses, and that they do not seek independent 
assessment of dwelling permit applications when ancillary to a proposed farm business.  
Discretion is an essential part of any governance regime where prescription is incapable of 
dealing equitably with all potential scenarios.  However, where governance is almost entirely 
discretionary the potential for flawed planning determinations is high.  In Victoria, discretion 
is called for to resolve almost all planning applications.   
 
A corollary to the breadth and importance of relevant information required to inform 
discretionary decisions inferred in zone ordinance Decision Guidelines and Local Planning 
Policy is the need for fulsome investigation.  Chapter 15 highlighted the lack of prescription 
in the SPPF and VPP, noting instead that provisions are vague and ambiguous guidances.  
Inadequate reference to specialist farm management advice is a failure to exercise the 
reasonable care and diligence required to make discretionary decisions and the lack of 
prescription in policy documents contributes to the failure. 
 
17.9  Knowledge Poverty 
 It is postulated that findings of defects in the planning system are in part the product of 
systemic knowledge deficiencies.  Municipal government bureaucracies have a variable but 
generally poor understanding of local land capabilities, and consequently capacity to develop 
and implement effective policy responses is impaired.  Councillors interviewed and otherwise 
observed have variable understandings of planning policy at both a strategic and statutory 
level.  Discourse in the case LGAs suggests that the public is confused and frustrated by its 
interpretation of the planning system as practiced, which the research found to conflict with a 
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rational interpretation of published planning policy.  Baw Baw Shire residents confronted 
with the following statement may find rhetoric difficult to reconcile with the instances of 
policy divergence cited in Chapter 15: 
“The municipality has trialled [sic] and implemented innovative new 
planning policies and controls regarding the ‘age old’ issues of non-farm 
related dwellings and subdivision in rural areas, which have become a model 
for use elsewhere throughout the State.  The essence of the approach is to 
ensure that no new dwelling is constructed on highly productive agricultural 
land unless it is associated with a ‘legitimate’ agricultural use, that meets the 
‘minimum productivity benchmarks’, and is attached to a ‘future obligation’ 
that an equivalent agricultural use (as a minimum) continues on the land into 
the future” (Hansen, 2016:66, citing Baw Baw 2050 Community Vision). 
A multi-layered, contradictory, ambiguous and complex planning system affectively 
denies knowledge to the public.  Participants in the peri-urban land market assemblage exhibit 
poor knowledge of policy objectives, rather focus is on political levers capable of achieving 
desired planning outcomes.  Knowledge of the planning complex is reserved for an elite 
professional and academic few. 
This research was not able to discern existence of a functional dialectic informed by 
quality data circulating within the peri-urban land market assemblage and consequently 
resolution of important planning issues through rational argument is suppressed.  Planning is 
the subject of debate; however, discourse is normative and characterized by false or distorted 
assertions incapable of evolving beyond a sophistical substitute for authentic knowledge.  In a 
spatially disbursed rural setting, with a smaller, less informed local citizenry, communicative 
planning, such that the planning system permits, is less effective providing less resistance to 
land use planning failure, than may be the case in a more informed, vigorously contested, and 
electorally coveted urban context.   
Habermas’s notion of ‘communicative action’ argues that a precondition for 
understanding to arise from discourse, is that those engaged must be capable of defending the 
veracity of assertions made (Yates, 2011).  Normative debate which is not knowledge based is 
often goal oriented and not intended as a dialectical exchange to achieve a mediated 
consensus (Fultner, 2011).  A goal oriented, performance based planning system, with 
competing agents advocating for personal outcomes characterizes the land market assemblage 
described in Chapter 15.  The political nature of discretionary planning administration, which 
is sharply defined by competing social and private values, encourages adversarial positions to 
gravitate to self-serving arguments, producing variable outcomes and continuing conflict. 
Local planning policies make ostensibly informed reference to agriculture, however 
this research discovered that there is scant contemporary detailed data referenced in 
production of those policies.  Most LGAs reference ABS agriculture commodity data, which 
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is not provided at an LGA level, and land capability varies significantly within LGAs.  
Tensions over issuance of dwelling permits in rural zones which call for justification of a 
dwelling ancillary to a commercial farming enterprise are unsurprising where zones are 
applied without detailed, fine-grained knowledge of land capability.  The top-down VPP 
planning system fosters deficient comprehensive planning where rigid templates prevent 
strategic planning responses to the peculiarities of localized economic, land attributes, and 
social conditions.   
The Victorian Auditor General found that:  
“…there is a ‘disconnect’ between the development of local planning policy 
and its implementation driven by councils’ frustration over the inadequacy 
of some zones and overlays for achieving local strategies and objectives”, 
and: “existing zones and overlays do not adequately distinguish outcomes 
sought by local government in different areas” (Auditor General Victoria, 
2008:31).  
The features of the more comprehensive and successful peri-urban planning 
complexes in Oregon and Copenhagen identified by McFarland (2015) included the existence 
of “widespread community understanding and ‘ownership’ of the principles underlying the 
planning system” (McFarland, 2015:174), are vital ingredients, which are absent in the 
Victorian system. 
Despite knowledge paucity, State and local governments, enthusiastically proselytize 
tangential, irrelevant, or false ‘commonsense’ propositions, such as the latent demand for 
‘productive’ small lot farms, where, with few exceptions, empirical data presented in Chapter 
10, refutes such propositions.   
 
17.10 Policy Implementation 
 
The strong impression gained, particularly in Macedon Ranges and Baw Baw Shires, 
is that local government has been caught by surprise by dramatic population growth, and its 
concomitant fiscal and social disruptions.  Strategic ‘planning’ has been its own antithesis: 
reactionary, ad hoc, and ‘too late’.  This can be attributed to poor regional planning by the 
State to enable local government to determine policy in a timely manner, poor planning by the 
State in its failure to introduce sustainable urban containment policies and associated urban 
density, transport and infrastructure initiatives; poor fine-grain knowledge of land capability, 
and the near complete absence of an effective link between State policy and its 
implementation by local government.  The latter point is the subject of further comment 
below. 
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Poor strategic planning is evidenced at one extreme by Macedon Ranges Shire 
allowing its local planning policy to languish without proper review for many years, and at 
another by the continual modification to Baw Baw Shires’ rural policies.  Baw Shire’s rural 
zones policy has been the subject of perpetual revision, and its councillors have been agitating 
for its revision constantly over the past decade.  A further review of rural zones policy, 
reported above, is in progress at the date of writing.  One interpretation of  remarks offered by 
councillors in the press is that the intention of the latest revision is to establish justification for 
more liberal policy in respect to dwellings in the rural zones, there being no obvious 
alternative motive for a review.  A panel hearing rejected Baw Baw Shire’s 2009 amendment 
C44 submission that it wished to achieve greater flexibility for tourism enterprises in the Shire 
by re-zoning 28,000 hectares of Farming Zone land to Rural Activity Zone, rather it accepted 
submissions to the Panel that the Shire’s likely objective was to enable more dwellings 
(McRobert et al., 2009).  An agenda for relaxation of dwelling policy in the Farming Zone is 
subtly embedded in evolving local planning policy statements, which are recruited and 
promoted in the land use narrative: 
 
“..economic…opportunities include traditional produce, cut flowers, fresh 
fruit, nuts, bulbs, potato seeds and the timber industry”...  
 
“Increased land values have resulted in some commercial farmers relocating 
out of the Shire where land prices are lower and the pressures from urban 
development are less. These changes and the popularity of alternative 
agricultural pursuits mean that there should be a more flexible approach to 
facilitating agricultural production” (BBPS, 2014b:s.21.07-3). 
 
Suggestion of the need for ‘a more flexible approach’ is interpreted here to mean a less 
restrictive land use policy, enabling more dwellings.  The logic that high land prices which 
are causing farmers to relocate, might be well served by a ‘more flexible approach’ is not 
apparent.  Themes of greater flexibility and the facilitation of small agrarian niche businesses 
have incrementally been inserted into the local planning policy as ‘statements’, ‘visions’, or 
‘overviews’.  The provisions of Farming Zone currently contemplate accommodating all of 
the ‘opportunities’ promoted above by Baw Baw Shire, if they conform to the zone decision 
guidelines.  The zone intends to accommodate legitimate farm enterprises that may be 
excluded from having a dwelling by virtue of parcel size.  If the planning scheme is 
administered correctly, none of the ‘opportunities’ identified are excluded, and farmers would 
not relocate due to increased land values. None of the small parcel producer informants who 
responded to this research indicated a prospect of commerciality.  The agrarian myth, cited in 
Chapter 2 as having precipitated land fragmentation, is perpetuated by Baw Baw Shire and 
Macedon Ranges Shire councils which defend dwelling approvals on small land parcels.   
‘Fresh fruit, nuts, bulbs, flowers’, etc., are argued to be ‘productive’ enterprises suited to 
small parcels.  However Chapter 11 finds that, excluding small pockets in Yarra Ranges 
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Shire, such businesses are by and large hobbyist, incapable of commercialization, and not in 
conformance with the Farming Zone decision guidelines in respect to dwelling permits. 
 
Observations made during the research support the conclusion that contemporary Baw 
Baw Shire councils are either ambivalent about preservation of farmland, or they are resigned 
to land use transition as an inevitability of ‘economic progress’.  Informants report that a 
majority of councillors in Macedon Ranges and Baw Baw shires do not agree with the rural 
planning policies, and in particular, dwelling permit provisions in the Farming Zone.  
Promotion of Baw Baw Shire as developer of a land use planning ‘model for use elsewhere in 
the State’ (Hansen, 2016) is difficult to reconcile with historical events.   
Despite grandiose undertakings to ‘ensure’ outcomes presented in planning policies, 
the SPPF under the administration of local government, is not achieving objectives outlined in 
policy according to community expectations.  Consequently there is variable, but consistent 
disillusionment, cynicism and in some instances hostility toward the planning system and the 
rational legal authority of administrative discretion is fragile.  Problems with policy 
implementation are not peculiar to Victoria’s peri-urban region.  Implementation through local 
government discretion is recognized as a weak point in planning in many settings.  The 
Oregon experience summarized in Chapter 5 reflects on the evolution of a generally 
efficacious farmland protection planning system which identified planning implementation 
failure early after its inception and introduction of a whole-of-state response to ensure 
consistent application of the planning rules.  As suggested elsewhere, variance between the 
Oregon approach to dealing with implementation failure and the Victorian approach is argued 
to be a reflection of differing intent.  Oregon’s resolve to protect farmland is evident.  
Victoria’s policy of non-intervention to rectify implementation failure is also evident. 
 
 
17.11 Democratic Planning and Rational-Legal Authority 
 
Observation of the function of local government politics and political actors as they 
are loosely bound by legitimate authority as implementer of State and local planning policy, 
and as inherently political actors concerned with achieving their personal political success 
criteria, exposed a planning system in the case LGAs with its ‘rational-legal’ legitimacy 
threatened by variable competencies, vulnerable to benign nescience, inconsistency and policy 
failure (March, 2012).  Councillors encountered appear to act with virtuous intent formulated 
around personal ethical and political values, notwithstanding instances of overt policy 
repudiation, left unscrutinised by the State. 
 
Land use administration in the case LGAs is a three cornered contest between private 
property rights, overlayed by the public’s generally confused understanding of the planning 
system; a competent professional bureaucracy intimately familiar with, but constantly 
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challenged by the planning system; and elected councillors, with variable competency, 
exercising discretion across each of the property rights and policy domains, whether 
compatible, or conflicting.  A fourth contestant is the public good, ostensibly represented by 
policy, but effectively without influence, or advocacy.  The State asserts that the public good 
is protected by oversight of the planning system by VCAT, however that assertion is false 
where oversight is contingent upon third party intercession.   
 
A number of important features of the Victorian planning assemblage can be distilled 
from these observations.  First, the State, the ‘effective’ planning authority, is absent from the 
contest.  As the ‘rule-maker’, the State is an extraneous, amorphous, and incurious actor, 
which is all powerful, but, in respect to planning administration, it is non-participatory.  
Second, the public’s confused understanding of the function of planning schemes points to 
disjuncture between how it is able to rationally interpret policy as published, and how the 
actual implementation of policy is observed.  Civil society consumes and generally conforms 
to a multitude of rules, some of which are complex, counterintuitive and unpopular.  Public 
friction with the planning system can therefore logically be explained by poorly constructed 
policy, interpreted variably and inconsistent policy application, rather than failure of the 
public to comprehend the planning rules.  Third, in contrast to other legally constituted 
institutions in which separation of administrative and policy functions is a central governance 
principle, the Victorian planning system allows conflict between the two.   
 
Chapter 5 examined the influence of neo-liberal policy and governance detailed in the 
literature, anticipating that market-driven ideology would be conspicuous in the contemporary 
peri-urban planning complex.  The thesis argues that the antagonism described in the previous 
paragraph is a quintessentially neoliberal phenomenon.  Private property rights are a core tenet 
of libertarianism and staunchly defended by neoliberal orthodoxy.  Emphasis on performance 
based planning and reduced planning ‘friction’ to facilitate market efficiency, and New Public 
Management orientation to customer service, rather than professional practice is central to the 
neoliberal project.  Devolution of plan implementation to local government in a format that 
requires use of discretion as the default administrative tool, without an effective mode of 
oversight, or monitoring, and an ungoverned structure that encourages competition to resolve 
land use allocation, depicts the ‘market in action’, anticipating highest and best use of land, 
which is the favoured neoliberal mode of resource allocation. 
 
Manifestation of neoliberal philosophy in the Victorian planning complex found here 
is on one hand unremarkable, given consistent references in the literature to market driven 
political imperatives.  However, much of the scholarly effort to explain inculcation of 
neoliberal doctrine is theoretical or macro institutional level and little has considered its 
impact at the micro level of local government.  There is a paucity of close interrogation of 
local government ‘governance’, and institutional governance structures more generally, for 
example, mechanisms for delivery of State policy by local government.  Local government 
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administration of planning appears to have escaped the scrutiny of governance, public policy 
and administrative law scholars, despite its profound and permanent impact.  The void in the 
literature is unexpected given vigorous debate around the relative merits of prescription and 
flexibility and performance and conformance based planning approaches. 
 
 
17.12 Counterurbanization, Urban Spill-over and Social Identity 
 
 The ‘clean break’ hypothesis (Nelson and Sanchez, 1999), requiring evidence of 
distinct sociodemographic difference between urbanites and exurbanites, the absence of which 
is evidence of urban spillover, rather than counterurbanization, has salience in the case LGAs.  
The strong preference of new-comers to maintain a functional nexus with the city discovered 
here provides sharp contrast to long-term peri-urban residents.  Long-term peri-urban 
residents are ‘rural’.  The peri-urban geography, in its prevailing form, has evolved to be such 
during the lifetimes of those rural people, and despite the region’s contemporary geographic 
nomenclature, they are rural, and generally maintain rural cultural and social identities.  The 
peri-urban regions examined are home to these ‘rural’ social identities, and ex-urban ‘peri-
urbanites’ with variable perspectives on peri-urban.  There are some consistencies amid peri-
urbanites, inviting some suggested identity, demand determinants and mobility theories. 
 
There is a discernable ephemerality underlying some new-comer perspectives on peri-
urban life, its perceived benefits contingent upon the subsidy of urban connectivity, and 
although overwhelmingly optimistic, for some informants, peri-urban life appears to be a 
probationary adventure.  That observation is clearly not applicable to all new-comers; 
however, there is a material theme.  It is also the case that Macedon Ranges Shire new-comers 
appear to be more settled, than Baw Baw Shire new-comers.  It is postulated that this may be 
due to greater homogeneity of in-migrants in Macedon Ranges Shire than in Baw Baw Shire, 
and better transport amenities enabling Macedon Ranges Shire residents to more easily 
maintain employment and social connections with urban locations.  For some people this 
connectivity means that a move to the peri-urban area has been ‘partial’ and guided as much 
by expansion of housing options, as by the notion of a holistic social and environmental 
reorientation.  The professional, and semi-professional demographic of many Macedon 
Ranges Shire in-migrants and the social familiarity of those groups, having left similar socio-
economic urban lives, is a less foreign environment than one which is more socially 
heterogeneous, which appears to be the case in Baw Baw Shire.  Informants’ easy integration 
into the Macedon Ranges Shire lifestyle contrasts somewhat to variable integration success in 
Baw Baw Shire.  Agriculture, and the long-term ‘rural’ society in Baw Baw Shire is stronger 
and economically more important than is the case in Macedon Ranges Shire, providing 
increased barrier to deterritorialization of the Baw Baw Shire community, at least in non-
township areas of the Shire.  In contrast, Macedon Ranges Shire’s agricultural base, and 
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consequently the influence of rural society, is diminished, deterritorialized, and gentrified by 
comparatively affluent ex-urbanites.   
A contingent of Baw Baw Shire and Macedon Ranges Shire ex-urbanite residents 
conceded that a peri-urban life is not necessarily permanent, and some maintain an urban 
residence ensuring that migration to the peri-urban region is not ‘all or nothing’.  These 
insecurities may attenuate with time, or they may not.  Whereas long-term peri-urban ‘rural’ 
residents expressed no inclination to leave the region, ex-urbanites are more readily mobile.  
The fracturing effect of increased social heterogeneity in the peri-urban region is compounded 
by increasing numbers of transient residents who are uncommitted to holistic territorial 
integration. 
Arising from these insights, an understanding of the relative mobility, or permanency of 
in-migration to peri-urban locations can be posited by reference to the extent and nature of 
change experienced by migrants.  A location has two attribute sets: features at the location, 
and the spatio-temporal relationship that the location has with other valued locations.  A 
‘partial’ move may be one which provides some contrast to a previous location, but does not 
materially change valued lifestyle preferences.  An ‘idea for a theory’ to explain variable 
permanency of in-migrants between different peri-urban locations is illustrated as follows:   
Ex-urbanite professionals who move to a locality in Macedon Ranges Shire, such as 
Kyneton, or Woodend, which is well serviced by train can commute to Melbourne for work 
daily.  Informants report that the commute is generally comfortable, services are reliable and 
in many cases the commute time is similar to commuting times from within parts of the 
metropolitan area.  For the socio-demographic identity portrayed, change of residence from 
urban to peri-urban does not require a change of employment or commuting time; income 
levels can be maintained, and professional acquaintances can be preserved.  Change of 
residence has enabled continuity of, or at least similitude with established socio-economic 
preferences.  Alternatively, an ex-urbanite moving to a region which is not well endowed with 
amenities may endure increased commuting time, a change of occupation with lower income, 
disconnection from social and professional acquaintances, less familiar local socio-economic 
connections and fewer amenity preferences. 
In the first case, place of residence and perhaps housing type is a change, but other 
important lifestyle factors remain relatively constant.  In the second case there are a number 
of significant potential lifestyle changes.  It is logical to suggest that there is a lower risk of 
migration failure where there is comparative consistency of valued amenities, and if those 
valued amenities are urban-centric, the migration event is more likely urban spillover, than 
counterurbanization.  The services and landscape amenity endowments offered in both Baw 
Baw Shire and Macedon Ranges Shire are generally consistent with migration ‘pull’ 
influences identified in the literature.  However, the “specifics of place that define which rural 
areas are likely to experience growth” (Tonts and Greive, 2002:60) are also evident in the 
differentiated combinations of amenity attributes. 
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Reflections on observations offered in the literature revealed mixed findings.  The 
influence of a ‘rural idyll’ which is a dominant theme in much of the sociological writing, 
particularly by English and American authors, was not obvious in the case LGAs, at least not 
manifest in the same ways portrayed in the literature.  Macedon Ranges Shire residents do 
display attraction to ‘romanticized idyllic rural imaginings’ in historic village settings and 
adjoining landscapes.  However, desire for an agrarian lifestyle beyond village boundaries is 
not conspicuous.  People seeking a visceral physical connection with the land are a minority, 
compared to those attracted to the aesthetic features of the rural landscape.  The observations 
of Lowenthal and Prince (1965) who found some replication of the English rural image at 
Mount Macedon continue to resonate.  The ‘virtue’ of farming, available by association with 
its various signatures, also argued to be attractive, is present but not dominant in any 
consistent format.  However, the socio-economic difference between Macedon Ranges Shire 
and Baw Baw Shire residents identified above is reflected in these varying signatures.  RM 
Williams and Barbour attire is conspicuous in Macedon Ranges Shire, but rare in Baw Baw 
Shire.  Non-township residents of Baw Baw Shire appear more inclined to attempt ‘farming’ 
activities, generally consistent with traditional livestock ventures.  Social identity theory, 
which posits self-classification as, for example a farmer, to become vicariously imbued with 
its virtues was virtually absent amid informants to the research.  None of the ‘non-
commercial’ hobby farmer respondents in Baw Baw Shire chose to nominate themselves as 
farmers, despite some who were actively engaged in some farming activities.  A number of 
Macedon Ranges Shire ‘farmers’ preferred the ‘farmer’ identity, whilst acknowledging sub-
commercial operations.  The sample of respondents is too small to suggest conclusions from 
these responses.  However, it is postulated that identity self-classification as a farmer in the 
peri-urban setting may be more associated with duration, social and familial longevity, 
commitment and self-perceptions of achievement in farming, than with commercial success 
criteria, which for most is an elusive goal.   The general reluctance of most farmers to 
nominate themselves as farmers is evidence of dilution of the traditional rural social structure, 
as reliance on the agricultural economy has reduced.  This observation is consistent with 
Smailes’ (2002), suggestion that “…rural dilution is thinning out the dispersed population, 
changing its social composition and threatening the viability of some social functions” 
(Smailes, 2002:89). 
 
 
17.13 A Supply-led, Policy-led Market 
 
The important conclusion drawn from this research, to achieve its principal aim, is that 
land use transition in the region investigated is ‘supply-led’ and consequently policy-led.  
That observation is important because it directs policy scrutiny away from demand side 
distractions, and so-called beneficial externalities, to the mechanisms which determine land 
use change.  Land economics theory states that supply of particular ‘rights’ determines the use 
of land and the price of land.  Chapter 11 has substantiated the theory.  In Section 7.2.1 a 
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‘pragmatic’ framework for considering causality was proposed.  Granger’s (1980) ‘Axiom A’ 
was cited, which states that “The past and present may cause the future, but the future cannot 
cause the past” (Granger, 1980:330). Chapter 14 observed that ‘rights’ are exercised on the 
supply-side and the ‘new interests’ produced by the ‘rights’ cause a price and a demand 
response.  Applying Granger’s (1980) ‘Axiom A’, the temporal sequence of land exchange 
(and land use transition) is ‘rights’, demand, supply, price, exchange, transition.  Granger 
(1980) infers that the reverse is improbable.  Recognizing that demand pressure can influence 
policy, demand cannot activate ‘rights’, because only owners of land can exercise the ‘rights’.  
‘Axiom A’ also functions between policy and ‘rights’.  The latter is sequential to the former.  
The research has demonstrated that where use of land for a dwelling is a Section two use, the 
process of land use transition is, and can only be initiated by suppliers of land to the amenity 
market.  Aspiring amenity land users, acting rationally, will not purchase land on which a 
dwelling permit is uncertain.  A transaction event at market equilibrium price therefore 
requires a supplier to either obtain a dwelling permit in advance of a sale, or to favour a 
would-be purchaser with a purchase agreement conditional upon receipt of a dwelling permit.  
Alternatively, the administration of local planning policy in support of dwelling permits, must 
be sufficiently overt to give amenity land purchasers confidence that dwelling permits will 
issue.  Small land parcels on which dwelling permits are ‘as of right’ is policy sanctioned 
amenity supply.  In all circumstances, a transaction and land use transition is determined on 
the supply side and transition is made possible by provision of amenity ‘rights’ by planning 
policy. Land fragmentation is also a supply side function.  Land use transition cannot be 
attributed to demand alone.  Where there is no supply, demand is quiescent, theoretical and 
ineffectual.  This rudimentary axiom warrants statement because State and local planning 
policy is framed around managing demand pressures, as if demand is independently capable 
of causing land use transition.  Baw Baw Shire Planning Scheme rural zone policy states, in 
part: 
“…in more recent times there have been increasing pressures for 
subdivision and residential development of rural land, primarily for rural 
lifestyle rather than for farming purposes.  “The increasing pressures for 
land for rural lifestyle purposes has the potential to significantly impact on 
the way agricultural land is used in the Shire, particularly in regard to the 
continuation of broadacre farming such as dairying, and its contribution to 
the economy of the Shire (BBPS, 2015b:s.22.01-1).  
Demand side ‘pressure’ only functionally manifests where there is supply, and supply 
for amenity use requires policy that enables dwelling permits.  Hence demand is a response, 
rather than a cause and the demand price response is market valuation of the ‘rights’ 
conferred by policy.   
It is considered instructive to review the market for mobile telephones since 1980 to 
demonstrate demand response to supply as a sequential function.  Although there may have 
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been a whimsical desire for personal communication devices to replicate popular science 
fiction, prior to 1980 there was no actual demand for mobile telephones because there was no 
supply.  When technology and production provided supply, demand for mobile telephones 
emerged and as the features available with smart phone technology increased, demand for the 
features responded.  Demand for mobile telephones correlated directly with the availability of 
handsets and network connectivity (Lacohée et al., 2003).  Smart phones have progressively 
added attributes such as photography, SMS services, advertising, banking, gambling, internet 
connection, social media applications and applications for a range of services such as UBER.  
Availability of these attributes has morphed into dependency and with that demand has 
increased.  Demand for specific smart phone attributes is also supply-led: there was no 
observable demand for internet banking facilities on smart phones before they were offered as 
supply, but demand for those services is increasing as technology providers and banks have 
collaborated to expand supply options.  Indeed the considerable resistance to the adoption of 
the technology arising from security concerns, functional complexity and compatibility, 
required suppliers of the product to work hard to encourage demand (Barnes and Corbitt, 
2003).  Demand for the attributes of mobile phones enabled by technology is considered 
analogous with demand for the ‘rights’ enabled by policy which attach to land.  Mobile 
telephone consumers have variable demand for each of the discrete attributes offered by a 
smart phone, but all of the attributes are available and the market price of mobile phones is a 
function of the combined demand elasticity for all of the product’s attributes.  Thus the 
market price of internet banking facilities offered with a smart phone is paid by all consumers, 
whether they use that attribute, or not.  Consumers of peri-urban rural land have variable 
demand for (and valuation of) each of the array of ‘rights’ (permissible uses) made available 
by policy.  All consumers pay the same price for the aggregate smart phone features, despite 
their personal preferences (ignoring minor application costs), and consumers of peri-urban 
rural land all pay market price determined by the most highly valued permissible use.  If 
supply of the most highly valued permissible use (HBU) were removed as one of the ‘rights’ 
attaching to land, the price response would be determined by the next HBU (a smart phone 
with fewer attributes).  As the HBU hierarchy is progressively reduced by the number rights, 
thus the market price is progressively lowered and land use is altered.  Policy = rights, rights 
= land price, land price = land use. 
Demand pressure cannot precipitate land use transition to amenity use, without 
supply-side planning approval.  Demand differs from demand ‘pressure’.  Demand is 
acknowledged, but in the context examined here - consistent with the desire for mobile 
communication before it was invented - without supply of ‘rights’, amenity demand has no 
capacity to initiate land use transition, as inferred by reference in the Baw Baw Shire planning 
scheme, and planning policy narratives more generally.  Chapter 14 articulated failure of the 
market to clear supply of existing ‘amenity’ land parcels, citing decades of existing supply of 
land in both Baw Baw and Macedon Ranges shires, confirming that demand is not driving 
land use transition. 
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Nomination of demand as an autonomous cause of land use transition is a simplistic 
and incomplete theory to which local and State planning discourses refer to deflect scrutiny 
away from policy as the principal determinant of transition.  Demand is a particularly 
desirable ‘cause’ to cite because it is incapable of being directly attributable to policy, it is 
associated with growth (which is considered desirable) and it is a naturally occurring and 
familiar market function.  Planning policy is the principal cause of land use transition in the 
peri-urban LGAs examined.  Referencing the model of the peri-urban land market (Figure 13) 
presented in Chapter 7, the research has confirmed that policy has a multidirectional causal 
relationship with land use transition, on one hand forcing would-be demanders of land for 
agriculture to instead supply land which is too expensive for production use, and on another, 
through liberal dwelling policy, it creates that high land value.  It is the legal ‘rights’ and 
interests in land and the value ascribed to those ‘rights’ and interests, rather than physical 
units of land that comprise real property markets and which determine market equilibrium 
price and the quantity of land supplied to the market.  It is the ‘rights’ made available to 
amenity land users through planning policy which allow fragmentation and dwellings, that 
determine market price. 
Policy converts dormant supply into effective supply available for land use transition.  
Land use transition has been found to accelerate supply.  Figure 108 depicts the causal link 
between policy which enables amenity land use, and land use transition. 
Figure 108. Causal linkages between Policy and Land use Transition 
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 It is considered necessary to illustrate this function; elementary as it is, because 
despite the impossibility of land use transition to amenity use without policy sanction, the 
planning complex denies that policy is culpable.  The highly fragmented landscape assists 
transition by providing the ‘ideal’ parcel size preferred by amenity land users, but it is not a 
cause of land use transition without the attachment of ‘rights’ provided by policy.  Rights to 
further fragment land, also conferred by policy, add to the inventory of ‘ideal’ amenity land 
parcels.  Declining farm income, low rates of formal superannuation provisioning and poor 
rates of farm succession encourage supply of land to the market, but they do not cause land 
use transition unless demand for particular ‘rights’ can be satisfied by policy.  Rather, poor 
succession rates are the product of the ‘rights’ conferred by policy.  The availability of 
planning permission adds ‘amenity’ value to land, which lifts total land value to levels well in 
excess of production value.  Chapter 11 found that the aggregate amenity value component of 
all land parcels up to 40 hectares (comprising 87%, 99% and 91% of all parcels in Baw Baw 
Shire, Yarra Ranges Shire and Macedon Ranges Shire, respectively), was 20% in Baw Baw 
Shire, 25% in Yarra Ranges Shire and almost 27% in Macedon Ranges Shire.  ‘Supply’ is not 
simply land supply, it is ‘permit enabled land supply’, that is, land to which policy has 
conferred the ‘legal rights and interests’ which produce amenity value. 
  
17.14 The Land Market & Planning Assemblage 
 
The research aspired: 
 
To understand the influence of Principals, Facilitators, Policy Makers and External 
Agents, on the function of the peri-urban land market, contextualized within the ‘structure’ 
and subject to the ‘mechanisms’ of the market model. 
As the peri-urban land market is ‘supply-led’ the most influential Principals are sellers 
(suppliers) of land.  Suppliers are given influence by policy makers and implementers, and 
enabled by the structure and mechanisms of the planning system. The research argues that 
demand, as an autonomous element, has little influence on land use transition, but if supply is 
enabled, it allows transition to manifest.  Facilitators are actors in the planning complex, 
including planning officers who are often reluctant servants of policy, municipal councillors, 
who are frequently active supporters and proponents of supply, and real estate agents whom 
this research has found to have a low influence on (permit enabled) supply.  The most 
influential External Agents are banks.  Banks with agribusiness expertise have strong 
appreciation of capital structure and land value in the farm sector, and are proactive in 
encouraging farmers to fragment land holdings to maximize potential for debt reduction, 
capital redeployment and risk reduction.  The local press is sensitive to rural planning 
controversy and from observed instances it appears to have a rudimentary, but sound 
understanding of policy.  Discourses encountered often referenced cases made public by the 
local press, which is generally critical of the politicization of planning.  Policy Makers include 
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local government, which ostensibly has a low level of influence other than at the 
implementation level.  However, as administration of policy is a discretionary function, its 
influence on ‘actually existing’ policy is significant. 
The State controls planning policy, and this research has shown that the format of the 
VPP, the discretionary performance-based system of administration of policy, and the State’s 
indifference to oversight of the latter, is central to dysfunction in the land use allocation 
system.  Review of State planning policy within the VPP, Plan Melbourne and in a range of 
planning document statements suggests that preservation of land for farming in the peri-urban 
region is not a policy priority.  The planning complex nurtures supply-side influence, assists 
proponents of supply and actively avoids intervention where market economics and 
sustainable land uses may require objective mediation. 
 Deluzian assemblage theory has many reference points in the peri-urban land market.  
Market actors are both autonomous from and servient to the assemblage, sometimes 
converging and at other times disconnected (Wise, 2011).  Principals best fit this description: 
intensely focussed whilst engaged in land exchange or use transition and often disengaged 
and indifferent once the transaction or land use change event is complete. The function of 
actor network theory, aligned with assemblage theory, brings disparate and otherwise 
unaffiliated groups together to collaborate to achieve goal seeking objectives or as 
competitors with conflicting views.  The politics of planning is the catalyst for this 
assemblage convergence where private property rights prevail upon local government 
councillors and the planning complex to advance planning objectives.  Councillors network 
with constituents, other councillors and the planning administration to achieve their policy 
goals and to advance their political profile amid voters.  Councillors are permanent 
assemblage actors, but within constantly reforming assemblage(s).  ‘Fluidity’ within the 
planning assemblage (Wise, 2011) is present as landholders move to opposing policy 
perspectives, at times dividing otherwise compatible personal beliefs or to form new alliances.  
Assemblages are said to be a coming together of individual singularities and mechanisms 
(Van Wezemael, 2010), and they also fracture and reform as individuals and their interactions 
with the mechanisms enter and exit a planning event.  As these discrete events come and go, 
the macro planning assemblage continues, in a transformed state. Banks were found to be 
ubiquitous within the meta land market/planning assemblage, and functionally ephemeral 
within specific planning related episodes.  Banks active in the agricultural sector are 
intimately familiar with the income and capital circumstances of farmers.  With a legal 
‘interest’ in land, they have capacity to influence land use by advising, and perhaps directing 
farmers to manage income and capital risk through planning mechanisms and transaction 
events.  The dual and potentially competing identity roles that banks have as service providers 
to customers and joint holders of an ‘interest’ in land, can, in some circumstances, add tension 
to decisions which determine the perpetuation or succession of farming.  The research has 
shown that positive intervention of banks can encourage farmers to initiate asset management 
decisions which may prolong functional sustainability of farms.  However, such asset 
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management decisions may require political intervention and conflict with planning policy. 
Conflicting ethical and property rights values, which challenge some land holders, 
typify the multiplicity of interconnecting assemblage elements described by Deleuze and 
Guattari (Wise, 2011).  Planning administrators occupy a complex role in the planning 
assemblage, interacting and reflexing to changing policy, changing council composition with 
different policy perspectives (both those of individual councillors and as constituent members 
of the plenary council group), and with citizens.  Farmers of retirement age dealing with 
succession decisions, declining income and high land values pivot awkwardly between strong 
lifestyle, farmland conservation values, and rewards available from ‘inevitable’ land use 
transition.  The extended farming family assemblage, including aspiring successors and other 
siblings forms a delicate dynamic as commerciality, lifestyle, intergenerational equity and 
collective welfare issues are confronted, often at non-preferred life stages and in inconvenient 
economic circumstances. 
The planning assemblage swells as events made public by planning decisions which 
appear to contradict policy are exposed by principals who have failed to navigate the politics 
of local government planning administration to achieve their goals.  The observed planning 
episode detailed in Chapter 16 was one such event, where the Macedon Ranges press gave 
prominence to its perception of inequity arising from political intervention in the planning 
process, and planning administration in the Shire came to dominate social discourse.  
Expansion of the planning assemblage embraced many formerly disengaged citizens to 
demonstrate widespread dissatisfaction with the administration of planning in the Shire.  As 
the scale of the assemblage grew, the rapidity, extent and intensity of connections between 
principals, policy administrators, external agents and the public increased. Politicians were 
drawn reluctantly into the debate and a number of retired champions of opposing planning 
ideologies re-entered the assemblage to proselytize private property rights, agricultural 
preservation and governance perspectives.  The spatial extent of the assemblage expanded 
beyond the Shire to the State capital and media modes expanded from the local press to local 
radio and social media. 
This assemblage expansion achieved its crescendo within three weeks of public 
revelation of the planning controversy and rapidly waned once actors had each stated their 
respective positions.  However, the assemblage persists, comprised of its principal 
antagonists; the principals, who along with some supporters and a vigilant local press, 
continue to agitate for improved planning governance.  The emergence of this assemblage 
encouraged peripheral narratives, including observations of self-interested behaviours, anti-
growth sentiment, private property rights, economic rationalism, governance and democracy, 
and agrarian virtue.  Thus the assemblage inspired a wide ranging contest of ideas, some 
directly related to the planning event and others tangentially connected.  Similar narratives 
were observed in Baw Baw Shire, revolving around both particular planning decision 
episodes and more broadly connected with proposed revisions of local rural planning policy. 
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Planning discourse in Baw Baw Shire is dominated by municipal councillors’ commentary, 
which is routinely reported in the local press.  The ‘mechanisms’ and ‘systems’ of the land 
market and planning assemblage comprise a complex ‘rhizome’ (Deleuze and Guattari, 1980) 
of policy, administration, and market functions, which operate to produce differentiated 
circumstances, contingent upon the agency, competency, determination and legal rights of 
individuals.  Both circularities and unidirectional elements operate to produce the 
differentiated planning outcomes.  Figure 109 depicts a hierarchy which relates citizens to 
policy via the democratic model, but the nexus between policy and governance; agency given 
to local government by citizens, is tenuous and there is no feedback connection between the 
nodes of governance and policy.   
 
Figure 109. Governance in the Planning Assemblage 
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uses, is a politicized and competitive model vulnerable to breakages in the connection 
between publicly endorsed policy and actually existing planning.  Such breakages constitute 
new ‘individual’ assemblages which coexist within, but distinct from the formal planning 
assemblage, inviting multiple emergences and consequential inequities.  Citizens participating 
in informal political assemblages are exposed to asymmetric power relationships and 
consequentially variable planning outcomes, as was the case in the episode observed in 
Macedon Ranges Shire.  The “materialities” and “expressivities” (Hillier, 2010:239) within 
the VPP format; comprising the human endeavour and documentary materials and procedures 
respectively, are the process by which the planning complex applies its ‘causal powers’ 
(Sayer, 2000) to determine land use transition.  Understanding causation as a consequence of 
the existence of causal powers is a central objective of the critical realism epistemology 
referenced in this research. 
 The spatial, social, economic and agricultural character of the case LGAs are 
constituent elements of the land market and planning assemblage(s).  A comparatively 
resilient ‘rural’ society, supported by an economically important and more politically 
powerful agricultural economy in Baw Baw Shire, exhibits strong linkages within farming 
communities and between farmers, bankers and municipal councillors.  A number of farmers 
are councillors and are observed to hold considerable power within the council chamber and 
with the planning administration.  None of the Macedon Ranges Shire or Yarra Ranges Shire 
councillors are farmers. 
 The durability of the land market and planning assemblage(s) is variable in its micro 
and meso levels, contingent upon the political gravity of particular micro planning episodes, 
power relations between assemblage elements and the competency of policy administrators, 
amongst other influences.  Although weakened in prominence as a discrete micro event, the 
Macedon Ranges Shire episode retains identity in the macro land use planning assemblage 
and will emerge as part of the historical narrative each time a planning controversy arises in 
Macedon Ranges Shire, at least in the foreseeable future.  Planning precedents referenced 
normatively in the social memory and formally in local government and VCAT records are 
part of the perpetuating narrative that fuels re-emergence of contentious decisions and 
perpetuation of the planning assemblage as an adversarial forum.  The uncertainty that fuels 
tension in the planning assemblage would be removed if an exclusive agricultural use zone 
were introduced, and many of the characterizations of the planning complex offered in this 
section would not be applicable. 
 
 
17.15 A Consistent Market Model 
 
The peri-urban market model is not an example of a naturally functioning market in 
which civil society mediates between the public good and private property rights to achieve a 
socially agreed value equilibrium, rather, as questioned in the Research Aims, it is a 
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compromise imposed by the “permanent economic tribunal” of neoliberal policy and 
governance (Foucault, 1978: Lecture 21). 
One of the research Aims asked whether there is consistency of attitudes and behaviours 
of actors in peri-urban land markets, or whether geographic, social, economic, demographic, 
and political difference may suggest multiple models.  Difference is evident in the case 
LGAs; however, in respect to the model elements identified in this research, consistency is 
more dominant.  This consistency is the product of the universality of the SPPF and VPP and 
the flaws within those policies, identified above.  The politicized function of local 
government and its exercise of discretion is also an institutionalized model and the highly 
fragmented landscape across the case LGAs is also a consistent feature.  Each of the LGAs is 
a target ‘repository’ and a ‘resource’ nominated in State policy.  The region is a site for new 
housing development and economic growth, and for other than tourism ‘assets’, policy 
formulation has little regard for preservation of the rural landscape.  These consistent systems 
are reflected in consistency of behaviour of actors in Macedon Ranges and Baw Baw Shires, 
in particular.  Supply side property rights generally fostered by municipal councillors feature 
as the dominant land use discourse, and the public reflex is to exercise political influence to 
achieve planning outcomes.  The economic growth narrative dominates the direction of 
planning, more so in Baw Baw, and Yarra Ranges Shires, than in Macedon Ranges Shire. 
 
 
17.16 An Alternative Planning System 
 
The possibility of disrupting the structure and mechanisms of the peri-urban land 
market model is offered, beginning with a context for the valuation of farmland.  Indifference 
toward preservation of land for farming is suggested to arise, in part, from misclassification of 
land as an infinite, or a replenishable resource.  It is incongruous that exhaustible resource 
theory is not more conspicuous in peri-urban policy discourse, despite many ‘sustainability’ 
references in the SPPF.  The notion that the ‘invisible hand’ can reallocate land use back to 
agriculture, once converted to amenity use is fallacious, as argued in Chapter 7.  The value 
added to small land parcels with the addition of a dwelling is substantial and many times 
greater than production land value.  Increased dwelling density restricts agricultural 
operations and generates land use conflict.  Profit maximization theory is invalid and 
inoperable once land is withdrawn from agriculture and agricultural systems dissolve.  
Economic rationalist theory turns to the land reversion argument with little resistance, despite 
its obvious flaws.   
Amendment of the SPPF and VPP, and consequential changes to LPPs is an obvious 
remedy to the land use transition controversy.  Introduction of zones for the exclusive use of 
farming has been shown to be an efficacious means of preserving farmland (Nelson, 1990).  
Elementary as that proposal is, no evidence of proposals to consider such a zone have been 
discovered in the review of Victorian planning documents undertaken in this research.  The 
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rural planning system in England is a model which has substantially preserved its rural 
landscape.  Many elements of that system are compatible with ‘objectives’ in the SPPF, and if 
introduced, would legitimate policy to reflect those objectives.  However, authentic policy 
change is highly improbable whilst market economics determines land use allocation.  Current 
policy rhetoric is shown above to be inauthentic, because its intent is not as it is portrayed, and 
objectives are not achieved.  Pseudo policy, performance-based planning and unrestrained 
administrative discretion cannot be improved with incremental adjustment.  Real policy 
change may emerge first from a permanent, rational, and fertile dialectic based on scientific 
data.  Secondly, rejection of rigid, no-exclusions neoliberal dogma and embrace of rationally 
mediated civic values that recognise both private property rights and the public good is 
required.  The performance-based VPP is defective because of its lack of prescription, made 
worse by the inconsistencies which are inevitable in an un-monitored discretionary system.  A 
less ambitious change, with capacity to yield some immediate improvement, would be proper 
oversight of municipal governance practices to prevent repudiation of planning policy.  Of the 
defects in the planning complex identified by informants to this research, the capacity for 
municipal councillors to contradict policy with impunity has been the source of most 
dissatisfaction.  Municipal governance starkly contrasts with the democratic process that 
Australians otherwise enjoy.  Failure of the State through the Department of Environment, 
Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) to properly monitor governance, both in its capacity as 
the planning administrator, and in its capacity as local government administrator, contributes 
significantly to planning failure.  Apparent disinterest in the proper function of municipal 
governance and planning is inconsistent with other government oversight.  With knowledge of 
defects identified by the Auditor General, if not via its own bureaucracy, it is difficult not to 
conclude that failure to intervene is a deliberate policy to ensure that market economics is 
operationalized ‘efficiently’.  
 
Local democracy requires exercise of local ideas in policy development, albeit that the 
Victorian system allows only limited local policy discretion.  However, as Dworkin (1978) 
suggests, administrative discretion is a relative concept, existing only because prescription is 
unable to deal equitably with all potential scenarios, and its scope is limited by its surrounding 
policy objectives.  
 
Opposing perspectives on land use in the case LGAs advocate for private property 
rights at one extreme, and sustainability at another.  However, that dichotomy is imperfect, as 
many proponents of property rights also expressed hope that the regions will maintain their 
rural character, and sustainability advocates also recognize private property rights.  As Walsh 
and Shepheard (2011:27) observe, the dichotomy between self-interest and virtue:  
 
“…is false because it overlooks another …weaker version of the claim 
about the self-interest of human nature according to which human beings 
are: 
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 self-interested, not devoid of other-regarding motivations or concern for 
common good 
 subject to various kinds of temptation”. 
 
Respondents and other Principals observed who defend private property rights are not 
necessarily philosophically libertarian, rather many appear challenged by the trade-off 
between farmland protection and the opportunity for personal gain made available by the 
politics of planning.  The public ‘mindset’ which favours rural landscape preservation in 
England is the product of both robust policy, and a society educated in the merits of 
preservation and sustainability. 
 
Macedon Ranges Shire’s agri-economic and policy predicament has particular salience 
to the latter point above.  Alterman’s (1997) observation is that international rural landscape 
preservation initiatives which valorize ‘countryside’, for all of its constituent elements, 
including farming, rather than agriculture alone, provide the narrative around which the most 
effective policy emerges.  The commerciality of agriculture in Macedon Ranges Shire and 
particularly its relation to land value, presents a poor ‘rational’ argument for farmland 
preservation and one which is, and will continue to be lost.  An alternative, more holistic and 
multi-dimensional case for protection of the peri-urban landscape is required; one which is not 
readily defeated by the simplistic, but undeniably impossible LV:PV coefficient.  The 
literature often cites the requirement for ‘otherness’ to dichotomize the city and the country 
and it follows that for urbanites to value the country it must retain its essential difference with 
the city.  The incremental transformation of the peri-urban landscape to a form that is less 
rural, with diminished ‘otherness’ is unhelpful to development of a holistic ‘countryside’ 
preservation model.  As protection of landscape for agricultural production declines as a social 
imperative and the distinctive features of the rural ‘otherness’ become primarily aesthetic, 
small landscape changes may mark a ‘tipping point’ beyond which ‘otherness’ declines 
exponentially and landscape preservation will become redundant as a social objective.  Wider 
application of Rural Conservation Zone, with stronger dwelling controls and environmental 
objectives is a logical means of reducing land use transition, particularly in locations where 
rural landscape preservation for agricultural use alone, is increasingly difficult to defend. 
 
Of the physical, commercial, political, policy and social issues which contribute to the 
transition of the peri-urban region canvassed in this thesis, the most influential change 
determinant is the extent of land parcel fragmentation.  Dwellings are generally restricted to 
one per land title parcel in all rural zones and the extent to which dwellings can proliferate is 
therefore a function of the spatial arrangement and size of land parcels.  Land use transition 
would significantly reduce if the cadaster was restructured to reduce the number of small title 
parcels.  The SPPF (s.14.01) calls for the re-structure of ‘inappropriate’ subdivisions on 
productive agricultural land as a strategic priority.   However, this research identified scant 
reference to such strategies in local planning policies.  Yarra Ranges Shire’s tenement control 
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policy has a much diminished efficacy with the passage of time and is rarely applied.  Neither 
Macedon Ranges Shire, nor Baw Baw Shire has a re-structure plan to deal with highly 
fragmented land; rather the planning reflex is to re-zone clusters of small parcels to enable 
more liberal dwelling policy.   
 
A range of financial levers is available to government to encourage consolidation of 
land parcels.  Local governments have a differential rating system for farm properties which 
comprise multiple parcels, where a ‘whole of farm’ site value applies, rather than a rate which 
is the sum of the site values of discrete parcels.  However, this research did not discover an 
effective policy to assess whether aggregations of multiple parcels comprise ‘legitimate’ farm 
businesses, rather it appears that the mere aggregation in a common ownership qualifies for a 
differentiated farm rate.  Farm properties are exempt from State Land Tax, whether the 
landowner resides on farm, or not.  The commerciality of the farming enterprise is not a 
condition of tax exemption eligibility, rather the ‘primary’ use of the land for primary 
production determines tax status.  To be eligible for exemption, land does: 
 
“…not need to be used in a business of primary production, although some 
income must be received from the primary production activities conducted on 
the land” (SRO, 2016). 
  
A more differentiated process for assessment of land tax relief eligibility may be an 
efficient method of encouraging title consolidations.  It is noted above that land value per unit 
area is negatively correlated with increasing parcel size: a large parcel is worth less per 
hectare than a small parcel.  Assume that land tax relief eligibility extended only to legitimate 
farm businesses.  For other land holdings that are subject to land tax, the tax payable on the 
sum of multiple small parcels would be higher than the tax which would apply to the same 
aggregate land area consolidated into one land title parcel. 
 
Alternative differentiated rating and land tax treatments are a means of encouraging 
parcel consolidations.  The constitutional, legal and administrative systems, including land 
valuation regulation, are in place, requiring relatively minor regulatory change.  These 
policies would almost certainly invite considerable political debate, particularly around the 
question of farm ‘legitimacy’.  However the combined benefit of cadastral repair and 
increased tax collections from those who elect not to act to avoid tax, present some confidence 
that tax-driven policy amendment is possible.  Comparison is again drawn with the Oregon 
planning system where it has been demonstrated that a differentiated tax system encourages 
protection of farmland.  The Oregon Exclusive Agricultural Use zone requires land within that 
zone to be valued for tax purposes based on production determinants. 
 
Variations between the English and Victorian planning and implementation systems 
were canvassed in Chapter 16.  The determined policy intent to preserve the rural landscape in 
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England is most evident at the implementation level.  In England, objectives are achieved by 
highly prescriptive provisions applying to new dwelling construction, including the 
requirement to meet functional and financial tests.  No such provisions exist in the case 
LGAs’ local planning policies.   
One of the tools available to local government is a condition requiring completion of 
the intended capital works associated with the proposed agricultural use before construction of 
a dwelling, thus ensuring that the intended enterprise is undertaken, and through the value 
added by those improvements, there is an increased probability of succession of approved 
uses.  The research discovered that this tool is rarely applied. 
 
 
17.17 A Multifunctional Landscape 
 
The case LGAs conform to the conventional multifunctional land use model, 
characterized by the multiplicity of land uses increasingly permissible in the rural zones.   
However, the particularity of multifunctionalism is variable between the shires investigated.  
The research has shown that the ‘market’ will take-up a range of land use options, contingent 
upon economic rewards and under the prevailing liberal resource consumption model that is 
occurring without internalization of negative spill-over consequences.  The most conspicuous 
externalities arising from the multifunctional turn are displacement of agriculture precipitated 
by high and increasing land prices and land use conflict between farmers and non-farm land 
users.  Decline of agriculture, particularly in Macedon Ranges Shire, is considered indicative 
of post-productivism, where save for a few exceptions, hobbyist activities (both large and 
small), which do not conform to the Fordist production and accumulation model, and are not 
driven by economic determinants, have displaced large pastoral activities.  In most instances 
the displacement has arisen through land fragmentation and it is therefore permanent.  These 
findings are difficult to reconcile with some of the perspectives offered in the literature that 
describe enduring productivism in non-peri-urban regions.  Perpetuation of true productivism, 
on a material scale in peri-urban areas, is difficult to substantiate.  That said, Baw Baw Shire 
maintains a strong dairy production cluster and it is possible that dairy production can be 
sustained if policy to protect agriculture is embraced.  State and local governments have 
encouraged the multifunctional land use model without regard for the long-run consequences. 
The research has shown, for example, that local governments will encourage land uses that are 
perceived to be of economic value to a municipality, regardless of negative externalities 
including displacement of agriculture.  A wide range of uses is possible because permissible 
land uses in the rural zones have been expanded to the point that few uses are prohibited.  
Chapter 15 analysed the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPP) and found that in Farming zone 
(FZ), such incompatible and irreversible land uses as ‘industry’ and liberalized tourism and 
accommodation uses were introduced in 2013.  Inclusion of ‘industry’ was legitimated in the 
FZ by inclusion of ‘To encourage the retention of employment and population to support rural 
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communities’ in the zone Purpose (s.35.07).  There is no requirement for ‘industry’ to be 
related to, or to provide services, or inputs to agriculture.  Uses defined as ‘industry’ range 
widely from activities such as ‘manufacturing’ to ‘waste treatment’ and ‘wholesaling’.  State 
planning policy therefore encourages multiple land uses, but not in a planned or regulated 
fashion that can avoid negative externalities.  The ‘rights’ conferred on land by policy 
identified in Chapters 7 and 17, argued here to represent the determinants of HBU, are 
articulated in the VPP Table of Uses, both by specification of permissible uses and by 
delimitation of non-prohibited (innominate, therefore permissible) uses.  McCarthy’s 
observation that land use is “necessarily multifunctional” (McCarthy, 2005:779) is given 
higher validity than intended by the context of his remarks within the delimited and unplanned 
HBU resource allocation model of the VPP. 
 
Holmes’ (2006) ‘occupance modes’ of production and consumption resonate with the 
evolving peri-urban landscapes investigated.  Evidence of past production in Macedon Ranges 
Shire is clear and clearly exploited in the place marketing which has attracted the amenity 
consumption which has displaced production.  Holmes’ (2006) third occupance value of 
‘protection’ is not conspicuous amid land holders, although the VPP and regional planning 
statements recognize environmental ‘assets’ where tourism is identified as an economic 
benefit.  Tourism ‘assets’ have been encouraged in FZ with amendments to the zone Table of 
Uses in 2013, including removal of the requirement for hotels, group accommodation facilities 
and restaurants to be used in conjunction with agriculture. 
 
The literature identifies property turnover velocity as an indicator of diminished 
production; a multifunctional landscape characterised by an increasingly heterogeneous 
society (Mendham et al. 2011), and new, and in some instances, transient populations.  
Chapter 14 discovered steadily increasing land turnover in the case LGAs with small land 
parcels dominating transaction activity.  Aided by the policy references noted above, the local 
governments investigated laud small niche craft and pseudo agrarian enterprises, suggested 
here to be hobbyist in nature and incapable of commercialization, as justification for dwelling 
construction on small land parcels.  The agrarian myth, articulated in the literature, and 
substantiated in the empirical findings presented in Chapter 10, is recruited in the planning 
discourse to legitimate economic expansion through population growth and increased 
multifunctional land uses. 
 
The imprints of population change and new-comer influence can be seen in the case 
LGAs.  A small artistic cohort has developed in the Baw Baw Shire village of Neerim South, 
where its lobbying resulted in receipt of a $350,000, State government Small Towns 
Transformations Arts Grant and construction of a seven storey high sculptural gateway to the 
village (Figure 110).  Construction of the ‘bower’, a representation of a Bower Bird nest, 
generated considerable friction in the village, but new-comer preferences prevailed despite 
their minority.  The Baw Baw Citizen blog recorded the sentiment of some locals: 
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“Bloody ridiculous and ugly” 
 
“We have always enjoyed driving into Neerim South. It is a pretty town with a 
natural honesty. It’s still the same town but now it has a pile of blue steel at its 
entrance. Why did they do it?” (Kulich, 2014). 
 
 
The Neerim Bower Acquisition Art prize, 2016 (initiated by the same artistic cohort) 
was awarded to Nicole Allen for her life-size representation of ‘Astro Boy’ (Figure 111) 
(Reed, 2016), which along with other installations, is now located in the main street. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 110, ‘The Neerim Bower’ 
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17.18 Cultural Rationality of Rural 
 
The chapter concludes by drawing on the research findings, references in the literature 
and understandings of social and cultural phenomena, to posit an Australian rural ethos.  
Significant differences can be identified between the English philosophical approach to rural 
land use regulation, and the Victorian approach.  Many economic, social, historical and other 
influences can be cited as determinants of difference.  By means of an example, these 
differences are explored to characterize the social value of rural land in Victoria.  England has 
a population density of approximately 406 persons per square kilometre, compared with 
Australia which has approximately 3 persons per square kilometre (World Bank, 2011), which 
may explain differing social valuation of the countryside.  A perception of abundant land 
available for agriculture in Australia; although factually false, and comparatively little land 
available for agriculture in England, may have influenced policy historically.  Australia is 
more than 300 times larger than England.  ‘Rural’ or ‘countryside’ in the English context is 
markedly different to the Australian conception.  England is less than 500 kilometres wide at 
its widest point and with many large urban centres and conurbations there are few ‘remote’ 
rural areas that would not be considered ‘peri-urban’ by Australian standards.  Given that 
farmer subsidies have exceeded total farm income for some years (Curry and Owen, 2009), 
rural land protection for agriculture in England cannot be attributed to economic motives, at 
least not in the short run.  Multifunctionalism, in its EU construct, is the spatial planning of 
rural as a holistic economic landscape which includes agriculture.  It valorizes landscape as a 
public good, providing recreation, and ecosystem services.  Multifunctionalism in the EU is an 
economic policy idea, but with some positive externalities.   
Figure 111, ‘Astro Boy’ 
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Food security concerns following WWI and WWII influenced agricultural land 
protection policy throughout Europe, including England (Lapping, 2006).  Australia’s long 
self-reliance on food production and the relative security of its remoteness has not invited 
farmland protection as a food security imperative.  It is also notable that England suffers a 
significant housing shortage; particularly affordable housing in rural areas (Rilla, 2011).  
Special exceptions are provided to permit affordable housing in rural areas (NPPF, 
2012:Annex 2).  However, pressure for more housing, with significant political capital at 
stake, has not diminished England’s resolve to preserve farmland.  The multifunctional turn 
(in its EU mode) and the subordination of agriculture from the primary, if not the singular 
land protection objective, have not significantly diluted policy relating to dwelling 
construction and occupation on farmland in England.  The NPPF and local policies 
substantially retain the strong and detailed provisions in PPS7, which unlike Victoria, restrict 
development of disbursed dwellings to functional need in association with genuine and 
sustainable farming enterprises. 
   
Contrast between the Victorian and English farmland preservation ethics suggests 
divergent fundamental social values.  Land use transition in Victoria’s peri-urban region is a 
‘wicked’ problem, challenged at its elemental level by contested opinions as to whether land 
use transition is, in fact, malum in se and therefore a problem at all.  Australia’s very low 
population density, substantial land mass, and ‘settler’ history of discovery, agricultural 
development, self-sufficiency and increasing affluence has nurtured a culture of security, 
based on perceptions of a plentiful supply of resources, including fertile land.  This culture of 
security and an entrepreneurial spirit borne of ‘settler’ necessities feeds a stubborn cynicism 
toward the forecast of environmental perils, particularly those with suggested remedies that 
may conflict with aspirations of the ‘entrepreneurial spirit’.  Notions of abundant resources 
fuelled by recent re-emerging proposals for development of northern Australia’s agricultural 
potential, suggestions that Australia might be Asia’s food bowl, and continued production of 
global food surpluses, do not align with suggestions of imminent environmental peril.   
 
The comparatively small spatial scale of the peri-urban region with its comparatively 
small population, commands a correspondingly small political footprint.  Beyond the peri-
urban geography and academia, evolving social, economic and environmental issues in the 
region are barely visible, save for politically newsworthy debates such as ‘right to farm’ 
conflicts.  Within the peri-urban region a heterogeneous and fluid population, with 
intersecting and clashing established rural and urban perspectives lacks a social consensus, or 
even a dominant ethical tendency toward land use. The region was culturally orphaned from 
its traditional rural heritage, it has not found a comfortable new cultural identity and its urban 
relations, represented by State politicians, are disinterested in its fate, beyond exploitation of 
its leisure, services and dormitory resources.  This cultural and political framework is a 
challenging forum within which to encourage rational discourse around strategic land use 
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policy.  It is curious that despite its highly urbanized population, the English culture appears 
more firmly anchored to its rural traditions than is the case in Australia.  The rural idyll, rural 
commodification and rural social identity theories, canvassed in Chapter 3, appear to resonate 
much deeper with the English cultural psyche, and hence its strong countryside preservation 
policy.  In contrast, social ‘investment’ in countryside in Victoria appears to be in inexorable 
decline as a planning consideration, whilst land use allocation policy is tending increasingly 
toward a ‘frontierism’ model based on market competition and minimal regulatory 
intervention. 
 
Overlaying this socio-political setting is an evolving logic in which intellectual 
resistance to loss of the peri-urban landscape is tiring, a growth-progress-change narrative is 
gaining political currency, and the futility of challenging the inevitability of that change is 
deterring new recruits from engaging in the farmland preservation discourse.  Detailed causal 
and influential features of landscape transition addressed above, each have origins in a socio-
political consensus taken up as laws, or conventions, i.e., policy.  The social, legal and ethical 
framework within which the peri-urban assemblage functions, is one chosen by the majority 
of voters.  Perpetuation of the socio-political status quo reflects the pervasive influence of 
neoliberalism as an institutionalized political economy and as the common, comparatively 
more affluent social rationality.  Nowhere is the neoliberal social psyche better demonstrated 
than in the embrace of ‘growth’: population growth, economic growth, wealth growth.  The 
embrace of growth as the singular solution to collective welfare is at the heart of perpetuation 
of neoliberalism as the ‘commonsense’ economic model.  Not only is growth ‘rational’, it is 
considered ‘inevitable’.  Management of growth therefore completely eclipses the question of 
whether to grow or not to grow.  Reliance on future growth to achieve economic equilibrium 
confirms prevailing deficits, i.e., the cost of the economy is higher than available revenue.  
The corollary is that consumption of resources is exceeding sustainable supply.  It is 
postulated that wealth will have to double and inputs will have to halve to sustain projected 
global population growth and consumption (IISD, 2013, cited by McFarland, 2015).  Absolute 
growth is a compounding continuum and inputs required to generate economic outputs are 
increasing exponentially in absolute terms.  With few exceptions, municipal councillors 
interviewed are devout conscripts to, and evangelistic proponents of economic growth.  The 
virtues of economic growth were proselytized with confidence, and despite the impression 
that few councillors had more than a rudimentary comprehension of economics, the authority 
with which they promoted the merits of growth was resolute and consistent with the 
‘commonsense’ of neoliberal narrative and the boosterism of entrepreneurial governance 
which echoes around all levels of the Australian political dominion.  It is argued therefore, 
that policy change is a bottom-up initiative which will only emerge with cultural change and 
potential for cultural change is constrained by the neoliberal political economy which has 
gripped the Australian psyche as if “there is no alternative” (Thatcher, cited by Flanders, 
2013).    
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 As a preface to this thesis, a plaintive Wendell Berry is quoted, fearing the demise of 
farming communities in his native America, and suggesting that calamity will ensue, should 
farming societies be allowed to perish.  He adds that in that event, “we will deserve it” (Berry, 
1978b).  The response of a State politician questioned about the contentious Macedon Ranges 
Shire planning episode discussed in Chapter 16, provides no optimism that Berry’s 
predictions; closely aligning with observations offered in this thesis, are likely to be heeded in 
in peri-urban Victoria:  
“Councils are free to make bad decisions… it's one of the hazards of democracy” (PT32). 
 The thesis began by describing the displacement of agriculture in the peri-urban 
region, as land use is transitioning to amenity use.  The research has sought to understand why 
land use is transitioning within a planning system which purports to protect agricultural land.  
The thesis isolates planning policy as the principal independent cause of land use transition, 
excluding demand, deteriorating farming income, and a range of other catalytic ‘influences’ 
as being incapable of causing land use transition without policy which sanctions, and in some 
instances hastens conversion of agricultural land to residential land.   
Findings in this research prompt some fundamental questions.  For example, whether 
the predicament of peri-urban agriculture is correctly attributable to policy failure, or whether 
policy is successful, to the extent that it has achieved its objectives.  Discovery suggests that 
the format of the SPPF and VPP and its mode of implementation, which demands the 
application of discretion, are purposefully crafted to allow the ‘market’ to determine land use 
allocation, whilst superficially appearing to protect agriculture.  Whether the market favours 
agriculture or amenity land use, is of little import to the neoliberal model, confident as it is, 
that market equilibrium where ever it settles, reflects the optimal allocation of resources.  If 
that proposition is accepted, policy is highly successful.   
The counter view; that there is policy failure, which may be due to political ineptitude, 
bureaucratic inefficiencies or some other defect, does not hold, given policy amendments that 
continually weaken farmland protection mechanisms,  the adversarial planning continuum 
which constantly surveils the planning complex, and the Victorian Auditor General’s repeated 
criticism of the planning system (Auditor General Victoria, 2008, 2017).  The thesis suggests 
that Victorian planning policy is a failure, in that it fails to protect land from fundamental 
change, but that its teleological intent has succeeded.  Isolation of planning policy (including 
its mode of implementation) as the determinant of land use transition resolves a central aim of 
the research.  Explicating how and why policy is causal has been more complex than 
identifying the simplistic causal model presented in Figure 108.   
Subordinate aims were to identify ‘influences’ which may be found in the systems, 
mechanisms and behaviour of identities within the peri-urban market assemblage, to 
understand how the market model functions, and whether there is consistency in different 
peri-urban planning assemblages.  The notion of investigating the model as an ‘assemblage’ 
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acknowledges that its functionality is the expression of multiple elements which are 
connected, but dynamic and complex.  The question of ‘causality’ has been resolved, but 
‘effects’ require elements of the market model to be active.  For example, the effects of poor 
planning would be inconsequential if there was no demand for land by amenity users, or if 
farmers did not supply land for amenity consumption.  It has been demonstrated that demand 
exists as a response to supply, caused by urban spill-over amid other determinants.  Demand 
for amenity use is shown to be demand for particular ‘rights’, which are endowed by planning 
rules.  The natures of the demand and supply functions and the peripheral influences that 
affect them have been investigated.  Supply of land to the amenity market occurs because of 
the dual effects of poor farm returns and high land values, the latter made possible by 
planning policy and its HBU ‘rights’.  However, the thesis argues that for many potential 
suppliers of land, poor income returns rank behind high land values as a determinant of 
effective supply.  The literature is swollen with references to perpetuation of farming despite 
long-run farm income decline and subsistence level household incomes in peri-urban regions 
and elsewhere. For most farmers low income is an occupational hazard which is tolerated in 
return for lifestyle utilities. 
 A large component of the thesis is devoted to discovering the precise nature of the 
spatial distribution of land parcels, zoning, land value and the components of value and 
agricultural productivity in the case areas.  The thesis noted that the voluminous research on 
peri-urban regions has a tendency to reference a small number of empirical econometric 
studies and that those studies have been widely adopted as axioms.  As this thesis 
methodology has been a case approach to understand detailed localized market functions, it 
has purposefully presented primary research, rather than rely on existing axioms, in order to 
develop conclusions which are peculiar to the case study areas.  The particularity of the 
social, political, economic and environmental systems has been revealed and comparisons 
between local government areas to identify causal relationships between components of the 
land market assemblage, and land use transition have been made possible.  The thesis  
concludes that ‘business as usual’ policy will further consume the peri-urban landscape, 
leading inexorably to the sprawling of towns and settlements and creation of low-density 
conurbations of displaced urbanism, likely to perpetuate social disadvantage, as is the case 
with many outer-metropolitan, urban fringe locations. 
 
Within the variable and diverse land capability, population density and amenity mix 
provided in the three LGAs examined, it is unsurprising that the top-down universal zoning 
format of the VPP is inadequate.  When combined with poor knowledge of land capability 
noted above, local government application of rigid zone templates does not respond well to 
the challenges of sustainable land use.  It is suggested here that the deteriorating farming 
complex in Macedon Ranges Shire, for example, may benefit from re-arrangement of zone 
distributions to re-zone some areas from Farming Zone to the Rural Conservation Zones.  
Protection of landscape for farming in areas which are difficult to defend based on 
commerciality will become increasingly challenging.  However, if emphasis moves to 
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protection of landscape for environmental and aesthetic reasons, preservation may be more 
achievable. Although motivated by free-trade exclusionism, the extension of rural landscape 
valuation beyond agricultural production in the EU has achieved substantial landscape 
conservation.  In England, it has been shown that public sentiment is more easily recruited for 
preservation of landscape, than it is for preservation of commercial agriculture; the latter 
prone to invite criticism as industrial protectionism. 
 
The thesis found that the value added to land by capacity to obtain a dwelling permit is 
embedded in the value of all land in the case LGAs.  Statutory valuations which are used to 
calculate municipal rates, State land tax and stamp duty
1
 all reference the highest and best use 
of land, which for small title parcels is use of land for a dwelling.  Local government revenue 
is substantially reliant upon maintenance of high land values. 
The peri-urban region is vulnerable to land use transition under prevailing planning 
rules, due principally to the highly fragmented landscape.  With alternative planning rules the 
proliferation of small title parcels, which are favoured by amenity land users, would not be 
problematic.  Preservation of land for agricultural use by future generations pivots on 
conservation of units of land in commercially viable parcels.  Idled or underutilized land, such 
as much of the land observed in Macedon Ranges Shire, is a short-run inefficiency problem, 
but one easily remedied if need be.  However, land in small parcels improved with a dwelling, 
is removed from the inventory of land available for farming, and through its potential to 
generate land use conflict with neighbouring land and its constraining effect on would-be 
expanding neighbouring farmers, it also reduces the efficiency of proximal land. 
 
The future is uncertain and uncertainty is associated with risk.  The investment 
literature recognises the analogous relationship between risk and uncertainty, but it 
distinguishes between the two, noting that the parameters of uncertain events cannot be 
estimated, whereas known risks can be evaluated with probabilistic reasoning.  Risk can be 
considered as both the probability of an outcome occurring and the consequences of an 
outcome occurring.  Future value of peri-urban rural land and consequently the resilience of 
peri-urban agriculture is complicated by ‘ceteris non paribus’.  The future of peri-urban 
agriculture is uncertain, to the extent that future planning policy is unknown.  However, the 
risks arising from consequences of different planning scenarios are very well understood, and 
probable outcomes, based on different scenarios, have been estimated with a high degree of 
confidence (Buxton et al., 2011).   
 
 
 
 
1. Stamp duty on the transfer of land is based on ‘market value’ and where the State Revenue Office 
considers that a contract price is lower than market value, it can deem market value. 
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This research has shown that the land use planning system is the primary cause of land 
use transition to consumption use, and that the system is the product of deliberate market-
based resource allocation policy.  The future ‘value’ of peri-urban farmland will be 
determined by policy.   If policy is determined by the market, as it is under the prevailing 
system, markets will determine the value, and consequently the use of peri-urban farmland.  
Thus, the principal aim of the research can be achieved with reference to the expression: 
 
Policy = rights,  rights = land price,  land price = land use. 
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Appendix 8, Figures 112-129 
Figure 112. Dwelling Permits Awarded, Rural Zones Yarra Ranges LGA 
 
Figure 113. Dwelling Permits Declined, Rural Zones Yarra Ranges LGA 
 
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
FZ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RLZ1 0 0 0 0 9 20 9 7 9 5 4 0
RLZ2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GWZ1 0 0 0 0 5 11 6 7 8 8 5 0
GWZ2 0 0 0 1 15 9 16 11 20 15 3 0
GWZ3 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 3 0 2 0 0
GWZ4 0 0 1 1 16 23 15 15 18 10 6 0
GWZ5 0 0 0 4 23 29 32 31 35 19 7 0
GWZ6 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
GWAZ1 0 0 1 4 39 50 46 53 45 22 12 1
GWAZ2 0 0 0 0 7 5 3 10 9 6 0 0
RCZ1 0 0 0 1 7 7 6 6 6 3 1 0
RCZ2 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 2 0
RCZ3 0 0 0 1 5 8 7 7 5 1 2 0
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Figure 114. Dwelling Permits Awarded on Agricultural Use Land 
Rural Zones Yarra Ranges LGA 
 
 
 
Figure 115. Dwelling Permits Awarded, Rural Zones Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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Figure 116. Dwelling Permits Declined, Rural Zones Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
Figure 117. Dwelling Permits Awarded on Agricultural Use Land, Rural Zones Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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Figure 118. Dwelling Permits Awarded, Rural Zones Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
Figure 119. Dwelling Permits Declined, Rural Zones Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
 
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
FZ 2 0 1 2 8 23 9 25 9 6 2 0
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Figure 120. Dwelling Permits Awarded on Agricultural Use Land 
Rural Zones Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
 
Figure 121. Number of Sales and Dwelling Permits, AVPCC cat. 103, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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Figure 122. Number of Sales and Dwelling Permits, AVPCC cat. 117, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
Figure 123. Number of Sales and Dwelling Permits, AVPCC cat. 530.3, Baw Baw LGA 
 
 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
<2 15 9 20 18 40 25 21 12 20 46 26 26 33 22 79 119 96 99 128 108
>2<10 4 1 4 14 31 24 31 45 49 68 59 42 39 30 45 43 37 54 52 54
>11<20 4 0 3 1 8 18 12 15 28 40 17 12 11 13 11 18 20 13 14 13
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Figure 124. Number of Sales and Dwelling Permits, AVPCC cat. 103, Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
 
 
Figure 125. Number of Sales and Dwelling Permits, AVPCC cat. 117, Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
<2 37 27 24 55 21 26 51 41 33 9 6 7 12 13 24 46 29 17 21 16
>2<10 6 10 5 15 15 27 37 26 27 16 6 7 10 8 14 15 11 17 17 9
>11<20 1 1 0 5 2 4 6 5 11 9 5 3 1 1 3 8 4 5 3 3
>21<40 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
>41<100 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
>101<500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
>501<1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
>1001<2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
>2001<5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
>5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dwelling Permits 5 7 11 18 154 116 74 113 74 62 19 0
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Figure 126. Number of Sales and Dwelling Permits, AVPCC cat. 530.3, Macedon Ranges LGA 
 
 
 
Figure 127. Number of Sales and Dwelling Permits, AVPCC cat. 103, Yarra Ranges LGA 
 
 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
<2 15 24 20 13 6 9 5 7 5 7 9 13 11 16 12 7 4 0 0 0
>2<10 54 51 52 31 8 18 15 19 7 3 6 12 21 16 24 19 1 0 0 0
>11<20 20 17 16 14 3 9 4 9 2 2 4 8 6 5 7 6 0 0 0 0
>21<40 15 12 16 5 5 16 18 20 30 24 17 24 24 12 21 17 2 0 1 0
>41<100 8 14 10 6 4 7 17 12 14 13 12 18 23 23 12 11 4 3 1 1
>101<500 2 1 0 0 1 2 1 2 2 7 4 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
>501<1000 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
>1001<2000 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
>2001<5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
>5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 128. Number of Sales and Dwelling Permits, AVPCC cat. 117, Yarra Ranges LGA 
 
 
 
Figure 129. Number of Sales and Dwelling Permits, AVPCC cat. 530.3, Yarra Ranges LGA 
 
 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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>11<20 0 0 5 6 5 9 19 18 24 24 34 17 27 10 25 20 18 15 24 8
>21<40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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>501<1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
>1001<2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
>2001<5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
>5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Appendix 10 
Table 47, Farm Use Parcel Composition, Neerim East, 2009 
 
 
 
 
Use Beef Beef Dairy Diary Beef Dairy Dairy Dairy Dairy Totals
Parcel No's. 6 7 19 7 4 7 6 13 4 73
Hectares
Owned by Farmer 8.68 29.89 0.4 12.51 11.79 8.38 20.89 6.52
5.14 6.85 3.65 24.01 14.58 18.46 20.15 8.49
7.17 41.07 21.19 25.48 17.82 16.11 9.20 9.00
5.72 24.13 8.34 34.52 22.53 19.37 16.61 7.91
3.06 36.61 56.67 10.15 20.94 30.1
6.07 11.52 1.60 12.51 25.25
12.48 6.48 17.17 8.14
7.32
10.74
12.46
9.57
6.51
6.58
5.03
19.76
Totals 35.84 162.55 176.3 136.35 66.72 116.65 66.85 62.02 0 823.28
Leased by Farmer 33.72 31.32 18.00
23.71 15.95
36.58
19.12
Totals 0 0 113.13 0 0 0 47.27 18.00 0 178.4
Sharefarmer 5.32
18.76
73.88
35.85
Totals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133.81 133.81
Owned by Farmer 8.31
Family 4.99
11.45
2.24
6.03
1.04
4.23
Totals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38.29 0 38.29
Totals 35.84 162.55 289.43 136.35 66.72 116.65 114.12 118.31 133.81 1,174
Minimum parcel size 0.4 hectares
Maximum parcel size 73 hectares
Total hectares 1,174
Total parcels 73
Average parcel size 16.079 hectares
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Appendix 11 
National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research 2007 
 
Research merit and integrity  
 
1.1 Research that has merit is:  
 
a) justifiable by its potential benefit, which may include its contribution to 
knowledge and understanding, to improved social welfare and individual 
wellbeing, and to the skill and expertise of researchers. What constitutes 
potential benefit and whether it justifies research may sometimes require 
consultation with the relevant communities;  
b)  designed or developed using methods appropriate for achieving the aims of 
the  proposal;  
c) based on a thorough study of the current literature, as well as previous 
studies. This does not exclude the possibility of novel research for which 
there is little or no literature available, or research requiring a quick response 
to an unforeseen situation;  
d)  designed to ensure that respect for the participants is not compromised by the 
aims of the research, by the way it is carried out, or by the results;  
e)   conducted or supervised by persons or teams with experience, qualifications 
and competence that are appropriate for the research; and  
f)   conducted using facilities and resources appropriate for the research. 
  
1.2 Where prior peer review has judged that a project has research merit, the 
question of its research merit is no longer subject to the judgement of those 
ethically reviewing the research. 
 
1.3 Research that is conducted with integrity is carried out by researchers with a 
commitment to:  
 
a)  searching for knowledge and understanding;  
b)  following recognised principles of research conduct;  
c) conducting research honestly; and  
d) disseminating and communicating results, whether favourable or 
unfavourable, in ways that permit scrutiny and contribute to public 
knowledge and understanding.  
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Justice  
 
1.1 In research that is just:  
 
a) taking into account the scope and objectives of the proposed research, the 
selection, exclusion and inclusion of categories of research participants is 
fair, and is accurately described in the results of the research;  
b) the process of recruiting participants is fair;  
 
c) there is no unfair burden of participation in research on particular groups;  
d)  there is fair distribution of the benefits of participation in research;  
e) there is no exploitation of participants in the conduct of research; and  
f) there is fair access to the benefits of research.  
 
1.5 Research outcomes should be made accessible to research participants in a 
way     that is timely and clear.  
 
 
Beneficence  
 
1.6 The likely benefit of the research must justify any risks of harm or 
discomfort to participants. The likely benefit may be to the participants, to 
the wider community, or to both.  
 
1.7  Researchers are responsible for:  
 
a) designing the research to minimise the risks of harm or discomfort to 
participants;  
b)  clarifying for participants the potential benefits and risks of the research; 
and  
c)  the welfare of the participants in the research context.  
 
1.8 Where there are no likely benefits to participants, the risk to participants 
should be lower than would be ethically acceptable where there are such 
likely benefits. 
 
1.9 Where the risks to participants are no longer justified by the potential 
benefits of the research, the research must be suspended to allow time to 
consider whether it should be discontinued or at least modified. This 
decision may require consultation between researchers, participants, the 
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relevant ethical review body, and the institution. The review body must be 
notified promptly of such suspension, and of any decisions following it. 
 
Respect  
 
1.10 Respect for human beings is a recognition of their intrinsic value. In human 
research, this recognition includes abiding by the values of research merit 
and integrity, justice and beneficence. Respect also requires having due 
regard for the welfare, beliefs, perceptions, customs and cultural heritage, 
both individual and collective, of those involved in research.  
 
1.11 Researchers and their institutions should respect the privacy, confidentiality 
and cultural sensitivities of the participants and, where relevant, of their 
communities. Any specific agreements made with the participants or the 
community should be fulfilled.  
 
1.12 Respect for human beings involves giving due scope, throughout the 
research process, to the capacity of human beings to make their own 
decisions.  
 
1.13 Where participants are unable to make their own decisions or have 
diminished capacity to do so, respect for them involves empowering them 
where possible and providing for their protection as necessary.  
 
Application of these values and principles  
 
Research, like everyday life, often generates ethical dilemmas in which it may be 
impossible to find agreement on what is right or wrong. In such circumstances, it 
is important that all those involved in research and its review bring a heightened 
ethical awareness to their thinking and decision-making. The National Statement 
is intended to contribute to the development of such awareness. This National 
Statement does not exhaust the ethical discussion of human research. There are, 
for example, many other specialised ethical guidelines and codes of practice for 
specific areas of research. Where these are consistent with this National 
Statement, they should be used to supplement it when this is necessary for the 
ethical review of a research proposal. These ethical guidelines are not simply a 
set of rules. Their application should not be mechanical. It always requires, from 
each individual, deliberation on the values and principles, exercise of judgement, 
and an appreciation of context 
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Appendix 12 
Table 48: Rural Planning Policy Case LGAs 
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Clause Ordinance 
Structure 
Section Issue Objectives Strategy Policy Implementation Application Policy Certitude 
 
21.07 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
53.01 
 
 
 
 
 
 
57.01 
 
 
 
 
Issues 
Objectives 
Strategies 
Policy 
Implementation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Landscape 
objectives, 
Strategies and 
Implementation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Upper Yarra 
Valley and 
Dandenong 
Ranges Region 
 
 
 
Metropolitan 
Green Wedge 
Land. 
 
Retain and 
protect 
agricultural 
landscapes 
from poorly 
designed and 
unsustainable 
land use. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agriculture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Protect 
agricultural 
land. 
 
Retain and 
protect scenic 
landscapes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Protection of 
rural land for 
agriculture 
and rural 
activities 
(Aims). 
 
Protect 
productive 
agricultural 
land from 
 
Protect rural and Green 
Wedge landscapes.  Protect 
open landscapes and wine 
growing activities from 
visual and urban intrusions. 
Protect rural residential 
amenity from commercial 
and non-agricultural 
activities. 
Prevent fragmentation of 
Green Wedge landholdings. 
Restrict commercial and non-
agricultural activities in rural 
and Green Wedge areas. 
Provide for uses that 
reinforce rural landscape 
character and prevent loss of 
agricultural land. 
Maintain agricultural 
character between townships 
and retain compact townships 
in the Shire. 
Restrict dwelling subdivision, 
multiple dwelling 
development and use of land 
(57.01-1; 57.01-2). 
 
 
 
 
Development 
to demonstrate 
that it will not 
compromise 
the landscape. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Application of 
tenement 
controls. 
 
 
Apply GW 
zones,  
Apply RC 
zones,  
Apply GWA 
zones,  
Apply 
maximum 
subdivision 
density 
provisions in 
GW, RC and 
GWA zones, 
Apply 
restructure 
overlays,  
Apply 
tenement 
controls. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Schedule to 
53.01 (former 
Lilydale and 
Sherbrook 
 
Mandatory 
 
Mandatory 
 
Mandatory 
 
Mandatory 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mandatory 
 
 
Mandatory 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mandatory 
 
 
 
 
Moderate/discretionary 
 
Moderate/discretionary 
 
Moderate/discretionary 
 
Moderate/discretionary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moderate/discretionary 
 
 
Strong 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strong 
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incompatible 
uses and 
development 
(“Purpose”). 
 
 
 
 
Apply 
provisions of 
s57. 
(Metropolitan 
Green Wedge 
Land). 
 
Shires). 
 
 
 
Apply Table of 
Uses (57.01-1) 
 
 
 
 
Mandatory 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moderate/discretionary 
 
 
 
 
 
21.04-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Issues 
Objectives 
Strategies 
Policy 
Guidance 
Implementation 
Land use – 
Residential 
GWZ and RCZ. 
Managing 
demand for 
residential 
development 
in rural areas 
to minimize 
the impact on 
agriculture. 
Provide for 
residential 
use that 
reinforces 
rural 
landscape 
character and 
does not lead 
to loss of 
productive 
land. 
Avoid conflict with 
agricultural production.  
Provide for dwellings in 
GWZ and RCZ to support 
farming operations.  Provide 
for new residential 
accommodation in Intensive 
Farming areas only if it is 
directly associated with 
farming. 
In GWZ1 and 
GWZ3 provide 
for new 
residential 
accommodation 
only if it is 
directly 
associated with 
the operation 
and 
management of 
the land for 
agriculture.  In 
RCZ and 
GWZs non-
agricultural 
associated 
dwellings 
should not be 
located where 
residential use 
may be affected 
by agricultural 
operations, of 
where it may 
limit the 
agricultural 
operations 
(Policy 
Guidance). 
Apply GWZ 
zones with 
minimum lot 
size controls. 
Mandatory Strong 
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21.04-2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Issues 
Objectives 
Strategies 
Policy  
Implementation 
Land use – 
Agriculture. 
Managing 
demand for 
residential 
development 
in rural areas 
to minimize 
the impact on 
agriculture. 
Facilitate 
development 
of tourism 
opportunities 
that integrate 
with and 
promote 
agricultural 
attributes of 
the Shire. 
Promote small, low intensity 
tourism accommodation that 
relates to agricultural 
production. 
Tourism 
proposals 
demonstrate 
that they are 
related to the 
sale of 
agricultural 
products from 
the land on 
which they are 
sited, or they 
enable visitors 
to experience 
agricultural and 
rural pursuits.  
Tourist 
facilities are to 
be located on 
sites associated 
with an 
agricultural 
activity. 
Apply 
commercial 
zones to town 
centre. 
Non-
specific. 
Weak/Variable. 
21.04-3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Issues 
Objectives 
Strategies 
Policy  
Implementation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Land use – 
agriculture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agricultural 
areas of 
“State 
Significance”. 
Urban 
interface 
issues.  
Protection of 
sustainable 
agriculture. 
Integration of 
agriculture 
with tourism. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maintain and 
strengthen 
role of 
agriculture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maintain agriculture as 
predominant use. 
Prevent fragmentation of 
rural lots. 
Provide for alternative 
agricultural activities. 
Provide for rural service 
industries. 
Retain broad acre farming as 
the predominant use in 
GWZ4 through GWZ6.  
Support agriculture that is 
compatible with 
environmental features of the 
area. 
Primary use of 
land in RCZ is 
agriculture. 
Rural industries 
not to be 
located in RCZ. 
Rural industries 
only supported 
in rural or 
GWZs if 
located in an 
area of 
intensive 
agricultural use 
and will service 
agricultural 
production or it 
processes 
primary 
Apply GWZs 
Apply RCZs 
Apply GWAZs 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
Strong/Variable. 
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produce from 
the immediate 
area. 
Intensive 
animal 
husbandry will 
only be 
supported 
where the site 
does not 
contain a 
valuable 
agricultural soil 
resource. 
21.08 Issues 
Objectives 
Strategies 
Policy 
Guidance 
Implementation 
Subdivision 
objectives, 
Strategies and 
implementation 
Indiscriminate 
subdivision 
and 
commercial 
and 
residential 
activities 
reduces 
available 
agricultural 
land. 
 
Old and 
inappropriate 
subdivisions. 
Retain 
diversity of 
lot sizes in 
order to 
maintain 
landholdings 
suitable for a 
broad range 
of sustainable 
agriculture. 
 
 
Minimize 
adverse 
effects of 
inappropriate 
subdivisions 
in rural areas. 
Limit subdivision and 
fragmentation to retain 
options for a range of 
agricultural activities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Identify subdivisions which 
are inappropriate for dwelling 
development.  Maintain a 
program to restructure 
inappropriate subdivisions. 
Where 
appropriate, 
provide for the 
continuation of 
sustainable 
agricultural use 
of land, 
including 
farming. 
 
 
 
 
Apply GWZs. 
Subdivision 
controls. 
Maximum 
subdivision 
provision in 
GWZ and RCZ 
Schedules. 
 
 
 
 
Apply 
restructure and 
Public 
Acquisition 
overlays.  
Maintain 
tenement 
controls (S.53) 
where 
applicable. 
Mandatory 
Mandatory 
 
Mandatory 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mandatory 
Moderate/Discretionary 
Moderate/Discretionary 
 
Moderate/Discretionary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moderate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
21.09 Objectives 
Strategies 
Implementation 
Environment  Promote 
sustainable 
farming. 
Implement sustainable 
farming practices.  Maintain 
buffers between urban areas 
and productive agricultural 
land. 
Cleared land 
remains 
committed to 
agriculture as 
the primary 
Apply policy 
for rural and 
GWZ areas. 
Unspecified Weak 
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function of the 
area. 
21.05 Issues 
Objectives 
Strategies 
Implementation 
Subdivision 
objectives, 
Strategies and 
implementation 
Activity 
centres (Rural 
townships). 
Maintain and 
enhance the 
rural setting 
and compact 
form of rural 
towns. 
Contain township boundaries. 
Restrict non-agricultural 
activities along road 
frontages to ensure 
agricultural land values are 
maintained. 
Unspecified. Apply GWZ, 
GWAZ and 
RCZ to non-
urban areas. 
Mandatory 
 
Moderate/Discretionary 
 
Clause Ordinance 
Structure 
Section Issue Objectives Strategy Policy Implementation Application Policy 
Certitude 
21.03 Vision 
Overview 
Objectives 
Reference 
documents 
Settlement Growth 
management.  
Reduce land use 
conflict in 
agricultural areas. 
Build a close-knit 
community which 
appreciates the 
unique country town 
character of the 
settlements in the 
Shire. 
Encourage 
employment and 
consolidate industry.  
Conserve and protect 
natural environments 
and minimise risks 
as a result of future 
growth.  
Limit further dispersed 
housing on agricultural 
land by defining preferred 
locations for rural lifestyle 
living within and 
surrounding existing 
settlements.  Protect 
agricultural land and 
activities to maintain their 
long-term sustainable use. 
Encourage niche 
agricultural industries and 
intensive farming and 
manufacturing and 
processing industries in 
appropriate locations.  
Ensure sustainable 
management of 
agriculture and productive 
rural land use activities 
and existing natural 
attributes. 
  Unspecified Weak 
21.06-4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Issues 
Context 
Objectives 
Strategy 
Implementation 
Environmental 
values – 
Natural 
resource base. 
Natural resources. Ensure development 
proposals 
demonstrate a 
positive contribution 
to the environment 
by considering the 
capability of land 
Protect high quality 
productive land from 
unplanned urban 
encroachment. 
Apply State and 
Local Planning 
Policies. 
Apply State 
Planning 
Policies. 
Apply Local 
Planning 
Policies. 
Mandatory 
 
 
Mandatory 
Moderate 
 
 
Moderate/
Variable 
R
u
ral P
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n
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including soil 
stability, erosion, 
flood, and drainage 
management. 
Clause Ordinance 
Structure 
Section Issue Objectives Strategy Policy Implementation Application Policy 
Certitude 
21.07-3 Vision 
Overview 
Objectives 
Strategy 
Reference 
documents 
Economic 
activity -
Primary 
production. 
The Shire is a major 
agricultural 
producer in the 
West Gippsland 
region. Agricultural 
output in the Shire 
is highly valued.  
Dairying is the 
strength of the 
economy of the 
Shire.  Increased 
land values have 
resulted in some 
commercial farmers 
relocating out of the 
Shire where land 
prices are lower and 
the pressures from 
urban development 
are less. These 
changes and the 
popularity of 
alternative 
agricultural pursuits 
mean that there 
should be a more 
flexible approach to 
Enhance rural 
economic activity. 
 
Discourage uses and 
developments likely to 
impact detrimentally on 
agriculture and the 
environment.   Encourage 
land subdivision only 
where it enhances 
primary industry 
productivity and 
sustainability. 
 Unspecified Indeterminate 
 
Weak 
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facilitating 
agricultural 
production. 
22.01 Policy basis 
Objectives 
Policy 
Rural Zones 
(FZ and RAZ) 
policy. 
Increasing pressures 
for subdivision and 
residential 
development of 
rural land, primarily 
for rural lifestyle 
rather than for 
farming purposes. 
Support agriculture 
as a major 
contributor to the 
Shire’s economy.  
Retain the potential 
for large scale, 
broadacre based 
farming enterprises 
by encouraging the 
retention of large 
lots.  Encourage a 
diverse range of 
agricultural 
enterprises which 
can use smaller 
landholdings.  
Support tourism use 
and development 
that is compatible 
with agricultural 
production and/or 
the environmental 
attributes of the 
area.  Ensure that 
the development of 
dwellings and the 
creation of small 
lots for existing 
dwellings minimises 
the loss of 
productive 
agricultural land and 
does not prejudice 
activities associated 
with agricultural 
production. 
 For all rural 
subdivisions, it is 
policy to: Require a 
written submission 
explaining how the 
proposal meets the 
zone purposes and 
decision guidelines 
and the objectives of 
this policy. 
Encourage 
subdivision which 
creates or retains lots 
over 40 hectares. 
Require a land 
capability 
assessment to be 
provided to 
substantiate that 
proposed lots less 
than 1 hectare can 
satisfy the 
requirements of the 
Environmental 
Protection 
Authority’s 
Guidelines for 
Environmental 
Management Code 
of Practice – Onsite 
Wastewater 
Management.  For 
dwelling excisions it 
is policy to: 
Discourage excision 
of a dwelling from a 
lot of less than 40 
hectares; Ensure that 
Unspecified. Mandatory. Weak 
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excised lots are a 
maximum of 2 
hectares, except if 
the excised dwelling 
is associated with an 
established intensive 
agricultural 
enterprise.  Require a 
173 Agreement to 
prevent the addition 
of further dwellings.  
For re-subdivisions it 
is policy to: 
Discourage re-
subdivision that 
would increase the 
development 
potential of the land.  
Encourage any small 
lot proposed for rural 
living purposes to be 
2 hectares, or less in 
area.  In respect to 
dwellings it is policy 
to:  In FZ require a 
farm business plan to 
justify that the 
dwelling is integral 
to but an ancillary 
part of the use of the 
land for a 
commercial farming 
purpose, or an 
approved tourism 
purpose.  In general, 
a dwelling will not 
be supported if the 
farming enterprise 
comprises only small 
scale extensive 
animal husbandry 
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unless it can be 
demonstrated that 
there are special 
management 
requirements relating 
to the grazing stock. 
Require the owner of 
the lot on which the 
dwelling is 
proposed, to enter 
into an agreement 
under Section 173 of 
the Planning and 
Environment Act 
1987, which ensures 
that the lot cannot be 
subdivided to create 
an additional lot and 
cannot be used for 
any further dwelling.  
Where a property 
comprises multiple 
lots, require 
consolidation. 
21.06-6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Context 
Objectives 
Strategy 
Implementation 
Reference 
documents 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Farmland and 
soil quality. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Protection of the 
Shire’s agricultural 
base and the 
retention of the high 
quality productive 
agricultural land.  
Minimisation of 
land use conflicts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Protect and maintain 
high quality 
agricultural land. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Encourage agricultural 
activity that is 
environmentally 
sustainable.  Encourage 
development which 
supports the protection of 
the primary use of the 
land for agricultural 
production.  Discourage 
subdivision practices that 
fragment farm properties.  
Encourage the 
consolidation/restructurin
g of existing fragmented 
agricultural landholdings.  
Protect agricultural land 
from indiscriminate use 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Apply 22.01 
(Rural Zones 
policy) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mandatory 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Weak 
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and development unless 
alternative sites for the 
use or development 
cannot be identified. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clause Ordinance 
Structure 
Section Issue Objectives Strategy Policy Implementation Application Policy Certitude 
22.01 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
22.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Policy Basis 
Policy 
Major 
Influencing 
Factors 
Implementation 
Reference 
documents 
 
Policy basis 
Objectives 
Policy 
Reference 
documents 
Policy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agricultural 
landscapes 
(Area map 1 
and Area 
map 2). 
 
Agriculture, 
demand for 
residential 
development, 
indiscriminate 
past subdivisions, 
escalating land 
prices 
 
Northern and 
eastern parts of 
the Shire are 
productive 
broadacre farming 
areas comprising 
large productive 
farms on high 
quality 
agricultural land.  
The area should 
continue to be 
used for 
sustainable and 
productive 
agriculture and 
uses which 
prejudice 
agriculture will 
not be supported. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Retain the 
northern and 
eastern parts 
of the Shire 
for productive 
agriculture.  
Protect 
agricultural 
activity and 
agricultural 
landscapes. 
 Where appropriate, due account must 
be given to the value of the area for 
forestry and agriculture.  There must be 
no further subdivision of for extension 
of Mt Macedon, or generally northerly 
of the Macedon township. 
 
 
 
Subdivision, house lot excision and 
development of land for a dwelling is 
contrary to the continued use of land 
for productive, sustainable agriculture.  
Subdivision not supported.  
Subdivision, house lot excision and 
development of land for a dwelling 
only supported where it can be 
demonstrated that it will enhance use of 
the land for sustainable agriculture.  
Dwellings must be located on poorer 
quality land.  Applications for 
subdivision, house lot excision or 
dwellings must be supported by a 
whole of farm plan. 
Review and 
evaluation 
existing 
subdivisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
Unspecified. 
Unspecified 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Discretionary 
Weak 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Weak 
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21.07 What is 
important?  
What do we 
want to 
achieve? 
Where do we 
want to achieve 
it? 
How do we 
achieve it? 
Supporting 
actions. 
 
Strategic 
directions – 
agricultural 
landscapes. 
Agricultural 
activity 
contributes to the 
economy of the 
Shire and to its 
character and 
landscapes.  High 
quality 
agricultural land 
in the eastern part 
of the Shire is a 
non-renewable 
resource which 
should be 
protected for 
productive use.  
(Why is it 
important?) 
Preserve 
productive 
agricultural 
activity, 
primarily 
cropping and 
grazing.  
Preserve rural 
landscapes.  
Development 
must be 
related to the 
productive use 
of land for 
agriculture. 
(What we 
want to 
achieve) 
 Strong strategic policy to support 
ongoing agricultural activity and limit 
the expectation of land use change.  
Apply FZ and RCZ to proclaimed 
water catchments.  Apply Local 
Planning Policy (Agricultural 
landscapes) to guide assessment of 
applications for development, 
especially dwellings to ensure that it is 
related to use of land for agriculture.  
Prevent fragmentation by application of 
large minimum subdivision size and 
through policy statements.  Where non-
agricultural use is envisioned, land 
should be re-zoned, rather than 
developed in contravention of policy.  
(How do we achieve it?) 
 
Apply FZ, 
RCZ and EMO 
Discretionary Weak 
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Appendix 13 
Section 55 of England’s National Planning Policy Framework 
 
 
In respect to housing policy, section 55 of the NPPF states: 
To promote sustainable development in rural areas, housing should 
be located where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural 
communities.  For example, where there are groups of smaller 
settlements, development in one village may support services in a 
village nearby.  Local planning authorities should avoid new isolated 
homes in the countryside unless there are special circumstances such 
as: 
 
the essential need for a rural worker to live permanently at or near 
their place of work in the countryside; or 
 
where such development would represent the optimal viable use of a 
heritage asset or would be appropriate enabling development to 
secure the future of heritage assets; or 
 
where the development would re-use redundant or disused buildings 
and lead to an enhancement to the immediate setting; or 
 
the exceptional quality or innovative nature of the design of the 
dwelling.  Such a design should: 
 
be truly outstanding or innovative, helping to raise standards of 
design more generally in rural areas; 
 
reflect the highest standards in architecture; 
 
significantly enhance its immediate setting; and 
 
be sensitive to the defining characteristics of the local area. 
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Appendix 14 
PPS7 Objectives 
 
Prior to the LA and NPPF, policy implementation was regulated primarily through 
Planning Policy Statements (PPS), and Ministerial circulars.  Instructions for the 
implementation of policy in respect to dwellings on rural land, was provided substantially in 
PPS 7. 
The Government’s objectives for rural areas that are relevant to this 
Planning Policy Statement (PPS) are: 
(i) To raise the quality of life and the environment in rural areas through 
the promotion of: 
continued protection of the open countryside for the benefit of all, with 
the highest level of protection for our most valued landscapes and 
environmental resources. 
(ii) To promote more sustainable patterns of development: 
focusing most development in, or next to, existing towns and villages; 
preventing urban sprawl; 
discouraging the development of ‘greenfield’ land, and, where such land 
must be used, ensuring it is not used wastefully; 
promoting a range of uses to maximise the potential benefits of the 
countryside fringing urban areas; and 
providing appropriate leisure opportunities to enable urban and rural 
dwellers to enjoy the wider countryside. 
Promote protection of open countryside; promote sustainable patterns of development, 
with focus on existing towns and villages; prevent urban sprawl; discourage development of 
‘greenfield’ land.  ‘Key Principals’ of PPS7 include: 
(iv) New building development in the open countryside away from 
existing settlements, or outside areas allocated for development in 
development plans, should be strictly controlled;  
the Government’s overall aim is to protect the countryside for the sake of 
its intrinsic character and beauty, the diversity of its landscapes, heritage 
and wildlife, the wealth of its natural resources and so it may be enjoyed 
by all. 
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Appendix 15 
PPS7 Housing Objectives 
 
Under ‘Housing’ PPS7 states: 
9. In planning for housing in their rural areas, local planning authorities 
should apply the policies in PPG3. They should: 
(ii) strictly control new house building (including single dwellings) in the 
countryside, away from established settlements or from areas allocated 
for housing in development plans. 
10. Isolated new houses in the countryside will require special 
justification for planning permission to be granted. Where the special 
justification for an isolated new house relates to the essential need for a 
worker to live permanently at or near their place of work in the 
countryside, planning authorities should follow the advice in Annex A to 
this PPS. 
11. Very occasionally the exceptional quality and innovative nature of 
the design of a proposed, isolated new house may provide this special 
justification for granting planning permission. Such a design should be 
truly outstanding and ground-breaking, for example, in its use of 
materials, methods of construction or its contribution to protecting and 
enhancing the environment, so helping to raise standards of design more 
generally in rural areas. The value of such a building will be found in its 
reflection of the highest standards in contemporary architecture, the 
significant enhancement of its immediate setting and its sensitivity to the 
defining characteristics of the local area. 
Annex A of PPS 7 particularizes circumstances under which dwellings can be 
permitted on rural land under ‘Agricultural, Forestry and other Occupational Dwellings’:  
1. Paragraph 10 of PPS7 makes clear that isolated new houses in the 
countryside require special justification for planning permission to be 
granted. One of the few circumstances in which isolated residential 
development may be justified is when accommodation is required to 
enable agricultural, forestry and certain other full-time workers to live at, 
or in the immediate vicinity of, their place of work. It will often be as 
convenient and more sustainable for such workers to live in nearby towns 
or villages, or suitable existing dwellings, so avoiding new and 
potentially intrusive development in the countryside. However, there will 
be some cases where the nature and demands of the work concerned 
make it essential for one or more people engaged in the enterprise to live 
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at, or very close to, the site of their work. Whether this is essential in any 
particular case will depend on the needs of the enterprise concerned and 
not on the personal preferences or circumstances of any of the individuals 
involved. 
2. It is essential that all applications for planning permission for new 
occupational dwellings in the countryside are scrutinised thoroughly with 
the aim of detecting attempts to abuse (e.g. through speculative 
proposals) the concession that the planning system makes for such 
dwellings. In particular, it will be important to establish whether the 
stated intentions to engage in farming, forestry or any other rural-based 
enterprise, are genuine, are reasonably likely to materialise and are 
capable of being sustained for a reasonable period of time. It will also be 
important to establish that the needs of the intended enterprise require 
one or more of the people engaged in it to live nearby. 
3. New permanent dwellings should only be allowed to support existing 
agricultural activities on well-established agricultural units, providing: 
(i) there is a clearly established existing functional need (see paragraph 4 
below); 
(ii) the need relates to a full-time worker, or one who is primarily 
employed in agriculture and does not relate to a part-time requirement; 
(iii) the unit and the agricultural activity concerned have been established 
for at least three years, have been profitable for at least one of them, are 
currently financially sound, and have a clear prospect of remaining so 
(see paragraph 8 below); 
(iv) the functional need could not be fulfilled by another existing 
dwelling on the unit, or any other existing accommodation in the area 
which is suitable and available for occupation by the workers concerned; 
and 
(v) other planning requirements, e.g. in relation to access, or impact on 
the countryside, are satisfied. 
4. A functional test is necessary to establish whether it is essential for the 
proper functioning of the enterprise for one or more workers to be readily 
available at most times. Such a requirement might arise, for example, if 
workers are needed to be on hand day and night: 
(i) in case animals or agricultural processes require essential care at short 
notice; 
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(ii) to deal quickly with emergencies that could otherwise cause serious 
loss of crops or products, for example, by frost damage or the failure of 
automatic systems. 
5. In cases where the local planning authority is particularly concerned 
about possible abuse, it should investigate the history of the holding to 
establish the recent pattern of use of land and buildings and whether, for 
example, any dwellings, or buildings suitable for conversion to 
dwellings, have recently been sold separately from the farmland 
concerned. Such a sale could constitute evidence of lack of agricultural 
need.  
6. The protection of livestock from theft or injury by intruders may 
contribute on animal welfare grounds to the need for a new agricultural 
dwelling, although it will not by itself be sufficient to justify one. 
Requirements arising from food processing, as opposed to agriculture, 
cannot be used to justify an agricultural dwelling. Nor can agricultural 
needs justify the provision of isolated new dwellings as retirement homes 
for farmers. 
7. If a functional requirement is established, it will then be necessary to 
consider the number of workers needed to meet it, for which the scale 
and nature of the enterprise will be relevant. 
8. New permanent accommodation cannot be justified on agricultural 
grounds unless the farming enterprise is economically viable. A financial 
test is necessary for this purpose, and to provide evidence of the size of 
dwelling which the unit can sustain. In applying this test (see paragraph 
3(iii) above), authorities should take a realistic approach to the level of 
profitability, taking account of the nature of the enterprise concerned. 
Some enterprises which aim to operate broadly on a subsistence basis, 
but which nonetheless provide wider benefits (e.g. in managing attractive 
landscapes or wildlife habitats), can be sustained on relatively low 
financial returns. 
9. Agricultural dwellings should be of a size commensurate with the 
established functional requirement. Dwellings that are unusually large in 
relation to the agricultural needs of the unit, or unusually expensive to 
construct in relation to the income it can sustain in the long-term, should 
not be permitted. It is the requirements of the enterprise, rather than those 
of the owner or occupier, that are relevant in determining the size of 
dwelling that is appropriate to a particular holding. 
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Appendix 16 
Extracts from North Somerset, East Hertfordshire and Swindon 
Local Planning Policies 
 
 
1. North Somerset Council Local Planning Policy 
 Aspects of the NPPF PPS 7 pervade local policy.  Its ‘Core Strategy’ Area policy 
(CS33) ‘Infill Villages, Small Settlements and Countryside’ policy affirms PPS 7.  The North 
Somerset Council Development Management Policy (at the time of writing subject to 
ratification by the Secretary of State) articulates policy in respect to rural workers dwellings at 
DM46.  The policy closely reflects and in no respect contradicts PPS 7.  The policy aim is to:  
Restrict isolated residential development in the countryside unless there 
are special circumstances such as essential rural workers dwellings. 
 DM46 states: 
The erection of dwellings in the countryside for full time workers in 
agriculture, forestry, or other land-based rural businesses will be 
permitted provided that the applicant provides an independent appraisal 
that demonstrates: 
the dwelling is required to satisfy a clearly established existing and long 
term functional need to live permanently at or within the immediate area 
of their work; and the agricultural, forestry or land based use (excluding 
other elements) have been established for at least three years, have been 
profitable for at least one of them, are currently financially sound, and 
have a clear prospect of remaining so; and 
the need could not be fulfilled by another existing or recently disposed 
dwelling on the unit or any other accommodation or building capable of 
conversion in the area which is suitable and available for occupation by 
the worker concerned; and 
the proposal is satisfactorily sited in relation to the agricultural or forestry 
unit and, wherever possible, is sited within a hamlet or existing group of 
buildings (in particular, that the need for a new vehicular access is where 
practical avoided); and 
the proposed floor space of the dwelling does not exceed 150 square 
metres.  
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Where the need and location for a rural workers’ dwelling have been 
accepted under the above criteria except for the economic viability of the 
unit, the council may permit temporary accommodation for up to three 
years in a caravan or mobile home, provided that there is clear evidence 
that the enterprise has been planned on a sound financial basis with a 
firm intention and ability to develop it. 
Planning permission will be granted only subject to a condition limiting 
occupation to the rural workers and their dependants. Where a second or 
further dwelling is permitted on a holding, a condition will be imposed 
on any unrestricted existing dwellings to similarly limit their occupation. 
The removal of an occupancy condition will not be permitted unless it 
can be demonstrated that there is no need for the dwelling on the unit or 
in the locality, nor is a need likely to arise in the foreseeable future, and 
that there has been a genuine and unsuccessful attempt to market the 
property at a realistic price that reflects the agricultural tie. 
 Justification of the need for a dwelling is under the heading ‘Establishing Need’ as 
follows: 
Applicants will be required to seek an appraisal justifying an exception to 
the general policy of restraint. To ensure a high quality and impartial 
assessment, appraisals are best prepared by: 
a Member of the British Institute of Agricultural Consultants; 
other consultants demonstrating qualifications and experience in the 
subject area. 
Appraisals prepared by the person acting as agent with regard to the 
planning application are not acceptable. 
The appraisal should provide the following information: 
existing accommodation on the unit and how it is occupied; the purpose 
of the new dwelling and how important it is for the operation of the unit; 
whether the new building is necessary rather than convenient, i.e. must it 
be in the countryside rather than in a nearby village; 
the Justification for a particular site, when there may be others less open 
to planning objection; 
the recent history of the unit, including recent severance and details of 
any dwellings on the unit that have been sold or converted for non-
agricultural occupation; 
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where a new unit is to be formed, proof that the enterprise will be 
permanent and economically viable. 
Applications are often received for dwellings associated with new 
enterprises, especially horticulture. In certain instances, a financial test 
will be applied in order that further evidence of the genuineness of stated 
intentions can be provided. In such circumstances, where need is 
established temporary planning permission will normally be granted for a 
residential mobile home. Such temporary planning permissions will 
extend to two or three years depending on the circumstances of the 
enterprise. In order to receive consent for a permanent dwelling then the 
enterprise would have to be proven viable and the requirements of Policy 
DM46: Rural workers dwellings fully met. In appropriate circumstances, 
a condition may be attached restricting the occupation of a dwelling until 
works necessary for the establishment of the enterprise have been 
completed. 
If the need for a dwelling is established, then it is important that its scale, 
design, size and siting have a minimal effect on the countryside. 
Dwellings should therefore be well-related to existing buildings and 
where possible share an existing vehicular access. They should not 
exceed a size necessary to meet normal family requirements and 
accommodate minor ancillary office facilities.  Any proposals above 150 
square metres would not normally be acceptable and would need to be 
fully justified. Proposals for the size, siting and landscaping of the 
curtilage should also ensure that the impact on the landscape is 
acceptable. 
2. East Hertfordshire Council Local Planning Policy 
 
Chapter 4 of the LPP (Green Belt and Countryside), Section GBC5 states, inter 
alia: 
(I) The District Council will: 
(a) only permit agricultural, forestry or other occupational dwellings in 
the Rural Area Beyond the Green Belt where the applicant has 
demonstrated that it is essential for the proper functioning of the 
enterprise for one or more full time workers to be readily available at 
most times of the day and night; 
(b) where the above ‘functional test’ is not conclusive, apply a financial 
test to complement it, to establish whether the existing or proposed 
business has been planned on a sound financial basis; 
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(c) not grant planning permission where existing accommodation is 
available suitably close to the enterprise; 
(d) not grant planning permission where severance or subdivision of a 
holding has resulted in a new holding with no dwelling associated with it, 
except in cases where a genuine need has been clearly demonstrated. 
(II) In all cases new dwellings must be sensitively designed and sited to 
minimise the impact of the building on the character and appearance of 
the countryside.  
Under the heading ‘Occupancy Conditions’ Section GBC6 states inter 
alia: 
Where planning permission is granted for a new dwelling in the 
countryside on the basis of a particular local need such as agriculture, 
forestry or other rural-based enterprise, the appropriate conditions will be 
imposed to ensure that the dwelling will be kept available to meet that 
particular need; 
(II) In the absence of a future particular local need such as agriculture, 
forestry or other rural-based enterprise, occupancy will be limited to 
households who qualify for local affordable housing; 
(III) Planning Applications to remove an occupancy condition will only 
be granted in exceptional circumstances. Evidence will need to be 
submitted to prove that: 
(a) there is no agricultural, forestry or other rural-based occupational 
need for the dwelling, having regard to need in the area as a whole, not 
just the particular holding; and 
(b) a contribution to meeting local affordable housing needs in the area 
could not be made by the dwelling 
 
3. Swindon Local Planning Policy 
Policy HA6 of the Swindon Local Planning Policy (Agricultural Workers Dwellings) 
states: 
a. Planning permission for a new dwelling in the countryside based upon 
the essential needs of agriculture and forestry shall only be permitted 
where: 
an independent appraisal is submitted with the application demonstrating 
that there is a functional need for the proposed dwelling which cannot be 
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met by existing suitable accommodation available in the area, or by 
rearranging duties and responsibilities between workers; and 
the size of the proposed dwelling is appropriate to its functional need; 
and 
in all cases a financial test is also submitted to demonstrate the viability 
of the business proposed or as proposed to be expanded; and 
the dwelling cannot be provided by adapting an existing building on the 
holding; and 
the proposed dwelling is located within or adjacent to the existing farm 
buildings or other dwellings on the holding; and 
the design of the proposed dwelling is in harmony with the landscape 
character type and appearance of the countryside, particularly in the Area 
of Outstanding Natural Beauty; and 
occupancy is limited by way of a planning condition or obligation. 
b. Any proposal for a farm unit which has been subject to fragmentation, 
or is known to be about to be affected by it, shall be subject to planning 
obligations to tie the dwellings to adjacent farm buildings to prevent 
them being sold separately. 
 
Sections 4.149-4.153 state: 
 
4.149 Policy HA6 is intended to ensure a consistent approach by the 
Local Planning Authority in determining applications for new dwellings 
outside the settlement boundaries. In the open countryside isolated new 
dwellings are not normally permitted as they conflict with strategies to 
protect the countryside and are generally in unsustainable locations. 
However, those who work in the rural economy may need to live in close 
proximity to where they work. Consequently, to conform to the NPPF, 
proposals of this nature are allowed as an exception to development 
constraints in the countryside. 
4.150 The criteria specified are considered appropriate to determine 
whether such a special justification is valid and to detect possible abuse. 
Each appraisal should be submitted with the application and be 
undertaken at the applicant’s expense by an independent and qualified 
agricultural consultant. Where required, this financial appraisal should 
show in particular that the net income generated by the business is 
wholly capable of supporting the proposed size and cost of the dwelling, 
and the livelihood of its occupant, on a sound continuing basis. 
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4.151 Should these appraisals establish the need for a dwelling in 
principle, the availability of any suitable existing accommodation in the 
vicinity (such as the nearest settlement) will be regarded as material in 
determining the application. Where no such accommodation exists, 
inordinately large or extensive new dwellings relative to the needs of the 
enterprise, or those of inappropriate design for their location, will not be 
permitted. Where the Local Planning Authority is concerned about 
possible abuse of this exception policy, the history of the holding, the 
recent pattern of land use and building and recent disposals of land and 
property may be investigated. Such information will be treated as 
material to the Local Planning Authority’s determination of planning 
applications, as part of the consideration of the individual merits of each 
case. Such a sale could constitute evidence of lack of agricultural need. 
4.152 To ensure that new dwellings permitted to meet such special needs 
remain available to meet any continuing essential needs of agriculture or 
forestry enterprises in the locality an occupancy condition will be 
attached by the Local Planning Authority to all permissions granted 
under this policy.  Consideration will also be given to agreeing 
occupancy conditions on existing dwellings under the control of the 
applicant, which do not have such conditions, but need at the time of the 
application to be used in conjunction with the enterprise. Fragmentation 
has resulted in a new set of problems in relation to agricultural policy. 
The separate sale of farmhouses, divorced from the rest of the farm, has 
brought about the loss of much needed residential accommodation. To 
prevent this situation continuing in the future, planning obligations may 
be attached to agricultural workers consents to tie them to the associated 
unit. 
4.153 Entirely new sites where there are currently no existing buildings 
at all are especially sensitive and could be unnecessarily damaged were 
partial implementation and/or the abandonment of a proposed enterprise 
to occur.  To ensure that such opportunities are not unnecessarily denied, 
in circumstances where the functional and financial tests have resulted in 
a finely balanced conclusion, the Local Planning Authority will be 
prepared to consider inviting an application for a mobile home on a 
temporary basis, normally for three years. Such temporary permission 
would rarely be renewed other than to provide continued accommodation 
whilst a permanent dwelling was promptly constructed on any such site 
as might have been permitted for that purpose. 
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Appendix 17 
 
 
 
Figure 130. Beef Farm Scenario, Macedon Ranges, 2011 
Assumptions Notes
Year 2011 1. Dry sheep equivalents (DSE), Department
Hectares in production 500      of Primary Industries Agriculture Notes, 
Carrying Capacity (yearlings)
1
0.75      September 1997, calculated from Macedon Ranges
Carrying Capacity (heavy cattle)
1
0.6      average DSE of 7.41 per hectare (Elders Kyneton, 2015).
Carrying Capacity (breeders)
1
0.37 2. Number of units, less 15% to allow for bulls and heifer 
Units (breeding)
2
185      replacements.
Units (calves) 337.5 3. Average $ per kilo, Bendigo Livestock Exchange, March, 
$ Kilo (calves)
3
1.75      August, 2011.
$ Kilo (heavy)
3
1.98 4. Average weight, Bendigo Livestock Exchange, March, August, 2011
Calf Weight
4
300 5. 0.75 kilogram weight gain per day, 12 months to conform to DSE
Heavy weight
4,5
575      estimate, Department of Primary Industries Agriculture Notes, 
     September, 1997.
Fattening herd 338 Breeding herd 185
Sales $ 384,244
Less purchases $ 177,188
Gross return $ 207,056 Gross return $ 97,125
Profit & Loss Carrying Capacity Sensitivity (per hectare)
Gross Return Fattening 207,056 0.333 0.37 0.407
Breeding 87,413 97,125 106,838
Direct cattle expenses 39,000 0.6075 0.675 0.7425
Labour (owner) 70,000 Fattening 186,351 207,056 227,762
Family 10,000
Casual 4,000 Live Weight  Sensitivity ($ per Kilogram)
Cost of Production
1
123,000
Net Return 84,056 Calves 270 300 330
Heavy 517.5 575 632.5
Gross Return Breeding 97,125 Breeding 87,413 97,125 106,838
Fattening 186,685 207,056 228,000
Direct cattle expenses 29,856
Labour (owner) 70,000 $ Kilogram Sensitivity (live weight)
Family 42,000
Casual 4,000 Calves 1.575 1.75 1.925
Cost of Production
1
145,856 Heavy 1.782 1.98 2.178
Net Return -48,731 Breeding 87,413 97,125 106,838
Fattening 168,632 207,056 243,928
1. Meat & Livestock Australia on-line Median Gross Return, Fattening 207,056
    Cost of Production model.  Accessed 23.07.15 Median Gross Return, Breeding 97,125
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Appendix 18,  
 
Figure 131. Yarra Ranges Shire Commercial Development in Green Wedge Zone 
 
 
 
